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Spectral Based Illumination Estimation and 
Color Image Normalization 

Reiner LENZ, Peter MEER and Markku HAUT A-KASARI 

Color constancy is the property of the human vision system to compensate the influence 
of changing illumination conditions. This problem is central to computer vision and has 
many practical applications including automatic color correction and visual data represen-
tation in image databases. We present an algorithm which characterizes the global color 
characteristics of an image by the coefficients of a log-eigenspectra expansion. 

We assume that the statistical properties of the colors in the image are approximately 
described by a database (like the Munsell system) for which spectral data is available. 
The logarithm of these spectra can be represented by a small number of coefficients in an 
eigenvector expansion. The effect of the illuminant on the expansion coefficients of the 
log-reflectance function is a location independent, constant shift. Thus the recovery of the 
illuminant is reduced to estimating the shift of the most probable value of the distribution 
of the expansion coefficients. To estimate the most probable value for each coefficient, a 
robust mode estimator was employed. 

Introduction 
Animals and humans can easily compensate the influence of a wide variety of changing 
illumination conditions, a phenomenon known as color constancy. Although this problem 
has also been widely studied in image processing it is probably fair say that today we don 't 
know how to design an algorithm which would give a machine a similar capability. 

One of the problems in previous studies of color constancy is that they describe colors in 
conventional color spaces (like RGB) in which the description of the transformation induced 
by the changing illumination light becomes quite complicated. In this paper we advocate 
a color representation based on the eigenvector expansion of logarithmic spectra. We will 
show that the influence of the illumination light can be described by a global shift vector in 
this system. Using methods from robust statistics this shift can be reliably computed. The 
coordinates of this vector characterize the global distribution of the colors in the image. This 
information can then be used in the application at hand. The fo llowing examples illustrate 
the usefulness of such a description: 

Color constancy: If we make certain statistical assumptions about the spectral prop-
erties of the underlying reflection properties of the objects then we can estimate the spectral 
properties of the illuminating light source. 

Color image retrieval: The color distribution in an image depends not only on the 
spectral properties of the illumination but also on the properties of the imaging device ([1]). 
If we want to retrieve the image of an object from an image database independent of the 
imaging device and a change of illumination then we have to compensate global color shifts 
before comparing the images. 
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Quality control: The global characterization of the color properties of an image can also 
be useful as a measurement that monitors the quality of an industrial production process. A 
typical example is color printing where the ideal color distribution of a color image is given. 
A comparison of the global color distribution of the currently printed image and the color 
distribution of the ideal color print could be used to tune the parameters of the printing 
process. 

Our representation of color is based on a sampling of the space of color spectra which 
was developed in the context of color appearance systems. These systems describe the space 
of colors, relevant for human color perception, by representative samples. High-resolution 
measurements of the spectra of these representative colors are now available. We used the 
spectra from the Munsell and the NCS systems (see [2] and [3]). For each of the 1269 colors 
of the Munsell System their spectra were measured from 380nm to 800nm at 1nm steps, 
while the 1513 samples from the NCS system were measured at 5nm intervals. 

In the following we denote by >. the wavelength variable and we assume that the spectral 
distribution M(>.,x) , measured at location x can be written as M(>.,x) = R(>. ,x) · L(>.) , 
where R(>.,x) is the reflectance function at that location and L(>.) is the spectrum of the 
light source. Taking the logarithm a linear relation, m(>.,x) = r(>.,x) + l(>.), is obtained, 
where the lower case represents the logarithm of the upper case symbol, i.e. log(R(>., x)) = 
r(>., x). Experiments show that also the logarithmic spectra can be described by only a few 
coefficients in an eigenvector expansion of the log-database spectra. If the k-th eigenvector 
of the log-database is bk(>.) then the expansions of the functions m, r and l are 

m(>.,x) = r(>.,x) = .L:>k(x)bk(>.), l(>.) = 
k k k 

Thus, for a given k we obtain J.Lk(x) = Pk(x) + ak. i.e. , the effect of the illuminant on the 
k-th expansion coefficient of the Jog-reflectance function is a location independent (constant) 
shift. These shift parameters provide the representation of the global color characteristic 
of the image in the log-spectral space. Computing these parameters for different images 
we can compare them and use the result for quality control or color image retrieval. If 
the parameters are only available for one image then we can compare them with the ones 
generated from the complete set of Munsell/NCS spectra. This provides an estimation of 
the illuminant in relation to the spectral database. 

In our implementation we characterize the distribution of a coefficient by its mode, i.e. 
the most probable value. Since the form of the distributions vary considerably we use a 
robust estimator to compute the mode. 

Experiments 
We used the basic algorithm in three different types of experiments: 

Simulated illumination lights: We simulate the estimation of a known light source as 
follows : First a given RGB image is converted to a multispectral image using a lookup-table 
technique based on the spectra from the database. Then pointwise multiplication with a 
known light source gives the simulated multispectral measurement image. This multispectral 
image is converted back to RGB and from this RGB image the illumination spectrum is 
estimated and compared with the true spectrum. 

Color correction of TV-image: An image of a postcard was captured under two 
different illuminations: normal indoor light conditions and blue light provided by the light 
box 2412 of the Aristo Grid Lamp Products, Inc .. The blue image was input to the spectral 
normalization procedure and a normalized image was obtained. 
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Normalization of a pair of images: We scanned in two color images of the same 
scene from [1 , pp. 90- 91) . One image was taken from 50m while the other image was taken 
with a telephoto lens from 1000m. In the latter all the colors appear less saturated and the 
gray tones dominate. This pair of images illustrate a typical image database problem where 
human observers have no difficulty in recognizing the two images as images of the same 
object, while a simple color based matching performed by a machine would fail to match 
them. 

Results 
The following figures summarize some of the results obtained so far: Figure 1 shows the 
spectrum of the A-source and its estimated spectral distribution computed from one of the 
simulated images. Here we used 3 eigenvectors for the description of the colors and the mode 
was estimated with the LMedS estimator (see (4), (5]). 

Figure 1: Spectra of A-source and its estimation. 

A quantitative description of the normalization effects of the scanned ([1, pp. 90- 91]) 
images is given in Figure 2. Here the chromaticity distributions (in CIE-xy space) of the two 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Chromaticity distributions of normal and telephoto images. (a) Original images. 
(b) After normalization. 

images before (a) and after (b) normalization are shown. The distributions are based on the 
chromaticity vectors of the same, 1000 randomly selected pixels. The points originating in 
the normal lens images (original and processed) are marked with +, while the points from 
the telephoto images with o. For all four images it was assumed that the images are viewed 
under D65 daylight and the chromaticity coordinates were computed accordingly. For each 
chromaticity distribution the two eigenvectors were then computed from all the pixels in 
an image. They are shown with solid lines for the normal lens images and dashed lines 
for the telephoto images. The centers of the eigenvector coordinate systems are located at 
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the means of the chromaticity distributions. They are shown with the solid cursor for the 
normal lens images, and with the dashed cursor for the telephoto images. The effect of the 
normalization is clearly revealed. Some of the results of these experiments (including the 
color images) are available electronically under: 

• http:/ fwww.isy. liu .se;- reiner/colorfworkshopfworkshop.html 

• http:/ fwww.isy.liu.se;-reiner/color/icassp97.ps 

• http:/ fwww.isy. liu.se/-reiner/color/scia.ps 

Conclusions 
We have shown that the log-eigenvector expansion of color spectra defines a coordinate 
system in which efficient solutions to problems related to color constancy can be found. 
Combining the log-spectral space with robust mode estimators a reliable estimation of global 
characteristics of a color image can be obtained. These characteristics can be used for color 
correction, pattern recognition and in color image database applications. 
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Recognition of Material Types and Analysis of 
lnterreflection Using Spectral Image 

Yoshitsugu MANABE and Seiji INOKUCHI 

A new recognition method of material types is described. To materialize this idea, this paper 
proposes a simple color reflection model based on dichromatic reflection model which classifies 
colored opaque objects into three categoies: "metallic", "matte nonmetallic" and "glossy nonmetal-
lic". As applications of the spectral images, spectral image is used to the material recognition, and the 
validity of this method is shown through experiments. And we analyze interreflection using spectral 
image. 

1.1NTRODUCTION 
We can identify metal, paper, cloth and so on , based on visual information of the object surface. 

The smoothness of the object surface can be perceived by the sense of sight getting some information 
of texture, highlight and/or reflected image on the surface same as by the sense of touch. So we aim 
at the recognition of material types from images. 

Shafer et at. are in the vanguard of researchers study ing the gloss (highlight) of RGB color images 
in computer vision[ 1). He proposed a simple model representing the reflection process of surfaces of 
dielectric objects such as plastic paint including highlight. This is called the "dichromatic retlection 
model." Hashimoto et al. have recognized material types by this model in RGB color image[2). 

On the other hand, in existing color image processing systems, a RGB color camera is widely 
used, however, a real image is a projection of a complex optical phenomenon with spectral distribu-
tion. We proposed here a spectral image acquisition system, and have applied spectral images to 
object recognition[3]. This paper proposes a method of recognition of material types and analysis of 
interreflection using spectral image. 

2 . SPECTRAL IMAGE 
We proposed a color image acquisition system which can measure continuous spectral data of 

pixel in order to apply spectral images to object recognition[3]. Spectral images are acquired by a 
spectrometer with two dimensional scannings to object recognition. 

A commercial spectrometer can usually measure spectral power distribution at one point. For 
measuring image, two dimensional scanning is necessary. By moving a spectrometer at equal length 
and width intervals, a spectral image can be constructed. Basically, a spectrometer measures the 
visible band (380nm - 760nm), the obtained spectral image becomes three dimensional data; the 
pixel position (x, y) and the spectral power distribution. 

3 . COLOR REFLECTION MODEL 
First of all, we have to inquire how light on an object surface reflects. For dielectric materials, 

there are two physically different types of reflections based on the dichromatic reflection model 
proposed by Shafer[ 1]. One is surface reflection, the other is body reflection. Surface reflection 
causes as highlight on the object, and its color is the same as the light source. Body reflection reflects 
uniformly to all direction, that is Lambertian reflection, and its color is determined by the object 
color. 
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On the other hand, for metallic materials, reflected light is mostly composed of surface reflection. 
Unlike the surface reflection of a nonmetallic object, the reflected light from such an object has 
different color from that of the light source, since the spectral reflectance varies depending on its 
wavelength. 

(I) Glossy nonmetallic type (S-Type) 
When light reflects on the object, the reflected light is separated into surface reflection and body 

reflection by dichromatic reflection model. So a measured spectral power distribution has two com-
ponents- surface reflection (light source color) and body reflection (object color) . And its maxi -
mum radiance is large. 

(2) Matte nonmetallic type (R-Type) 
A matte nonmetallic type can he applied dichromatic reflection model. But this type object has a 

perfect diffuse reflection alone, therefore its reflection component can be only represented by it s 
body reflection). 

(3) Metallic type (M-Type) 
Metallic surface has only specular reflection (surface reflection ), and its component becomes 

color of its metallic object. Moreover its maximum radiance is large because there is hi light). 

3.1. lnterreflection 
When several objects are located closely in a scene, interreflections among objects may appear. 

Also in case of concave object, self-interreflections usually appear. On this phenomenon, we can 
regard a new light source (second light source) exists besides a true light. They increase the intensity 
of reflected light, otherwise change its color. When considering interreflections, we have to mention 
the combination of above three types of reflections . 

4. CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL TYPES 
Objects can be classified into some types, so this paper examines colored metallic objects and 

opaque nonmetallic objects. There are classified further into three types - " metallic objects (M-
Type) ," "matte nonmetallic objects (R-Type)," and "glossy nonmetallic objects (S-Type)." ' 

4.1 . Classification Method 
By material types, each reflection property and maximum radiance are different. Therefor we can 

classify with the use of a number of reflection component and maximum radiance (Table I) . To 
analyze component of reflected light , principal component analysis is used . Principal component 
analysis can calculate a number of the principal axes and weight of its principal axis (contribution 
ratio) . So we can get a number of componet presenting its object property to analyze object region by 
principal component analysis. Fig. I shows a flow of basic classification. 

4 .2. Judgement of lnterreflection 
A component of the second light source has color of object reflected light except surface reflec-

tion of S-type. In short , actual object color and second light source color are observed in 

Table I Maximum Radiance and a number of 

Components of each Type 

Type 
Maximum a number of 

Radiance Components 

M-type Large I 
S-type Large 2 
R-type Small I 

Fig. I Flow of Classification 
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I 2 3 

/< \ 
¥ \. " Component of 

Object color of ..,_.. 7\:/ Compare 

Fig. 2 Judgement of lnterretlection 

inte rretlection region. Therefore interretlection region can be di stinguished by a comparison be-
tween component calculated by principal component analysis and near object component. 

An analysis compares a component of an unknown region with neigbor objects color, the product 
the ir and the light source color (Fig. 2) . Correlation coefficients are calculated between their compo-
nents in order to compare, and the unknown region is judged by the correlation coefficient. 

5. EXPERIMENT 
5.1 . Material Classification 

Fig. 3 shows a target scene. (a) is spectral image, and (b) shows material and type of object. In 
figure, numbers are labe led region number of each object. We use a plastic ball and column , a felt 
cone , cotton cone and a film with metallic gloss column. A halogen li ght is used as light source. 

Table 2 shows results of material classification. All objects are recognized correctly by our pro-
posed method . There are two threshold to classify into three types. One is maximum radiance to 
separate R-type from S-type and M-type . The other is contribution ratio of 2nd component to sepa-
rate S-type from M-type. These threshold are decided by preliminary experiments with the use of 
about 20 objects on each type . 

5.2. Judgement of lnterreflection 
Fig . 4 shows an input image. Region I is a red plastic column (S-type), region 3 is a green felt 

column and Region 2 is an unknown region. Fig. 5 shows correlation coefficients between compo-

M-lype 
Column 

Metallic Film 

Fig . 3 Target Scene 
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Table 2 Classification Results 

Mitxi mum Radianc Contribution Ratio Classi fie at ion 
Label 

I 

2 

3 

4 

'i 

(W/sr·m2·nm ) I st comooncnt 2nd 

585.5 0.999X 

135 .8 0.9371 

4.461 0.9967 

3.036 0.9734 

3.0HI 0.9%7 

--33.3333333-----
3333333333....; __ _ _ 

33333333333----
333333333333- --
333333333333- --
333333333333---
333333333333---
333333333333---

1.0 
0 .9 
0 .8 
0.7 
0 .6 
0 .5 
0 .4 
0 .3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 .0 

Fig. 4 lnplll Image 

0.000 1 

0.0592 
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Rcsull 

M-type 

S-type 

R-type 

S-typc 

R-type 

---·- Light Source 
111 Left Object 
til Right Object 
111 Product of Left and Right 

1st P. 2nd P. 

Fig. 5 Correlation Coe ffi cie nts 

nent of the unknown region and each color. From this graph, region 2 is judged as interreflec ti on 
region on the left object because a correlation coefficient between I st component of the unknown 
region and color of left object is 1.0, and the largest correlation coefficient between 2nd component 
of the unknown region and color of right object is 0.7. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a new recognition method of material types based on a spectral 

image, and moreover we analyzed interreflection phenomenon. 
As further work, we are planing to add use of the spectral distribution of principal component 

analysis to our material recognition . 
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A Neural Network that Responds as a Human Observer 
to the C.I.E. Green Colour Centre 

Helen SKELTON and James H. NOBBS 

1) ABSTRACT 
A set of colour difference pairs generated around the CIE recommended green colour 
centre were prepared and used in a series of pair comparison observer tests. Human 
observer quanta! responses to colour difference tolerance were obtained from observer 
tests and found to follow a normal distribution. The observer test data was subsequently 
used to train an artificial neural network to learn the relationship between a numerical 
specification of colour difference in the form IlL* ,da *,db* or IlL* ,dC* ,dH*, and the 
human observer response to colour difference tolerance. The neural network 
successfully learned to predict human observer responses but would have been greatly 
improved by the availability of a larger training set of data. 

2) INTRODUCTION 
Small colour differences have previously been studied by carrying out extensive 
experimental testing of human observer responses to small colour difference stimuli and 
then modelling these responses in the form of colour difference equations. The colour 
difference equation models the typical observer responses by predicting the average 
stimulus for a given CIE L *a*b* colour difference. These equations allow numerical 
tolerance of colour difference to be set and then numerical pass/fail decisions to be made. 
An alternative method of modelling colour difference stimulus is by using a neural 
network to predict the relationship between numerical colour specification and the 
average human observer response. This type of approach would make no mathematical 
assumptions about the link between stimulus and observer response. The aims of this 
work are to determine if it is possible to create such a neural network and then to train 
and test such a system with actual colour difference observer test data. 

3) EXPERIMENT 
Colour difference test pairs were created in water based emulsion paints on thick card 
around the CIE recommended green colour centre [1] ofL*=56.09, a*=-31.88, b*=-
0.13 . 72 green colour difference pairs were generated to a tolerance of ±0.2dE* a•b• units 
along 9 vector directions in L *a *b* colour space, ranging from approximately 0 to 2 d 
E* a"b" units. These pairs were generated for another study of colour difference and 
details of them are available from the authors [2], but they were also used in this study to 
form the training data set for an artificial neural network. An additional set of 22 green 
colour difference pairs, randomly selected from around the green centre, were also 
generated to function as a query set for the neural network. 
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The set of 72 training pairs and 22 query pairs were used in a series of observer tests 
carried out in a light cabinet under D65 illumination with 0/45° viewing geometry and a 
uniform achromatic surround of medium lightness (L*=48.47, a*=-0.71 , b*=-4.12). 
Observers were shielded from direct viewing of the light source and the test room was 
darkened. The observer task was to determine whether each green colour difference pair 
appeared to be a larger or smaller colour difference than a grey anchor pair with colour 
difference of * a•b• units. The experimental format was forced choice and thirty 
observer decisions were obtained for each test pair. 
Data from these observer tests was used to train a range of artificial neural networks, 

using a commercial package called NeuDesk [3]. Training data for the 72 green colour 
difference pairs were presented to the neural network in two alternative ways; i) three 
inputs of & *, ii) three inputs of & *, MI* . The output data of the 
training set were the percentage observer responses %r, for each colour difference pair. 
Feedforward neural networks were trained with a back propagation learning rule for 
5000 epochs using a range of network structures. After training was complete each 
network was queried with the set of 22 panels to obtain a network predicted response, 
%rn to colour difference. A comparison could then be made between human observer 
response to colour difference and the neural network predicted response for the same set 
of data. 

4) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The distribution of the human observer response to the green colour difference pairs with 
CIE L *a*b* colour difference showed an approximately normal distribution, as 
illustrated in figure 1. Each colour difference vector direction was primarily along one of 
the axes of colour space therefore the colour difference may be given a positive or 
negative sign according to its direction along the corresponding colour space axes. The 
curve shown in figure 1 was fitted with a normal distribution by least squares fitting 
methods to give a sum of square deviation value of 5074.16. It can be seen that the 
human observer responses are scattered and this is reflected in the high sum of squares 
value. 
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Figure 1 - Normal Distribution of Observer Response to L *a*b* Colour Difference of 
Green Test Pairs 
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The trained neural networks were queried with the set of 22 panels to produce a set of 
network predicted responses %r n, which were compared to the original human responses 
%r, using a x2 test, where the 95% confidence critical level was 7.84 

x 2 = :L(%r. -%r) 2 (1) 
%r 

Neural networks trained with input data either in the form of AL*, Aa *, Ab* or AL *,A 
C*, MI* were found to train well. The best performance was obtained from a neural 
network presented withAL*, AC*, MI* and a structure of which 
produced a training error of0.1254 and an average x2 test results of 4.91 for the query 
data. This indicates that the network has learned to predict human observer responses to 
small colour differences reasonably well. 
Closer inspection of the network predicted results showed that the network performed 
less well with small colour differences of around O.SAE* a'b' units. It is thought that this 
poor performance is related to the small number of very small colour difference pairs of 
the training set in the study. The neural network does not have enough data to learn 
from well, which leads to poor prediction in this area. 
The distribution of neural network predicted response with colour difference was also 
investigated and can be seen in figure 2. A normal distribution was fitted to it giving a 
least sum of squares value of 4321.65, which is significantly lower than the value of 
5074.16 obtained from the distribution of the original human observer data, these two 
distributions can be compared in figures 1 and 2. This means that the neural net predicts 
responses that are closer to a normal distribution than the original human data used to 
tram 1t. The ability of artificial neural networks to generalise may have caused this 
because the network could have recognised the underlying normal distribution of the 
training data and then modelled it thus reducing the scatter of the distribution. 
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Figure 2 - Normal Distribution of Neural Network Predicted Response to L *a*b* 
Colour Difference of Green Test Pairs 

To test if the small size of the training set had caused the problems with the very small 
colour difference performance of the trained neural networks, the amount of data was 
increased by inclusion of data from the study carried out by Berns et a! [ 4 ], which is very 
similar in format to the present study. This gave an additional set of 58 green colour 
difference pairs, bringing the total number of data samples to 152, of which 122 were 
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used as a training set and 30 were used as a test set for the neural network. The neural 
net was trained as before to learn the relationship between&*, .1.a*, .1.b* or&*, .1.C*, 
LUI* and the human observer percentage response to colour difference tolerance 
decisions. Training was carried out of the feed forward neural network using a back 
propagation rule for 5000 epochs. 
Both methods of data presentation produced equally good results but optimum 
performance was achieved using a different network structure of 3i---+20h---+20h---+ 1o 
with input data in the form & *, .1.a *, .1.b*. This network produced a training error of 
0.1432 and a x2 test result of 6.52. When the network predicted responses and actual 
human responses to colour difference tolerance were directly compared, a correlation 
coefficient of 0.89 between them was calculated. The network predicted responses to 
colour difference for the large data set were slightly less accurate that the smaller 
network tested on the smaller data set as described previously, but still within the critical 
level. Also all magnitudes of colour difference were equally well predicted with the new 
network, including very small colour differences. It appears that increasing the training 
set size allows the neural net to make more accurate predictions over a wider range of 
colour differences. 

5) CONCLUSIONS 
This study has shown that it is possible to train a neural network to predict the observer 
response to a small colour difference stimulus for a small area of colour space. In order 
to do this an accurate set of colour difference pairs and many observer decisions were 
needed. A number of 150 colour difference pairs or more should ideally be used for a 
more accurate neural network system. Given the availability of enough data it would 
seem possible to create such a system over all of colour space, which could act as an 
alternative method of response modelling to colour difference equation fitting. 
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Theory and Analysis of Color Discrimination for 
the Computation of Color Edges Using 

Camera Sensors in Machine Vision 

Lawrence B. WOLFF and Diego A. SOCOLINSKY 

Experimentation with color cameras has shown that they exhibit nonuniform noise covariance for 
different regions of photometric RGB space as well as uneven noise variance between each color 
channel. For color edges having the exact same length and orientation in the absence of camera 
noise, this phenomenon has the effect of creating a significantly large statistical variance in both 
edge length and edge orientation.As a result, comparison and processing of equivalent edges in a 
digital color image can become highly inaccurate. Presented here is a framework for the computa-
tion of color edges which normalizes the effects of non-uniform and anisotropic noise covariance 
by significantly increasing the uniformity of computed length and orientation for equivalent 
edges. The edge operator formalism is developed from accurate consideration of statistics along 
with the use of differential geometry. Simulations are presented to show the behavior of the edge 
operator under different situations, and experimentation is presented demonstrating empirically 
improved results. This formalism has high potential applicability to precisely characterizing how 
humans visually perceive local variation in color patterns, based upon MacAdam ellipse data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Computation of edges in images taken with a camera sensor is one of the most fundamental pro-
cesses in computer vision, and has been discussed in the oldest and perhaps the largest body of lit-
erature in the field. Almost always, theories of edge computation are presented and implemented 
independent of the nature of the camera sensor that produced the images. While it is known that 
typical noise properties of camera sensors will significantly influence the validity of edge compu-
tations, the modeling of sensor effects can be complicated and intractable, and understandably are 
excluded. We have observed that color camera sensors have variable noise covariance behavior 
across RGB photometric space, a behavior similarly observed by MacAdam for human observers 
in CIE photometric space [I], [2]. Figure 1 shows empirical covariance ellipsoid data (projected 
onto each of the three 2-D color subspaces- the size of the ellipses are scaled by a factor of 100 for 
display) obtained from N=IOO images taken with an Electrim IOOOD single chip CCD color cam-
era centered at different RGB photometric values. The left equation at the bottom of Figure 1 
shows how the symmetric covariance matrix is computed for, N, RGB values where each photo-
metric value is taken at the same pixel location in N successive images. The coefficients for the 
equation of each covariance ellipse are the components of the inverse of the covariance matrix 
(the right equation at the bottom of Figure 1). Most of the empirical covariance ellipses shown in 
Figure 1 are significantly anisotropic with respect to uneven principle axis lengths as well as rota-
tion of the principle axes with respect to the RGB axes. The length along a principle axis of an 
ellipsoid is variable across RGB space as much as I to 11.5 in Figure I meaning a variable noise 
standard deviation of factor sqrt( 11.5)= 3.4. This variability in noise is common for ranges of pho-
tometric RGB values in many color patterns. 
The images in Figure 2 demonstrate the effect that photometric noise has. on color edge length 
and orientation. Figure 2a shows a simulated color ramp with uniform horizontal change in color 
values across the color image. Figure 2b shows superimposed on this color ramp pattern bright 
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white line segments representing the strength and orientation of color edges are computed using a 
Sobel operator on the R, G, and B channels (the left side of the line segment is the actual location 
of where the edge is computed). Figure 2c shows the effect of adding random white noise to the 
color ramp pattern, in this case the standard deviation of the white noise is equal to the color vari-
ation in Figure 2a for each I pixel horizontal increment. Figure 2d shows the effect of adding ran-
dom white noise of variable standard deviation across the image, in this case the standard 
deviation of the noise varies linearly from the size of an edge on the left side of the image to being 
three times the step of an edge on the right side of the image in Figure 2d. Clearly nonuniform 
noise size across the image makes variance of edge length and orientation even worse. Our edge 
operator formalism significantly reduces the variance of computed edge length, relative to the 
mean size of edge length, across the image for variable noise such as in Figure 2d, and signifi-
cantly reduces the standard deviation of angular orientation as well as computed edge length, for 
anisotropic noise, whether uniform or non-uniform. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

FIGURE 2 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
Our color edge formalism creates a 2x2 matrix given by the expression: 

[ 
* * l [R G B] rgll 812 8131 [Rx Ryj g 11 g 12 = X X X g g g G G 
* * R G B 21 22 23 X y 

g 21 g 22 Y Y Y 831 832 833 Bx By 

( 1) 

where subscripting with respect to image coordinates x and y denotes first order differentiation, 
and the 3x3 matrix (g) is the inverse of the covariance matrix C. The largest eigenvector of the 
2x2 matrix on the left is the square of the image color edge strength and the corresponding eigen-
vector is the direction of the strongest color gradient (i.e., the color edge). 

The motivation and full mathematical derivation of this expression for color edge computation 
is given in [4]. Intuitively the matrix (g) is a metric that operates on a local color variation vector 

! = (!lR, !lG,!lB) in the vicinity of a photometric value giving its squared length according to 

! t (g)! . As the components of the covariance matrix C get larger for a local region of RGB pho-
tometric space, the less a fixed color variation in RGB is discriminated by the camera sensor. The 
matrix (g) being the inverse of the covariance matrix C normalizes the effect of photometric 
covariance noise on the length of color variation and allows equivalent sized color variations in 
RGB under different noise size covariance to be more equally compared. In the case where (g) is 
the identity matrix, this matrix formalism reduces to that used by Novak and Shafer [3] which 
does not account for the color camera noise covariance. 

Detailed analysis in [4] shows that under camera noise conditions the lengths and orientations 
of color edges of equivalent size in RGB can be made significantly more uniform in a statistical 
sense using our color edge operator. We define edge length uniformity given an ensemble of 

equivalent RGB edges as the variance of the lengths of the edge ensemble, </( e L), divided by 

the square of the mean length of the ensemble, ll2( e L) . The smaller the ratio cr 2( e L )11l2( e L) the 
more uniform is the statistical edge length. For orientation uniformity, the smaller the variance of 

edge orientation, cr2( e9) the more uniform is the statistical edge orientation. In the case of uni-

form isotropic noise (i.e., equal variance noise for all RGB channels) there will be no improve-
ment in either edge length or edge orientation uniformity using our edge operator. However, in the 
case of uniform anisotropic noise covariance and/or nonuniform noise covariance over the range 
of RGB photometric across a color image, uniformity in edge length and orientation can be signif-
icantly improved by computing color edges with our edge operator under most conditions. In sta-
tistical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations [4] it can be directly shown that with isotropic noise 
with variance of each color channel varying across a color pattern in an image by a factor of 10 

(e.g., typical for a color camera, one example shown in Figure I) that the ratio i( e t)11l2( e L) 
can be relatively improved by 50% when the variance of the isotropic noise is on the order of the 
ground truth step edge size. This is the improvement relative to using expression (1) when (g) is 
the identity matrix to when (g) is the inverse of the covariance matrix at the respective photomet-
ric value. Adding anisotropy characteristics to this noise provides further relative improvement to 

edge length, as well as improving cr2( e9 )- We have found that there is a trade-off in further 

improvements if (g) is computed from the inverse of the matrix ( c where c .. are the compo-IJ 
nents of the covariance matrix C in Figure I, and a is a positive real power. For instance for 
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FIGURE 3 

a. = 1/2 the matrix (g) is the inverse of the standard deviation matrix and while the asymp-
totic improvement is not as good as noise covariance becomes much larger than step edge size, 
the range of improvement is much better with respect to improvement even when camera noise is 
1/10 that of the step edge size. 

3. RESULTS 
Figure 3 shows an empirical image of a color ramp pattern taken with an Electrim IOOOD color 

camera- both images are exactly the same the difference is only in how the edges are computed. 
The color ramps were generated with a Tektronix Phaser 440i printer so that there is only horizon-
tal color variation and so that constant color vertical stripes are made which appear in the image 
about 5 pixels wide. The ground truth color photometric value for each stripe is computed from 
averaging over 100 images (also simultaneously used to evaluate the covariance matrix at that 
ground truth photometric value associated with the stripe). Color edges are computed where there 
is precisely a photometric change of 2.0 in each of the R, G and B channels (i.e., the color edges 
are equivalent). The color edges for the left image are computed at each point using the eigen-
value and eigenvector for the 2x2 matrix in expression (I) when (g) is the identity matrix, and the 
right image for when (g) is the inverse of the covariance matrix. The improvement in 

cl( eLy,.?( e L) is 47% and the improvement for cl( e9) is 10 degrees. 

4. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a new color edge operator that normalizes for variable noise covariance in 

the RGB photometric space for a color camera. Many details left out are presented in This 
edge operator has high potential application to human visual perception of color edges where 
covariance according to MacAdam ellipses is quite variable across CIE color space. 
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4. L.B. Wolff, D.A. Socolinsky, and R. Tang, Normalizing the Computation of Color Edges in 
Images, Technical Report, Computer Science Department, The Johns Hopkins University, 4/97. 
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Visualization for Appearance of Metallic and Pearl 
Coatings by Computer Graphics 

Takao ASABA, Kouichi KUWANO, Kouichi IBE, 
Eizou NIMI, Akira FUJIMOTO and Shoji TOMINAGA 

This paper describes a simulation method for the appearance of metallic and pearl 
coatings, based on the measured spectral reflectance of the materials. A computer-
graphics technique is presented for making realistic images of the coated objects. 
It is found that the difference in appearance between metallic and pearl coatings is 
caused by the difference of the surface spectral reflectance in the boundary regions 
between the diffuse and the specular reflection. The spectral-reflectance are examined 
in details, and then the difference in appearance between metallic and pearl coatings 
are represented by realistic images rendered on a sports car. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Metallic and pearl coatings are very often used in automotive finishing in these days. 
These coatings have anisotoropic colors because of the non-Lambertian reflection 
caused by aluminum and mica flakes in coating films . These color change, depending 
on the viewing angles, called "Fiip-Fiop(F/F)". 
Tamagaki et al.[1] reported the rendered images of solid and metallic coatings simulated 
by using the measured spectral-reflectances. 
Takagi et al. [2] proposed a soloar ray model. They showed the difference in appearance 
of automotive exterior color with the solar ray condition. 
The present paper describes a simulation method for the appearance of metallic and 
pearl coatings, based on the measured spectral reflectance of the materials. A computer-
graphics technique is presented for making realistic images of the coated objects. 
In addition, the inner system for editing the spectral-reflectances is shown, and made for 
designers creating new images of metallic and pearl coatings easy. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
2-1. MEASUREMENTS OF SPECTRAL-REFLECTANCES 
The four kinds materials were used, 
(a) metallic coating using small aluminum flake 
(b) metallic coating using large aluminum flake 
(c) pearl coating using white mica 
(d) pearl coating using interference mica 
The spectral-reflectances of these coatings are measured at the diffuse and specular 
reflection regions. The measurement apparatus and conditions are shown in Table 1 
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Table 1: Procedures of the measurement for reflection 

Elevation Incidence 
angle angle 

0 - 60° -70 - 70° 
interval of 5° interval of 5° 

Reflection 
angle 

-60- 60° 
interval of 5° 

interval of 1 o in reference 
angle of reflection within ± 1 Oo 

apparatus: GSP-2 with GCMS-4 as gonia-spectrophotometer 
{by MURAKAMI Color Research Lab. Inc.) 

2-2.0PTICAL SIMULATION 
2-2-1 . EQUIPMENT AND CONDITION FOR THE SIMULATION 
The CAD data of the car written in the DXF format (by View Point Inc.) were used. 

PEARL produced by INTEGRA Inc. is used as the optical simulator on INDIG02 XL(SGI) 
and a monitor (BARCO Inc.) with a caribulated function. Nine light sources as D65 was 
positioned above a car in this simulation. 

2-2-2. OUTLINE OF THE OPTICAL MODEL 
The optical model is described by the following two equations 

Ks=Es/Eo (eq.1) 
Ks: spectral reflectance in the specular reflection region 
Es: amount of reflected energy from a coating surface. 
Eo: amount of incident energy from a light souse. 
LF = ( rr I cos ( () ) X dE /d D. ) /Eo (eq.2) 
LF: spectral-reflectances in the diffuse reflection region 
() : angle between view point and normal axis from a coating surface. 
dE: amount of reflected energy in a differentiated solid angle,d n 

The measured spectral-reflectances are converted to the form of BRDF(Bi-directional 
Reflectance Distribution Function ) which is used the rendering in PEARL. 

2-2-3. OUTPUT DEVICES OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS 
The predicted luminance are converted to RGB values by the inner function of PEARL. 
In order to display the results on a CRT, the inner function of PEARL adjusted the 

dynamic range in RGB space, and the rendered images were printed out to 
PICTROGRAPHY (FUJI Film Inc.). 

3. RESULT 
3-1 . MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF SPECTRAL REFLECTION 
Fig.1 shows the profiles of the measured spectral-reflectances, depending on the 

reflection angle , for the four objects. The profiles for the objects of a, b ,and care almost 
flat with wavelength , because these objects are non-chromatic color. The difference of 
slope with reflection angle in these profiles showed the difference ofF/F. The large slope 
with reflection angle showed large change ofF/Fin object of b(use large aluminum flake 
in the coating).The Objects of a and c showed similar deviation of reflectance in the 
slope , but pattern of the slope with reflection angle was different.The object d represents 
the interference color around the specular-reflection region , the profile of the spectral -
reflectance is not flat. 
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Fig.1 : Profiles of the spectral-reflectances 

3-2. RENDERED RESULT OF EACH OBJECT 
Fig.2 show the images rendered on a car with the four materials under the nine light 

sources in a room. The difference in the appearance of a curved surface around the 
fender is represented in these images. 
From these four images ,it was found the following facts: 
Object-a and object-b showed the difference of the appearance as the metallic coatings, 
which the peculiar reflectance by the size of aluminum flakes caused. 
On object-c,d , they were represented the appearance like silks as character of peal 
coatings. 
Basing on these images, it was found that object-a,b and object-c,d showed the 
difference in the appearance between metallic and pearl coatings. 

Fig.2: Rendered images from the four objects 

3-3. RENDERED RESULT OF THE SPECTRAL-REFLECTANCE CREATED BY 
MORPHING FUNCTION 
A new appearance can be made by "the morphing function" which performs a linear 
interpolation among two or more measured spectral-reflectances . 
Fig . 3 show one of the pearl coating in original and modified as 'Add metallic base paint 
in this paint' using the morphing function. 
At near the fender or front grill , the modified image showed the emphatic effect by 
aluminum flakes in the coatings especially . 
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Fig.3:New image by the morphing function 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The authers thought that the difference of appearance between metallic and pearl 
coatings originated in the spectral reflectance in the boundary region of the specular and 
the diffuse reflection . Therefore, we improved the accuracy of the measurement to 
measure the spectral reflectances around this boundary region. By using these 
measurement data, the difference of appearance of the metallic painting color and the 
pearl painting color was able to be made visible at a level which was close to the actual 
color appearance . 
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Neural Network Color Constancy and 
Specularly Reflecting Surfaces 

Brian FUNT, Vlad CARDEI and Kobus BARNARD 

We previously developed a neural network which estimates the chromaticity of the 
illumination under which an given image was taken[!] . This provides colour constancy since, 
given the chromaticity estimate, the image pixel chromaticities can be converted via a diagonal 
transformation to what they would be under a canonical illuminant. In tests on synthetically 
generated and real scene images, the accuracy of the illumination-chromaticity estimate 
generally surpassed that of most existing color constancy algorithms; however, the errors 
obtained with real images were significantly larger than those for the synthetic ones. After 
experiments with adding noise to the synthetic data, we concluded that there was a more 
fundamental problem than simply the influence of noise which remained to be explained. We 
hypothesized that specular reflection was causing the problem, so we modeled the specular 
reflection in the training set. The errors dropped by more than 20 percent. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many colour constancy algorithms[2,3,4,5,6] assume matte surface reflection properties 
for the objects appearing in images. Lee's[7] algorithm and its descendants[8] provide a notable 
exception in that they explicitly exploit specularities in calculating the illuminant's chromaticity 
and will fail if there are no specularities. Those algorithms use the dichromatic model of 
specular reflection and depend on the fact that the spectrum of the specularly reflected 
component--that which is reflected directly from the surface of the object rather than entering 
the object-has approximately the same spectrum as the incident illumination. 

We had designed and trained a neural network which on average out performs the matte-
surface algorithms applied to real images that happened to include some moderately specular 
surfaces. While the results were good, they were not as good as we expected based on our tests 
on synthetic data. At first we could not understand why our tests on synthetic data were so much 
better than our tests on real images, but eventually we guessed that specularities were causing the 
problem. 

2. NEURAL NETWORK DESCRIPTION 

The neural network approach to color constancy involves a multi-layer Perceptron. The 
network' s input is a discritized and binarized chromaticity histogram of a colour image (artificial 
or real) mapped into a one-dimensional space. The output of the network represents the 
chromaticity of the incident illumination. 

All calculations are done relative to the 3-channel data obtained from, or synthesized 
with respect to, a calibrated SONY DXC930 3-CCD camera. We will use RGB to refer to this 
camera output and chromaticity to refer to the chromaticity space (R/(R+G+B), G/(R+G+B)). 

The network is trained using the Back-propagation[9] algorithm. The network's input 
nodes are presented with the binarized histograms of the images of synthesized scenes and 
simultaneously its output nodes are presented with the chromaticities of the synthesized 
illuminations. The scenes were synthesized by combining randomly selected reflectance and 
illumination spectra from a set of 260 real reflectances and 89 real illuminants. 

Based on the dichromatic model of reflection[lO], the training set was modified to 
include random amounts of specularity. The dichromatic reflection model states that the 
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reflected light is an additive mixture of a specular component---light reflected directly from the 
interface layer of the surface, thereby retaining the spectrum of the incident illumination----and a 
body component. The body component describes the light that enters the object's surface before 
being re-emitted. Therefore specularity was added to the training set simply by adding random 
amounts of the scene illumination's RGB to the matte component of the synthesized surface 
RGB's. 

Two different neural network architectures were compared. Both were multi-layer 
Perceptrons, with two hidden layers. The first neural network contained 2500 nodes in the input 
layer, 400 nodes in the first hidden layer, 30 nodes in the second hidden layer and 2 in the output 
layer. All nodes were fully connected to the previous layer, except in the case of the first hidden 
layer in which each node makes only 200 connections to the input layer. The second neural 
network contained 3600 nodes in the input layer, 200 nodes in the first hidden layer, 50 nodes in 
the second hidden layer, and 2 nodes in the output layer. All nodes were fully connected to the 
previous layer, except for the first hidden layer where again each node had only 400 connections 
to the input layer. 

Because of the large size of the input layer and the fact that the gamut of all the possible 
RGB's of physically realizable surface reflectances occupies only a portion of the input 
representation space, we used an adaptive technique which shortened the training time by almost 
an order of magnitude without affecting the resulting network's performance[ II] . This technique 
consists of deleting the links to those nodes in the input layer which remained dormant 
throughout an entire training epoch. The deleted links were then replaced with new links to 
randomly selected input-layer nodes. This process stabilizes after only three or four epochs, at 
which time all input links point to active areas in the input space. 

To train the networks, we used Back-propagation without momentum. By using different 
training rates for each layer, we further improved the training speed and stability. The learning 
rates (of 20 for the first hidden layer, 10 for the second hidden layer and 0.25 for the output 
layer) were kept constant during training. The error measure used to provide feedback to the 
network during training was the Euclidean distance in the chromaticity space between the target 
output (illuminant) and the estimated one. 

3. mE TRAINING SETS 

The networks were trained with large training sets containing synthesized scenes. Each 
training set consisted of 8900 artificially generated scenes (100 scenes for each of 89 
illuminants). Each scene was generated by randomly selecting n surfaces (ranging from 10 to 
100) from the surface reflectance database and then multiplying by an illuminant spectrum 
picked at random from the illuminant database. The camera's sensitivity functions were then 
applied to the resulting spectrum to produce a set of n RGB values. To these values, we added a 
random amount r of the scene illumination. The value of r for a scene i was computed as the 
product between the maximum value of the specular componentS (usually in the range of 0%-
100%) and a random, sub-unitary coefficient p: r,= S*p 

Since surface specularity is not uniformly distributed in a real image, we created a non-
uniform distribution by squaring a uniformly distributed random function: p=rnd(f This model 
has a mean value of 25% of the maximum specularity and assures that generally only a few 
surfaces in the scene will be highly specular. A random amount of white noise to a maximum 
±5% of the RGB values was then also included. 

We generated training sets with different amounts of maximum specularity (ranging from 
0% to l 00%) and trained the networks for l 0 epochs on each training set. All networks of the 
same architecture were trained starting from identical untrained networks. This assures that the 
training depends only on the training sets and not on the initial random weights of the network. 
In the end, we obtained a separate neural network for each training set. 

After training, the average error in estimating the illumination chromaticity for the 
training set data ranged from 0.83% to 1.1 %. When tested on scenes that were not part of the 
training set, the average error then ranged from 1.2% to 2.2%. 
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RESULTS 

The neural networks obtained after training on synthetic data with varying amounts of 
specularity were then tested using a set of 48 real images. These real images were obtained 
using a variety of different light sources. The results are presented in the tables I and 2 below 
and compared with existing methods in table 3: 

Table 1. Results for the 3600-200-50-2 network trained for different amounts of 
specularity and then tested on images of real scenes 

Table 2. Results for the 2500-400-30-2 network trained for different amounts of 
specularity and then tested on images of real scenes. 

Table 3. Comparison of the 3600-200-50-2 to other colour constancy methods tested on real 
images. The top row is the average chromaticity difference in the light sources used. 

CONCLUSION 

The results above show that there is a significant improvement in the network performance 
when trained on data that models specular reflectance. The neural network also obtains more 
accurate estimates of the illumination chromaticity than any of the existing methods tested. 
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Retinex Viewed as a Gamut Mapping 
Solution to Colour Constancy 

Graham FINLAYSON 

Retinex( 1 J is a computational theory which attempts to explain the phenomenon of colour constancy: 
the stability of perceived surface colour. Unfortunately, it is easy to show that Retinex is an imperfect 
theory since the surface colours that it computes vary with viewing context . That this is so, is often used 
as an argument for rejecting Retinex as a theory of colour constancy. In this paper we take the view that 
such scene dependency is not really a problem but rather is indicative of the the fact that there is not 
enough information to achieve a single, stable, answer. To see t hat this idea has merit, consider viewing 
a white wall under red light and a red wall under white light. Clearly the images of both scenes will be 
identical and as such it is impossible to disambiguate illuminant from surface colour. It was precisely this 
observation that led Forsyth(2) to reformulate the problem of colour constancy so that the goal is not 
to recover unique estimates of surface colour but rather the gamut of all plausible estimates. The main 
result of this paper is to show that Retinex can be viewed as a gamut mapping algorithm. 

1. Introduction 
Light strikes a surface, the light is reflected and then this reflected light enters the eye where it is 

sampled by Long-, M edium, and Short-wave sensitive cone receptors . A simple, though experimentally, 
justified[3] model of this process is shown in Equation (1): 

L L L(A)E(A)S(A)dA 
M = f. M(A)E(A)S(A)dA 
s = L S(A)E(A)S(A)dA 

(1) 

where E(A) is the spectral power distribution of the viewing illuminant, S(A) is the reflectance function 
of the surface and L(A), M(A) and S(A) are the spectral sensitivities of the L, M and S cone receptors. 
The integrals are taken over the visible spectrum w. 

One of the key messages that Equation ( 1) conveys is that the responses induced in the eye depend on 
the spectral characteristics of the light and the surface. Colour constancy algorithms attempt to remove 
this dependence. 

(2) 

In (2), the 3-vector p . denotes the ith illuminant dependent L, M and S cone response triplet that is 
measured in a retinal These cone response triplets are processed by a colour constancy algorithm 
which produces illuminant indep endent descriptors , !i.;, as output. 

Retinex(1) is a computational theory of colour perception. As part of the complete theory, Retinex 
provides an implementation of the black-box shown in (2). An example of the Retinex computation is 
illustrated in Figure l. In the graph shown in the top-left, I have plotted the L-M cone responses of four 
surfaces, a, b, c and d , viewed under an unknown illuminant. The L-M cone responses of the same four 
arbitrary surfaces viewed under a second unknown illuminant are plotted in a second graph shown top 
right. The Retinex algorithm maps cone responses to descriptors according to the following algorithm: 

1. Find the maximum cone response, £ ... ., M .... and S .... in the input image. 

2. Set the ith output descriptor equal to !i.; = (L;/ L •.• ., M;/ M ... ., S;/ S .... ) 
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Figure 1: The Retinex algorithm in operation 

The graph at the bottom of Figure 1 shows the descriptors that are calculated by the Retinex al-
gorithm. Since both scenes contain the same four surfaces, Retinex calculates exactly the same set of 
descriptors for both images. 

Suppose we now remove surface a from the graph shown top left in Figure 1. After Retinex processing 
we arrive at the graph shown at the foot of Figure 2. It is apparent that the calculated descriptors for 
b , c and d are quite different than before. Clearly, the Retinex computation is dependent on scene 
composition. 

Given this scene dependency we might, as others have done, choose to reject Retinex theory. After all , 
a theory of colour constancy which depends so strongly on scene composition cannot be of much use (or 
at least this is how the reasoning goes). We challenge this viewpoint by recasting the goal of Retinex 
computation. In particular we propose that rather than computing a single answer to colour constancy, 
the Retinex procedure is, in fact, calculating the gamut of all possible answers and so is a form of gamut 
mapping algorithm[2]. Moreover, we argue that this is the most natural stance to take. For example, 
because a uniformly red image can result from viewing a white surface under red light or a red surface 
under white light , it does not make sense to return a single answer in this case. 

2. Retinex versus Gamut mapping 
Since Retinex generates descriptors by dividing by the maximum values (in each cone channel) it 

follows that all descriptor values must must lie between 0 and 1. Thus, although different scene composi-
tions might result in different descriptors we can say something about the range, or gamut, of descriptors 
t hat we expect. Specifically, we know that the calculated descriptors in L-M space must lie inside the 
unit area square (or in terms of the trichromatic L-M-S inputs, the calculated descriptors must lie in the 
unit volume cube). 

Let us now recast the colour constancy problem so that instead of trying to map image colours to 
descriptors uniquely, we instead try and find the gamut of all plausible mappings; a mapping is said to 
be plausible if it results in descriptors that lie inside the unit square (or cube). This approach, called 
gamut mapping, was first proposed by David Forsyth[2]. In the context of this paper cone responses are 
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Figure 2: The Retinex computations depends on the set of input cone responses 

mapped to descriptors by three multiplicative scalars or, /3 and T 

d1 = or£ 
d2 = /3M 
d3 = 1s 

(2) 

In Figure 2 the image colours b , c and d have L-M cone responses (18,3), (12,3) and (8,9) respectively. 
Since the goal of gamut mapping is to take all image colours within the unit square it follows that the 
mapping scalars or and (3 must satisfy the following constraints: 

0 or * 18 1 0 (3 * 3 1 
0 or * 12 1 AND 0 (3 * 3 1 (3) 

Clearly, the constraints are not independent and the three or and three (3 constraints in (3) can be 
replaced by two inequalities: 

0 or 1/18 
0 (3 1/9 

(4) 

The image colours mapped by the scalars satisfying the inequalities in (4) are guaranteed to result in 
descriptors which lie inside the unit square. Indeed, we can see that this is so by applying the scalings 
defined in (4) to the image colours a, band c: 

(18,3) 
(12,3) 
(8,9) 

-+ ([0, 1/3], [0, 1]) 
-+ ([0, 2/3], (0 , 1/3]) 
-+ ([0, 4/9], (0, 1]) 

(5) 

where we use -+ to denote colour constancy computation and [a, b) is the closed interval from a to b, 
The size of these intervals relates to the degree of uncertainty we have about the descriptor. Notice 
that al l intervals include 0 (and this indicates that mapping image colours to black is always a possible 
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solution). It follows that we can dispense with the explicit interval notation and instead assume that it 
holds implicitly: 

(18, 3) 
(12, 3) 
(8,9) 

(1/3, 1) 
(2/3, 1/3) 

(4/9, 1) 

(18/ L .... , 3/M .... ) 
(12/ L ... ., 3/ M .... ) (6) 
(8/L., • .,9/M .... ) 

the descriptors calculated above are precisely the outputs of the Retinex algorithm and so Retinex is a 
gamut mapping algorithm for colour constancy. 

3. Discussion 
The equivalence of Retinex theory and gamut mapping colour constancy is based on a number of 

simplying assumptions. First, the Retinex computation shown in Figures 1 and 2 only applies to worlds 
consisting of Mondrian scenes (flat patchworks of colours) viewed under constant illumination. However, 
certain versions of the Retinex theory(4], include methods which effectively preprocess images so that 
they can be treated as if they were Mondrians. 

Another problem with the Retinex theory, as we have presented it, is that we are assuming that the 
bias due to illumination can always be removed using simple scaling factors. That this might be so is 
certainly not obvious when we examine the integral equations in ( 1) and indeed is not actually the case 
if Retinex operates on cone responses. However, simple scaling factors work well when applied to the so 
called sharp sensors which are a simple linear combination of the cones(5]. 

Finally, we should point out that we have presented gamut mapping in a very simple way. In particular 
in Forsyth's theory the descriptor gamut is not square (or cubed) but is rather a convex polygon (or 
polyhedra). That this is so has two implications. First, the set of possible mappings becomes more 
constrained and as such is smaller (and this means we can estimate descriptors with less uncertainty). 
Second, the algorithm is much more complex and does not readily suggest a biological implementation . 

4. Conclusion 
Retinex, as a theory of colour constancy, is often rejected because it returns different answers depend-

ing on scene composition. Here, we argue that this variability is not a problem but rather is indicative 
of the uncertainty inherent to colour constancy computation. We show that Retinex actually calculates 
the gamut, or range, of all possible solutions and, in this framework, a variable answer simply indicates 
that the set of possible solutions has changed. The overall correct answer to colour constancy is always 
in the solution set that Retinex calculates. 
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Visual Learning and Object Recognition 
with Illumination lnvariance 

Kohtaro OHBA, Yoichi SATO and Katsushi IKEUCHI 

In this paper, we modify the "eigen-window" method, which was proposed in our previous 
work, for recognizing objects under different illumination conditions by using additional color 
information. A measured color in the RGB color space is transformed into the HSV color 
space. Then, the "hue" value of the measured color, which is invariant to change in illumina-
tion brightness and direction, is used for recognizing mu ltiple objects under different levels of 
illumination conditions. 

1 Introduction 
The current eigen-space analysis [1] is based on the assumption that objects are not occluded in 
images. Therefore, to apply the eigen-space analysis for partially occluded objects, we proposed 
to divide appearances into small windows, referred to as eigen-windows [2) and to apply eigen-
space analysis to each eigen-window. 

One drawback of the eigen-window method is that only a limited number of images can be 
used for learning object models, and therefore, all possible illumination directions cannot be 
taken into account . Therefore, the object may be illuminated from a different direction at the 
recognition mode, resulting in incorrect recognition results. 

In this paper, to overcome that drawback, we propose to use the color measurement hue, 
which is illumination invariant, in the eigen-window method. To demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed method , we applied the method to real images taken under different illumination 
directions and brightness . 

2 Eigen-Window Method 
To reduce the disturbance effects such as image shift and occlusion, we proposed to select small 
windows in the original images. Each of the selected small windows is then analyzed by using 
the eigen-space analysis. We call this method the eigen-window method. Figure 1 shows the 
overview of the method. 

To recognize and localize each objects, this method contains three processes; matching op-
eration, voting operation, and pose determination process. 

And also, three measurements to achieve effective eigen-windows in image had been dis-
cussed; detectability, uniqueness, and reliability. See more detai ls in [2]. 
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Figure 1: Eigen- Window Technique. 

Figure 2: HSV Space. 

3 Illumination Invariance: Hue 

X(4 )=RX(/k )+T 

The eigen-window method did not take into accounts shading variation such as highlights 
on object surfaces. To overcome this limitation, we propose to use an illumination inva riant 
measure for the eigen-window method. 

Instead of black-and-white intensity images, we use RGB color images in the modified eigen-
window method. Actually, several pieces of research works were done on the color indexing 
in the past [3] - [4], but we would like to use the hue criterion for its simpleness, and a color 
image measured in the RGB color space is converted to a HSV image (H: Hue, S: Saturation , 
V: Value). In these three parameters, the hue parameter is the value which represents color 
information , e.g., without brightness . Therefore, the hue is not affected by change of the 
illumination brightness and direction if the following two conditions hold: 1) the light source 
color can be expected to be almost white, and 2) a saturation value of object color is sufficiently 
large. 

The original color of object X is transferred to be X' = s ·X+ t · I by the change in diffuse 
shading and specularity as shown in Figure 2. s and t represent a relative strength of the diffuse 
reflection component and the specular reflection component of the color X' , respectively. If the 
two conditions mentioned above are true, then the hue of X' remains the same as that of X . 

In Figure 2, object color is represented by three color components S1 , S2 , and S3 . In the 
RGB color space, those three color components are Red, Green and Blue. Then, the light 
source color I is given as I = (1, 1, 1). To define hue, saturation and intensity, one pair from 
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three components, Red, Green, and Blue, have to be assigned to s; and Usually, Red and 
Green are assigned ass; G. 

We conducted a simple experiment using a color test chart to see how hue is affected under 
different levels of illumination brightnesses. The result shows that hue remains almost constant 
over a wide range of illumination brightness for many color blocks. However, for some color 
blocks , the value of hue does change with different levels of illumination brightnesses. For 
instance, the black-white color blocks, red and magenta. That is because the saturation of 
black-white color blocks is not sufficiently large, i.e., they are very close to gray. Also, hue has 
a discontinuity at 0 and 271". That is the reason for unstable hue of the red and magenta color 
blocks. 

To obtain the value of hue reliably, we propose to use three criteria: intensity value, satura-
tion, and phase. 

Intensity Value: To eliminate the background noise, we apply a threshold value for the 
intensity value as 

if V < v; then H = 0. 

Saturation: Measured color should be discarded if the saturation value is less than a certain 
threshold St: 

if S < St then H = 0. 

Phase: We avoid the discontinuity effect by using the phase threshold value /::;,Pt as: 

if H < /::;,Pt or IIH- 271"11 < /::;,Pt then H = 0. 

4 Experimental Results 
First, a set of training eigen-windows was obtained. The training images were taken at (}1 = 
[- 20, 0, 20] and (}2 = [0, 10, 20, · · ·, 350] for three different objects, mug, bird, and tylenol, and 
translated into the hue images. Then, eigen-windows were selected in each training hue image 
by using the detectability, similarity and reliability measures. The number of eigen-windows for 
each of the objects was initially more than 8,000. After the three measurements were applied, 
less than 2,000 of the training eigen-windows were finally obtained. Then, these eigen-windows 
were projected to produce eigen-points. 

Next , the proposed method was applied to input images taken with different light source lo-
cations. As the light source position changes, the appearance of objects in input images changes 
drastically. Eigen-windows were selected in the input hue image by using the detectability mea-
sure. Then, we established correspondences between the input eigen-windows and the training 
eigen-windows by using the similarity between their eigen-points. 

In this experiment, four different light source positions were used as shown in Figure 3. 
The first column images of Figure 3 show the input images taken with each of the four light 
source positions. The second column images of Figure 3 show the obtained hue images. The 
last column images present the recognition and localization results . The affine parameters and 
standard deviations of pose-space are also shown in the figure. 

Note that, in this experiment, there was no ambient illumination. Hence, the appearance 
of the objects change significantly with different light source positions. Nevertheless, the mug 
was correctly recognized and localized except in the input image for the light position 1. In 
this case, hue values were not obtained over a large portion of the object surface because of 
shadow casting on the surface. 
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Figure 3: Effect of Light Source Direction 

5 Conclusion 
By using hue, which is an illumination invariant measure, the eigen-window method was ex-
tended further for recognition and localization of objects in images taken under changing il-
lumination conditions. To use hue information of input images reliably, we introduced three 
criteria for computing hue values: intensity value, saturation, and phase. 

The proposed method was applied to real images , and the method recognized and localized 
objects successfully even in images taken under significantly different illumination conditions. 
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Biological Neural Architecture for Human Color 
Perception and Adaptation Realizing Color Constancy 

Torsten POMIERSKI and Horst-Michael GROSS 

A multi-stage color model (De Valois, 1993) was modified and extended to form a color appearan-
ce model of parvocellular foveal color vision realizing a chromatic adaptation inside a physiologically 
motivated fundamental color space. 
As simu lated in our model the transformation into this space is performed by the connections of parvo 
cells in the retina (cones, horizontal cells, midget bipolar and midget ganglion cells) and of parvo 
LGN cells in the human brain. The resulting space is stretched between the orthogonal RG, BY and 
WB activation axes according to the ideas of Hering (1905) and covers all the color sensations of a 
human being. The chromatic adaptation is realized by analysis and modification of location- , size-
and form parameters of the color activation distribution in this opponent color space. This results in 
a prediction of color appearance of object colors for various states of adaptation. 
During the observation of a multitude of scenes the model is endeavoured to move towards a steady 
state independent of color-context. A color activation cluster of t he orientation along the WB activa-
tion axis demonstrates exactly an interpretation of color constancy that has only been postulated so 
far , but now can be explained by geometric means. This distribution represents an average level of 
color sensation, which is equivalent to constant color sensations. 

1. C HROMATIC ADAPTATION AND COLOR CONSTANCY 
Color is exclusively a matter of perception by the observer. In general the environment has no 

color. It is composed of colorless matter and energy. The cause of sensation is usually a stimulation, 
resulting in a physiological process of the organ of sense in question. This leads to sensation as a 
psychological process. In case of color, the stimul us is the light, reflected from an object, penet rating 
the eye and triggering the process of color sensation . There are two reasons for the extraordinary 
difficulties in describing the relations between color stimulation and sensation : 

• a unique stimulus, i.e. a special physical radiation, generates different sensations of color, and 

• different stimu li may lead to the same color sensation. 

The basic idea behind is the design of the visual system to perceive differences, rather than inducing 
a sensation in determined correlation to the stimulus. The environment appears to have colors only 
under sufficient illumination and the daylight is continuously changing its spectrum . The human color 
perception is capable of identifying an object almost independently of the perceived visible wavelength 
spectrum. The visual system tries to adapt to the spectral composition of the actual illumination by 
modifying its color perception. Practically it adapts to an average level of sensation. So it is capable 
to adjust to the actual illumination as well as to the special observation conditions (surrounding colors 
in the visual fie ld). This way an average level of sensation is accomplished and the system guarantees 
optimum conditions for color discrimination . Prediction of color appearance of objects in different 
scenes and under various adapting illuminations is an important base of color machine vision and 
various related applications. The model proposed in this paper is a modified and extended versi-
on of the De Valois and De Valois (1993) three stage model, consisting of three chromatic responses 
in cones, succeeding in opponent cone activations and opponent color activations in the neural system. 
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2. ACTIVITY CODED FUNDAMENTAL COLOR SPACE 
The modification of t he De Valois model in terms of em ployed cones (L : M : S as 6 : 6 : 1) 

and t heir sensitivi ty curves (Fig. 1 bottom left) marks the capability of the visual system to convert 
foveal cone sign als into red/green (RG) , blue/yellow (BY) and white/black (WB) activations of a 
physiologically motivated, fundamental color space. As sim ulated in our model (Fig. 1 middle) t his 

Fig. 1: (bottom left) Comparison of the spectral distribut ion of typical daylight and spectral sensitivity 
functions of retinal cones used for simulation (Slightly modified after Judd, 1945). (middle) The connection 
of retinal and LGN parvo cells underlying the model realizes a transformation of LMS cone sensitivities into 
opponent RG-, BY- and nonopponent BW activations of parvo LGN cells. (right ) The physiologically mot ivated 
fund amental color space from side and top view. This panel shows the simulated possible activations of parvo 
LGN cells in case of sequential stimulation with monochromatic light of different wavelength and its depiction 
inside the fundamental color space. 

tra nsform ation is performed by t he connection of parvo cells in the retina (cones, horizontal cells , mid-
get bipolar and midget ganglion cells) and of parvo LGN cells in the human brain. This conversion 
can be a pproximated as linear t ransform ation (De Valois und De Valois , 1993) . The resulting space 
(Fig. 1 right) is st retched between the orthogonal RG , BY and WB activation axes according to the 
ideas of Hering (1905) and covers all t he color sensations of hum an being. In order to determine t he 
geometry and the location of an arbitrary color sensation any possible LMS stimulation pattern needs 
to be transformed. Each of these transformed patterns can be illustrated as an RGB pixel on a color 
monitor. Its position will be defined by t he RG , BY a nd WB activations. In our simulation we used 
an FCC color monitor . The subsequently described empirically derived t ransform ation enables you to 
t ransform FCC norm RGB values in to LMS cone activations. 

72 -84 
-84 72 
110 - 66 

:; ) ( f:t ) , ( f:t ) = ( :; ) ( ) 
19 S S 0 , 0 0 , 05 0 ,95 B 

The connection of t he cells inside t he retina and the LGN determines the RG, BY and WB activations 
a nd was approximated by a simulat ively derived linear transformation. All of t he possible RG, BY, 
and WB act ivations compose the color space depicted in the right part of Fig. 1. The geometry of 
the physiological color space shows, t hat t he visual system is capable of having eight ext reme color 
sensations, marked by t he corners of the rhomboid. These are black, violet-blue, green , orange-red , 
cyan-blue, magenta-red , yellow and white. Based on the resulting geometry of the color space it is 
possible to ext ract the following direct linear transformation of RGB values in to RG, BY, and WB 
activations. 

0,50 0 -1,0 
-0,875 0, 0 

1,500 1,5 
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The neurophysiologically motivated fund amental color space, proposed in this article was found to be 
in excellent conformity with t he publication of (1973) . But only our t ransformation based 
on a mathematical model of neurobiological connection facilitates you to understand the problematic 
nature of color-visual defects and opens the gate to the algorithmic implementation of color adaptation 
and hum an color appearance. Fig. 1 top left displays the simulated possible activations of parvo LG N 
cells in case of sequentia l stim ulation with monochromatic light of different wavelengthes. It can be 
observed, that the RG a nd the BY courses contai n considerable negative components. In distinction , 
the WB plot utilizes on ly the positive range of activation. It does not correspond to the frequently 
modeled Photopic Luminosity Function V >- found in t he magno system. This can be explained by 
the fact that magno and the here analyzed parvo system refer to different neural structures within 
the visual system . The negative com ponents in both of the other activation plots cover t he same 
a rea as the positive ones. It follows from t his t hat an achromatic stimulus with D6s like spectral 
intensity results in zero activations for RG and BY. The simulated activat ions of parvo LGN cells, 
depicted in Fig. 1 bottom right appear in the fundamental color space just in the lower third (Fig. 1 
top right) . Except magenta-red, which is not present in the visible spect rum , all the color sensations 
a re activated in the RG/BY plane (Fig. 1 bottom right). Hereby the activation course is closed in 
the coord in ate o rigin. Yet t he simple mapping of monochromatic stimuli in to t he physiological color 
space does obviously not resul t in t he expected color sensation of an normally situated observer. This 
gave rise to the conclusion that normal color appearance after processing within t he parvo retina and 
the parvo LGN must be ach ieved by an active internal process of dynamic adaptation. 

3. COLOR CONSTANCY BY AN AVERAGE LEVEL OF SENSATION 
The basis of the following consideration is an arbitrary signal source (for instance a video camera) 

am plifying the R, G and B component with a const ant ratio, free of overamplification, in absence of 
white balance and thus providing an image free of overamplification with regards to the t hree color 
components (Fig. 2 left). T he first processing step is a conversion of topologically dependent RGB 

C0 

Chromatk Adap:atl:lon wo 
00 ".,. 

0 W RO 
0 .... 

0 "' 

0 0 
0 0 

[)

o RG 0 

BY 0 

0 WBO 

Fig. 2: (left) All topologic pixels of an RGB image are transformed into the fundamental color space by 
the proposed direct transformation. The positions of the resulting points are coded as RG , BY and WB 
activations. They are optimized resulting in new RG 0 , BY0 and WB 0 activations by chromatic adaptation. 
(right ) The elongated color transformation cluster in case of nontypical daylight (tungsten light) illumination 
without chromatic adaptation and conditions of the same cluster after chromatic adaptation by application 
of the adaptation algorithm . The circles of the bottom left panel (from Bartleson, 1979) indicate the color 
appearances under 0 65 adaptation that correspond to a set of test stimuli that under A adaptation would have 
the same color appearances as the corresponding circles of the undistorted graph (bottom right ) indicating 
the color appearance of a second set of test stimu li under 0 65 adaptation. 

values of natural scenes into the fundamental color space by the introduced direct transformation. 
The transformed pixels of a single image build up a special cluster within the color space (Fig. 2 top 
right). The position of each of these points is defined by t heir RG , BY a nd WB activations. The 
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whole cluster will be from the WB axis (achromatic axis) on the illuminative 
conditions acq uisition . Since human eye adaptation of intensity ensures cone free 
of overamplification, the cluster will be compressed. The of this cluster characterizes the 
deviation in illumination from the typical condition of the contents. Detailed 

of Bartleson (1979) show correspondences to this effect. His experimental 
work involved methods of direct applied to a set of test stimuli of different chromaticities seen 
under different states of adaptation. Each test stimulus was viewed centrally in a surround of 
reflectance illumination by one of two sources which provided chromaticities of the surround closely 

those of CIE standard illumination A (2,856 K) and CIE stand ard illumination D65 (6,504 
K) . The mean data for two of test stimuli were plotted on two polar 2 
bottom in which hues are represented by with the four unitary hues at 
and colorfulness a rra nged radially. It is of interest to state, that one group of test stimuli leading to 
color appearance under D65 adaptation, as depicted in Fig. 2 bottom left, shows, under A adaptation, 
the same color appearance as a second group of test stimuli under D6s adaptation 2 bottom 

It becomes obvious that the visual system realizes a restoration of test stimuli , transformed 
into the fundamental color space, in the form of an cluster into the achromatic WB axis. 
This process guarantees stable color sensations independent of illumination . An equally distributed 
average illumination will immediately result in a vertically oriented cluster with no need for 
chromatic adaptation the fundamental color space as a whole (Fig. 2 A cluster of this 
orientation exactly refers to an interpretation of color constancy that has only been postulated so far, 
but now can be explained by geometric means. There is no furth er need of modification in order to 
realize custom color appearance. Under this assumption all of the achromatic color sensations appear 
at the achromatic axis. For each cluster an exclusive axis can be obtained to be converted 
into the WB direction by simultaneous rescaling it this axis. This proced ure leads to a n a uto-
matic and reference free chromatic adaptation of the whole within the fund a mental color space. 
The ext raction of the exclusive axis was performed by a well known learning algorithm (Oja, 1982) . To 
obtain parameters about the of the cluster within the color space the network determines 
the e of the autocorrelation matrix C = E{xxT} of the cluster. the 
principal component w 2 left) enables the algorithm to opti mize the position of each point in 
relation to the RG , BY and WB axes. RGxy, BYxy and W Bxy stands for the and 
and W B';y stands for the chromatically adapted activities of a pixel at the position (x , y) in the scene 

2 left). By the inverse transformation of all points of the new positioned cluster into 
RGB space you obtain a chromatically adapted this method to the conversion of 
an individual scene the result of chromatic adaptation is related to the context of this scene after 

t ime exclusive contemplation, just similar to the biological model. Only the consideration of a 
plurality of scenes leads to a chromatic adaptation that is context independent and therefore to t he 
usual color appearance in terms of color sensitivity. This is t he final to be achieved under 
any circumstances and at t he same time can be in terpreted as the reason for color constancy in real live. 
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Colour Opponent Wavelets 
-A Chromatic Receptive Fields Model-

Jean-Pierre PETRAKIAN, Louis GAUDART and Jean CREBASSA 

In the human vision, the wavelet transform is used to understand the visual process. A basic 
wavelet is constructed in order to modelize the responses of chromatic receptive fields. We 
describe the main features of the wavelet functions and we give a model of the retina cells 
responses. Wavelets, with an opponent structure are defined. The chromatic receptive field 
responses are deduced using a linear combination of a single wavelet. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In order to process a luminous stimulus, the human visual system takes into account spatial and 

temporal mechanisms and among them, the luminance and colour process. 
In the Mallat model (1), the human visual system was described using the wavelet theory. 

The present work is an attempt to build a chromatic receptive field model using a wavelet 
family. The idea is that the different characteristics of the luminous information are processed by a 
unique wavelet function. The colour, luminance and other characteristics of the stimulus are not 
neatly separated but somewhat interconnected (2). In previous papers, we have studied, from a 
wavelet point of view, a progressive change of luminance (3), the spatial contrast sensitivity 
function (4), and the temporal contrast sensitivity (5)(6). We construct here a basic wavelet to 
describe the responses of chromatic receptive fields using a linear combination of wavelets in the 
family. 

The present model complies to the multistage model i.e. the visual system has to solve many 
visual problems simultaneously, especially in the early stages of processing (7). 

2. MULTIRESOLUTION THEORY PRINCIPLES 
Wavelets are mathematical functions which are localised in space and which analyse a signal 

according to scale. A sharp or a coarse analysis is used for small or large details respectively. This 
type of analysis is known as a multiresolution analysis. 

We will describe here the main features of wavelet functions which are detailed elsewhere 
(8).Given a basic wavelet \f(x), the wavelets of a same family are obtained from this " mother 
wavelet " using translations and dilations. Therefore, we have: 

\f(x,a,z) = \f[ (x-z)/a] 
" N " is a normalisation coefficient, " a " is a dilation parameter", z " is a localisation parameter. 

To each kind of stimulus variation L(x), a wavelet with a particular dilation is associated. 
Slow variations of L(x) are connected with a wide wavelet, whereas quick variations are 
connected with a narrow wavelet. 

A function can be considered as a wavelet only if the following conditions are verified: J: \f(x) dx = 0 and J: I \f(x) 1
2 dx = 1 (normalisation condition) 

3. WAVELETS AND RECEPTIVE FIELDS 
To understand the response of the visual system, let us consider a simplified model with only 

two synaptic levels in the retina (7): the receptor-horizontal cell-bipolar synapses and the bipolar-
amacrine cell-ganglion cell synapses. On a first approximation the cone response can be 
considered as a rectangular pulse (9) (Figure 1 ). In this model, the response of two cones can be 
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described by a resulting Haar function, which is a nice but discontinuous wavelet. Because an 
actual cone response does not show such discontinuities, a continuous wavelet must be chosen as 
shown in Figure 1. 0_5,P F 

n
y Lfn Cones f2 °· Li 1- p 1+ p2 

I 

Haar 
function 

Wavelet 

Fig. 1 Model cone response 

-5 

-0.5 
Fig.2 Receptive field curve (right) obtained from 
the sum of the two wavelets P1 andP2 (left) 
(a= c = 1; Z1 = 0.5 and z2 = -0.5) 

X 

This type of curve is consistent with the results concerning the responses of the bipolar cells 
(10). It can be associated with a mother wavelet which can be written as follows : 

P(x, a, c)= (1 /--/N) (l-tanh2(x/a)) I (coth(c/a) coth(x/a)- tanh(c/a) tanh(x/a)) 
The parameter " a " is the characteristic of a visual pathway. The parameter " c " depends on 

the width of the stimulus. 
We have already shown that the sum of two wavelets of a same family exhibits the same 

shape that the responses of the receptive field (Figure 2) . These wavelets are shifted one another 
using the localisation parameter "z" . The result is consistent with the characteristics of the curves 
describing for example the ganglion cell response (11). 

A more precise model of the process in the retina would need to get more experimental 
results about synapsis levels. 

4. CHROMATIC RECEPTIVE FIELDS 
The retina shows a great number of ganglion cells having a concentric, centre-surround 

organisation of the receptive fields (12) . At the output of the retina and the lateral geniculate 
nucleus, the response is given through various kinds of cells. The type I cells, which are 
predominant, exhibit an opponent spectral sensitivity (Long wave in the centre and Middle wave 
around). The type II cell (with no centre-surround organisation and colour-opponent responses), 
modified type II cells, and Double Opponent Cell are discriminated at the cortex level. 

The description of all these receptive fields using elementary chromatic wavelets, is obtained 
as follows. The central pathway gives an excitatory response and the lateral pathway an inhibitory 
response. If these two responses are originated from two similar cones (L, M or S), this can be 
described by a mother wavelet with a positive part and a negative part, namely L + and L-, and 
M or s• and s·. If the two responses are originated from different cones, for example L cone and 
M cone or L cone and S cone, or M cone and S cone, the associated wavelets exhibit a colour 
opponency. Therefore, the elementary wavelets can be: LL-wavelet, MM-wavelet, SS-wavelet, 
LM wavelet, LS wavelet, and MS wavelet as shown in Figure 3. The linear combination of these 
wavelets can be used to describe theoretically the response of receptive fields . 

Reid and Shapley (13) have demonstrated that parvocellular neurones and retina cells receive 
antagonistic inputs from L and M cones. The type I cell, in its concentric colour-opponent 
organisation has only an Land M cone input. It has an LM opponent spectral sensitivity (e.g. the 
surround is M and the centre is L). The response of the corresponding receptive field (RF) is 
given in Figure 4 by the sum of two LM wavelets having the same" a" and" c ",i.e 

RF I : = P(x- z1 , a, c)+ P(-x + a, c) 
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Let us underline here that this type of receptive field cannot be obtained using DOG (Difference 
Of two Gaussians) functions . 

+
p2 

X 

3 
M 

p 
5 

p 
3 

-5 

Fig.4. Type I receptive field . 

X 

Fig. 3. Wavelets, with a spatial and without 
colour opponency organisation (top) 
Wavelets with spatial and colour opponency 
organisation (bottom) 

Receptive field curve (bottom) obtained 
by the sum of two LM wavelets (top) 
Parameter values: a= c = 1; z1 = -1 ; Z2 = +1 

The modified type II cells (or :Y. Double Opponent Cells) have been studied by Ts'o and 
Gilbert (14). These cells display a centre-surround spatial organisation. They display a colour 
opponency LM only in their centre. The corresponding theoretical model is given by the scheme: 

Modified RF II := Response of the centre receptive field L+M 
+ Response of the surround receptive field 

The resulting W1 curve (centre: LL, surround: ML) is given by: 
W1 = [ P1(x- z1, a1, c)+ P1(-x +z1 , a1 , c)]+ [P4(x- z1 , a1 , c)+ P4(-x +z1, a1, c)] 
The resulting W2 curve (centre: MM, surround: ML) is given in the same way by: 
W2 = [ P2 (x- z2, a2 , c)+ P2 (-x + z2, a2, c)]+ [ P4 (x- z2, a2, c)+ P4 (-x + z2, a2 , c)] 
The mechanism (or the visual pathway) is not the same that the W1 one and so, the value of a2 is 
different from a1 . Results are shown in Figure 5. 

When the retina receives successively a red stimulus and a green stimulus, the red response does 
not add to the green response. This situation can be depicted saying that W1 and W2 occur in a 
same neurone. In order to respect the experimental conditions (two separate pathways, a red one 
and a green one), we have to consider in the resulting effect, an association of the L parts and M 
parts respectively. We obtain: 

Surround: W = [W1(L)+W2(L));[WJ(M)+W2(M)] 
Centre W = [WJ(L)]] ;[W2(M)] 

The resulting curve W is given by Figure 5 (at the right hand-side) 

The other chromatic receptive fields (type II cell, DOC, type III cell) are obtained in the same 
way using a linear combination of chromatic wavelets. At the first retina level, the wavelet 
exhibits the stimulus features. At the retina output, the information is given by a linear 
combination of a few wavelets. Near the cortex, the information is given by a higher number of 
wavelet combinations. The complexity increases from the retina to the cortex. 
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Fig. 5. Modified type II cell. W1(x) and W2(x) variations are given at the left hand side. The curve 
given at the right hand side is obtained by additing respectively the L parts of the two curves 
W1(x) and W2(x), and then theM parts. (Parameter values: a1 = 4; a2= 1; c =I; z1 = -1; zz= +1) . 

5. CONCLUSION 
This approach puts the colour visual process into a new perspective. Using wavelets provides 

a better and simpler model than the Fourier one or Gabor one. It is possible to localise the 
stimulus spatially and to change the resolution. The main idea of the present approach is to 
elaborate a plausible scheme which explains the various types of chromatic receptive fields . Using 
a single elementary wavelet, it is then possible to explain the findings and apparent contradictions 
that have arisen from the study of receptive fields . 
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Building Color Selection System Using 
Neural Network Systems 

Kazumi NAKAYAMA, Masato SATO, Toshimi SAWADA 
and Daisuke YAMAMOTO 

Exterior color is an important factor in determining the impression of a building. Experiments 
using the semantic differential rating method were conducted to determine the relationship between 
exterior colors and adjectives. Two types of neural network systems were constructed based on 
experimental results; namely, a system to select exterior colors of building by adjectives, and a system 
to evaluate the impression of exterior colors by adjectives. Accordingly, it became possible to grasp 
the relationship between exterior colors of a building and its adjectival impression more easily. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Exterivr color is an important factor in determining the impression of a building. It also has a 

great influence upon the appearance of the street. As it is difficult to select a compatible exterior color 
when a building is built or repainted, expertise is required in converting the desirable impression into 
the appropriate color. On the other hand, when the exterior color has already been selected, the im-
pression should be evaluated before the building is constructed. 
Exterior colors of a building are generally associated with impressions by using adjectives. Although 
many studies have been conducted on the relationship between colors themselves and adjectives, few 
studies have been made on the exterior colors of buildings and adjectives. Until now, an effective 
method for determining the relationship between these innumerable colors and adjectives has not 
been devised. Today, computerized techniques allow us to develop a fuzzy function and a neural 
network system. 
This study probes the mutual relationship between exterior colors and adjectives using the neural 
network system. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
2.1 Experimental methods 

Experiments were conducted to deter-
mine the relationship between exterior col-
ors and adjectives using the semantic dif-
ferential rating method. The parameter was 
an exterior color of an office building. 
Ninety-eight colors were selected from the 
whole of Munsell Color System. Table 1 
shows their Munsell Value and Chroma (V/ 
C) for every Hue group. Ninety-eight com-
puter graphic perspectives of a building were 
drawn as stimuli. Figure 1 shows a sample 
of stimuli. Stimuli were presented on a 21 
inch CRT display at random. Forty observ-
ers were asked for their evaluation. Thirty 

Table 1. Ninety-eight colors using the experiments 

IORP 3/10 4/6 6!3 6/4 6/10 9/4 
5R 3!6 3/10 4/3 4/12 5!2 5!6 6/10 8/4 9!2 
lOR 4/4 5!3 5!6 5/10 7/10 8/6 
5YR 3!2 3!6 4/10 6!3 6/4 7/8 7/ 12 8/6 9/2 
IOYR 4/4 6!3 6/6 6/10 8/6 8/10 
5Y 5!3 5!6 6!2 6/10 7/4 8/14 8/10 9!3 9!6 

5GY 4/4 5!2 5!8 7/6 8/8 9/4 
5G 3/4 3/8 4/3 5!3 5!6 5/10 7/8 8/4 9!2 

5BG 3/4 4/8 7/2 7/4 7/8 8/3 
5B 4/3 4/4 4/8 5/6 6!2 6!8 8/4 9!2 

5PB 3!8 4/3 5/4 6/8 7/2 8!3 
5P 3/3 3/8 4/2 6!2 6/8 7/4 8/4 9!2 

5RP 3!3 3/8 5!6 7/2 7/8 8/3 
N 3 5 7 9 
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semantic differential seven-point rating scales were 
used. Evaluation scales consisted of 30 pairs of adjec-
tives. 

2.2 Results 
Image profiles were drawn using the standardized 

average of each scale and each stimulus from the re-
sults of the experiments. Figure 2 represents image pro-
files in case of Value 6, showing the influence of the 
degree of Hue or Chroma upon image profiles. For ex-
ample, when the variable was only Chroma, the profile 
of 10RP6/4 was very different from that of 10RP6/10, 
in that the character of the former was "soft" and "tire-
less" while the character of the latter was "hard" and 
"showy". When the variable was only Hue, 5YR6/4 was 
more "usual" and "formal" than 10RP6/4. 

Figure 1. Sample of stimuli 

bright-dark 

tireless-tired 
stable-unstable 

hot-cold 

serious-nimble 

vivid-dull 

fashionable-unfashionable 

originative-usual 

pale-deep 
neat-dirty 

interesting-boring _ 

noble-ignoble 

sober-luxury 

soft-hard 

refresh-gloomy 

elegant-inelegant 

studied-unstudied 

tasteful-tasteless 

profound-superficial 

casual-formal 

cool-warm 

friendly-unfriendly 

urban-rural 

polite-vulgar 

sharp-blunt 

natural-artificial 
delicate-heroic 

static-dynamic 

__ _, 

plain-showy 

-1 . 5 -1 -0. 5 0 0. 5 1.5 

Figure 2. Image profiles (Value 6) 
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Figure 3. Variables of Hue 
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Figure 5. Results of recognition test 
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Figure 4. Structure of the system to select exterior color 

3. BUILDING EXTERIOR COLOR SELECTION SYSTEM USING NEURAL NETWORK 
3.1 Method 

Two types of neural network systems were constructed based on experimental results ; namely, a 
system to select exterior colors of building by adjectives, and a system to evaluate the impression of 
exterior colors by adjectives. The learning method of the neural network used in this study is called 
the back propagation method. Learning conditions, input and output formats, number of intermediate 
layers and learning repeat times were determined by the recognition rate. Input or output variables of 
impression were image profiles of experimental results. Output or input variables of colors were 
Hue, Value and Chroma. MA and MB were used to express Hue as consecutive variables (Figure 3). 

3.2 The system to select exterior colors 
The system to select the exterior colors of a building by adjectives consists of three steps. Figure 

4 shows the structure of the system. First, input variables comprised image profiles, and output vari-
ables represented the probability of 10 Hue groups in step 1. In step 2 and step 3, 10 subsystems 
correspond to 10 Hue groups. Input variables comprised image profiles, while output variables repre-
sented Value and Chroma in step 2. Finally, input variables comprised image profiles, Value and 
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Chroma. Output variables represented Hue. 
The feature of this system is to be able to se-
lect plural colors having probability from one 
combination of image profile. 
Recognition tests from step 1 through step 3 

were conducted using forty sample data. Fig-
ure 5 represents the plots of data of which the 
probability was 0.3 and over. The higher the 
probability, the nearer the output data to the 
sample data. to evaluate fue Impressions 

3.3 The system to evaluate the impression 
Figure 6 shows the structure of a system 

to evaluate the impression of exterior colors 
by image profiles. This system has thirty sub-
systems corresponding to the 30 scales of im-
age profile. Input variables comprised MA, 
MB, Value and Chroma, and output variables 
represented the score of each scale. 
Figure 7 shows the error of evaluation test by 
three sample data. As the error of the two 
scales was less than 1.0 and the other was less 
than 0.5, the recognition rate of this system is 
good. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
From the results of the experiments, the 

relationship between exterior colors and ad-
jectives was clarified in term of image pro-
files. 
Two types of neural network systems were 

constructed based on experimental results. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0 Sample 
data : l 

• Sample 
data : 2 

• Sample 
data: 3 

Figure 7. Error of evaluation test 

Accordingly, it became possible to grasp the relationship between exterior colors of a building and its 
adjectival impression more easily. 
Finally, BUILDING EXTERIOR COLOR SELECTION SYSTEM, including the systems, was de-
veloped. 
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Spectral Based Analysis of Color Images 

Markku HAUTA-KASARI , Jussi PARKKINEN, 
Timo JAASKELAINEN and Reiner LENZ 

The importance of color is increasingly recognized in many applications. The technical devel-
opment of imaging devices and computers allows very accurate representations and effective 
analysis of color information. It is therefore more and more used as a quality measure in many 
industrial processes. 

The most commonly used color representations in industrial use are the Lab- and Luv-models. 
The RGB-models are mainly used for visualizing color information. These three-dimensional 
colorspaces have two major drawbacks: 1) They can only represent that region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, {380-780nm) which is visible to humans. In some applications interesting 
spectral information can however be in the UV-, near IR- or IR-region. 2) Several spectra may 
have the same three-dimensional color coordinates. This is known as the metamerism problem. 
Due to these drawbacks the multispectral images can contain information that is lost in the 
corresponding gray-level or RGB-image. Often the whole color spectrum is needed for accurate 
color representation, when three-dimensional colorspaces are too restrictive. 

In this study we illustrate with some examples the common problems in color analysis which 
originate in the three-dimensional colorspaces. We used two real spectral databases, the first 
measured by a spectrophotometer from the Munsell color chips and the second measured 
by a spectroradiometer from the canopy of pine, spruce and birch forest. We synthesized 
multispectral images by combining the real spectra with textured images. Our experiments 
show that lightness and three-dimensional color information is not sufficient to represent the 
color information in these multispectral images accurately. 

1. IN TRODUCTION 

The color sensation of an object detected by a human being is hard to define, since it is produced 
by the human brain [1,21. In a physics based framework , color information is conveyed by light 
approaching the eye originating from the observed object. Thus, the color of an object is a 
continuous function of wavelength of electromagnetic radiation. This radiation can be measured 
by a spectrometer. 

The accuracy of the color representation depends on the spectral resolution of the detectors 
and the color space used. Conventional [11 color systems are three-dimensional but they are too 
restrictive [31 for many applications. Therefore, accurate spectral color representation requires 
its own color spaces. Parkkinen et a!. [31 have shown that such a spectral representation of 
color can be defined accurately by the subspace method. 

Multispectral images have two domains to be analyzed: the spectral and spatial domain . In 
[41 we investigated a new method for combining the spectral and spatial information in the 
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multispectral textured images. In this study we also discuss the restrictions of three-dimensional 
color spaces in the investigation of multispectral images. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

In our experiments we used two databases: one measured by the spectrophotometer from the 
Munsell book of color [5] and one measured by the spectroradiometer from the canopy of 
growing trees (Scots pine, Norway spruce, and birch) [6] . 

The Munsell spectra were sampled from 400 nm to 700 nm at 5 nm intervals, i.e. 61 components. 
First we made experiments with spectra which had ident ical lightness components. In Table 1 
are the RGB-values and the CIE 1976 lightness U values calculated from four spectra, under 
illumination D65. The spectra for these colors are not shown here, but the four RGB-values 
correspond to the colors pale red, pale blue, grayish red and grayish blue. It can be seen that 
that all spectra have the same L* value. The spatial structure of a mul tispectral texture image 
formed by these four spectra can be recognized from spectral and RGB images, but not from 
the gray level images. 

Table 1: RGB-values and CIE 1976 U value calculated from four Munsell spectra. 

Spectrum R G B L* 
1 0.7875 0.4345 0.3847 58.5 
2 0.6752 0.4730 0.4421 58.5 
3 0.4809 0.5201 0.5748 58.5 
4 0.4062 0.5343 0.5699 58.5 

Fig. 1 shows two spectra sets. The spectra in Fig. 1 a) are measured whereas the spectra in 
Fig. 1 b) are produced synthetically. The RGB-values and the L* value from these two sets 
are collected in Table 2. These two sets produce metameric colors, i.e. the RGB-values and the 
L* value of each corresponding spectrum are same. Two spectral textures consisting of these 
spectra sets can thus only be recognized from spectral images, but not from RGB- and gray 
level images. 

500 600 
Wavelength (nm) 

a) 

700 

0.8 

500 600 
Wavelength (nm) 

b) 

Figure 1: Two spectra sets of four pairs of metameric colors. 
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Table 2: RGB-values and CIE 1976 L* value calculated from two spectra sets in Fig. 1. 

Spectra set 1 Spectra set 2 
R G B L* R G B L* 

1 0.7914 0.7612 0.5131 81.0 1 0.7914 0.7612 0.5131 81.0 
2 0.8608 0.8139 0.4931 85.6 2 0.8608 0.8139 0.4931 85.6 
3 0.8156 0.7587 0.4363 81.2 3 0.8156 0.7587 0.4363 81.2 
4 0.8220 0.7463 0.3622 80.4 4 0.8220 0.7463 0.3622 80.4 

Next we used the spectral database measured from growing trees. These spectra were sampled 
from 390 nm to 850 nm. Fig. 2 shows the average spectra of pine, spruce and birch spectra 
sets. The interesting spectral information is in the near IR-region, where the difference between 
the spectra is highest. Especially the curves for pine and spruce are nearly identical in the 
wavelength region 390-740nm. The detailed study of the spectral classification of pine, spruce 
and birch forest can be found in Ref. [6]. 

Figure 2: The averaged spectrum of pine (dotted curve) , spruce (dot-dashed curve) and birch 
(solid curve) spectra sets. 

3. RESULTS 

The experimental part of this paper showed some cases where the spectral representation of 
color was needed for accurate color analysis. Using the spectral information as such avoids the 
problem of metamerism and also wavelengths outside the visible light can be used to make 
accurate spectral analysis. 

In [4] we investigated a new method for multispectral texture analysis. The spectral domain 
was represented by the subspaces and in the spatial domain we used a cooccurrence matrix 
based approach. By this method it is possible to analyze multispectral images, for which the 
three-dimensional color systems are insufficient. The detailed study of this method can be 
found in Ref. [4] . 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

We showed that very accurate color analysis should be based on the spectral information of 
color as such. The color space containing the spectral information can be defined accurately by 
the subspace method. The three-dimensional colorspaces are computationally effective and suf-
ficient for many applications, but when the highest quality is needed the spectral representation 
should be considered. 
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Color Reproduction Using Low Dimensional 
Spectral Reflectance 

Takayuki SATO, Yoshiki NAKANO, Tetsuo IGA and Shiro USUI 

Computer-controlled color devices, such as digital cameras and color printers, are widely used 
for color desktop publishing in recent years. However, there is a problem that a colorimetric color 
reproduction method can't correct the difference of colors in images, which is influenced of 
illuminant. That is, digital cameras will capture the different colors if the illuminant is different. 

In this article, we propose the color reproduction method which uses the low dimensional 
spectral reflectance. It estimates the spectral reflectance from RGB values using a principal 
component analysis and a neural network. 

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the color desktop publishing is used for professional and/or personal uses. And 

digital color devices , such as digital cameras or color printers, can be used for such purpose. But 
they include the problem of device-dependent color reproduction, therefore, a colorimetric color 
reproduction is used for a color matching. However, the difference of captured colors in the image, 
which depends on the illuminant, can't be corrected by this method. That is, digital cameras will 
capture the different colors if the illuminant is different, and we can't correct the colors. 
This paper presents one way to reproduce colors correctly. It's the estimation method of 

spectral reflectance from device values. In this method, RGB values are converted to the low 
dimensional spectral reflectance, which is calculated by principal component analysis (PCA), and 
the spectral reflectance is reconstructed from it. A neural network (NN) is used for the conversion. 
As the low dimensional spectral reflectance, principal components (PCS) are used. 

EXPERIMENT & RESULTS 

1. Measurement of Spectral Reflectances 
As test data, we measured spectral reflectances of JJS (Japanese Industrial Standard) color 

standard's color chips (1803 colors) by a spectrophotometer (Photo Research Inc., PR-704 
SpectraScan). And we took pictures of them by a digital camera (Kodak, DCS 420) under four 
different illuminant conditions as follows: outdoor (sunny day , noon), outdoor (sunny day , 
evening), tungsten lamp, day light lamp. 

2. Reduction of Spectral Reflectance by Principal Component Analysis 
PCA is well known as a statistical method to find the intrinsic dimension of a data set. Several 

researchers 1•3) have analyzed spectral reflectances using PCA, and they have reported that 
reflectance R(A.) can be approximated by a linear combination of a small number of principal 
component vectors J..li(A) with PCS \jfi as following model : 

n 
R(A.) = m(A.) + L'l'i J..li(A) 

i=J 
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where m(A.) is a mean vector. 
In this study, we analyzed two data sets of spectral reflectances. One was a set of (a) the JIS 

(a) Reflectance 

Filter Function 

(a)-3 

(b)-3 

- - - - - Mean - - -- - 1st ---2nd 
------ 3rd ----4th 

Principal Component Vectors 

' I( 
(b) Converted I ' 

( 'i:, 

\ I 

PCA.., 
'I \ I\. .!' 

'--'>,"":;J....:/ 
---- -Mean ---- -1 st ---2nd 
----- - 3rd ----4th 

Figure I Diagram of data conversion and PCA. 

Table I Color di ffe rences LlE*ab (050, 2 degree) between measured refl ectances 
and reconstructions, and proportion of variance accounted fo r by a linear model. 

Data set (a) (b) 
N umber of parameters 3 4 3 4 

Proportion 0.9945 0.9989 0.9966 0.9989 
Color I Max. 2 1.67 9. 59 17. 15 10.43 

Difference I Mean 2.92 1.0 1 1.08 0.54 

100 

L (a)-4 100 i " 80 " 80 "" F E 6o = 60 
2 40 " 40 e 
" "- 20 20 

0 0 
0 10 15 <1E*ab20 0 10 15 <1E*ab20 

100 (b)-4 100 [ " 80 " 80 

=a "" E 60 E 6o 
" 40 " 40 e e 

" 20 "- 20 
0 0 

0 10 15 <1E*ab20 0 10 15 <1E*ab20 

Figure 2 Histograms of color difference LlE*ab. 
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color chips , and the other was (b) converted from the JJS chart's data with the following filter 
function. The funct ion was composed using color matching functions . 

We calculated PCS of each reflectance and reconstructed spectra to evaluate the accuracy of the 
analysis . Table I shows color differences (050, 2 degree) between measured reflectances 
and reconstructions , and proportion of variance accounted for by a linear model with 3-4 
parameters. And histograms of color difference are shown in Figure 2. 

These results show that filtering to spectral reflectances is very effect ive to decrease color 
difference. So we decided to use the filter function and first four principal component vectors . 

3. Data Conversion using Neural Network 
Color values are usually converted by look up table method or matrix conversion in color 

management systems. But we used NN for conversions in this study , because there is a non-linear 
relationship between input and output data. 

Device 
values 

Bias Unit 

Figure 3 Structure of a neural network. 

___.1st 
_____.2nd 

_____. 3rd 

_____.4th 

PCS 

Figure 3 shows the structure of a neural network which we used . It includes 3 layers (Input 
layer: 3 units , Hidden layer: 15 units , Output layer: 4 units) . For the input data, we used four 
sets ofRGB values which were given by digital images of the JIS charts. As the teaching data, we 
used PCS derived from the JIS charts . After we trained NN, the accuracy of the conversions were 
more than 98.5%. This shows NN was very useful in this case. 

4. Estimation of Spectral Rellectances 
Linear Removing 

fHte' .----------, 

I Pes I r v£\: r L........I..----'--....L.......J'----'--' 

I 1 Reflectance 
I 

Vectors Filter function 
Figure 4 The process of the estimation of spectral reflectance from RGB values. 
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Figure 4 shows the process of the estimation of spectral reflectance. To evaluate the accuracy , 
we calculated color differences between spectral retlectances of the JIS charts and estimated ones . 

Table 2 Color differences (D50, 2 degree) 
between measured retlectances and estimated ones. 

Illuminant Mean color difference 
Outdoor (noon) 4.74 

Outdoor (evening) 7.17 
Tungsten lamp 5.93 
Daylight lamp 4.67 

Table 2 shows the result. The mean color differences were about This shows that the 
proposal method could reproduced colors well and the accuracy of the estimations did not 
strongly depend on the illuminant. 

CONCLUSION 
The proposal method could reproduced colors from ROB device values well. The mean color 

differences between measured spectral retlectances and estimated ones were about 
·The dimension of spectral reflectances could be reduced to four by PC A. And the filter 
function, which was composed using color matching functions, was very effective to 
decrease color differences between measured reflectances and reconstructions. 

·The accuracy ofthe conversions from ROB values to PCS were more than 98.5% by NN . 
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Color Reproduction Especially Designed to be Used for 
Nonimpact Hard Copy Output Devices 

Werner SOBOTKA 

Nonimpact technologies are the most important used color technologies using 
color in daily life data production.Laser- copiers, laser- printers, 
inkjet-printers and thermo-printers are used in combination with color 
management systems automatically installed or sometimes installed separately. 
These management systems were investigated in combination with differrent 
printers and the outpout quality was measured with spectrophotometry using 
IT8 -color charts and were also evaluated subjectively by graphic arts students. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The main methods for producing color prints are: 
1.1 Electrophotography 
1.2 Ink-Jet 
1.3 Thermography 
To define these color printing systems following key factors have to be 
considered. 

1.1 Electrophotography 
Paper qualities: Plain copying paper, 

special coated paper 
Toner technology: solid toner systems using fusing technology for 

toner transfer to paper,toner is on the paper surface .. 
Color Management systems: They will be described in a special item. 
Viewing conditions: Artificial light 

In the following microscopial investigation the charcteristica of the 
electrophotgrahical color printing is shown. 

1.2 Inkjet 
Paper qualities: Plain paper mainly HP philosophy 

special designed ink jet paper especially surface treated 
Ink technology: liquid inks 

special ink jet inks , thermoplastic-solid inks 
( PIXELMASTER) 
Normally ink is penetrating in the paper surface 
Is also used for printing posters. 

Color management systems: Normally not used 
Mainly used for poster production 

Viewing conditions: Posters mainlydaylight 
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1.3 Thermotransfer 
1.3.1 Transfertechnolgy 
Used for cheap color printers. 
Paper qualities: Special designed high quality paper,surface coated type. 
Ink technology: ink ribbons in different colors, ink is on the paper surface 
Color management systems: normally not used 
Viewing conditions: artificial light 
1.3.2 Thermo sublimation 
Used mainly for professional color proofing with high color accuracy like 
Rainbow from 3M or4Cast from Dupont. 
Another very import user group are all color instant printers combined with 
microscopes or imaging systems in photography. 
Paper qualities: . High glossy coated paper 
Ink technology : special sublimation inks on the paper surface. 
Color management systems: Used for color proofers 
Viewing conditions: color proofs normally with standardized lightning 

conditions. 
Microscopy and photography daylight viewing conditions. 

Another typical example of ink jet is shown in the following microscopical 
investigation 

3. COLOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

The most used color systems are CIELAB and CIELUV.For creating color on 
monitors three different dyes are used, which are on the monitor as very small 
spots.Luminance of these 3 spots can be changed individually.This system is 
functioning with the so called RGB signals and the system is so calibrated the 
the value ofR=lOO, G=lOO, B=lOO is WHITE.For standardized monitors all dyes 
should be similar and should be so calibrated that the luminance is the same. 
This fact is not really existing. 
For color on paper we are using CMYK a system, which is highly hardware 
dependent. 
For transforming CIELAB or CIELUV in RGB or reverse the XYZ-system has to 
be used as an interim step. 
Transformation in CYMK is only with high mathematical effort possible and 
than furthermore not really exactly executable. 

Visual same distance sensitive for receptors special purpose 

. '-l_c_M_Y_K---' 
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Color Management is a new attempt for standardisation .. 
Mainly this systems are based on the ICC standard or ColorSync 
All are buildt on three components: 
!.Profiles of monitors,input-and output devices. 
2.Color matching method or modul 
3.Coordination software 

User programs 

Scan Image editing 

Profiles 

CMS 

layout 

operating coordination component 
systems 

Color management systems 

separation 

CMM 
transformation 

PostScript compatible,hardware neutral CIE or color reference systems like ICC. 
Layout-and pagesystems with Plug-ins or integrated functions for color 
management like QuarkX.Press 3.31,Linocolor 3.3,Pagemaker 6.0 or image 
editing like Photoshop 4.0,Picture Publisher 5.0 from Micrografix or FotoTune 
from Agfa and profile creating programs like ProfileMaker from LOGO. 
Especially profile creating programs can be used for printer profiles. 
The crucial point for color management is where the color space transformation 
takes place. 
Ideal concerning ICC it should take place in the PostScript driver of the printer. 
Option PostScript color adaption it would be done in , Color Rendereing 
Dictionaries" CRD in PostScript Level2 and the tranformation process takes 
place in the RIP of the printer. 
With OPI servers you can switch between OPI-server or RIP. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
Following experiments were carried out: 

Different printers were tested using the IT8. 7 control chart version KODAK 
regarding ISO 12642 in form of a color transparency. 
All prints were measured with a color spectrophotometer and werealso 
subjectively.evaluated. 
As illuminant D65 was used and the measurements were carried out in 
CIELAB. 
For the subjective evaluation a group of 5 students were used doing a pair 
comparison as color evaluation against the best spectrophotometric evaluated 
print. 
Delta E was used as measuring factor for quality and 2 Delta E was used as 
quality parameter for color di.fferencies. 
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5. RESULTS 

Electrophotography 

Inkjet 

Thermography 

Different color management systems 
RIP and driver based 

< 2Delta E 

<2Delta E 

<2Delta E 

No really difference between different color management systems using different 
nonimpact technologies was found with the spectrophotometric 
measurements.Also the pair comparison test gave the same results. 
IMPORTANT: Same substrates were used for these investigations 

Spontane 6240 
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Using different substrates and different toners and inks all measurements 
showed values < 2 Delta E. 
Therefore if You take spectrophotometric measurements as a criteria,the results 
of the output color quality using different substrates, toners and nonimpact 
technologies were satisfactory. 
The subjective evaluation was giving quite different results concerning color 
quality rating.All color prints carried out on coated glossy paper were rated best 
in all experiment cases. 
Beside there were no really big diferencies in color between the different used 
technologies.No correlation could be found according the ranking of the 
measuring results. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The most important factor for color accuracy of different color prints using 
different nonimpact technologies is mainly related to the surface treatment of the 
substrate used for printing. 
Highly glossy and coated papers are giving always better results as mat coated 
papers or plain papers.Also technologies were the ink or toner is on the surface 
are better rated then the other prints. 
These results are in no correlation with any spectrophotometric measured 
results. Test persons are quite more influenced from the overall outlook of the 
paper surface than the real color accuracy of the test prints in terms of Delta E . 
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Development of "Printing Simulator" 

Nobuaki USUI and Atsushi IMAMURA 

This paper describes a new method for ren-
dering printed pieces realistically on a monitor 
based on the spectral reflectance data. The re-
flected light is modeled with the Extended Phong 
Model which is defined as an extension of the 
Phong Model in computer graphics. 

We apply the extended model to displaying 
the solid ink colors and their gradations over-
printed with cyan, magenta, yellow and black 
inks. We propose an new interpolation method 
of the specular and body reflectance components 
in the reflection model. We show the results sim-
ulated on a monitor by the proposed method and 
compare these with the measured results. 

1. Introduction 
The methods available to simulate final printed 
pieces via a display monitor have been devel-
oped for some time. But, all the methods are 
assumed to be well adapted for simulating pro-
cess color printing, and thus should be verifiable 
directly, or indirectly by uniquely different phe-
nomena. This should especially be the case with 
visual assessment, the human psychological pro-
cess of color recognition has immense influence 
on the results , and thus the results can be quite 
subjective, and it is almost impossible to come 
to reasonable conclusions. Moreover , there have 
been m any papers which describe the reflection 
model for displaying the same appearance like 
some kinds of plastic and metal[l , 2, 3] , but lit-
tle as for printed pieces[4] . Therefore, we have 
returned to the origin and have searched for an 
accurate reflection model for each combination 
of ink and paper used for process color printing. 
In our research to date, we have arrived at the 
following conclusions[5] : 

1. In the case of printing solid inks (i.e. , 
cyan, magenta, yellow and black) on coated 
and woodfree papers , by a process printing 
press, the specular reflection has chromatic-
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ity coordinates different from those of the 
light source and also different from the ob-
ject color of the paper itself, as shown in 
Figure 1. In other words, the light reflec-
tion of solid inks on these papers can be 
modeled very well by linearly combining t he 
colored specular reflection component and 
the body reflection component with object 
color. This light reflection model is called 
"the Extended Phong Model". Then , we 
have verified that these kinds of paper can 
be modeled in the same way. 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

/ Specular 
/ 

Body 
0.1 

0 
0 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 o.e 

' 

Fig 1: Measured data 
of the cyan solid color patch 

2. We proposed an algorithm to determine 
whether this model is applied properly or 
not . 

3. We have succeeded in simulating the 
printed results, on the above mentioned 
kinds of paper , on a computer display mon-
itor by rendering them using a ray-tracing 



method. 

In the following, first, we describe the Extended 
Phong Model. Next, we present the algorithm to 
perform the interpolation method of the specu-
lar and body spectral reflectances. Moreover, we 
show the experimented results by applying this 
algorithm to the real measured data. 

2. Extended Phong Model 
The Extended Phong Model is described as the 
following equation: 

I(>.)= (S.(>.) · (V, · L;t + Sb(>.) · (n · L;))·<I>(>.)(l) 

or equivalently, 

I(>.)= (S.(>.) · f(p) + Sb(>.) ·cos( B)) · <I>(>.) (2) 

The chromaticity coordinates of an object sur-
face are calculated using the spectral distribu-
tion of the reflected light and CIE color matching 
functions. From the above equation, the chro-
maticity can be described as: 

(x, y) = Cs · (x., Ys) + Cb · (xb, Yb), (3) 

where, 

C _ f(p) ·Ts 
s- f(p) · T. +cos(O) ·n 
and 

Cb = cos( B)· n 
f(p) · Ts +cos( B) · Tb 

Figure 2 shows the geometric parameters for the 
Extended Phong Model. All the parameters in 
the above equations are explained as follows: 

• I(>.) ··· the observed spectrum at each 
measured wavelength 

• >. · · · wavelength( 380nm - 780nm ) 

• S s ( >.) · · · surface spectral reflectance of the 
specular component 

• Sb(>.) ··· surface spectral reflectance of the 
body component 

• p, 0 · · · angles as shown in Figure 2 
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• f(p) ··· function representing the angu-
lar characteristics of the specular reflection 
(like the gaussian distribution) 

• <I>(>.) ··· spectrum of the light source 

• Ts ··· sum of the X,Y,and Z(CIE1931) 
values for the specular reflection (Ts = 
Xs + Ys + Zs) 

• Tb ···sum of the X,Y,and Z(CIE1931) val-
ues for the body reflection (Tb = Xb + Yb + 
Zb) 

• (x, y) ··· chromaticity coordinates of the 
observed spectrum 

• (x., Ys) ··· chromaticity coordinates of the 
specular reflection 

• (xb, Yb) ··· chromaticity coordinates of the 
body reflection 

Light source 

-Y:f- Nonnal direction 

"I' 
Li La Human eyes 

Vi OO 

Prints 

Fig 2: Geometric parameters for the Phong 
Model 

3. Interpolation method for reflectance 
estimation 

The primary gradations can be rendered on a 
monitor where it is verified that the Extended 
Phong Model can be applied to this case and 
both s.(>.) and Sb(>.) are calculated. Effective-
ness of the Extended Phong Model is shown at 
the oral presentation of this conference. Here, we 
explain a process to calculate the reflectances de-
scribed above. In the followings, S(>.) represents 
either S.(>.) or Sb(>.) . 
3.1. Primary gradations 
The linearly interpolated and the measured val-
ues are often different, though the Extended 
Phong Model can be applied in the case of each 
color patch with halftone dots , as shown in Fig-
ure 3. To get values nearer to the measured, 
it is necessary for the spectral data of the color 



patches with 0%, 50% and 100% halftone dots to 
be looked upon as independent. 

The interpolation method to get S,(>.) and 

measured data 

( 

50% 
(mid tone) estimated ---.- .-·tK·-·-.. --··. difference 

I : 1.. 
__ .· '--- ·· - ....... :::, r{ > .... ,-: ,. 

(Solid ink) / (Paper only) 
values interporated linearly between 
the chromatic coodinates of 0% and I 00% patche 

Fig 3: Linearly interpolated values 
and measured data(primary gradations) 

Sb(>.) is described as follows: 

1. The color patches are equally spaced in 
dot percent between O%(paper only) and 
100%(the primary solid ink on a paper) 
color patches and measured spectropho-
tometrically. We use color patches with 
halftone dots spaced at 10% increments. 

2. By using the least square method, the mea-
sured data is applied to the equation( 4) and 
we get the weight coefficients a , (3 and 1 
at each halftone dot color patch. 

3. To get the S.(>.) and Sb(>.) at an arbitrary 
dot percent primary color gradation patch , 
we interpolate the coefficients correspond-
ing to this dot percent linearly, by using the 
weight coefficients of the adjacent halftone 
dot patches which have been already mea-
sured on each side, as shown in Figure 4. 

3.2. Secondary gradations 
The interpolation method to getS,(>.) and Sb(>.) 
is described as follows and extends the interpola-
tion method mentioned above to the two dimen-
sional case. 

First, it is necessary to calculate SAx ( >.) , 
Ssy(>.), SA!OOBy(>.) and SAxBJOo(>.) and to com-
pose the quadrangle shown in Figure 5. 

0% S I >I 
1 0 0% 

Fig 4: Interpolation of reflectance 
(Specular and Body of primary gradations) 

Table 1: Comparison between the measured and 
the calculated results( all gradations) 

all gradations(number) average t:..E 
up to secondary (715) 1.394 

tertiary (1331) 1.241 

1. The color patches are equally spaced in dot 
percent between O%(paper only or the pri-
mary solid ink on a paper) and 100%(the 
primary or secondary solid ink on a paper) 
color patches along four lines which com-
pose this quadrangle and measured as the 
case of the primary gradations. 

2. By using the least square method , the mea-
sured data is applied to the equation( 4) and 
we get the weight coefficients a , (3 and 1 of 
each halftone dot percent color patch along 
each line. 

Table 2: Comparison between the measured and 
the simulated results on a Trinitron monitor(all 
gradations) 

all gradations(number) 
up to secondary (558) 
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Fig 5: Precise interpolation of the spectral re-
flectances (secondary gradations) 

3. To get the spectral values of S,(>.) and 
Sb(>.) at arbitrary dot percent secondary 
color gradation patch, 

(a) First, to determine SAx(>.) , Say(>.) , 
SAIOOBy(>.) and SAxBJOo(>.) , we inter-
polate the coefficients corresponding to 
these sets of two dot percents linearly, 
by using the weight coefficients a , f3 
and 'Y of the adjacent patches which 
have been already measured on each 
side along each line and calculate these 
reflectances. This is the same way that 
is used in the case of the primary gra-
dations. 

(b) By using the least square method, for 
example along "the paper-ink A line", 
the spectral data calculated above is 
applied to the equation(5) and we get 
the weight coefficients and 1J1Ax 

The same calculations are carried 
out along the other three lines. These 
coefficients and 1J are used to deter-
mine the locations SAx(>.) , Say(>.) , 
SAIOOBy(>.) and SAxBioo(>.) along each 
corresponding line. 

Sbi(>.) = 
(c) By using 4 sets of the coefficients 

and 1J , we get CAx(>.) , Cay(>.) 
, CAxBioo(>.) and CAIOOBy(>.) in Fig-
ure 5 and SAxBy(>.) according to the 
equation( 6) . 

SAxBy(>.)= 
CAx · SAx(>.)+ Cay· Say(>.) 
+CAxBIOO · SAxBIOO(>.) 
+CAIOOBy . SAiOOBy(>.) (6) 

4. Tertiary and quaternary gradations 
These kinds of gradation colors can be simulated 
with extending the method mentioned above to 
the three and four dimensional case. 

5. Experimented results 
Table 1 shows the comparison between the mea-
sured and the calculated L*a*b* . Table 2 shows 
the comparison between the measured and the 
simulated L*a*b* on a Trinitron monitor. As 
you can see, the Extended Phong Model with 
the spectral interpolation described above, can 
be applied to get good printing proofs on a mon-
itor representing all kinds of color gradations. 

6 . Conclusion 
We have succeeded in simulating printed results 
by using up to four colors of halftone dots on 
coated and woodfree papers based on tbe Ex-
tended Phong Model. 
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A Color Conversion Method Using a Neural Network for 
a Cross-Media Color Appearance Matching 

Yoshifumi ARAI, Shigeki NAKAUCHI and Shiro USUI 

Several researchers have proposed cross-media color matching methods under different viewing con-
ditions using the color appearance model. However, these methods lead to the problem that if the 
illuminant is changed, a look-up-table or a neural network have to be re-calibrated in order to perform 
the color conversion accurately. This is because a look-up-table or a neural network is generally calibrated 
for only standard illuminant (e.g. the daylight illuminant D50 or D65) . To overcome this problem in a 
practical color appearance matching, this paper presents a new color conversion method independent. of 
the illuminant changes, which is based on the spectral refl ecta nce approximation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

There exist several reports in terms of a method for applying the color appearance model to the cross-
media color imaging( l][2]. These methods accomplish the color appearance matching by a color conversion 
between the t ristimulus value, predicted by a color appearance model, and the device dependent value. 

VIewing Condition VIewing condition 
Independent Space (Relative luminance, Surround, 

(Hunt Model, RLAB etc.) ( point, device 

z : 
Prlnter(CMY) 

t 
a new color conversion method 

/ ... .. , 
:, / 

\ ' ! 
.... .. .... z wavelength Y,, .......... 

... . .. 
Figure 1: A color conversion method for the color ap-
pearance matching 

However, while the color a ppearance can fl ex-
ibly predict the tristimulus value under vari-
ous illuminants, a conventional color conver-
sion method using a look-up-table or a neural 
network is generally calibrated only for stan-
dard illuminant (e.g. the daylight illuminant 
D50 or D65). Therefore, if the illuminant is 
changed, a look- up-table or a neural network 
have to be re-calibrated in order to perform 
the color conversion accurately. 

To se ttle this problem in a practical color 
appearance matching, t his paper describes a 
new color conversion method which can t rans-
form the t ristimulus value fl exibly to the illu-
minant changes. The spec tral reflectance is 
adopted as an intermediate color representa-
tion between the trist. imulus and the device 
value as shown in Figure 1. A color conver-
sion is accomplished in two steps: first, the de-
vice value of the destination device is directly 
transformed to proper spectral reflectance by 
a three layered neu ral network, and in t he sec-
ond step, t he in put value of the neural network 
(device value) is adjusted by a nonlinear opti-
mization process. 

2 PROPOSAL OF THE COLOR CONVERSION METHOD 

For achieving the first step of t he co lor conversion, we first propose a new method based on a nonlinear 
transformation from CMY value to the spec tral refl ectance by a three layered neural network. A structure 
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of a neural network is shown in Figure. 2, which consists of 3 units in the input layer with linear function, 
18 uni ts in the hidden layer wi th sigmoidal function, a nd 31 units in t he output layer with sigmoidal 
function. The neural network is trained in ad va nce using training data sets (CMY value and spectral 
reflectance pairs of the color chips reproduced by a destination printer). If the spectral refl ectance , 
obtained by this pre-trained neural network , is represented as a nonlinear function of C, M, and Y; 
R (C,M. Y) . the tristimulus value tN N under t he given illuminant Lis derived from 

tNN MTLR (C, M , Y ) (1) 
where, R ( C, M, Y) is updated by the optimization process of the second color conversion step. This 
optimization process details in Figure 3. In this process , the input value of a neural network, CMY, is 
adjusted such that the squared norm between the given tristimulus value t and the calculated tristimulus 
value t NN is minimized using a nonlinear optimization process. The tristimulus value CNN adjusted by 
the proposed method is calculated as : 

(2) 
where, Rd ( C, M , Y ) is t he spectral refl ectance determined by this optimization process. Since the pre-
trained neural network generates the spec tral reflectance corresponding to this adjusted CMY value, the 
spec tral refl ect ance can properly be determined by this optimization process. Furthermore, if the co lor 
chip is reproduced using the adjusted CMY va lue by a destinat ion device, the color chip has almost the 
same tristimulus value as the given tristimulus value t. 

Device Value 
Y M C 

: RellectTe : 

&-/ 

Figure 2: St ructure of the neural network . 

lllumlnant L 

E, {(x; - x, )' 
+ (Y,' -Y;)2 

+ 1z; -Z,I'J 

+ 
Minimization 

Figure 3: A nonlinear optimization process for the sec-
ond color conversion step. 

3 THE ACCURACY OF THE FIRST COLOR CONVERSION STEP 

The accu racy of a transformation from XYZ to the CMY value of the destination device is greatly affected 
by the acc uracy of the first color conversion step, that is, the approximation of the spectral refl ectance 
by a three layered neural network. First, the approximation accuracy is evaluated in t his section. 

To evaluate the approximation accuracy, 1331 color chips were printed by dye-s ublimation printer with 
changing CMY value from 0% to 100% at 10% steps and the spectral refl ectance of the individual color 
chips were measured . The spect ral reflectances were sampled at 10 nm steps from 400 nm to 700 nm. 
The neural network shown in Figure 2 was trained using the pair of the spect ral reflectance and CMY 
value of the 216 color chips until the learning error became sufficiently small . These color chips were 
selected from 1331 color chips so that the colors with various possible kinds of hue, chroma, and lightness 
were equally included. After the learning process , the CMY value of t he 1115 color chips, which did 
not include the 216 training data sets, were tra nsformed to the spectral reflectance by a neural netwo rk. 
Then, the color difference between the reconst ructed and original spectral reflectance were evaluated. 
The transformation errors of the neural network are plotted on a·- b• plane of the CIE L· a·b· co lor 
space as shown in Figure 4. Each plane of this figure represents the different lightness. The left-ha nd 
side indicates a·- b. pla nes for darker colors, a nd the right- ha nd side indicates the brighter colors. Each 
size of the blacked square : • corresponds to the mean color difference of a small region including several 
data in the color space. 
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Figure 4: Approximation error of the spectral reflectance 

From this evaluation , we found that although a few large errors remain in dark saturated colors, a neuml 
network can approximate t he spectral reflectance of colors on each pla ne with fairly good accuracy. 
Accordingly, the proposed color conversion method can be expec ted to perform a tra nsformat ion from 
the XYZ to CMY value fairly well. 

4 EVALUATION OF THE ACCU R ACY OF T H E PROP OSED COLOR 
C ONVER SION M ETHOD 

For evaluation of a color conversion including the second step of the proposed method , we performed a 
cross-media color matching with changing illuminant as shown in Figure 5. This is equivalent to the color 
matching which excluded the color appearance model from Figure 1. Therefore, only the color conversion 
accuracy of the proposed method can be evaluated by this examination. 

Figure 5: Evaluation of the accuracy of the proposed color conversion method across the different illumi-
na nts. 

In this process, the spectral reflectance of the reproduced colors for Device 1 and 2 ; RJ(C,M,Y) and 
R 2 (C' , M', Y' ) were first approximated by two trained neural networks (N.N. 1 and N.N. 2). After 
that, the tristimulus value for Device 1 under Lo and for Device 2 under L were calculated , which 
were represented by tNN, = MT L 0 R 1 (C,M,Y) and tNN, = MT LR2 (C', M', Y') , respectively. Then, 
the C', M' , Y' values of Device 2 were optimized by a nonlinear optimization method so that the squared 
norm ; E; = lltNN , - tNN, II 2

, associated with i-th color chip , was minimized . After the optimization 
process, the color chips were printed by a destination device using the determined C' , M', Y' value, a nd 
the spectral refl ectances were measured. In this paper, we used proofing printer as the Device 1 a nd 
t he dye-sublimation printer as the Device 2 (used in the previous section). The neural network shown 
in Figure 2 was also used as N.N. 2. N.N. 1 consisted of 3 units in t he input layer with linear function, 
15 units in the hidden layer with sigmoidal function a nd 31 uni ts in the output layer with sigmoidal 
function. This N.N. 1 was learned in advance using 216 training data sets which were generated by 
Device 1. For evaluating the accuracy of the cross-media color ma tching, we have chosen 125 testing data 
sets from 1115 data sets (CMY value and the spectral reflectance pairs) printed by a proofing printer. 
These data sets equally included the colors with various possible kinds of hue, chroma, and lightness. On 
the evaluation , we used D50 illuminant as Lo . We also used F3 and A illumina nts as L , respectively. 
The color differences between the original color chips printed by Device 1 under D50 illuminant and the 
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reproduced color chips by Device 2 under F3 and A illuminants were calculated. Figure 6 shows the 
accuracy of the cross- media color matching for (a) A illuminant and (b) F3 illuminant, res pectively. The 
upper side of this fi gure indicates the errors plotted on a•- b. plane of CIE L·a•b• color space. Each 
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Figure 6: Eva luation results of the cross-media 
color matching of the reproduced color between 
proof printer and dye-sublimation printer. (a) A 
illuminant , (b) F3 illuminant. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

bar corresponds to the color difference. Symbol • 
indicates the chromatic value under D50 illuminant 
of the reproduced color by Device 1. The lower 
side of this figure shows the histograms of these 
color differences. Vertical lines in these histograms 
represent the mean color difference. Note that if 
some of the obtained C' , M' , Y' values hold the neg-
ative value and/ or more than 100, such data set 
is excluded from 125 evaluation data sets. This 
is because they imply the error caused by an ex-
cess of the color gamut of the destination device(3]. 
The number of evaluation data sets without such 
data is 105 for F3 illumina nt and 118 for A illumi-
nant. From these evaluation results, we can see that 
the proposed color conversion method performs a 
color matching with relatively small color differ-
ence. That is , the mean and maximum color dif-
ference for both illuminants are f).Em ean = 6.506, 
f).Emaz = 16.35 under A illuminant and f).Em ean = 
6. 701, f).Emaz = 20.01 under F3 illuminant, respec-
tive ly. This result shows that the proposed method 
can transform the colorimetric value under any illu-
minant with almost the same accuracy as a conven-
tional method which is valid only for one standard 
illuminant. 

This paper described a new color conversion method between tristimulus value and CMY value based 
on the approximation of the spectral reflectance by a neural network. The proposed color conversion 
method is more practical for color-appearance matching across different media in cooperation with color 
appearance model as shown in Figure 1. 

The color appearance matching method still have some problems. Particularly, we must know the spectral 
distribution of an illuminant for adjusting the CMY value . Recently, it has been shown that either the 
spectral refl ectance or the spectral distribution of an illuminant can be estimated simultaneously based 
on the computational study of the human color vision [5]. We would need to adopt such method for 
estimating the illumina nt. 
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Improved Matrix Method for Tristimulus 
Colorimetry of Displays 

Yoshihiro OHNO and Jonathan E. HARDIS 

Abstract 

A new calibration method has been developed to improve the accuracy of chromaticity 
coordinates obtained from a tristimulus colorimeter for color displays. Matrix methods such as 
the one recommended by ASTM are well known for this purpose, but they may fail to work as 
expected due to experimental noise and errors. As these matrix methods are based on tristimulus 
values, the accuracy of the luminance measurement affects the accuracy of the corrected 
chromaticity. This new method utilizes x, y values only, and is independent of Yvalues. Thus, in 
principle, it eliminates errors due to luminance measurement variations. A correction matrix is 
obtained from the x, y values of three primary colors and a white color of a display, measured by 
the target instrument and a reference instrument. A computer simulation was conducted to 
evaluate the effect of random noise in Y Experiments were conducted using a commercial 
tristimulus colorimeter and a spectroradiometer, measuring 14 colors of a CRT display . The 
results show noticeable improvement in chromaticity accuracy over the current practice. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Accurate chromaticity measurements of color displays such as cathode ray tubes (CRTs) and 

flat panel displays are increasingly important as their qualities improve and customers demand 
accurate color reproduction. Tristimulus colorimeters are commonly used to measure 
chromaticity of such displays. However, due to imperfect matching of the spectral responsivities 
of tristimulus colorimeters to the color matching functions, measurement errors are inevitable 
when the spectral power distribution of a display being tested is dissimilar to that of the 
calibration source. Tristimulus colorimeters and luminance meters are normally calibrated with 
CIE Illuminant A. 

Matrix techniques are known to improve the accuracy of tristimulus colorimeters for color 
display measurements, utilizing the fact that the colored light produced by most displays is a 
linear superposition of the spectral power distributions of three primaries. ASTM (American 
Society for Testing and Materials) E1455 [1,2] recommends a method to derive a correction matrix 
(R' matrix) that transforms measured Xm ,Y m, Zm values into better agreement with the reference 
values X, Y, Z. The matrix is made such that the root-mean-square difference between 
transformed Xm.Ym, Zm and X, Y, Z for several different colors of a display is minimized. 

These matrix methods, however, may not work as expected due to experimental noise and 
errors. Because tltese conventional methods are based on tristimulus values, the errors in 
luminance affect the accuracy of the corrected results of chromaticity as well as luminance. The 
variation of luminance measurements can occur due to instability of the display, flicker effect on 
the detectors, interreflections between the display surface and the instrument, etc., while the 
measurement of (x, y) is normally more stable and reproducible since it is a relative measurement, 
and the error factors mentioned above tend to be canceled out if the three channels are sampled at 
the same time. This problem can be solved by our recent work [3], in which the correction matrix 
is determined by only for (x, y) differences. This method, however, requires a 
numerical iterative solution, and it is difficult to apply for a portable instrument. 
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A new technique for the matrix method (Four-Color Method) has been developed, which is 
based on the (x, y) values only, and is independent of Y value. Thus, in principle, it eliminates 
errors arising due to luminance measurement variations. The correction matrix is obtained from 
the (x, y) values of the three primary colors plus white from the display measured by a target 
instrument and a reference instrument. A computer simulation was conducted to evaluate the 
effect of random errors in Y An experiment was conducted using a commercial tristimulus 
colorimeter and a spectroradiometer, measuring 14 colors of a CRT display. The results are 
analyzed using the Four-Color Method as well as other conventional methods. 

2. THEORY 
The primary colors (red, green, and blue) and a white color of a display are measured by a 

target instrument (a colorimeter being optimized) and a reference instrument (a reference 
tristimulus colorimeter or spectroradiometer). From the chromaticity coordinates(xm.R• Ym.R), 
(xm.G• Ym,0 ), and (xm.B• Ym.B) of red, green, and blue measured by the target instrument, the relative 
tristimulus values of the primary colors from the target instrument are defined by 

(1) 

Where km.R + km,G + km.B = 1 . 

km.R• km.a and km.s are the relative factors for measured luminance of each display color, and are 
now unknown variables. z with any subscripts is obtained from xs andys by 

z, = 1-x,-y,. (2) 

From the chromaticity coordinates (x,.R, y,.R)• (x,,0 , Y,,0 ), and (x,.B, y,.B) of red, green, and blue 
measured by the reference instrument, the relative tristimulus values of the primary colors from 
the reference instrument are defined by 

[

X,.R X,,o X,.B [Xr.R x,,a X,.B l [kr.R 0 0 
NRGB = Y,.R Y,,a Y,,B = Yr.R Yr,G Yr.B 0 k,,a 0 

Z,.R Z,,o Z,.B z,.R z,,o z,.B 0 0 k,.B 
(3) 

where k,.R + k,,a + k,.B = 1 . 

k,,R, k,,0 and k,,8 are the relative factors for luminance of each display color. 
Based on the additivity of tristimulus values, and with .(xm,W• Ym,w) and (x,,w, Y,,w) being the 

chromaticity coordinates of the display for the white color measured by the target instrument and 
the reference instrument, respectively, the following relationships hold: 

[
X,,wl [x,.R x,,a x,.B l [k'.R] Y,,w = Y,.R Yr,a Yr.B k,,a · 
z,,w z,.R z,,0 z,.B k,.B 

(4) 

The white color of the display can be of any intensity combination of the three primary colors. 
The values (km.R• km,a• km.B) and (k,.R, k,,0 , k,.B) are now obtained by solving Eq.(4) as 

[ k I [ l-
1

1 I [ k l [ l-
1

1 l 
m,R xm,R xm,G Xm,B xm,W '.R x,.R x,,a x,,B x,,w 

km,G = Ym.R Ym ,G Ym.B Ym,W ' k,,G = Y,.R Yr.G Yr.B Y,,w 
km,B zm,R zm,G zm,B zm,W k,,B z,,R zr,G Zr,B z,,w 

(5) 
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The correction matrix R is then given by 

R = NRGB . MRGB-l . (6) 

If the relative tristimulus values M for any colors measured by the target instrument are given by 

(7) 

where k is an arbitrary factor, then the relative tristimulus valuesM from the target instrument are 
corrected to M ' by using the correction matrix R as 

M'=R·M. (8) 
The corrected chromaticity coordinate (x, y) is computed from M' . 

3. SIMULATION 
In order to evaluate how errors in luminance (Y) may affect the error in chromaticity (x, y), a 

computer simulation was carried out using the spectral responsivity data of a real tristimulus 
colorimeter and the spectral power distributions of the primary colors of a real color display 
monitor. CIE fi' values of the colorimeter with respect to .X(A.), y(A.) , and i (A) were 7.6 %, 
3.8 %, and 7. 7 % , respectively. The model colorimeter was first calibrated against CIE llluminant 
A. The intensity scales of red, green, and blue were adjusted so that a mixture of these primary 
colors, each at 100% intensity, created a white color of approximately 9000 K. Then, 16 different 
colors were created by different intensities of the primary colors. The values of x, y, and Y of each 
color as measured by the colorimeter, as well as their true values, were calculated. Then, random 
noise of 1. 7 % rms (3 % maximum) were imposed on Y. This does not affect x, y values. These x, 
y, and Y values were converted into tristimulus values, and the corrected tristimulus values (and 
the chromaticity coordinates) were computed 
using (1) R matrix in ASTM E1455-92 [l] 
(denoted as RGB method), (2) R' matrix in 
ASTM E1455-92 [I] (denoted as ASTM-92), o.oos 
(3) R' matrix in ASTM E1455-96 [2] (denoted 
as ASTM-96), and (4) the Four-Color Method . o.oos 
Figure 1 shows the average results of 10 o.oo4 
repetitions of the entire computation since there 
were variations in results at each randomization o.oo2 

of the Y noise. The bars show the rms and the o.ooo 
maximum of the errors (6x, dy) for all the 16 
colors after correction by each method . These 
results verify that luminance errors affect 
chromaticity using the conventional methods 

Ay 

erro r 

RMS 
0 

error 
0 

u. 

(especially ASTM-92), but the Four-Color Fig. I. Errors (6x, dy) for the 16 CRT colors, 
Method is not affected by luminance errors. with 1.7 % nns random noise in Y, after 

correction by each method. 

4. EXPERIMENT 
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, an experiment was conducted using a 

commercial tristimulus colorimeter as the target instrument and a scanning-type spectroradiometer 
(employing a double monochromator) as the reference instrument. A video signal generator 
created 14 different colors on a broadcast-quality color CRT After changing to a new color, the 
monitor was allowed to stabilize for- 2 min. Both instruments were equipped with lens systems 
that collected light from the center area of - 3 em diameter on the screen. Measurements took place 
with each instrument sequentially. All measurements were taken in a darkened environment. From 
the raw data, the corrected (x, y) values for the target instrument for all colors were computed by 
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using four methods: (I) RGB method, (2) ASTM-92, (3) ASTM-96, and (4) Four-Color Method. 
The data for the first 8 colors, which included primary colors and white, were used to compute 
the correction matrices for the ASTM methods. The other 6 colors were measured as test colors. 
The differences (lix, between the corrected chromaticity values and those measured with the 
reference instrument were calculated. Also, the same computation was conducted for the set of 
data published in reference [2] which consists of 18 CRT colors measured by a target instrument 
and a reference instrument. Figures 2 and 3 show the rms values and the maximum values, 
respectively, of the differences (lix, of all 14 or 18 colors after corrections using the four 
methods. These data demonstrate a considerable improvement of chromaticity accuracy with the 
Four-Color Method over other methods . 
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Fig. 2 : RMS differences (.ir, L\y) for all the 
CRT colors after corrections. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Fig. 3: Maximum differences (.ir, L\y) for all 
the CRT colors after corrections. 

A new method (Four-Color Method) has been developed to improve the accuracy of 
chromaticity measurements of displays using tristimulus colorimeters. This method is 
independent of Y values, thus eliminating errors due to luminance measurement errors. The 
analysis using two sets of experimental data demonstrated a considerable improvement with this 
method over conventional methods. In addition, this new method has an advantage of simplicity 
when compared with the ASTM-96 method. 

Each set of experimental data was taken with one particular CRT. Further study is required to 
show how sensitive this method might be to displays employing different phosphor sets having 
different spectral power distributions. Luminance values (Y) can also be corrected by this 
method. The accuracies of luminance corrections compared with other conventional methods are 
being investigated. The details will be published elsewhere. 

We thank Joe Velasquez and John Grangaard of the U. S. Air Force for supporting this 
project. 
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The Preferred Reproduction of Skin Color 
and Chromatic Adaptation 

Kazuhiko TAKEMURA, Mark D. FAIRCHILD and Roy S. BERNS 

The preferred reproductions of Caucasian skin displayed on a CRT monitor 
operated at three different color temperatures were examined. A total of 38 images having 
different chromaticities were prepared for assessing the color of skin and psychological 
experiments were carried out by 27 observers. Statistical analysis was employed to derive 
the area of preferred skin color in a chromaticity diagram. The results show that the area 
of preferred skin color under 5000K CRT is distributed toward yellow direction and the 
area under 1 OOOOK CRT toward blue direction compared to the area under 6500K CRT. 
However, it is also found that the difference among them is surprisingly small and that the 
preferred reproductions of skin are not significantly affected by chromatic adaptation. The 
results can be also applied for calculating the states of chromatic adaptation employed in a 
color appearance model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of studies for predicting color appearance associated with models and for 

evaluating models' performance have been vigorously studied in this decade1l2l3l4l. 
However there is still some space to consider how such models should be utilized in 
practical applications especially in the imaging industries5l. A possible reason might be 
because of the complex process of human recognition to a pictorial image under a given 
viewing condition. In addition it is well-known in the imaging industries that skin color is 
one of the most important colors and thought to be reproduced to achieve more pleasant 
result rather than to give equality of appearance. The studies for preferred skin colors 
have been investigated since early 1950s by many researchers. Bartleson revealed that 
the chromaticity of the preferred skin color in reflection prints was equal to that of the mean 
memory-color'l. Hunt examined the preferred color reproductions both in reflection prints 
and in transparencies and showed that preferred colors were affected by color adaptation7l. 
This paper also deals with the preferred skin colors displayed on a CRT monitor at three 
different white points. Finally the states of adaptation were examined based on 
experimental data. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
The psychophysical experiments were carried out to examine preferred skin colors 

displayed on a CRT monitor operated at either 5000K, 6500K or 1 OOOOK, A total of 38 
test images were prepared by first assuming a variety of hypothetical adapting whites and 
then applying von Kries transformation to the well-color-balanced original picture under 
D65{Shown in Fig.1 ). For the further statistical analysis, the mean chromaticities of the 
reproduced skin colors on each image were calculated and plotted in Fig. 2. To assess 
the preference of skin colors for each of 38 images, psychophysical experiments were 
completed. A total 27 observers participated in the experiments. Each observer was 
shown one test image on the monitor at a time in a random order, then asked to rate the 
preference of skin color on a seven-point categorical scale. The categories included: 
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excellent, very good , good , fair, just unacceptable poor, bad. The observers were 
requested to see the displayed image surrounded by neutral gray(Y=20) for at least three 
seconds in a dark room. The image was approximately 14 x 16cm and the viewing 
distance was 80cm. Between the test images, a neutral gray field was displayed to 
preclude any noise introduced into the results . 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Statistical analysis was employed to derive the area of chromaticity judged to give 

preferable color reproduction at each of three white points. In Fig.3, 95% confidence 
ellipses derived from the chromaticity coordinates judged over 5(Good) are illustrated. It is 
clear from Fig .3 that the area of preferable skin color for the observation under 5000K 
CRT is distributed toward yellow direction and that for the observation under 1 OOOOK CRT 
is distributed toward blue direction compared to that for the observation under 6500K CRT. 
Although these results indicate the existence of chromatic adaptation to the white point of 
the CRT, the difference among the ellipses is surprisingly small. Therefore it is concluded 
the preferred skin colors are not significantly affected by chromatic adaptation so far 
examined in the experiment. The mean chromaticity of preferred skin colors associated 
with white points of CRT are tabulated in Table 1. 

Fig.1 Test image employed in the experiment. 
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Fig.2 Chromaticity coordinates of 38 skin 
colors(mean values) to assess 
the preference of skin colors 

T b a le 1 re erred s m colors and w p f k" h ite points on the CRT momto 
CRT Preferred skin CRT White Points 

colors mean) 
u' v' u' v' Y(cd/m2) 

5000K 0.2473 0.4927 0.2123 0.4833 55 
6500K 0.2448 0.4906 0.2025 0.4643 62 
10000K 0.2429 0.4888 0.1872 0.4400 81 
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It seems to be desirable to calculate the state of adaptation from the above results. 
To achieve this purpose, it is assumed that the observers are comparing the original 
image displayed on the CRT at 5000K with the reproduced image displayed on the CRT 
either at 10000K or at 5000K. The following simple model is employed for chromatic-
adaptation transformation, 

L 2 { ( d x Ln2 + ( 1-d) x Ln1 ) I Ln1 } x L 1 
M2 = { ( d x Mn2 + ( 1-d) x Mn1 ) I Mn1 } x M1 Eq. ( 1 ) 
s2 = { ( d X Sn2 + ( 1-d) X Snl ) I Snl } X sl 

where Ln, , Mn, , Sn, are chromaticities of a reference adapting white (65001<) expressed 
in physiological chromaticity coordinates and Ln2, Mn2, Sn2 are those of the testing 
adapting white (5000K or 93001<) . M2, S2 are the corresponding skin color to the 
preferred skin color, L,, M,. s,. D denotes the adapting factor and in case of d=1, the 
adaptation become complete, then Eq.(1) is equivalent to van Kries chromatic-adaptation 
transformation. 

According to Eq.(1), the corresponding skin colors both for 5000K CRT and for 
1 OOOOK CRT are calculated by setting d=O.O, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 respectively. The 
calculated results associated with confidence ellipses for the centroid of the preferred skin 
colors are illustrated in Fig.4. From Fig.4, the corresponding preferred skin colors can be 
obtained if d=0.3 is chosen in case of CRT at 5000K and d=0.4 in case of CRT at 9300K 
in Eq.(1). This addresses the fact that the assumption of complete adaptation does not 
always give corresponding preferable colors in the test viewing situation. Although 
preferred skin colors are affected by observation including image contents, image size, 
etc., the results obtained in this experiments may support the importance of the concept of 
the state of adaptation for practical imaging applications. 

4. CONCLUSION 
A psychophysical experiment was designed and performed to derive preferred skin colors 
displayed on a monitor operated at 5000K, 6500K, 1 OOOOK as the white points 
respectively. It was found that the ranges of preferred skin colors are somewhat affected 
by chromatic adaptation to the white point, however, the difference between them is 
surprisingly small. The analysis of the data suggests that a 30 or 40% level of complete 
adaptation may be reasonable to explain the relationship among the above preferred skin 
colors. The results also address the importance of the concept of the state of adaptation 
for practical imaging applications. 
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Fig.3 95% ellipses judged as preferable skin. 
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Modified Fairchild's Color Appearance Model for Facial 
Pattern Images under Various llluminants 

Francisco H. IMAI, Norimichi TSUMURA, Hideaki HANEISHI 
and Yoichi MIYAKE 

We improve the Fairchild's chromatic adaptation model to reproduce facial pattern images under 
various illuminants. In the previous paper, we found that the Fairchild's model did not work well 
for facial pattern images, while it worked well for skin color patches. We modified coefficients of 
incomplete chromatic adaptation in the Fairchild ' s model , and introduced color balance of white 
point in the coefficients of incomplete chromatic adaptation. The substitution of the constant 
values 3 in the original Fairchild's equations by the color balance coefficients provides a way to 
adjust the degree of color balance of white point for facial pattern images. Psychophysical 
experiments using memory matching were performed to select the optimum coefficients of color 
balance for facial pattern images. RLAB color appearance model based on the modified 
Fairchild's model with the optimum coefficients was compared with other color appearance 
models (von Kries, original RLAB, LLAB) and colorimetric color reproduction. A hardcopy in a 
standard illuminant booth was compared with a pair of reproductions on CRT display. Ten 
observers were asked to select the reproduction on CRT display that provides the best match in 
color appearance with the hardcopy. The statistical result of these comparisons showed that the 
proposed model presented the best averaged z-scores for all kind of illuminants. We can conclude 
that the proposed modified Fairchild's color appearance model performed well as a fine tuning to 
reproduce facial pattern images. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In desktop publishing of digital photography, cross-media color reproduction of portrait under 
various illuminants is desirable. The traditional colorimetric method must be improved using color 
appearance models, in order to achieve color appearance matches across media under various 
illuminants. 

At first, we reproduced colorimetrically skin color image that is taken by digital camera. 
The previous work shows that the spectral reflectance of human skin can be represented by three 
basis functions based on the principal component analysis of spectral reflectance samples. 1 Then , 
two-dimensional distribution of spectral reflectance of the skin can be estimated using the values 
of three color channels and the spectral radiance of the used illuminant. The colorimetric color 
reproduction under various illuminants can be achieved both the estimated spectral 
reflectance of the skins and the spectral radiance of the illuminants. 

In our previous work/ chromatic adaptation transformations proposed by von Kries4 and 
Fairchild5, and LAB6 color space were applied to the above colorimetric color reproduction. 
Optimum color appearance model to predict color reproduction of skin for patches and portrait 
images were selected by psychophysical experiments using the memory matching viewing 
technique. As the result of the subjective experiments, we found that the incomplete chromatic 
adaptation model proposed by Fairchild was effective for a suitable prediction of color appearance 
in skin color patches. However, it was not always an optimum color appearance model to predict 
color reproduction of facial pattern images. 

In this paper, we improve Fairchild's chromatic adaptation model to reproduce facial 
pattern images under various illuminants. We modified coefficients of incomplete chromatic 
adaptation in the Fairchild's model by changing the color balance of the white point. 
Psychophysical experiments are performed to select the optimum color balance for facial pattern 
images. Then, the refined Fairchild's model is compared with other models by psychoohvsical 
experiments . 
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2. MODIFIED FAIRCHILD'S CHROMATIC ADAPTATION MODEL 
The Fairchild's model is based on a functional expression proposed by HunC for incomplete 
levels of adaptation shown in Eqs. I. 

L'= PLLILN, (Ia) 
M'=pMM/MN, (!b) 
S'= p5SISN , (!c) 

where L, M, and S are cone fundamental values before the adaptation; L' , M', and S' are cone 
fundamental values after the adaptation, LN, M N, and S N are cone fundamental responses for the 
white point of the illuminant, p L, p M , and p 5 are coefficients of incomplete adaptation calculated 
by the following equations; 

(1 + + RE ) 
PL = ( ) PM I+ +liRE , (1 + +limE)' Ps = (1 + +lisE) ' 

(2) 

where YN is the luminance of the illuminant, v is an exponent that defines the shape of the degree 
of the adaptation and £ E, mE, and sE are the fundamental chromaticity coordinates of the 
adapting stimulus given by; 

3LN 3MN 3SN £E = , mE , SE = -----"--
LN+MN+SN LN+MN+SN LN+MN+SN 

(3) 

We modified the fundamental chromaticity coordinates CE, mE , and sE in the 
coefficients of incomplete chromatic adaptation in the Fairchild's model. We introduced 
coefficients KL, Kw and K5 , of color balance in the expression of C E, mE , and s E coefficients 
as shown in the Eqs. 4; 

n KLLN K.,MN _ K,SN 
' mE , SE - ---"--'"---

LN+MN+SN LN+MN+SN LN+MN+SN 
(4) 

The substitution of the constant values 3 in the original Fairchild's equations by these color 
balance coefficients provides a way to adjust the degree of color balance of white point for facial 
pattern images. 

3. EXPERIMENTS 
3.1. Psychophysical experiments to tune color balance of white point. 
Memory matching viewing technique, recommended by Braun and Fairchild8

, was adopted for the 
psychophysical experiments that were conducted following the guidelines of the CIE Technical 
Committee 1-27 on of Colour Appearance for Reflective Media and Self-Luminous 
Display Comparisons".9 In .this viewing technique, the CRT display and the standard illumination 
booth were angularly positioned at 90° such that the observers can only see one of them at a time. 
The experiments were performed in a dark environment. 

At first, psychophysical experiments were performed to select the optimum coefficients of 
color balance for a facial pattern image of a Japanese young woman. The images were taken by a 
HDTV camera and digitized with 8 bits to get an image of 1920 by 1035 pixels. The coefficients 
KL , KM, and Ks were varied from 2.9 to 3.2 in intervals of 0.1 unit. These 64 combinations of 
coefficients were used to reproduce a facial pattern image under three kinds of illuminants; "A" 
(2,856 K), "Day Light" (6,500 K), and "Cool White" (4,150 K). The observer was asked to 
select on CRT the most similar image to the original hardcopy. From the result of the experiment, 
KL =3.1 , KM =2.9, and Ks =3.1 were selected as optimum coefficients of color balance for facial 
pattern image. For example, the result of this psychophysical experiment for Ks = 3.1 is shown 
in Fig. I. 
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Fig. I Number of selection times when KL KM, are changed from 2.9 to 3.2 and K5 = 3.1. 

3.2. Comparison of the modified Fairchild's model with other color appearance 
models. 
Facial images of 4 Japanese young women were used for the comparison. Five images predicted 
using von Kries model, the refined RLAB model 10, LLAB modd 1, modified Fairchild's model 
and the colorimetric color reproduction were calculated for each facial pattern image and viewing 
illuminant, and displayed on CRT. The performance of the modified model was compared with 
other color appearance models by psychophysical experiments. 

In the experiment, a hardcopy in a standard illuminant booth was compared with a pair of 
reproductions on CRT in a dark environment. Ten observers; students who are studying image 
processing in our laboratory, were asked to select the reproduction on CRT which provides the 
best match in color appearance with the hardcopy. The proportion of the selections were 
converted to an interval scale of color reproduction quality for various models using Thurstone's 
law of comparative judgments. 12 Using statistical procedures described by Torgeson 13 the 
averaged z-scores (normal deviate) for each model were calculated. These z-scores give interval 
scale values of each model indicating their performance in the reproduction of the original 
hardcopy on CRT. A confidence interval of 95% for the averaged value is considered. The 
performances of two models are considered as equivalent if the average of one model falls within 
the confidence interval of another model . 

4) RESULTS 
The averaged interval scale value for each model and illuminant for 4 reproduced facial pattern 
images are shown in Fig. 2 , where "Custom" indicates the modified Fairchild's model for facial 
pattern image, and "XYZ" is the colorimetric color reproduction . The error bars in Fig. 2(a) , (b) , 
and (c) indicate the averaged interval scale value with 95% confidence. In the case of the XYZ 
image under "Day light" and "A" illuminants it was not possible to calculate the z-score because 
XYZ reproduction was not selected at all. 
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von Kries RLAB LLAB Custom XYZ 
(a) "A" illuminant (b) "Day Light" illuminant (c) "Cool White" illuminant 

Fig 2 Averaged z-scores of 4 facial pattern images for each model and illuminant. 
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It was found that the performance of color appearance models for facial pattern depends on 
the illuminant. From Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c) it is clear that LLAB model was the best prediction for 
"A" illuminant but "Custom" model performed better than LLAB model for "Day Light" and "Cool 
White" illuminants. From Figs. 2(b) it can be found that von Kries and RLAB models are 
approximately same in statistical values for reproduction under "Day Light" illuminant. It is also 
possible to see from Fig. 2(c) that RLAB and Custom models are approximately same in statistical 
values for reproduction under "Cool white" illuminant. It is noted that the modified Fairchild's 
color appearance model performed well for facial pattern images and showed the best averaged z-
scores for all kind of illuminants. 

5) CONCLUSION 
We proposed a modified Fairchild's chromatic adaptation model, and. compared it with other color 
appearance models and colorimetric color reproduction by psychophysical experiments. As a 
result, we found that the performance of the proposed model was less dependent on illuminants 
than other tested models, for facial pattern image reproduction. We conclude that the adjustment 
of the introduced coefficients of color balance customizes the Fairchild's model for the 
reproduction of facial pattern images under various illuminants. We believe that this technique of 
fine tuning of Fairchild's model could be used for other kinds of images. 
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Effect of Ambient Light on Color Appearance of Soft 
Copy Images- Color Management on the Network-

Naoya KATOH and Kiyotaka NAKABAYASHI 

With the widespread of CMSs (color management systems), it is now guaranteed that users can achieve device 
independent color across different devices and media. However, current CMSs guarantee the same color only 
if one sees color under a certain controlled viewing condition . If one sees color under a different viewing 
condition, the reproduced color won't match the original. On the other hand, the network environment 
enables users to send color images from one place to another that has different viewing condition. In this case, 
it is impossible to achieve the same color appearance with current CMSs. In this paper, the effect of the 
ambient light on the color appearance of soft copy images is discussed. In a typical office environment, one uses 
a computer graphic monitor with a CCT (correlated color temperature) of 9300K in a room illuminated with 
white fluorescent light of 4150K CCT. In such a case, human visual system is partially adapted to the CRT 
monitor's white point and partially to the ambient light. Our previous research on soft copy image vs. hard copy 
image matching 1.2 indicated that the human visual system is 60% adapted to the CRT monitor's white point 
and 40% to the ambient light when seeing a soft copy image. Here, visual experiments were performed for 
matching between soft copy images seen under different viewing conditions. Simultaneous haploscopic 
matching technique was applied to simulate a different viewing condition for each eye. The experimental 
results indicated that human visual system is 60% adapted to the monitor's white point and 40% to the 
ambient light as in our previous researches. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Several color appearance models have been proposed and some of the models produce very accurate predictions 
of color appearance. However, since they tried to predict color appearance for the complete range of viewing 
conditions, these models need a significant number of viewing condition parameters and are somewhat too 
complex to implement. Furthermore, soft-copy images viewed under mixed chromatic adaptation have not yet 
been evaluated. It is assumed that observers have a fixed state of single adaptation a.•. When one is designing 
an image on a CRT screen under a certain viewing condition, one's state of adaptation is affected by both th e 
monitor's white point and the viewing condition that are different. Also, one is not only staring at the monitor 
all the time, but sees surrounding at intervals, thus one's adaptation is not fixed at single state. 

The effect of ambient light on color appearance of CRT has been studied by several people. Brainard et a!. • and 
Choh et a!. 6 used an achromatic color matching method under a fixed state of adaptation. In Brainard's 
experiments, it was found that for a small test patch (1.35 x 1.35 deg.) adaptation shift from the monitor's white 
point caused by the ambient light was about 10·20% in CIE1931/xy coordinates. Choh used a test patch of 2 x 
2 deg. and defined the adaptation shift ratio in CIE1976/u'v' coordinates. He has performed the experiments 
for three different types of illuminants and at three levels of ambient luminance. When the CRT was set to 
9300K and the ambient illuminance was F2, the shift from the monitor's white point was about 15%. In both 
Brainard's and Choh's experiments, shift was subtle. Katoh 1.2 and Berns et a!. ' used pictorial images for 
cross-media color reproduction under mixed chromatic adaptation. In Katoh's experiment, soft-copy images on 
the CRT screen were compared with the hard-copy image under an F6 illuminant. It was found that the human 
visual system was 60% adapted to the monitor's white point and 40% to the ambient light, when seeing 
soft-copy images on a CRT screen (note that the adaptation shift from the monitor's white point is 40%). Berns 
et a!. have also performed visual experiments for a soft -copy image viewed under a mixed state of chromatic 
adaptation compared with the hard copy image. Their results were similar to Katoh's previous experiment; an 
image with an adaptation shift of 50% was most preferred. 

2. ADAPTATION MODELING 
Adaptation modeling in this paper essentially consists of three stages: 1) compensation for contrast variation, 
2) transformation from tristimulus values to cone signals, and 3) compensation for chromatic adaptation. 
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1) Contrast Compensation: 
First, the contrast variation caused by the ambient light must be compensated. An important effect of ambient 
light is the variation of the perceived image contrast in accordance with the surround's luminance level. This 
contrast difference is mainly caused by the reflection of the ambient light on the CRT screen. The black on the 
CRT screen will not be dark enough because the reflection of the ambient light still exists, although most of 
the monitors have anti-glare filter on the surface of the CRT screen. Monitors have no means of producing 
black darker than this reflection. Since the human visual system is more sensitive to dark areas and leas 
sensitive to light areas as the CIELAB equations imply, the contrast of the soft copy image will be weaker if 
the black is not dark enough. Therefore, in this experiment, this reflection was taken into consideration. This 
reflection of the ambient light on the CRT screen was added to the colors produced by the phosphors. "Rbi' is 
the reflection ratio of the CRT screen surface, usually 0.03 to 0.05. The subscript "1t::R'Ji'refers to the CRT 
monitor and to the ambient light. Mter adding this reflection, the maximum value of"Y'!CR1)"is 
normalized to 100. ·-· indicates normalized value and subscript "n" indicates the maximum value. 

X(cltT> = x <cn > + R,.. . 
= l(c.u) + R,. 

z;CI!T, = z<c.,., + R,.. <; ........ , 
··- eq. (1) 

X'<cm = (100/Y:.arr,)· X(cm 

Y'(C.,.J = (100/Y:.arr,) · 

Z'<mJ = (100/Y:.cm) Z(cm 

2) Transformation From Triatimulu1 Value• To Cone Signall 

--- eq. (2) 

Then, the tristimulus values are transformed into cone signals. The Hunt-Pointer-Estevez transformation 
matrix normalized to an equi-energy illuminant (E) is used here, since it is desirable to normalize the cone 
signals for equality for the self-luminous colors"· 

3) Chromatic Adaptation Compensation 
Finally, compensation is made for the change in adaptation according to the surroundings. The human visual 
system changes the cone sensitivity of each channel to get an image white-balanced as in color video cameras. 
Basically, the simple von Kries' adaptation model is used here, in which the signals of each channel are divided 
by the reference white's signals. However, the reference white point to which the human visual system adapts 
is investigated further here. There are two steps for the calculation of the adaptation white point; incomplete 
adaptation and partial adaptation. 

Incomplete Adaptation 
The flrst step in the adaptation point calculation is the compensation for the incomplete chromatic adaptation 
of the human visual system for the self-luminous displays. Even if the monitor is placed in a totally dark room, 
the human visual system will not completely adapt to a CRT monitor's white point which is significantly 
different from the E illuminant "·'"·" · Adaptation becomes less complete as the chromaticity of the adapting 
stimulus deviates from the illuminant E and as the luminance of the adapting stimulus decreases. The 
incomplete adaptation point can be expressed as below. " pL, PM, ps' are the chromatic adaptation factors for the 
illuminant E used in the Hunt appearance model•. 

r.cclfT) = r"<c•n' PL 
M' • (CRT) = M • <CRT) I PM 

s lf (Cn') = slf(CKT) IPs 

Partial Adaptation 

--- eq. (3) 

The next step is the compensation for mixed chromatic adaptation. In a typical office setting, soft copy images 
are rarely seen under dark conditions. The room is normally illuminated with fluorescent lighting having a 
CCT around 4150K The CCT of the widely-used graphic monitor's white point is much higher than this 
lighting, usually around 9300K. In cases where both white points are different, it was hypothesized that the 
human visual system is partially adapted to the monitor's white point and partially to the ambient light's 
white point . Therefore, the adapting stimulus for the human visual system for soft copy images can be 
expressed as the inter-mediate point of the two as shown in the equation below. "R.q;' is the adaptation ratio 
to the monitor's white point, "Y'n(CR1)" is the absolute luminance of the monitor's white point, and " Yn(Ambient/' 

is the absolute luminance of the ambient light. When the ratio equals 1.0, the human visual system is 
completely adapted to the monitor's white point and none to the ambient light. This case is conceptually close 
to the CIELAB matching. Conversely, when the ratio is 0.0, the human visual system is totally adapted to the 
ambient light and none to the monitor's white. This case is conceptually close to the CIEIXYZ matching. The 
weighting factors (Y'n(Cll7) IY...,)'13, IY...,) va in the equation are introduced to correspond to the 
luminance difference . 
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pii(Cirl') =R,. Y..'CifT -, Y..A-"4• -
( )

Ill ( ) "' ·L-<arr>+O-R,.)· ·L,,...,,.,o 

M",<arr> = R,. { yi:' )'" · M' "'em+ (1- R..,) { Y,,;:•> )"' · M,'"""""' 

SH o(O!T) = R.., { r;:, r . S' o(O!T) +(I- R..,) { y"';:'"'' r s .......... , 
where Y.., ={R"' · r:,cm"'+(l- R"')· Y,,...,...,,"'}' 

--- eq. (4) 

With the newly-defined white points for the soft copy, the von Kries adaptation model is applied. Thus, the 
viewing-condition independent index: S-LMS can be expressed as below. "S" stands for the "Soft-copy" ("SCR'' 
was used to represent "Soft-Copy Reproduction" in my previous paper 1), For the hard copy, the simple von 
Kries adaptation model could be used . 

L' = L",cKT)/ I.,cm 
M' = M" (CKT)/ M • (CRT) 

s' = S",ciiT)/ s.,cRT) 
--- eq. (5) 

r! = l._,n.,,/ I.,,.,.,, 
Ms = M1, .... ,) / M,(PriM) 

S' = S<Pn.o / S'"''"' 
--- eq. (6) 

If necessary, S-LMS are transformed into S-XYZ using the inverse of the Hunt-Pointer-Estevez 
transformation matrix normalized to illuminant E, and then to S-LAB or S-LCh. 

L' =116·(Y')"' -16 
a3 =500 ·{(x')"' -(r')"'} 

b' = 200 -{(r')"' -(z')"'} 

3. EXPERIMENTS 

--- eq. (7) 
c' (b')' 

--- eq. (8) 

Visual experiments were performed to observe the best adaptation ratio: R.., for the soft copy image matching 
between two monitors with different white points. A simultaneous haploscopic matching method was used in 
this experiment to simulate different viewing conditions for each eye. Two 21" Trinitron<JQ monitors: Sony 
"GDM-2000TC" were used and characterized by the method proposed by the Berns 12 and CIE 13. Monitor A's 
white point was set to 6530K and its luminance to 80.2 cdlm•, and monitor B's white point was set to 9370K and 
its luminance to 80.5 cdlm•. Same experiments were replicated under two different fluorescent lamps (4183K 
and 3486K). A white paper set next to the monitor had a luminance of 124 cdlm• and 150 cdlm•, respectively. 
The original image data on monitor A was transformed and reproduced on monitor B as follows; 

1. RGB data are transformed to XYZ using monitor A's device characteristics. 
2. XYZ data are then transformed into S-LMS using the above adaptation model with monitor A's viewing 

condition parameters at a certain adaptation ratio. In this model, necessary viewing condition parameters 
are; the chromaticity and the absolute luminance of the monitor's white point, the chromaticity and the 
luminance of the surround. 

3. S-LMS are transformed into S-LAB or S-LCh for gamut compression. Colors outside the gamut were 
mapped towards the achromatic axis while keeping hue lightness constant . Many gamut mapping 
techniques are proposed for various applications"· However, the investigation for gamut mapping is out 
of scope here . Instead, we have used the images that do not have much out-of gamut colors. Then, the 
mapped S-LAB or S-LCh are transformed back to S-LMS. 

4. S-LMS data are transformed to XYZ using the inverse of the above model with monitor B's viewing 
condition parameters at the same adaptation ratio used in step 2. 

5. XYZ are transformed to RGB using monitor B's device characteristics. 

Two portrait images were used for the visual experiment. The original image (512 x 341 pixels: RGB 8 bits) was 
displayed on the monitor A at a size of 163 mm x 108 mm with a 100% white proximal field of 5 mm wide in a 
20% uniform gray background. Images at six levels of the soft copy adaptation ratio R.., were reproduced on 
monitor B with the same proximal field and background as monitor A, and were used for the paired comparison 
experiment. Observers sat 70 em from the screen and were instructed to identify the better matched 
reproduced image on monitor B to the original image on monitor A from a given pair. An X-window program 
was used for displaying and switching between the pair of images. Twenty-four color-normal observers (23 male 
and 1 female: ages from 26 to 55) participated. 
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4. RESULTS 
Figures below show the result of psychophysical scale of visual matching versus the adaptation ratio at two 
different ambient lighting conditions. The most preferred images were at adaptation ratio of 60%, while the 
image at the adaptation ratio of 0% had the worst score for the both cases. This implies that the human visual 
system is adapted 60% to the CRT monitor and rest to the ambient light . These results were similar to our 
previous experiments 1.2 of soft-copy vs. hard-copy matching experiments, in which the adaptation ratio was 
also 60%. The reproduced soft copy image at 60% adaptation ratio had acceptable match to the original image 
on a different CRT and had much better reproduction than CIEIXYZ-matched or CIELAB-matched images . 

0.5 00 
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. ;; 0 ;a 

1 "'- 0 0 -0.5 .<: 

-1 

0 >. 
.<: 
"'- 0 ..8 -0.5 
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Adaptation Ratio Adaptation Ratio 

Fig. 1 Adaptation Ratio at 4183K Ambient Light Fig. 2Adaptation Ratio at 3486KAmbient Light 

5. CONCLUSION 
The experimental results indicated that the human visual system is 60% adapted to the monitor's white point 
and 40% to the ambient light. These appearance-matched images had better matching than the reproduction 
of current CMSs. Therefore, this adaptation model can improve the soft copy reproduction of current CMSs 
and could be used as an interchange space for from any device to another. 
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Colour Gamut Transformation Using Visually Assessed 
Colour Difference Formula 

Peter GLATZ and Eva LUEBBE 

The visually assessed colour difforence formula L1E*coTT<cud for the CIELCH colour space had been 
presented for the first time in 1993 (1) on the basis of the colour difference formula CIE L1E*ab and was 
published in 1995 (2). 

Llli* comctcd = Llli* ab I ( 1 + C* I 70) 

It represents a correction of the formula CIE LiE* abby using the saturation value C* as the only correction 
parameter. The formula LiE* coTT<cud is much better adapted to human perception than the established CIE 
formula LiE* ab as per a demonstration with 20 printed colour pairs. The colour difforences for these colour 
pairs are calculated by means of the new formula and compared with visually ascertained values and those 
determined by the CIE formula. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Overview: The graphic arts are looking for means and methods to reproduce original artwort as the best way 
its customer is ready to pay for . Desktop publishing and computer-to-pressrun production have became de 
facto standardised methods. However, the objectives of a visually assessed CIELAB data in four-colour 
reproduction is in a still emerging status due to a lack of established colour difference formula to be applied to 
all kinds of printed matter. 
Practical use: We propose the use a simple yet very efficient colour difference formula Llli* corrected whenever 
colour gamut transformations are required. This is the case when transferring an original artwort 
(photograph or design) to digital format is performed by digital scanners or cameras producing RGB data. 
Since the output from desktop publishing work is a colour separated image printer profiles have to be set up 
by use of practical colour charts such as the IT -8 chart. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
Methods: Original colour patches were assessed visually individual judgement of a number of test persons. 
Instrumental colour measurement was performed using a portable spectrophotometer with a circular 45°10° 
geometry to acquire spectral data (measuring range from 380 nm to 730 nm) to give CIELAB, CIELCH, and 
xyY colour co-ordinates. Scans were taken using an Agfa StudioStarTM flatbed scanner (density range 2.4 D, 
resolution 30 bit RGB, software Agfa PhotoLookTM) and processed with Adobe PhotoshopTM LE on a 
Macintosh PowerPCTM. 
Materials: The colour originals were either printed or patches taken from a set of a NormaColor 
Spatial SystemTM colour guide with some 250 shades. Output was produced on a LexmarkTM Ink Jet printer 
using cyan, magenta and yellow inks. 
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3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

3.1. COLOUR GAMUT TRANSFORMATION 
1banks to the simple form of the colour difference formula Ml* conectcd it can easily be applied to assess any 
colour gamut transformation algorithm. The colour gamut transformations offered in today's colour 
management programs include the risk of information losses, especially by clipping. Due to the fact that 
neither a colorimetric nor a spectrophotometric standard exist for quality assessment of colour gamut 
transformations digital image processing is influenced by the subjective taste of colour reprographers. Digital 
input and output devices must be characterised not only by their colour gamuts but also by achievable colour 
differences in terms of Ml* conectcd· The assessment of colour gamut transformations is one example of using 
Ml* conectcd· 

3 .2. COLOUR DIFFERENCE FORMULA 
An example for illustration: The following figure shows the a screen scale for printing inks such as Cyan (C), 
Magenta (M), Yellow (Y), and Black (K). 

K = 100 I 90 I 80 I 70 I 60 I so I 40 I 30 I 20 I 10% (screen) 

In graphic arts the pressrun is controlled by means of colour density (or ink fihn thickness) rather than by 
CIELAB tolerances. The screen bar shown has got a step-to-step difference of 10% in the range from 10% to 
100% screen. 0% screen corresponds to the unprinted paper, and 100% screen is a solid patch full of ink. 
Human perception senses this scale as being uniform because there is a logaritlunic relationship between a 
screen value (in %) and its respective dot area. The colour differences Ml* ot> on the low and the high ends of 
the scale show considerable differences such as the values below: 

screen patches 
10%120% 
90%1100% 

c 
Ml*ot>=5.2 
Ml*ot>= 6.6 

M 
5.2 
8.5 

y 
8.2 
14.8 

K 
5.2 
8.4 

Up to now there is no satisfying, generally useful formula to assess visual perception by means of a truly 
objective instrumental measurement. 
Recommended tolerances in graphic arts (Euroscale 4-colour printing according to CIE 30-89) 

screen patches c M y K 
solid patches Ml*ot> < 3.2 <4.8 < 3.8 

Application: Several visually assessed colour difference formula shown in APPENDIX A have been proposed 
since CIELAB was established, such as Ml* ot> itself, CMC, LABmg and others. Lets look at CMC first. 
Considering eight different pairs of colours which are the same in terms of their CIELAB values L * = 65 and 
CIE C* = 30 but colour differences Ml* ot> = 2 the CMC fomula returns the following values: 

Colour patch CIE Ml*,b illicMc 
red 2.0 1.44 
orange 2.0 2.35 
yellow 2.0 1.68 
yellow/green 2.0 1.34 
green 2.0 1.31 
cyan 2.0 1.39 
blue 2.0 1.65 
magenta 2.0 1.51 
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1be fonnula aE• oorroc:tcd which was published in 1993 does not consider variations in CIE L • nor in CIE h. It 
u extremely compact and can be applied to optimisations including large amount of data such in the 
application of colour charts in desktop publishing: 

abo compares favourably with the values determined by the much more complicated CMC fonnula (3) and 
its de facto successor CIE aE*94 (4). A direct comparison with CIE aE*94 explains why the fonnula is so 
powerful (APPENDIX B).- The fonnula aE•.,. (5) was not considered due to its prohibitive complexity. 
In the case of colours which only vary by brightness CIE L • a comparison of different colour difference 
fonnula is especially interesting. This is illustrated by the figure with visually assessed differences ranging 
from 3 to 8 (below). It shows the best possible correlation of aE• oorroc:tcd with which is better than the 
results achieved with the other fonnula considered. 

1--

2.0 3.0 4.0 

4 . CONCLUSION 

5.0 
dEYis 

: 

6.0 7.0 8.0 

Main statement: The proposed colour difference fonnula aE* oorroc:tcd is a correction to the standardised value 
of aE• ob· It considers the effect of colour saturation c• correctly and does not depend on the lightness L • . 
11wiks to its simple structure is it applicable to routine application such as colour gamut transformation from 
the artwork original image space (CIELCH) to the reproduced image space (CIELCH)' . Compared to other 
proposed visually assessed colour difference fonnula aE*94. LfficMc and aEq aE• comdcd is even more 
consistent with the visual differences in the case of colour pairs showing differences in lightness L • 
only. 
Where to go from here: A better understanding of visual perception of colour patches and their surrounding 
colours remains a still not an easily applicable topic esp. in desktop publishing work. The use of aE• comdcd 

seems to offer a promising way of to predict colour differences influenced by surrounding colours of printable 
substrates without a large amount of complicated algorithms. 
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APPENDIX A: Colour difference formula basing on CIELAB 

CIE, 1976 

I 

CMC, 1984 (British Standard 6923, 1988) 
cMc = 1 sd + 1 c sd + 1 sH)2) 112 

with: SL = 0.040975 L * I (I + 0.0 1765L *) if L * > 16 
SL = 0.511 if L *.::: 16 
Sc = 0.0638 (C* I (I+ 0.0131 C*) + 0.638 
SH = Sc (F T - F + I) 
F = {C*4 I (C*4 + 1900)} 112 

T = 0.56 + 10.2 cos (168° + h)l if 164° < h < 345° 
T = 0.36 + 10.4 cos(35° + h)l otherwise 
I = I or 2 
c =I 

Delta Emg or Italian Standard, 1992 (published by Colli, Gremmo, Moniga in 1989) 
= mg/ mgi + mg)2

)
112 

with: Lms= 34.723 +(0.01765 L* + In (0.040975 L*)) I 0.040975 ifL* :::_16 
Lms=L* I 0.511 ifL* < 16 
C.ng = 0.181547 C* ab + 12.253 In (0.638 + 0.072158 C* ab) + 5.50671 
H mg = 0.17914 + h0 ab + (ai sin(j h0 ab) + bi cos(j h0 ab)) 

= (+0.13893 , -0.05390, -0.04029, -0.01 043) 
bj-14 = ( -0.09622, -0.06742, -0.02137, +0.00587) 
A mg = C mg cos(H mg) 
B mg = C m, si n(H ,g) 

Delta E* corrected (published by Luebbe in 1993) 
corrected= ab I ( I + C* I 70) 

CIE, 1994 (published in 1995) 
I * * 2 * 2 * 2 1/2 = 94 I SL kL) + I Sc kc) + I SH kH) ) 
with: SL =I , Sc = I + 0.045 C*,b, SH =I + 0.015 C*,b, kL = kc = kH =I 

APPENDIX 8: Comparison of corrected with CIE 

Ll.E*co!Tected = ab I ( I + C* I 70) 
= I (I+ 0.014 C*))2 + I (I+ 0.014 C*))2 + I (I+ 0.014 C*))2} 112 

= I SL kd + I Sc kd + ISH kH)2
)

112 

= * )2 + I (I + 0.045 C*)/ + I (I + 0.015 C*))2} 112 
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Non-Analytical Gamut Mapping Algorithm 
with Generalized 'END' 

Takafumi NOGUCHI 

A new gamut mapping method based on a non-analytical algorithm and a generalized 
END is proposed. The method preserves original hues and changes achromatic values by 
a simplest procedure. The method is tested for a mapping from color transparencies to 
color reflection prints and its performance is successfully confirmed. 

1 Introduction 
Gamut mapping is a key technology in color management whose purpose is to compress 
or extend color gamuts with preserving hues. Though gamut mappings in the CIELAB 
space are accurate, they have some difficulties in their applicability. We discuss about a 
simple and accurate gamut mapping from color reversal films to color papers. 

2 Experiment 

2.1 Basic principle 
In case of mapping colors from color reversal films to color papers, one should compress 
the color gamut or dynamic range because the former range is larger than that of the 
latter. Most colors which belong to highlights and shadows are neutral because of a 
bounded property of human eyes. This fact immediately leads to Lightness Compression 
when Colorimetry is referred to, but Achromatic Response Compression follows when 
Opponent Color Theory which was established by Hering in 1878 is referred to. 

Assume the Weber-Fechner Law holds and the hue is determined by the ratio of 
tristimulus values. Then it follows that every color must be represented by a logarithmic 
scale, say an optical density, and the hue should be characterized by the difference of 
logaritmic tristimulus values. Let B, G,R be optical densities and A be an achromatic 
value of a given color, then the tristimulus values of a color will be separated as follows. 

(1) 

where the first and second term of right handside of the equation represents a Chromatic 
Response and an Achromatic Response respectively. Thus the gamut mapping which 
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preserves the hue and compresses the achromatic response is given by following expression. 

(2) 

where k is a compression parameter with k < 1. 
In order to define the achromatic response for a given set of tristimulus values, we 

introduce a following interpreting system which transforms the chromatic response into 
color appearance. 

B-A < O 
G-A<O 
R-A<O 
B-A > O-<=> 
G-A>O 
R-A>O 

blue 
green 
red 

yellow 
magenta 

cyan 

[ 

B - A = 0 neutral l 
and G - A = 0 -<=> neutral 

R - A = 0 neutral 

This interpreting system enables us to derive mathematical formula of achromatic response 
from color appearances. The color of skin obviously appears as yellow red, thus the 
achromatic value for skin should correspond to green value. 

[ 
yellow l [ B- A> 0 l 

skin ==> neutral -<=> G - A = 0 ==> A = G 
red R- A< 0 

(3) 

Also the color of green grass obviously appears as yellow green, thus the achromatic 
value for green grass should correspond to red value. 

grass ==> [ ]-<=> [ = ] ==> A = R 
neutral R - A = 0 

( 4) 

Also the color of blue sky obviously appears as blue cyan, thus the achromatic value for 
blue sky should correspond to red value. 

sky ==> [ ]-<=> [ = : ] ==> A = G 
cyan R- A> 0 

(5) 

Since physical characteristics of skin, green grass, and blue sky are B > G > R , 
B > R > G and R > G > B respectively, the achromatic value for a given set of 
tristimulus values is given by 

A= Median(B , G, R) (6) 

where Median(B ,G, R) represents a median or central value for a given set of B,G,R 
values. Thus equation(2) can be rewritten as follows. 

( 
B' ) ( B- M edian(B, G, R) ) ( M edian(B, G, R) ) 
G' = G-Median(B,G,R) +k Median(B,G , R) 
R' R- Median(B,G,R) Median(B,G,R) 

(7) 
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2.2 Procedure 
In order to perform the algorithm, all colors should be represented by the signal whose 
components are optical densities of Blue,Green,Red which are guaranteed to be Gray 
when these values are identical. This condition immediately reminds us of an Equivalent 
Neutral Density(END) which was introduced by Evans in 1938. Following system can be 
organized by using END. 

F i lm Scanner END Mapping END Printer Print 

But, as well known , hues differ as colorants differ between two media while the values 
of END remain constant. We have to generalize the END to preserve the hue. Roughly 
speaking, the END is an analytical density assigned to a visual density for colorimetric 
grays. If we introduce a Generalized END(GEND) by replacing an analytical density by 
an integral density, the discrepancy of hues will be reduced. Then a following system is 
available by using GEND. 

Film Scanner GEND Mapping GEND Printer Print 

where Dint represents an integral density and LUT represents a one-dimensionallook-up-
table(LUT). The first LUT represents the relation between a visual density and B,G,R 
densities for colorimetric grays made by colorants of color reversal films and the second 
LUT represents that for colorimetric grays made by colorants of color papers. Devices 
and media used in the test are shown in Tablel . 

Tablel: Devices and media used in the test 

Devices and Media I 
Color Reversal Film 

Printer 
Scanner 
Filters 

Item 
Fujichrome Provia 
Pictrography3000 

typical drum scanner 
narrow-band( 436nm,546nm,644nm) 

All reversal films are normally exposed and the compression parameter k is experimentally 
optimized. 

3 Results 
1. Details of highlights and shadows are well described with the compression parameter 

of k = 0.9. Thus a dynamic range of color reversal films is well compressed by the 
present method. 

2. Sufficient accuracy in hue reproduction was achieved with little exceptions. These 
exceptions can be reduced by choosing proper scanner filters. This is because the 
GEND depends on spectral characteristics of scanner filters while the END is inde-
pendent . When the spectral sensitivity of a scanner is exactly a linear combinat ion 
of color matching functions, say Q-factor=l , the identical GEND gives colorimetric 
reproduction. 
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3. Colors of prints are more saturated than those of original reversal films. This is 
mainly achieved by colorfulness increasing while saturations remain constant. 

4. The chromatic response given by eqution(7) provides a color appearance model 
with using the interpreting system mentioned in subsection 2.1. This model satis-
fies following rules with defining blue, green, red, yellow, magenta, cyan as primal 
appearances. 

• all color appearances are composed of primal appearances. 

• primal appearances can coexist at most two. 

• primal appearances can coexist when they are in neighbor in hue circle. 

which are exact characteristics of the Opponent Color Theory. Though there is a 
difference in number of primal appearances, this model gives a good mathematical 
description for the Opponent Color Theory. 

4 Conclusion 
The present method preserves the hue and compresses the dynamic range in high accuracy. 
The method is simple enough to apply to real devices and media. 

Author's Address 
Takafumi NOGUCHI 
Ashigara Research Laboratories, Fuji Photo Film Company Ltd., 
210 Nakanuma Minamiashigara Kanagawa 250-0l,Japan 
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Cross-Media Psychophysical Evaluation 
of Gamut Mapping Algorithms 

Jan MOROVIC and M. Ronnier LUO 

Gamut mapping is an essential step in cross-media colour reproduction which has not been satisfactorily 
explored to date. Therefore, eight previously published gamut mapping algorithms (GMAs) have been 
implemented and subsequently psychophysically tested. This paper describes the GMAs in more detail 
and gives the results of a pair comparison experiment used for evaluating them. The experiment suggests 
that chroma is more important than has been previously assumed. It also shows that the group of 
simultaneous GMAs performs best and it highlights some problems with this group of algorithms. 

INTRODUCTION 
Gamut mapping is a component of colour reproduction systems which assigns colours in a target device to 
colours from a source device. In some cases, gamut mapping can also be seen as an extension of colour 
appearance modelling which attempts to match the appearance of complex images rather than the 
appearance of individual colours. In this paper it is this more specific meaning which will be used as it 
is more appropriate for the reproduction of complex images. 
Even though a number of GMAs have been published in the past, only limited psychophysical 
evaluation of them has been carried out to date. An overview will be given of the GMAs which have 
been implemented and tested so as to give a sound basis for the development of new algorithms. 

2 ALGORITHMS CHOSEN FOR EVALUATION 
Based on a literature review [2], eight GMAs were chosen as being representative of the work carried out 
to date. These algorithms can be divided into three groups - simultaneous, successive and parametric 
GMAs - and their descriptions follow in the next three sections. 

2.1 Successive GMAs 
The characteristic of this group is that each of the perceptual attributes is mapped separately, i.e. in 
most cases the algorithm has two stages: first the mapping of lightness and then the mapping of 
chroma. All the algorithms in this group (LLIN, LNLIN, LCLIP and LSLIN) first map lightness 
linearly so that the minima and maxima of the two gamuts are mapped onto each other. The LUN [3) 
algorithm linearly compresses chroma along lines of constant lightness, the LNUN [1) algorithm makes 
this compression in a non-linear way and the LCUP [4) algorithm clips the out-<>f-gamut colours onto 
the gamut boundary and leaves in-gamut colour unchanged. The LSUN [3) algorithm is a hybrid 
algorithm as it maps colours towards a point on the L • axis (L *=50) after the initial lightness mapping, 
in which it changes lightness at two stages of the process (see figure 1). 
Note that all successive and simultaneous algorithms evaluated here preserve hue, use the image 
gamut as their source (original) gamut and are carried out in the CIE LAB uniform colour space. 

2.2 Simultaneous GMAs 
Algorithms belonging to this group map colours so that all of their attributes are changed 
simultaneously. The algorithms evaluated here do this by moving colours towards a particular point in 
colour space (a centre of gravity). For SUN this centre is the point on the lightness axis for which L *=50 
and for the CUSP algorithm the centre of gravity is the point on the lightness axis which has the same 
lightness as the gamut's cusp (the cusp at a given hue angle is the colour with the highest chroma). The 
SUNLLAB algorithm is the same as the SUN algorithm with the only difference being that it uses the 
LLAB colour appearance model instead of CIE LAB (see figure 1). 
These three algorithms do not have an initial lightness compression. This tests the validity of the 
assumption made by all authors included in the literature survey that lightness needs to be compressed 
first. 
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SLIN I SLINLLAB 
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c· c· 
LLIN I LNLIN 

Figure 1 Overview of successive and simultaneous GMAs 

2.3 Parametric GMAs 

L" 

c· 
LCLIP 

These algorithms change their behaviour depending m either the shape of the original and 
reproduction gamuts at a particular hue angle (as is the case with the JOHNSON algorithm) or 
depending on some other user defined parameters. 
The JOHNSON algorithm evaluated here is adapted from a paper by Johnson et al. [5]. The original 
algorithm is based m the results of an experiment where the ANSI IT8.7/l target [6] was given to be 
reproduced to a number of colour reproduction companies in the UK and the USA. The results have 
shown what gamut mapping was used by scanner operators and the following algorithm is a 
modification of what has been suggested by the authors. 

L' 

c· 
(a) 

L" 

(b) 

/ 
/ 

c· 

JOHNSON et al. 

L" 

c· 
(c) 

Figure 2 Overview of JOHNSON GMA 

--original 
gamut 

---- --- reproduction 
gamut 

(l)Map the white and black points of the two media onto each other and scale the lightnesses between 
them linearly (as for the successive GMAs). 

(2) Perform additional compression of L • and C* depending on the gamut boundaries of the two media as 
follows : 
(a) Define the cusp at each hue angle. 
(b) If the L • values of the cusps are similar for both gamuts, map C* along lines of constant L • and 

hab towards the L • axis (see figure 2a); else if they are different and one gamut encloses the 
other, map along the lines going towards the point m the L • axis which is created by the line 
going through the two cusps (see figure 2b); else if one gamut is not enclosed by the other, map 
towards L *=50 on the L • axis (see figure 2c). 

(c) Compression along a given line is determined by x(b-a)/(c-a), where xis the distance along the 
line from the L* axis, c the point m the outer gamut, b the point m the inner gamut and a the 
point on the L • axis (see figure 2). 

(3) Determine the hue shift of the six primary and secondary colours (dependent m the particular 
devices used) between the two gamuts and translate the original hues half-way towards the 
reproduction's hues. 

The compression ratios for each of the eight algorithms were always determined along each individual 
line of compression as shown in figures 1 and 2. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 
Five innages were chosen for testing the above eight algorithms. Four of the images were scanned 
photographs of which three innages (SKI, DOL and MUS) had colours covering the majority of colour 
space and one innage (NAT) that had predominantly green and blue colours. The fifth innage (BUS) was 
a computer generated business graphic whose colours were the most chromatic primary and secondary 
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colours obtainable ort the input device. The original for all images was taken to be their appearance en 
the Barco Calibrator monitor used throughout the experiment. The monitor was characterised using the 
PLCC model [7] which had an average error of prediction of around 0.4 units. All images 
were reproduced on an ink-jet printer, characterised using fourth order masking equations [8] which had 
an average error of prediction equal to 4.5 units. The printer had a repeatability of 
approximately 2 units. 
To obtain a measure of the GMAs' quality, thirteen observers took part in the experiment using 
the paired comparison technique in a binocular simultaneous matching setup based on the work 
of MacDonald et a!. [4] (refer to this paper for details of the experimental setup and data analysis). 

4 RESULTS 
The following are the results in terms of z-scores (representing relative quality) which have been 
obtained in this psychophysical experiment. Figure 3 only shows three graphs - the average results, 
the results for the NAT image and the results for the SKI image- as the results for the MUS, DOL and 
BUS images were very similar to those for the SKI image. The results of the NAT image were different 
from the other four probably because of the image's limited hue range. It is encouraging to see the good 
agreement between the results from the four images MUS, DOL, BUS and SKI as they all have very 
different percentages of out-<Jf-gamut colours. Further, it can be noted that the CUSP and SLINLLAB 
algorithms are in the top group for each of the five images, which makes them candidates for further 
development. 
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Figure 3 z-scores for overall perfonnance and the SKI and NAT images 

In figure 3 the mean results have been computed by averaging the overall results for each image and 
these results represent the overall relative performance of the tested algorithms. From this graph it is 
clearly visible that the three algorithms (CUSP, SLIN & SLINLLAB) having no overall linear 
lightness compression perform best. This indicates that maintaining chroma is of greater importance 
than has been previously thought. Many previous investigators (e.g. [1], [3], [5]) have assumed that the 
first step of a gamut mapping algorithm needs to be lightness compression. As linear lightness 
compression is the best solution for the reproduction of greyscale images, it has been assumed that this is 
also true for colour images. The problem here lies in drawing the conclusion of the need of overall linear 
lightness compression (which has been found to be unnecessary) from the requirement to map greyscales 
onto each other linearly (which has previously been found to be true [9]). 
The reason for the failure of overall lightness compression can be found in the shapes of the input and 
output gamuts which, in planes of constant hue angle, usually resemble triangles (the vertices being the 
colours black and white together with the cusp). Therefore compressing lightness linearly (i.e. 
increasing the lightness of all colours) moves most colours into a region where the maximum achievable 
chroma is significantly lower than at the original colour's lightness. This is particularly marked for 
successive GMAs, but it also affects the performance of any other algorithm which starts with overall 
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lightness compression (e.g. LSLIN and JOHNSON). An extreme case of this problem can be seen in 
successive compression algorithms and is particularly evident for yellow hues where linear compression 
of the input gamut moves the input cusp to a lightness level at which the output gamut's maximum 
chroma is very close to zero (see figure 4). 

--original 
-- reproduction 

0o 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Figure 4 Deficiency of the LLIN algorithm for mapping yellow colours- hab = 100.74 (input colour a is mapped onto output colour b). 

Having established the superiority of those GMAs giving more importance to chroma, it is important to 
note their main shortcoming which has also been confirmed by the results obtained for individual colour 
regions. They show that even though successive GMAs are preferred for the reproduction of colours from 
most regions of colour space, they are worse than simultaneous GMAs at reproducing dark colours. The 
reason for this is twofold. Firstly, reproduction of the greyscale using successive algorithms is not 
optimal as the greyscale has been found to be best reproduced by linear lightness mapping [9). These 
algorithms use some sort of piece-wise linear compression which compresses colours below L "=50 (or L • 
of the cusp) more than those above this level. Clearly this results in a Joss of detail for dark colours. 
Secondly, there is a genuine physical problem to be taken into account; the printer gamut is significantly 
narrower (even in relative terms) in the dark region than in any other region of colour space. Evidently 
this sets a limit to how well dark colours can be reproduced. 
Further it needs to be noted that no significant difference has been found between the performance of the 
CIELAB uniform colour space and the LLAB colour appearance model as regards their use as an 
environment for colour gamut mapping. The reason for this might well be the similarity of the viewing 
conditions used for the two devices which made the capabilities of a colour appearance model 
redundant. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
As can be seen from the results of the psychophysical experiment, the group of simultaneous GMAs 
performs significantly better than the other algorithms tested. In addition to identifying the 
superiority of this approach, it has also been found that these algorithms do not reproduce dark colours 
as well as the algorithms which have been found to be inferior to them. The aim for future development 
is therefore to combine the good reproduction of dark colours found in successive GMAs with the superior 
reproduction of the rest of colour space achieved by simultaneous GMAs. This, together with a better 
understanding of the importance of chroma, can be seen to be the contribution made by the experiments 
described in this paper. 
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Reproduction on a CRT of Colors Taken under 
Different Light Source Colors 

Masayuki INOUE and Seiki INOUE 

Color appearance reproduction on CRT is discussed in both of colorimetry and appearance. 
Color chips are colorimetrically measured under two kinds of fluorescent lamps: standard type and 
usual-use type. Their reproductions on CRT are also measured. A method to estimate color 
appearance from objective colors is shown when a light source color is known . It is shown that a 
color difference between the measured and the estimated is sufficiently small. Subjective 
evaluation tests are performed to compare original color chips with the corresponding reproductions 
on CRT and to compare the measured color appearance with the estimated one. 

I . Introduction 
In some telecommunication services, such as teleshopping, differences in color appearance will 

become a problem owing to light source color. Color matching degrees in both of colorimetry and 
appearance were investigated in the fo llowing. Thirty-two kinds of color chips were measured 
colorimetrically under two kinds of fluorescent lamps: 065 and white, which is a usual-use type 
lamp. After that, they were reproduced on a CRT. The same spectra colorimeter, PR-650, was 
used to measure both of color chips and CRT in order to avoid an influence of measurement tool 
difference between non-luminous objects and CRT. Various kinds of color differences were 
calculated: a difference between objective color measurements under different lamps showed 
minimum, while one between the measured color appearance and their reproductions maximum. 
Subjective evaluation tests were performed to evaluate a color matching degree between color chips 
and the corresponding reproductions on CRT and also to compare the measured color appearance 
with the estimated ones. A five-grade-scale was used in the test. Roughly speaking, test results 
tended to coincide with colorimetric results. Moreover, it has been shown that color changes were 
noticeable in case of achromatic chips. 

2. Measurement of objective colors under various fluorescent lamps. 
Color matching degrees in both of colorimetry and appearance were investigated in the following. 

Two kinds of fluorescent lamps were used as light-sources; one is 065 as a reference which is for a 
color-evaluation-use and the other is white of color temperature 4, 100 degrees in Kelvin which is 
one of most popularly used fluorescent lamp and is abbreviated to FLW in this paper. 32 kinds of 
color chips were used as color stimuli which were selected taking into consideration of balance in 
color space, reproducibility on CRT and so on. Taking into account of measuring actual color 
chips and their reproductions on CRT by using the same measurement tool, we used PR-650 by 
Photo Research corp. which was radiometric type. We used a fine -pitch CRT monitor, DDM-
2802CN by Sony corp. for color reproduction. In advance of CRT measurement, CRT correction 
was performed, namely gamma correction and color space conversion. 

First of all, color chips were colorimetrically measured directly under two kinds of fluorescent 
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lamps ; D65 and FLW. Both of colorimetric values were reproduced on CRT after gamma 
correction and color space conversion. Then, reproduced colors were measured colorimetrically. 
All measurements were carried out in the dark room and special measurement booth whose inside 
was covered by black woolen cloth papers was used. Figure I shows results of color chip 
measurements . It is known from the figure that color difference of objective color between D65 
and FLW is sufficiently small. Figure 2 shows a comparison between color chips and their 
corresponding reproductions on CRT. The color difference is larger than one between color chips. 
Colorimetrical color appearance for FLW was defined as one replaced D65 by FLW in objective 
color calculation. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the measured color appearance and their 
corresponding reproductions on CRT. It is known from the figure that a color difference in this 
case is maximum. We applied multiple regression analysis to estimate color appearance on CRT. 
In the analysis , objective color measurement results under D65 were used as predictor variables 
while color appearance under FLW as criterion variables. Figure 4 shows a comparison between 
the measured color appearance and the estimated color appearance. A color difference in this case 
is smaller than that of Fig. 3 because a comparison is made between color chips. 

3. Subjective Evaluation Tests 
Subjective evaluation tests were performed to compare the original color chips with the 

corresponding reproductions on CRT. Nine college students, five males and four females, were 
used as observers in the tests. There were two kinds of tests: one was concerned with objective 
color reproduction and the other color appearance estimation. Figure 5 shows the former test 
results. It is known from the fugure that color chips under D65 are well coincident with the 
corresponding reproductions independent of whether objective colors data are measured under D65 
or under FLW. Color appearance estimation tests were performed in the following way: two types 
of reproductions, one based on colorimetric data under D65 and the other FLW, were compared 
with original color chips under D65. Figure 6 shows that both results are well coincident. 

4. Conclusion 
Color appearance reproduction on CRT has been discussed in both of colorimetry and color 

appearance. Four types of colorimetric measurement results were shown: objective colors of color 
chips under two kinds of fluorescent lamps , their reproductions on CRT, apparent colors of color 
chips under a usual lamp and their estimates. It was shown that colorimetrical measurement results 
were coincident each other in the cases. Subjective tests were performed to show that color chips 
were coincident with their reproductions in both of cases , object color and apparent color. A 
subjective test for natural pictures will be considered future work. 
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A Simple Method for Simulating Desired Colors 
on General TVGA Monitors 

Haisong XU and Guanrong YE 

A model with the algorithm of piecewise linear regression and progressive addition is presented 
for producing colors having desired CIE chromaticity coordinates and luminances on general 
TVGA monitors without digital graphics systems. This method takes account of the interrelations 
among the R, G, and B phosphors based on the white-balance adjustment and calibration of the 
color monitor. On obtaining the tristimulus values of the sample color to be simulated, the frame 
buffer of the monitor is directly programmed and the digital input values to it are solved and then 
further corrected by iteration such that a vivid color is displayed on the CRT monitor. 

I . INTRODUCTION 
There are great number of colors are needed to be simulated, so it must be first measured that the 

monitor's colorimetric behavior as a function of the variables loaded into color frame buffer, which 
output the voltages to modulate the monitor's red, green, and blue electron guns, and then the 
equations are developed to predict the frame buffer input values needed to produce specific colors . 
To solve the problem, several methods have been proposed, I-J all of which assume the non-
interacting guns of the monitor such that the equations do not require interaction terms. However, 
the artificial neglect of the practically existing intercross among R, G, and B phosphors' 
colorimetric behaviors will definitely result in errors of color simulation . 

Aiming on the color display error from above assumption, a new model with the algorithm of 
piecewise linear regression and progressive addition is setup. This method takes account of the 
interactions among the R, G, and B phosphors and uses the separate calibration data of the three R, 
G, and B guns' colorimetric characterizations. So it maintains the simplification and convenience of 
color monitor calibration, and obviously improves the accuracy for color simulation as well. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
The color monitor has a set of red, green, and blue phosphors which can be considered three 

primaries in a colorimetry sense. All display colors is generated by means of additively mixing the 
three phosphors' lighting in a specific proportion . Therefore, the fidelity of color simulation is 
mainly determined by the exciting values of three guns . In addition, it also rather depends on the 
reference-white point used and the white-balance quality of the color monitor 4

-5 In this paper, the 
D6s is practically selected as the standard white. 

The desired color can be produced by directly programming the three R, G, and B frame buffers 
of the general TVGA color monitor. The three buffers are all 8-bit registers, and only low 6 bits are 
used for color controlling, so each buffer has 64 values from 0 to 63 , which may be combined into 
256K colors. To reduce the number of measurements needed to determine the relation between 
frame buffer input and monitor output, it is necessary to make two assumptions about the monitor's 
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performance, that is (a) phosphor constancy, and (b) spatial independence. Hereby the three R, G, 
and B electron guns can be calibrated separately in form . Every time, two of the three buffer input 
values are set to zero, such as G,.,=O and B,.,=O, another buffer input is set from 0 to 63 by unit 
increment, such as R..,=O, I, 2, 3, ... , 63. Corresponding to each input, the CIE chromaticity 
coordinates (xR, YR) and luminance YR of the output color on CRT are measured. Based on the 
principles of colorimetry, XR, YR, and YR can be transformed into three color stimuli R.oi, Gco l, and 
Bcol of the monitor relative to CIE chromaticities. Thus, a searching table, consisted of 64 sets of 
values about R.et vs. (R.o!, Gcol, Bcol), is obtained. Similarly, the tables of G,., vs. (Gcol, R.oi, Bcol) and 
B,., vs. (Bcol, R.oi, Gcoi) are formed . Above calibration data are represented as the curves in Fig. I . 

1020:1)40501!1010 

Rset 
(a) (R.o!, Gcol, Bcol) VS. R.et 

10200040506010 
Gset 

(b) (Gcol, R.o!, Bcol) VS . Gset 

30 

0 

-300 10 20 :I) 40 50 60 70 
Bset 

(c) (Bcol, R.ol, Gcol) VS. Bset 
Fig. 1: Calibration data for X.o1 vs. R.et, G,.,, Bset (0-63) 

Each of the three phosphors has a set of chromaticity coordinates respectively designated in red 
phosphor's (x,, y,, z..), green (x8, y8, z8) , and blue (xb, yb, Zb), which corresponding tristimulus values 
are red X,=Crx,, Y,=C,y,, Z,=C,z.., green X8=C8x8, Y8=C8y8, Z8=C8z8, and blue Xb=Cbxb, Yb=Cbyb, 
Zb=Cbzb, here C=X+Y+Z represents the color assigned by these tristimulus of the phosphors. 

The tristimulus values of the display color on CRT can be expressed in terms of the phosphor 
chromaticity coordinates and the C factors as 

[
X] [C,x, 
y = C y 

Z 
(I) 

C
8
z

8 

where R, G, and B are the amounts of the three primaries emitted from the phosphors, the 
coefficient matrix C is 

ygzb- ybzg xbz8 - x8 zb xgyb- xbyg 
C,F C, F C,F 

C= 
ybz,- y,zb xrzb - xbzr xby, -x,yb (2) 

C
8
F C

8
F C

8
F 

y,z8 - y 8 z, xgzr - xrzg x,y
8 
-x

8
y, 

CbF CbF CbF 
here F represents the expression 

F = x, (y8 zb- ybz8 )+x8 (ybz,- y,zb)+xb(y,z
8

- y
8
z,) . (3) 

After the tristimulus X, Y, and Z of the selected reference-white and the value ofF expression are 
inserted into Eq .(I), the coefficients C,, C8, and Cb can be solved by setting R=G=B= I for scaling 
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purpose. Then putting the values of C,, C8, and Cb back into Eq.(l ), the transforming equation from 
XYZ system to RGB space is finally obtained. Now the PAL specification of the color monitor is 
assumed, so the practical transforming equation is solved to be 

= 
B 0. 068 -0.229 I. 070 Z 

(4) 

Using piecewise linear regression to the calibration data in Fig. l(a), (b), and (c), the variation 
ratios of output to input of the three main curves Root vs. R.ct, Gcot vs. G,.,, and Bcot vs. B,., are 
respectively (dR.otfdR.et)i, (dGcotldG,.t)j, and (dBcotfdB,.t)k, where i, j , and k all represent the ordinal 
number of each regression section in three curves and may equal 0, I, 2, 3, . 

To simulate the practical sample color with a specific tristimulus values on CRT, the object color 
must first be resolved into three primaries Robj, Gobj, and Bobj with Eq.(4). To match Robj, Gobj, and 
Bobi respectively in the tables of (Root, Gcot, Bcot) vs. R..,, (Gcot, Root, Bcot) vs. G,.,, and (Bcot, Root, Gcot) 
vs. B,.,, they should be correct that 

11\,bj- Reo/ I= min, iGobj- Gcoll =min, and IBobj - Bcoll =min (5) 
when the corresponding Root, Gcot, Bcot, and X.., are respectively designated as R.:, G, ,B,, Rg, G8, 

B8, Gbuf, Gb, Bb, Bbuf, and Gbur, Bbuf belong to regression sections io, jo, ko respectively. 
Here, the initial solution of the buffers input, Gbur Bbur]T, has been obtained. 
Now, assuming the differences between the colors of the object and the output from the excited 

phosphors by Gbuf, and Bbur are 1::1 R, 1::1 G, and 1::1 B, that is 

till Bobj B, + Bg + Bb 

(6) 

using the average quadrate difference E to control the iteration process for color simulation, and 
assuming the threshold is&, if it is reached that 

(7) 

the iteration stops and the output color is displayed on CRT. Otherwise, if the necessary corrections 
of the three buffers input, to meet the boundary condition (7), are !:;, !:;, Gbur, and !:;, Bbuf as 

(dRcol );, 
- I 

0 
dR,., 

!:;,Gbuf = (dGcol ) (8) 
flBbuf 

dGset Jo 

0 (dB col )k, 
dB,., 

the new input values of the three buffers are x · = X + M . buf buf buf 
Repeating the calculation of Eq.(6) until Eq .(7) is reached or the iterating number is more than the 

given value, which means this object color can not be simulated under the boundary condition (7). 
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3. RESULTS 
Four cards as red, yellow, green, and blue are selected to be sample colors. The tristimulus values 

of these cards are measured and the computer software solves for the best solution of the three 
buffers input using the above presented algorithm and outputs the simulating color on CRT. These 
generated colors are precisely measured and are compared with the standard values, which result in 
table 1. It is seen that the simulation accuracy is Ax max, < ±0. 0 I, and M max < ±2. Ocd I m2 

Table 1 · The chromaticity coordinates and luminance of color simulation experiment 
color item X y L (cd/m2) color item X y L (cd/m2) 

standard 0.618 0.349 19.2 standard 0.259 0.607 43.4 
red simulation 0.611 0.355 17.8 green simulation 0.255 0.599 42.3 

difference -0.007 0.006 -1.4 difference -0.004 -0.008 -1.1 
standard 0.415 0.494 64.2 standard 0.128 0.052 3.8 

yellow simulation 0.406 0.501 62.5 blue simulation 0.127 0.058 3.7 
difference -0.009 0.007 -1.7 difference -0.001 0.006 -0.1 

4. CONCLUSION 
It is apparent that the algorithm and procedures in this paper is effective in simulating colors on 

general TVGA color monitors. However, the TVGA monitor has only 256K colors for display, but 
there are infinite number of colors in the nature, so the step difference between neighbor colors of 
the monitor makes the difference between the simulation and practical colors to exist surely, which 
can not be eliminated unless the monitor level is enhanced. In such case, the model in this paper, 
which omits the use of the digital graphics system, is rather accurate and prior to other methods 
based on usual linear regression. 

This research was supported by the National Natural Scientific Foundation ofP.R.China. 
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Toward a Definition of a Quality Score for 
Computer-Controlled CRT Colour Displays 

Andrea RAGGI, Raimondo SCHETTINI , Bruno BAROLO 
and Giancarlo BARBIROLI 

The increasing use of computer-controlled Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) monitors for computer 
graphics as well as visual colorimetric and colour appearance experimentation requires an accurate 
rendering of desired or pre-defined colour stimuli. Even though the colour community has recently 
focused its attention on CRT colour appearance issues, not many efforts have been directed toward 
defining a synthetic quality score obtained from an evaluation of the colorimetric properties of 
computer-controlled CRTs. 

The study we have recently undertaken aims at identifying a number of significant features of a 
computer-controlled CRT to be assessed in order to obtain an overall quality score for comparison 
and/or certification purposes. 

In this preliminary stage, we have investigated the accuracy of colour rendering trying to relate it 
to various colour attributes (lightness, saturation, etc.). A number of colours of various lightness, 
saturation and hue, based on ANSI IT8.7 Agfa ColorReference, were displayed on a colorimetrically 
characterised Barco Calibrator colour CRT. Measurements of the radiant output were performed 
using a Photoresearch SpectraScan PR 650 spectroradiometer and according to standard procedures. 
Measurements were taken in absence of ambient lighting in order to minimise ambient flare. 

Error magnitudes were computed as the colour differences between measured and predicted 
values for the different colour ranges considered and some preliminary qualitative analyses were 
carried out in order to propose a quality score for colour rendering. 

Further studies will consider other computer-controlled CRT characteristics (e.g.: spatial 
uniformity, stabilisation time, etc.) for inclusion into an overall quality evaluation score. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the use of computers has become prevailing for fields such as computer graphics and 

vision research, as well as an increasing number of new evolving applications. This has been raising 
the need ofprecise and accurate reproduction of desired or pre-defined colour stimuli. 

Colours on CRTs are usually described by their corresponding RGB values. Since such a descrip-
tion is device-dependent and unstable in time, an appropriate mapping must be established between 
the RGB and the CIE XYZ tristimulus values. This mapping is based on some assumptions about 
monitor performance which must be verified: if these were to prove untrue, calibration accuracy 
would be limited [1]. The first assumption to verify is gun independence, i.e. each phosphor is 
excited only by its corresponding gun. The second is phosphor constancy, i.e. changing the intensity 
of the light emitted by a single phosphor does not change the chromaticity of that light. The third is 
spatial independence, i.e. the light emitted by the display in a given location depends only on the 
input values for that location. If gun independence, phosphor constancy and spatial independence 
hold, we can, on the basis of some measurements, predict the tristimulus values of any set of input 
values and vice versa. Colorimetric studies have recently developed models to relate CRT digital 
data, radiant output and colorimetric values, based on the assumptions above [1-2]. 

In the ordinary conditions of use of CRTs, their actual properties may affect model performance 
and, therefore, precision and accuracy of colour reproduction. An evaluation of these parameters can 
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be used for assessing the overall quality of CRTs for a number of purposes, such as comparisons or 
certification. 

With the aim of defining an overall quality score for CRTs, in this preliminary stage we have 
determined and analysed errors in colour reproduction for colour ranges with different attributes 
(lightness, saturation, etc.). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
A sample of259 colour stimuli generated by a CRT were measured and deviations from predicted 

values were analysed. The colour sample was based on ANSI IT8.7 Agfa ColorReference (Agfa-
Gevaert A.G., Mortsel, Belgium), to represent the whole colour space, from full saturation to near 
neutrals at highlight, midtone and shadows, and covering the full spectrum. A small number of 
stimuli originally included in Agfa ColorReference had to be excluded from the sample because 
falling out of the CRT gamut. The sample patches were displayed on a colorimetrically characterised 
Barco Mod. CCID 121 Calibrator 21" (Barco, Kotijk , Belgium) colour CRT. Measurements of the 
spectral radiant output (radiance) of the CRT were taken with a Photo Research Mod. PR-650 
SpectraScan (Photo Research, Chatsworth, CA, USA) computer-controlled spectroradiometer. The 
main specifications of the instrumental system are as follows: 380-780 nm spectral region, 4 nm 
measurement interval, 8 nm spectral bandwidth, 1° measuring field, CIE-1931 2° Standard Observer. 

Prior to performing measurements the instrument was calibrated against an Optronic Mod. 450-1 
(Optronic Laboratories Inc., Orlando, FL, USA) calibrated source traceable to Italian National 
Standards Laboratory (Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale "G. Ferraris", Turin). 

Measurements were made in a darkened room, thus minimising ambient flare . The 
spectroradiometer was firmly placed in front of the screen at a distance so that the diameter of the 
measured area was about 1 em and it was positioned so that the direction of viewing was normal to 
the screen surface. All the measurements were taken without moving either the instrument or the 
CRT, in order to be sure that the same central screen area was constantly measured. Before 
beginning measurements, the CRT was adequately warmed up. 

Preliminarily, a set of measurements were taken with the aim of determining the time required for 
the CRT to stabilise after an image change. While the CRT was displaying a stabilised full-field 
" peak white" , a central 11 em square of the screen surface was set to a neutral stimulus with a 
luminance factor of 0.2 relative to the peak white. Immediately, a first series of measurements were 
taken every 12 seconds for 2 minutes. After 5 minutes had elapsed since the image change, a second 
similar series of measurements were taken. CIELAB values for the measurements were computed 
following the common practice of using CRT " peak white" values for· Xn, Y n and Zn [1, 3-4]. For 
each series of measurements, colour differences were calculated between each measurement and the 
preceding one [ 1 ]; such colour differences do not show a definite decreasing trend, as it would occur 
if a significant stabilisation time were needed. Indeed, colour difference variability within the first 
(range: 0.33; std. dev.: 0.10) and the second (range: 0.28; std. dev.: 0.07) set of measurements are 
similar, thus implying that instability immediately after an image change corresponds to the typical 
very-short-term display uncertainty. These results allowed us to conclude that the CRT under 
examination required virtually no stabilisation time after an image change. 

As a precaution, however, each stimulus was displayed for 15 seconds before measuring it; three 
successive measurements were taken and the average tristimulus values were recorded. The colour 
stimulus being measured was displayed as a central square (11 x 11 em); the background was set to a 
neutral stimulus with a 0.2 luminance factor . The integration time was automatically determined by 
the measuring system on the basis of each stimulus' luminance level. In accordance with the 
instrument manufacturer's operating instructions, no synchronisation with the CRT refresh rate was 
ensured. Luminance levels, indeed, were low enough to require relatively long measurement times, 
thus making errors due to a non-integer number of refresh cycles less significant [5-6]. 

The tristimulus values obtained by the instrument's software, as well as those predicted, were 
used to compute colour co-ordinates as: CIE 1976-UCS u' , v' ; CIE (1976) L* , u*, v* , CIE (1976) 
L* , a*, b* Values for Xn, Yn and Zn were those of monitor peak white. Colour differences were 
computed between measured and predicted stimuli. 
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With the aim of assessing the short term uncertainty related to the combined measurement preci-
sion and display instability, 14 colours from the measured set, sampled to cover various regions of 
the colour space, were measured 5 times consecutively. Standard deviations from the mean were 
computed for each 5-measurement set. Average standard deviations over the 14 colours were 0.06, 
0.11 and 0.11 for, respectively, L *, a*, b* . From those results it can be concluded that a better short-
run repeatability was obtained for lightness than for chromaticity. Moreover, within each 5-
measurement set, colour differences ( • ab) were computed between each measurement and all the 
other replicates of the same set, and the ab mean values and standard deviations were obtained. 
The grand mean and the average standard deviation computed over the 14 sets were 0.23 and 0.11 , 
respectively. 

3. RESULTS 
According to [2], comparisons between measured and desired stimuli were based on the following 

metrics: relative luminance error Yl), CIE 1976-UCS chromaticity differences and 
CIELUV, CIELAB, and CIE94 colour differences. Main statistics for the whole sample are shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1: Main statistics for various colour-difference metrics. 

%lAY! Au' Ay' AE*uv AE*ab AE*94 
Mean 4.98 0.0021 0 .0035 3.34 2.38 1.79 
Std. dev. 4.65 0.0012 0.0027 1.31 0 .75 0.60 
Minimum 0.01 0.0000 0.0000 0 .59 0 .58 0 .35 
Maximum 16.99 0.0073 0 .0138 7.09 4.38 3.10 

A specific analysis was carried out for a sub-sample including patches with different lightness 
ranges (dark, medium-lightness and light stimuli). Table 2 shows the main results for the specific 
ranges, as well as the whole sub-sample (& * and ab means and standard deviations were 
obtained from absolute values). It is evident that & * and ab mean values tend to be different for 
the various ranges and, therefore, not to coincide with the overall sub-sample corresponding mean 
values; in particular, as lightness increases, & * values decrease, while an opposite trend, even 
though more moderate, is verified for m• ab· Also & * and m• ab variability, measured as the 
standard deviation from the mean, changes over the different ranges. As far as chroma errors 

ab) are concerned, no specific trend seems to emerge, all the mean values being quite similar. 
Colour differences calculated with the CIELAB and CIE94 formulas gave the lowest values for me-
dium-lightness stimuli, while they tend to increase at both ends of the lightness range; it should be 
highlighted, however, that such a trend was not confirmed when CIELUV formula was applied. 

Table 2: Error statistics for colour ranges with different lightness 

AL* AC*ab AH*ab AE*uv AE*ab AE*94 
dark mean 1.76 1.09 0.85 2.77 2.40 2.05 

std. dev. 0.53 0.95 0.40 0.96 0.78 0 .56 
medium mean 1.03 1.41 1.10 3.08 2.26 1.59 

std. dev. 0.50 0.96 0.62 1.38 0.84 0 .58 
light mean 0.36 1.37 1.60 3.94 2.40 1.78 

std. dev. 0.23 0 .90 0.83 1.06 0 .57 0.52 
global mean 1.05 1.29 1.18 3.26 2.35 1.81 

std. dev. 0.72 0.94 0.71 1.25 0 .74 0 .58 

A similar analysis was performed on an other sub-sample where three chroma-level ranges were 
identified. Also in this case the results tended to be different according to the various ranges (Table 
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3). It is worth to be noted, for instance, that the highest chroma errors can be found for low chroma 
stimuli, i.e. those for which such errors are perceptually more significant. 

Table3 : Error statistics for colour ranges with different chroma 

M.* t.C*ab t.H*ab t.E*uv t.E*ab t.E*94 
low chroma mean 0.25 2.38 1.72 5.68 3.24 2.15 

std dev 0.23 1.11 0 .95 0.89 0.47 0.44 
medium mean 0.74 1.94 1.29 4.22 2.88 1.62 

std dev 0.74 1.46 0.95 1.76 1.06 0.51 
high chroma mean 0.84 1.86 1.31 3.42 2.53 1.34 

std dev 0.46 0.65 0.67 1.04 0.71 0.31 
global mean 0.63 2.04 1.42 4.37 2.87 1.68 

std dev 0.59 1.15 0.87 1.59 0.85 0.53 

4 . CONCLUSIONS 
At this preliminary stage it was confirmed that, as expected, error magnitudes between desired 

and actually generated stimuli are varying according to colour ranges with different chromatic and 
lightness attributes. Since, for practical CRT applications, errors found in some colour ranges can be 
considered more significant than others (e.g. : a chromaticity shift of a given magnitude might be 
acceptable for highly saturated stimuli, but not for near-neutral ones), we believe that quantifying 
CRT performance by using error mean values computed over the whole CRT gamut would not be 
satisfactory to cover all application needs. To design a more useful CRT global quality score, 
therefore, we think that it would be advisable to start from a number of less aggregated error mean 
values, which should be adequately weighed according to their relative significance for CRT practical 
applications. This issue will be the topic of further research in the near future. 
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A Spectral Based Model of Color Printing that 
Compensates for Optical Interactions of Multiple Inks 

Koichi IINO and Roy S. BERNS 

A first-order model was derived which predicted spectral reflectance factor of colors formed 
using a color proofing system simulating offset printing. This model was based on the spectral 
Neugebauer equation modified by the Yule-Nielsen correction in which n was assumed to vary as a 
function of wavelength. Despite accurate predictions of primary tints, secondary were poorly 
predicted, caused by an overprediction of effective dot areas for secondary, tertiary, and quaternary 
colors. An interaction model was derived that compensated for this "optical trapping" effect resulting 
in model predictions with an averagedE* ab of 2.2 and a maximum of 5.5 for 325 independent colors 
sampling the system's color gamut. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Through the mechanism of desktop publishing, it is clear that the principles of color management 
and device-independent color result in acceptable color accuracy for a variety of printing 
applications. There is an obvious desire to explore these principles for conventional offset printing. 
The first step in this exploration is the colorimetric characterization of the halftone printing process. 
Typical techniques include higher-order masking equations, direct multi-dimensional look-up table 
and interpolation, and spectral models based on the Neugebauer equations. 1 This last technique was 
used in this research. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The 3M Matchprint III color proofing system was used to simulate offset printing. Samples were 
made using a squared dot and hard dot screen at 175 line per inch resolution. Two modeling targets 
were produced: 1) 15 step ramps of each primary (c, m, y, and k) and 100% area coverage of each 
two, three, and four-color overprints ("16 Neugebauer primaries"), and 2) an optical interaction 
target described below. An independent verification target was produced consisting of 325 colors 
sampling the entire color gamut with a conventional amount of gray-component replacement. A 45/0 
spectrophotometer was used to measure the spectral reflectance factor of each patch backed by a 
black mat surface. Colorimetric data were calculated for D65 and the 2° observer. 

3. INITIAL FORWARD MODEL 
The Yule-Nielsen modified Neugebauer equation was used to model the halftone process where both 
n value and reflectance were assumed to vary as a function of wavelength/ Eq. (1). 

( 1) 

where a; are the effective dot areas of the 16 Neugebauer primaries, R<.; are the spectral reflectance 
factors of each ith primary, and is an exponent accounting for proportionality failure due to global 
optical interactions between ink and paper image areas. The relationship between the dot areas of 
each primary ink (c, m, y, k) and the effective areas of each color type (ac, am, ... , a,.) was described 
by the usual Demichel equations.1 

Using nonlinear optimization, c, m, y, and k were optimized using the first modeling 
target. The relationship between theoretical area coverages (governed by digital halftoning) and 
effective dot areas for the magenta ramp is plotted in Fig. 1 as a representative example. The 
positive dot gain (curvature) represents both optical and mechanical dot gain. It seems that the 
statistical effective dot areas model global dot-gain behavior while n-values compensate for variances 
in dot area that are wavelength dependent. The data shown in Fig. 1 were modeled using second-
order polynomial equations, represented by the solid line in Fig. 1. Polynomials were employed for 
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their ease of extrapolation and differentiation, both necessary when using derivative methods for 
model inversion when building color-management modules. 

Thus the complete initial forward model consisted of four polynomial equations, area 
predictions using the Demichel equations, and spectral reconstruction using Eq. (1). The prediction 
performance of the modeling target was an average of 1.4 a maximum of 4.6 When 
evaluating the independent verification target, performance worsened to an average of 5.6 ab with 
a maximum of 12.0 L'l.E'.b. A color difference projection vector diagram comparing measured to 
predicted coordinates (Fig. 2) reveals strong systematic errors. The predicted colors, except those 
associated with the ramps, were almost always darker. This error was caused by an overestimation 
of the effective dot areas of secondary, tertiary, and quaternary colors. This behavior is similar to the 
phenomenon of ink trapping. Because ink trapping, ink spread, and dot gain variation are negligible 
for this proofing system, this is an "optical trapping" effect, caused by the overlapping of other ink 
layers. Clearly, the model must be modified to account for this phenomenological effect in order to 
achieve acceptable accuracy. 
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Fig. I Relationship between theoretical and 
statistically derived effective dot area. 
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Fig. 2 Performance of first-order model. 

4. FORWARD MODEL INCLUDING OPTICAL INTERACTIONS 
The difference between the effective and theoretical dot areas (i.e., the curvature shown in Fig. (1) is 
usually referred to as dot gain, g. Thus, the effective dot area can be described as a linear 
combination of two functions : theoretical and dot gain. This is useful when considering the optical 
trapping phenomenon. It is hypothesized that each ink has an inherent dot gain function 
characterized by evaluating primary ramp data. With overlapping inks, the extent of the dot gain 
varies, but not its fundamental shape. This hypothesis is illustrated in Fig. 3. The highest 
isocontour curve represents the dot gain of a primary color ramp. The lower curves show the 
reduction in dot gain caused by other ink layers. The particular curve depends on the ink and the 
amount of overlap. 

Equation (2) describes the dot gain functions depicted in Fig. 3. 
g=q·g"=q(d,.p-d,), (2) 

where g1, describes the dot gain of a primary and d,," is the statistical effective dot area of the 
primary, and d, is the theoretical dot area. Coefficient q depends on the dot areas of other 
overlapping ink layers. Therefore, the statistical effective dot area, d,, is calculated by Eq. (3) 

d, =d, +g=d,+q ·gp (3) 
where d, is the effective dot area of a primary following optical trapping compensation. The 
interaction between inks is illustrated in Fig. 4. The Y axis defines the theoretical dot areas of an 
arbitrary primary (the overlapped ink); the Z axis defines the dot gain of this primary; the X axis 
defines the theoretical dot area of another primary (the overlapping ink). Rotating Fig. 3 such that 
the observational point of view faces the Y axis results in Fig. 4. Changes in the amount of the 
second primary (the overlapping ink) affect the extent of dot gain, constrained by the fundamental 
dot gain function of the arbitrary primary. The change in the extent of dot gain is monotonically 
related to the amount of overlap of the second ink. Since the dot gain of the arbitrary ink is greatest 
at 50% theoretical dot area, a function can be fit relating the theoretical area of the overlapping ink 
with the effective dot area of the primary (the overlapped ink). This is function q. Thus for two 
inks, one needs samples that enable characterizing g" and q. Function gP is characterized through 
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analyzing the primary ramp data. Function q is characterized by overprint samples where the 
arbitrary primary is fixed at 50% theoretical dot area and the overlapping ink is varied. 

,...o.7 
0 .6 ! o.s 

c;0 .4 a 0.3 

.8 0 .2 

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of dot gain variation 
caused by overlapping other ink layers. 

Dot Ar•• 

Fig. 4 Model of decreasing dot gain for 
secondary color. 

In four color printing, tertiary, and quaternary overlapping can occur in addition to the 
secondary overlapping described above. It was further hypothesized that the statistical effective dot 
gain of more than secondary colors was expressed by the multiplication of each secondary color. 
When analyzing the initial model, colorimetric errors increased with an increase in the number of 
overlapping inks, supporting this. hypothesis. For example, coefficient q for cyan ink, qc, is a 
product of the effects due to magenta, yellow, and black inks. The general expression of four-color 
ink trapping hypothesis is shown in Eq. (4). 

qi = fl.t;jd,) (4) 
}'i:i 

where q; is coefficient q for the overlapped ink i, the functionfi_J(dr) is the decreasing effective dot 
gain of the secondary co!or ink i by overlapping ink j), and d,.j is the 
theoretical dot area of each overlappmg pnmary color. 

The dot gain at 50% theoretical dot area was selected as the point which represented typical 
dot gain variances because it is the most sensitivity point of the dot gain function. To obtain the 
variations of q, samples were prepared where the primary (the overlapped ink) was fixed at 50% 
theoretical dot area while a secondary (the overlapping ink) was varied in 25% theoretical dot area 
increments between 25% and 100%. This sampling design was repeated for each primary. This is 
the second modeling target. Statistical effective dot areas were optimized for each sample. An 
example of these optimizations is shown in Fig. 5 where cyan is the primary and magenta is the 
secondary. Also, this figure is an example of the rotation of Fig. 3 such that the observational point 
of view faces the X axis. The more the overlapping dot area increases, the greater the reduction in 
dot gain. Also, each secondary has a unique influence on a given primary. This was expected since 
each ink has unique optical properties. The relationships exemplified in Fig. 5 led to the use of 
second-order polynomials with a fixed intercept at unity to model each q value change; the solid line 
shown in Fig. 5 typifies the model fit. 

The addition of the optical interaction functions improved the model accuracy of the 
independent verification target to an average of 2.2 with a maximum of 5.5 ab· A color 
difference histogram is shown in Fig. 6. The systematic errors shown in Fig. 2 were eliminated; for 
all the verification samples, vectors were smaller than the size of the arrow heads. Statistical 
comparisons between the initial and modified models are listed in Table I. The addition of the 
optical trapping model resulted in obvious improvement. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The model of halftone printing developed in this research is based on both theoretical and 
phenomenological approaches. The theoretical model, though effective on primary tints, resulted in 
large systematic errors when applied to mixtures. The phenomenological "optical trapping" model 
resulted in significant improvement that is presumed to approach the precision of this proofing 
system. Clearly this interaction model must have some relationship to the actual optics of this 
proofing system. Research described in references 6-8 point to pathways that link the observed 
phenomena with the absorption and scattering properties of printing. Given the high colorimetric 
accuracy of the model developed in this research, it might be used as a simulation tool for more basic 
research. 
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Fig. 5 An example of q variations varied by 
overlapping ink in secondary color. 

"' ....,....------------, 

Fig. 6 Color difference histogram of model 
performance based on the initial model 
with a correction for optical trapping. 

Table I Color difference statistics, which are categorized by the printer. 

Statistics Initial Model Modified Model 
A verageMO*ab 5.6 2.2 
Maximum MO*ab 12.0 5.5 
Standard Deviation MO*ab 2.3 1.0 
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The Method for Fabricating ITS Color Targets 

Takashi MUROOKA and Noboru OHTA 

Abstract 
The standardization of IT8 color targets for calibrating printing scanners has been rec-

ommended by the ISO committee in 1996. The targets are designed as tools for producing 
profiles in a color management system, and also as tools for resolving problems caused by 
metamerism due to the difference in spectral sensitivities between printing scanners and 
human vision. All the targets have the same colorimetric values (L*, a*, b*) and the same 
spatial composition, and are fabricated by using each film manufacturer's materials. The 
targets are composed of a color gamut area, color dye scales, a gray scale, and a vendor 
option area. The method for fabricating the targets according to the ISO specificaton will 
be explained, and the actual targets will be demonstrated. 

1. Introduction 
The printing standardization of recent years has been developing mainly in the U.S.A , 

Germany and Japan. The first ISO TC130 committee was held in 19S9 in Germany, and 
after that, the committee proceeded to discuss with the standards in the printing field. 
One of these activities is color targets for calibrating input color scanners at ITS SC4 
of ANSI committee1 • The members of the committee are photographic manufacturers 
( Agfa, Fuji, Kodak and Konica ) and scanner manufacturers ( Crosfield, Dainippon 
Screen, Linotype-Hell and so on ). The items of standardizations of the ITS SC4 are as 
follows; 

1) Color Transmission Target for Input Scanner Calibration 
2) Color Reflection Target for Input Scanner Calibration 
3) Input Data for Characterization of 4-color Process Printing 
4) Default Three Component Color Data Definition 

Item 1) is for transmission color films, 2) is for reflection color prints, 3) is for 4-color 
halftone dots printing, and 4) is for a color space of CRT monitors in printing industries. 

The purpose of color targets is to calibrate any input color scanner with any film dye 
set. Up to now, when an input color scanner is calibrated, the setup condition of the 
scanner is usually adjusted just for the representative photographic material to get the 
most proper signal. Therefore, if other photographic materials with different dye sets are 
used, erroneous results will be obtained because of metamerism, which is a phenomenon 
that two colors of different spectral distributions have the same color apearance under 
a given observing condition. That is, an input color scanner reads these two colors 
differently, even though the two colors match for human eyes. This is because the response 
of an input color scanner is different from that of human eyes. Therefore, to resolve this 
problem, the ITS standard specifies the color targets with the same colorimetric values 
in spite of the different dye sets. 
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There are three types of color targets as; 

1) transmission type ( reversal film ) 

2) reflection type ( color print ) 

3) color negative type ( color negative film ) 

The standard of transmission film and that of reflection print have already been approved, 
but that of color negative film is under discussion. The size of transmission color targets 
is 4 X 5 in or 35 mm, and that of reflection color target is 5 X 7 in. 

The color target is composed of Color Gamut Area of 108 patches, Color dye Scales 
of 84 patches, Gray Scale of 24 patches including Dmin/Dmax, and Vendor-Option Area 
of 36 patches. The colorimetric values of color targets are prescribed by L *, C*, h o • 

The exact realization of the colorimetric values specified is impracticable. Therefore, the 
standard allows a tolerance of t;.E ::; 10 for the Color Gamut Area, t;.E ::; 5 for the Gray 
scale. Users who require higher accuracy can purchase the color target with a floppy disk, 
that includes measured values (X, Y, Z, L*, a*, b* :CIE D50, 2 o standard observer). 

2. The Method of Fabrication 
The important portions for fabricating the color target will be explained as follows; 

1) The proper method for mass production 
We can select one of the next methods for mass production . 

( 1) 1 step method 
To exposure direct ly the color taget one by one using a film printer 

(2) 2 step method 
First to fabricate one master film using a film printer, and next to print this 
master film on final material using a contact printer. 

The method (1) is simple for a work process, but needs longer time to exposure 
each target by using a film printer and has a difficulty to fabricate color targets in 
large quantities. The method (2) is difficult to calculate exposure values because of 
the 2 step process. That is, we should not realize the standard colorimetric values 
on the master film but on the final material. Once a master film is made, however, 
the producting of one color target needs only a few seconds. Therefore, it is easy to 
produce color targets in large quantities . We have decided to adopt the method (2). 
Figure 1 shows a fabricating process of a color target. 

The color targets are made for a scanner calibration, hence the color targets 
are made of reversal films or color prints which are usually used for scanners. As 
mentioned above, if the colorimetric values of the master film are equivalent to the 
standard values, the colorimetric values of the color target printed by the master 
film are different from the standard values. Therefore, the colorimetric values of the 
master film should be distorted as compared with the standard values so that the 
colorimetric values of the copy of the master film agree with the standard values. 

2) The color reproduction method with high precision 
The fabri cation of the color target by a film printer needs the correspondence 

between the exposure values and the colorimetric values . The accuracy of the corre-
sponce controls the res ultant errors. There are two methods of the correspondence, 
an analytical method and an emprical method. Due to its simplicity, we adopted a 
3D interpolation method as an emprical method. The 3D interpolation is a direct 
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3D Interpolation 

Film Printer 

Duplication 

Figure 1: Fabricating Process of Color Target 

mapping method where the relation between an input signal and an output signal 
is one-to-one correspondence. These signals are generated from many color patches 
of the target photographic material. In doing so, the uniformity, the repetition of 
exposures, and the developement effect should be carefully taken into consideration. 
These experimental variations should be reduced as much as possible. 

3) The high quality film printer 
The fabrication of color targets needs instruments which satisfies next require-

ments; 
(1) high uniformity of exposure and developement 
(2) low temporal fluctuation 
(3) high repeatability 
We use a laser printer which meets the above requirements . The laser printer was 
originally developed for designing photographic materials2 . 

3. Accracy of fabrication 

1) Absolute accuracy 
A color difference I::!.E between an average and a specification value was calculated. 

The average I::!.E was calculated for the Color Gamut Area and for the Gray Scale. 
The results are summarized in Table 1 for 30 samples . 

Table 1: Absolute accuracy 

Average I::!.E Maximum I::!.E 
Color Gamut Area 3.11 (3.14) 8.98 (8.30) 
Gray Scale 2.27 (1.70) 4.06 (2.74) 

transmission ( reflecton ) 

2) Repeatability 
Assuming that a distribution of I::!.E for a particular color patch obeys the normal 

distribution, the standard deviation of I::!.E for 30 samples is calculated. Then an 
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average value of the standard deviations and a maximum value of the standard 
deviations for the 108 colors of the color gamut area are easily obtained. Table 2 
summarizes the average and maximum values of the standard deviations. 

Table 2: Repeatability 

Average Standard Maximum Standard 
Deviation Deviation 

Color Gamut Area 0.51 (0.64) 0. 75 (1.02) 
Gray Scale 0.41 (0.50) 0.54 (0.73) 

transmission ( reflecton ) 

4. Conclusion 

ITS color targets were fabricated for consumers in printing industries. The method of 
fabricating color targets requires high accuracy and stability, and should be easy to deal 
with. Therefore, we adopted the 2 step exposure method, which includes a 3 dimensional 
look up table. Now, each film manufacture is keeping a good quality of these targets and 
is supplying a large quantity of targets. 
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Applications of Vector-Subspace Methods 
to Color Representation 

Kari MANTERE, Jussi PARKKINEN and Timo JAASKELAINEN 

Vector-subspace approach in various color representation problems is discussed. This includes 
color representation and classification, and simulations of defective color vision and white-light 
adaptation characteristics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The basis for the vector-subspace approach is that color spectra are usually strongly correlated. 
If such color spectra are represented with three parameters, e.g. CIE chromaticity coordinates , 
some problems arise in the computional analysis of the spectra: A large dimensionality reduc-
tion and inefficient spectral coding result that many different spectra may appear to be the 
same color. On the other hand , accurate spectral information needs much computer memory 
and time. Such spectra can be reperesented accurately as a linear combination of a few basis 
spectra. A simple way to determine these basis spectra is to use Principal-Component Analysis 
(PCA) which has widely applied to the analysis of spectral data. The major advantage of the 
PCA based vector subspace approach is the ability to apply the results from linear algebra 
and matrix theory. A second reason is that linear models offer a compact description of the 
data. This paper gives a brief review over the use of the vector-subspace method used by our 
research group. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

To verify the applicability of the subspace model in color analysis, transmittance and reflectance 
spectra were measured from four different sample sets: 23 blue transparent filters , two plates 
of Ciba-Geigy Plastic White Scale [1], 1257 surface color chips from Munsell [2] and 218 spec-
tra of natural-color samples [3]. These measurements were performed with the acousto-optic 
spectrophotometer. The reflectance spectra for the 85 color caps of the Farnsworth-Munsell 
100-hue test were measured with a Shimadzu CS-930 spectrophotometer to demonstrate that 
basis vectors can also be used to approximate the results of known color-vision deficiencies [4]. 
Last, we used a nonlinear neural PCA algorithm to simulate opponent color characteristics 
under white-light adaptation [5] . 

3. METHODS 

The observed reflectance, transmittance, or radiance data are recorded at a set of n wave-
lenghts. Then the correlation or covariance matrix for the n-dimensional vectors is formed and 
its eigenvalues and eigenvectors determined. The information content of each eigenvector is 
given by the corresponding eigenvalues. The first p < n eigenvectors corresponding to the p 
largest eigenvalues are chosen as a base for the subspace. 

3.1. COLOR REPRESENTATION 

The representation is based on the reconstruction equation 
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p 
s' = ,L(sT v;) v; , (1) 

i==l 

where the spectrum s has the p-dimensional subspace representation s' and v; is the ith eigen-
vector. s' is a linear combination of the basis vectors, vector v; being weighted by the inner 
products between s and v;. The inner products sT v; may also be written as scalars and the 
spectrum can be stored by using a small set of numbers that describe the inner products 
between the spectrum and t he individual members of a set of basis vectors. The number of 
vectors in the blue transparent filter basis as well as in the Munsell basis that are needed for 
accurate reconstruction of spectra ranges from three to eight [1 ,2]. Accuracy of the represen-
tation depends on the number of basis vectors, i.e., on the subspace dimension and on the 
application . The Munsell basis provides accurate representations of both Munsell chip and 
natural-surface refiectances [3]. 

The subspace formalism provides also a way to calculate the tristimulus values, although only 
the inner products between measured spectra and the subspace basis vectors are measured [3]. 
A subspace approximation for the tristimulus values is 

p x:n = k _L(q;;; v ;)(sT v ;) , (2) 
i=l 

where m = 1, 2, 3 and k is the normalization factor. qm is the relative spectral power distri-
bution of the illuminator multiplied by the corresponding spectral tristimulus values of i, j} 
and z. x:r, equals X, Y and Z, respectively. In a known basis we know the inner products 
q;;; v; and by measuring the inner products sT v;, we are able to recover the tristimulus values. 
On the other hand , if we know some color coordinates of an object, we can calculate the xyY 
color coordinates and the XY Z values. We can solve Equation (2) for the inner products 
sT v ; if p = 3 and then, by use of Equation (1) , estimate the object spectrum. The accuracy 
of the reconstruction depends on the shape of the spectrum, because only three-dimensional 
subspaces can be used. 

3.2. COLOR CLASSIFICATION 

The pattern recognition process in classification can be devided into learning and recognition 
phases. In the learning phase a set of eigenvectors with high information content is extracted 
from the spectra of each class (the set of colors with known classification) similarly to that 
for the color representation problem. When the subspace for each class has been found , the 
learning set will be classified. Because the subspaces formed in the learning phase are optimal 
in the sense of class representation but not in the sense of classification, the subspaces can 
be rotated by changing covariance matrices if there are misclassifications. The eigenvectors 
of these matricies span a new subspace. This method is known as the Averaged Learning 
Subspace Method (ALSM). 

In the ALSM, the subspaces are updated during the learning phase through the updated 
covariance matrices of each class: 

R (i) = R (i) + o:(i,j)R (i,j) _ 
l l - 1 L., l L., l , (3) 

#i k,<i 

where is the covariance matrix, formed by the pattern vectors belonging to class i at 
iteration l. o/ i ,j) , f3( i ,j ) are small parameters causing the effectiveness of the correction and the 
matrix R )i ,j) is the covariance matrix, formed by the pattern vectors, which belong to the class 
i, but which have been classified at the iteration l to the class j. 
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In the learning phase nineteen spectra from the sample plates nos. 4 and 5 of the Ciba-Geigy 
Plastic White Scale were measured and in the recognition phase eight spectra from both of 
samples [1]. The spectra measured from different parts of each sample had such large internal 
dispersion that it was impossible to separate them using xy-chromaticity coordinates. But, by 
using only three eigenvectors, we were able to classify all spectra exactly. The rotation process 
was necessary to get perfect classification. 

3.3. DEFECTIVE COLOR VISION 

Cone responses can be determined by the product of surface-reflectance functions, illuminant 
spectral-power distributions, and cone sensitivities. In the FM 100-hue test simulations [4] 
the CIE illuminant C was used as an illuminator, and Vos-Walraven spectral responsitivity 
functions as cone sensitivity functions. For deuteranopes and protanopes the cone sensitivities 
were constructed by use of the loss-with-replacement principle. For tritanopes there was a loss 
of the short-wavelength sensitive cones without any replacement process. 

The first three eigenvectors of a correlation matrix of the cone responses could be interpreted 
as the opponent color signals and the nonopponent signal. For dichromats one or the other 
opponent signal was defective. For all cases the first eigenvectors correspond to the luminance 
signal, and the second ones to the yellow-blue opponent signal for protanopes and deuteranopes, 
and to the red-green+blue opponent signal for tritanopes. For deuteranopes and protanopes 
the extreme values of the yellow-blue signal and for tritanopes of the red-green+blue signal 
were so close to one another that errors can be made during the test and when there is no 
other eigenvector to provide supportive information, as in the case of normal trichromats. For 
deuteranopes the extreme values were situated at caps 18 and 60, for protanopes at caps 20 
and 62 , and for tritanopes at caps 2 and 49 (see Figure 1). 

3.4. WHITE-LIGHT ADAPTATION 

Eigenvectors represent a linear transformation of responses of the three types of cones. Be-
cause experimental tests of linearity have shown systematic deviations for both color opponent 
mechanisms and mechanism of light adaptation is nonlinear, a nonlinear model should be used 
for simulating white-light adaptation characteristics. One nonlinear version of the linear neural 
PCA network, so-called Generalized Hebbian Algorithm, is 

( 4) 

The inputs xis an N-dimensional column vector, the weights an N x M matrix W, and the 
outputs an M-dimensional column vector y = wr x with M < N. The upper triangular 
operator UT sets the elements of its argument matrix to zero below the diagonal , and fik is 

. ' 
0.05; 

Figure 1: The opponent signals for dichromats: Solid curve for deuteranopes, dashed for 
protanopes and dash-dot for tritanopes. 
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the learning rate parameter. g(t) is applied separately to each component of the argument 
vector where usually g(t) is a monotonically increasing function, e.g. a sigmoidal. If g(t) = t 
the weight vectors tend towards the true eigenvectors. 

As inputs we used samples from the wavelength distribution of the cone responses. The outputs 
could be interpreted as the opponent color signals and the nonopponent signal. The function 
g(t) was applied only to the short-wavelength cones of the outputs [5]. The changes in the 
weights (eigenvectors) result from the nonlinearities in the outputs of the algorithm. In the 
linear case, changes in the white-light adaption level do not change weights, but nonlinearities 
in the outputs change the weights nonlinearly as a function of the light-adaption level. This 
type of adaptation modifies the responses of the opponent mechanism without affecting the 
relative responses of t he cones and can be interpreted to characterize postreceptoral adaptation. 

Weights for the cones of the nonopponent signal remained constant as a function of the light 
adaptation level. For the yellow-blue signal the contribution of the long-wavelength cones 
increased while the middle-wavelenght decreased as a function of the adaptation level. Thus 
the yellowish component remained relat ively constant (only a minor increase was noticeable), 
but t he bluish component distinctly increased . The zero crossing of the wavelength axis for 
the yellow-blue signal (unique green) was invariant as a function of the adaptation level. The 
weights of the long- and the middle-wavelength cones for the red-green+blue signal were almost 
constant for different light adaptation levels. The major changes occurred in the weights of 
the short-wavelength cones which increased as a function of the adaptation level. As a result 
of adaptation the spectral loci of unique blue shifted towards longer wavelengths with an 
increasing adaptation level while the spectral loci of unique yellow was invariant . 

5. CONCLUSION 

A common feature of subspace methods is the use of eigenvectors of correlation or covariance 
matrix of the pattern vectors. The number of eigenvectors to be used forming subspaces 
depends on t he application. The subspace approach offer also a compact descript ion of the 
data. Neural networks provides a new approach into subspace analysis, because neural PCA 
algori thms themselves are adaptive and self-organizing to recognize specific features of the 
input. 
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Color Measurement in Cinematography 

Salvador E. MELITA and Victor A. KUZ 

Developing a Measure-Exposure method, based on Thrichromy principles, that allows 
cinematographers to know the contents of red, green and blue of each exposed color and its 
placement in the sensitometrics curves. The measure device has been done from the color 
separation module of a video camera. The reads are on EV values. It results something like a 
Three Color Zone System. 
Looking for a global notation: Converting some units (transparency, opacity, color rendering) 
in the same kind of values than EV (based in Log2) we can interact with them and predict 
resultant colors by simples operations. We can apply it in filters, light sources, reflectors, etc. 

Introduction: 
When we photograph in color, we find multiple variables interacting. The color temperature 
of the sources, their color rendering, the using of filters and its selective absorption, the over 
or underexposure, etc. 
If certainly all them are vinculated, each one holds differents notation units: Kelvin degrees 
for color temperature, percent for color rendering, percents of spectral absorption of the 
filters, F stops or EV for the exposition, etc. 

The measurement instruments we own on stage sometimes are not enough to determine with 
exactitude the exposition if color is the matter about: 
The exposure-meter brings information about lighting or luminosity levels without 
discriminate the spectral composition of the source and the chromatic content of the scene. 
With the color-meter we can know the light composition that reaches the object, but, what 
arrives to the film is the portion of that light that the object reflects and that lens and filters 
transmit. Moreover, if we work with no incandescents lights, the color temperature is relative 
because their emission spectrums are discontinuous. This instrument is unable to recognise if 
the portion of the spectrum that we need to reproduce a determinate color is contented in that 
source. 
Furthermore we must add that the color register sistems are based in the trichromy. 
On cinematography we use a three layers color film in which it prints separately red, green 
and blue. 
On video it happens the same over three chips. 
The film print needs to be exposed by three lights (RGB) to balance the color on each take 
On computation the colors differentiate by the conten on each primary. (RGB) 
Also on the telecine are manipulated the colors separately. 
To value a film color behaviour we can make a sensitometric test but, we can 't control the 
three curves separately at the moment of the exposure. That's the matter of our research. 
How to do it? 
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The possible mistakes in measurement sistems in use may be avoided developing a 
MEASUREMENT-EXPOSURE SISTEM BASED IN THE TRICHROMY PRINCIPLE, 
it is to say that it would be capable to measure reflected light and get the contents of red, 
green and blue. 
This would be possible for the cinematographer to establish a bridge between that he sees on 
stage and what he will see on the print, then he could control and prevent color deviations. 

Experiment: 
To create the measurement exposure instrument, we need first of all , the color separating 
sistem of a three tubes video camera. We replace the three tubes for three photodiodes. 
The measurements are done in EV scale (through the auxiliary input of a Minolta Auto Meter 
IV F) and the film speed is determined placing a 18% grey card at the middle of the scale. 
With tested film it has been proceeded to photograph a grey scale and a sequence of color 
patches, at the same time measured at three colors the contents of red , green and blue of 
themselves. Each photographed color was measured on the densitometer and placed on the 
characteristic curves. The measure obtained for each color (taking the 18% grey card as 
reference) was also placed on the curve (fig. 1). Looking at the figure we can preciate the 
similitude of the measurements, on its alignment for different colors above all. 
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magenta Cyan 

Conclusions 
It is possible to determine precisely the colors exposition on the different film layers only if 
we have the proper instrument. 

Developing a color notation units sistem based on the trichromy and the exponential 
beginning of the magnitudes to convert. We could establish an unique scale that gives us the 
possibility of predetermine variables produced by the change of light sources or the use of 
filters with the only simple adding and subtracting operations. The way would be to vinculate 
all the magnitudes to logarithms on base 2. 

TRANSMISSION TRANSPARENCY OPACITY 
100 % I 0 0 I 
50 % 0.5 -I I 2 

25 % 0.25 -2 2 4 
12.5 % 0.125 -3 3 8 

6.25 % 0.0625 -4 4 16 

3. 125 % 0.03125 -5 5 32 

1.5625 % 0.01563 -{; 6 64 
0.78125 % 0.00781 -7 7 128 

Log2 
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white RED 
7.5 ! 7.5 : 7.5 
7 7 : 7 7.5 7 7 

6.5 ! 6 .5 ! 6.5 7 6.5 6.5 7.5 : 6.5 6.5 
6 6 : 6 6.5 6 6 7 I 6 6 

5.5 : 5.5 : 5.5 6 5.5 5.5 6 5 : 5.5 5.5 
7.5 6 
7 5.5 

Possible notation scale of red color 
and its changes with filters on the 
light sources. 

6 
5.5 7.5 : 5.5 : 5.5 

6 i 5 5 6.5 5 i 1 : 5 : 5 7.5 : 5 5 I 5 : 5 : 5 5.5 5 
4.5 ! 4.5 ! 4.5 5 4.5 4.5 
4 : 4 4 4.5 4 4 

3.5: 3.5 ! 3 .5 4 3.5 3.5 
3 3 3 3.5 3 

2.5 : 2.5 : 2.5 

black 

6 ! 5.5 ! 7.5 

5.5 ! 5 7 6 : 5 : 7 

5.5! 4.5 4.5 
5 4 4 

4.5! 3.5 3.5 

5 : 4.5 : 6 .5 5.5 \ 4.5 : 6.5 6 : 4.5 6.5 

6 4 .5 4.5 
5.5 4 4 

4.5 : 4 6 5 ! 4 : 6 5.5 : 4 6 6 4 6 
4 ! 3.5 ! 5.5 4.5 ! 3.5 ! 5.5 5 ! 3.5 5.5 5.5 ! 3 .5 ! 5.5 

6.5l4.5: 4.5 red 

R G B 
-1.5 -2 0 

blue filter 

6 ! 3.5 ! 5.5 
3.5! 3 4 : 3 : 5 4.5 ! 3 5 5.5 : 3 : 5 6 3 : 5 I 
3 : 2.5 : 4.5 3.5 ! 2.5 : 4.5 4 : 2.5 4.5 4.5 : 2.5 : 4.5 5 ! 2.5! 4.5 

2.5 ! 2 4 3 : 2 : 4 3.5 ! 2 4 4 2 4 
2 ! 1.5 ! 3 .5 2.5 ! 1.5! 3.5 3 ! 1.5 3.5 

1.5! 2ll l 3 
I ! 0 .5 2.5 

bluish magenta red ish 

6 : 7.5 : 7.5 R G 
5.5 : 7 : 7 6 : 7 : 7 -1.5 0 

5 : 6.5 : 6 .5 5.5 : 6.5 : 6.5 6 : 6 .5 6.5 cyan filter 

4.5 : 6 6 5 l 6 l 6 5.5 ! 6 6 6 6 6 
4 : 5.5 : 5.5 4.5 l 5.5 l 5.5 5 : 5.5 5.5 5.5 l 5.5 : 5.5 6 l 5.5 5.5 

3.5 : 5 4.5 : 5 5 : 5 : 5 5.5 l 5 5 6 
3 ! 4.5 ! 4.5 3.5 ! 4.5 ! 4.5 4 i 4.5 4.5 4.5 : 4.5 : 4.5 5 : 4.5 4 .5 

2.5 ! 4 ! 4 3 l 4 : 4 3.5 ! 4 4 4 : 4 ! 4 
2 ! 3.5 : 3.5 2.5 l 3.5 : 3.5 3 : 3.5 l 3.5 
1.5\3l3 2\3\3 
I l 2.5 l 2.5 

cyan ish neutral 
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Improvement of Color Printing Quality for 
Plastic Films by Plasma Treatment 

Hidetoshi ISHIHARA, Yori IZUMI and Takeo OHTE 

PET film surfaces were modified by various plasma treatments in order to investigate the relation 
between chemical characteristics and color printing qualities. The PET film surface characteristics 
were estimated by measuring contact angle to water (wettability) and XPS. The qualities of color 
printing on it were rated by ink bleeding, dot shape of ink, dryness condition of ink and spectral 
distribution. In a general way, 0 2 plasma treatment is fit for solid color printing (coating). However, 
taking ink bleeding into consideration, it is not fit for color printing of additive color mixture. CF4 

plasma treatment render the surface hydrophobic and is suitable for high quality printing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently color printing has been remarkably evolved by the progress of printers and ink. It has 

been used to print on not only paper, but also various materials, such as plastic (film), ceramic, 
carbon and so on1

·3>. Particularly, plastic has not only excellent characteristics, such as corrosion 
proof, but also optical property of transparency. Color ink jet printer has been greatly progressed by 
a multimedia boom in particular, and everybody has been able to print precise color graphics4>. If 
we could print it on plastic film like paper by using color ink jet printer, it would be visually 
effective for presentation. As for color ink jet printer, it is important to control dot shape accurately. 
Therefore, it is crucial to control characteristics of film surface. 

Control of the wettability and roughness of film surface are important for color printing and 
adhesiveness. It have been carried out using various methods5>. Especially, cold plasma treatment 
has many advantages and enable to form various functional groups on the surface. The wettability 
and roughness are easily changed. Hence, it has been applied not only to modification of plastic 
surface, but also to that of many kinds of materials, such as carbon, semiconductor and so on6>. 
In this study, we investigate the optimum condition for color printing in relation to the chemical 

surface property by applying plasma treatment to film surface. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
Experiments have been carried out in a discharge vessel which has an internal diameter of 150mm 

with two parallel-plate electrodes made of stainless steel. The power electrode has a diameter of 
97mm and earth electrode has a diameter of 92mm. The parallel-plate electrodes spacing (gap) were 
set 40mm apart. The specimen was placed on the earth electrode, and then the discharge vessel was 
evacuated to a high vacuum in advance. Source gas was then introduced through the mass flow 
controller. R.F. electric power (13 .56MHz) was supplied to the power electrode through a matching 
box with blocking condenser and the glow discharge plasma (cold plasma) was generated between 
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the two electrodes. Then, the PET film was modified by various plasma (Ar, 02 and CF4) 
treatments in order to investigate the relation between chemical characteristics and color printing 
qualities. R.F. electric power, pressure, gas flow rate and plasma treatment time were 20W, 13.3Pa, 
30sccm and range from 5min. respectively. 

3. RESULTS 
The specimen used in this investigation was a polyethylene terephthalate film (PET film). The 

PET film was 60mm long, and have a width of 60mm. Before plasma treatment, it was washed with 
methyl alcohol and water, and then dried. At this moment, the contact angle (wettability) to water 
of its untreatment surface was approximately 70°. 

Table 1 shows the atomic ratios of PET film surface by XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) 
after various plasma treatments. Measurement was carried out after 24 hours from the end of 
plasma treatment. This table indicates notable fluctuations of atomic ratio, 0/C and F/C. 

Table 1 The atomic ratios of PET film surface by XPS after various plasma treatments. 

Atomic ratio Untreatment 
0/C 0.39 
F/C 0.00 

140r-------------------" 

';" 100 

u s 
" 0 u 

A 

Arplasma 02 plasma CF4 plasma 
0.42 0.62 0.28 
0.06 O.o2 0.68 

Fig.1 shows the change of contact angles (wettability) of 
PET film surface after various plasma treatments with the 
elapsed time. The contact angle was measured in air at room 
temperature by a goniometer-type contact angle meter. A 
drop of water (approximately lOmt) was put onto the film 
surface, and the actual measurement was started after 1 
minute. 

In case of CF4 plasma treatment (Fig.1 A), surface was 
(A: CF4, B: Ar, C: 0 2] changed to hydrophobic on account of functional fluorine 

0o 20 40 60 80 100 120140160180 groups were introduced to it (Table 1). Meanwhile, in Ar 
E I aosed time t (hour) and 0 2 plasma treatment (Fig.1 B, C), it was changed to 

Fig. I: The change of contact angles 
of PET film surface after 

hydrophilic because of functional oxygen groups were 
introduced it (Table 1). The wettability of PET film surface 
was altered by various plasma treatments and change with various plasma treatments 

with the elapsed time. time, namely, aging or variation with time. The aging is 
caused by surface free energy change with time, burial on land and dissociation of functional 
groups7l. Variation with time of surface wettability after plasma treatment (Fig. I) is nuisances for 
practical use8l. However, it is quite possible to realize the optimum condition for color printing by 
using this change. For color printing quality depends on when to print. 
Fig.2 shows the conditions of the color printing on PET films after various plasma treatments. In 

this study, we used test-chart which had dither matrix gradation with 16 scales (60 X 60mm, 
360dpi). The type of the color printing was the ink jet one (Epson, MJ-900C). After that, they were 
taken by scanner (8bit, 600dpi). It was printed after a week from the end of the plasma treatment in 
consideration of variation with time. The qualities of color printing were estimated by ink bleeding 
(blur), dot shape of printed ink, drying condition of ink and spectral distribution. 
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In hydrophilic surface, Ar (02) plasma treatment, dot shape of printed ink was not held accurately 
(Fig.2 (c), (d)). Especially, 0 2 plasma treatment occurred extremely ink bleeding owing to increase 
roughness by etching surface. To make matters worse, large drip of ink was formed and it took for 
many hours to dry it. In hydrophobic surface, CF4 plasma treatment, it was held accurately (Fig.2 
(e)). In addition, this plasma treatment didn't occur ink bleeding even if high-density test-chart was 
printed on it. The printing quality on PET film surface after CF4 plasma treatment was best 
condition in these results. These results can guess the optimum value of the contact angle for the 
color printing would exist. In a general way, 0 2 plasma treatment is suitable for solid color printing 
(coating) and adhesiveness. However, taking ink bleeding into consideration, it is not fit for color 
printing of additive color mixture. Also, judging from the XPS results, the larger amount of oxygen 
increase, the more printing quality of PET film degrade. After all, the larger amount of fluorine 
increase, the more it improve. 

(a) Paper for i.j.p. (b) Untreatment (c) Ar plasma (d) 0 2 plasma (e) CF4 plasma 

Fig.2: The conditions of the printing on PET films after various plasma treatments. 
Dither matrix gradation with 16 scales (60 X 60mm, 360dpi). 

Fig.3 shows the spectral distributions of the 
printing on PET films after various plasma 
treatments, except 0 2 plasma treatment 
because of extremely ink bleeding. 
The wettability and spectral distribution 

were not entirely correlative (Fig.l). 
Reflectance (brightness) on the PET film 

I 0 Measurement position of Fig.2. surfaces after plasma treatment was higher 
than the one on a paper for ink jet printers 

Wave length [nm] (Fig.3 A,B,C). In case of CF4 plasma 
Fig.3: The spectral distributions of the printing on 

PET films after various plasma treatments. 
[A: CF4, B: Untreatment, C: Ar, D: Paper for i.j.p.] 

treatment, hydrophobic surface, the surface 
showed a good quality of color printing 
because of dot shape was kept precisely. 

(a) CF4 plasma (b) Ar, 0 2 plasma 

Fig.4: The principle of brightness change. 

Furthermore, it was brightest of all plasma treated 
surfaces because of ink drops were dried and 
solidified; existence area of ink drop was reduced. As 
a result, the brightness increased according to the 
principle of additive color mixture (Fig.4 (a)). 
Meanwhile, in Ar (02) plasma treatment, hydrophilic 
surface, ink area was increased by ink bleeding, so 
decreased the brightness (Fig.4 (b)). 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Wettability of PET film surfaces can be altered by various plasma treatments. Dot shape was kept 

accurately on the hydrophobic surface and bled on hydrophilic surfaces. It protects dot interference, 
over-painting and color mixture. The color printing on PET films of sample image (360dpi) are 
shown in Fig.5. CF4 plasma render the surface hydrophobic and is fit for high quality printing. 
However, color difference increased in spectral distribution in comparison with the one on paper for 
ink jet printers; chromatic error became largest. It is necessary to obtain the surface where dot shape 
was kept and chromatic error was suppressed. Meanwhile, dot shape was not controlled accurately 
on the hydrophilic surface because of ink bleeding which caused dot interference and so on. Ar (Oz) 

(a) Untreatment (b) CF4 plasma treatment 

plasma render the surface hydrophilic 
and is not preferable for high quality 
printing. Furthermore, the larger 
amount of oxygen increase, the more 
printing quality of PET film degrade. 
After all, the larger amount of fluorine 
increase, the more it improve. In 
conclusion, it is important to control 
the amount of oxygen and fluorine 
atoms on film surface for optimum 

FigS: The color printing on PET films of sample image. color printing condition. Details of 
these problems are under investigation. 
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Comparison of Printing Quality between Color Printers 
with the Same Resolution 

Yori IZUMI and Takeo OHTE 

Printing quality by color printers with the same resolution were compared using an apprais-
ing method based on Neugebauer's equation and dot accuracy. The degree of error caused by 
dot spread was quantified by a method using a gradation test-chart. Two ink-jet type printers 
with the same resolution were used for test-chart printing and appraisal value were figured out. 
The difference of the appraisal value between tow printers was depend on dot control accuracy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, color printing technology has been remarkably developed. Even printers for 
personal computers, in spite of the price, have bright color and wide color area, and can print 
clearly. For these personal printers, high quality printing is mainly supported by i) Mechanic 
structure of printer head, ii) Ink property of non-bleeding and quick-drying and iii) Chemical 
coating on paper surface for ink-percolation. These factors are important for accurate dot 
control. 

We have been studied about the influence of the dot spread to color development using 
ink-jet type color printers1l,2l. High quality printing is closely related with accurate control of 
dot area. Ink bleeding causes the mixture on boundary zone between one color and another 
color, which reduces the color vividness. Measured stimuli XYZ are smaller than expected 
value and that well-controlled dots bring the less error between the actual values and expected 
ones. We tried to use this error for appraising the quality of color printers using a gradation 
test chart,1l,2l and confirmed the difference caused by printer and the condition of the paper 
surface. In the previous stydy, resolutions of the test-charts were different from each other 
and the appraisal value were influenced by printer's resolution. It is necessary to investigate 
the appraisal value under the same resolution. In this paper, we investigated the influence 
of dot spread to stimuli of produced color, and applied it for appraising the quality of color 
printing using printers with the same resolution. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

Quantification is based on a principle of mean added-mixture. 3) The stimuli X, Y and Z of 
printed color were calculated using Neugebauer's equation.4),s) However, measured stimuli are 
smaller than the calculated value. Well-controlled dots bring the less error between the actual 
values and expected ones. We used this error for appraising the quality of color printers. 

As shown in Fig.l , a gradation test-chart with 4x4 dither matrix was printed out by a 
primary on a sheet using a color printer. In this chart, the ink area was controlled by dots 
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Figure 1: Gradation test-chart. 
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Figure 2: Typical data of the stimulus Y of gradation test-chart using cyan ink. 

on/ off of the printer according to dither pattern. The ratio of ink area varied from 0.0 (0/16) 
to 1.0 (16/ 16) on the chart. 

Stimuli of each peaces of color on the test-chart were decided with ink area by applying 
the Neugebauer's equation.4),s) As there are two colors, white (paper) and a primary color, on 
the chart, ink area ratio are: 

rw + Tcolor = 1.0 (1) 

where rw, Tcolor mean the ratio of white (paper) area and a primary color, respectively. The 
stimuli of total color was figured out as follows: 

s Sw * rw + Scolor * r color 
(Scolor- Sw) * Tcolor + Sw where S =X, YorZ (2) 

From equation (2), stimuli Son the test chart decreased linearly with ink area ratio rcolor, that 
is used as a standard. Fig.2 shows the typical data of actual value and calculated value of 
the gradation test-chart. Actual values were not linearly and smaller than calculated values. 
The integration of these errors (the size of the zebra zone in Fig.2) were integrated, and used 
as appraisal value. Trapezoid formula was used for integration. 

f::.s= h1
(equation(2) -actualS))drcolor whereS=X,YorZ (3) 

The smaller appraisal value shows the high quality printing because the actual value is 
more closed to the calculated value. 

As shown in Fig.2, stimuli become minimum at 1.0 of Tcolor. and maximum at 0.0 of 
rcolor · The minimum/ maximum value are different in each case such as paper, ink and so 
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on. The appraisal values cannot be compared simply because of these difference. Using 
minimum/maximum value, 1::!.8 was normalized to l::!.s_N as shown in equation (5). 

3. RESULTS 

11( . ( ) ) Sw - Scolor equatzon 2 - Sminimum dr color = ----
0 2 
l::!.s where S =X, YorZ 

l::!.s_o 

( 4) 

(5) 

Gradation test-chart was printed out using two ink-jet type color printers with resolution 
of 360 dpi. 17 pieces of color on gradation test-chart were measured using chrome meter. 

Table 1 and Fig.3 show the typical appraising value. 
From Table 1, the appraising value by printer A was larger than the value by printer B. 

Printer A drew the larger area than the one by printer B in Fig.3, too. These results show 
that the printing by printer B has higher quality than the one by printer A. 

Table 1: Appraisal value l::!.s_N 
Using ink-jet type color printer, gradation test-charts 
were printed out on regular paper and private paper . 

color 
Magenta chart 

Cyan chart 
Yellow chart 
Black chart 

l::!.x_N 
0.14 
0.27 
0.03 
0.51 

Printer A 
!::J.y_N l::!.z_N 
0.29 0.20 
0.20 0.01 
0.01 0.27 
0.52 0.51 

Magenta 
llY 

0.5 

Black tJ.X 
D 

l::!.x_N 
0.11 
0.23 
0.03 
0.46 

Printer A • Printer B 

Figure 3: Appraisal value l::!.s_N 

Printer B 
l::!.y_N l::!. z_N 
0.26 0.04 
0.16 0.00 
0.01 0.22 
0.47 0.46 

As test-charts were printed with the same resolution on the same paper, the difference of 
these appraisal values between two printers was caused by the condition of dot control. Dots 
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of the Printer A were more spread by ink bleeding, which lowered the stimuli and increase the 
error between calculated value and actual value. With Printer B, dots were kept comparably 
accurate . As a result, error between calculated value and actual value rendered small. 

This method can distinct the quality of the printings from the view point of ink ratio 
(mean additive-mixture) decided by dot shape. As we described, dot accuracy is decided with 
some factors . Some factors belong to the printer's ability, and some belong to the ability of 
the material on which images are printed. When the quality of color printing is appraised, the 
total quality by these factors is appraised. The difference appeared by this method although 
simple test-chart, simple device and simple equations are used. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Using this method, we compared printings which were printed by two ink-jet type color 
printers with the same resolution. Appraising value showed the difference of the quality be-
tween the two test-chart by these printers. It is considered that the difference was depend on 
the dot spread. The degree of dot spread is decided with mechanic structure of a printer head, 
ink property, surface property of a printed sheet and so on. The difference was distinguished 
by simple test-chart, simple device and simple equations under the same resolution. 
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Colour Difference and Colour Preference 
in Video Imaging 

Andrew N. CHALMERS 

A series of 30 split-screen video scenes has been investigated, with one reference image and one 
test image in each scene. An earlier study had obtained a set of subjective evaluations of the colour 
quality of the test images. In the new work reported here, image digitization and computer-aided 
analysis of the colour content of each image have facilitated the computation of the colour 
differences between the reference and test images, with specific attention paid to the colour 
differences of individual colour patches in the various images. Correlations with the earlier 
subjective data are investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this work is to assess whether there are specific objective criteria that may be 

applicable in the prediction of subjective colour preferences in video scenes. 
Test sequences used in an earlier study of colour reproduction in television [1 ,2] have been 

employed in a new investigation [3] making use of digital image-analysis techniques to facilitate the 
measurement of colour differences between the test and reference images, and to investigate the 
correlation of these colour differences with the previously-recorded subjective responses of a group 
of observers to these test scenes. 

The first phase of the work entailed the comparison of the average colour difference (for each 
scene) with the mean subjective rating (MSR) for that scene. Good correlation has been found when 
using the CIE-1976 colour difference, L1E(L*u*v*) [3]. This formula was next used in an 
investigation of which colours in the test images may have exerted the greatest influence over the 
subjective responses of the observers in the original experiment. This has been done by searching for 
correlations between individual CIELUV colour differences and the MSR. The results of this 
investigation indicate that colour shifts in human facial features are highly significant in determining 
the responses of the observers. 

2. THE SUBJECTIVE EXPERIMENT 
2.1 Video recordings 

The original experiment [1 ,2] was centred on a study of the colour reproduction properties of 
different light sources used in illuminating television scenes. The methodology was based on (though 
not identical to) that which had been proposed by the CIE Technical Committee on the Television 
Illuminant Consistency Index. Two test scenes were employed, one being a Macbeth 
ColorChecker™ test chart [4], and the other a printed copy of a photographic portrait which 
contained a large area of facial complexion as well as several other coloured segments of both high 
and low chroma. Video reproductions of these scenes were made under the reference source 
(tungsten halogen) and under a range of 15 different test sources. The camera controls were used to 
the full extent available, in order to ensure correct (as near as possible) grey-scale rendition, leaving 
residual colour shifts between the reference image (taken under the reference illuminant) and the 
test image (taken under the test illuminant) . These residual colour shifts were assessed in terms of 
both perceptibility and acceptability, by a group of 25 observers (both experienced and novice), 
leading to the formulation of a Mean Subjective Rating (MSR) for each test image. 
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It should be noted that the purpose of the work at that stage was to assess the ability of colour 
television camera equipment to tolerate the different light-source spectra, as well as to assess the 
relative acceptability of the resulting colour impairments. In order to be able to draw fair 
comparisons under these conditions, an important aspect of the experimental design was that the test 
image was to be made to appear as similar as possible to the reference image (given the colour 
deficiencies of the test illuminant) . To achieve this, two specific electronic adjustments were made 
to the camera equipment for each test scene: the overall colour balance was adjusted to preserve the 
neutral colours in the screen image; and the gain and black level were adjusted to maintain the 
brightness and contrast ranges. 

This meant that we were then able to focus attention on the residual colour shifts within each test 
scene, after allowing (in effect) for the "chromatic adaptation" of the video imaging equipment. It 
thus became the purpose of the subjective evaluation phase to provide data on the perceptibility and 
the acceptability of these residual colour shifts in each test scene. 
2.2 Subjective evaluations 

In [2] two five-point grading scales, both based on CCIR recommendations [5], were used: a 
comparison (or, perceptibility) scale and a quality (or, acceptability) scale. 

The subjective evaluations were performed by a panel of 20 volunteers who represented a cross-
section of the television-viewing public, and 5 experienced viewers. The test scenes were presented 
to the observers in a random sequence and included checks on observer consistency: i.e. several 
repeats, and one scene in which the reference scene was presented as a "test". 

In the analysis of the subjective data, it became evident that the majority of the observers had (on 
average) shown a high degree of correlation between their perceptibility and acceptability judgments, 
and it was accordingly decided to normalize and combine the two scales to yield a single scale, called 
the "mean subjective rating" (MSR) for each linked pair of test scenes. The permissible values for 
this rating lie on a scale having a minimum of 10 (signifying a high degree of satisfaction among the 
observers, and close conformance between the test and reference images) and a maximum of 50 
(signifying a high level of dissatisfaction, and very noticeable colour differences) . The actual MSR 
values (averaged over all observers) ranged from 23 to 42 for the 15 linked pairs of test images. 

3. DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS 
3.1 Image digitization 

Digitized images were acquired from the video tape of the test scenes. Their colour content was 
analyzed by using a program that determined the average (R,G,B) pixel values contained within a 
series of hand-drawn rectangles, one on each colour patch of interest, on every image. Some 
examples of these rectangles are shown in Figures 1 and 2. In all cases the "reference" half of the 
image was on the right-hand side. 

In each "linked pair" of test images (i.e. one test-chart image and one portrait image exposed 
under the same conditions) there were 23 rectangles defined on the two test images and a further 23 
rectangles defined in the corresponding areas of the two reference images. As seen in Figs 1 and 2, 
twenty of the pairs of rectangles were drawn on the test-chart images, and three pairs were drawn 
over easily-identifiable, representative regions of the portrait images, viz. a facial complexion area, 
and sections of the front teeth and lower lip. 
3.2 Computation of colorimetric data 

Computational techniques were developed [3] to obtain the average (R,G,B) pixel values within 
each rectangle, and to transform these into colorimetric data. This data was used to compute the 
colour differences between corresponding pairs of rectangles from the two halves (i.e. test and 
reference) of each scene. In this way, 23 sets of colour-difference data were computed for each 
linked pair of test scenes, and their average taken, to give an overall average measure of the colour 
degradation of each linked pair oftest images. 
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Fig 1 : Test chart images (example) Fig 2: Portrait images (example) 

Colour differences were computed in the CIE-1976 (u •. v ') UCS system, and in the CIE-1 976 
(L *u*v*) and CIE-1976 (L *a*b*) colour spaces, and also included the CIE-1976 saturation 
difference. The purpose here was to assess the different systems in terms of their ability to predict 
the subjective MSR on the basis of the measured colorimetric differences. 

4. STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
4.1 Average colour difference and its correlation with MSR 

Using each of the abovementioned colour systems in turn, statistical tests were used to determine 
the correlation of the average colour difference for each linked pair oftest images with the MSR for 
that pair of images. 

Table I shows the correlation coefficients achieved using the linear regression technique, for the 
four different methods of colour-difference computation. The results included here are those that 
gave useful levels of correlation with the subjective data. Other colorimetric measures were also 
investigated, but showed significantly lower correlation coefficients, and were therefore excluded 
from further analysis. 

Table I: 
Correlation of Mean Colour Differences (by different colorimetric methods) with the MSR 

Method of Calculation Correlation Coefficient 
Mean CIE-1976 colour difference i'JE(L *u*v*) 0.76 
Mean CIE-197 6 saturation difference Lis(L *u *v *) 0.70 
Mean CIE-1976 chromaticity difference LW(u ', v ') 0.57 
Mean CIE-1976 colour difference i'JE(L *a*b *) 0.50 

Since the CIE-1976 (L *u*v*) system clearly showed the superior correlation here, it was decided 
to standardize on the use of this system in the next phase of the work. 
4.2 Individual colour differences and their correlation with MSR 

The purpose here was to employ the data from the digitized images in an attempt to assess which 
of the coloured regions in the test images had had the greatest influence on the Mean Subjective 
Rating obtained in the original experiment. To do this, statistical analysis techniques have been 
applied to the colour shifts in the individual colour patches within the test images to determine 
whether their individual colour differences showed any significant correlation with the MSR. 

The results are summarized in Table II. It is seen that the numbers of colours for which i1E 
showed a positive correlation with the MSR outnumbered those yielding a negative correlation by 
15:8 which, in itself, is not too surprising considering the significant, positive correlation of L1Eav 
with the MSR. 
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Perhaps more interesting is the fact that only nine of the positive correlations gave a value of 
correlation coefficient r greater than 0.5 . Six of these were colour patches from the ColorChecker, 
including one neutral and five chromatic colours. By contrast, in the case of the portrait image, all 
three of the selected colour regions gave values of r of well over 0.6. This may, in part, be due to 
the selection of "visually significant" colour regions for analysis; but it is thought also to indicate the 
greater attention paid by the observers to areas such as these (i.e. teeth, lips, and facial complexion). 
This is in accord with the frequently-encountered opinion that human portraits usually provide the 
most significant colour-reproduction data in experiments of this type. 

Table II: 
Correlation of individual CIELUV colour differences with the MSR 

(for 23 specific colours in the images) 

Sample details Numbers Percentages 
Total 23 100% 

Yielding r > 0 15 65% 
Yielding r > 0.5 9 39% 
Yielding r < 0 8 35% 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The CIE-1976 (L *u *v*) system gave the most favourable correlation with the subjective data. 

The most significant colour shifts, in terms of influence on observers' responses, were those related 
to the human face. 
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Computer Graphics and Colorimetry; Color Systems, 
Postscript and Device-Independent CIE-Colors 

Klaus RICHTER 

Teaching the basics of color for application in technical fields is important, especially in the 
field of information technology. Basic teaching material for the technical color field with 
many color figures produced by offset printing or as digital data for computer networks in 
different languages is described. The programming language PostScript Level 2 (PSL2) by 
Adobe (1) is used to design device-independent CIE-colors (2, 3) in figures. Vector graphic 
reduces the information often by a factor 1000 compared to pixel praphics. Both possibili-
ties are used to reduce the file size and to view figures and make full text search within the 
digital color material by computer networks (Internet or Intranet) very fast. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A book with more than 500 color figures (many multilingual) was develloped for the tea-
ching of color technology at technical university in Berlin. An additional CD-ROM includes 
the booktext and all the figures in Adobe PostScript Level2 (PSL2) and Portable Docu-
ment Format (PDF) prepared for full text search by Adobe Acrobat Reader with search, 
which is on the CD-ROM for MAC, UNIX and WINDOWS and menu driven in 7 languages. 

desk top publishing with Internet, 
Framemaker (Adobe) Intranet or 
Decwrite (Digital) CD-ROMbyPC 
on computer systems: Mac, or workstation 
Unix, Windows, VMS Adobe Acrobat 

PS PS tPDF Reader 
PDF (with Find) 

'V (licence free) 
Adobe 
Acrobat PDF with and/or 

Catalog full text index Adobe Acrobat 
Adobe Reader or 
Acrobat II\ 

Distiller PDF PDF Exchange 
with Search 

L1PSL2-printfilmor 
-print plate image setter 

w}:8 color book by d . rea e 
offset prmt 

Figure 1: Designing and printing a color book. Full text search within the information of 
color by Adobe Acrobat Reader in computer networks 
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, intranet, and CD-ROM. 

2. DESIGNING THE COLOR FIGURES BY DEVICE-INDEPENDENT COLORS 

designing a color figure with Internet, 
programming in PostScript-Code Intranet or 
(PSL2) using CIELAB-color CD-ROMbyPC 
specification on computers: or workstation 
Mac, Unix, Windows, VMS Adobe Acrobat 

PSL2 PSL2 tPDF Reader 
PDF (with Find) 

If (licence free) 
Adobe 
Acrobat PDF with and/or 

Catalog full text index Adobe Acrobat Adobe Reader or 
Acrobat II\ 

Distiller PDF PDF Exchange 
with Search 

y PSL2 offset-print film 
and photo image setter 

UUom color figure d rea e 
photo and offset 

Figure 2: Designing color figures by device-independent colors. Full text search within the 
information of color by a Adobe Acrobat Reader in computer networks 

The color figures are programmed by the author in PS-vector graphic and can be simply re-
produced by copying the PS-files to one of 300 diffferent PostScript devices of 60 manufac-
turers. A user can modify the figures without special kowledge of PostScript. He can produ-
ce his own presentations in his application. In desk top publishing systems (Pagemaker, 
Framemaker, Quark Express) the figures can be freely scaled and a user can include them in 
any monitor, overhead or printed presentation. 

3. CHANGING, PRINT AND VIEWING OF THE COLOR FIGURES 
After a change of the format PSL2 to PDF by different methods (see Fig. 2) there is a possi-
bility to view the figures on monitors and reproduce them by "print" on any black and white 
or color printer, not only by PostScript printers. 

Compared to color pixel graphic the PS- and PDF-file size is about 1000 times less and the 
transport and output very fast. The book in PS- and PDF-code shows similar properties and 
includes with 500 figures less than 10 MBytes in PS- and 3 MBytes in PDF-Code. 

In Computer networks (Internet or Intranet) the full text index allows searching for any term 
in the book or the figures, e. g. searching for the term "contrast" transports only 4 of 800 
pages and reduces presentation time. 

Editing the PSL2-code is possible with some basic knowledge in PostScript. If a user dont 
like to modify the PSL2-program code there are some other possibilities for modification. 
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Only the vector graphic format PDF can be edited at present with Adobe Illustrator on Ma-
cintosh. As an example a filled square can be changed into a filled circle. 

desk top publishing edit of PS(L1)-
text processing and PDF-format by Adobe 
and data basis illustrator (at present Mac) 

PDF-Writed PDF-Reader jand -Writer 

Portable Document Format (PDF) 
- PostScript Level 2 (PSL2) El--

Adobe Adobe 
PS-Writer PS-Reader 

storage and compression by vector and -Writer 
and pixel graphics (24 bit/pixel): 
for a PS-vector image usually about 
10 KByte independent of image size 
for a pixel image 320x240 about 1 
(5,4x4cm) or 10 MByte (DINA5) 
vector compression 1: 100 or 1: 1000 

Figure 3: Producing and editing Portable Data Format (PDF). 

Many of the colors in the figures are described by device-independent colors and therefore 
the output is within device dependent color tolerances for calibrated color devices. This also 
allows digital reproduction within device-dependent tolerances of digital output systems via 
the Internet computer network. In that case a calibration of the output device is necessary. 

There is a new standard DIN 33 866 of the German Standard organisation which can be 
used to specify properties of color copying machines. Two analog DIN test charts are produ-
ced, an achromatic and a chromatic one with different elements. More information is publis-
hed in the AIC Kyoto '95 progress report by RICHTER (5) 

4. ADVANTAGES USING POSTSCRIPT AND DEVICE-INDEPENDENT COLORS 
Programming languages like PostScript have a very long life period and figures in this pro-
gram code can be viewed, changed and scaled using an interpreter. There are PS-software 
interpreters build in 300 devices of 60 manufacturesrs. The official PS-interpreter comes 
from ADOBE (1) but there are some other free interpreters which have still difficulties with 
the interpretation and the presentation of device-independent colors on monitors. 

In next future display PostScript systems seem to become more popular. On Personal com-
puters Nextstep on Intel is based on display PostScript. Openstep produced by Next is a dis-
play PostScript system running on Microsoft Windows NT. On Apple Macintosh a display 
PostScript system is announced in 1998. Many workstation allows display PostScript. 

In many applications the colorimetric presentation of luminance and color is very important 
to dsitiguish small differences. For a system calibration test charts with device-independent 
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colors are necessary. The German standard Organization (DIN) has therefore defined analog 
and digital test charts for platform-independent color reproduction specification. 

Special PostScript files allow to specify properties of a color reproduction process and to 
optimize and calibrate any reproduction process step by step. Only the input and output is 
necessary to optimize the "black box" with the properties of the reproduction process. The 
color shift of CIE and DIN test colors can be defmed visually or specified by measurement. 
New cheep measuring devices (ColorMouse-Technique) allow to measure about 20 colors 
in 10 minutes. A color printer calibration for a special paper and special inks at the working 
place takes about one hour. The calibration needs PSL2-files with CIE and DIN test colors 
and the modification of the CIELAB L*a*b*-data within the files by an editor on any com-
puter platform. The PostScript interpreter of display PostScript or within a PostScript printer 
is necessary. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The possibilities to design color figures with PostScript and to define their colors with 
device-independent CIE-specifications are used. There are a lot of advantages: 

• The file-size of pictures in vector graphic is reduced by a factor 1 000 compared to pixel 
graphic 

• The PSL2-code of the figures can by viewed and modified by any display PostScript sy-
stem on different hardware 

• Changing the format PSL2 to PDF allows to view the figures and the book text license 
free by Adobe Acrobat Reader on any computer platform and in any computer network 
(Internet or Intranet) 

Of course there are always some restrictions by the publisher. Actual information is availa-
ble by the adresses below. 
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Study on the Photometric and Colorimetric 
Characterization of the Video Image 

Guanrong YE, Wenming WU, Tiandong ZHAO and Jun YAO 

On the basis of the theory of photometry and colorimetry, the video image's photometric and 
colorimetric characterization measuring system is presented in this paper. A method 1 of opto-
electronic integrator is applied in this system. The optoeletronic translator is a silicon-based CCD-
array which spectral responsivity functions are made to match the color-matching functions for 

1931 CIE standard observer x(A.),y(A.),;(A.). This system not only can measure the photo-metric 
and colorimetric characterization of the CRT uniform block, but also of the 512x512 units of video 
image at one time (about 30 seconds). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the technology of computer and color television has been advancing to a new stage, 

their color CRT displays provide us more and more video images that are true to nature and have 
become the important information source. A measuring system of the video image's photometric 
and colorimetric characterization is necessary to provide the inspection means of improving the 
color CRT display technology. 

The CCD-array imaging detector has the bright prospects in color image measurement beacase of 
its high sensitivity, wide spectral responsivity and a great quantity of pixels(>250,000). The 
512x582 CCD-array is applied in this 
system, developed to perform the fast and 
accurate photometric and colorimetric 
measurement. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
2.1 Structure and Principle 

This measuring system consists of a 
video image transducer (containing a 
CCD-array video camera and a three-
channel filter subsystem), an image 
digitizer (frame grabber), a personal 
computer, a color display monitor and 
proprietary software, shown in Fig. I . 

The three-channel filter disc is rotated 
under the control of computer, and one Fig.! : Measuring system 
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frame color CRT image becomes three corresponding images through the three filters and a lens 
system. The output of these three images is amplified by the video amplified and converted to 
digital form by an analog-to-digit converter. Digital output of the analog-to-digit converter is read 
and summed by a PC-based computer. Then the photometric and colorimetric characterization of 
the 512x512 parts of the video image are calculated from the results of above summations. The 
color monitor is applied to watch the accurate focus of the video image. 

After the measuring system receives the spectral power distribution <p(A.) of each part of the video 
image, it quickly integrals the tristimulus values X, Y, Z. The method is given in Eq.(1). 

x = k JJ:g<p(" " )d" = k JJ:g<p( ( "> = c x, f <p( ")s(" )• x, ( + cbz 
y =k JJ:g<p(")y( = c y f <p( ")s(" )-r) (1) 

z = k JJ:g<p( ");( = c z f <p( ")s( ")• z ( 

where k,Cx, ,Cy,Cz>Cb are constants, S(A.) is the relative spectral responsivity of the CCD-array, 

is the color-matching functions for 1931 CIE standard observer. consists of 

short-wavelength portion and long-wavelength portion and is similar to ;(A.), 
thus : X = X + X X = C z, 't (A.) , , (A.) , and , (A.) are the spectral transmittance of the three-

r b' b b x, y z 

channel filters which match the 

2.2 Design 
The color CRT video image images on the CCD-array through the optic imaging system, then 

translated to an electronic image by the CCD-
array driver and amplifier showed as Fig.2. 

Goniophotometric measurements indicate 
that CRTs are Lambertian radiators within 
typical viewing angles 2 L is defined as the 

luminance of the mea-sured dot on CRTs, {, . 
C, > 

Fig.2: Opric imaging system 

is defined as the luminance of the imaging dot on CCD-array. Their relation is given by Eq.(2) 
according to the Abbe law1 

L' . ='t•L 
C, l 

where, is the transmittance of the optic lens . 
Thus, the illuminance on each unit of the CCD-array is given by following equation: 

E'. =E. cos4 ro '= t• L• Ml'cos4 ro ' 
I I 

where 60' is a constant, and (J) ' is so small that cos4 1. Thus Fig.3 reduces to Eq.(4). 
E'; oe L 
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The relationship between video output of the CCD-array and the illuminance is linear in our 
system, so is between the output and the luminance. Thus the video image's photometric and 
colorimetric characterization can be known by the measurement of the R.G.B three channels. 

In this measuring system, the method of opto-electronic integrator is applied, so it is important to 
design the image visual transducer with CCD-array which sense the CRT incoming radiation 
through three optical channels with relative spectral responsivities corresponding to CIE color-
matching functions . 

This spectral match is performed using colored glass filters of different thickness 3 As mentioned, 
the chosen filter-matching technique is several layers of colored glass arranged in front of the CCD 
image sensor until the spectral response of the CCD-filter system matches the spectral 

responsivities of the xr(A.) ,y(A.) ,z(A.) function . 
An auto measurement for CCD-array relative spectral responsivity is designed, and applied to the 

three optical channels match. The relative spectral responsivities of the three channels are shown in 
Fig.3 , Fig.4 and Fig.S. 
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Fig.S: Spectral Z responsivity and the CIE z(A.) Fig.6: Luminance uniformity of the video image 
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3. RESULTS 
After photometric and colormetric calibration and correction, this system can be used to make fast 

and accurate measurement of the video image's photo-metric and colorimetric characterization. 
Simply, focus the image, outline the area to be measured, then initiate the measurement 

In Fig.6 the letter "e" displayed on CRT, is mea-sured for luminance uniformity. The different 
colors represent different luminance level, providing an immediate luminance level, providing an 
immediate visual indi-cation of the luminance uniformity. 
Table I shows the measured ClE 1931 chromaticity for several colors displayed on CRT using 

this system. 

Table 1 Measuring result: chromaticity for CRT color 
display standard measurement value error display standard measurement value error 
color (x,y) 2 3 (11x,11y) color (x,y) 2 3 (11x,11y) 
white 0.2920 0.2910 0.2901 0.2913 0.0019 green 0.3065 0.3061 0.3061 0.3067 0.0004 

0.3 157 0.3 134 0.3140 0.3129 0.0028 0.5982 0.5911 0.5969 0.5967 0.0071 
red 0.6190 0.6113 0.6109 0.6 118 0.0081 blue 0.1459 0.1401 0.1403 0.1403 0.0058 

0.3458 0.3477 0.3478 0.3459 0.0020 0.08155 0.0862 0.0856 0.0845 0.0047 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The silicon-based CCD-array, an imaging detector, is applied to match the spectral response of the 

ClE with several layers of glass in this measuring system. Using this 

system, the color CRT video image's photometric and colorimetric characterization can be 
measured . In addition, the white-balance, the spot contour, dot( stripe) pitch, the RGB three-primary 
colors line-width of the color CRT can also be measured4 
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Evaluation of CIE 1986 Whiteness Formula 
Using CRT Color Monitor 

Hiroko UCHIDA, Yukio MURATA, Masayuki OHSUMI, 
Tamotsu FUKUDA and Kenji IMURA 

I. Introduction 
Many studies are going on to create visual matches between surface colors and the self-luminous 

images reproduced on CRT color monitor( CRT hereinafter) and accordingly to evaluate surface 
colors by the images reproduced on CRT. However most of them are not applied to fluorescence 
whitened colors. 

In this study, fluorescence whitened surface color was evaluated by the image on CRT and the 
effectiveness of the method was investigated.20 fluorescence whitened swatches and their images on 
CRT were visually assessed. Degree of match between both assessments was investigated. Their 
correlation to CIE Whiteness Index( W10 hereinafter) was also evaluated. Fig. I shows the schematic 
diagram of this study. 

I Sample 

I 
Visual Assessment at Swatch 

( Paired Comparisoo) 

2. Experiments 
2-1 Samples 

I 

CM-3800d) 1----t Calculatioo 
• Total Spectral Radiance F actoc B cJ( ) ) 

under 065 Fluoo::sc<nt Lamp 
· Yx-y color specificati011S. W10 and Tint 

I 
Visual assessment oo CRT I 1 

( Paired Canparisoo) I 

I Display Measurement( CA-liX!) I 
Color Matclting Calculatioo IJ 

I Evaluatioo I 
Fig I Schematic Diagram 

81 different polyester swatches treated with fluorescent whitening agent and blue dye were prepared. 
20 samples among them of W10 within 5Y10-280 and oftint Tww within ±4 are so selected that 
they distribute over the region from bluish to yellowish where W 10 is originally defined. 
2-2 Measurement 
Each swatches was measured for the total spectral radiance factor 13 u ( A ) by Spectra-Fluorimeter 
CM-3800d of d/0 geometry( See Fig.2) co-developed by Nisshinbo and Minolta. The Ww of each 
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sample was also calculated from B u ( A ). 
2-3 Conditions of visual assessment 
(I) Illumination 
Light source is a couple of Toshiba FL 
- 20S.D - EDL - 065 fluorescent 
lamp(R.=98, MI,isuv =0.4, Rank B ). 
Illuminance at the sample was 
adjusted to I OOOix. 
(2) Observation 
Swatches were observed principally 
from 45° direction. Two swatches 
were placed side by side and covered 
by a gray( N-7) mask with Scm x 
I Ocm opening which gives field of 
view around I 0° to each swatch. 
38 observers( male 22, female 16) are 
from 20 to 70 years old. 
(3) Reproduction of color on CRT 
Each of the 20 selected swatch 
colors is reproduced on CRT by 
transferring RGB signals from PC 
which creates the best match to the 
original. The data for the signals 
have been obtained through a kind 
of CCM process using Minolta 
CRT Color Analyzer CA-100 prior 
to experiments. 
2-4 Paired comparison 
Each of 20 swatches was compared 
with all of the rest, 380 comparisons, 
in perceived whiteness. Either of 
+ I( if the right looks whiter), -1( if 
the left does) or 0( if both look 
same) was given to each 
comparison for both of swatches 
and the images on CRT. 
It took around 45 and 30 minutes 
for the former and the latter 
respectively. 
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Fig. 3 Chromaticity coordinates of swatches, Y value is Shown in () 
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3. Results 
Chromaticity coordinates (x,y) of selected 20 swatches are plotted in Fig.3. 
After confirming consistency of each observer's judgment in both assessments by checking the 
coincidence coefficients, X 2 proofing was carried out by calculating the concordance coefficients. It 
shows enough significance in both assessments as below and indicates the existence of some 
concordance throughout the all observers. 
X 2 (240.3,0.05)> x=l948.2 for swatches, 
X \240.3,0.05)> x =19895 for the images on CRT. 

(1) Analysis by Schetfe's method with Ura's modification 
The main effect, the main effect in individual observer and the effect of sample combination 
appeared to be significant. It indicates the significant differences in the samples and in the observers 
and the significant influences of the sample combinations in both experiments. The order effect was 
not significant. It indicates no influence from the order of sample presentation to individual observer. 
(2) Correlation between observers 
Rank correlation between individual observers were 
investigated. It shows that all observers can be categorized 
into three principal groups for both assessments of 
swatches and of the images on CRT. 
(3) Correlation to W 10 

Correlation of the ranking by visual assessment to the 
ranking by measured W10 was investigated by Spearman's 
rank correlation coefficient. As shown in Fig.4, it shows 
significant correlation in 25 observers(65.8%) for swatch 
and in 20 observers(52.6%) for the image on CRT out of 
38( level of significance(20,0.0 I )=0.591 ). 
(4) Correlation to lightness(Fig.4) 
Correlation to Y stimuli, which is historically used for 
evaluation of whiteness was also investigated. It shows 
significant correlation in II observers (20%) for swatch 
and in 19 observers(50.0%) for the image on CRT. 
(5) Correlation between assessments of swatch and ofthe 

image on CRT(Fig.4) 
Significant correlation( meaningfulness levei=0.45) is 
found in 28 observers(73.7%). 
(6) Multi-variates analysis 
For the investigation of the inside structure of visual 
assessment, all data were standardized and the correlation 
coefficients between the variates were derived. The factors 
of the correlation matrix were analyzed and the factor 

S S"'"h CCRT S&CS"atch 'nd CRT 
RankCorrcbtion - II.K.IIH < B•11 
!Sp::annan) 

Fig.4 Rank correlation to W 1o. to and 
between two Experiments. on individual 
observers 

loading was estimated. Three principal factors having the eigenvalue larger than 1.0 were recognized 
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in both assessments. From the factor loading, they were estimated to be tint, purity and lightness in 
the order of significance for swatch. For the image on CRT, the order of tint and purity is reversed. 
This change in order will be because the image on CRT is darker than illuminated swatch, it was 
observed from different direction and it has different surface texture. 

4. Conclusion 
From this study, following points can be concluded. 
I) W 10 is useful enough in the vicinity of the principalline(T w,w=O) in chromaticity coordinates where 
20 swatches locate. 
2) Most samples given 0 in paired comparison are close each other in chromaticity coordinates and 
lightness. It indicates j .p.d.(just perceptible difference) in W10 is around 0.0025 in Ll x and 0.0015 in 
Ll y if the lightness is close each other. 
3) Visual assessment of the image on CRT is remarkably compatible to that of swatch sample. 
Assessment on CRT will work well for comparison. 
4) In the study for improving W10 formula probably with more reasonable coefficients replacing 800 
and 1700 in current formula, this method using CRT instead of actual sample will be an effective 
tool. 
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Testing Color Devices with Analog and Digital Test Charts 
Based on Device-Independent Color 

Klaus RICHTER 

Device-independent color teclmology is an important field in image teclmology. In a first 
step analog DIN test charts (draft DIN 33866) are defined by the German standard organisa-
tion (1) for testing color copying machines and in the second step digital test charts are used 
to test any color reproduction process and to optimize these reproduction processes using 
CIELAB color space (2), chromatic CIE test colors (3), and equally spaced achromatic DIN 
test colors (5 and 16 CIELAB L*-steps). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
For a reproducible colorimetric image reproduction the failures of any color device or a 
combination of many devices must be corrected to get visually the same reproduction by the 
same original. The properties of the color devices change by new technology and the correc-
tions must be modified to get a stable reproduction. 

2. DEVICE-INDEPENDENT COLOR DEFINITION AND VISUALISATION 

designing DIN 33866 test charts with Internet, 
programming in PostScript-Code Intranet or 
(PSL2) using CIELAB-color CD-ROMbyPC 
specification on computers: or workstation 
Mac, Unix, Windows, VMS Adobe Acrobat 

PSL2 PSL2 tPDF Reader 
PDF (with Find) .., (licence free) 

Adobe 
Acrobat PDF with and/or 

Catalog full text index Adobe Acrobat Adobe Reader or Acrobat II\ 

Distiller PDF PDF Exchange 
with Search 

PSL2 offset-print film 
and photo image setter 

llll}:B DIN test charts reade 
photo and offset 

Figure 1: Designing test charts for analog and digital visualisation 

Figure 1 shows how the DIN test charts for testing color reproduction processes are desig-
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ned. The programming language PostScript Level2 (PSL2) by Adobe (4) is used to defme 
the DIN test charts. The images are mainly defined by vector graphics. A flower motiv is 
included based on photographs (negativ film) taken in the laboratory and digitized (24 bit 
/pixel) by the Kodak Photo-CD process. For optimization of this pixel image additionally 
the CIE and DIN test colors are taken by the same illuminant and with the same color film 
material under laboratory conditions. 

The PSL2 information code can be used to visualize the test charts on computer system by 
display PostScript (e. g. Nextstep on Intel). Changing the PSL2-code to the Portable Data 
Format (PDF) by different software (see Fig. 1) allows to visualizise the DIN test charts by 
the Software Adobe Acrobat Reader (licence free) on any computer platform. e. g. with 
Netscape Viewer or Microsoft Explorer in Internet. The reader can compare the analog DIN 
test charts produced on photographic paper and in offset printing with the visualization on a 
color monitor or a color printer. The analog DIN test charts are used to specify color co-
pying machines. The possibilities of PostScript for optimizing scanned images and combi-
ned reproduction processes are shown by a color book with a CD-ROM of RICHTER (5). 

3. OPTIMIZING A COLOR REPRODUCTION PROCESS 

color measurement remark: 
of original and there is the possibility 
reproduction of visual or colorimetric 

leads to: L *a* b* -specification 

'+' 
color single color color system optimized color 
original * failure correction f--7-- properties reproduction 
L*a*b* by differences e. g. scanner, L*a*b*-color 
colors delta L*a*b* monitors, etc. measurement 

F1gure 2: Smgle color correction by CIELAB-differences of the reproductiOn 

Figure 2 shows how to change a digital original designed with CIELAB-colors by measured 
CIELAB color differences of the reproduction and original. The original digital CIELAB 
data must be changed by the individual CIELAB differences for the test colors used in the 
test chart. If the system is linear then the CIELAB coordinates of the next output will show 
an optimized reproduction: the aimed CIELAB coordinates are approximated. With nonli-
near systems the optimization is reached step by step. 

Instead of using individual corrections for the single test colors a global ( 3 x3) matrix cor-
rection can be defined for all colors of a color space. The matrix data can be calculated by 
least square technique using the 14 CIE test colors and 5 DIN achromatic test colors. 

Figure 3 gives a guideline how to optimize individual colors in the digital reproduction pro-
cess. The real CIELAB coordinates reached by the reproduction process differ from the 
aim defined by the CIE test color specifications and the equally spaced achromatic DIN co-
lors. An exchange of the aim data to corrected aim data gives optimized results. 
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Instead of using individual corrections a global matrix correction based on 14 CIE and 5 
DIN test colors is usefull. Matrix corrections are used to optimize the digital flower image 
of the DIN test chart. 

CIEBased.ABC - device-dependent 
CIELAB- ->PostScript-> device-

CIEBasedABC - optimisation of 
color rendering Labium -

coordinates intern coordinates PSL2-program output measure 
Lium L -> L* -> L Lieal 

-> M -> M*-> M -> aieal 
bium N -> N* -> N biea1 

color monitor ( R*) 
/ (;:J 

C*-b* Z C - M* 
color printer Y* 

Liumc=Lium 
aiumc=aium 
biumc=bium 

Figure 3: Device independent and device dependent colors of color monitors and printers 

DIN color correction DIN test charts 
single differences 14 ISO-CIE-colors 
orleastsquarefit 16 DIN-grey steps 
with measured data PSL2-program code 

luminance 
and I or color 

failure correction computer system or measurement 
in Color Rendering software system ... on monitor Dictionary of PSL2- Windows, Mac, printer or computer system Unix, Nextstep 

t 
image setter 

+ 
color correction DIN 
device calibration quality 
"contrast and step 
gamma calibration" fulfilled? 

I no I yes 

Figure 4: Different correction possibilities of color reproduction processes. 

Figure 4 shows three main correction processes in the field of colorimetric color reproduc-
tion. First by monitors there usually is a possibility for "contrast and gamma calibration". 
The second correction method was used to produce the DIN test chart and is based on chan-
ging the PSL2-program code by the CIELAB differences between input and output by the 
method of Fig. 3. A third method is to make a (permanent) change in the Color Rendering 
Dictionary of the display PostScript system. With personal computers this is at present an 
important feature of the NextStep display PostScript system. On Macintosh this feature is 
announced in 1998. The possibility of a permanent change is a feature of many PostScript 
color printers and of workstations with display PostScript Level 2. 
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5. COLORIMETRIC RESULTS 
The two analog DIN test charts are produced in A4 size. There is an achromatic and a chro-
matic DIN test chart with many test elements. The output resolution is 3600 dpi. For colori-
metric specification the 2 degree observer, the 45/0 geometry and illuminant D65 was used. 
The 5 and 16 DIN grey steps, equally spaced in CIELAB L*-units between 10 (black) and 
94 (white), are produced by a standard deviation ofless then two L*-units. With anAgfa 
image setter in the laboratory often about 0.7 L*-units were reached but the production 
neads the larger tolerance of two L*-units. 

The 14 CIE test colors are reproduced in offset printing by a standard deviation of less than 
5 CIELAB color difference units compared to the colorimetric data of the CIE-Publication 
No. 13.2. The separation negatives were produced by an Agfa image setter using the raster 
image processor (RIP) with In-RIP separation of the CIELAB data. The mean color diffe-
rence was reduced from 18 to 5 CIELAB-units in three steps. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND APPLICATION 
Standard analog and digital DIN test charts are necessary to test color devices , e. g. color 
copying machines, scanners, cameras, monitors, printers and the offset or digital reproduc-
tion processes. Two DIN test charts are described which include achromatic and chromatic 
elements, e. g. line screens, Siemens stars, and Landolt rings. A 5-step and a 16-step equidi-
stant gray scale is based on the CIELAB lightness L *. The digital test charts will be availa-
ble in Adobe PostScript Leve/2 (PSL2) and Portable Document Format (PDF) for there-
production by printers and monitors in computer networks. Measuring the reproduced colors 
define the failure of the color reproduction system. There are PSL2 test charts which allow 
to optimize a reproduction process step by step. For further information see adresses. 
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Computer Color Matching System for Metallic and 
Pearlescent Colors That Applies the Fuzzy Theory 

Masayuki OSUMI, Shuhei NUMATA, Takao ASABA 
and Kouichi KUWANO 

Recently, there is a trend for paint that includes effect materials to be used for trim coatings. The 
technology of Computer Color Matching for Solid Color has already been established and this 
technology contributes to the production and toning in the trim business. However, the technology 
for Metallic and Pearlescent colors has not reached a practical level yet, and in most cases, this 
work still depends on skilled hands. The purpose of this research is to realize the practical 
computer color matching system for Metallic and Pearlescent colors utilizing a Multi-angle 
spectro-photometer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In this research, the purpose was the "color matching for Metallic and Pearlescent", through 

calculating the compound ratios for the colorants and effect materials, and we measured the 
spectral reflectance of these and the sample color beforehand by a Multi-angle spectro-
photometer in order to obtain the target color. Also considering the changes of spectral 
reflectance which are caused by the relation between the radiation angle and the incoming angle 
of illumination, which is a characteristic of Metallic and Pearlescent paints, we predicted 
spectral reflectance of each angle and in order to calculate with high accuracy and the proper 
compounding ratios for the colorants and effect materials, we developed the following three 
methods of calculation. 
Method I) Predicted Calculation of the Multi-angle spectral reflectance on the compound ratio 

from the Colorant, the Metallic and Pearlecent basic data were measured from each 
angle beforehand. 

Method 2) With Fuzzy inference, by adjustment calculation with all the measured wavelength 
and angles for the difference between the predicted spectral reflectance and the 
actual one that was calculated by the compound ratios for the produced paints, the 
accuracy of the color matching was improved. 

Method 3) A method for calculation of color matching in order to acquire the compound ratios 
for the colorants and effect materials. 

By a method of calculation for color matching which combines the above methods I)- 3), we 
undertook some trial experiments and confirmed the accuracy of the calculation. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
I) A method of calculation which acquires the spectral reflectance from the compound ratios for 

the colorants and effect materials. The compounding ratio for the colorants and effect materials 
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as the basic data is shown in Table I . In this research, we supposed a model of scattering effect 
materials in the colorant layer, with a is relatively high transparency, as the coating model for 
the Metallic and Pearlescent materials. The incident light occurs through absorption by the 
colorant layer in the paint film, directly scattering it by the effect materials, interference 
scattering, trapping etc. Considering the compounding ratios for the colorants and effect 
materials in this model, we acquired the spectral reflectance of each angle by the following 
equations; 

A, Xn, Y n) = LL"ue.n(fJ, Xn)fLXn' L{Yn' 

. ..l, Xn, Y n)} 
R lrue< iM( fJ, A. X n, Y n) = R t•ue.u(fJ, A, X n, Y n) - (1- T) 

2) A method for improving the accuracy of the calculation with Fuzzy inference. 
We applied the following equation. This is the equation of the Multi-angle spectrum 

reflectance making correction term proceed liner bond with Fuzzy inference. 

R ( fJ • ..l . x ; . y i . t ) = R ,( fJ . ..l . x ; . Y i ) + Carr( fJ . ..l , X ; . Y i . t ) 

Fuzzy inference, using the method Min-max which was designed by Mamdani, has an 
inference structure which leads the back logistic part v (correction term Corr), against the front 
logi stic part (Pigments X;, Effect materials yj and the parameter regarding to the other conditions 
for painting). Triangle was used for the front logistic part that is the Membership function and 
the non- Fuzzy output with the mean height method taken for the back logistic part. The 
summary of the Fuzzy Label is as follows; 

x , 0 = x , / LX ; 

Y , 0 = y ,/LY ; 
x, + 1 ° = Lx; / 1 00 
y ; , 1 ° = Ly ;/ 1 00 

z, 0 = R tgl z 2°= t o/ t max 
v = R-n / R Rl 
B 0 (v , ) = [ w 1 /\ B 1 ( v; )) V [w 2 /\ B 2 (v ; )) V -- · V [w n/\ B n(v ; )) 

v 0 = LB 0 (v ;) V ;/LB 0 ( v ; ) 

R,s • Reflectance of the undercoat t: Thickness 
R, : Predicted calculation reflectance R,: Actual reflectance 

3) A method of calculation for color matching which acquires the compound ratios for the 
colorants and effect materials. In the case of color matching for Metallic and Pearlescent colors, a 
multiple solution occurs that depends on the particle size distribution of the effect materials. In 
such case there is a few kinds of pigment types and effect materials which can be applied for the 
calculations, and it is not possible to acquire the complete conversion answer for the 
measurement from each angle. In our calculations, we take took a Metameric-match for the 
calculation for the basic color matching, however in this case, since there was a lot of local 
minimum when we calculated the answer, selection for the primary of the calculation, 
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Target Color 

the method of convergence 
and the judgment for the 
answer were also important. 
In this system, we stocked 
the database a lot of color 

I 
Colorant h Basic Data 

I J 
Predicted l 

Calculation of 

I 
Color Search to I• 

Multi Angle find the Primary 

space values which _f Spectrum Metallic and 

1 Pearlecent l therefore made the Basic Data 

si Correction by 1 Color Matching I Fuzzy Inference 
Calculate I Actual Data l 

Self Learning 
Mapping Data I Color Matching 

compound ratio for the 
pigments and effect 
materials vary, and then 
proceeded with a color 
search for the sample color 
through this database. We 
applied a method of 

Fig. I. Schematic of the Calculation Block Diagram 

calculation using this result 
as the primary. At a step in the color search, 
when there was a multiple solution, this 
calculation had various primaries and require a 
respective answer for each primary. The block 
diagram of this calculation is shown in Fig. I. 

4) Trial experiments 
The compound ratios for the pigments and effect 

materials which were used as the basic data for 
the trial experiments are shown in Table l. And 
the compound ratios of 18 actual data to improve 
the accuracy by Fuzzy inference were used. The 
basic data, the actual one and the target color 
were measured by a CE-741 , Macbeth Co., The 
set condition was wavelength each LOnm, 
between 400 - 700nm. The three angles, 20° , 
45° , and II Oo which are from the direction of 
the specular reflection were set. By corresponding 
each spectral reflectance from each angle, we 
acquired the compound ratios for the pigments 
and effect materials. We used a computer (CPU: 
Pentium 133MHz) which was installed 
Windows '95 for these calculations. 

3. RESULTS 

Table 1. Basic data for the trial 
Base Material Concentrate 
Cyanine Blue 0, 2.99, 9.99, 29.99, 100.00% 

Shadow Green o. 3.00, 10.10, 29.77. 100 00% 
Tinting Black 0, 3.03 , 10.39, 29.91 , 100 00% 

Small 0, 1.06, 3.06, 5.03 , 7.06, 1001 , 20.4 1. 
Aluminum 29.83, 49 83 . 69.80. I 00.00% 

Middle o. 1.02. 3 04. 5 oo. 7.00. 9.99. 19.96. 
Aluminum 30.02. 5003. 69.86. I 00 00% 

Large o. 1.00. 3 06. 5.01. 7.02. 10 00. 20.06. 
Aluminum 30.03 . 50.18. 70.03. 100 00% 

Specular 20" 45" Accepted 

\ 1 I 
110" 

/ 

Specimen 

Fig.2. Schematic of the Multi-angle 

Spectrophotometric experiment 

The results of the trial experiments are shown in Table 2. The accuracy of 6 E was 
The range of 6 E was 0.8 when we measured the coating board which was re-mixed by the same 
compound ratio with the sample color's, in order to confirm the reproducibility by experiments. 
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It took around 4 sec. to calculate this. Next, the 
results that we measured from the coating board 
taken from the first calculation was entered into the 
database and we proceeded with correction after re-
study. We adjusted the coating board again based 
on these results, and the range of /::,. E was then 1.0 

The relative error of the compound ratios for 
pigments and effect materials was within 3 %. It 
took around I sec. to do the correction. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
From the above results , we have confirmed that 

this color matching system for Metallic and 
Pearlescent colors can almost acquire the practical 
accuracy required both points, the predicted 
accuracy for color matching and the calculate in 
time. It is now possible to expand the field of use, 
for instance, for the color formulation for Metallic 
and Pearlescent paints, the adjustment process 
during the production of paint manufacturing, car 
repair, the color formulation for Metallic and 
Pearlescent printing etc. We can say that it is also 
possible to introduce the parameter of the coating 
conditions etc. into the calculation because this 
system takes the Fuzzy inference for the parameter 
of the correction for the undercoat, thickness etc. 
Therefore, there is a probability that this system can 
be used for the adjustment of coating conditions if 
the system is introduced into the car painting 
process. 
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Table 2. The results of the trial experiments 
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Naturalness and Image Quality : Hue, Saturation and 
Lightness Variation in Color Images of Natural Scenes 

Huib DE RIDDER 

The relation between perceived naturalness and image quality was investigated by varying 
hue, saturation and lightness in color images of natural scenes. Subjects assessed perceived 
naturalness and image quality by means of direct category scaling. No differences were found 
between the naturalness and quality judgments when hue and lightness were changed. A small 
but systematic difference was observed when the saturation values were varied. This difference 
reflects the subj ects' preference for more colorful but, at the same t ime, somewhat unnatural 
images. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For most products in the field of color imaging one of the biggest challenges is to generate 
high-quality images of natural scenes . Under many circumstances, however, natural images 
turn out to be very critical test material. A possible explanation for this is that human 
observers 'know' what the appearance of these images should be. Stated otherwise, human 
observers can incorporate the degree of naturalness of images into their quality judgments . 
This suggests that perceived naturalness and image quality are strongly related. But what 
exactly is the relation between naturalness and image quality? This question init iated a series 
of experiments1- 4 investigating the naturalness-quality relation and its dependence on color 
transformations. A brief summary of the results obtained so far is presented in t his paper. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Subjects judged the perceived naturalness and quality of color images of four natural scenes 
varying in hue, saturation and/or lightness . Pictures of the following scenes were used: the 
portrait of a female model (Wanda01 ), a terrace scene with a yellow parasol in the foreground 
and people in the background (Terrasgeel), fruit displayed in front of a green-grocer 's shop 
(Fruit) and an abstract sculpture with bushes on either side (Stadhuis). Colors were ma-
nipulated by digitizing the images, subsequently calculating their color point distributions in 
the CIELUV color space5 , and finally changing hue by adding a constant ranging from -1 to 
+ 1 rad to the hue-angle of each pixel (hue rotation around the white point; D65) , changing av-
erage saturation by multiplying the saturation value of each pixel by a constant varying either 
between 0.5 and 2.0 or between 0.4 and 1.6, and changing average lightness by multiplying 
the luminance of each pixel by a constant ranging from 0.4 to 1.6. The latter transformation 
resul ted in a translation of the color point distribution along the lightness (1') axis. Images 
were displayed on a 70-Hz interlaced Barco CCID7351B monitor placed in a dark room. In 
separate sessions, subj ects assessed perceived naturalness and image quality on 10-point nu-
merical category scales. For each t rial , a single image was presented for 5 s, after which a 
9 cd/cm2 gray (D65) adaptation field appeared on the screen. 
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Figure 1: Naturalness and quality judgments as a function of change in hue-angle for two 
scenes. The hues were rotated clockwise (negative sign) as well as counter-clockwise (posit ive 
sign) . In this and the following figures, vertical bars denote twice the standard error of the 
mean. 

3. RESULTS 

Naturalness and image quality were found to be almost identical when hue-angle was varied . 
Both naturalness and quality deteriorated as soon as hues started to deviate from the ones in 
the original image (Fig. 1). T his suggests t hat rotating hues around the L* axis does not have 
to be considered as a means for improving image quality. 
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Figure 2: Naturalness and quality judgments as a function of average saturation for two scenes. 
Saturation values were multiplied with a constant varying between 0.5 and 2.0. Arrows point 
to the judgments of the images at the original saturation level. 

A small but systematic difference between naturalness and image quality was observed for 
all scenes when saturation varied ; t he curve for quali ty 'shifted ' with respect to the curve for 
naturalness towards higher values of saturation (Fig. 2). This shift indicates that subjects 
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Figure 3: Naturalness and quality judgments as a function of average saturation (left-hand 
panels) and lightness (right-hand panels). In this experiment , saturation values were multiplied 
with a constant varying between 0.4 and 1.6. Each curve represents the judgments at a single 
lightness (left-hand panels) or saturation level (right-hand panels). 

sometimes used different criteria to assess naturalness and image quality: their preference 
in quality was biased towards more colorful images although they realized that these images 
looked somewhat unnatural. 

Figure 3 presents the results of an experiment in which both saturation and lightness were 
varied. For naturalness as well as quali ty the judgments could be related to the saturation 
and lightness values by means of a bivariate normal distribution function with no correlation 
between saturation and lightness (r2 = 0.97 and 0.98 for naturalness and quality, respectively). 
The combination of saturation and lightness values predicting the highest naturalness/ quality 
ratings was 1.08/ 38.8 for naturalness and 1.19/40.1 for quali ty. These saturation values confirm 
the above-mentioned difference between quality and naturalness . The difference between the 
lightness values was found to be negligible. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results confirm that there is a strong positive correlation between perceived naturalness 
and image quality. The relation between the naturalness/quality ratings and hue rotation , 
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average saturation and lightness could always be described by an inverted U-shaped func-
tion. No differences were found between the naturalness and quality judgments when hue 
and lightness were changed . However, a small but systematic difference was observed when 
the saturation values were varied: the inverted U-shaped function for the quality judgments 
'shifted' to higher average saturation values relative to the function for the naturalness judg-
ments. This systematic difference reflects the subj ects' preference for more colorful but, at the 
same time, somewhat unnatural images. This preference for more colorful images hints at a 
need for higher color contrast which may be advantageous for improving object recognition6 

This suggestion is supported by the fact that in t he present study the distances between the 
color points in CIELUV space changed when saturation values were multiplied but remained 
roughly the same when the hues were rotated or the color point distribution was shifted along 
the lightness axis. It also agrees with the finding that there are no differences between natur-
alness and quality judgments when the color temperature of the white point is varied resulting 
in a translation of the color point distribution in the chromaticity plane6 . 
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Reproduction of High Order Sensation on a Display and 
Cross Modulation among R, G and 8 

Makoto MIYAHARA, Shouji OTSUKA, Shuji TANIHO 
and Ralph ALGAZI 

We are investigating the important physical factors for the difficult reproduction of high level, 
high quality sensation in the electronic capture and display of images. We have found that some 
assessment words, such as "image depth" describe appropriately the high order subjective sen-
sation that is desired. We have found a new physical factor related to the image depth. The 
cross modulation among R,G and B signals is the newly discovered important physical factor 
affecting the display quality in such a CRT display as is used for the display of high quality 
images. This paper describes and quantify the overall objective of our work, and the specific 
effect of cross modulation distortion in the CRT display for extra high quality images. 

1. Introduction: objective and background: 
To what extend does electronic imaging take the place of face to face human communication? 

Does electronic multimedia collaboration exchange detailed information among participating 
members, including the change of skin tone (complexion) or the mood of a person ? In art 
applications, does an electronic imaging system preserve the high level artistic impression con-
veyed by the paintings and sculptures of great artists ? An all encompassing goal is the creation 
of a new audio-visual culture based on the Extra High Quality Display System discussed here 
and on a holographic sound system. In this paper, we report mainly on the "image depth" and 
the characteristics of cross modulation of R,G and B of CRT display critical to our goal. 

2. Extra High Quality Imaging 
Performance attributes of imaging systems are reconsidered from the perspective of psycho-

physics and human quality assessments.[!] The goal of our work is to develop a system that 
is able to reproduce refined and elegant images which are encountered in the non electronic 
world. We have called such a system the "Extra High Quality Imaging System" . 

Our strategy to discover important physical factors is as follows: we will assume that the overall 
quality can be expressed by assessment words, such as typically used by expert observers. At 
first, we will collect all of the assessment words relevant to the evaluation of the picture quality 
and classify into groups. Each group is labeled by a representative assessment word . 
Secondly, for a set of test images, assessment tests will be carried out and analyzed to determine 
the relationship between the overall quality evaluation and each representative assessment word. 
The evaluation on all representative assessment words is very difficult . Then, 
thirdly, we will find the key assessment words which are correlated with all representative as-
sessment words and which can be evaluated metrically. Focusing on the key assessment words, 
we will pursue the determination of such unknown physical factors as are important to the 
display of extra high quality images for various situations and kind of factor of concern, such 
as the types of displays or for the many types of images. 
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3. Test Images 
Ordinary images, gathered from a number of sources, consist typically of a common land-

scape, a featureless beauty or a scene with a few ordinary people. For our purpose, we require 
test images which convey not just an outward appearance but which also reflect an interior 
existence, that is, the high order sensation that can be conveyed by excellent images. Examples 
include famous paintings, glass and metals objects with a deep gross, or a woman with an 
enchanting look in her eyes, a high quality velvet luster and an image of a Japanese Maria. 

4 Key assessment words and "image depth": 
After much consideration, we have found a key quality assessment word for the extra high 

quality images that is appropriate for the evaluation of the CRT display. It is "image depth" . 
Based on the key assessment word "image depth", we have focused on the CRT picture mon-
itor 's physical parameters that might explain the loss of image depth and the fidelity of the 
position of objects toward depth direction. We will now elaborate. Positions of objects in a 
picture are mainly decided by the composition of a picture. However, if the reproduced color 
of objects has an error, the impression of position given by color reproduction will be different 
from the position which is decided by the composition of a picture. The error described above 
causes the deterioration of "image depth" and the high order sensation as "stableness" of a 
picture. 

4-1 Evaluation of "image depth": 
We have prepared 5 different types of picture monitors(88F,68TS,53F,54T,57T) to assess the 

"image depth" . The condition is, 
black : under 0.05 cd/m2 (signal:O) 
white : 68.52 cd/m2 (signal:255) 
display rectangle : 60% and 2% of whole display area 
luminance & color meter: MINOLTA CA-100 
ambiance : dark room 
viewing distance : 4H of 17', 20' and 21' CRT display 
Test images : 5 paintings selected from CD ROM published from London National Gallery. 
Number of evaluator : 8 

We have evaluated the goodness of "image depth" explained above. 

4-2 Results of assessment tests for "image depth": 
A result is shown in Fig.l. The horizontal axis are the index of images and the vertical axis 

are the 7 grade scale of ITU where the anchor is the picture monitor 88F. Reproduction of 
"image depth" is the best in 88F. 

5 Physical factors related with "image depth" 
Preliminary observations and measurements revealed us a loss of quality related to "image 

depth" as follows. Sampling rate more than about 5 times than required by Nyquist rate [1][2], 
SNR of 60 dB, Quantization accuracy of 36 bits/pixel[3][4], Sufficient Slew rate and Requisite 
for Gamma[5] . 

5-1 Cross modulation among R, G and B 
We will consider further physical factors and image depth sensation. We have found the cross 

modulation among R ,G and B color components.The consideration on the cross modulation is, 
for instance, the red beam, R, is large, then the G and B beams are apt to be smaller than 
desired . With such a cross modulation, faithful dynamic color reproduction will be poor. 
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Figure 1: Compared 68TS with 88F 

5-2 Measurement of cross modulation 

Figure 2: Display 88F 

---,..., _ 

In a first experiment, a white flat rectangle is displayed on the monitor. Therefore, R=G=B=S, 
and the common value S ranges from 0 to 255. White luminance We =R+B+G is a function 
of the input signal, so that we can also write Wc(S) . In a second experiment, the same size 
rectangle of the first experiment of the primary colors are displayed one at a time, and the 
luminance is measured as a function of S. The corresponding luminances are Lr(S), Lb(S) and 
Lg(S). In the absence of cross modulation, we should have ideally the sum of the component 
luminance equal to the white luminance for the same value of S; Wc(S)-Wr(S)=O, However, for 
a usual CRT display, equality does not hold and we measure: 
Lr(S)+Lb(S)+Lg(S) = Wr(S) 
where we denoted the sum of luminances by Wr(S). We calculated Wc(S)-Wr(S) = 
We have tested W(S)=Wc(S)-Wr(S) for various CRT displays. Conditions are the same as 
described in 4-1. W = Wc(S)-Wr(S) are shown in Fig.2 to Fig.4, where the horizontal 
axis represent input signal level S(0-255) and the vertical axis represent cd/m2 • 

Figure 3: Display 68TS 

80'J'.MTS -
2'JI.MTS ·- -67T -2"467T --

., !:-, ----:.,...--:::---:!:"----:::----:::----=. 

Figure 4: Display 57T 

The results are astonishing. Incredible large color reproduction errors are observed. The 
rule of additive mixture of color is scarcely kept in all of CRT displays tested in the sense of 
the strict reproduction of color. When we consider the strict color reproduction such as "color 
difference E ::; 1 in CIE unit", practically it seems to be impossible for us to realize. 

5-3 Cross modulation and the depth of images 
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We can observe that the cross modulation badly influences the reproduction of the image 
depth. If is large, evaluation of image is bad for reproduction of natural reproduction of the 
image depth. For W > 0 , reproduction of the image depth is bad and as a global impression, 
the display image looks "unstable" . For W < 0, reproduction of the depth is not so bad 
compared to the case W > 0 but it looks unnatural. Considerations as to whether the cross 
modulation characteristics are depend on CRT substantially or a drive circuit are as yet unclear. 

6 Conclusion 
Until now, no one has pointed out that the "cross modulation among R,G and B" exist and 

it and its change by average luminance are important for the display of high quality images. 
The discovery of the existence of cross modulation and the discovery of the fact that the cross 
modulation among R,G, and B affect the "image depth"; high order sensation will develop the 
quality of CRT display sharply. Other factors which will relate with the "image depth" are as 
follows. Slew rate; low level contours are emphasized if the slew rate is not sufficiently small. 
Gamma; high order impression of images are greatly destroyed if gamma curve is distorted and 
the depth of images is greatly destroyed[7] . PQS for extra high quality images are a future 
theme[8] . 
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Encoding Color Images for the World Wide Web 

Giordano BERETTA, Vasudev BHASKARAN, 
Konstantinos KONSTANTINIDES and Balas K. NATARAJAN 

The World Wide Web (W3) is rapidly becoming a new mass communications medium. 
Contents creators are using similar design and layout styles as in printed magazines, 
i.e., with many color images and graphics. The information is transmitted over tele-
phone lines, where the speed/price trade-off is much more severe than in the case of 
printed media. We analyze the spatial compression of color images and describe a 
methodology that allows a compact representation while allowing to preserve full color 
fidelity. 

1. Introduction 
The W3 is a hypertext system based on the Internet. It was conceived primarily to allow 
teams of physicists to relate sets of data and sequences of interpretations of this data, 
independently of the physicist's location. For improved readability a simple markup 
language called HyperText Markup Language (HTML) was created, which allowed the 
use of more readable fonts and the inclusion of graphs and images. However, for maxi-
mum platform independence, the main paradigm was that the author of a document 
defined the contents and the structure, while the appearance was defined by the reader. 
In the meantime the W3 has been embraced by the general public and savvy publishers 
have quickly recognized its potential as a new publications medium. Commercial publi-
cation requires a strict control of the appearance, consequently a large proportion of 
document contents is transmitted as raster images rather than a combination of text 
and images. Color is used throughout to give a distinctive look to the pages for each 
publication. Gradients and textures are used profusely. 
Typical W3 files require much more time to transmit than ASCII text files and many 
readers access the Internet from slow connections in their homes. The standard design 
approach is to use palettized color and to limit as much as possible the number of colors 
used, so that the images can be encoded with a small number of bits per pixel using the 
Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) file format [1] . 
When the number of colors is restricted to those available in a palette, accurate color 
reproduction is no longer possible, because colors have either to be approximated or 
simulated from palette colors using dither patterns. Designers put a large effort to 
specify with great precision the color of each item, and color scientists invent algo-
rithms that allow the perceptually accurate reproduction of these colors across media. 
Therefore, in professional applications such as product catalogs and brochures, color 
palettization is not acceptable. Dithering is unacceptable because it introduces a visible 
texture in the images, which are typically reproduced on a monitor at 72 dpi . The dither 
pattern can interfere with the texture on the object in the image, changing it appear-
ance, or in the case of text, make it harder to read. 
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HTML allows the use of a second file format called informally JPEG for the Indepen-
dent Joint Photographic Experts Group that first worked on its standardization [2]. In 
this encoding system full color information can be preserved for each pixel, but spatial 
information that cannot be perceived by the human visual system is omitted. Although 
JPEG is used to encode color images, it is not very popular to encode colored graphics 
and text. The reason is that when the file is sufficiently compressed the quality of text 
and graphics is degraded. 
We show how the parameters for JPEG compression can be selected to achieve high 
compression rates while preserving the readability of text and smoothness of color 
areas. This allows graphic designers to exploit the full color gamut available on com-
puters. The main idea is to design customized quantization and Huffman tables for 
each type of graphic element, such as image, gradient, texture, text, etc. 

2. The GIF format 
GIF was developed by CompuServe Incorporated and defines a protocol intended for 
the on-line transmission and interchange of raster graphic data in a way that is inde-
pendent of the hardware used in their creation or display. Three channels are used to 
specify colors and these channels are red, green and blue. The color specification is in 
arbitrary device units and no colorimetric characterization is made, i .e. , the spatial 
information is hardware independent, but the color information is not. 
The GIF format is limited to palettized color, i.e., only a fixed number of colors can be 
used in an image. This number is a power of two between 0 and 7, so that theoretically 
a palette can contain a maximum of 256 colors. The GIF format uses color tables to list 
the colors in a palette; a raster image then consists of a matrix of indices into a color 
table, one index per pixel. If a color can be represented with a 3 byte quantity (one byte 
per channel) and there are a maximum of256 colors, the size of the image is reduced by 
a factor of three, since an index can be stored in a byte. 
This raster data is a string that can be compressed using a data compression algo-
rithm. The GIF format uses a variant of the Ziv and Lempel adaptive dictionary based 
technique [3] published by Welsh and designated by the author's initials LZW [4]. 

3. The JPEG format 
While in the GIF format color information can be lost while spatial information in the 
image is preserved, the JPEG algorithm takes the opposite approach: the color infor-
mation can be preserved while some spatial information can be lost. For the W3 appli-
cation we are interested in the so-called DCT-based JPEG coders, in which spatial 
information is lost. The art of using the JPEG algorithm is to chose the parameters so 
that the only spatial information lost is the one that cannot be perceived. 
Unlike GIF, JPEG does not prescribe a color encoding. Each pixel in an image is 
described with up to 255 so-called color components [5, p. 133] . This allows to represent 
color images using any colorimetric color space or even to use a discrete spectral repre-
sentation. DCT-based coders allow each color component to be represented as 8 or 12 
bit quantities. Even with the more compact 8-bit representation, it is obvious how to 
use a colorimetric color space that keeps the color error below 1 jnd. 

3.1. The JPEG pipeline 
In the following we will consider only the baseline JPEG compression method, since it 
is virtually ubiquitous. This method consists of four stages. First, the raster image is 
subdivided into blocks. Second, a sequential discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied, 
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which is an orthogonal and separable transform that allows near-optimum energy com-
paction and for which a number of fast algorithms with low computational complexity 
have been developed. 
In a third stage the data is quantized based on the discrete quantization table (DQT); 
each element of the DQT matrix can be any integer value between 1 and 255 and 
defines the quantization step for the corresponding DCT coefficients. This stage is lossy 
and implementors seek to design the DQT so that no visible artifacts are introduced in 
the image. 
The final step in the JPEG method is a lossless Huffman encoder, which eliminates the 
entropy in the image file. The Huffman table (HT) controls the effectiveness of the loss-
less compression. At the receiving end, the inverse transforms are applied in reverse 
order, creating a rendition of the original image. 

3.2. Designing JPEG DQT matrices 
The usual method to increase the compression ratio of the JPEG method is to scale the 
DQTs by increasing the q-factor until the quantization errors can no longer be accepted 
by the user. Even when the tables are carefully designed to be perceptually lossless, a 
large q-factor will introduce artifacts, such as blockiness in areas of constant color or 
ringing on text characters. 
We examine the statistical properties of typical images used in W3 pages. We use a 
well-known technique called bit-rate control, where the key idea is to allocate more bits 
to the coefficients in which the images contain more energy. A common correlate for the 
energy is the statistical variance. For our experiments we followed the example in ref-
erence [5, p. 137]. We established experimentally that with a bit rate of6 bits per pixel 
there are not visible artifacts like ringing in text or blockiness in smooth areas. 

3.3. JPEG Huffman tables 
The example Huffman tables (HT) in the JPEG standard have been determined for the 
perceptually lossless compression of pictorial YCbCr images. We are interested in those 
W3 images that consist mainly of line art and text. Our experiments show that we can 
design good constrained-length Huffman codes usinW the simple ad hoc technique of 
setting to 2- 16 all symbol probabilities less than 2- 1 and then proceeding as if there 
were no constraints on the codeword lengths. For each of our test images, first we com-
pute the probability distribution of all possible symbols for which Huffman code words 
are needed, and then we design image-dependent custom tables. 

4. Experimental results 
With our custom quantization table we have been able to achieve typical compression 
ratios of 1:13, which compares favorably with the GIF method. Unlike GIF, the JPEG 
method allows the accurate colorimetric communication of color information and fea-
tures such as gradients and textures. Table 1 summarizes the results. 

Table 1: Typical image files sizes in bytes for various formats 

file name raw GIF TIFF JPEG ratio 

drivers 24,975 4,703 9,698 1,753 1:14 

main 1 120,540 27,732 78,372 11,146 1:11 

main 2 88,770 18,307 46,614 6,724 1:13 
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Table 1 : Typical image files sizes in bytes for various formats 

file name raw GIF TIFF JPEG ratio 

main3 523,392 116,265 349,082 39,129 1:13 

main4 130,872 16,890 46,944 8,088 1:16 

5. Outlook 
In professional W3 pages image sizes are typically 384 x 256 pixels, and never larger 
than 600 x 400 pixels. This compares to professional photographs scanned at 
3072 x 2048 pixels. Computer display monitors usually operate at 72 dpi, while typical 
computer printers have resolutions of 600 dpi or more. One would like to have a higher 
resolution of an image available for printing. In addition, because so much detail is lost 
when the image is resampled for the low-resolution monitor, users would like to be able 
to zoom and pan in images. 
These features can be provided if the image is stored as a pyramid where at each level 
the image is stored at a lower resolution and each level is tiled. The W3 browser can 
then request a the specific group of tiles that fills the image window at a given resolu-
tion. A new image format called FlashPix implements these features [7] . The tiles have 
a size of 64 x 64 pixels and are individually JPEG encoded. The JPEG table design 
methodology presented above allows new applications such as publishing on the W3 

maps and large drawings. 
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New Colour Management Strategies for 
Industrial Colour Control 

John H. XIN, H. HUANG, M. Ronnier LUO, S.S. LEE and D. LEE 

ABSTRACT 
Colour physics systems have been widely used in textile industry for colour quality control and 
recipe formulation . However, most existing systems can not fully cope with today's demands: short 
delivery time and low production cost. The concepts described in the paper were integrated into a 
system, named Supreme Colour Physics System (SCOPE), which can achieve the above demands. 
These concepts include colour "on-line", electronic colour library and "Expert Match", etc. The 
colour "on-line" applies the monitor calibration technique to allow users creating or matching a 
desired colour on a monitor screen. The colour will then be transformed to colorimetric values for 
accurate colour reproduction onto textile materials. This results in a significant time reduction from 
design to production. Electronic colour library allows users to store and retrieve accurate colour 
together with recipe information. It eliminates the problem of colour changes of physical samples 
due to soiling and fading, and ensures the continuity of the dye recipes. The "Expert Match" 
effectively improves the rate of right-first-time via a self-learning process from a previously stored 
recipe database. The SCOPE system provides textile companies a leading edge in the very 
competitive market. 

INTRODUCTION 
The use of modern colour physics systems has many advantages such as to maintain a satisfactory 
level of colour quality control, to obtain accurate colour formulation, to reduce lead time in 
laboratory and production dyeing, to reduce costs in each formulation, to optimise the stock level of 
chemicals and materials, to compensate the shortage of skilled colourists. However, majority of the 
colour physics systems can not fully achieve those advantages. This is mainly due to the inadequate 
tools for maximising their system performance. 

In 1994, a project funded by Gain Associates Inc., Taiwan, was commenced at University of Derby, 
UK. The aim was to develop a new colour physics system equipped with mordant concepts, i.e. 
colour 'on-line', electronic colour library and "Expert Match", which provide users with a powerful 
tool for achieving new challenges such as right-first time, 'dye-to-numbers', quick response. The 
system named SCOPE (Supreme Colour Physics Expert) was successfully developed and launched 
iniTMA 95 . 

COLOUR "ON-LINE" 
Colour "on-line" is a key feature in the SCOPE system and is aimed to reduce lead time from 
colour design to production. Three technologies are included: to apply sophisticated monitor 
calibration technology for colour selection and matching on screen, to obtain recipes for the 
monitor colours with high degree of accuracy and colour constancy, and to transfer the recipe to an 
automatic laboratory dispensing system to dye the textile materials. 
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Traditionally, the creation of seasonal fashion colours by a designer is a lengthy and difficult task 
often [1] involving colour specification from a theme, which may involve some small coloured 
objects such as paper cuttings from a magazine, various types and sizes of coloured objects. These 
fashion colours are then reproduced in different textile materials and finally approved . A modern 
designer often creates these colours from a theme on a computer aided design (CAD) system. 
Majority of these systems can only provide so-called device-dependent colour, which specifies a 
monitor colour in terms of red, green and blue gun intensities. These intensities if reproduced using 
a different monitor would give quite different colours. Even with the same monitor, the appearance 
of the colour would not be preserved for a not too long period of time due to the ageing of 
phosphors. Another obstacle for the designers is the communication with the dyers in order to 
reproduce the same colour onto different physical substrates say wool, cotton and man-made fibres. 
It often takes several laboratory corrections before the satisfactory colours can be obtained [ 1]. This 
is mainly caused by the large degree of metamerism involved. Colourists also have many problems 
associated with colour measurement. On of these is that the standard samples provided by the 
customers are too small to measure by spectrophotometers. 

The SCOPE system provides a comprehensive solution to the above problems. Designers can select 
desired colours via an electronic colour space displayed on a monitor screen. Colourists can visually 
match small samples onto a monitor screen. Subsequently, the recipe would be formulated for these 
monitor colours using the dyer's dyestuffs with a desired level of colour constancy. Finally, the 
recipes can be transferred to a laboratory dispenser for minimising the time and weighting errors for 
producing accurate colour samples. The whole process is performed with almost no involvement of 
physical samples. The lead time reduces from weeks to hours. A brief account of each of the 
technology involved is given below: 

Monitor Calibration 
Monitor used in the SCOPE system is calibrated via an on-line tristimulus colorimeter. This allows 
the monitor colours produced by a set of red, green and blue intensities to be described in terms of 
the CIE colour specification such as X, Y, Z or CIELAB values under a particular illuminant, which 
are independent of the monitor used. In this way, monitor colours become device independent 
colours, which can be directly used for colour communication. 

Initially, it is essential to determine the characteristics of the monitor considered such as the colour 
variation over time and the number of colours can be displayed (this is also closely associated with 
the graphic card used) . The tolerance limit of 0.5 L\E CMC(2: 1) unit is used for this purpose( the 
CMC(2: 1) L\E is used throughout this paper). The monitor used in the project (a Sony Multiscan 
17" monitor) can easily achieve this criteria. It should be emphasized that the whole process of 
calibration should be carried out in a dark room. 

Many monitor characterisation models for the relation between the luminance of the guns and the 
gun intensities have been studied [2,3). The model that derived by Berns et al [4] was used in this 
work for its simplicity and accuracy in comparison with the other models. Apart from the 
calibration data for red, green and blue guns, 38 test colours (greys and a wide range of chromatic 
colours) were also used to evaluate the performance of the calibration routine. 

In the calibration procedure, a series of colours are displayed in the centre of the monitor one at a 
time. The colour measurement is commenced when a new colour is displayed for 2 seconds. The 
speed of colour measurement is determined by the scan frequency of the monitor with an intelligent 
software built into the sensor. Subsequently, for each colour a later reading is compared with the 
previous reading until the L\E value is less than 0.5 L\E units. The final reading were then stored for 
deriving the monitor characterisation model. All these steps are necessary to overcome the problem 
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of image instability [5]. The model accuracy is a trade off between the hardware cost and the 
performance of monitor plus the resolution of the graphic card. The of one is essential for 
achieving the basic performance of the SCOPE system. 

Colour Selection 
The SCOPE system is capable of displaying CIE L • a• b* colour space and Munsell colour order 
system, as well as other colour systems. Users can select colours from a particular colour space to 
form a group. They can also retrieve colours from a database to visually match a colour on screen 
from a physical sample viewed in a viewing cabinet. When those colours have been selected or 
created, they can then be further modified in terms of lightness, chroma and hue angle via a colour 
adjustment tool. 

Recipe Formulation for Monitor Colours 
The recipe formulation for the "on-line" colours by colourists can immediately be carried out. In 
fact, the colour creation and recipe formulation are carried out within one system. The information 
of the colours created are shared by a colourist on-line without any delay. The colourist can then be 
informed whether the colours can be reproduced using the existing colorants on a particular 
substrate. In addition, each recipe is incorporated with a reliable colour constancy index for 
indicating the change of colour appearance across a number of selected illuminants. 

If a colour can not be produced because of the limitation of the colorant gamut, one or several 
approximations to this colour can be produced. The information sharing allows the colourist to pass 
these approximated colours back to the designer for a quick approval. If all these are not 
acceptable, designers can modify the colour again for further formulation. This process is quite 
efficient because the communication is on-line. Time and money is saved because the process of 
proofing is performed without any real sample dyeing. 

ELECTRONIC COLOUR LIBRARY 
For co tourists, the visualisation of previous colour information and the continuity of a known recipe 
are extremely valuable. This is because a match to the standard within a tolerance limit can not 
guarantee the match to the previous sample (batch). The error can be twice the tolerance set by the 
customer if two batches are located in the two extremes of the tolerance limit against the standard. 
From the visualisation of previous colour information and the continuity of a known recipe, the 
tolerance limit for a particular customer can be reliably established. The continuity information can 
also assist the colourists to check the repeatability of the machinery, the quality of the colorants and 
the substrate supplied, the reliability of the dyeing process. Traditionally, these pieces of 
information are given by shade cards with many dyeing swatches pinned on. Unfortunately, the 
physical samples can be soiled and their colours will fade after a certain period of time. As the time 
goes by, the cards will grow into a large number causing storage problem. 

The electronic colour library, also called recipe archive, in the SCOPE system can solve these 
problems and at the same time provide an efficient way to store and retrieve information about the 
recipe and dyeing. Instead of using physical samples, the system can truthfully reproduce the 
standard colour as well as the colours previously dyed. The accuracy for the displayed colours is 
ensured by the monitor calibration technique described earlier. 

'EXPERT MATCH' 
One of the difficulties in achieving the 'right-first-time' is due to the fact that the Kubela-Munk 
theory used in the recipe formulation systems is only an approximation [6] and also the single 
colorant database do not have the capability of taking into account the interaction between the 
colorant in a multi-colorant mixture. 
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The 'Expert Match' system in the SCOPE is an effective method for improving the 'right-first-time' 
rate. The system learns from the previous coloration history and the recipes stored in each batch. It 
can then predict a new colour using the previous 'experience' . The batch information in the recipe 
archive served as a source for these historical information. 

'Expert Match' can also follow any subtle changes of a coloration system even not aware by 
colourists. These changes include machine conditions, dyeing process, and dyestuff strength. The 
learning process is always continuing therefore the historical information is always most up to date. 

INTEGRATING WITH LAB ORA TORY DISPENSERS 
The system supports the on-line link with a laboratory based dyestuff dispenser. This also 
substantially reduces the time for solution preparation and more importantly, improves the accuracy 
of dye solution. 

CONCLUTION 
The concept of colour "on-line", the electronic colour library, and 'Expert Match' have many 
advantages to maximise the efficiency of the industrial colour control in order to achieve quick 
response and right-first-time. The SCOPE system integrated with the above technologies for colour 
design, colour quality control, recipe formulation and colorant dispensing provides textile colourists 
a powerful tool for colour management. 
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Color Gamut Mapping Based on Minimization 
of Perceptual Image Difference 

Shigeki NAKAUCHI , Masahiro IMAMURA and Shiro USUI 

This paper describes a color gamut mapping technique as an optimization problem for finding 
an image which is perceptually closest to the original one among the images which only contain 
reproducible colors for the destination device. Perceptual difference between images is defined as 
a color difference of band-pass-filtered images rather than simple summation of t:.E of each pixel 
within the image. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the shape of a color gamut differs for each device, it is necessary to transform the colors 

in order to fit them into the reproducible colors, which is so called a gamut mapping. Conventional 
methods for gamut mapping, such as linear compression or clipping of chroma, basically focus 
only on the tristimulus values, such as CIEXYZ or CIELAB, for each pixel independently. It is 
questionable that we can get satisfactory reproduction using such pixel-by-pixel method since human 
color appearance strongly depends on spatial arrangement of colors in an image(l). 

To overcome this problem, this paper describes a technique of color gamut mapping from an 
optimization point of view. The goal is to find an image which is perceptually closest to the original 
one among the images with a set of all reproducible colors for the destination device. Perceptual dif-
ference between images is newly defined with a consideration to human contrast sensitivity function 
(CSF) rather than simple summation of t:.E of each pixel within the image. 

2. FORMULATION OF GAMUT MAPPING AS AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
Color gamut mapping can be described as an optimization problem of the form: Find an 

image such that perceptually closest to the original under the condition that all pixels are within the 
color gamut of the destination device . Perceptual difference PD is newly defined as a color difference 
between an original and a reproduction both were filtered by an observation process beforehand. 

PD L C:.P2 (x,y) = L II h * (0- R) l l[x ,y) 
(x ,y) (x ,y) 

where 0 = { o(x, y)} and R = { r( x, y)} are original and reproduced images as the set of pixels 
representing L*a*b* values at the position (x , y) . h is a point spread function of an observation 
process and* represents convolution. 11 · 11 shows norm of vector at position (x,y). 

h was described using DOG (difference of Gaussian) to have band-pass characteristics. Peak 
frequency for L • is set to be slightly higher than those for a• and b* according to psychophysical 
evidence of human CSF(2). It should be noted that if delta function was used instead of h , PD 
would give t:.E2 between R and 0. 

To generate a reproduction that minimizes PD, we adopt following optimizing processes. 
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Step 1: Set the initial value to R. 

Step 2: Clipping pixels outside the gamut to make all pixel beeing inside the 
gamut. 

Step 3: r +-- r- a· ffPDjar to reduce PD by a steepest descent method. Where 
a is the update rate. 

Step 4: Clipping pixels outside the gamut arising at Step 3. 

Step 5: if llffPD/8rll is small enough, then exit; else go to Step 3. 

3. lD MONOCHROMATIC CASE 

Figure 1 demonstrates the gamut map-
ping for a simple lD monochromatic case to 
show the difference between several methods in-
cluding normalize, minimized-Cl.Eave and pro-
posed methods. Normalize method (Fig.l(b) 
and the gray line in Fig.l(e)) altered all pixel 
values and the contrast of reproduction was re-
duced. 

(a) Original 

.:II 
(b) Normalize 

(c) min-<>E.,., 

II 
(d) Proposed 

rH !t.: 

... ,.. 
r::: 

0 255 

Figure 1. Original and reproduced images obtained 
by different gamut mapping methods for a simple 10 
monochromatic case. The original image ranges from 
0 to 255. Gamut is set to be between 51 and 204. 

By mmlmlzmg the average color difference , 
pixels inside the gamut were not influenced by 
gamut mapping. However, we obtained an im-
age shown in Fig.l(c) (not shown in Fig.l(e)) 
which losses contrast at highlight and dark area 
by clipping pixels at the boundary of the gamut. 
The proposed method, on the other hand, com-
presses the pixels not only outside but also a 
part of pixels inside the gamut to preserve con-
trast as shown in Fig.l(d) and the thick line in 
Fig.l(e). 

Figure 2 shows power spectrum of differ-
ence between original and reproduced images 
obtained by three methods . Since the summa-
tion of power in the spatial frequency domain is 
equal to E(x,y) 110-RIIlx,y)' PD is equivalent to 
the weighted summation of power with the filter 
gain of h, which is shown by bell-shaped curve 
with dotted line. From the spatial-frequency 
point of view, the proposed method attempts to 
selectively reduce the middle-spatial-frequency 
component of the difference from the original 
image as shown by a thick line. 

10' , .. 
Spatial Frequency (cyclellmege) 

Figure 2 . Power spectrum of difference between original 
and reproduced images. Peak frequency of h was set 
to be 50 cycle/ image. 
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(b) Gamut Alarm (d) 90%Normalize+NN (0 Proposed 

Figure 4 . (a) original , (b) gamut alarm , (c) NN , (d) 90 % Normalize+NN , (e)minimized-t> E •• , and (f) 
proposed method . All these are displayed in gray-scale for the printing reason . Although (e) has the 
smallest average color difference (t>E •• , = 2.46) . contrast was reduced especially for creases of the clothing. 
In the reproduction obtained by the proposed method, on the other hand , this problem was settled : color 
difference is kept relatively small (t>E •• ,=3.30) and contrast is preserved well. This is because proposed 
method compresses not only the p1xels outside the gamut but also other pixels inside the gamut to preserve 
the contrast of the image. 

4. COLOR HARDCOPY REPRODUCTION 

Generation of Images 
Proposed method was applied to hardcopy reproduction. The goal is to find the best quality 

reproduct ion which is perceptually closest to t he original displayed on CRT, and also reproducible 
for a t arget printer . T he color reproduct ion system used here consists of a CRT monitor (SONY, 
GDM-2000TC) and a full-color printer (Textronix, Phaser540J). T hese devices are calibrated using 
CIELAB t ristimulus values. For the color printer, color conversion is performed by neural networks 
(NNs)<Jl. 

Figure 3 shows (a) original, (b) gamut alarm and reproductions by (c) NN (original L•a•b• 
was directly converted to CMY by aNN without gamut mapping), (d) 90%-normalize+ NN (reduced 
chroma to 90% and converted to CMY by a NN), (e) minimized- LI. Eave using a delta function as 
h instead of band-pass-filter and (f) proposed method. All these images are displayed in gray-scale 
for the printing reason . In Fig.3(e), contrast was reduced especially for creases of the clothing. This 
is because minimized-LI. Eave method simply maps the pixels outside the gamut onto the surface 
of a gamut without any consideration to preserve contrast of the original. On the other hand, 
this problem was set t led in the proposed method as shown in Fig.3(f). That is, proposed method 
compresses not only the pixels outside the gamut but also other pixels inside the gamu t to preserve 
the cont rast of the image. In other words, this method reduced the color difference especially for 
middle-spatial- frequency component to which the human visual system is sensitive. 
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Paired Comparison Experiment 
A psychophysical experiment (paired comparison task) was performed to evaluate the proposed 

method. Reproductions by the four methods shown in Fig.3(c)- (f) were compared. Observers 
examined an original displayed on a CRT and compared it to a pair of hardcopy reproductions in 
the light booth illuminated by D55 light source. Observers were asked to chose which of the two 
reproductions is most like the original, using a paired-comparison paradigm(4). Observers were seated 
approximately 100 em in front of the CRT and hardcopies. Peak frequencies of h for luminance and 
color were set to 11.0 and 6.0 cycle/deg, respectively. All experiments were conducted in a dark 
room. 

Figure 4 shows the percentage of trials for which each method was chosen and the rank 
between methods . Result shows that the proposed method performed best, while the minimized-
11Eave method was chosen as the worst in this case although the reproduction by this method 
has the smallest color difference. Reproductions obtained by the NN and the 90%-normalize+NN 
methods had relatively large color differences. However, even these methods performed better than 
the minimized-fl.Eave method. Presumably, it was because the NN and the 90%-normalize+NN 
methods preserved a certain amount of the contrast a lthough color differed from the original. It is 
not necessarily that these methods always perform better than the minimized-11Eave method. A 
certain reproduction by these methods could not be acceptable , that is, high-saturated red of an 
apple was reproduced as pink, for instance. 

Several observers reported that a criterion for judgement of the closeness between images 
was the balance of color difference and preservation of contrast. Proposed method is based on a 
consideration to that point and this is the reason why the proposed method performed best among 
the experiments. 

NN 90%Normahze ... NN 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 4. Percentage of trials for which each 
method as chosen. The proposed method 
performed best , while the minimized-t>.Eaue 
method was chosen as the worst in this case al-
though the reproduction by this method has the 
smallest color difference . 

A novel method for gamut mapping by optimizing perceptual image quality was proposed. 
Perceptual difference between images was defined as a color difference of band-pass-filtered images 
and the optimizing process was described based on a steepest descent method. A paired-comparison 
experiment showed that the closeness between images was not determined only by color difference 
but also preservation of contrast, and the proposed method taking this point into account successfully 
performed. 
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Versatile Spectra Photometer for Cross-Media 
Color Management 

Hans BRETTEL, Alain CHIRON, Jon Y. HARDEBERG 
and Francis SCHMITT 

We report a modular and flexible spectrophotometric system which allows for fast re-
cordings of spectra from reflecting targets, light sources, and self luminous displays. The 
sensor device is a PC-controlled low-cost grating spectrophotometer with a CCD pixel ar-
ray; the integration time and thereby the sensitivity can be controlled by varying the clock 
rate of data readout . Collimating lenses and optical fibers are used in combination with a 
PC-controlled mechanical scanning table to obtain measurements from a series of patches 
from various calibration target charts. The main application of this spectrophotometer is 
the spectral characterization of color targets and input/output devices for cross-media color 
management. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Colorimetrically faithful color reproduction across different media requires accurate mapping 
between each device specific color space and the physiological color space of the human ob-
server, standardized by the CIE (1931) colorimetric system [1, 2]. Whereas this kind of color 
mapping can be as easy as a linear transformation for three-primary additive displays such as 
CRTs, it can be far more complicated for hard copy output devices and input scanners. 

We have recently developed various device characterization and color mapping techniques 
that use nonlinear transformations to convert between CIELAB and the device specific color 
spaces of scanners and printers [4]. A typical problem arises with scanners for which the 
spectral sensitivity functions of their three color channels are significantly different from linear 
combinat ions of the CIE color-matching functions x(>.), y(A) , z( >.) [3]. Consequently, a pair 
of metameric stimuli for the human observer may well produce different output signals of the 
scanner. To handle such cases by an appropriate calibration procedure, the reflectance spectra 
of the calibration targets are required, rather than only their CIE XYZ tristimulus values . 

The aim of the work presented here was to design a versatile spectrophotometer system 
for cross-media color management at moderate costs. The requirements which our design had 
to meet were: 

• To allow for spectroradiometric measurements of: 

Reflecting targets; 
Light sources used for target illumination; 
Self luminous displays such as CRTs. 

• To provide for wavelength and spectral sensitivity calibration procedures. 

• Automatic recording of reflectance spectra from a series of patches of complex targets 
such as the IT8.7 /2 [5] scanner calibration chart. 
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• Spectral resolution 5 nm. 
• No mechanical contact with the target. 

• Operational with a wide range of optical densities. 
• Digital recording compatible with high level postprocessing. 

• Total costs below US$ 10,000. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

The heart of our spectrophotometri c system is a low-cost spectrometer (Ocean Optics Model 
SD1000) using a 600 lines/mm diffraction grating and a linear 1024-element Charge-Coupled 
Device (CCD) photodetector; with this combinat ion , the spectrum is sampled at a stepsize of 
about 0.5 nm by the pixels of the linear CCD array. The SD1000 spectrometer is a two-channel 
version which contains two ident ical monochromator units (called "master" and "slave") and 
a common electronic interface. The light enters each monochromator by an SMA-type fiber 
optic connector which allows to set-up different optical measurement configurations easily. 
The drawback of this flexibility is that, for highly accurate measurements, wavelength and 
radiometric sensitivity calibration has to be redone after a change in the optical configuration. 
Without further optical elements, the spectral resolution of an SDlOOO spectrometer is de-
termi ned by the diameter of the end of the fiber optic bundle; to also allow the use of bundles 
of large diameters, we used an entrance slit of 100 J.Lm width, corresponding to a spectral 
resolution of 5 nm. Another option used at the entrance of both spectrometer channels were 
short-wave cutoff filters with a transition wavelength of 360 nm, to prevent from second order 
diffraction art ifacts. 

The electronic interface of the SD1000 spectrometer is linked to a data acquisition board of 
a PC computer by a DB 25 connector. We used a data acquisition board with a 12-bit analog 
to digital converter (ADC) for the recording of the CCD pixel signals; the same board also 
served to generate the clock and control signals. The following table summarizes the function 
of the different pins of the DB 25 connector of the SD1000 spectrometer: 

Pin# Function Signal Direction 
1 Clock to SDlOOO 
2 Enable-A DC-Trigger to SDlOOO 
3 ADC-Trigger from SDlOOO 
7 Digital Ground 
9 +5 V DC Supply 

11 Analog Out "slave" channel from SDlOOO 
12 Analog Ground 
13 Analog Out "master" channel from SD1000 
22 TTL-Low all the time to SD1000 

For normal operat ion , the control logic of the SD1000 requires a continuously running TTL 
compatible Clock signal at Pin 1, and the amplified analog signals of both channels are available 
at Pins 11 and 13 in parallel. This parallel readout allows to make simultaneous recordings 
of two different spectra, as for example spectra of a Xenon lamp light puis before and after 
reflection by a dye sample. 1 

1 Unfortunately, the standard software which came with the SDlOOO spectrometer did not allow such sim-
ultaneous recordings. The software which we wrote for our applications, however, had this functionality 
included. 
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Another interesting feature of the SD1000 is the possibility to adjust the optical integrat ion 
time and thereby the light sensitivity by changing the frequency of the Clock pulses. Under 
the conditions indicated in the table above, the optical integration time lasts for 8192 clock 
pulses; i.e., at a clock rate of 32 kHz, the integration time was 256 ms. In our applications, 
we provided for adjusting the integration time in the range from 64 ms to 4096 ms , in order 
to allow for reflectance measurements over a wide range of optical densities. 

In a typical experimental setup for the measurement of reflecting targets, the target is 
illuminated under 45 degrees by a tungsten halogen light source and the backscattered light 
is measured in the normal direction. The measurement light source is driven by a current 
controled DC power supply of high stability. A coated doublet lens forms an image of the 
target plane on the common end of a bifurcated fiber optic bundle (Oriel Model No. 77533) . 
The individual fibers of both legs are evenly distibuted over the area of the common end, and 
therefore, the bifurcated fiber optic bundle acts as a beam splitter. We used one leg to carry 
the light received from the target to the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The other leg was 
optionally used to project light from a dim pointer light source onto the target, in order to 
indicate the exact position of the field of measurement. This option was very useful to check 
exact positioning and to prepare the program for the mechanical scanning of complex targets. 

A critical part of all spectrophotometric measurements is the accuracy of wavelength and 
spectral sensitivity calibration. In our applications, we provided for calibration procedures on 
a regular basis. The spectral lines of Hg/ Ar discharge lamp served for wavelength calibration 
and a second order polynomial fit was used to obtain the wavelength versus CCD-pixellookup 
table. Spectral sensitivity calibration was regularily done with a with a set of Tungsten 
Halogen lamps (Osram Xenophot 50W) which were less frequently compared to a standard of 
spectral irradiance (Quartz Tungsten Halogen lamp 45 W, Oriel Model no. 63361, Serial no. 
4-193). 

3. RESULTS 

A main application of the spectrophotometer system described in the present paper is the 
spectral characterization of color reflect ion targets for input scanner calibration. To this end, 
we fixed the targets on a mechanical scanning table; the scanning movements were controlled 
by our application software and synchronized with the spectral recordings from the different 
color patches of the target. In addition to the target, we also mounted a Labsphere reflectance 
standard (diameter: 32 mm ) on the scanning table, having its surface in the same plane as 
the target surface. 

A typical measurement procedure for the recording of the spectral reflectance factors from 
a series of patches of a complex target such as the IT8 .7/2 [5] scanner calibration chart was 
as follows: 

• Programming of the mechanical scanning path according to the layout of the target. 

• Adjustment of the light sensitivity by choice of the optical integration time. 
• Recording of the dark current signal of each CCD pixel. 
• Recording of the spectral response obtained from the Spectralon "white" reflectance 

standard . 

• Successive positioning and recording of the spectral response for each patch of the target . 
• Second recording of the spectral response obtained from the Spectralon " white" reflect-

ance standard. 

• Second recording of the dark current signal of each CCD pixel. 
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Figure 1 shows the spectral reflectance factors of some patches of an ANSI IT8.7 /2-1993 
color reflection target as measured by our spectrophotometer system. The selected patches 
are part of the dye scale area of the IT8.2/2 target; each of the six patches represents the same 
amounts of dye, either of a single dye (H13, H14, H15) or of a pair of dyes (H17, H18, H19) . 
We used such sets of spectral reflectance functions as basis for the estimation of the spectral 
sensitivity functions of color input scanners and electronic color cameras. 

IT8.7/2-1993 Target (Agfa 1994:08 Serial no. C50182xx) 
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Figure 1: Spectral reflectance factors of some patches of an ANSI IT8.7 /2-1993 color reflection 
target for input scanner calibration. Measured using 45/ Normal geometry by the spectro-
photometer system described in the present paper. 
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Color Psychology 



Description of the Planetary Colour System 

Michel ALBERT-VANEL 

Following HERING'S theory, six fundamental colours are responsible 
for the whole of our colour perceptions. 
'rhe visual field of the observer can be compared to a "window" 
inside which these fundamental colours enter into combinations in 
variable proportions to form the "colour groups". 

INTRODUCTION: 

'rhe Planetary Colour System, presented on an experimental basis in 
1981, has been confirmed by research produced at ENSAD since that 
ojate. 
'rhe originality of this system is to establish a classification 
based on colour combinations. Indeed, we never see isolated 
colours, but always colours in interaction. A painting, a 
landscape, an architecture involve colour combinations, which give 
us a global impression. Each component colour is never fixed, but 
always relative to the context, following the rule of simultaneous 
contrasts. 
So the main difficulty had consisted in finding a coherent system 
setting out these colour combinations, which can be used as a tool 
in classifications. 

EXPERIMENT: 

This demonstration will rely on eight postulates, that we will 
state one by one: 

- 1" TYPOLOGY: 
It could be possible to create a typology from colour combinations 
opening out on a coherent system of classification. 
Given the multidimensional and relativist movement of this sort of 
space, the representation of a planetary mode seems to be the most 
appropriate, because it allows us to estabish the most important 
colour combinations like great planets, around which smaller 
satellites gravitate. 

- 2" THE COLOUR GROUPS: 
The colour combinations that we could suppose to be infinite in 
number are, in fact, reduced to some typical combinations named 
"colour groups". 
'rhese colour groups behave in a way that is analogical to the 
Gestalt theory, whereby the perceived whole is other than an 
elementary addition of its constituent parts. 
So black and white, polychrome, pastels... are holistic 
perceptions. 
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- 3" THE PRIMARY COLOURS: 
The colour groups are organised from the Hering's six 
psychological primary colours and work in antagonistic couples: 

BLACK - WHITE 
BLUE - YELLOW 
GREEN - RED 

'rhese psychological primary colours have nothing to do 
additive or substractive primaries of colour reproduction. 
are instead responsible of all the colour sensations that 
the brain. 

with 
They 

reach 

So the eye can be compared to a window inside of which these six 
primaries come to interact in various proportions. 

- 4" MAIN CATEGORIES: 
The six psychological primaries combine into more and more complex 
colour groups, following a tree-like scheme or arborescent 
diagram, allowing successive choices, to be made. 
So we find first the main categories of: 

a) VALUES: 

VALUES 
COLOURS 
CONTRASTS 
NUANCES 

It is possible to classify values from two orthogonal axes 
presenting, respectively, the individual brightnesses and the 
fusions of these brightnesses. 
Here we have no hues, but only differences between BLACK-AND-WHITE 
and more or less complete fusions towards the GREY. 
Nevertheless colour can also play a discrete role in values as 
accompaniment to monochromes . 
Here the referent is the light, expressed by luminist painters 
such as Georges De La Tour, Rembrandt and Turner ... 

b) COLOURS: 
The combination of the sole hues: RED - GREEN - YELLOW - BLUE 
generate 15 possibilities which take place in a tridimensionnal 
formulation of the chromatic circle, where the polychrome is at 
the centre. 
Here neutral values are not present, to the benefit of only the 
single hues. We see an example of the above in the unreal universe 
of magic, dreams and childhood ... 
Some coloristic painters like Fra Angelico, Van Gogh and Fuchs had 
used pure colour possibilities. 

c) CONTRASTS: 
Hues and values now give the contrasts of saturation, which are 
intermediary between pure colours and neutrals. 
T/Je find here the 15 preceding combinations of HUES, combined with 
the three registers of values: BLACK - BLACK-AND-WHITE - WHITE, 
which lead to 45 possibilities. 
We can observe that the progression of these possibilities is 
similar to the progression in saturation, since the part of hues 
grows whereas the part of values decreases. 
The painters who used contrasts are the author of the Saint Sever 
Apocalypse, Mondrian and Herbin ... 
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d) NUANCES: 
Nuances appear when colours are more or less fused and when the 
contrasts diminish. 
Nuances express the material appearence of objects and nature: 
ground, vegetation, elements ... 
Then what is important is the slightest gradations around an 
unsaturated median tone. 
The painters who express the nuances are: Chard in, Braque and 
Morandi ... 
We find two main categories of nuances: 
- Those which possess a hue dominance 
- Those which possess a value dominance 

- 5o THE 22 MAJOR COLOUR GROUPS: 
It is possible to summarise these different categories in 22 major 
colour groups, as varied as possible. 
These 22 colour groups are very useful in a coloristic approach, 
to identify optimally spaces, objects, or signs ... 
We distiguish the: 

- FOUR HUES: 
- THREE HUES: 
- ANTAGONISTS: 
- TWO HUES: 
- ONE HUE: 
- NEUTRALS: 

- 6o CONTRASTS AND FUSIONS: 

RVYB - RVYB+N - RVYB+G - RVYB+W 
YRB - RBV - BVY - VYR 
YB - RG 
YR - YV - VB - BR 
R - V - Y - B 
N-NW-W-G 

When contrasts diminish, fusions take their place. Then it is 
possible to ascertain some small variations around the preceding 
colour groups, with partial contrasts or partial fusions. 
These partial contrasts, or partial fusions, work in a holographic 
manner. That is to say that each typical colour group behaves in 
its potential variations as the global chromatic space. 

- 7 o RANDOMNESS: 
When an apparent order does not exist in a colour group, then we 
fall into randomness, disorder, chance occurence, the non-
significant and the "non-value". 
So it is very easy to multiply indefinitely more and more subtle 
differences around the same colour group. But all of that ends up 
very quickly being similar. All these variations will not be 
perceived and will become a single perception. 
In fact this random effect depends more on the disposition of the 
dots of colours inside the colour group, rather than on the colour 
choice itself. 
In reality randomness supposes an even balance between different 
hues, different brightnesses and different saturations; otherwise 
dominants appear and we return to the preceding cases. 
So randomness or disorder is the ideal point of "entropy" of all 
the colour groups. And that clearly shows that all the colour 
groups which are perceived are "negentropic". 

- 8" UNIFORM COLOURS: 
When the contrasts of hues, of brightness and saturation disappear 
in favour of fusions, we have uniform colours. 
Thus with random effect and uniform colours, the colour group 
space, that we could think of as infinite, closes upon itself, 
because of the reducing function of visual perception. 
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CONCLUSION: 

description 
establishing a 
combinations. 

shows that 
homogeneous 

we can effectivly 
classification of 

succeed in 
the colour 

So it becomes possible to connect the most absolute contrasts to 
t he most extreme fusions in isolated colours, following an 
arborescent or tree-like scheme. 
This arborescence is very useful in methodology, to specify our 
colour choices. It also provides a tool for classification in 
colour groups for museology, painting, design , architecture, 
classification of logos, and so on . . . Namely, each time the 
question involves colour combinations. 

ARBORESCENCE: 

VALUES 
I 

NNWW 

PRIMARIES: W-N Y-B V-B 

CONTRASTS 

R V Y B YB YR YV VB BR VR YRB RBV BVY VYR 
(+NANDW) 

I 
22 MAJOR COLOUR GROUPS 

(hues and values) 
I 

PARTIAL CONTRASTS AND FUSIONS 
(holographic image of the whole) 

I 
RANDOMNESS 

(impressions of chaos, hazard, non-significant) 
I 

NUANCES 

COLOURS 
I 
RVYB 

POLYCHROMATICS BLACK RVYB + N 
POLYCHROMATICS GREY RVYB + G 
POLYCHROMATICS WHITE RVYB + W 

GREY RED GR GREY ORANGE GO 
GREY BLUE GB GREY PURPLE GP 
GREY GREEN GV GREY TURQUISH GT 
GREY YELLOW GY GREY CITRIN GC 

Symbols: W 
G 
N 

White 
Grey 
Black 

I 
UNIFORM COLOURS 
(all the shades) 

y 
R 
v 
B 

Yellow 
Red 
Green 
Bleu 
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Orange 
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An Examination of the Validity of Judd's Four Principles 
of Color Harmony in Streetscape Evaluation 

Kiwamu MAKI and Shoji IIJIMA 

The importance of color control in streetscapes is being increasingly recognized, requiring further 
study of color harmony for color planning. 

Using the semantic differential method, this study evaluated various feelings of subjects viewing 
scale models with color variations on wall colors. The evaluated feelings contained the scales of 
the four principles of color harmony by Judd, D.B. ( "order", "familiarity", "similarity" , "unambiguity" 
), as well as "harmony" and other impressions related to streetscape evaluation. 

The results of this experiment indicated that "order" and "similarity" feelings had high correlations 
with the "harmony" feeling, but "familiarity" and "unambiguity" feelings had low correlations. 
This result leads us that the color harmony feeling is based on "similarity". 

Furthermore, factor analysis indicated that "preference" and "beauty" related not only to color 
harmony feelings but also to the factor of "cheerfulness". 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Local government-based guidelines for use of streetscape color have increased in Japan recently. 

However, there is no active of the movement to establish regulations for streetscape color. The 
authors consider that the one of main reasons for this is the scarcity of basic data on color harmony 
in streetscapes. 
This study investigated the validity of Judd's four principles of color harmony regarding streetscape 

experiences. These well-known principles are the essence of the main theories of color harmony: 
(I) Principle of order 
(2) Principle of familiarity 
(3) Principle of similarity 
( 4) Principle of unambiguity 

2. EXPERIMENT 
Streetscape models with various building colors were evaluated by the subjects in the experiment. 

(Figure I) 
These streetscape models consisted of a street with five office buildings at 1/100 scale. The street 
model had a 3 Jane road in front of the office buildings. The subjects looked the of 
buildings from the opposite side of the road in the experiment. 
The colors for the building models were selected from the British Standard, 8 from each color 

series, C33 (high value, low chroma), C36 (middle value, low chroma), C39 (low value, low 
chroma), 043 (middle value, middle chroma), and 4 from OOE (achromatic color). The total of 
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building color is 36. 
A total of 84 color patterns on the five office building models were used (Table I). Color patterns 

were arranged to record evaluations of order, familiarity, similarity, unambiguity, harmony and 
other impressions various. 

The 28 subjects [ 26 students, 2 Adults, (20 males, 8 females) ] evaluated 18 semantic deferential 
scales (7 grades). Four scales ("similarity", "order" , "familiarity", "unambiguity" ) the corresponding 
to Judd's four principles were included in the 18 scales. 

Figure I. The streetscape model which subjects evaluate 

pattern 
color pattern Description number 

.... ) ... : ... ... ................................ .. C?.f.h1J.E! .. .. .. ........ ........................................... ........ . 

..... ... : .. ... 1 .................................... .. ............................... ..... 3 

.... } .. : ... .. ?. ................................... ............................................................................................................... . 

..... ....... ................................ .. . .. ........................................................... ........ . 
5 . Same tone All colors are the same tone 1 

.. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::x:::::::: 
..... ?. ... : ... .. ............................... . .9.E .. ................................................... .. ...... . 
..... .. : ... ...................... ... . .Mi!!.C.E!.I1.t .. t;.9.1.9.r.S. .. <IEI:! .. ........................................................................... !> ..... . 
..... ... : ... .. t:.9.1.C?.r. .. 1... ................... .. .. .. . .. g.IJ!.1.d.i.n,g _______ ______________________________ ____________________ ......... !> ..... . 
.. ! .. 9. ... .. C.9.!9.r..?.. ...................... .. b.IJ.e. .. .. g.IJ!!.d.!.r19. .................................................................... ......... . 
. .... : .. ... 1 .................................. .. .. .. .. .. ........................... ........... ....... . 
.. ... : .. .. ?. .. ............................... .. .. .. .. .. .. ............................................... .. ........ . 

total 76 
Table I. Color patterns of buildings 

3. RESULTS 
3-1 . Relationships between evaluations of harmony and the judgement of four principles 

As a result of factor analysis, three fac tors were obtained. They represent "similarity" and 
"order", "cheerfulness" and "bright" , "unambiguity" and "strength". (Table 2) 
The loadings of factor I which has large relationship with the "harmony" scale were a very large 

0.97 on "similarity" and "order". This tells us that the principles of similarity and order relate 
deeply with evaluations of "harmony", and each of them is enough to express an evaluation of 
"harmony" . The correlation coefficient between the evaluation of "similarity" and "order" is also 
high at 0.95. This indicates that the two principle have the same meaning in this experiment , so 
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that there is no need to differentiate between the two principles. 
Conversely, the loadings of factor 1 were middle range at 0.52 on "familiarity" and nearly 0 for 

"unambiguity". 

*Order 
Unity 
Organized 
Regularity 
Harmony 
Peacefulness 
Reality of colors 
Beauty 

* Familiarity 
Preference 
Cheerfulness 
Brightness 
Exciting 
Warmth 

0.89 
0.77 
0.83 
0.87 
0.81 
0.94 
0.93 
0.80 
0.70 
0.95 
0.91 

Table 2. Factor loadings (principal component : varimax rotation) 

These results indicated the following: 
(I) There is little need to differentiate between the principles of "similarity" and "order" because 
subject 's evaluations of "similarity" and "order" showed very little difference. 
(2) "Harmony" has almost same meaning as "similarity" and "order". 
(3) "Familiarity" and "unambiguity" aren't needed to explain evaluations of "harmony". 

3-2. Relationships between evaluations of beauty and the four principles 
As shown in table 2, "beauty" had a large loading not only in factor I but also factor 2. This 

means that harmony is only one element of a beautiful streetscape, and a beautiful streetscape must 
not only be harmonized but also cheerful or bright. 

4. DISCUSSION 
The aforementioned results show us that only the principle of similarity is enough to explain 

"harmony" . This seemed to be different from past color harmony theories, but it would be useful to 
explain the three other principles using the principle of similarity. 

(I) What does the principle of order show? 
The most popular example of principle of order uses colors of the same tone that are at equal 

intervals on the hue circle. The results of this experiment show that using colors of a same tone are 
important but it isn't important to have equal intervals. Table 3 is an example that shows the 
importance of tone. Pattern A and pattern B are used on the same five buildings, but the order is 
different. The evaluations of "harmony" and "preference" did not change for Pattern A and Pattern 
B even though their differences which fulfilled the principle of order. The evaluation differences 
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were much smaller compared to the differences between Pattern A and Pattern C. Pattern C 
consists of colors that are at equal intervals on the hue circle but are different tones. 

coloroattern left center - riaht Harmonv 
1 .oattern A 7.5R3/6 5Y 3/4 5G 3/4 7.58 3/4 10P8 3/6 4.0 
2. oattern B 7.5R3/6 10P8 3/6 5G 3/4 7.58 3/4 5Y 3/4 4.1 
3. oattern C 7.5R3/6 5Y3/4 5G 812 7.58 8/2 10P8 3/6 2.9 

Table 3. Evaluation differences among similar color patterns 

(2) What does the principle of familiarity show? 

Preference 
2.8 
3.1 
2.8 

It is said that color patterns in nature have harmony because we are used to seeing them. The 
most popular example of the principle of familiarity are the colors in a sunset. This example surely 
exists in nature and is harmonized, but it also consists of similar colors. We may interrupt this 
example as harmonized because of the similarity of colors, too. 

(3) What does the principle of unambiguity show? 
It is not strange that unambiguity shows a very small correlation to harmony because unambiguity 

is a concept opposite to similarity. The most popular examples of the principle of unambiguity are 
contrasting color patterns of hue, of value, of chroma. However, most of these examples are same 
on two attribute of three (hue, value, chroma) and have contrast (unambiguous) on only one 
attribute. We may conclude that feeling of harmony are not derived from unambiguity but from 
similarity of colors . 

As described above, these three color harmony principles can be re-interpreted to be based on the 
principle of similarity. 

5. CONCLUSION 
(I) A feeling of harmony is based on the feeling of similarity in a streetscape. 
(2) The feeling of beauty is not only based on the feeling of harmony but also on feeling of 
cheerfulness feeling. 
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A Study on the Influences of Color Interval and 
Area Factor on Color Harmony 

Li-Cherng OU and Ming-Chuen CHUANG 

In this study, a non-directional color differential scale was proposed to investigate the influences 
of color interval and area factor on color harmony. Thirty subjects with normal color vision were 
tested on 1035 color-combined patterns on the CRT display. The experimental results reveal a 
cubic-curve relationship between the color interval and color harmony, which indicates the greater 
color intervals will lead to the higher degrees of color harmony. Verifications about the existing 
color-harmony theories were presented as well . 

I . INTRODUCTION 
Although a lot of investigators have pointed out that color is a subjective experience, and selecting 

harmonious color combinations is a creative process with judgment standards lie in mind (Birren, 
1985 ; Granville, 1987), some researches suggested it ' s necessary to find a concordance among 
people with regard to the judgment of colors in different ways (Kuehni, 1989; Sivik and Hard, 1994). 

Moon and Spencer' s work was the first one in which a mathematical model has been developed to 
define harmonious color combinations with color intervals and area factor (Moon and Spencer, 
1944a-1 944c ), though it has been attacked on the weak theoretical basis and poor predictive value 
(Pope, 1944; Granger, 1955). Their concepts of pleasing/displeasing color intervals and the scalar 
moment in color space were still thought valuable in quantitative approach for color harmony. 
However, people do not judge color combinations by two or three divided standards in practice, e.g., 
the variations of Hue, Value and Chroma in Munsell color system, as defined in Moon and Spencer's 
model. So the authors proposed a revised version of color interval, which was defined as the color 
difference in CIELAB color system, to be a non-directional scale related to color harmony in this 
study. 

The effects of area factor on color harmony, i.e., the area balance in color combinations, were 
proposed earlier by Munsell, whose formula has been proved better than Moon and Spencer's in 
prediction (Granger, 1953). As a verification, another experiment was undertaken in this study, but 
the results could not be presented here, for the experiment is still in process at this point. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

Experiment 1: Relationship between Color interval and Color Harmony 
The independent variable of this experiment is color interval defined as the distance between two 

colors in the CIELAB color space. The distance could be calculated by the CIELAB color-
difference formula defined as 

(I) 

where I'lL *, l'la * and l'lb * represent the differences of L *, a* and b *, respectively, for the 
two colors (Wyszecki and Stiles, 1982). 
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(a) (b) (e) 

Figure I . (a)-( d) Four main adjacency relationships in form between two colors : (a) juxtaposed; (b) 
penetrative; (c) surrounded and (d) with unregular borderlines. (e) The test pattern, which nearly 
covered these four relationships. 

The dependent variable is degree of color harmony (from 0.0 to 1.0) defined as the preference for 
the test pattern of 2-color combination, which was displayed on a computer monitor throughout the 
experiment, as shown in Figure l.(e). The pattern was designed to cover four main adjacency 
relationships in form between two colors (Figure l.(a)-(d)) so that the experimental results could be 
applied to more situations. 

Each pair of 1035 test patterns was a mutual combination from 46 colors, which were 
systematically selected from Munsell color system to include vivid, bright, deep, dull, pale, light-
grayish, dark and achromatic tones defined originally in PCCS . Thirty subjects of college students 
in Taiwan, 20 males and I 0 females, were recruited to participate in this experiment. All of them 
are normal in color vision, and the ages ranged from 20 to 3 I, with an average age of 25 3 3 years. 
To minimize the reflective effects, the entire experiments were proceeded in the dark room with the 
walls, ceiling and floor covered with black, and the only light source was from the CRT monitor. 

In the beginning of this experiment, each subject was requested to select 3 favorite colors from the 
46 ones described above. The test patterns were then presented one by one with random trial order 
in front of the background of color (x, y, Y) = (0 .3333 , 0.3333, 01977) on the CRT display, and 
subjects were asked to rate their preferences for the test patterns (with scale ranged from 0 to I 00 
with) until I OSO test patterns had been completed. There were IS test patterns repeated in order to 
evaluate the subjects' reliability. 

At the first step of data analysis, all the scores were transformed into numbers from 0 0 to 1.0. 
Then the total I 03S average degrees of color harmony were plotted and regressed against the 
corresponding color intervaL 

Experiment 2: Influences of Area Factor on Color Harmony 
The independent variable of this experiment is arm ratio defined as the quotient of two distances 

from the colors in a test pattern to the adaptation point in color space, e.g . the NS in Munsell color 
system The distances could be calculated by Eq.(l). The dependent variable is degree of color 
harmony-- the preference for the test pattern as shown in Figure l.(e). 

The color combinations of total 3 S test patterns were selected with IS in high degree, IS in middle 
degree and 5 in low degree of color harmony from the I 03 5 test patterns in the previous experiment 
In each trial, subjects were asked to rank the preference orders among 6 test patterns (with the same 
component colors and different area ratios) shown simultaneously on the CRT display . The ranked 
preference orders were finally transformed into the degrees of color harmony (from 0.0 to 1.0). 
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3. RESULTS 
The fifteen subjects with high reliability, whose correlation coefficients of repeated test are higher 

than 0.50, were selected to proceed the following statistical analysis. By averaging degrees of color 
harmony of the fifteen subjects, the total 1035 averaged data were obtained . The scattering of 
these averaged data looked spread too dispersedly to find any tendency (Figure 2.(a)) . So the 
authors selected I 0 !::J.E * ab as the grouping threshold, under which all values of !::J.E * ab were 
assumed "equal" and the degrees of color harmony were averaged in each group . Based on this 
threshold, the means and 95% confident intervals of color harmony against the corresponding group 
means of CIELAB color difference were calculated and presented in Figure 2.(b ), which shows that 
the degree of color harmony is in some manner related to !::J.E * ab. A least square cubic fitting 
curve was drawn to represent this relationship (Figure 2.(c)), of which the mathematical equation is 

Color Harmony 
= Q. 3359 + 9. 3 X l0 -3 

( /::,.£ * ab )- [. 4 X l0 -4 
( /::,.£ * ab ) 2 + 6. 3 X l0 -7 

( /::,.£* ab )3 (2) 

Let the second derivative of this curve be zero . We have the inflection point where !::J.E*.b is 
75 .27 and the degree of color harmony is 0.505 . Extending from this point, a horizontal line can 
cut through the curve at three points (including the inflection point itself) while 11£* ab are 30.18, 
75 .27 and 120.36, respectively. 
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Figure 2. (a) The scattering of color harmony against the corresponding of CIELAB color 
difference (b) The means and 95% confident intervals of color harmony against the corresponding 
group means ofCIELAB color difference. (c) The least square cubic fitting curve. 

These points divide the curve into four regions, like the I'' ambiguity, similarity, 2"d ambiguity and 
contrast regions in Moon and Spencer's model respectively. In the first and the forth regions(! '' 
ambiguity and contrast regions), the degree of color harmony increases in a sharp rate as !::J.E *_b 
increases; while the forth region has much higher average degree than the first region. In the 
second region (similarity region), the degree of color harmony keeps increasing until a peak is 
reached, and then it decreases before the inflection point in the curve. The third region (2"d 
ambiguity region) has a reverse aspect as the second region, but the average degree of color 
harmony is lower than the latter. The fitting curves of all subjects have the same patterns of four 
regions described above, in which the inflection points are centralized (the mean of !::J.E* ,b is 74 .5 
and the standard deviation is 11 .54) . In a word, the larger CIELAB color difference 11£* ab will 
lead to the higher degrees of color harmony. This result agrees with the existing color-harmony 
theories based on complementary color relationships which claimed the complementary colors would 
lead to higher harmonization. 
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Another category of color-harmony theories based on a common color denominator (Heddell, 
1988) was verified by t-test comparing means of the degrees of color harmony. The result showed 
that under the significant level of 0.05, the combinations with "equal-value" colors (i .e., with the 
same value and chroma in scale of Munsell system), "equal-luminance" colors and "equal-chroma" 
colors led to the lower degrees of color harmony; while the combinations with "equal-hue" colors 
led to the higher ones (the mean difference was 5.32 with the t-value 9.11). 

Moon and Spencer's model was also verified by t-test. As a result, the degree of color harmony 
can only be predicted rightly by using the color intervals in scale of Munsell Hue (even its predictive 
value is still not high) . 

Moreover, the combinations with subject's favorite colors led to the higher degrees of color 
harmony than those of others (the mean difference was 6.56 with the t-value 14.52). This result 
was obtained by t-test both on the individual subject's data and the whole data. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Some conclusions obtained in this study are: 
1) Although Moon and Spencer's model cannot predict on color harmony well, the concept of 

color interval is still available when color combinations are presented on the CRT display. 
2) A one-dimensional color harmony scale was constructed, which indicates a cubic-curve 

relationship between the color interval and color harmony; while the authors believe the true 
concordance of judgment standard on color harmony is much more sophisticated than what 
has been achieved in this study. 
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Effects of Grasping Attitude and Observing Experience 
on Color Appearances in Koffka-Ring Type Patterns 

Takuo GOTO, lchiro UCHIYAMA, Susumu OHNUMA, 
Hiroyuki KOBARI, Junkichi SUGIURA and Yutaka HISHIMURA 

To examine the cognitive effects on color appearances under various stimulus conditions, we 
measured the magnitudes of hue and brightness contrast (MHCs and MBCs) by manipulating 
subjects' attitudes and experiences in the experiments on visual perception. In our previous 
studies, we found that the MBCs between two segments of the test figure (TF) in Koffka-ring 
type patterns increased when the TF was grasped as more separated figure, and that the subjects, 
who knew the transition from to assimilation as the TF is made wider than the inducing 
figure (IF), reported the typical transition in apparent colors under the increasing width-ratio of 
the striped TF to the striped IF . Accordingly, in this study, the subjects' experimental 
responsiveness was tailored to examine the relationship between the hue contrast and the 
similarity of TF's geometrical patterns. Results indicated that the subjects, who were well 
versed in the relationship between the TF's pattern and the hue contrast, positively responded to 
the existence of a significant relationship between the TF's similarity and the MHCs. 
However, the subjects, who knew little about the experimental design, showed no significant 
relationship as above . In conclusion, the grasping-attitudes, adopted by the subjects with 
different levels of knowledge about the experimental design, generated the different effects 
even on more peripheral phenomena such as color appearances . 

I . INTRODUCTION 
When a test figure (TF) of a homogeneous gray ring overlapping equally on two fields of 

inducing figure (IF) wi:h different brightness or hue is divided into two sections; for instance, 
by using a string, the divided TF sections appear to be quite different in their brightness or hue 
as a result of the simultaneous brightness or hue contrast between each half of the TF and each 
field ofthe IF . As shown in Figure I, the Koffka-ring '" type patterns, which have been inves-
tigated in our previous studies, always provided with the TF segments identical in the form of 
two triangles, two combined trapezoids, and two combined rectangles across either half field 
of the IF . These variations of the TF's form, or the manipulation of the TF's unity, caused the 
significant effects on the both segments of the TF"'· "' "'·'" 

Meanwhile, if the grasping-attitudes affect the stimulus figure in which the gray TF sections 
have either the same or different patterns inside the IF with two fields of different brightness or 
hue, some kinds of the cognitive effects may be observed in the simultaneous contrast which 
has been believed to originate in the sensory level Therefore, this study examined the 
variations of simultaneous contrast under the combination of TF's geometrical patterns in each 
IF-field with different colors (red and green) . 

Further, we arranged the subjects' experimental responsiveness to 
identify the difference between hue/brightness contrast and assimi-
lation in the perception of Koffka-ring type "striped" patterns'•'-
With the TF and IF displayed on the color monitor, the appearance 
of the gray TF tends to shift from the contrast to the assimilation as 
the TF is made wider than the IF of black-white or red-green . The 
subjects, familiar with the transition from contrast to assimilation 
when the TF is made wider than the IF, reported the typical 
transition in the magnitudes of color appearance under the 
increasing width-ratio of the striped TF to the striped IF . 
Contrarily, the subjects, unfamiliar with the above experiments 
showed only the typical "contrast" throughout the whole range of 
width-ratio between the striped TF and the striped IF . 
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Furthermore, we used two groups of subjects with different experiences in this study to 
investigate the effects of grasping-attitudes by subjects' familiarity with and interest in the 
experiments . Then, we measured the subjects' magnitudes of hue contrast (MHCs) through the 
printed color cards (by magnitude estimation) and through the color graphic system (by method 
of adjustment). 

Our hypothesis is as follows : the variation tendencies of the MHCs attained by two groups 
may vary with different combinations of the TF's patterns, and these MHCs' variation 
tendencies may attribute to the different grasping-attitudes for the similarities of the paired 
patterns . 

2. EXPERIMENT I 
The purpose of this experiment is to identify through the magnitude estimation the effects of 

pattern-grasping on simultaneous hue contrast in various combinations of patterns (test figure; 
TF) presented inside the colored fields of inducing figure (IF) by using printed color cards . 
Subjects: We used ten adults with normal visual acuity and color vision but with different 
experiences to the experiments in this study. And they were divided into two groups : Group A 
(5) familiar with and interested in the experiments and Group B (5) unfamiliar with and 
uninterested in the experiments. Both groups took part in Experiments I and 2. 
Apparatus: In the clear afternoon, a desk covered with dark woolen cloth was placed at the east 
side window. The surface illuminance of this woolen cloth was kept at almost 600 lux by 
adjusting a shade. 
Stimulus: A stimulus card (A4 white paper; 127.7 cd/m') contained the IF and the TF, as shown 
in Figure 2. The IF was printed on the card with red (u'=. 2732, v'=.4709; 38.59 cd/m' ) and 
green (u'=. I340, v'=.4924; 46 .24 cd/m' ) fields . Nine pairs of the 
TF (gray, 82 .39 cd/m' ) were used ; each pair was made up of two 
TFs' combination consisting of either circle (C), square (S), and 
triangle (T) with the same area, being placed at the center of each 
field of the IF . Further, the comparison figure (CF; square and 
the same color as the TF) was placed below the IF in the 
background (BG; white) of the stimulus card . 
Procedure: The experimenter presented the stimulus cards one by 
one to the subjects . The subjects observed these stimuli 
binocularly in free vision. The distance from the visual stimuli 
to the subjects' eyes was about 80 em. The subjects were asked 
to judge through the magnitude estimation the apparent color of 
the left and right sections of the TF separately with the gray of the 
CF as "0, 11 the red of the left IF as "+ I 00, 11 and the green of the 

GREEN 
IF 

BG 

right IF as "-1 00, 11 respectively. After the preliminary trials, Fig.2: Stimulus pattern 
each subject was asked to repeat two sessions . used in Exps.l and 2. 
Results 

The differences between the estimated values 
for the left and right sections of the TF were 
regarded as "magnitudes of hue contrast (MHCs)" 
for each combination of the TF patterns. In this 
experiment, nine pairs of TF patterns were 
grouped into following four types of pattern-
similarity: Identical (CxC, SxS, TxT); Different-! 
(CxS, SxC); Different-2 (SxT, TxS); Different-3 : 
(CxT, TxC) . We took the averages of the MHCs 
for each pattern-similarity in two sessions repeated 
in succession . 

Figure 3 indicates how the mean (estimated) 
MHCs vary in two groups of subjects having 
different familiarities with and interests in the 
experiments in response to four groups of pattern-
similarities . 

First of all, we carried out an ANOV A covering 
the following experimental conditions--subjects' 
attitude (2) x pattern-similarity ( 4)--to check how 
the MHCs vary in response to the differences of 
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the manipulated conditions . Then, the significant main effect of pattern-similarity was 
obtained (F ,3.2.,=4.64, p<.05), however, an interaction between subjects' attitude and pattern-
similarity was also significant (F ,3 2.,=4.61 , p<.05). Thus, the second ANOV As were carried 
out to analyze the simple main effect of the pattern-similarity against the different subjects' 
attitudes in the experiment . The main effect of pattern-similarity was significant only in the 
subjects (A) who were familiar with and interested in the experiments (F ,3 ,.,=15.62, p<. OOI) . 
As the main effect of the pattern-similarity was shown to be significant, a multiple comparison 
(Tukey's method) was introduced in this condition. The difference between Identical and 
other three Differents (1 , 2, and 3) was significant. These results revealed that the subjects 
(A) familiar with and interested in the experiments perceived more intense hue contrasts in the 
combination of identical patterns than in the combinations of different patterns. Consequently, 
in the color estimations to the printed color-patterns, the familiarity with and interest in the 
experiment are likely to exert more "top-down" effects on the MHCs. 

3. EXPERIMENT 2 
The purpose of this experiment is to identify through method of adjustment the effects of 

pattern-grasping on simultaneous hue contrast in various combinations of patterns (test figure; 
TF) presented inside the colored field of inducing figure (IF) by using color-graphic system. 
Apparatus: In the quasi-dark room, we used color-graphic system (Tcl/tk) which was consisted 
of a 17-inch CRT display (NEC MultiSync) and a personal computer (NEC PC-9821 Ap3). 
Stimulus: A stimulus configuration is almost the same as those shown in Figure 2. Two fields of 
the IF were red (u'=4269, v'=.5250; 17 .54 cd/m2) and green (u'=. 1377, v'=. 4328; 18.52 cd/m2). 
Nine pairs of the TF (gray, 23 .67 cd/m2) were used ; each pair was made up of two TFs' 
combination consisting of either circle (C), square (S), and triangle (T) with the same area, 
placed at the center of each field of the IF. Further, the comparison figure (CF; square) was 
placed below the IF in the background (BG; light gray, 31 .04 cd/m2). 
Procedure: The subjects were asked to observe binocularly in free vision the stimuli which 
were randomly presented. The distance from the visual stimuli to the subjects' eyes was 114 
em. Using the method of adjustment, the subjects were required to adjust the hue and 
brightness of the CF to the apparent colors of the TF either on the left field or on the right field 
of the IF, each field at a time. After the preliminary trials, each subject repeated two sessions . 
Results 

Chromaticity coordinates of the hues for both the left and right sections of the TF were 
represented on the RUCS in conformity to the adjustments by the subjects . The distances 
between the values of the left and right Tfs were calculated in all experimental conditions and 
with each subject, and these distances were regarded as magnitudes of hue contrast (MHCs) for 
each combination of the TF patterns . In this experiment, nine pairs of TF patterns were also 
grouped into four types as those in Experiment 1. We took the averages of the MHCs for each 
pattern-similarity in two sessions repeated in succession. 

Figure 4 indicates how the mean (adjusted) MHCs 
vary in two groups of subjects having different 
familiarities with and interests in the experiments 
under four groups of pattern-similarities 

First of all , to check how the MHCs vary in 
response to the differences of the manipulated 
conditions, we carried out an ANOV A covering the 
following experimental conditions: subjects' attitude 
(2) x pattern-similarity ( 4) . Then, we were not able 
to obtain any significant main effects. However, 
only a main effect of pattern-similarity indicated 
significant tendency in the subjects (A) familiar with 
and interested in the experiments (F ,3. ,, = 3 .34, p<. 1 ). 
A multiple comparison (Tukey's method) was used 
for the pattern-similarity condition. The difference 
between Identical and other three Differents (1, 2, and 
3) exhibited a significant tendency. These results 
also indicated that the subjects (A) familiar with and 
interested in the experiments seemed to perceive more 
intense hue contrasts in the combination of identical 
patterns than in the combinations of other patterns. 
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Consequently, in this experiment, the "top-down" effects of grasping-attitudes were also 
observed through the CRT display by using the method of adjustment. 

4. DISCUSSION 
This study examined the "top-down" effects of pattern cognition on simultaneous hue 

contrasts regarded as rather peripheral and physiological phenomena by measuring the color 
appearances of geometrical patterns (circle: C; square: S; triangle : T) presented separately in 
two inducing fields with different colors. In addition, this study investigated how the pattern 
cognitions by two subject-groups (A and B) with different experiences and attitudes to the 
experiments affect the magnitudes of hue contrast (MHCs) of these paired patterns. 

We observed the following similar results through two experiments with different measuring 
methods such as the magnitude estimation for presentation of color-cards (Figure 3; Experiment 
I) and the method of adjustment for color CRT presentation (Figure 4; Experiment 2) . 
Namely, the subject-group (A) more familiar with and more interested in these experiments 
exhibited larger MHCs in the combination of "identical" paired patterns (Identical : CxC, SxS, 
TxT) than those in the combinations of "different" paired patterns (Different-! : CxS, SxC; 
Different-2 : SxT, TxS; Different-3 : CxT, TxC) . However, no significant differences in the 
MHCs were found among the different paired patterns. 

On the other hand, the subject-group (B) unfamiliar with and uninterested in these experi-
ments showed little significant effects on the MHCs in the combinations of the paired patterns. 
Thus, the subjects of Group A may have exhibited larger MHCs in identical TF patterns 
because of their high degree of familiarity with and interest in "how the combinations of paired 
patterns affect the perceived hue contrast." Contrarily, the subjects of Group B have marked 
little MHCs' discrepancy between the identical and different patterns used because of their low 
degree of familiarity with and interest in the effects of the combinations of paired patterns. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The above tendencies demonstrated in this study as well as in our previous studies have 

convinced us to our hypothesis that the cognitive effects of pattern perception affected the 
simultaneous contrasts between paired patterns and surrounding inducing fields . Furthermore, 
these results also indicate the new "top-down" channel to more peripheral level below the 
"feature discrimination" and other more complex analyses proposed by Finke"'. However, 
further studies may be needed to examine how the figural similarities in the figure patterns of 
test, inducing, and comparison exert any more effects on the test patterns' color appearances. 
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Numerical Evaluation of Colour Image 
Words on Colorimetry 

Taeko NAKAMURA, Hiroshi HOSHINO, 
Tetsuya SATO and Kanji KAJIWARA 

In order to express human colour image perception numerically, visual assessments against twelve 
colour image word pairs were carried out and colour image formulae were derived. In this paper, the 
numerical expression of"Deep-Pale" and "Vivid-Sombre" were mainly discussed. The colour image 
values computed from the formulae were projected in the CIELAB colour space. The colour image 
map with "Deep-Pale" and "Vivid-Sombre" axis was obtained. 

Introduction 
The affective tone of colour is an important factor for the colour scheme. We have quantitatively 
analysed the colour images of colours in terms of colorimetric values which are supposed to correlate 
with the affective tone. 
We have chosen the twelve pairs of "Vivid-Sombre", "Deep-Pale", "Warm-Cool", "Light-Dark", 
"Heavy-Light", "Gaudy-Plain", "Striking-Subdued", "Dynamic-Passive", "Distinct-Vague", 
"Transparent-Turbid", "Soft-Hard" and "Strong-Weak" as fundamental affections [1], and performed 
a visual experiment where either word to be selected from the specimens selected systematically in 
colour space. The results have confirmed that the colour images are affected by Munsell and CIELAB 
values. The visual assessment was compared with the Munsell and CIELAB values, which computed 
from the colorimetric values, and empirical formulae were found for respective value to represent the 
colour images. We diagrammed the colour images according to the empirical formulae, and projected 
the Munsell and CIELAB colour order systems on the diagrams. 

Experiments 
Polyester colour samples, which were selected from the SCOTDIC PLUS 2000 polyester system 
manufactured by Kensaikan Co., Ltd ., were prepared. They were arranged all over the colour space 
with the previous colour division work [2]. The total number of the colour samples is 218. 

These colour samples were assessed under the north window by a panel of 80 students, 18-22 years 
old, against twelve colour image word pairs in Japanese. Each sample was covered by a light grey 
mask. They were asked to answer with a 2 point method, for example, to select either "Vivid" or 
"Sombre" in the case of the assessment of "Vivid-Sombre". The ·colours of the samples were 
measured by a MINOLTA CM-2002 spectrophotometer. The colorimetric values of samples were 
computed with the illurninant C and 2 degree standard observer conditions. 

Colour image formulae 
The twelve colour image word pairs were selected from the words sampled in the previous study [2], 
and twelve colour image formulae based on Munsell and CIELAB systems have been derived from 
the visual assessment. The colour images are found to follow the formulae based on the CIELAB 
colour system as; 
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Vivid - Sombre 
VS CIELAB = [ {2. 5(L *-50)} 2+{ 5.4(1-Lh290/360)C* }2]112-130 

Deep- Pale 
DPciELAB= 3.5D-190 

Warm- Cool 
WCCIELAB= 3.5[cos(h-50)+1]B-80 

Light- Dark 
LDciELAa= 4L*+[4-cos(h-68)]C*-300 

Heavy - Light 
HLciELAB= -3.5L*+l90 

Gaudy - Plain 
GP CIELAB = [ {2(L *-50) }2+{ 5.2(1-Lh290/360)C* }2]112 -140 

Striking - Subdued 
SS CIELAB = [ {2(L *-50)} 2+{ 5.4(1- f:::.h290/360)C* }2]112 -125 

Dynamic- Passive 
DYPCIELAB= [ {0.6(L*-50)}2+{ 4.6(1-Lh290/360)C*}2]112-115 

Distinct-Vague 
DV CIELAB= [ { 4(L *-65)}2+{ 5.4(1-Lh290/360)C*}2]112-140 

Transparent - Turbid 
7TciELAB= ( { 5(L *-40)}2+[5 .8{ 1+0.35cos(Lh220)}(1-Lh290/360)C*)2) 

Soft- Hard 
SH CIELAB= [(3.2L *)2+{2.4(1-Lh290/360)C*} 2]112-180 

Strong- Weak 
SW CIELAB = [ { 4(L *-80)}2+{ 4.6(1-f:::.h290/360)C*} 2]'12-150 

where, L • : CIELAB metric lightness, C* : CIELAB metric chroma, 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

112-180 (10) 

(II) 

(12) 

h : CIELAB metric hue-angle, D : Colour depth, B : Dyer's brightness 
Lhx : CIELAB metric hue-angle difference from h=x, 0 ;;:;; !:::.hx ;;:;; 180, 

Results 
The characteristics of colour image values were indicated by the colour image lines in colour spaces 
such as the CIELAB colour system by the above formulae. Figs. I and 2 show five colour image value 
lines (VS=lOO, 50, 0, -50 and -100) of"Vivid-Sombre" projected on CIELAB L* c• (h=90 and 270) 
and a• b* (L*=50) planes respectively. The VS=lOO line is a boundary line which all observers assess 
as "Vivid", and the VS=-100 line corresponds to the boundary which they assess as "Sombre". The 
VS=O line is a boundary line which a half of the observers assess as "Vivid" . Fig. I shows all 
observers assess colours in C*>60 area of h=270, and inC*> 110 area of h=90 as "Vivid". Reversibly, 
they assess middle grey and near colours as "Sombre". 

Figs.3 and 4 show the colour image lines of "Deep-Pale" projected on CIELAB L • c• (h=90 and 
270) and a• b* (L *=50) planes respectively. Fig.3 shows all observers assess colours in L *<20 area 
as "Deep". They assess white and colours near white as "Pale". 

A colour image map with "Vivid-Sombre" and "Deep-Pale" axis was obtained as shown in Figs.5 and 
6, where the CIELAB colour system (h=90 and 270) is projected on the colour image map. It is easy 
to see the degree of colour images with the figures. These figures will be applied for colour planning. 
The projection of the CIELAB colour system is not restricted on the h=90 and 270 planes. 
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Fig.1 lso-VS lines on CIELAB C* L * (h=90 and 270) 
plane. 
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Fig.3 lso-DP lines on CIELAB C* L * (h=90 and 270) 
plane. 
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Fig.2 lso-VS lines on CIELAB a* b* 
(L *=50) plane. 
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Fig.4 lso-DP lines on CIELAB a* b* 
(L *=50) plane. 
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Fig.5 The projection of CIELAB colour system 

(h=90) on VS-DP colour image map. 
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Fig.6 The projection of CIELAB colour system 
(h=270) on VS-DP colour image map. 



Conclusion 
The numerical expression of"Vivid-Sombre" and "Deep-Pale" was carried out, and the colour image 
map was obtained with the two colour image axis. The colour image map can be diagrammed in 
terms of twelve colour image axes including the two colour image axes discussed above. The results 
especially the colour image map with the colour image values, are expected to be applied in the 
colour design field . 
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Colourland's Law 

Antal NEMCSICS 

Part of Colour/and s laws are· similar to the laws of nature, describing processes independent of 
us. Electromagnetic radiation is one condition of the existence of Colour/and independent of us, but 
is also depends on a sensing and evaluating mechanism, i.e. living man. Hence, these laws also 
reflect laws of human cognition. Such are, among others, those of the relations between our colour 
sensations. 

Man is a living organism, involving not only what is generally describable, but also what is 
individual. Another part of Colourlands laws are similar to laws of the functioning of a living 
organism. Such are e.g. the laws of colour composition. Beyond of being a living organism, man is 
an entity with spirit, soul feelings, ideas, organized into a society driven by common interests, 
emotions. The third group ofColourlands laws are similar to those of the functioning of societies. 
Such are e.g. the laws of colour harmony. 

1. INTRODUCfiON 
The multiplicity of colour sensations belongs to our lives. Reddish hues of sundawn, greens of 

foliage, or browns of freshly ploughed hillsides, lights and brilliant blues of water surfaces elicit 
emotions in us. In addition to the visible world, fine arts are intended to display also the invisible 
world, emotions elicited by colour complexes, correlations represented by colour relations. My 
exhibited pictures are meant to talk about relations between colour sensations, the laws of 
Colourland, out of the invisible domain. Hence, I wish to speak about the invisible by means of the 
visible. My message misses the recognizable material world but emotions raised by colour correla-
tions could not be excluded. 

2. COLOURLAND • COLOROID 
Colourland can be imagined as to be 

inside an orthogonal cylinder, filling out a 
solid of unusual shape. Laws for colours 
comprised inside this colour solid are not 
only describable by mathematical formulae 
but also represented, and expressed so as to 
elicit emotions. This solid of an unusual 
form, the system of our colour sensations, 
has been named Coloroid, underlying the 
Coloroid colour system. 

The Coloroid axis involves achromatic 
colours, white in the top, and black at the 
bottom.Pianes crossing the axis normally, 
slicing Coloroid like a knife slicing an 
apple across its core, contain colours of 
plane-wise different, but within the same 
plane identical hues: red, blue, green or 
yellow. On one side, there is a network in 
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place of the removed slice. This plane 
bearing the network contains colours of the 
concerned picture. On the other side of the 
slice, a piece of the "core" is seen, the 
colour solid containing surface colours. 

Verticals of the network represented 
colours of the same saturation, while its 
horizontals colours of the same lightness. 
Horizontals are lines of intersection of 
horizontal planes, verticals are those of 
cylinders with the same axes intersecting 
Coloroid in the concerned plane. (Fig. I) 

3. Mll.ESTONES IN COLOURLAND 
Colourland comprises millions of colours. 

This bulk of colours makes up a colour 
space due to a cylindrical network of an 
imaginary spatial mesh marking equi-
distant nodes. These distinguished points, 
milestones of Colourland, permit to 
describe what happens inside, to establish 
its laws. To determine intervals between 
these eminent points may rely on the 
sensitivity of our eyes as in several colour 
systems, but also on our judgement. In the 
latter case, distances between distinguished 
points are determined by harmony threshold 
measument tests. This is how the Coloroid 
colour space arose. The mobile at standstill 
shows tristimuli of nine equidistant points 
of Colourland, with their correlated, real 
surface proportions. With the discs in 
motions, colours making up milestones of 
that part ofColourland appear (Fig.2). 

4. COLORLAND'S PROVINCES 
Yellows make up the least domain of 

Colour land. They comprise colours of axial 
sections AlO to A16. Even within these 
sections, only its saturated varieties are 
perceived as yellow. It is one of the arche-
colours, a primary colour of deductive 
colour mixing, expressing glaring sunshine, 
glory, merriness, hope, self-revelation. It is 
rather sensitive to changes of its saturation 
and lightness. Just as a cloud changes 
brightness to gloom, mixing it with white 
and black makes it ochre, seienna, greenish 
brown, umber, olive green or dust-green. 
The change of its emotional message 
depends more on this peculiarity than on 
the difference between wavelengths of the 
radiation eliciting this sensation, anyhow 

Fig.2 

Fig.4 
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within a narrow hue belt. Uniform 
variations of saturation and lightness within 
the same axial section require linear 
variation of yellow, and square root 
variation of white and black. (Fig. 3, 4) 

5. TRAVEL IN COLOURLAND 
Whatever point of Colourland·s colour 

space is started from, by setting the 
direction and the spacing, colours likely to 
be encountered may be exactly determined, 
what is more, displayed. In knowledge of 
associations and emotions pertaining to 
these colours, further correlations may be 
developed for a planned pictorial message. 
After having divided the picture surface 
into 25 squares, each field has been filled 
with surfaces of violet, white and black of 
proportions permitting to establish 
precalculable, uniform scales with definite 
messages. Squares have been further 
rotated by quarters of a tum like wheels do 
it. A much more complex order resulted: 
violet and black spots looking at first 
glance like connected at random, but as a 
matter of fact, regular .. This order makes us 
to think or gradually growing dusk shadows 
with the coming of night, lights sparking at 
random in the night. Putting these spots on 
Maxwell disks and rotating them results in 
harmonk scales of violet. (Fig. 5, 6, 7) 

6. COLOURLAND'S PECULIARITIES 
In Colourland, colours of the same hue 

are always in the same vertical plane, the 
most contrarious ones are in opposite 
planes of the colour space. These latter are 
called complementary colours. Among 
complementaries, the pair of colours yellow 
and blue is the most dynamic one. Because 
of their great differences of saturation and 
lightness, their complex is a bearer of 
dynamic message. Colours appearing 
around them are altered by, the prevailing 
simultaneous effect. This effect is the most 
manifest for achromatic colours between 
lightnesses of these two colours, e.g. on a 
uniform gray scale. This effect increases 
oppositely the dynamics of image parts. A 
blue surrounding pushes grays lighter than 
it toward light, a yellow surrounding toward 
depths. (Fig. 8) 

Fig.6 

Fig.7 
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7. FIGURES 
Among the explanatory drawings of these 

pictures, the left-side lower one is top-view 
of Coloroid. The circle is projection of the 
cylinder shell including the Coloroid. This 
shell bears spectral colours. Radii are 
projections of axial sections, marked by 
numbers. Colours belonging to given axial 
sections are produced by radiant energies of 
the same wavelenght. 

End points of radii constituting projec-
tions of axial sections bearing colours of 
the picture are marked with black circles, 
with index numbers of hues represented by 
them. The presented pictures include some 
with colours of different hues. For them, 
lower left and lower right figures exhibit 
circles and numbers referring to several 
hues. 
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Numbers at the ordinate in the network of the lower right square indicate different lightnesses, 
while those above the abscissa mean different saturations. Index number of the lightness of a colour 
indicates the place of the colour in the uniform scale from white to black. While saturation index 
points to its place in the scale between gray ofthe same lightness, and the given spectrum colour. 
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Colour Dynamics as a New Science 

Antal NEMCSICS 

Colour dynamics as a new science is concerned with the relations between the surface 
appearance of environmental· elements, and man living in this environment. It studies the 
interrelations of colour, man and environment. Thus, colour dynamics as a science is a complex of 
theoretical and practical activities directed towards the disclosure of objective relations between 
man and coloured environment, as well as towards a conscious environment colour design. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The science of colour dynamics has five different but inseparable branches (Fig. I), the 

achievements of each are interdependent. Knowledge and relations amassed by other sciences are 
collected and purposefully systematized, and its special research problems are based on this 
foundation.(!) 

Fig. I. 
The content of 
the science of 
colour dynamics 

Studies on 
reo lotions 

Mtween colour 
pe-rctptions 

Studies on 
colour to man 

rtlot lons 

Studies on 
colour to mon 
to tnv\ronn"'fnt 

relations 

2. RELATIONS BETWEEN COLOUR SENSATIONS 

Studies on 
l-lormony 

01"1 
methods 

Relations between colour sensations are essentially the same for anybody, they result primarily 
from the process of colour perception, and may be explained by essential psychophysical processes. 
These relations express interactions between colour sensations, to be described, in turn, by relations 
between colour sensation parameters and laws of colour composition. 

For determining these laws, the concept of aesthetically uniform colour space has been 
introduced. In an aesthetically uniform colour space, colour sensation differences between adjacent 
colours are equal, and not less than the harmony colour differences. 
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Hannony colour difference is defined as the 
smallest difference between two colours per-
mitting their coexistence in the same hannonic 
composition. Here the two colours are not only 
distinguishable but also aesthetically appreciable 
next to each other. (2) 

Making use of psychometric scales resulting 
from surveys made on thousands of test subjects, 
the Coloroid colour system with an aesthetically 
about uniform colour space has been 
developed(3,4). "1: 

3. COLOUR TO MAN RELATIONS 
Considering man as a visual sensory system we 

first of all have to look at the psychophysical and 
psychophysiological aspects of our colour vision. 
The disclosed scientific results enable colour 
dynamics to find new laws of composition. 

Great many tests have been made in the scopes 
of colour adaptation (Fig.2), colour contrast 
effects, colour preferences, colour association, 
and biological effects of colours. Test results 
have been assigned to Coloroid index numbers. 

In our tests it has become clear that e.g. this 
scale of orders is unable to demonstrate the 
degree of liking, albeit preference should be 
considered in the selection of colours for a space 
to be designed, it is just the degree of liking that 
decides whether a certain colour is suitable in a 
given surrounding for a given population. That is, 
for the purpose of colour dynamics colour prefe-
rerence values are ordered according to a 
proportional psychometric scale with beginning 
and end points. The colour preference index 
number system was built up from such scales.(5) 

Environment colour design is expected to 
consider also the expressive power of colours, 
that is, association of ideas to certain colour 
values.(Fig.3) Man during his lifetime finds that 
given objects or natural phenomena bear certain 
colours, that are, in tum, identified with the 
object, such as blue with sky, red with flame, 
orange with sunshine.(6,7) 

Colour stimuli eliciting different colour sen-
sations, being radiations of different wavelengths, 
affect the human organism not only through the 
visual organ. Radiation penetrating the organism 
may change certain physiological parameteres, 
entraining also psychical altertions. Environ-
mental colours affect learing, the unfolding of 
abilities, blood pressure, respiration frequency, 
body temperature - all of importance for environ-
ment colour design. 
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Fig.2. Variation of hue and lightness contrast 
intensities for differently saturated and differently 
hght colours of the Coloroid colour corcle. Numbers 
along the perimeter of the circular diagram refer to 
different Coloroid hues. Contrast intenity increases 
from centre to perimeter. Curves FO and FS refer to 
the most saturated surface colours, and to medium 
saturated light colours, respectively. Hue contrast is 
most intensive along line AK, light contrast along 
lineVK. 

Fig.3. Colours associated with the concepts of 
silence (side E) and noise (side F). Association 
frequency increases from the centre outwards. 
Numbers on periphery refer to Coloroid hues. 



4. RELATIONS OF COLOUR, MAN AND ENVIRONMENT Prospect 

Man has created for himself a second nature, the built 
environment. Much of his life is spent in this man-made world. He 
is not only creator of this environment but also subject to its 
effects. To make our environment a home-like world, so that it 
should helprather than hinder the development of our abilities, and 
to feel there at ease, requiresamong other thingsto make use of the 
power of colours, to investigate relations between colour, man and 
built environment. -t 

Visual space perception is nothing else but innerved experience. - 2 

Experiments using various colour saturation and lightness scales -J 

have proved that space sensation can be made not only uncertain _4 
but also contrarious to the topology of the environment. From the _5 
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aspect of achieving a desired space sensation, results of these to 20 Jo 40 50 so 10 to A 

investigations may be a more potent tool for the architect than Fig. 4. Distance perception 
modification of the space geometry. modifying effects of different hues. 

The rate of decrease or increase of the reference distance Back wall ICI, sidewall ID/, ceiling 
fBI and floor IE/ ofthe room. perception has been expressed in "prospect" units. The prospect 100 

values plotted are relative values expressing merely tendencies to 
modification of space perception.(Fig.4.) 

Slight saturation differences between unsaturated, or even, very 50 

saturated colours hardly affect the distance perception, while even 
the slightest saturation change of medium saturated colours 6o 
markedly affects the distance perceived. Thus, in the coloration of I 
e.g. facades in a street, if colours of medium saturation are to be 1! 

I. app ted, then only scales of the same hue may be selected but there 
is free choice between either unsaturated or very saturated colours. 
It is not generally known that the increase of distance perception is 20 

not proportional to lightness increase. 
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Function of the built environment is based on social demand, 

necessity raised to a social level. Within the system of man and 
elements of his environment, structural relations are defined and 
sustained by complex functions. Such a complex function is 
composed of three types of functions : utility, aesthetic, and 
informative.(Fig.S.) 

Fig. 6. Hues for colour bearing 
surfaces of rooms of different 
function groups in industrial 
plants, as suggested by different 
authors. 

Utility function is understood as designation and purpose of 61 
5 

environment elements. Aesthetic functions bring about properties 
of environment elements which enable one to experience utility 
functions. Informative functions involve properties of environment 
elements by which their functions, uses, and operation become 
understandable for man. 
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Built environment is taken notice of through the visual 
appearance of environment elements, the built space. Appearance _ 1 
is internationally meant as given photometric, chromatic and 
reflection characteristics of the space. This means in practice, that - 2 

articulation of the space, forms of space elements, surface texture - 3 

and colours are perceived as a function of intensity, quality, and - 4 

direction of illumination. Sight of a space informs about the 
environment only in dependence ofillumination.(Fig.6.) 

Fig. 5. Hues for colour bearing 
sur-faces of rooms of different 
function groups in industrial 
plants, as suggested by different 
authors. 
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5. COLOUR HARMONY RELATIONS 
Surface colours of built space are important factors in the 

development of space sensation. The content of space sensation 
can be deduced from two components: space perception and its 
relation to the function of the real space. Colour perceptions are 
present in both components as harmony complexes. Correlations 
ordering our colour perceptions to harmony complexes represent 
the content of the concept of harmony. Content of correlations 
affecting the harmony generates different levels of generalization. 
In the following three superimposed levels of the content of colour 
harmony will be discussed. 

Thus, appreciation of harmony sensation depends on the 
environment of the colour complex, involving light, structure, 
material, but also spatial position and function. Colour harmony is 
always directly related to the aesthetic function of the environment. 
Five fundamental and six accessory conditions of harmony 
sensation have been determined. (8) 

6. COLOUR DYNAMIC DESIGN 
According to our definition, colour dynamic design comprises the 

following steps: data recording, survey of demands, analysis, 
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Cross Cultural Study of Affective Meanings of Colors 

Gentarow OHMI, SoonHyuk LEE and SeungHee LEE 

The aim of this study is to examine the generality and heterogeneity of meanings of 
colors among Japanese,Korean and American.The words which express human emo-
tions were presented to the subjects and they were asked to select the colors that sym-
bolize respective word from color samples. As a result of application of factor analysis, 
four factors almost common to the three nations (social value, personal value,negative 
emotion and high activation) were extracted. Therefore, it can be said the structure of 
meanings of colors have a high level of generality beyond cultural differences. However, 
in comparison with colors associated with individual emotions, a high resemblance was 
found between Japan and Korea, and there was some heterogeneity between these two 
nations and the United States of America. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In this study, effects of colors were analysed from following two points of view; firstly 

to study the correlation between structure offundamental emotion and affective mean-
ings of colors, and secondly to make a cross cultural comparison on meanings of colors. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
The words that express fundamental emotions were presented to the subjects and 

they were asked to select colors that represent the emotions from color samples. 
Subjects: 302 Japanese, 167 Korean and 107 American students of women's art col-

leges. The subjects being limited groups as above, it is rather difficult to make a strict 
comparison among three cultures. However,comparison among groups with similar or 
equal age, sex and interest will be meaningful. 

Color Samples: 45 colors selected systematically and comprehensively from color solid. 
Each color sample (3 X 2cm) was printed on B4 white paper. 

Stimulus Words: A total of 30 words were used, which were selected from those defined 
as "fundamental emotion" by Woodworth (1938), Tomkins (1964), Izard (1977), Plutchik 
(1980), adding several words frequently used in the study of affective meanings of colors. 

3.RESULTS 
3-1. Association with colors 

Tab!e 1. shows the 3 high-ranked colors for several emotions by nation. However, in a 
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view ofthe frequency of selection, the top-ranked vivid yellow for example, showed 57%(Ja-
pan) for "surprise" whereas the highest ranked black for "shame" showed only 9% 
(America) . The former is regarded as such emotion with small individual difference for 
response or such emotion easily associated with a certain color. The latter is regarded 
as the reverse emotion. As the index of variance of such distribution, coefficient of varia-
tion (standard deviation/mean) was calculated for each emotion. Fig.l shows a part of 
them. 

Table 1: Associated Colors for Emotions (3 high-ranked colors) 
and Correlation Coefficients among 3 Nations 

Rank Order Cooelation Coefficient 

Emotion 1st 2nd 3rd K us 
J v.yellow lt.red v.orange .9 .8 

joy K v.yellow v.orange II. yellow .8 
us v.yellow II. yellow v.red 
J v.yellow v.red purple v.red .6 .9 

surprise K v. red orange v.red v.yellow .5 
us v.yellow v.red purple v.red purple 
J black dk.blue dk.purple .9 .8 

fear K black dk.purple v.red .8 
us black gray dk.blue 
J v.red v.red orange v.red purple .8 .9 

anger K v.red dk.red dk.purple .8 
us v.red black v.y orange 
J dk.purple dk.yellow dk.red .8 .4 

hatred K dk.purple v.red v.y orange .4 
us black v.red v.y orange 
J v.red purple v.red orange v.red .7 .1 

shame K v. red purple v.red v.r orange .0 
us black gray d.orange 
J v.red v.yellow v.red orange .9 .7 

excitement K v.red v.red orange v. red purple .4 
us v.yellow v.red v.red purple 
J gray g.blue g. purple .1 .0 

anxiety K v.red purple v.y.orange v.violet .3 
us v.yellow v.red v.orange 

V. VIVId it. hghl dk. dark d. dull g.gray1Sh r: reddiSh y. yellOWISh 
J: Japan K: Korea US: United States of America 

Japan USA Korea 

anxiety 

guilty 

shame 

bitterness 

c 
2 joy 0 

·c surprise 
"' > 
0 
C' 
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"(j 
ie 
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Fig.1: Coefficient of Variation by Nations 

As a result,"death","surprise","excitement","joy" showed large variance in three na-
tions, which revealed that these are the emotions with small individual difference and 
easily associated with a certain color. On the contrary,"anxiety","shame","bitterness" 
will be difficult to be associated with a certain color; i.e. these are regarded as the emo-
tions which are unlikely to be communicated by color. 

In this index, difference by nation is remarkable especially on following 3 emotions. 
"guilty" is easily linked with black and next white in Japan and Korea, but is associated 
in various colors in America. "health" is concentrated in saturated tone such as vivid 
red,orange,yellow,blue in Korea and Japan, but is distributed in various colors in America 
although light tone are frequently seen. "hatred" is associated with black and vivid red 
in America, but is found in various colors in Japan and Korea. 
3-2. Factor structure of meanings of colors. 
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Factor analysis by nation was conducted in order to know the structure of meanings 
of colors. As to main 4 factors, notable resemblance was seen in 3 countries, although 
the order of factors are different. Table 2 is the simplified results. In this table, the 
figures more than .4 for factor loadings are listed up. 

The 1st group is considered to represent the factor having high loadings such as "ideal" 
or "future" and concentrating social and universal value. Accordingly we call this factor 
under the name of "factor of social value". As to factor score, white, pure and tint blue, 
pure and tint yellow are associated . However, loadings for fundamental or primary 
emotion are small. In this sense, it can be said that structure is different between pri-
mary emotion and meanings of colors. 

The 2nd group shows high loadings to the emotions related to a personal pleasure or 
affirmative evaluation such as "joy, happness, gladness". Accordingly, we call this factor 
under the name of "factor of personal value". Vivid warm colors and light yellow are 
associated. 

Table 2: The Factor Loadings by Nations 

Factor Loadings 
Categories of 

Emotion Social Value Personal Value Negative Emotion 

item J K us J K us J K us 
joy .6 .4 -.6 -.9 

gladness .6 .7 -.6 -.5 
happiness .8 -.8 -.8 

love -.5 .4 -.5 
surprise .7 -.9 

fear .8 .9 -.8 
pain .8 .8 

anger . 5 
disgust .6 .4 
hatred .7 .4 -.5 
scom 

shame - .7 
guilty .8 .9 -.6 

excitement -.9 
anxiety -.5 -.7 .5 
sadness .4 -.4 

future .8 .8 ·.7 ·.5 
ideal .6 .9 ·.8 

death .6 .7 -.8 
Typical Colors white. pure yellow, black. gray. 

by pure&tint blue orange & red. shade blue& 
factors score tint yellow purple 

3-3. Differences among nations 

High Activation 

J K us 
.4 

-.6 .6 .8 
.8 

.9 
-.9 .6 .9 

.6 .6 
.6 .6 

-.5 .8 

-.7 . 9 

pure red & 
orange 

In the 3rd group , 
loadings are high to un-
pleasant emotions such 
as "fear,hatred,guilty". 
In general, there are 
much more words ex-
pressing unpleasant 
state than those ex-
pressing pleasant 
state . 

The 4th group shows 
high loadings to con-
trary emotions such as 
"love" and "anger" . 
However, in a view that 
"excitement" and "sur-
prise" also show high 
loadings, it will be rea-
sonable to understand 
as the factor which 
means rising of emo-
tion. 

Among the results from three nations, several emotions of low level correlation were 
observed. "anxiety" showed the lowest level of commonness among three countries. It is 
associated with gray, grayish or dark tone in Japan, vivid purple, vivid reddish orange 
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in Korea, vivid yellow in America. The reason is considered that it would be caused by 
the difference whether the respondents express psychological state by "anxiety'' or they 
react the stimulus which will bring "anxiety''. "shame" showed a high level of common-
ness in Japan and Korea, and is linked with vivid red purple, red, orange. In America, 
it is linked with black and gray, "hatred" showed a similar trend between Japan and 
Korea, but there is a big difference between these two nations and America. The former 
is linked with dark tone or purple whereas the latter with black and vivid red. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
As to the structure of meanings of colors, there is a high level of generality in three 

cultures, which is able to be explained by 4 factors . However, as one of them, the factors 
of social value which is not fundamental or primary as human emotion was brough out. 
Therefore, colors are considered to communicate more social and more cultural mean· 
ings as well as bilogical or physilogical emotions. Although cultural difference on mean· 
ings of colors are small, such differences are not deniable from following two view points. 
(1) Even for the same emotion, it is associated with a certain color in a culture but not in 

the other cultures. 
(2) Even for the same emotion, there is a cultural difference in associated colors. 

As to meanings of colors, a high level of commonness was found between Japan and 
Korea, but some different points were seen between these two nations and United States 
of America. This might be caused by cultural resemblance and geographical distance. 
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Is the Sun Red or Yellow? -A Comparative Study 
in Japan, China and Indonesia 

Miho SAITO 

In the present study, 175 Japanese, 158 Chinese and 157 Indonesian university students 
were asked to choose from a color chart the one color they would use to draw the sun. 
The color chart consisted of 70 chromatic colors, 5 achromatic colors, silver and gold. 
Vivid red was selected most often in China and Japan for the sun, while approximately 60 
percent of Indonesians chose either vivid yellow or light yellow instead. A high percentage 
(about 30 percent each) of subjects selected vivid orange for the sun in all the groups. The 
author also asked the same question regarding the moon and stars and found that light 
gray and white were frequently chosen for the moon in Indonesia and China but not in 
Japan. Silver and gold were most often selected for stars in all countries, but bluish colors 
were chosen at a significantly higher rate in China. These results suggested that the 
drawing of these objects might involve certain conventions or concepts which have arisen 
out of or been defined by the culture of the subject's geographical area of residence. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been said that Americans draw the sun with yellow colors and Japanese with red. 

In the author's comparative study in 19831'>, most Japanese-Americans chose yellows 
from a color chart when asked to draw the sun, whereas Japanese most often selected 
reds. This phenomenon was considered a reflection of the effect of American culture on 
the subject's way of drawing the sun . 
In the present study, the author further extended the area of investigation to Japan, China 
and Indonesia, to survey whether there exist certain conventions or concepts in the 
drawing of natural objects such as the sun, the moon and stars in these culturally and 
geographically different areas, and whether they differ among them. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The stimulus was a color chart consisting of glossy chips of 70 chromatic colors, 5 

achromatic colors, silver and gold selected from the Practical Color Coordinate System 
(developed by Japan Color Research Institute). The colors were pasted on a neutral gray 
cardboard panel 29.7 x 41 .8 em in size. Each colored chip was 3.5 x 2.0 em. The 
chromatic colors were arranged horizontally by tone (seven tones: pale, light-grayish, dull, 
light, vivid, deep, dark) and vertically by hue (10 hues: R, YR, Y, GY, G, BG, B, PB, P, 
RP). 
The total number of subjects was 490. The 175 subjects in Tokyo, Japan (72 men and103 
women) were university students. The 158 subjects in Tianjin, China (89 men and 69 
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women) were mostly university students. The 157 subjects in Jakarta, Indonesia (82 men 
and 75 women) were also university students. The subjects were asked to choose from 
the color chart the one color they would use to draw each of the sun, the moon and stars. 

The relative frequencies of choice were analyzed mathematically by the test for 
proportion. The survey was carried out from 1991 to 1993. In most of the cases, the 
questions were asked orally either individually or in small groups of two or three people. 
The color chart was observed under either fluorescent light or daylight from northern 
windows. 

3. RESULTS 
Figures 1 - 3 show the relative frequencies of the color choices for the sun, the moon and 

stars in the three geographical areas. The symbols indicate significant differences in 
frequency of choice among the countries. Vivid red in Figure 1, for example, was selected 
significantly more often in China (p <.01) and in Japan (p <.05) , but significantly less 
frequently in Indonesia (p <.01 ), when compared as a proportion of total frequency for the 
three areas. Yellowish colors like vivid yellow and light yellow were chosen significantly 
more frequently (p <.01) in Indonesia. A characteristic among the Chinese was their 
choice of deep red (p <.01) which ranked third in the general order of selection frequency 
(top three colors), as indicated in Table 1. A high percentage (about 30 percent each) of 
subjects selected vivid orange in all the groups. 
Figure 2 shows the relative frequencies of the color choices for the moon in the three 

areas. The Japanese characteristic of choosing yellowish colors, i.e., light yellow (p <.05) 
and vivid yellow (p <.01 ), for the moon is apparent. Light gray (p <.01) and medium gray 
(p <.01) were selected relatively more frequently in Indonesia, but relatively less frequently 
(p <.01) in Japan. Vivid blue was selected relatively more frequently (p <.01) in China, 
ranking 8th in frequency chosen. 
Figure 3 indicates the relative frequencies of the color choices for stars. In Indonesia, the 

color chosen for stars was mostly silver (p <.01) or white (p <.01 ). The Japanese 
characteristically selected gold (p <.05), light yellow {p <.01), vivid yellow (p <.05), pale 
yellow green (p <.01) and pale greenish sky (p <.01 ), while the Chinese characteristically 
selected vivid blue {p <.01 ), light blue {p <.01) and light violet {p <.05). 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this study, Japanese, Chinese and Indonesian university students were asked to 

choose from a color chart the one color they would use to draw each of the sun, the moon 
and stars. Vivid red was selected most often in China and Japan for the sun, while 
approximately 60 percent of Indonesians chose either vivid yellow or light yellow instead. 
Light gray and white were frequently chosen for the moon in Indonesia and China but not 
in Japan. Silver and gold were most often selected for stars in all countries, but bluish 
colors were chosen at a significantly higher rate in China. 

These results suggested that the drawing of these objects might involve certain 
conventions or concepts, i.e., idiomatic color expressions for these objects in the subject's 
language or stereotyped customs for drawing them, which have arisen out of or been 
defined by the culture of the subject's geographical area of residence. However, whether 
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or not such conventions and concepts in each cultural frame of reference influence the 
subject's cognition and memory colors for these objects still remains a matter of debate 
and requires further interdisciplinary consideration from such areas of study as 
psychology, anthropology and linguistics. 
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Table 1: Color of the sun 

rank Ja12an (%} China (%} 
1st vivid red 30.9 vivid red 43.0 
2nd vivid orange 26.3 vivid orange 30.4 
3rd vivid 12.6 dee!:! red 5.1 

vivid red 

vivid yellow 

vivid orange 

light yellow 

white 

gold 

deep red 

pale yellow green 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

% 
Fig.1.Relative frequencies of color choices for the sun. 

lndnesia 
vivid yellow 
vivid orange 
light 

33.1 ++ 

Ill! Japan 
•china 
• Indonesia 

35 40 45 

++p<.01 . +p<.05 (significantly higher). - -p<.01 . -p<.05 (significantly lower). 

rank 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Ja12an 
light yellow 
vivid yellow 
pale green 

Table 2: Color of the moon 

(%) 
20.6 
14.9 
10.3 

China 
white 
light gray 
light 
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(%) 
13.3 
12.0 
11.4 

Indonesia 
light gray 
white 
light 

(%} 
33.1 
28.7 
26.1 

50 

(%} 
23.6 
16.6 
15.3 



20.6 + 
15.3 

light gray 23.6 ++ 

16.6+ 

vivid yellow 14.9 ++ 
.6 

\ '\, 
pale yellow green 10.3 + 

10.1 + 

pale sky 

pale greenish sky 
5.1 ++ 

light blue 
DJapan 

vivid orange •china 
•Indonesia 

pale green 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
% 

Fig.2.Relative frequencies of color choices for the moon. 
++p<.01 . +p<.05 (significantly higher). - -p<.01 . -p<.05 (significantly lower). 

Table 3 : Color of stars 

rank Japan (%) China (%) Indonesia (%) 
1st gold 21.1 silver 29.7 silver 35.7 
2nd silver 15.4 gold 16.5 white 21.7 
3rd light yellow 13.1 vivid blue 8.2 gold 8.3 

silver 35.7 + 

gold 21.1 + 

white 10.3 
21 .7+ 

light yellow 13.1 ++ 

vivid yellow 9.7 + 
6.4 

pale yellow green 8.6 ++ 

vivid blue 8.2++ 

pale yellow 

light gray 

pale greenish sky 5.7++ DJapan 

light blue •china 
•Indonesia 

light violet 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
% 

Fig.3.Relative frequencies of color choices for Stars. 
++p<.01 . +p<.05 (significantly higher). - -p<.01 . -p<.05 (significantly lower). 
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Cross-Cultural Color Differences in Streetscape 
between Great Britain and Japan 

Shoji IIJIMA and Kiwamu MAKI 

ABSTRACT 
The importance of color comfort in streetscape is being recognized. A comparative study on 
international differences of streetscape color is required for color planning. Therefor, color 
investigations in streetscapes were made in the Great Britain and Japan. In the main street, wall 
and signboard colors were measured according to the Munsell book of color. The color attributes 
of each city are extracted and identified. As a result, color attributes are explained by the ratio of 
sunshine duration and global solar radiation. The Ratio of sunshine duration are correlated with the 
wall color value ( R=0.47 ) and the wall color chrama ( R=-0.42 ). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There have been a number of publications on streetscape color in Japan. However, few have 
referred to the international color differences in streetscape. Year by year the importance of color 
control in streetscape are recognized for color planning and local government-based guidelines in 
Japan. Thus, a comparative study on streetscape color has been carried out in Great Britain and 
Japan through color investigations. 

The aim of this study is to make clear color attributes, and to show the basic data for color 
planning and local government-based guidelines for use of streetscape color. 

2. INVESTIGATION 
Color investigations were carried out in 6 British cities, 12 Japanese cities in the north-east 
region ( vid . IIJIMA 1996) , and 10 Japanese cites in the south-west region ( vid. IIJIMA 1995). 
The Great Britain is high latitudinal country and there short sunshine duration and low global 
solar radiation may effect on visual environment. On the other hand, in Japan they have long 
sunshine duration and high global solar radiation (See left side of Table 1 ). 

In the main street of each city, wall and signboard colors were measured at around 70 points 
according to the Munsell book of color based on JIS Z 8721. The measured data consists of 
Munsell hue, Munsell value and Munsell chroma. Hue refers to the quality of a color that 
distinguishes red, blue, green and etcetera. Value is the lightness of a color. Chroma is the purity 
or intensity of a color. The investigated streets were chosen because they are central and 
prosperous. As to measuring the wall color in practice, those colors covered in the largest area 
on the wall were regarded as representative. As to signboards, We regarded larger and 
self-designed ones as representative. About the selected signboards, we measured the intensive ( 
high chroma ) areas between figures ( letters ) and the ground. 

3. RESULTS 
The color attributes of cities in the Great Britain and Japan were identified and analyzed. 

3.1 Color Attributes of each city 
(1) Wall color 
Table 1 ( left side) shows the wall color attributes. As to the value column, the values of northern 
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British cities like Edinburgh and York are smaller than those of southern cities in the Great Britain. 
In the north-east Japan, the values of cites facing the Japan sea like Akita, Sakata and so on are 
smaller than the values of cites facing the Pacific ocean. As to the chroma column, in the 
north-east Japan the chromas of cities facing the Japan sea like Hirosaki, Akita and Sakata are 
larger than the chromas of cites facing the Pacific ocean. In the hue column, in general the ratios of 
YR ( yellow-red) andY ( yellow ) in Britain are larger than the ratios in Japan. 
(2) Signboard color 
Table 1 ( right side) shows signboard attributes. Values and chromas for the Great Britain are 
generally smaller than those for Japan. About the value column, British values of Liverpool 
facing the Irish sea and Brighton facing the English channel are larger than those of other cities in 
Britain. In Japan, Values in the north-east area are larger than those in the south-west. As to the 
chroma column, in the Great Britain, chromas of Liverpool and Brighton are larger than those of 
others. 

3.2 Color attributes between Great Britain and Japan 
Table 2 shows differences of value and chroma between Great Britain and Japan. Wall color in 
Britain is characterized by low value and high chroma, and signboard color is marked by low 
value and chroma as compared with that of Japan. 

From Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 , distributions of wall hue are showed ( See Table 3 ) . Fig. 1 shows 
peaks ( 2.5Y, 5Y ,7.5Y and 10R,2.5YR ). And Fig. 2 shows peak ( 5Y ,7.5Y ,lOY ). From Fig. 4 to 

Table 1: Color Attributes of each City 
(Reference to The Japan Meteological Agency 1994,1991 and NEOO 1996) 

Wall color Signboard color 
country City Longitude Sunshine Value Chroma Ratio of Ratio of each hue Value Chroma Ratio of each hue 

Duration Achn:matic R YR y R YR Y G PB 
( 0) (Hr) mean mean (%) (%) (%) (%) mean mean (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Edinburgh 55.95 1384 6.67 1.8 I 0 15.4 75.2 3.9 7.7 31.9 3 3 20 10.3 
GREAT York 53.95 1342 6.95 2.9 22.3 25.2 23.3 2&1 3.8 6.5 17.4 5.8 7.7 17 9.7 
BRATAIN Liverpool 53.42 1435 8.11 1.<1! 35.9 0 18.7 39 5.1 9.4 23.4 9.3 13 13 6.2 

Manchester 53.5 1435 7.2 2.92 11.5 15.3 40.3 30.7 4.4 6.9 25 5.7 9.6 9.6 5.7 
London 51.5 1520 8.02 1.76 2 I 13.1 79.7 4 6.5 12.1 11 15 15 13.1 
Brighton 50.83 1821 8.47 1.97 5.8 2.9 19. 1 50 4.8 8.8 26.4 5.8 18 21 8.8 

North- Aomori 40.82 1694.8 7.7 2.1 17 13.1 18.2 36.4 5.4 8.4 31.8 4.5 6.8 10 15.9 
East Hirosaki 40.6 1694.8 7.8 2.4 14.8 8.9 17.8 43 5.6 8.1 34.7 4.4 4.4 9.6 18.5 
Area Hachinohe 40.53 1961.8 8 1.8 22.6 8.3 4.5 51.1 5.2 8.9 32.3 0.8 4.5 9 9.8 

Noshiro 40.2 1535.2 7.8 1.8 19 9 13 28 5.3 7.6 24 6 5 9 22 
Akita 39.72 1642.2 7.3 2.4 11.8 10.9 21.8 37.3 5 9.3 36.4 6.4 7.3 4.5 15.5 
Morioka 39.7 1815.1 8.2 1.5 25.3 9.7 7.1 48.7 5.3 9.8 37 3.9 9.7 7.1 14.9 
Miyako 39.65 1936.6 8.4 1.2 23.8 4.8 6.7 50.5 5.6 9.1 36.2 5.7 II 9.5 16.2 
Omagari 39.48 1642.2 8 1.8 18.3 ll .5 7.7 47.1 5.5 7.8 36.5 3.8 4.8 12 10.6 
Hanimaki 39.3 1815.1 8.6 1.6 25.5 7.8 4.9 53.9 5.4 8.5 32.4 I 14 5.9 19.6 

JAPAN Kamaishi 39.23 1936.3 8.6 1.4 24.3 3.9 13.8 51.3 5.6 8.8 28.3 6.6 13 5.3 16.4 
Ichinoseki 38.92 1842.6 8.6 1.2 31 2 13 43 5.4 8 28 2 8 II 14 

162HH 7.7 2.4 24.H 16.5 37.6 4.6 H.3 12 2.H 6.4 24.H 
South- Tottori 35.48 1665.7 8.1 2.5 42.3 9.5 17.3 23.7 4 7.7 27.4 5.2 1.3 5.2 32.1 
est Kurayoshi 35.47 1665.7 7.9 2 47.6 12 9.4 28.3 3.9 8.2 33 11 4.4 2.2 30 
Area Yonago 35.43 1830.9 6.8 3 15.5 25.3 24.5 20.3 4.2 8.4 27.6 3.4 5.1 8.7 21.7 

Matue 35.45 1781.7 8 1.6 37.5 7.6 20.4 26.6 4.4 5.4 17.2 9.4 3. 1 4.7 20 
Tuyama 35.05 1842.8 7.6 1.3 25.7 14.9 29.7 22.3 4.8 6.7 29.2 4.5 2.3 2.3 27.8 
Niimi 34.93 1842.8 8.1 1.1 52.8 6.4 6.4 25.7 4 9.2 20.6 6.1 4. 1 2.1 38.9 
Okayama 34.65 2082.6 7.9 2 25 15.3 16.5 32 3.9 8.2 34.1 5. 1 7.2 6.5 11.3 
Fukuyama 34.45 2076.7 8.1 1.2 38.2 5.9 23.5 23.5 4.5 7.5 26.5 5.8 7.3 15 11.8 
Takamatu 34.32 2116.2 7.6 1.8 32.7 11.8 11.8 31 4.4 7.6 32.7 2.7 5.5 6.3 13 
Kochi 33.55 2106.9 8 1.7 35.3 7.1 12.7 36.5 5.1 9.2 38.7 4.3 13 12 6.78 
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Table 2 : Difference between great Britain and Japan about value and chroma 

wall >ignboard 
Area ValUe chroma ValUe chrOma 

mean variance mediaJJ mean variance median mean variance median mean variance median 
Great Britain 
North-east Japan 
South-west Japan 

0: ;a 

z 
Qo.Jo 
I< 

7.5 3 
!!.I 2.2 
7.8 3.5 

17 25 33 41 

Fig. 1: Distribution 
of wall hue 

(Great Britain ) 

"' < 0. 10 

'" 
6 

0.05 

17 25 33 

Fig. 4: Distribution 
of signboard hue 
(Great Britain ) 

Table 3 : List of Hues 
For Fig.l -Fig.6 

.ctnJmat:u:: zz '·"" 2 2.5RP 23SG 
3 5RP 24 7.5G 
4 7.SRP Z> IW 
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Fig. 2: Distribution 
of wall hue 

(North-east Japan) 
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Fig. 3: Distribution 
of wall hue 

(South-west Japan) 
In Fig. 1-6 about hue, see Table 3) 
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Fig. 5: Distribution 
of signboard hue 
(North-east Japan) 
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Fig. 6: Distribution 
of signboard hue 
(South-west Japan) 

Table 4 : Correlation coeficience Matrix 

Ratio of Global Temperature Preciption 
Color elements Sunshine Sol or 

Duration Radiation 
( % ) (MJ/m') ('C) (mm) 

Value 0.47** 0.39* 0.02 0.14 
7 5R 28 7.SBG Wall Chroma -0.42** -0.23 -0.01 0.02 8 7.SR 29 lOBG 

IUK 30 2.511 
Ratio of Achromatic 0.4 0.54** 0.57** 0.44** 

10 2.SYR 31 SB Ratio of Yellow Hue -0.21 - 0.46** -o.6·· -0.41** 
11 SYR 32 7.511 
12 7.SYR 33 lUB 
13 IOYR 34 2.SPB 
14 2.SY 35 SPil 
15 SY 36 7.SPB 

Value 0.21 0.2 -0.39* 0.14 
Chroma 0.29 0.23 -0.11 0.16 
Ratio of Achromatic 0.34* 0.47*• 0.49*• 0.33* 

Signboard Ratio of Red Hue 0.43*• 0.41*• 0.13 0.3 
16 7.SY 37 101'8 Ratio of Yellow Hue 0.08 -0.21 -0.27 -0.26 
1 IUY 38 2.SP 
18 2.SGY 39 SP 
19 SGY 40 7.SP 
20 7.SGY ., lut' 

Ratio of Green Hue -0.33 •• -0.57** -0.42·· -0.59•• 
Ratio of Purple-blue Hue 0.07 0.36•• 0.28 0.45•• 
* p<.OS , ** p<.Ol 

21 lOGY 
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Fig. 6, distributions of signboard hue are showed (See Table 3). Fig. 4 and 5 show clear peaks but 
Fig. 5 does not. 

4. DISCUSSION 
Correlation analyses were made between color attributes and climatic elements. Table 4 shows 
correlation coefficients between color attributes and climatic elements about Great Britain and 
Japan. 
(Wall color) 
The Ratio of sunshine duration is highly correlated with wall color value ( R=0.47 ) and wall color 
chrama ( R=-0.42 ). The global solar radiation shows some correlation with wall color value ( 
R=0.39 ), and with wall color ratio of achromatic ( R=0.54 ). Average perception per year have a 
correlation with the wall color ratio of achromatic ( R=0.44 ). 
(Signboard color) 
Temperature shows correlation with signboard value ( R=-0.39 ). The global solar radiation is 
correlated with ratio of achromatic ( R=0.47) and ratio of red hue ( R=0.41). 

In general, wall and signboard values tend to increase in proportion to the ratio of sunshine 
duration and global solar radiation. About the wall and signboard color, the ratios of achromatic 
have a tendency to increase , being directly proportional to global solar radiation. 

From now on, soil color, racks color and vegetation will be concretely considered in 
connection with regional color attributes from the standpoints of the environmental psychology 
and environmental science. 
And, difference of social consciousness and cultural tradition may lead to actual color condition 
in the streetscape . So, the difference of regulation and order as to color control should be taken 
into consideration. 

5. CONCLUSION 
(1) The color attributes of cities in Great Britain and Japan were analyzed and identified. 
(2) Color attributes are explained as to the Ratio of sunshine duration and global solar radiation to 

some extent. 
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Two Typical Patterns of Color Preference 
and Japanese Sensitivity 

Motoko HIHARA 

1. The Concepts Running Throughout Japanese Aesthetic Awareness 
From ancient times the standard of values within the Japanese aesthetic consciousness has 

continually changed along with the background of history, and we can see many instances of transition 
in superficial style and expression. Nevertheless, to borrow the words of the prominent Edo Era 
haiku poet Matsuo Basho, "in the waka poems of Saigyo, in the renka poems of Sogi, in the paintings 
of Sesshu (1420-1506), or in the tea of Rikyu .. . there is something in common," in which he means 
that there is only one aesthetic spirit which runs through the waka of the renowned Middle Age poet 
Saigyo, through renka poems, through painting, or through the tea ceremony. From this point of view, 
there is reason to think that this common aesthetic awareness also forms the undercurrent in 
contemporary interior base colors. 

According to the analysis of Seiichi NakaP, despite historical changes in expressive form there is 
consistency to the aesthetic awareness of Japanese. To take some examples, the concepts of 
"sayakesci' in the Man'yoshU!AD668J, "wab/' in the KokinshutA[)g(JOJ, the "yugerl' of the No writer ZeamitADt363-
,....,J, "sukl' of the Middle Ages(AD,a.-t600J, and "ikl' of the Edo EratADtllm-10671 can all, generally speaking, be 
seen as the mental frame of mind or actions of breaking free, which strive for "beauty and refreshment, 
lightness, softness, a flowing movement, purity and newness, continually attempting to escape from 
impurity, filth and weight." 

The flowering of aesthetic consciousness among the great majority of common people occurred 
during the Edo Era(AD161J3-tss7}, and here we will focus on common standards in coloring which exist in 
common in both fashionable Edo Era colors and in colors popular today. In other words, these are 
the two greatest base color patterns to be seen in color preferences of Japanese: "monochromatic 
coloring" and "natural coloring." 

lki(chic) 

Amami(sweet) 

Gehin(vulgar) 

Fig.! : model of Japanese interior base color Fig.2: Structure of "iki" by Shuzo Kuki 
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2. Analogies in the Concepts of "lkt and Contemporary Interior Base Colors 
Comparing the model of interior base colors which this author and others presented at the AIC 1989 

BuenosAires2 (fig. 1) with the structure of "iktby Shuzo Kuki3 (fig. 2), we can see common coloring 
characteristics between both in fundamental concepts (table 1). 

Table 1 : Common coloring characteristics between (A) & (B) 
(A) by model of Interior base color (B) concept of lkl by S.Kukl 

hard mainly use of black, white and gray iki black, grey, light and dark brown, indigo, light shades 
a sense of colorlessness moving from white to black 

soft all pale, light and soft-tone hues amami yuzen dye and other refined painting-like patterns 
use of many "sweet" colors reminiscent of sugar 

unity wood and beige natural material tones shibumi restrained, simple but refined tones 
variety all primary color hues yabo bright flower patterns and other refined heavy shades 

yuzen pattern, gold and many-colored 

In this way, the interior coloring model shows four major categories: hard, soft, unity and variety; 
these coloring characteristics show a marked similarity to the coloring characteristics of the categories 
of iki, amami, shibumi and yabo within the structure of "ikt developed by Shuzo Kuki. In other words: 

hard: iki (chic); variety: yabo (rustic); 
soft: amami (sweet); unity: shibumi (astringency); 

where each of the English words corresponds to a contemporary interior base color and each of the 
Japanese words to an Edo Era aesthetic concept. Furthermore, Kuki goes on to show opposing 
concepts between iki and yabo, and amami and shibumi. 

The characteristic patterns of iki are geometrical in nature, with vertical and horizontal stripes, dual 
opposition, and a refreshing sense brought about by cool hues which are blackish in color with low 
saturation, whereas the patterns characteristic of yabo have a resemblance to those used in paintings 
or arabesque patterns, with curves, circles, ellipses, spirals, rays, and which show color schemes of 
multipolarization, complexity and miscellany. Furthermore, the spirit of iki has an inherent idealistic 
unreality about it, in which the eternal unchanging dual opposition indicates a cool indifference; in 
contrast to this amami is a concept in opposition to that which is not iki, in which all of the love 
contained within all things we feel as warm takes the form of circles and ellipses, this arising out of the 
fact that because these shapes match with the natural movements of sight it is easy to identify them 
and they have a pleasant effect upon the eyes. 

3. Contrasts and Analogies Hidden within the Transitions of Aesthetic Awareness in Color 
Out of the previously mentioned four coloring models, most widely used in contemporary model 

houses and interior elements are the concepts of "hard" and "unity," with "variety" and "soft" rarely to 
be seen. In addition, there can also be seen a certain trend within "hard" and "unity" coloring . The 
features of this trend are the monochromatic contrast colors of white, black and grey in the "hard" 
color model, and the analogous use of beiges in the "unity" color model. Both of these are also 
originally the traditional tones found in the appearances of residential housing. In other words, "hard" 
refers to the contrast coloring of tile roofs and plaster walls in storehouse style town residences, while 
"unity'' indicates the assimilative coloring of thatched roofs and earthen or plank walls in farmhouses. 
There is something in common to the concepts which both imply: the former is "hare" (showy) and 
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unroutine (special days throughout the year like New Year's Day, the Festival of the Dead, or seasonal 
festivals), while the latter is "ke" (common) and routine (plain and ordinary days) . For example, 
instances of "hare" color expression can be seen in solid red circles on white background, celebratory 
red and white vertically striped curtains, and the black and white vertically striped curtains used for 
mourning (although of course this is not a showy event), where these are all cases in which contrast 
colors are used to stand out. However, for Japanese everyday colors hold within them the meaning 
of everyday life, and looking at this historically we can see how feudal age ideals, which held up as 
a virtue single-minded diligence, had the effect of unconsciously being taken over by uniform and 
restrained assimilative coloring. This is why each of the base colors are the colors of fallen grass, 
leaves and branches which have a calm and unstimulating effect on the eye. 

Moriteru Nagasakf4 has given a list of keywords for the spiritual identity representing various periods 
in Japanese history, along with symbolic colors expressing these. The characteristics of each of the 
period colors can be understood when viewed against the background of the class society which was 
responsible for the colors of each era; the author has used these concepts, supplemented by the 
concepts of "hare" and "ke" (Table . 2) . Looking at this list, one can see how the colors symbolic of 
"hare" used by the ruling class were dominant from the ancient era up until the Momoyama Era; 
during this long span of history commoners were suppressed from using certain "forbidden" or "luxurianr· 
colors, and stripped of the right to enjoy color. This is why the preferred colors of commoners are not 
reflected way up until the Edo Era. 

Table 2 : Historical transition of aesthetic consciousness & the symbolic color "§' 

era keyword symbol colora hare or ke cultural background j 
"' 

ancient hareyaka (bright) peach, white hare ancient Shinto 0 
21 

Nara 't5raka (magnanimity) orange, vermillion hare Buddhism culture "" a 
He ian miyabi (elegance) purple hare aristocratic culture 
Kamakura hari (display) dark indigo hare warrior culture 
Muromachi wabi (quiet elegance) light brown ke Zen culture .:: 

0 

sabi (rustic simplicity) 21 ,e 
Momoyama gokakenran (gorgeous, gold hare Momoyama culture ,g 

.Q 

flowery) "' ·-= 
Edo iki (refined) the 48 brown,white ke commoner culture 

and grey tones 
*Colors from ancient to Momoyama Eras can be called "elegant," those from Muromachi to Edo Eras 
"rustic ." 

During the feudal period from the Kamakura Era to the Edo Era, finally with the arrival of the 
Muromachi Era the spirit of "wabi" and "sabi"was nurtured due to the Zen concepts which arose out 
of the warrior class culture, and the restrained ke color of brown became the model for aesthetic 
awareness. And as a countermovement to this the hare of the Momoyama Era occurred . However, 
as commerce becomes more prevalent upon entering the Edo Era the colors commoners were allowed 
to use were restricted to black, white, grey, brown and indigo. Under these conditions were born the 
commonly called "forty-eight brown, white and grey" ikitones which made excellent use of mordants, 
and a diverse culture of color with subtle nuances; on the one hand these colors gave birth to expression 
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of the assimilative colors of ke, and on the other they produced hare effects by using contrast. 

4. Conclusion 
These traditional restrained colors-after going through a forty year post World War II period 

dominated by primary colors-are now once again becoming established as the preferred colors 
among Japanese. This phenomenon can be glimpsed throughout all genre of contemporary Japan, 
and it is believed that the images which these colors transmit have once again come around to form 
the unique Japanese aesthetic awareness. In other words, this overlaps with what Seiichi Nakai calls 
"that which is flowing, pure and new, a nobleness which continually strives to break free of impurity, 
uncleanliness and burden." Although the main factors responsible for nurturing this sensitivity have 
much to owe to the influence of climate and land, in addition it is also necessary to consider in 
conjunction the background of over one thousand years of history suppressing commoners during 
the feudal ages, as exemplified by "forbidden colors" and the "law forbidding luxuriant colors." At the 
same time, there originally existed a hierarchy within the cultural background surrounding these two 
base color preferences. "Opposed monochromatic colors" arose out of the "m/yabl culture" (hare) 
created by the refined sensitivity of the aristocratic and ruling classes, and are connected with the 
contemporary artificial environment: urban culture . And the latter "assimilative natural colors" (ke) 
developed out of the "h/nab/ culture" of commoners and farmers , and are in turn linked with the 
natural environment: rural culture. The above can be seen as the representative base colors which 
give expression to the sensitivity of Japanese. 
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Development of Six Methods of Color 
Psychological Study 

Shigenobu KOBAYASHI and Katsura IWAMATSU 

By means of linguistic sense and photos, colors can be used in a variety of forms for psychological 
studies. The following six studies make it possible to determine consumer color preferences, 
monitor changes in the time-frame of market colors and to elucidate area colors. They also play a 
role in the creation of environments and marketing and will be the focus of considerable attention 
from now on. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Aims and purposes of the psychological investigations of colors 

<D Single color research: subjects were required to select 10 colors separately from 130 single 
colors laid out at random. The 130 sample colors represented the countless number of single 
colors. The 10 colors selected by each person were transferred to a Hue{fone System and 
preferences for different hues and tones were identified. In addition, the distribution was 
checked on the Single-Color Image Scale to determine individual preference patterns. 

® Color combination research: Subjects were asked to state their degrees of preference for 20 
combinations of 5 colors. These 20 combinations were arranged to form heterogeneous 
contrasting images. The results of the investigation were subjected to factor analysis and cluster 
analysis and aesthetic clusters were obtained. This method is called the Semantic-Differential 
Method employing color sense. 

@ Image-word research: subjects were asked to select 20 preferred words from 180 adjectives. 
These words form a database which allows parity conversion from linguistic sense to color 
scheme, and provides a pattern of preferences. •t 

@ Color marketing research: an investigation was made of single colors and color schemes of 
products sold in various areas. The emergence rate of these product colors was determined and 
basic and semi-basic colors were sought. 

@ Lifestyle color-image research: For investigations into specific forms of marketing, when actual 
photos and color schemes related to food, clothing and housing were employed, preference 
research provided information about intuitive-preference lifestyles. The research photos and 
color scheme sample were transferred to the Image Scale in advance and images were identified. 
It was necessary to perform selection so that distribution was obtained in every area. This was 
to eliminate sample image bias. 

@ Environmental photo research: The color combinations of a large number of putatively pleasant 
and beautiful scenes were photographed. Colors which appear frequently were examined 
further, area colors ascertained, and a psychological study of their regional deployment made. •2 

2. RESEARCH METHODS EMPLOYING THE COLOR-SENSE SEMANTIC- DIFFERENTIAL 
METHOD 

The above gives an outline of the 6 research methods. Here, I would like to give a detailed 
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explanation with slides of the Color-Sense Semantic Differential Method mentioned in @ which 
is considered to be the most important of all. 
A. Research Procedure 
CD From research-experience so far, a 5-color combination makes it easier to gain a 

psychological understanding of scenic conditions and convey the sense of ambience than 2-
and 3-color combinations. 
5-color combinations used as research samples are colors in opposite directions which are 
selected from the group of color combinations distributed on the Image Scale. 20 ( 40 color 
combinations) was regarded as an adequate number for the purposes of the research. As the 
distance between the scale values increases, the opposite image becomes increasingly 
discordant. (Diagram 1) 

@ Subjects were required to indicate their preferences by circling "2: Like a lot", "1: Like a little", 
"0: Am indifferent" as shown in Table 1 and the results were classified. 

B. RESEARCH RESULTS 
CD In 1995, Japanese university students, and people in their 20's, 30's and 40's, took part in the 

research in Tokyo and Osaka. Each group contained 50 males and 50 females. Factor 
analysis and cluster analysis were carried out using the research results obtained from a total 
of 820 people and 8 clusters were obtained. I would like to refer to these preference types 
according to color and image 'Intuitive-Preference Lifestyles'. The breakdown of percentages 
of numbers of men and women, students and people in their 20's, 30's and 40's is given in 
Table 2. The limits on the Image Scale of each cluster are provided in Diagram 3. Clusters 1-4 
represent the majority and clusters 5-8 the individualists. 

Diagram 1: 5-Color Combination Positioning 
on the Image Scale 

SOFT 

BARD 

Table 1: Color Combination Preference 
Research Question Sheet 

OJ]] 1 A
2 
1--+1 __,ot--+

1 
---i

2 
1 B IIIIIJ 

mm 2A 2BITIIIJ 

ITillJ 3 A 3B ITIIIJ 

rnrn 4A • B rnm 
[[JJ] 5 A 5 B OJID 

0]]]1 9 At---11--11--1---11 9 B [ill]] 
OJ]]20A 20BOJI] 

2 I 2 

Note: In translating the Japanese image words, one 2: Like a lot, 1: Like a little, 0: Am indifferent 
English adjective sometimes covers two Japanese 
terms. In this case, the English adjective will be 
repeated . 
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Diagram 2: 8 cluster-positioning on the Image Scale 
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I ··· 
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@ S . JtOB.AYASBI/IfCD 

I ' I 
I ' I 
I 1 I -·· 

, 1 : 1 3 casual 
L .............. i .. i""Ch-ic·····-!r · group 

1 group i 

BARD 

Table 2: Cluster Configuration 

COOL 

Cluster Number of Men/Women Percentage according to group 
people 

Students 20' s 30's 40's 

1 The soft l!fOUP 139 62 ;ITI] 18.7% 25.9% 20.1% 

2 The hard group 124 [68], 56 25.8 25.0 18.5 l3o.6 I 
3 The casual group 109 53 I 56 18.3 26.6 154.91 20.2 

4 The natural, ele11.ant l!fOUP 102 37 ;1651 rrul 26.5 23.5 16.7 

5 The modern l!fOUp 96 27.1 25.0 22.9 25.0 

6 The elegant group 87 29 /§il 29.9 21.8 b t.o I 17.2 

7 The chic group 87 [21; 35 26.4 17.2 21.8 134.5 I 
8 The clear group 76 [fl]; 29 17.1 17.1 30.3 135.5 I 

Figures in D represent a particular tendency 

® Overall, the most popular color combinations were: 
1st 20A Neat (612 people) 
2nd 4A Refined (516 people) 
3rd 38 Delicate (513 people) 
4th 58 Fresh (512 people) 
5th llA Tranquil (510 people) 

and it was confirmed that Japanese people like cool and soft color combinations. 
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Unpopular color combinations were warm and hard color combinations: 
18B Rich (166 people) 
14B Robust (186 people) 
7B Luxurious (201 people) 

C. Exploitation 
CD With this method, people are asked to express their preferences for actual color combinations. 

Everyone was able to respond easily and we were able to study differences in aesthetic quality. 
® The 5-color combination image samples and color combination techniques which contribute 

most to each color combination should be confirmed in advance. The things to look for are 
whether they have hue color combination or tone color combination, are consistent or 
contrasting, employ gradation or separation, have clear color combination or grayish color 
combination, etc. •3 It becomes easier to estimate the color combination preference of a cluster 
and, in combination with other research methods, this method can be applied in a variety of 
other fields. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
Color is a part of every scene. With the Color-Sense Semantic-Differential research method, 
preference patterns are distinguished by colors and images. In combination with the research 
results of the five methods mentioned at the beginning, a comprehensive judgement of subjects is 
facilitated. For example, it is possible to observe the relationships between a variety of visuals and 
scenes, etc., of single colors and food, clothing and housing in each intuitive-preference lifestyle. 
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Human Color Counseling (Color Psychological Test) 

Miwako SHIMAMURA and Mitsuko OMORI 

ABSTRACT 
We are surrotiiH.l ed by color but don ' l rea li ze the e ff ec t it has on us. SomC' timcs, a 

ce rtain color can lninf.( out unexpC'c t ed f ee l inJ<s in a p<? r son , therefore f ee lings can be 
expec t ed th r ough colors unconsc ious ly . For exampl e, one' s choi ce of a certain co l or i s 
cons ider ed to ue an indi culion of the ir s late of mind ill thut lime. 

Th e num e of the Les t thut equules color choi ce with one's menlu l s lut e i s call ed 
"llumun Color Counse linJ<" , her ea fter r e f erred lo us "II. C.C",i! nd Lhe se l ec ted color i s 
coil ed the "llumun Color" . 

As 1 urn u teacher a l u primary school , I urn always int eres ted in a child' s s tale of 
mind . \Th en 1 gave un II. C. C. l es t to 381 s tudent s of my school , they, es pec ially the 
upper )(rades, t ended to express the ir s tress in colors. In add it ion , I found some Les t 
subj ec t s showed the ir f ee lings of fC'ur or UII C'as inC'ss through th C' II . C. C. tes l eus i l y 
a fter Great llunshin Eurlh quake of 1995. 

11 . C. C. i s u psycholof.(i cul l est whi ch i s use ful to evuluule one's per sonu l i t y. 

I . I NTIIOIJUCT I ON ( TilE IJACKGROUNIJ ANIJ TilE I'UIII'USE tll' II . C. C. ) 
II. C. C. wa s deve l oped l.Jy Mi tsuko Omori ove r the pus l 20 yeurs, t hrough a r esea rch 

process whi ch involved over 20, 000 c l ini cu l cases, rung ing in af.(e from lo 72 yeurs 
old (0. In .l unuu rey 1997 , the II.C. C. tes t wus pulenled in the U.S. A. (21. 

Thi s t est i s uti i zuul e for Lhe ussessment of the psychology of a t es t subjec t . with 
respec t to hi s or her pust, present , or future per spec tive. 

II.C. C. expresses lhe imuge of Lhe universe in s ix circ l es l.Jy the "proj ec tion me thod". 
Th ese s i x c irc l es ure th e n colored - in l.Jy Lh e l es t suuj ec l who i s eva luat ed 
subcon sciou s ly l.Jy the colors they have chosen. How eve r , r esults don ' l refl ec t an 
individual 's usuu r mentul s late, !Jut only the ir s tate of mind a t the time the t es t 
wa s Luken. 

2. EXPERIMENTS ( TilE MANNER OF II. C. C. ) 
A t es t of II. C. C. comprises a shee t of paper having u un i gue physi cal pattern of si x 

c irc l es drawn on ( Fig. 1) . A t es t subjec t colors- in each circ l e us ing u color whi ch he 
or she c hooses from u se t of 12 corors To evaluate the t est , it i s important to 
know the meun i ng t the G c i r c I es huve und the image thu t the 12 co I ors ex press 
respec tive l y ( Tabl e 1, 2) . 

Two of th e s i x c irc l es , c irc l e A and IJZ , are focused purti cularly on thu l whi ch 
indi ca t es the se lf - image of the present umJ future. 
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Human Color 

A test subject colors - in each circle in 
no - fixed order usi ng a color he or she 
chose. 

( This figure is quoted from lie f. I. ) 

Jlig. I ; The manner of II. C. C. 

Table! ; The meaning six c irc les 

Circle lleaning 
A one' s wishes in the future 
B I one' s thoughts of his or her own character 
BZ one's feelings at present 
83 one's feelings to others 
Cl an incident one adheres to in the past 
cz one' s relation to others 

Table2; The image of 12 colors 

Colors Typi ca l Images Colors Typical Images 
red passion, vitality orange sociabi I i ty , friendly fee I i ng 
yellow dependence on, liveliness green nature, rest 
blue intelligence, purple frustration, des ire individuality 

sense of res pons i b i I i t y pink dream, tenderness 
light shyness, inac tiveness brown reliableness, modes ty 

blue grey loneliness , anxiety 
white mpt i ness, clean I i ness black suppression, fea r 

3. RESULTS (THE EXAIIPLES UJI II. C. C. ) 
As one of the way s to understand many children's state of mind , I gave the II . C. C. 

test to 381 boys and girls of all grades in my school . To cons ider the result, 1 
focused on the next 3 points. 
I) Check the colors on circle A and BZ (Table 3.4 ) 
2) Check the sequence of co loring c ircles ( Table 5 ) 
3) Check the fir st se lected color ( Table 6 ) 
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Tobie 3; Colors in circle.A Table lj; Colors in circle 112 

r 1 2 3 lj 5 6 r 1 2 3 , 5 6 
red 18. I 3. 6 IL I 6. 0 20. 8 18.5 red 12. s 7. 0 12.5 14. 7 9. 0 I L I 
nrenge 9. 0 10. 6 7. 4 10.6 8. 8 3. 7 orenge 14. 6 16. 0 9. 4 L4 7. 5 5. 6 
yellow 18. 4 25. 0 27.8 4. 5 8. 8 7. 4 yellow 18.9 12. 5 18. 7 8. 8 7. 5 7. 4 
green 13. 6 17.9 16.7 12. I 14. 9 18. 5 green 16.7 10. 7 9. 4 23. 6 15. 2 13.0 
blue 6. 8 14. 3 14. 8 24. 2 23. 5 16.5 blue 4. 0 3. 6 18. 7 H 9. 0 14. 8 
I ight blue II. 4 3. 6 2. 0 18. 6 2. 9 5. 6 I ighl blue 2. 0 12. 5 12.5 II. 6 12. I 3. 6 
purple 6. 8 7. I 7. 4 6. 0 5. 9 9. 3 purple 16.7 16.0 6. 3 16. I I 0. 6 IL I 
pink II. 4 14. 3 12.9 9. 0 2. 9 3. 7 pink 8. 3 10. 7 7. 8 7. 4 9. 0 5. 6 
brawn 4. 5 0 0 3. 0 8. 8 3. 7 brown 6. 3 7. 0 4.7 5. 9 2. 0 0 
white 0 0 0 0 0 2. 0 whi tc 0 0 0 0 0 13. 0 

0 3. 6 0 3. 0 2. 9 0 gray 0 3. 6 0 0 0 0 
block 0 0 0 3. 0 0 IL I block 0 0 0 5. 9 18. I 14. 8 

Tuble 5 ; The sequeem.:e or <.:Oioring circles Tobie G; The first selected color 

I 2 3 4 5 6 I 
A 44.3 80. I 60. 0 54.8 23. 7 30. 8 

r 1 2 3 lj 5 () 
red 8. 3 p 3. 6 12. 9 12. 2 14 . 3 

B 1 II. 5 5. 0 6. 7 3. 2 5. 3 3. 8 orcnge 12.5 10.0 3. 6 16. I 9. 0 3. 6 
82 28.8 8. 3 20. 0 35. 5 60. 5 53. 8 yellow 20.8 26. 7 2L 4 9. 7 12. 2 14. 3 
83 I L 6 3. 3 3. 3 6. 5 7. 9 2. 0 green 0 16. 7 14.3 9. 7 18. I 17. 9 
c 1 3. 8 0 10. 0 0 0 5. 8 blue 12.5 13. 3 10. 7 12. 9 9. 0 10. 7 
C2 0 3. 3 0 0 2. 6 3. 8 I ighl blue 4. 2 6. 7 10.7 16. I 12.2 7. I 

purple 12. 5 6. 7 7. I 6. 5 6. 0 7. I 
pink 16.7 13. 3 25.0 3. 2 3. 0 7. I 
brawn 12. 5 0 3. 6 6. 5 0 0 
while 0 0 0 0 0 3. 6 
gray 0 3. 3 0 3. 2 3. 0 0 
block 0 0 0 3. 2 15. I 14. 3 

(\) 

I) - I : Colors in circle A 
In circle A , the wishes or target that the test subject has in the future is 

reflected. 
Studens in the lower grades used yellow mainly on this circle. It indicates the 

feeling of dependence on someone or something and going ahead energetically. The 
higher the grades, the more the percentage of using blue, which indicates the image of 
self-control and the sence of duty. 

Many students in the upper grades also tended to use red. As one's mind and body 
are growing, the feeling of desire or passion will be expressed. On an average, 
students through all grades liked to use green. It is likely to be said that they 
are tired and need the world of nature to rest. 

I) - 2 : in circle BZ 
In circle BZ , the subject's feeing at present is reflected. 
As on circle A, green is used often by many students, which indicates nature and 

rest. Next to green, students use purple at a high rate. They show the signs of being 
enotionally unstable and the lack of individuality. 

It is interesting to find that the upper grades began to use black. They might try 
to be seen as strung and have the feeling of rebellion. Only the sixth grade students 
used white on this circle which expresses the feeling of emptiness. They don't know 
what to do at present. 
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2) The sequence of coloring c ircl es 
Each circle ha s a diff e r e nt meaning, so the seque nce of coloring circ le s i s the 

sequence of the matte r that the test subject i s interes t ed in . Most of t he students 
start co loring from c ircl e A, the nex t one is ci r c le B2. 

Generally, c hi ldlen don't have interest in their pas t, othe r' s fee ling, or t heir 
re lation to others , but ins tead they are inte res ted in thei r present or fu t ure. 

3) The first se lected co lor 
The first selected color i s considered to the best reflection of the test subject's 

fee ling at the time the test is taken. 
Many students se l ec ted yellow firs t which implie s an image of de pe nd e nce upon 

someone or something, and liveliness. It appea r s that the y are s till primitive and 
want to be protected or taken care of by adults. 

Be s ides ye llow , students tended to c hoose blue and green. These co lors are the 
expressions of the fee ling of control! ing themse lves and taking rest respectively. 

4. Conclus ion 
The results of the above- stated ex pe rime nt prov ed that children, in general. are 

interested in themselves at present or in the future , but not in the past, a nd that 
they are lively and cheerful . On the other hand , the results showed they need to take 
a rest or control themselves. It al so seems that some of them fee l emp ty or rebellious 
as they get older. 

Children today have so much stres through severe lives, for exampl e like the sehoul 
system's examination ordeal, bullying, or domest ic discord. It i s impotant for adu lts 
not to overlook the s ignals given by children, and to he lp them. 

Not only fur children, ll.C.C. i s use ful for testing pe rsona lity traits in adults, as 
a way of grasping e mployee's motivation to work , and imporving relations a mon g 
individual s. 

II. C.C. could be e mploy ed as a tool i n the market ing fi e ld, uti 1 i z in g e ff ective 
co lors in advertisements a nd commerc ial s . 
These exampl es indica te that the use of co lor will expand in the future. 
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Visual Comfort of a Colored Image Studied by 
Spatial Distribution of Chroma 

Ken SAGAWA and Yutaka SHIMIZU 

In order to evaluate visual comfortableness to a colored visual environment, colored images of 
natural interior scenes were presented on a CRT display and the effect of chroma of a whole image 
on the visual cornfortableness was investigated. .Metric saturation defmed by the CIE1976LUV 
color space was used as a colorimetric quantity of chroma which was expected to be correlated to 
the comfortableness. It was found experimentally that the mean metric saturation of the image 
was in a negative correlation to the subjective evaluation of visual comfortableness and, 
furthermore, the density ratio of high saturation the component to the low one was also in a 
negative correlation to the comfortableness. These fmdings indicate that visual comfortableness to 
a colored visual environment can be evaluated objectively by using the colorimetric quantity, metric 
saturation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Assessment of a colored environment in terms of visual comfort is becoming more and more 
important as we frequently encounter floods of colors in our daily life with the development of 
color-reproducing technology. Our previous study on psychological evaluation on visual 
comfortableness to a colored image has revealed that the chroma of a whole pattern, not as a part, 
and the number of colors contained in the image were found to be two mainly affecting parameters 
on subjective evaluation of visual comfortableness 1

•
3>. 

In the present study, we will focus our attention on the effect of chroma by using a more objective 
quantity defmed by colorimetry. In order to get a colorimetric quantity corresponding to chroma, 
the metric saturation as defmed by the CIE1976LUV color space was introduced and the relation 
between the mean metric saturation over a whole image and the subjective impression of visual 
comfort was investigated experimentally. The distribution function of metric saturation was also 
analyzed in relation to the subjective estimation of visual comfortableness. 

2. MEAN METRIC SATURATION AND VISUAL COMFORTABLENESS 
2.1 Experiment 
A total of 40 colored interior scenes appeared in design magazines were taken by a video camera as 
test stimuli which were then presented on the CRT display for the psychological subjective 
evaluation. The subject saw each of those 40 colored interior scenes one by one for a duration of 
40 seconds for each, and was asked to evaluate the visual comfortableness of the image in 7 points 
bipolar scale from -3 (most discomfortable) to +3 (most comfortable) or in a later experiment in a 
10 point single-polar scale. The subject was also requested to evaluate on other psychological or 
colorimetric impressions at the same time such as colorfulness, variety of colors, brightness, 
harmony. In the present analysis, however, we use only the data on visual comfortableness. A 
total of 30 subjects were participated in each experiment 
Colorimetric analysis of the image was carried out so as to calculate chromaticity coordinates, x, y 
and luminance value for each pixel of the 512(horizontal) x 480 (vertical) image by using 
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previously calibrated colorimetric data of the display used in the experiment To reduce the large 
number of sampling points of the original image, a 5x5 pixel area was averaged to give one 
colorimetric data so that a total of 9792 data points were obtained for a image. Metric saturation 
was then calculated for each reduced pixel point, and the mean metric saturation over the whole 
image and the distribution on the metric saturation axis was obtained. 

2.2 Metric saturation distribution for comfortable and discomfortable images 
Figures 1 (a) and (b) show distribution functions of metric saturation for 5 images evaluated most 
comfortable among the 40 test images and for 5 most discomfortable images respectively. For 
each figure the abscissa indicates the metric saturation and the ordinate cumulated pixel number. 
Because of the limited color space of the CRT monitor the metric saturation ranged actually about 
4.0. 
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(b) Discomfortable images 
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No. 1 (-0.94) 

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 
Metric saturation Metric saturation 

Fig. l(a) and (b): Metric saturation distributions of 5 colored images evaluated 
as the most comfortable (a), and of 5 colored images the most discomfortable 
(b) among a total of 40 images used for the experiment 

It is clear from these figures that the comfortable images have high density in the low saturation 
range (namely below 1.0) and on the contrary the discomfort images are characterized by having 
relatively high density in the high saturation range above 1.0. This suggests us the following two 
points might be critical in evaluating the visual comfortableness to colored images: 
(I) mean metric saturation, and/or 
(2) saturation distribution function in terms of relative density between high to low saturation 
range. 

2.3 Mean metric saturation and visual comfort 
To investigate the above first point, we calculated mean metric saturation for each of the test images 
used for the experiment and saw how it correlates with the subjective evaluation of visual 
comfortableness. Figure 2 shows this correlation. The Abscissa indicates the mean metric 
saturation and the ordinate the visual comfortableness scaled from -3 (most discomfort) to +3 (most 
comfort). The Open circle represents the data for each of the 40 test images used for the 
experiment It is clear that the data show a negative correlation between mean metric saturation 
and the comfort estimation. This means that the larger the mean metric saturation of the image the 
less comfortable the image was felt. 
To confirm this correlation further, metric saturation of each pixel of the image used for the 
experiment was reduced by 50 % of the original saturation and same subjective evaluation 
experiment was carried out for all the same 40 images. These data are plotted as crosses in the 
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same figure (Fig. 2). As a result, the data points of those less saturated images move horizontally 
to the left but at the same time they move to the upward in the vertical axis indicating that the 
saturation reduction makes the images more comfortable than the original. From these data it is 
reasonably considered that the mean metric saturation is one of the critically affecting factors to the 
visual comfortableness. 

3 
0 Original images + 50% less saturated images 

2 
r = -0.627 

"' "' Q) c:: 
.£ .c 
"' 0 t:: ..s s 
0 -I u 

0 0 0 

-2 

-3 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Mean metric saturation 

Fig. 2: Mean metric saturation and visual comfortableness for 40 colored images 
(open circles) and for the same 40 colored images but with 50 % less saturation 
(crosses). 

3. SATURATION DISlRIBUTION AND VISUAL COMFORTABLENESS. 
To investigate the other point, that is, how the distribution of metric saturation affects the visual 
cornfortableness we prepared a set of test images all having the same mean metric saturation but 
have different distribution functions . Two sets of images were used; one consisted of a total of 35 
images with relatively low mean metric saturation of 0. 35, and the other one 39 images all with 0. 7 
of mean metric saturation. Totally, 74 different images were used with a random order of 
presentation as was done in the previous experiment and the subject was asked to estimate the 
visual comfortableness to the images in a 10 point single polar scale. 
To specify the saturation distribution function of the images quantitatively, we calculated a total 
number of pixels which have the metric saturation in the following three ranges. 

For a set of low saturation images For a set of high saturation images 
0-0.25 0-0.5 (low saturation range) 
0.25-0.5 0.5-1.0 (middle saturation range) 
above 0.5 above 1.0 (high saturation range) 

The density ratio of components between the low and the high saturation range, which is denoted 
here as Dhigb/Diow, was used as a measure to specify the saturation distribution of the image, and 
was investigates how it correlates with the visual comfortableness. 

The results are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Figure 3(a) shows the results for a set of low mean 
metric saturation images. The abscissa indicates the Dhigb/Diow value, and the ordinate the 
estimation of the comfortableness. It is obvious form this figure that the comfortableness was in a 
negative correlation with the Dhigh/Dlow value, meaning that as the density in the high saturation 
range is increased the visual comfortableness will be relatively decreased. This is also true for a 
set of high mean metric saturation images although the extent of correlation is a bit worse. From 
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these experimental results by using the equal mean metric saturation images, it can be concluded 
that the density ratio of the high to the low saturation range is also an critically affecting factor for 
the visual comfortableness of the colored images. 

(a) Mean metric saturation=0.35 (b) Mean metric saturation=0.70 
8 8 

r = -0.540 r = -0.319 
7 • 7 •• "' "' \ .. "' "' 0 6 0 

I': I': 6 ..Q ..Q 
5 5 • 

.2 .2 ,-s . e 4 ..... e 4 0 0 • u u 
3 3 

2 2 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

Dhigh/Dlow Dhigh/Dlow 

Fig. 3 (a) and (b): Correlation between visual cornfortableness and the 
Dbigh/Dlow value which is defmed as the density ratio of the low to the high 
metric saturation range in pixel numbers; (a) for a set of images with low 
mean metric saturation of 0.35, and (b) for a set of images with high mean 
metric saturation of 0. 7 0. 

4. SUMMARY 
The present study has shown that the saturation of the image is one of a critical factor for subjective 
evaluation on visual comfortableness to colored images of natural scenes. Quantitatively, it can be 
concluded that as the mean metric saturation increased, the impression of the colored image is field 
less comfortable, and furthermore the more the high saturation components increased relative to the 
low saturation one, the image is felt less comfortable. These fmding would be usefully used in 
designing the visual environment in terms of visual comfortableness. 
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Extraction and Estimation of the Sensitivity 
Information of Color 

Yuukou HORITA, Akinori KANDA,Tadakuni MURAl 
and Yoshio NAKAJIMA 

We examine the construction factors of color sensitivity information which is perceived from mono-
chromatic color. To examine the construction factors, we perform the subjective experiment based on 
the Semantic Differential method which is using 201 monochromatic colors and 12 pairs of adjective. 
By applying the factor analysis, 3 kinds of significant factors are detected. We also investigates the 
potential interpolation method to estimate factor scores of arbitrary color which was not examined. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
It is indispensable to perform the image processing, communication and retrieval, without losing 

sensitivity information that it receives from a picture such as "beautiful" or "warm" . Sensitivity infor-
mation received from an image is influenced strongly on a shape of an object that composes a picture, 
color harmony and the inside structure of object. By extracting these 3 elements from an image, we 
lead numerically a relation between elements and the sensitivity information obtained by the results of 
a subjective evaluation. It isn't easy that we evaluate directly sensitivity information from an image. 
As a fundamental step before handling a general image, we analyze a monochromatic color. It implies 
that the influence of shape and structure of an object is excluded. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
2.1 Subjective experiment method 
The subjective experiment based on the Semantic Differential method is performed under the condi-

tions described on Table l. The stimulus materials that we used in this time, are chosen 201 colors of 
the PCCS201-L (Practical Color Coordinate System). It contains 192 chromatic colors and 9 achro-
matic colors. The stimulus pattern is illustrated in Fig. 1. To decrease the influence of the shape, we 
display the stimulus as a circle upon the N5-gray background. The value of the color stimulus is 
measured by the colorimeter (MINOL T A, CS-1 00). Assessment words for this experiment is chosen 
12 kinds of adjectives, and are shown in Table 2. 
2.2 Analyzed Result 

We analyzed the data by using the factor analysis, then applied the Varimax rotation to the factor 
loading, took out factors whose eigen value was greater than one. As the result, 3 kinds of factors 
concerning with sensitivity information are detected. (Table 2) The cumulative contribution in this 
case is 72.4 %. We decided it as factor name such as "Evaluation", "Potency" and "Activity". Similar 
result has already been reported in the Reference 1. 
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Table 1 : A condition of experiment 

Stimulus 
material 

Scale and 
Evaluation 

Subject 
experiment 

Procedures 

Colors : 201 (PCCS201 -L) 
background : N5 gray 

12 scale, 
7 phased evaluation 

24 students (male) 

Random indication 

Condition of Quasi-dark room, 
the observation distance 2[m] 

14.5 [em] 

Background (N5-gray) 

Fig. 1 : An example of the stimulus pattern 

Table2 : Analyzed result after factor analysis 

Factor I 2 3 

Adjective Pairs Factor Factor Factor 
Loading! Loading2 Loading3 

Favorite --- Dislike 0.790 0.009 -0.124 
Beautiful --- Dirty 0.827 0.014 0.024 

Bright --- Dark 0.668 -0.140 0.207 
Warm --- Cold 0.068 -0.057 0.746 

Merrily --- Gloomily 0.489 0.021 0.517 
Gaily --- Plainly 0.408 0.114 0.533 

Dark --- Thin -0.095 0.761 0.208 
Light --- Heavy 0.389 -0.553 0.168 

Hard --- Soft 0.000 0.691 -0.388 
Strong--- Weak 0.108 0.830 0.095 
Clear --- Turbid 0.745 -0.070 -0.054 

Quiet--- Dynamic 0.180 -0.001 -0.787 

Contribution rate (%) 42.9 19.1 10.4 

Factor Name Evalua- Potency Activity tion 

Cumulative contribution = 72.4% 

3. EVALUATION OF THE FACTOR SCORE 
We also investigate the potential interpolation method to evaluate the factor score of arbitrary color 

stimulus which was not examined. To evaluate the factor score, it is very important to consider the 
accuracy of the evaluation of the factor score. 
3.1 Evaluation accuracy of the factor score 
The sensitivity information received from color stimulus generally depends on the individual sensa-

tion. To decrease the influence of the difference between individuals, the arithmetic mean of the factor 
scores is employed. By considering the dispersion of the factor score, we estimate the upper limit of 
the evaluation accuracy. We calculate the standard deviation of each factor concerning with subjects. 
By using these standard deviations, the 95% confidence intervals of the arithmetic mean of the factor 
score are obtained. The I 00( 1- a )% confidence interval of the mean f1 is defined as 

( l) 
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where 11 is the standard deviation and n is the numbers of subjects. Table 3 denotes the result. 

Table 3 : Confidence interval for various factors 
Standard Maximum Minimum Confidence 
Deviation of Score of Score Interval 

Factor I 0.696 1.106 -1.803 ±0.294 (Evaluation) 

Factor 2 0.749 1.510 -1.259 ±0.316 (Potency) 

Factor 3 0.713 1.829 -1.163 ±0.301 (Activity) 

As a result, the factor score obtained by the subjective experiment contain the error of about ±0.3. As 
the evaluation accuracy of the factor score, we consider the average evaluation error as 0.3. 
3.2 Evaluation of the potential interpolation method 
The potential interpolation method is weighted linear combination of the known data. The weighted 

coefficient is in proportion to the distance between known data and desired data. When the (x,y,z) 
denotes the value of the coordinates of the desired data, the interpolation data f is calculated as the 
following equations. 

t=f. f;w, 
i= I 

I t di 
i=l 

d, = F(x,y,z,x,,y,,z) 

(2) 

where (x,,y,,z)(n = 1,2,3,- · ·n) and(; denotes the values of the 3 dimentional coordinates and its sample 
value, respectively. In this equation, F(-) implies the arbitrary distance measure. Generally, the color 
difference is usually used as the distance measure. Hence, we employ 3 kinds of color space for the 
potential interpolation method, which are Munsell Renotation system, CIE L *a*b* and CIE L *u*v*. 

The potential interpolation method is derived from following procedure. 
1. Select an arbitrary color from the whole 201 colors and assume its factor score to be unknown. 
2. Calculate the NBS color difference between the arbitrary color and other colors. 
3. Select then factor scores which are smaller NBS color difference. Then apply the interpolation. 
Fig. 2 shows the results of the Potency. Other results are similar with it. By using the CIE L *a*b*, the 
mean square error between the examined factor score and evaluated one was minimized. From this 
result, the uniform color space isn't always effective for evaluating the sensitivity information of 
color. Fig. 3 shows the mean square error and maximum error of these factors which is using the 
various numbers of factor score for interpolation. By considering the mean square error and maximum 
error, we decide n=IO. The mean square error of every factor can be achieved lower than 0.3 which 
was decided from the confidence interval. Nevertheless, the maximum error of factor 1 is 1.4 , whereas 
factor 2 and factor 3 are 0.8. The factor I is most difficult to evaluate, because the factor is strongly 
connected with the favorite color. The cross correlations of factor I, factor 2 and factor 3 are 0.920, 
0.916 and 0.935, respectively. 
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Fig. 2 : Result of the potentical interpolation 
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Fig. 3 : Errors for potential interpolation for CIE L *a*b* 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Our final aim of this research is to construct a system in which the color sensitivity score can be 

calculated uniquely from a given color representation system such as a uniform color space. We per-
form an experimental subjective evaluation that leads a numerical value of adjective couples as ob-
serving a circle displayed by a CRT. Then, we extract factors that express a sensitivity information of 
monochromatic color by a principal component analysis. As our result, 3 kinds of factors concerning 
with sensitivity information are detected. By applying the statistical estimation for our results , the 
confidence limit of the 95% was about 10% of the dynamic range of the factor score. 

Next, we estimate the sensitivity information which is the factor scores of monochromatic color that 
was not examined. The method used is the potential method which is the linear combination model 
based on the NBS color difference between the unknown color and the training colors. As the result, 
for any unknown color, the sensitivity information can be estimated well and the estimated error is 
located almost within the confidence interval. 
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Semiotics of Color in Philippine Vernacular Dwellings 

Thelma L. FLORES and Kiyoshi MIYAZAKI 

Vernacular architecture is considered a form of non-verbal communication where every stylistic pattern, 
structural component, spatial element, number of openings and applied colors are accorded certain cultural 
meanings. This paper explains how 'color speaks' in the dwellings of agricultural villages in the Philippines 
as derived from the people's concept of association with certain colors. Further, the result of the study 
showed how color is interrelated with the people's "concept of habitus".* I Folkloric colors are mostly seen 
in traditional clothes, while applied colors in architectural components and home furnishings in their usual 
indigenous distempered look are indiscriminately taken for granted. Every particular color found in the 
dwelling, such as those in their entrances, altars, living spaces, and basic possessions elicit certain signifieds 
that give the dwellers codified concepts of powers, feelings and emotions, superstitions and religious beliefs. 
The traditional color palette of certain communities used in dwellings enhance the form and function of the 
built forms and constitute as a visual language of the inhabitants which do not only express their observed 
values and social structures but also show the pattern of influences from other cultures and overlapping 
definitions of symbolic realities in different societies. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The architecture of the people, traditional forms which are self-built by the inhabitants themselves, or 

which are built by members of the community who have common cultural values and norms is within the 
premise of vernacular dwelling. *2 While the concept of habitus is concerned with the material practices of 
everyday culture and which espouse the meaning of habitat, inhabitant, and all process of habitation. Further 
a habitat extends from the typical dwelling to the social environment where the interactive forces of material, 
symbolic and historical define a macro-social structure. Such an interplay of forces are seen in the people's 
patterns of thinking, cultural tastes and daily dispositions. As life and dwelling form each other, color is a 
design element in the aesthetic realm of traditional dwellings. 

In the midst of many significant researches evolving around man-environment studies, it is essential to 
look deeply into the intangible components of man's private abode, understand its underlying philosophies 
and learn fundamental insights in developing new design paradigms along the frameworks of 'healing 
human environments', 'gaia- sophy', 'healthy house', 'interior color therapy' among others. 

The research commenced with a field survey coupled with technically mapping the observed color palettes 
and analysing the data within the context of semiotics. Semiotics which is defined as the science of recognized 
system of signs is employed herein to relate the findings with cultural meanings. Umberto Eco further 
defines this term as the "science studying all cultural phenomena based on a hypothesis that all cultural 
phenomena are a system of signs."*3 . The main purpose of this study is to unveil the semiotics of the 
inherent material color referred throughout the text as natural, and basic colors applied in vernacular dwellings. 
Within such a framework, the author tried to seek if there is any significant cultural, philosophical, social or 
psychological meaning that is associated with such colors or are they just purely the result of a traditional 
visual language that evolved through time. 
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2.0 EXPERIMENTS 
In as much as the Philippines is an island nation, the study was limited in Ifugao which is located in the 

rugged terrain of the extensive Cordillera Mountain Ranges of Central Northern Luzon; and Uoilo, which 
can be found on the southeastern portion of Panay island in Western Visayas. (Figure I) Data used in the 
analysis were culled from the author's conducted field surveys in the two regions, from May to June of 1996 
focusing on the indigenous aesthetics of the common people. 
2.1 Color of Dwellings: Exterior and Interior 

The initial site visit conducted was to primarily check the architectural landscape of the two communities 
and observe significant patterns of vernacular virtuosity. It was noted that the exterior and interior color 
treatments of the dwellings were along three major categories: (I) "natural" meaning the employed building 
materials were retained in its natural material color; (2) "lacquered" wherein the materials were treated with 
varnish, wood stain or transparent color washes; and (3) "painted" wherein water or petrochemical-based 
paints and finishes were applied. A portion of the quantitative result is reflected in Figure 2. 

Such a result on the absence or presence of colors was followed by an investigation on which colors were 
mostly used. Among natural and lacquer-treated dwellings, the common colors for exteriors were grey 
(aluminum sheet-grey) or various shades of brown and ochre (the colors of timber, thatch, bamboo, rattan 
and reeds) followed by rust (a reddish-brown coating formed on iron exposed to rain and moisture). The 
interior ambience of these dwellings were along the tone of the perceived exterior colors but chromatically 
changed by the interplay of light and shadow caused by the number of spatial openings. But in pre-war 
Ifugao dwellings, a sooty black color defined the natural interior picture caused by the smoke from the 
hearth. Moreover, it was also found out that painted dwellings employ either white or cream, followed by 
all shades of green, and lastly brown or rust for the exterior. In the case of interiors which were either fully 
or partially painted, the following colors were evident; white, brown or rust, black, and shades of blue or 
green, in that sequence as based from the technical field notes. If applied on architectural trims, the color 
sequence varies. 
2.2 Color Association 

The second experiment is a semantic investigation of the basic color terms known to the culture and 
define with what concepts and socio-cultural contexts such color terms were associated to. Afterwhich, the 
experiment culminated into a linkage of the existing color palette with the people's cultural taste and patterns 
of influences from other cultures. An interesting juxtaposition of practical reasons and metaphorical 
symbolisms was made clear in the study. 

Fig. I: Philippine Map 

3.0 DISCUSSION 

Exterior 

Treatmen t 

Interior 

Treatment Iloilo 

QC,i. 20% 40% 60% 80% I 00% 

Legend: 

mJm Lacquered 

1111 Painted 

Fig. 2: Exterior and Interior Color Treatments 

Color as an expressive design element may be perceived based on association, custom and symbolism. *4 
Linking familiar objects with specific colors is called an association. A particular color or group of colors 
become a custom when a socio-cultural stamp of approval is accorded. Symbolism is nonetheless an 
"outgrowth of association and custom";*5 where specific colors are preferred as they reflect certain traditions, 
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phenomenon, or aspirations sanctified by time and constant use as evident in the colors of flags, institutional 
symbols, social icons and religious images. The deep structure of colors in dwellings of the common people 
is an endless allegory: "Is color- a function, a communication or an outgrowth of acculturation? 

The inhabitants of Ifugao are people who embrace animism, which is based on the concept that the world 
is inhabited by spirits who dwell in the sky, land, rocks, streams, trees, and in the forests; and are believed 
to be so influential that they must be appeased through rituals and animal sacrifices to avoid misfortunes. 
Although later reports stated that some of the people have converted to Christianity and this could be one 
factor of change in their habitation. Spatial appropriations have altered and new architectural materials for 
dwellings in Ifugao have noticeably surfaced, but color application was observed to have not undergone 
any significant transformation at the time of the survey. New dwellings have mushroomed within old 
settlement sites but remain unpainted, giving either a tinge of rural austerity or government neglect. Pre-war 
timber habitats compete for attention with pre-industrial dwellings made of corrugated iron sheets, stone 
and ply board among other materials. For example, roof paint is available in the market but it is interesting 
to note that a silver corrugated roof sheet serves as a status symbol in the village. But, only until rust eats it 
up and eventually blends again with the landscape with its natural rustic or coffee brown color after several 
years. The humble interior of the traditional Ifugao shelter is depressingly dark that could make a city 
dweller truly suffer claustrophobia. Even their basic possessions of pots, baskets, wooden tools and carvings 
are in variegated tones of charcoal stains. It is sad that their colorful weavings were never handloomed to 
serve as home accessories but rather to be worn. Furthermore, not one but many people believe that external 
aids such as paint and varnish are a waste of resources and will parch in due time. A dwelling that remains 
in the natural color of the materials not only tries to be in symbiosis with the landscape but symbolizes a 
sense of belongingness in a settlement where societal stratification takes place. 

Fig. 3: An Ifugao Dwelling's Interior Fig. 4: A Painted Interior of an Iloilo Dwelling 

From the words of Rasmussen: "Color can express ... the character of the building and the spirit it was 
meant to convey."*6 In Iloilo, color aesthetics is a little bit deviated from the earthly tones. The contrast of 
color and textures of all the ingenuous materials now accentuate their differences with varnish or wood 
stain, with oil or water-based paints, but still blends to the landscape. If paint is intentionally used for the 
exteriors or interiors, the white or cream facade treatment of typical Spanish-style stone houses, American-
inspired cottages, and contemporary mansions was rather a common choice. A color that signifies not only 
Christian faith , but renders an image of elegance and aristocracy. Green, another Christian color is associated 
with agricultural productivity, nature and foliage, not to mention that it also suggests a restful spirit; while 
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many thought that blue, once applied on walls and trims lends a sacred, meditative and quiet feeling. In their 
humble aesthetics, chocolate brown or rust is an indispensable choice to complement their natural or varnished 
bamboo poles, split rattans and woven wall panellings. The varnished and whitewashed house, or one that 
is accentuated with paint also implies a social status or a certain economic edge within the neighborhood. 
Lastly, black used as an accent color for window j ambs and bamboo columns is associated with an anti-
termite or water-proof coat and thus made to symbolize strength. As black is associated with mourning or 
bad luck; its application in the dwelling is mostly frowned at by the older generations. The vernacular 
dwelling is no more than an architecture by the inhabitants themselves or by local carpenters residing in the 
village, therefore limitations in skills such as to mix colors by local artisans was a factor on why a common 
architectural color palette exists. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
It is noteworthy to point out that the common man of Ifugao and iloilo do possess a basic color consciousness 

for shelter that is associated with what is seen in their immediate environment. And it is alluded to that 
consciousness that the exterior and interior treatments of vernacular dwellings was not just a simplistic 
choice between to apply color or not, but rather a choice between to employ a feeling of brightness or 
darkness, to voice out their religious beliefs and practical views, to express their cultural sentiments and 
regional aesthetics or to imitate a lingering contemprary image. Accordingly, colors of vernacular dwellings 
elicit certain denotations and connotations more than that plain indication of pragmatic indulgence or necessity. 

The inhabitants of lfugao and Iloilo, split-up by peculiar regional loyalties, and moulded by distinct 
religious affiliations; they cast their own socio-cultural identities through their respective abodes with notably 
similar and contrasting patterns of architectural knowledge and unpretentious indigenous skills. Further, 
the dwellings handcrafted from the humblest of available materials; enclosing the barest of essentials, may 
not have fully evolved with the diachronic arrows of historical change and industrialization but patterns of 
acculturation as shown in their architectural color palette are nevertheless revealed. 
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A Comparative Study on the Color Decoration of Eastern 
and Western Religious Architecture in the Middle Ages 

Jungshin KIM 

This is a conceptual and basic study concerned with the color decoration of the eastern 
and western religious architecture. The main subject of the study is to investigate the 
commonness and differences of color decoration between Buddhist "Danchung" and Catholic 
"Stained glass" in the middle ages. I examined the architectural and religious backgrounds, 
and analysed the techniques and principles of the color combination. The result of this 
study is as follows ; 1) "Danchung" was developed to embody sensuous beauty from 
practical function. While "stained glass"was developed to embody symbolic sacred space by 
theological interpretation of light. 2) "Danchung" which entirely depend on the reflected 
light exists on the interior and outer parts of the Buddhist temple, "Stained glass" which 
basically depends on the transmitted light exists only for the interior space of the Catholic 
church. 3) In spite of the different background and medium, they have some similarities in 
the concepts, techniques and principles of color decoration. They are symbolic color use, 
architectural expression, basic patterns, the use of black and white lines, color arrangement. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The comparative method can be a useful tool to prove the logic in the circumstances 

which is unable to experiment as color design or architectural history studies. Because we 
can grasp the characteristics clearly by investigating not only the commonness but also 
the differences through a comparative study. Christianity and Buddhism have developed the 
essentially different forms of religious architecture - Church and Temple - from the 
different cultures, historical backgrounds, systems of dogma and thoughts. But Catholic 
church and Buddhist temple have the commonness that the image of extreme reality is 
revealed in combination with artistic phenomenon which is beautiful architecture. Therefore 
Catholic church and Buddhist temple can be compared with each other on the fact that 
they are similar in spiritual and aesthetic expression. 

This study intends to compare Korean "Danchung" which has been the unique color 
decoration of the Buddhist temple with Gothic "Stained glass", which has been the most 
important artistic elements of the Christian church in the middle ages. I examine the 
architectural and religious backgrounds, and analysed the techniques and principles of color 
combination. 

2. ARCHITECTURAL, RELIGIOUS, AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUNDS 
2.1. Buddhist Temple and "Danchung" 

Danchung has been developed in order to cover the crude surface of timber members, to 
protect it from decay and parasites, to represent hierarchy and use of the building, to 
decorate Buddhist temple. The tone of rnlrx and the techniques of pattern of Korean 
Danchung has unique aspect which is difk n'l lt from Japanese's and Chinese's. There are 
many kinds of Danchung techniques according to function and hierarchy of buildings.u 
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Danchung of Buddhist temple has the functions of edification and solemnization in 
addition to practicnl functions. The dominnnt colors of Dnnchung me red(sukanju ::or",* : 
reddish brown) and green(nnelok WJ,!if]< : grayish green), and they are equivalent to the 
color tone of pine trunk and pine needle. And the unique technique, Hwy coloring is 
s imilar to the bird' s feather. Like this, color tone of Danchung is connected with Korean 
nature, view of nature and color sence of Korean people.2

> 

2.2. Gothic Church and Stained glass 
In Christianity the God has been represented as light, and color has been used as the 

symbolism which signs Divine Providcnce.31 According to the Platonizing metaphysics of 
the middle ages, light is the most noble of natuml phenomena, and is actually the mediator 
between bodiless and bodily substnnces. Light, moreover, is the creative principle in al l 
things, the most active in the heavenly spheres, whence it causes all organic growth here 
on earth, and the weakest in the earthly subs tances. And light is the principle of order 
and value. The objective value of a thing is determined by the degree to which it 
partakes of light. And in experiencing delight at the sight of luminous objects, we grasp 
intuitively their ontological dignity within the hierarchy of beings.4

> 

In the base of this new interpretation of the meaning of light, the wall of the Gothic 
church has been pursued thin membrane of stone and glass. Inviting bearing rib, pointed 
arch and flying buttress it was possible to reduce wall's function to the minimum. So the 
virtual and divine space was produced by inserting the stained glasses in the large 
windows.5> 

Stained glass is the only art form that relies entirely on natural daylight for its effect. 
Every other art form, from pninting and sculpture to tapestry and jewellery, is designed to 
be appreciated by reflected light. But stained glass is controlled by powerful energy of 
light which will be transmitted through its medium of expression. 

The color of the glass, when the window is installed, may be bleached and the 
effectiveness of its pnintwork diminished by strong sunlight. And it changes continually 
according to the variations of transmitted light which are caused by the position and 
direction of the window, season, time, obstacles, etc. So s tained glass can be defined as 
four dimensional painting by light. 

3. THE TECHNIQUES AND SCHEME OF COLOR DECORATION 
3.1 "Dan-Chung"(combination of red and blue-green) 

1. The principles of color combination 
The important characteristics of color arrangement of Danchung can be seen in ' Hwy ' 

pattern of 'Morucho'. Morucho is a pattern which lies on the end of long timber members 
like girder, beam, purlin, column, rafter. And I-lwy is the belted pattern which covers the 
most wide area of Morucho. In one building, Morucho patterns are repeated on the whole 
area of the same members with the same model, performing an important role. In 
particular, the order of the color arrangement of Hwy pattern of the temples is same in 
any part of any of temples as followings, and however, according to the characteristics, 
size, rank of building, the number of colors is increased or decreased. 
·order of hwy : Jangdan(red), SamchungOight blue), llwoang(yellow), Yang-rock(green), 

Yuksek (light red), Backrock(very light green), Suckganju(reddish brown). 
The type of color arrangement from the 2 hwy to the 7 hwy has characterized by the 

following characteristics. 
· Hue contrast harmony by the arrangement of complementary c• >lors : when seeing the 

color arrangement of the typicnl basic colors, it can be found that the arrangement of each 
color is the arrangement of the colors close to complementary ,·olors, forming the hue 
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contrast harmony. And the degree of the contrast of complementary colors becomes weak. 
· Cool-warm contrast : Also it can be understood that the color arrangement of Hwy 

pattern is the arrangement of both the warm colors and cool colors. And the interval or 
difference in the sence of temperature gradually becomes weak. 
· Rhythmical harmony of colors : The color harmony happens when order, non-vagueness, 

homogeneity, similarity, contrasting nature, etc. are properly combined by each of 3 
attributes(hue, value, chroma) between colors, respectively, and when this harmony is 
repeatedly treated, the rhythmical harmony of colors can be created. When the color 
arrangement of Hwy is analyzed by Moon Spencer 's color theory, it belongs to the hi1•:h 
color harmony whose degree of beauty is more than 1.6> 

2. "Woorhym methocl"(gradual tone or color combination) 
It is a technique which is called ' light ' , and which makes phased effect by arranging 

several colors of same range in order or value. The lst light is the most lightest, the 2nd 
light is intermediate, and the :lrd becomes darker. 

3. The Use of White and Black Line 
Between each color zone of Hwy there must be white line and black line. It hightens 

the expression of color tone by removing muddiness and vagueness which are caused by 
the interference between adjacent colors. 

4. The Areal Proportion 
When the valance of proportion in quantity is accomplished by differentiating the color 

area in according to its value and chroma, the harmony is achieved. This is the principle, 
"strong color in narrow area, weak color in wide area", which has come down from old 
times. This principle is applied to Danchung. 
3.2. Gothic Stained glass 

1. Color combination and the dominant color 
Since of the brilliant colored light in the windows of the chevet of the abbey church of 

St. Denis which was replaced by the abbot Suger, "the father of Gothic architecture", the 
colors or stained glass became dominated by strong contrast of red and blue. 

In Gothic era of 12c, the border pattern was· seen, and the window was dominated by 
red and blue. /\nd the thick white line hightened the expression of color tone by clearing 
muddines:-; and vagueness. The indoor space incarnate the heaven world which was 
enclosed by film of light. The border pattern was developed in various forms, and the 
composition of picture became more complicated and delicate. And the effect of contrast 
went to extremes by strong lead came and painting. As Gothic style developed, golden and 
luby color increased. The color arrangement of the medieval stained glass is strong hue 
contrast by the basic colors. 

2. The Painting and the Etching 
Stained glass forms the basic icon like mosaics by inserting various pieces of color glass 

between the H-type lead came. And it is possible to add color, form, texture, shade by 
several techniques on the surface of glass. These techniques are classified into two 
groups, the additive techniques like painting and the subtractive techniques like etching and 
silver stain. 

3. Tracery and Border 
Tracery, the ornamental stone patterns which dis tinguish Gothic architecture, played an 

important part in composition of wh<•le form of window and expanding the area of window. 
As Gothic style developed, the tracery became slender, dynamic and 

There is 'Border decoration ' as an important element which cumposes stained glass 
window. 
function. 

Borders in stained glass windows have both an aesthetic and a practical 
Aesthetically, because a border acts as a glassy frame, repeating the shape of 
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the supporting stonework, it emphasizes the essenti ally architectural nature of window 
decoration. Border decorations emphasize or control the fo rm made of webs of stone. And 
they control the whole color tone and atmosphere of windows by the styled shape. 

4. Conclusion 
When comparee! between the Stained glass of the medieval Gothic church and Danchung 

of Korean Buddhist temple, the following common and different characteris tics can be 
derived : 

1. "Danchung" with its practical purpose of the protection of wooden materials has been 
developed in order to materialize sensory beauty rather than mystery, based on the idea "" 
'Buddhist Paradise that is to be delivered from passions in a transmigrator.\ 
moment, while "Stained glass" with its theological interpretation of ' light ' has been 
developed in order to rc<llizc the symbolic space of the Kingdom of Gael. 

2. "Danchung" which entirely depends on the reflected light exists on the interior and 
outer parts of Buddhis t temple, but "Stained glass" which bas ically depends on the 
transmitted light exis ts only for the interior space of the Catholic church. 

3. Both "Danchung" and "Stained glass", notwithstanding their heterogeneous background 
and matter, have commonly the attributes of religious architecture - sy mbolism, educative 
nature, magnificent nature, and architectural expression. 

4. The dominant colors of Danchung arc reel and green. But Stained glass's are red and 
blue. 

5. When seen in general, in "Danchung" colors and their light and shade are simple and 
patterned. In the meantime, "Stained glass", notwithstanding its s tyled patterns such as 
'Border pattern ' has many configurational expressions in general and is close to paintings 
or pictures. 

6. Both "Danchung" and "Stained glass" have various similarities in color arrangement 
and the principle of harmony. Namely, it is understandable that the same principle and 
technique are used in the use of the main colors of red and blue, basic colors of red, blue, 
yellow, green, white, and black, symbolism of colors , arrangement of complementary colors, 
and black and white belts. 

7. Both the styled 'Morucho' of "Danchung" and the patterned ' Border ' of "Stained 
glass" arc repeated on the whole area with the same model, performing an important role. 
Both of these have many common features specially in the composition of patterns and 
color arrangement. 
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Polychromatic Colouring in Byelorussian Architecture 

Larissa CHAKINKO and Anna LITVINOVA 

According to our conception all byelorussian colour culture has experienced its development 
through light and colour, through its mythology and magic, philosophy and religious symbols, its 
associations with colour system of natural world. Colour features of historical monuments and 
people architecture, painting and decorative arts is a base for national colour preferences, because 
they integrate polychromatic and ornamental traditions, which have been created by centuries. The 
main tendency of colour interpretation of architectural monuments from 6 different historically-
ethnografical regions is using of the middle-wave part of colour' s spectrum (red, yellow, green, 
ochre and sky-blue). These colours give the possibility of forming a contrasting background for 
sculpture-ornamental and architectural form. Architectural polychromy of Belarus takes the tints of 
nature: the contrast of three colours with golden so that architectonic elements look more bright on 
the rather intensive background in order to create the surrounding of richness and mosaic of colours. 

Heaving learned the principal features of colouristic palette of architectural objects of Belarus we 
can state: 
I . The colour of Byelorussian architecture was formed for many centuries on the base of country 

building materials with using of the elements of folk applied art in corresponding with light 
climate and landscape characteristics of a region; 

2. Among the factors that determine the formation of byelorussian colour culture the most 
influential is the culture of different countries which border on our country (Russia in the East, 
Ukraine in the South, Poland in the West, Latvia and Lithuania in the North). 

Nowadays, for determination of connection with artistic traditions and with colour culture of 
regions as a whole the architects try to restore in colour of modern cities the principal palette of 
historical polychromy, using of data about the main laws of historical formed and modern colour 
preferences. For creation of optimum colour climate and achievement of artistic expressiveness and 
stimulation of aesthetic perception they use of colouristics on the level of all ranges of detailed 
elaboration (silhouette, mass of building, tectonics of facades, plasticity of surface and texture of 
material). For these aims colour and plastic forms may be combined by analogy and by contrast; 
tectonic and atectonic, "supergrafic" colour design. At the Department of Architecture we have 
prepared a special program of discipline "Colouristics in Architecture", which help to study the 
means and methods needed for paintings, applied arts and architecture in the terms of colour 
harmony as a reflection of the general colour culture of Belarus. 

I. INTRODUCTION: 
The purpose of colour design activity is the creation of humane surroundings for man, to make it 

comfortable, meaningful and aesthetically as perfect as possible. The urban architectural 
environment, where there is such a great concentration of people, should therefore be focused in a 
variety of ways and by various types of specialists and especially in colour. A very important issue 
is that colour in architecture should be considered and used professionally, i.e. with appropriate 
knowledge. Such a knowledge would undoubtedly stimulate interest of architects and designers and 
would help to enrich both the experience of colour and the environmental colour design. 
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To study the culture of colour within the total frame of cultures of the world is an intricate and 
complicated task. In this project we limit our investigation to the architectural polychromy in old 
historical monuments, "people architecture" and new areas of cities, which tells both national and 
local, traditional and modem colour preferences, about historical-ethnographic peculiarities and 
ethnic originality in relation to cultural and geographical contexts (Ponomareva, Chakinko ). Among 
the factors that determine the artistic traditions and the colour culture of a region as a whole the 
most important: is the natural phenomena. Analysis of surroundings show that regional light-
climatic and natural (mineral , vegetable and water) conditions-have important influence on 
formation of colouristic palette of Byelorussian architecture. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
A profound analysis of colour environment and existing situation is a primer importance of our 

investigation. The theoretical model of colouristic of architecture we can represent as a system of 
two structure coordinated parts : 
1. Of"chromatic tissue" (it is a colouristic of ordinary buildings); 
2. Of "chromatic frame" (it is a colouristic of unique buildings). 

"Chromatic tissue" is characterized by palette of warm gray-brown, ochre tone of natural tints, that 
don 't contrast with landscape, there are mainly objects of wooden architecture. Wood is the 
uppermost building material not only for habitable and household buildings, but also for cultural 
and civil buildings of the past. 

The colour of wood (pine, fir, oak and the combination of various wood) was supplemented with 
colour of thatch, boards and sometime with colour of stone and tiles. The warm calm range of 
"chromatic tissue" make nuance harmony with landscape surroundings. While the "chromatic 
tissue" forms the background, that the objects of "chromatic frame" are colour accents, which are 
distinguished on the background. There are unique architectural edifices and complexes, that have 
leading position in landscape surroundings owing to more concentrated colour range, because the 
contrasts exist. 

There are four main groups of objects of "chromatic frame", that have different colour features . 
Let us consider the features of colour organization of that groups. For the first group it is significant 
that polychromatic appearance was formed by combination of dark-red and yellow colours of brick, 
sometimes with red-brown brick and dark brown tiled roof. These objects haven 't no any additional 
decor. The colour is putted in structure, it is long-lived and in that way shows the tectonics of 
buildings. The architectural monuments of the second group are characterized by range of warm 
colours with contrast of mixed type (red and white, red and black). That combination of colour of 
stone and brick with white colour of lime for decorative elements gives them especially smartness 
and grandeur. Furthermore, this colour composition was the traditional symbol of energy and 
perpetuity. In the folk clothes this combination has been used for especially vulnerable places and 
served as a sign-symbol, guarding against the evil spirits. These objects use not only long-lived 
colour-bearers (stone, brick, tiles), but short-lived too (quick lime).The main tendency of colour 
interpretation of monuments from third group is using the middle-wave part of colour' s spectrum: 
yellow, green, ochre and sky-blue. These colours give the possibility of forming a contrasting 
background for sculpture-ornamental and architectural form, that are painted with white colour. The 
colouristic of these buildings is dependent not on building methods and materials, but on 
composition and tectonic of buildings. The recess elements are painted with dark chromatic colour, 
the stepped out elements are painted with white colour. In combination with red tiled roof this 
design of facades gives to these objects a picturesque and colourful appearance, particularly by 
natural solar light. Nearly all of colour-bearers here are short-lived. The monuments of Byelorussian 
architecture with polychromatic elements of decorative and applied art form the fourth group of 
"chromatic frame". Their main feature is rich decoration of facade that is formed by many-coloured 
building materials (natural stone-boulder, face brick, multicolour ceramic and majolica). The colour 
of facade was formed from different natural materials, beginning from gray to black, from pail-pink 
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to red. It was added and stressed by ceramic insertions of different colours. The additional 
introduction of gilt, ochre, green, yellow and sky-blue colours made the palette significant wider. 
The objects of fourth group have an interesting feature - they are long-lived and have a maximum 
of colours. In harmony with surroundings they don't lose their colouristic activity. Their colour 
ensure clear visibility in conditions with diffusion light of Byelorussia since an effective contrast 
exists: white-red, black-red, white-ochre-guilt, white-green, white-blue and so on. 

Heaving learned the principal features of colouristic palette of architectural monuments of 
Byelorussia we can state : 
I . The colour of Byelorussian architecture was formed for many centuries on the base of country 

building materials with using of the elements of folk applied art in corresponding with light 
climate and landscape characteristics of our region. 

2. Among the factors that determine the formation of byelorussian colour culture the most 
influential is the Russian colour culture phenomenon. 

3. RESULTS. 
The main task of our investigation of architectural coloristics and colour culture as a whole is to 

develop the professional colouristic thinking and to possess complete knowledge of colour for 
successful use in the architectural projects nowadays. At present this is very important work for our 
country and especially for our Minsk as a capital of Byelorussia, now independent republic in 
Eastern Europe which borders on Russia to the East, on the Ukraine in the South, on Poland in the 
West and on Latvia and Lithuania in the North. Our city was founded more than 900 years ago on 
the crossroads of the most severe winds of history. Minsk has repeatedly been destroyed during wars 
ever since the times of Kiev Russia and until the not so distant past. ( 1st and 2d World Wars). 
Now Minsk, one of the most fast-growing cities-"millionaires" of the Europe, has doubled its 
population. The reconstruction of the "historical cradle", district "Troitskoye Predmestye", where 
Minsk or Mensk, which name originates from the word "mena" ( it means "exchange" ) , has 
already been completed. 

The idea of colouristic in the city is based on the conception of a "circular-radial" planning of the 
city as a whole and it has the following noticeable features : 
I . The main city diameter is the Skaryna Avenue, crossing the city from West to the East, being the 

most respectable city axes with the main city squares, is characterized mainly by classical and 
neoclassical colour combinations with elements of modernism and constructionism (white, 
ochre, red, gray colours); 

2. The "green-and-blue" diameter (a kind of a belt formed by parks, public gardens, by a cascade of 
reservoirs) crosses the city from the North to the South forming the main recreation zone; 

3. The system of vast living zones formed the peripheral parts of the city and each of the residential 
areas has own conception of colour solutions. 

For creation of optimum colour climate and achievement of artistic expressiveness of building, for 
stimulation of aesthetic perception we use of colouristic on the level of all ranges of detailed 
elaboration. I mean the silhouette, mass of building, tectonics of facade, plasticity of surface and 
texture of material.In order to secure of visual and psychological interaction of colouristic of 
residential area and landscape we tried to use different means of realization: colour confluence of 
building with landscape; contrast of architectural colouristic with natural background; creation of 
artificial colour landscape, that will compensate the lack of natural colours. For these aims colour 
and plastic forms may be combined by analogy and by contrast, in another words, by tectonic colour 
design and atectonic, supergrafic colour design as the expression of modem colour culture. Besides, 
for determination of connection with artistic traditions and with colour culture of region as a whole 
the byelorussian architects try to restore in colour of building of principle palette of historical 
polychromy, using of data about the main laws of historical formed and modem colour preferences. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS. 
Before creation of the colour conception of the architectural complexes we have to use the 

methods of site investigation, expert observation, samples collection, tests and inquiries of the 
people, as well as photographic and sketch registration of the existing architectural and landscape 
surrounding in order to define : colour preferences of old and new generation of Byelorussia, 
regional traditional colouristic palette and colour passport of historical monuments, existing 
colouristic palette of the regional landscape. Data documentation is carried out with application of 
material of Natural Colour System-NCS. 

We have to develop a special program of discipline "Colouristics in Architecture" in the School of 
Architecture of the Byelorussian State Polytechnic Academy. It will include the different main 
directions: lectures about significance of coloring in architecture with its historical analysis, the 
study of physics, psychology, physiology and sociology of colour, but also the practical exercises 
and seminars, including graphic analysis, colour choice and harmonization with help of Natural 
Colour System and its accessories, flat and spatial material models in different colour scales. All of 
these directions will help to study the means and methods needed for paintings, applied arts and 
architecture in the terms of colour harmony as a reflection of the general colour culture of 
Byelorussia. 
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Orange as a Contemporary Expression of Spirit 

Paul MARTIN 

The future 's bright, the future's orange, runs the advertising jargon for one of 
Britain's most successful new companies, ORANGE mobile phones. Their 
adverts feature expansive orange imagery, and the way that the colour is 
used to stimulate excitement, modernity and independence is very much in 
line with contemporary fashion. 

This paper is written to accompany a primarily visual presentation, and is 
based on personal observation and documentation. 

Although orange has been part of a fashion trend which also includes the 
other citrus colours, lemon yellow and lime green, it seems to have attained 
its own importance both overtly and subliminally. 

There has been a huge upsurge in the popularity of orange in recent times. 
This seems to go against much research which places orange at the bottom 
of the list when people are asked to state colour choice in order of 
preference (1 ). Blue is the most preferred colour of about two thirds of 
western people, and it is significant that this is the complementary of orange 
In a documentary about the work of lighting director Vittorio Storaro he 
explains how he uses orange and blue symbolically in one of his films to light 
and define the two main characters - orange as day/ earth/ masculine and 
blue as nighU moon/ feminine (2). He exploits the visual difference in colour 
temperature to separate the fates of the two characters and show how one 
has to gain strength from the other. As the man becomes progressively more 
ill and eventually dies, she has to make decisions and then face a new life, in 
the same way that night follows day, and as the daylight fades the night 
takes up its reign. 

However the symbolism of orange runs deeper than this, and like most 
colours, some of the signifiers seem to be contradictory. This probably 
depends upon what is actually considered to be orange. 

True orange occupies a very small range in the colour spectrum. Essentially 
most people identify it as the colour of the fruit , and in many languages the 
two have the same word. However, in the way that the accepted colour wheel 
is constructed, it must also represent everything that lies between yellow and 
red. 
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Orange as the Colour of Natural Well-being 

Orange is optimistic. Warm and friendly - it suffuses the saffron sunset. 
Orange is the colour of abundance and plenty. It gives delight and enlightens 
(3 ). 

Many minerals from the earth used to make natural dyes are basically orange 
in hue. These simple dyes were chosen by Buddhist and Krishna monks for 
their robes to represent a basic commune with the natural richness of life and 
rejection of possessions (in contrast to the prevalent use of purple- the most 
precious natural dye - chosen for the robes of many Catholic priests to 
represent their righteousness and position). In the USA orange is the colour 
of harvest and Thanksgiving. The recent increase in the popularity of orange 
can be seen to signify a growing concern and respect for the environment of 
the Earth and a desire of people to return to a more organic and healthier 
lifestyle. As people become more aware of the dangers of living in artificial 
environments, with sealed interiors and toxic manufactured materials giving 
rise to Sick Building Syndrome and allergies, there has been a trend towards 
a return to the use of more natural materials and fibres in architecture and 
interior design. Many of these tend to be in the orange colour range, such as 
woods, fabrics and terracotta ceramics. 

However in a wide selection of photographs appearing in recent architectural 
and design magazines, whether or not the inherent colours of the buildings, 
interiors and objects depicted are actually orange, the overall effect of the 
images are orange. This seems to be achieved by photographing the 
exteriors of new buildings, often constructed of concrete or glass, at a time of 
the day when the sun is most orange. This gives the structures a reflected 
glow which makes them appear softer and more sympathetic than they 
actually are in the hard light of day. Interiors are often photographed with 
artificial light, which on film appears much more orange when contrasted to 
the bluish natural light coming through the windows. Again the effect of this is 
to give the rooms and spaces a friendly warm feel. In this way white walls 
and natural woods effuse a welcome. 

This general warming of the colour palette can therefore be perceived as an 
interpretation of a safer and more natural approach to spatial design, after 
years of cold, high-tech imagery. This concurs with a growing popular move 
towards a return to a more natural and holistic overview in the western 
approach to medicine and the body. Both body and building regain the 
position of sanctuary and temple, as opposed to factory. There is a 
reassertion of the spiritual. Therefore orange could be said to represent the 
earth and body not only as a celebration of nature, but also as a sense of 
general well-being 

This is one side of orange, in its more muted and natural tones. However, in 
its orange orange state, its very brightness gives it other characteristics. 
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Orange as the Colour Energy. 

Orange is too bright to be elegant. (4) . 

As the colour of light, orange is the colour of hope and fun. The sun lights up 
the day and with it brings renewed energy. But electric light, which is even 
more comparatively orange in hue, lights up the night - it is the colour of 
entertainment 

The last time that bright orange was popular in Western culture was in the 
1960s when it was part of the start of youth culture and psychadelia. In 
conjunction with other vibrant colours such as purple, it expressed a rebellion 
against conformity - a new direction. Then the dyes were a celebration of 
new synthetic materials and processes. 

Now again orange is very much worn as a part of youth and club culture. In 
direct contrast to the long established wearing of black as a symbol of 
anarchy, orange pursues the excesses of drugs and dance music. There is 
nothing natural about this use of orange. It is outrageous and loud. You 
cannot wear this colour quietly. It is also used in advertising and packaging 
to shout at the consumer. Many sweets, snacks and soft fizzy drinks are 
wrapped in orange to signify the quick buzz of energy they give. Just like 
freshly squeezed orange at breakfast, they kick-start the system. 

On the pages of magazines orange is used as a background to all kinds of 
advertisements and articles. It is eye-catching and symbolises their fun, 
excitement and trendiness. 

The popularity of orange has now moved to incorporate more longer-lasting 
objects such as household items and furniture. Anything from cameras to 
office cabinets. Everything is joining the party! Cafes and bars selling the 
newly popular alcopops (fizzy alcoholic fruit juices), hairdressers and clothe 
shops have been painted in bright oranges, both inside and out 

Could this recent popularity of orange signify another change of direction and 
an expression of new spirit at a time when current systems are beginning to 
falter and burn out ? As the colour of fire could orange be setting light to the 
new millennium from the dying embers of the twentieth century? Or is it just 
another temporary blip of colour fashion? Whatever the reason, or the 
meaning, to this new explosion in the use of this colour, the very energy of 
orange means that it has neither happened quietly or unnoticed. 

1) Tom Porter. Colour in the Looking Glass. Colour in Architecture. AD. 
1996. Academy Group Ltd. 
2) Arena. Vittorio Storaro. BBC Television. 1992. 
3) Derek Jarman. Chroma p.95. Century. 1994. 
4) as before p.96. 

Paul Martin 
School of Design and Manufacture, De Montfort University, The Gateway. L 
Leicester LE1 9BH, UK. 
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Principles of Korean Colors 

Gyungln KIM, Mari OZAKI and Masami KOBAYASHI 

Color has been formed based on natural climate, history and cultural background, and 
ideology. Korean colors were greatly influenced by the Five Theory of Yin and Yang 
which emphacized nature's order and harmony with nature. Korean basic colors, blue, 
red, yellow, white and black, are based on the Five theory. Color match is based on 
harmony of Yin and Yang. During the Cheosun dynasty color was used to show rank; in 
the the order of red , blue, and green, with red showing the highest rank. The higher the 
chroma, was the higher the rank. Color composition was not done by mixing dyes or 
paints but was made by connecting colors. This is shown in the method of Saekdong and 
Danchong. 

1.1NTRODUCTION 
Culture is the result of human creation regarding nature and climate. The cultural 

background and the climate factor can be grasped by observing color, which is one form 
of culture. In the past, materials for coloring such as dye and paint were taken from the 
region 's nature: plants, minerals, and animals. Color has a close relationship with 
people's life-styles, and has been creating a unique culture expressing the characteristics 
of the region. The design principles of color exist in the rules of nature and the human 
wisdom learned through nature's rules. 
The subject of this research is the color culture of the Cheosun dynasty. We want to 

investigate the influences it received from the societal and the cultural background in 
order to analyze the color expressions of clothes, traditional architecture , and paintings 
and to clarify the color composition's basic principles and uniqueness. This study 
becomes the foundation for the urban color planning. 

2.RESEARCH SUBJECT 
The subject of this study is the palacial culture of the Cheosun dynasty: the height of the 

Korean culture which show a refined use of color. We studied the Korean color culture by 
examining clothes, buildings, and paintings. The concrete study subjects are as follows: 

(1)Ciothings: official clothing , Palacial clothing concentraiting on women 's wear. 
(2)Traditional Architecture : painted buildings such as the palace, governmental offices, 
temples and educational institutions. 
(3)Paintings: Oogedo which illustrate the palace ceremony. 

3.PRIMARY BACKGROUND FACTORS 
(1)Politically, Cheosun prohibited the use of yellow which is the color of the Chinese 
Emperor to show respect to China which was regarded as a superior nation . 
(2)Economically, the growing of plants used for dye were prohibited because it had a 
great influence on the people's economy. Due to the lack of dye, there was an imbalance 
in the supply and demand and the price of imported dye was very expensive. 
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(3)Cheosun was a society with strict differentiation of status and rank. The colors of the 
buildings and clothes were regulated by rank. The colors were used to show the 
difference in status and rank visually. This had a great influence on the color culture of 
that time. 
{4)Confucianism's influence on the culture is great. Confucianism regarded respect, and 
pursued self-control over one's desires as important values such as limiting the use of 
decorations and color and choosing humble materials. 
(5)1n theory, the influence of the Five Theory of Yin and Yang is great. Yin and Yang is 
nature's philosophy of China. All phenomenons of nature are regarded as the workings of 
Yin and Yang and it is believed that the universe is composed of five parts: tree, fire, 
earth, gold, and water. 
The main basic colors based on the Five Theory are red, blue, yellow, white, and black. 

These five colors are related to the five directions; blue-east, red-south, yellow-center, 
white-west, and black-north . The sub-basic colors, made by mixing the five basic colors, 
are green, sky blue, light yellow, purple, and rouge. Their creation was based on the five 
parts of natural phenomenons; red from fire, green from tree , yellow from earth, black 
from water, and white from gold . 
The Five theory there are workings of positive(good match) and negative forces{bad 

match) . This theory was used in matching colors. 

Table. 1 The System of The Five Theory 

FIVE PARTS tree fire 

DIRECTIONS east south 

BASIC COLORS blue red 

TIMES spring summer 

DEFENCE BEASTS blue ragon red bird 

Table. 2 Good Match 
gold(white) good 

water(black) good 

tree(blue) good 

fire(red) good 

soil(yellow) good 

3. COLOR COMPOSITION 
(1 )Clothing 

water(black) 

tree(blue) 

fire(red) 

soil(yellow) 

gold(white) 

soil gold water 

center west north 

yellow white black 

june autumn winter 

white tiger black turtle 

Table. 3 Bed Match 
gold(white) bed tree(blue) 

tree(blue) bed soil(yellow) 

soil(yellow) bed water(black) 

water( black) bed fire(red) 

fire(red) bed gold(white) 

Materials used to dye clothes are mostly from plants and since they are from nature, it 
has a close relationship to Korea's natural climate. Due to the influence of Confucianism, 
the use of color was restricted based on status, rank, respect, and position . 

Usually, high chroma red was used for the king's clothing and red , blue, and green were 
used for the official clothes depending on rank. During the Cheosun period , red 
represented the highest rank. Due to the relations with China, yellow was a forbidden 
color. Composition of color was made by the Five theory and the matching of colors was 
done to give change to various colors according to the harmony of Yin and Yang . The 
matching and partial use of color are noticeable in the principal of color composition. 
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There is a great influence of Yin and Yang in the match of outer material and the lining of 
palacial women's official clothes and in the top and bottom of everyday clothes. The most 
often used of color matchings are red and blue, red and green, and yellow and red : and 
they show strong contrast in hue. Moreover, there is a great influence of the Five theory in 
Saektong which was used on the cuffs of children and palace women 's clothing . The 
contrasting colors of the Five theory(red , blue , yellow and white , except black) are lined in 
a row equal in width. White and black are mostly used as lines: especially, the white line 
in the collar which gives a decorative effect. White and black are not used in large areas 
and reddish colors are mostly used to accentuate. 

(2)Traditional Architectures 
The overall colors of private houses are natural colors of soil, straw, wood , and stone 

such as grey and black of the roof tiles, red of the walls made of earth, white of the 
plastered wall and brown of wooden furniture. Unlike private houses, a different method 
called Danchong is seen on painted buildings such as the palace, temples, government 
buildings, and educational institutions. Paint materials such as rock , soil, metals, and 
imported materials{ancient China) , minerals and animals were all taken from nature. 
Danchong is the drawing of a scene or prints, using various colors, on the timber and 

outer walls of wooden architectures as decorations. Among the buildings decorated with 
Danchong, ranks were differentiated by the number of colors used. And among the same 
colors, the higher the chroma was the higher the rank. Colors of the Danchong are red, 
deep orange, yellow, deep green, deep blue, dark red, white and black based on the Five 
Theory of Yin and Yang and basic colors. There are two methods of making colors used 
in Danchong. One is controlling value by making white or black to the basic color. The 
other is by mixing different colors. The following are the characteristics of color 
arrangement. 
(I jWarm and Cool contrast: In general, warm and cool colors are repetitiously arranged . 
@Bright and Dark contrast:Within a color series, color are lined in the order of value and 
many color series with the same patterns are arranged . 
@Small and Large area contrast: Low value colors are used in small areas and high 
value colors are used in large areas. 
@Usage of White and Black lines: Between colors of different hue, black and white lines 
are drawn to make the colors stand out. Black line is drawn on the side of the dark color 
and a white one on the side of the light color. The ratio between black and white lines is 2 
to 1. 

of Black and white: A white line is drawn in the middle of another color to give a 
three dimensional effect. Black is usually used as the background color. 

(3)0ogedo(Painting :King Chonjo's Visit to His Father's Tomb) 
Oogedo is a painting that describes the palace ceremony of the Cheosun dynasty. 

Because of its definite date of drawing and the precise descriptions of the condition, it can 
be used to understand the color culture of that time period . In the Oogedo called 'King 
Chonjo's Visit to His Father's Tomb ', participants' official clothing show rank and order. In 
this painting, the ceremony's composition and color expression are the following. 

Clothes differ depending on status such as governing class, military, and commoners 
and on rank in the order of red, blue, and green with red being the highest. In women 's 
clothing, color contrasts, in top and bottom, and Saektong on cuffs are noticeable . 

In architecture, Danchong's red and green show color contrast, and the white line 
clarifies form on the roof tops and castle walls . Structures painted with red are connected 
with the king . 
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Space arrangement relys on Yin and Yang . A rectangular space is created by solidiers 
lining up. Soldiers in the east side are in blue clothes and soliders on the west side are in 
white clothes. The dancers in blue, red , yellow, white, and black clothing are on east, 
south , center, west and north sides of the dancing space. Space is connected with the 
king as the center, and differentiated by color to show rank and boundary. 

(a)Ciothings (b) Traditional Architectures (c)Oogedo 

Fig . 1 Research Subject 

3. CONCLUSION 
Color has been formed based on natural climate, history and cultural background , and 

ideology. Korean colors were greatly influenced by the Five Theory of Yin and Yang 
which emphacized nature's order and harmony with nature. Korean basic colors, blue, 
red , yellow, white and black, are based on the Five theory. Color match is based on 
harmony of Yin and Yang . During the Cheosun dynasty color was used to show rank; in 
the the order of red , blue, and green, with red showing the highest rank. Due to relations 
with China, the use of yellow was forbidden . T he higher the chroma, was the higher the 
rank. Color composition was not done by mixing dyes or paints but was made by 
connecting colors. Th is is shown in the method of Saekdong and Danchong. Cheosun 's 
color composition has a concentration of hue contrast and complimentary color contrast. 
There are also value contrast, chroma contrast, and warm and cool contrast. White and 
black are used for decorative effect. 
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Korean Traditional Color Combination 
through Sacdong 

Kyunghee LEE 

Sacdong, one of the representative color combinations in Korea is very familiar to 

Koreans with a continuing history of more than a millennium. In korea, Sacdong 

generally means multi - colored stripe pattern. In this study, Sacdong's color 

characteristics was investigated using the remains of dress in Chosun 

Dynasty0392- 1910), and what feelings our modem men had about Sacdong was 

examined via semantic differential method over university students. The findings 

were like following ; 

Most widely used colors in Sacdong was red and yellow, and the moderate and 

deep tones were largely employed. There was no specific regulations in the order 

of arranging its colors, but the overall harmony in the color combination was 

highly achieved by arranging the white color in the middle of Sacdong. The typical 

color images about Sacdong were identified as brilliant, bright and clear. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sacdong had the longest history among our traditional color combinations and 

appeared in the skirt of noble woman on the moral painting in the times of 

Gogooryeo in the late 5th century. But similar example could be also found in the 

skirt of noble woman of Takamatstuka in Japan. Thus, Sacdong's stripe pattern, 

which was seen on women' s skirts in the ancient times could count as one of the 

international pattern at that time. After passing through the middle ages including 

the times of Unified Shilla and Goryeo, Sacdong was discovered on the sleeves of 
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upper garment named Jeogory in the times of Chosun. How Sacdong ornament 

shifted from skirt to the sleeves of upper garment could not be identified because 

no remains concerned existed. We could just learn from the remains of Chosun 

Dynasty that Sacdong appeared on the dresses for children and woman but was 

not used on the dress for adult men. This fact might be thought to be related to 

the colorfulness, brightness and playfulness that one could feel from Sacdong. In 

addition, though Sacdong implied the multi-colored stripe pattern in general, 

children's Obangjang overcoat, Jathseop of Jeogory or smalll wrapping cloth were 

seen to be part of Sacdong when we considered Sacdong used multi- colored cloth, 

giving colorful and bright feelings . If the concept of Sacdong was extended as 

such, its pattern also enlarged to free- styled one like patchwork, or triangle or 

rectangular one. In this study, the survey was conducted to find the characteristics 

of and color feelings about colored dresses involving, the stripe pattern on their 

sleeves, which could be regarded as the origin of Sacdong. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

13 Sacdong dresses were selected from the remains of Chosun Dynasty collected 

in museum, including two Jeogory, five dress suits named Hwalot and six dress 

suits named wonsam. The color of bodice and sleeves of those 13 dresses was 

measured by a color- measuring apparatus(Minolta CR- 300). Based upon the data 

measured, how many colors appeared and how frequently each hue and each tone 

appeard respectively were estimated and analyzed using the classification of 

JBCC(]afca Basic Color Code). Also, 80 university students(Male 14, Female 66) 

were investigated by semantic differential method to find which color images were 

evoked by Sacdong, and the image profile was drawn out based upon the result. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 The number of colors on Sacdong remains 
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The number of colors appeared on Sacdong was follows. 

Table 1 : The number of colors on Sacdong remains 

Kind of Clothes type Sleeve Color Kind of Clothes type Sleeve Color Kind of Clothes type Sleeve Color 
remains number remains number remains number 

1 Jeogory 7 6 Hwalot 5 11 Wonsam 3 

2 Jeogory 6 7 Hwalot 4 12 Wonsam 6 
3 Hwalot 4 8 Won sam 6 13 Wonsam 4 
4 Hwalot 4 9 Wonsam 5 
5 Hwalot 4 10 Won sam 7 

3.2 The frequency of hue and tone on Sacdong remains 

The frequency of individual color and tone that appeared on Sacdong was 

identified as follows. 

10 15 

R 
0 

BR 
y 

OL 

• bodice 
0 Sleeve 

20 
It 
bt 

dp 
d 

gy 
bk 

10 

• bodice 
o Sleeve 

12 

Fig.l The frequency of hue Fig.2 The frequency of tone 

3.3 The order of color arrangement on Sacdong remains 

The order of color arrangement on Sacdong remains was discovered as below. 

Table 2 : The order of color arrangement on Sacdong remains 

Kind of bodice Sleeve Color Kind of bodice Sleeve Color Kind of bodice Sleeve Color remains color remains color remains color 

1 y RB·Y·W·Y·I1 ·Y 6 11 G·RP.Y.PBW 11 G RY·W 

2 YG Y·I1·PW·I1·B 7 11 Y·PB·I1·W 12 G YR·Y·PB·R·G·W 

3 11 PB·I1·Y·W 8 y Y.R·11P·G·R·W 13 B R·GW·RP 

4 R Y·R·BW 9 y PB·RY·Y·W 

5 R Y·R·B·W 10 y YR·Y.B·R·Y·RW 
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3.4 The image profile of sacdong 

Sacdong's image profile was drawn out like following. 

5 3 2 
wann m cool strons;r 

: bL:l weak 
brill:ht dark modem classical 
active passive tense I 14_ .. - 1 comfortable 
younll: old masculine feminine 
heavy lill:ht beautiful Ull:lY 

adultlike childlike clear e vall:ue 
brilliant moderate delill:htful discomfort 
stability instability ll:lad sad 

intensity mild fresh platitude 
restless calm joyful melancholy 

Fig. 3 : The image profile of sacdong 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Through a series of survey above- mentioned, the characteristics of Sacdong' s 

color and feelings were identified. Nine colors were used on Sacdong, including R, 
YR, Y, G, B, PB, P, RP, and W, and red and yellow appeared freguently among 
them. As for tone, moderate and deep was employed quite often. One notable thing 
was that in most cases, white was used, giving an impact of producing better 
entire harmony and brilliant atmosphere, although Sacdong was multi-colored 
combination. Also, the image profile suggested that Sacdong aroused the strong 
image that was classical, bright, childlike, brilliant and clear. The Sacdong dress 
that showed the joint use of primary and secondary colors is thought to express a 
specific color combination technique supported by the self- generated view of colors 
in Chosun Dynasty, which is different from the view of colors focused on primary 
colors. Also, Sacdong is most familiar one to Korean since that is the 
representative color combination maintained more than a thousand years. Due to 
this background, Sacdong is utilized in dress and various living goods at present. 
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Dragon Culture in Japan and China-Color of Dragon 

Nobuo OKAZAKI 

The color image of three primary colors, red, green and yellow, is discussed through dragon's colors and 
the ancient theory of " Inyo Gogyo ". The primary colors have a fundamental function giving pleasure to 
color sensation beyond times, regions and nationalities. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
For 4000 years, the Chinese dragon, colorful and awe inspiring in appearence and dynamic in movement 

is the symbol of enthusiasm, strength, courage, wisdom, prosperity and a good luck. In Far- East Asian 
countries under the Chinese civilization, the dragon is also the same symbol. In the case of Japan, it is said, 
the dragon culture was introduced about 2000 years ago together with paddy agriculture and after then 
not to be disappeared. Even in the present days, the dragon has maintained it's popularity among those 
people for soaring spirit. The dragon, it goes up to the heaven at the Spring Equinox and down to the 
valley at the Autumn Equinox, changing it's size from time to time and summoning wind and rain. It is free 
and unrestrained, and is in different forms sharing the following common features- the born of deer, the 
head and neck of snake, the belly of calm, the scales of fish, the claws of eagle, the ears of ox, the feet of 
tiger and the colorfully decorated body. Perception of form and color as an apearance through eyes causes 
some sentiment in mind. The red dragon ,green dragon, yellow dragon, golden dragon and silver dragon, 
what of dragon has inspired people's mind with special sensation ? Luckily I stayed in China for two years 
from 1987 to 1989 and enjoyed many chances to see the traditional Chinese dragons especially in 1988, 
because 1988 was just the dragon's year. In the traditional calendar in Japan and China, years are referred 
to by a series of 12 animal names, which in order are rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, serpent, horse, sheep, 
monkey, cock, dog and pig. Since these animal names designate a cycle of 12 years. each of them appears 
once 12 years. After my return to Japan in 1990, the Japanese dragon had been investigated. The results 
are as follows. 

2. RESULT OF INVESTIGATION 
2.1 Investigation of dragon in China 
(1) Dragon in ancient times 

In 1989 the important archaeological relics of textiles, lacquer wares, potteries and paintings on silk 
clothes unearthed from the Mawandui tomb in the era of Western Han dynasty(206BC- 24AD)in Chansha 
were exhibited in the Forbidden Palace Museum in Beijing. I visited the exhibition to see the dragon 
painting on silk which took its shape approaching final completion formed of the body of snake, the head 
with horn, the scales of fish, the feet of tiger, the claws of eagle, looking fierce and powerful. The body was 
colored clearly with pigments of vermilion, blue, green and white. The motif of the painting is said that the 
dragon leads the soul of a buried lord to heaven. 

(2) Dragon as the symbol of imperial power 
In the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties, the image of dragon became associated with the imperial state 

power. and the dragon figured most prominently in the decorations at the imperial palace. Entering into the 
imperial palace of Ming and Qing dynasties known as the Forbidden Palace, the image of brilliant golden 
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dragon can be seen everywhere, on the interiors, pillars, ceilings and walls. 
( 3) Nine- dragon screen wall 
The nine- dragon wall was built in front of a hall gate to screen 
outside views from inside the hall gate. In China there are three 
nine- dragon screen walls. One is at the Hall of Ultimate 
Greatness in the Forbidden Palace, another is in the Beihai Park 
in Beijing, and the other is at the one- time palace of a Ming 
dynasty lord in Datong. These screen walls are studded with 
color- glazed briks of red, yellow, green, blue and white. ( Fig. 1 ) 

(4) Dragon of Lantern Festival 
Fig.1 Dragon of Nine-dragon wall 

The first day of the year according to the lunar calendar is called Spring Festival. The day falls sometime 
during the last ten days of January and the first ten days of February. People throughout China warmly 
celebrate the lunar new year and the fifteenth day of the first month by the lunar calendar, so called 
Lantern Festival. The Lantern Festival was held to display multicolored dragons lighted brilliantly. 
( 5) Dragon on National Day 
The first day of October is the Chinese national foundation day. In 

the autuamn of the dragon's year, every places of parks, buildings 
and streets were decorated with flower beds figured with the image 
of dragon to celabrate the National Day. At the Tiananmen square 
in Beijing, a pair of huge dragons riding on waves appeared and 
their bodies were colored brilliantly in red , green, blue, yellow and 
white. People enjoyed very much the symbol of prosperity and good 
luck under the blue sky in fine autumn. ( Fig. 2 ) 
(6) Dragon of minority 

China is the multinational state coformed of various minorities. It 
is said, besides the Han, 24 national minorities more than several 
percent of total population are living in the outlying areas. Xishuang 
Banna prefecture, lies in the southern border area of Yunnan , near 
Burma and Laos. There lives the Dai who believe in Buddhism. The 
dragons set on Buddhist temples in Dai villages are characteristic 
in the style colored red, green and yellow. ( Fig. 3 ) 
2.2 Investigation of dragon in Japan 

Fig.2 Dragon at Tiananmen 

( 1) Dragon in ancient times Fig.3 Dragon in Dai village 
In 1972 the oldest- dragon painting, richily colored, was discovered in 
the ancient tomb of Takamatsuzuka, located in Asuka village, Nara prefecture. It is estimated that the 

dragon was painted around the period from the end of seventh century to the beginnig of eighth century. 
On the inner wall of the tomb, a green dragon, white tiger and black tortoise are painted corresponding to 
each direction of east, west and north. The dragon is painted in red, green and yellow. 
(2) Dragon as the symbol of shogunate 
The Toshogu Shrine in Nikko was built during the period of 1634 to 
1636 to commemorate the general, Ieyasu Tokugawa, who was the 
founder of the Tokugawa Shogunate. The Tokugawa Shogunate had 
reigned over Japan for about 250 years from 1603. Within the 
precinet of the shrine, there are many wooden buildings- a main 
hall, praying hall, bell tower, drum tower and gates. These are fully 
decorated with sculptures of legendary animals, such as dragon, 
giraffe, lion and phoenix. The dragons are painted in red, green and 
yellow. ( Fig. 4 ) 
(3) Festival of village community and dragon 

Fig.4 Dragon of shognate 

In the Jomon and Yayoi era ( 2BC-1AD ), the serpent was concieved as the primitive god such as a 
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totem. In these era, the paddy agriculture and dragon culture was 
introduced from southern China via Korean peninsula. After then, 
the surpent and the dragon as the god of rain and wind who 
governs weather and harvests were fused in each other. Even in 
the present days, to express thanks for good harvests, the fused 
god is made of straw. ( Fig.5 ) 
(4) Festival of town community and dragon 
The growing merchandise economy and increasing town people 

accelated the size of town festival to develop the scale as grand as Fig.5 Dragon as fused god 
the Gion Festival and Tenjin Festival. 
The Gion Festival, one of the three Grand Festivals in Japan, took place in 

869 in order to exorcize the evil spirits which cause epidemics. Inhabitants in 
Kyoto built floats which were carried through the town to purify streets and 
protect them from the evil spirits. From the beginning related to disease and 
sickness, now the Gion Festival has become an expression joy and favour. 
The Festival is an annual event. Every year on July 17, the grand procession 
of 32 floats marches on the down town. The floats are decorated with very 
colorful tapestries hanging on the front, back and both sides. On the 
tapestries, golden- color dragons are painted. ( Fig. 6 ) 
(5) Dragon of portable shrine and float 
The deities which is placed in a portable shrine is carried around where the 

deities govern to protect people from evils. The floats march on to 
demonstrate the deities' will, drumming and ringing bells. The float and 
portable shrine are decorated with the four gods of dragon, tiger, phoenix and 
tortoise which govern the heaven. Generally the four gods are golden yellow . 
(6) Dragon- boat race 
The race is competed with several- meter-long boats which has a 

golden- color dragon's head. Recently Osakaites hold the 
dragon- boat race to celebrate the Tenjin Festibal. ( Fig.7) 
(8) City festival 
The local goverment will hold the city festival to promote friendly 

relations among citizens. During the festival, activities such as 
dancing, singing songs, athletic meeting, art exhibition, setting off 
fireworks and so on take place. The main event is a parade 

Fig.6 Dragon on tapestry 

marching on streets, dancing a dragon dance. Fig. 7 Dragon- boat race 
(7) Buddhism and dragon 
In India, the birth place of Buddha, the cobla is a gurdian god of Buddha. After the Buddhism was 

introduced to China, the cobla was transformed to dragon. The preaching hall in temple is considered as 
the Pure Place of the west where Amida Buddha might be preaching a sermon forever. There we can see 
golden- color dragons. 

3. CONCLUSION 
The dragon of ancient to present days were investigated in Japan and China. As the deified creature and 

the symbol of good luck and strength, the dragon has been an important figure in historical places and 
temples, and also in festivals .The dynamic-dragon forms, a coiled dragon, flying dragon, dragon on wind 
and clouds, and two dragons playing with a pearl, are colored with the three primary colors of red, green 
and yellow. Black and white are used additionaly. This dragon's form and color would effectively stimulate 
the psychological sense of pleasure, and might be explained depending on "Inyo Gogyo" theory. 
One of ancient theories called as " Yinyang Wuhang (in Chinese) " or " lnyo Gogyo(in Japanese) " 

appeared about 2000 years ago. According to this, " Negativeness " and " Positiveness " originate the Five 
Elements (Tree, Fire, Eearth, Metal, Water), and the interactive reaction of these elements governs 
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everything on the earth. The Element is assigned to various kinds of things and phenomena as follows. 

Five Elements Tree Fire Earth Metal Water 
Five Colors Green Red Yellow White Black 
Five Directions East South Center West North 
Four Seasons Spring Summer Autumn Winter 
Four Gods Green Dragon Red Pheonix White Tiger Black Tortoise 

Acording to this theory, the five primary colors govern the color world. The color image of green 
corresponds to tree, east and spring. It symbolizes the vital growth of plants and prosperity. The red 
corresponds to fire, south and summer. It symbolizes the power of burning life, enthusiasum and courage. 
The yellow corresponds to earth and center. It symbolizes ruler's power and strength. The symbolism of 
three primary colors in the ancient times has maintained the same sychological effect even in the present 
days .This theory is also reasonable to coloring recipe for pigments based on the subtractive color mixture. 
My conclusion is that the primary colors of red, green and yellow have their fundamental function giving 
pleasure to color sensation beyond times, regions and nationalities. 
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Colour Symbolism, Colour Preference in Hungarian 
Folklore and Folk Architecture 

Anna ZOLDI 

Abstract 
The idea of the house is very ancient and so is the shape of it. The different parts of the house had cultical 
function in the life of people who lived and worked in it. Folk architecture has conserved many of these ancient 
uaditional structures together with their decoration. Hungarian folk art-due to historical and geographical 
reasons-shows a certain mixture of the Eastern an Western styles of decoration. Eastern people decorate the 
facade as if it was a carpet while the Western style means emphasising the structure. In the Hungarian folk 
architecture the decoration is put on structural elements but is very fancy and brilliant like an embroidered 
carpet. In the folklore the colours have their own meaning as well and colour compositions also show a certain 
dualism in the use of colours and in dealing with them. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The house itself creates the model of the universe for those people whose life and activity has a strong 
connection with nature, whose way of life is guided by the order of nature. For this kind of people the house 
means protection and safety, the walls of their houses indicate the borders of their competence for getting in 
connection with the sometimes wild and cruel powers that influence their lives. These methods are the ritual 
and magical acts; magical signs and symbols form the most ancient territory of the ritual preventive action. We 
can find them on every piece which belonged to the person in the prehistoric cultures as well as in the folk art 
or in the Middle Ages. Nowadays we also have some customs which have roots in this magical way of thinking, 
e.g. the traditional blue dress for a new born boys and pink (originally red) for girls. But gradually this strong 
connection between the person and his property has come to an end. The new trend is to trade in, to change. It 
originates in the market and produces a totally impersonal attachment to the objects we are dealing with. 
However children know the original feeling of possession and the irreplaceability of their properties, growing 
up they forget it and become good customers. 
The very early drawings of children show the importance of protection in the wild world. The protective object 
is symbolised with a circle or a triangle form which show the plan and section of the most ancient houses, huts 
or tents. In these drawings they make a difference between left and right, up and down, represent the time 
passing by, so they can make order in space and time with using basic geometrical forms together with different 
colours1 

1.1 The idea of the house in different cultures 
The importance of the house in life has been kept in the folklore, as those people who lived on agriculture spent 
almost all of their time in or around their houses. That was their home and working place. The great number of 
the ritual and cui tical events which we know in connection with building and using the house (the best -known 
among them is the build-offering which is wide-spread all over the world), are the traditional ceremonial 
occasions which take place in different parts of the house, or the mythical animals or other beings who live in 
different parts of the house and who are to be fed all show the importance of home-building in their lives. 2 It is 
natural that the decoration of the house shows this protective character and forms part of the cult. 
Although the forms, the structure and the materials they have used are determined by the natural environment 
they lived in (forest, mountain or plains) and are always very simple and practical. The tendency for decorating 
the so called cultical parts appears even on the simplest living house. Even the first living area, the cave was 
decorated with different signs. The earliest of them were fingertips, later on basic geometrical forms, abstract 
depictions of animals, plants and very rarely people. 
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1.2 The importance of colouring 
While the language of forn1s seems to be international -we have basic types which can be found in children 's art as 
well as in folk art or the art of ancient cultures - colourity is totally different. 
We can say that colouring seasons the meaning of forms giving them a very personal character. Creating forms is an 
intellectual task. The cultures which had a male-character were form-fans e.g. the ancient Greeks. But giving colour is 
traditionally a female-activity, and it is not surprising that the East, which has a female-character because of being 
very constant is full of coloured decoration, while the western culture was characterised by the two colour dominance 
red and blue for centuries until the XIX century when all the colours were banished. 
But what is really strange is the fact that the colour-preference of the cultures is so different from each other. although 
the origin of it is the same, nature it self. For example in Hungary the characteristic preference is green-red 
complementer contrast, going to the North at the Slovaks red and blue in light tones. going to the South, in Romania 
e.g. yellow is preferred. In Chinese-Turkestan and Bulgaria the preference of red is characteristic in the folk art, in the 
Scandinavian countries the low saturation, in Western-Europe the gradually changing tones are used3 Each nation 
and ethnic group has its own preference which makes the products of folk art unique, although the forms and patterns 
can be the same. 

2. THE HUNGARIAN WAY OF BOUSE-DECORATION 
2.1 The character of Hungarian folk-art 
Folk art uses colours in two different ways . In decoration the compositional order produces a special character which 
is determined by the connections between the colours. 
Moreover we have another possibility when the colour itself - due to its own symbolical meaning - has certain part in 
the visual composition, or in some folk-customs. 
2 .I . I The symbolic meaning of the different colours. 
Red has the most obvious, international meaning, being the colour of blood. Red can mean violence, and sacrifice but 
love and life as well. Red has protective power, that is why animals and children are sometimes given red ribbon or 
cloth. The red dress belongs to the youth, the elder women have to wear darker (brown, violet or black) dresses. Red is 
the Easter egg which is the symbol of resurrection. 
White means innocence and brightness. White colour is bright enough to keep away the evil's eyes. White dress is 
sacred, perfect for clerical people, wedding couple or mourning persons. 
Yellow has a special meaning in Hungarian folk tradition. It means death, illness, everything which is not clean and 
bright. Yell ow is the face of sick people and yellow is the brass which is not clear gold. 4 

It is very characteristic that each colour can mean bad and good as well. Sometimes it depends on the tone (e.g. red 
has at least five names in Hungarian language: piros, v6r6s, karmazsin, meggyszin, tulipiros) Meggyszin means red as 
the cherry and was often used for mourning dresses while bright red - piros is the dress of young girls. In other cases 
the same colour can have different meanings at different occasions, e.g. black can be sometimes ceremonial or very 
simple, colourless at other times. 5 

Blue has two different tones. Light blue means eternity in space and time, and as it is the colour of the sky, is sacred. 
Its meaning is similar to the meaning of white. Little children are buried and mourned in light blue, and get blue 
painted grave-posts. Dark blue is almost the same as black, and belongs to old people. 
Black is the symbol of dirt, but can be ceremonial as well. Old people can not wear bright coloured dresses, but in 
some regions the wedding dress of the bride can be black. Generally in the case of dresses the meaning depends on the 
material too. Bright, glamorous or expensive clothes can be used for ceremonial dresses e.g. the blueish white while 
the yellowish-white canvas means simplicity, poverty, colourlessness, old age. 5 

Maybe the only colour which doesn't have a dual meaning is green, which means the beginning of life, almost in each 
culture. Green is the colour of earthly life. In ancient times the border between green and blue was not exact, e.g. in 
Hungarian the word blue is kek coming from Turkish kok which meant new grown grass. In the Islam the prophet ' s 
colour is green. 
Red and blue or red and green together can provide the whole totality, the dualistic character of human life, the body 
and the soul etc. The red-blue contrast is tradicionally used in this way of meaning in Christian art, and these are the 
main colours of the decorated pieces of folk art. And now we have come to the coloured compositions, to the 
decorative use of colours on different pieces. 
2.1.2 From the aspect of colouring there are two categories: 
The older pieces (that means the end of 18th century and the beginning of 19th century) and those ones which were 
used since the ancient times have a one or two coloured decoration. The one colour is generally red, the two coloured 
pieces are red and blue or red and green. Many of these pieces have lost their practical importance in work and 
become a very decorative symbol, generally love-token, a public love-confession. The ornaments are also very old and 
geometrical, cosmical, mythological symbols. 
The other part of the pieces-mainly dresses and embroidery-could change with fashion more easily. It the 19th century 
the Hungarian folk art , burst into bloom". 90 percent of the ornaments were flowers-not very natural but not totally 
abstract, always representing the cross section of the flower with richly decorated details. The mixture of abstraction 
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and rich fantasy in decoration reflect the dualism of Hungarian way of thinking which has its roots in Hungarian 
history. During the migration to the Carpathian Basin. the Finno-Ugric tribes mixed with Turkish ethnic groups, and 
now the folk art shows both characteristics, the well structured puritan composition and the richly decorated details6 

Hungarian language has the same linguistic character: the structure, the grammar is Finno-Ugric, but has been filled 
with many Turkish words. The geographic situation of Hungary also helped conserving the dualism, Hungary was 
traditionally a county connecting East and West. 
The colour composition of these multicoloured pieces never seems to be crowded. because of the logical structure and 
use of colours. There is a clear and graduately changing difference between the hue and saturation of colour values, 
and between the territory of the differently bright colours. Different colours belong to different types of patterns due to 
U1eir character and surface values. 
The dominating contrast is complementer contrast between bright red, and darker green. This contrast is softened by 
dark colours in the background or strengthened by very bright little dots forming frame around the patterns. 

2.2 Folk architecture 
The same can be said about folk architecture. The building structure is very practical and simple, walls are white, 
doors and windows are small, but the form itself, with its emphasized roof is very pictural , and the decoration is very 
detailed. 
2.2.1 As I mentioned above, the different parts of the house have symbolic meaning. 
This comes from structural importance or cultical tradition. The main structures of the house were honoured in the 
cui tical tradition. The major timber crossed the whole room and devided it into two parts, the right hand side territory 
belonged to the men and the left hand side one which contained the fireplace belonged to the women 7 If somebody 
died he/she was laid under the major timber. In ancient structures this timber was supported by a column which was 
called Mother Mary's tree in Northern Hungary and was a symbolic axis mundi or tree of life with magic power. The 
fireplace has cultical meaning, belongs to women and is often the residence of the house-keeping demon. It was 
traditionally placed in the comer. The table was at the cross opposite comer and ment the cultical zone of the room. 
The door and its parts: the lintel, the door post and the doorstep was the border between the family and the outsiders. 
Together with the window it provided possibility to evil demons getting into the house so it needed strong protection. 
Some pieces of the furniture were so personal objects that they were buried together with their owners. Such are the 
cases which were traditionally house shaped and served as coffins as well. The urns, coffins, burial chambers, and 
burial offerings we also often formed as houses. 
2.2.2 The Hungarian way of decoration concentrates ornaments on this above mentioned symbolic parts 
- the door and gate 
- thewindow 
- the major timber 
- the furniture 
- the fireplace 
and on the face of the house, on the main facade. The parts ofthe facade have also antropomorph names, the roof is 
called knot, the lintel is eyebrow the skirting-board is called foot etc. The Hungarian house shows its shorter side to 
the street, with the gable on it. The gable is the crown, the holy triangle above the face , and naturally has artistic 
decoration. 
Until the middle of the 19th century houses were built of wood and earth. The gable was open or covered with 
decoratively carved boards. The timber, the doorpost, the gable were also carved and painted. In summertime the 
windows were open blocked with wood lattice used as ladders for flower. The main colours are red, blue and white. 
Geometrical patterns and flower depictions create the ornamental decoration. 
Later on, following prosperity houses were built of brick with plastered facade and gable. The plaster decorations have 
various types at the different regions of the county, but generally consist of flower decoration on the gable and the 
origin of architectorical frames, pillars and edges on the lower part of the facade. The colour of the facade is generally 
white or sometimes (in Transylvania) blue. That is partly because of practical reasons, -it was clean and cheep and 
kept away the instincts, partly because both colours have protective character in cultical tradition. The colour-painted 
facade is the product of the 20th century, when industrial wall paints were available in villages too. The origin of these 
decorating elements can be found in different historical architectural styles since the Renaisance. The architectural 
way of decorating has its origin in the Roman architecture and continues in the western-European styles, in the 
Renaissance, in the Baroque and mainly in the 19th century architecture, as well as in contemporary architecture. This 
we can call the Western way of wall-decoration. 
The Eastern way is totally different. It considers the wall as an empty space which is independent of the structure and 
covers it which decoration like a carpet. The material of this decoration can be various: glazed tiles, woodcarving, 
stone-carving or even painting or mosaic. This manner is used in the Byzantine style, in the Islamic art, in Armenian 
art, in Middle Asia etc. The far-East, the traditional Japanese architecture works on a structural basis again. The 
ornamental, Eastern decoration generally - but not always - has a multicolour appearance, while the architectonical 
decoration needs only two different colours or, as in folk-architecture, deals with one colour. In the historical territory 
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of Hungary we have many Renaissance monuments with painted flower-decoration, but generally they are situated in 
yards or indoor spaces and have a certain Eastern character. 
To show an example for the use of this Eastern type of facade-decoration in the folk architecture I would like to 
mention a Moldavian village where all of the houses along the street are decorated with geometrical textile patterns. 
The character of these motives is similar-not Romanian but Russian textile omarnents. 
It is interesting that this territory, Moldavia is famous for its painted cathedrals. 
One couldn 't find two houses with the same decoration, which shows that it was not the meaning of the patterns but 
their decorative appearance that was important. In Romanian villages people use another way of decoration: coloured 
wall tiles. While Romanians make it as a geometrical surface decoration, and that is what makes it acceptable, the 
Hungarian people, who try to do the same, create architectural frames and it has a somewhat repulsive appearance, 
although my 4 year old son found it very nice because of its vivid colours. 
This way of painting is unknown in Hungary except for one territory, the surroundings of the town of Kalocsa8 which 
was the center of the territory occupied by Turkish people in the 16th, 17th centuries. Here women make very colourful 
flower decoration on the outside walls of the houses. I myself saw such way of decoration in Middle Asia, Uzbekistan 
and found Slovak, Polish and Moldavian examples in literature9

•
10 The Kalocsa region is one of the most colourful 

folk an centres. Besides the embroidered houses. One can find houses with architectonical decoration using as brilliant 
colours as they do in embroidery. 
The only place which can be covered with carpet-like decoration is the fireplace and the wall around it. There are 
certain regions in Hungary and Transylvania where the fireplace is decorated with geometrical omarnents in red, 
green and blue.11

•
12 The decoration was the task of the women, mainly of those who were not married yet and showed 

to the others mainly to marriageable young men how skilfnl the young girl is. When it wasn't painted, this pan of the 
house was decorated in other ways, with colour or with pottery. Different pottery was used when a young marriageable 
girl lived in the house. 

3. CONCLUSION: 
Each fonn, every decoration which is used in the Hungarian folk an and folk architecture had an original meaning, 
fonned a pan of language which was understandable for the members of the community. Its situation was fixed in the 
house and produced a characteristic outer appearance which is an interesting mixture of the artistic manners of East 
and West. Later on the forms survived without their meaning, and nowadays they are replaced with a bad proportional 
architectonical decoration which is wide spread in Hungarian villages. There are only few architects with devotion to 
the ancient heritage who dare to use the old forms in a new way. And there are children who keep the original idea of 
the house and can build it up again. 
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Japan and Britain -A Comparative Colour Folklore 

John HUTCHINGS 

Mourning colours in Japan and Britain are similar, the choice of black resulting from adoption of the 
Principle of Adaptation of Physical Resources- i.e. the use of what is available. The use of colour in 
maniage and in celebration foods is different. Red and white are common celebration colours in Japan. 
These may have been imported from China in eighth century. Without assuming continuity their use was 
reinforced after the adoption of the red and white flag in 1870. Blue and white are used in Britain for 
weddings - in the English language blue has long symbolised love and faithfulness. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Colour and appearance are essential to the well-being of plants, animals and mankind ( 1 ). Appearance 
images we display in daily life reveal our membership of particular populations. These images are 
controlled by two groups offactors: first, the scene material physics and design working together, and 
second, properties of the observer- that is, the viewer's vision, heritage and immediate environment (2). 
The way we use colour in oral tradition form part of our heritage, part of the tribal code which bonds 
members together. This paper reports results from an international colour in folklore study. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
The original colour in folklore project covered Britain and Ireland (3). The international survey was 
conducted using questionnaires enquiring of ' lucky' colours and colours used in rites of passage. 
Questionnaires were returned by 97 Japanese and 29 British subjects (4). Inverted commas indicate 
quotations from respondents and the literature. 

3. RESULTS 
Responses to the questions concerning colours worn by brides and bridegrooms are listed in Table I . 

Table I . Responses to questions "what colours are worn 
by brides and grooms?". % respondents answering 

Bride's Japan Britain Groom's Japan Britain 

white 97 86 black 48 46 
red 16 0 white 72 18 
gold I 0 grey 4 36 
blue 0 17 blue 0 11 
nQ [!:SI2QDS!: I :2 nQ [!:SI2QDS!: 1 :29 

In most cultures the primary object of wedding attire is to make the bride look good, to mark her as the 
central figure and to communicate to onlookers that she is changing her status within the community. 
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In Japan she may wear up to four dresses during the day. Starting with the traditional all white 
shiromuku or the imported western gown. After the ceremony she may change into a red, white and 
gold patterned kimono coat, uchikake, for the reception. After the celebration meal the bride may mak·e 
two more changes involving the traditionalfitrisode, and a white western style gown. 

The British bride is associated with the 'western ' white dress. Traditionally, before this century, brides 
adorned their best dresses with ribbons, loveknots and flower garlands. Although white then became 
fashionable it did not become widely worn by brides until the 1920's when perhaps women could afford 
more than one good dress. In Britain the custom, originally developed by etiquette books, is now firmly 
driven by the fashion industry. The bride in Britain is also associated with blue. The custom that she 
should wear "something borrowed and something blue" and that she should "wear blue for love ever 
true" has been a strong part of wedding tradition since the 1880's. The blue, now often hidden, was worn 
as ribbons loosely stitched onto her best dress. Chaucer in the fourteenth century in Squire's Tale and 
Jonson in Cynthia's Revels in 1609 held that blue was a sign of truth and true love. In Britain white is 
said to denote bodily purity ("only the virgin wore white"). In Japan it denotes mental purity -
"traditionally it is considered that the bride leaves the home of her parents for ever and becomes a 
member of the family of her new husband when she gets married. And the white (totally white) colour 
indicates that she can be dyed into the colour of her new family .. 

As for the groom, the Japanese response centred on black and white, the colours of both the traditiona.l 
and western dress. Although he also changes clothes during the festivities he remains in these highly 
contrasting colours. Included with the black and white of the British responses is grey. This normal (to 
Britain) alternative to the black morning suit has not been imported into Japan. To do so would destroy 
the enormous visual impact of the black, white and red combination exhibited by the marrying coupk 
This colour triad of black, white and red, recognised by the anthropologist as tending to occur in all 
body decoration, can also be found in archaeology, linguistics and folk stories. These colours were also 
worn by brides in eastern Europe from Sweden in the north to Greece and Italy in the south. 

Responses concerning food traditionally eaten at weddings reflects the bridal colours. Sea bream, 
shrimp, red rice are red or pink and the sweets, beart cake, and the Japanese wedding cake are all red 
or pink and white. It is evident that foods having these lucky colours are eaten on happy occasions. "W•e 
eat red and white food when we have special good ceremony or something e.g. red rice, red and whit•e 
rice cake". Japanese " ... dye rice in red for guests to eat at weddings. But, we also dyed them in red in 
all sorts of happy occasions like birthday or New Year's day or anniversaries" . This is a generalised 
symbol offestive events while other special dishes are limited to a specific occasion. Red rice, sekihan, 
is made of white glutinous rice mixed with black-eyed peas and steamed in a special steaming basket . 
Water soluble anthocyanin pigments from the peas colour the rice pink. "Around 1900 it came to b•e 
served at birthdays, weddings and other happy occasions ... By eating red rice people feel visually that 
the day is special. It is important for sekihan to be red, and when they had no red-eyed peas long ago, 
they used red rice (naturally red-coloured kind)." The only specifically coloured food eaten at British 
weddings is the white and blue wedding cake. 

The favourite colours of marriage are transferred into images of good luck. This is seen in the responses 
to the questions "Is any colour lucky?" and "Is any colour unlucky?" . These are listed in Table 2. Ther•e 
is disagreement in responses from the two countries. Red, white and yellow or gold are the luckiest 
colours in Japan. In Britain the concept of ' lucky' colours centres around white and blue, together with 
green and red used at the time of Britain's major calendar festival Christmas. 
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Table 2. Responses to questions concerning lucky and unlucky colours 

Japan Britain Japan Britain 
white 46 0 black 60 7 
red 48 7 grey 6 0 
white & red 27 0 purple 3 0 
yellow/gold 12 3 red 3 3 
blue I 10 white 3 0 
white & blue 0 10 blue 0 
green 14 yellow 3 
grey I 0 green 0 55 
nQ 24 66 nQ 18 34 

One British informant said writing in red was unlucky "presumably because it is symbolic of the flow 
ofblood". Again in Britain the presence of red and white flowers in the same vase in hospital or in tht! 
home is a matter of ill omen. 

There is also disagreement on what constitutes bad luck colours in Japan and Britain. There is a 
remarkable agreement, however, within populations concerning black, the mourning colour, in Japan 
and green in the UK Very many reasons are given for the bad luck of green. These are summarised 
using a neo-Darwinian behavioural principle that ' to survive within a community a belief must have 
relevance to the community'(S).The large numbers not responding indicate a high degree of doubt, 
especially in Britain, that colours can have anything to do with luck. They also indicate that a colour is 
more likely to be unlucky than lucky. Answers to the question "What is the colour of mourning?" are 
listed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Responses to the mourning 
colours question 

Japan Britain 
achromatics 98 8 1 
purple\dark blue 0 27 
DQ [!:Sj2QDS!: J J 

The primary mourning colours in both countries are achromatic, mainly black. British responses included 
dark colours such as navy blue and purple - the latter is the traditional second mourning colour. The 
availability of stable artificial coal tar dyes from the middle of the nineteenth century provided the 
impetus for the domestic use of colour. It also permitted some relaxation from the severe mourning 
black for those rich enough to afford it This custom dates from the early years of this century. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The colour folklore of Japan and Britain can be discussed in terms of three major driving forces - social, 
historical and economic. 
Social Driving Forces. It is appropriate that visually appreciated colour, something that all can enjoy, 
should be the vehicle of transfer of the good wishes. At weddings in Britain white is the major 
celebration colour and white rice is not eaten but thrown over the couple (6). Colours worn by the bride 
in Japan are used to clothe babies, celebrate Girl's Day, a girl ' s first menstrual period, and birthdays of 
older people - "When a person becomes 60, their family celebrate for their long life and health and the 
person wears red on that day" . In celebration red and white foods are eaten to celebrate calendar 
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customs, such as New Year, and at all rites of passage including funerals- in some areas close kin oftht: 
dead bring to the funeral a portion of red rice which was shared among those attending. "The reason 
sekihan is served both in happy and unhappy occasions is to remind people that the day is special, 
unusual, different from the ordinary everyday life when they eat white rice" . Growth, preparation and 
eating rituals emphasise community and family ties; they represent norms of behaviour and belonging. 
Many customs crossed from China to Japan in T'ang times (eighth century A. D.). At that time strong 
smelling vegetables such as garlic and onions were hung on red chords on gates and doors to ward otr 
destructive insects. "Red is the colour of blood, which is the life force, as well as of fire and of light .'' 
Red cords were believed to be efficacious against the evil powers of darkness. 

Historical Driving Force. Colour is also used in a patriotic sense. The red sun disc on a white ground 
was adopted as the national flag of Japan in 1870 at the start of a period of industrialism and 
imperialism. This coincides with the time when wild red rice was introduced as a dish for happy 
occasions. It is possible that the use of red brought from China was reinforced by the feeling of 
patriotism in the late nineteenth century. The red, white and blue colours of the British flag are used for 
maypole dance ribbons. This probably again coincided with the expansion of the British empire in tht: 
later nineteenth century. 

Economic Driving Force. A custom widely accepted across many international boundaries is the choict: 
of achromatic colours, black, grey and white, for mourning. These are the colours of cheap, readily 
obtainable, easily cleaned materials which are, therefore, available for wearing for work and for 
occasions of respect such as mourning. This accords to the Principle of Adaptation of Physical 
Resources. They would provide suitable attire for poor people unable to afford to spend money on 
something that would be worn only very occasionally. Use of achromatic colours for mourners extends 
to the birds that carry the deceased's soul skywards. Among these are Japanese and Vietnamese cranes, 
European storks and Welsh doves. Similarly, in Britain white flowers are called funeral flowers. This 
driving force may account for the traditional achromatic colours of the groom's dress and the dark-
coloured best clothes worn by male guests at the conventional 'western' wedding. 

Finally, this study confirms that the use of colour in folklore is the result of logical application of the: 
principles of perception and behaviour to everyday life. It is not a random collection of individual , 
isolated happenings. 
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Richard of York Gained Battles in Vain: 
The Rainbow in Popular Visual Culture 

David R. BUSS 

Abstract (summary): 

The rainbow - the universally recognised natural manifestation of the pure spectral hues - is 
found in the arts, religions, mythologies, folklore, and superstitions of many cultures where it 
serves a variety of symbolic purposes. In the latter part of the 20th century, the spectral arc 
has become one of the most ubiquitous images in popular western visual culture. The rainbow 
has clearly been identified as a motif and symbol which expresses something of the spirit and 
essence of our times. This paper explores the use of the rainbow in the everyday world in 
contexts as diverse as trademarks, signs, advertisements, names, printed ephemera, kitsch 
objects, murals, etc. It identifies the symbolism and associations which these rainbows 
communicate, and compares these with the range of meanings associated with the rainbow in 
the arts, religion, mythology, folklore, and superstition. The results are a revealing mixture of 
the predictable, the arbitrary, the surprising, the imaginative, and the amusing. The author has 
been photographing and documenting rainbows as a motif in popular visual culture in the UK 
and the USA for many years. This paper is supported with extensive visual material drawn 
from this body of photographic work together with new material recorded specifically for this 
presentation. 

Manuscript: 

This paper takes its title from the mnemonic taught to English-speaking schoolchildren to help 
them learn Newton's sequence of seven colours of the rainbow- Richard (Red) Of (Orange) 
York (Yellow) Gained (Green) Battles (Blue) In (Indigo) Vain (Violet) . 

I have been photographing images of the rainbow in the contemporary environment for many 
years and I will be showing you visual material drawn from this body of photographic work, 
together with documentary material recorded specifically for this paper, to demonstrate my 
argument. 

In the latter part of the 20th century, the rainbow has become one of the most ubiquitous 
motifs in popular western visual culture. The spectral arc is in evidence everywhere in a 
seemingly limitless range of contexts. It is used to promote, to advertise, to identify, and to 
sell almost anything and everything. While there can be a connection, albeit a tenuous one, 
between the product or organisation and the rainbow, for example where colour is an 
important feature, the word 'rainbow' also appears in the titles of products and businesses 
where it is difficult to deduce any association with the colours of the spectrum, the weather, 
arches, or anything else which might be seen to derive from the image or symbolism of 
rainbows. 

We also decorate our homes with rainbows; we paste them on our walls, suspend them from 
ceilings, stick them on windows, paint them on the exteriors. We fix them to our cars, wear 
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them on our clothes, and even paint them on our satellite dishes. Rainbows frequently feature 
in murals as these examples demonstrate. 

Perhaps this ubiquitousness can - to some extent - be attributed to the advent of modem 
technologies which facilitate the cheap and effective reproduction of full strength hues. The 
rainbow provides the ideal subject with which the sign writer or printer can show off his ability 
to reproduce the full spectrum of colours at full saturation in one attractive and eye-catching 
motif. 

But there is surely a deeper explanation for the omnipresence of this image in the late 
twentieth century. The rainbow has clearly been identified as a motif and symbol which 
expresses something of the essence of our times. This paper examines the occurrences of the 
rainbow motif in the everyday world. It attempts to identify the symbolism and associations 
which these images communicate, and it compares these with the range of meanings which the 
rainbow has held for other cultures at other times. 

The rainbow is frequently found in the arts, religions, mythologies, folklore, and superstitions 
of many cultures. For the ancient Greeks, the goddess Iris was the personification of the 
rainbow. Although the actual word 'rainbow' does not occur in the Old Testament, for 
Christians it is the sign of God's covenant, the bow of Yahweh which promises that their God 
will never again flood the earth. The belief that the rainbow is a bow and lightening its arrows 
also occurs in myths and legends in India and Finland. In Scandinavian and Germanic 
legends, Bi-frost was the rainbow bridge which linked Midgard, the home of the dead, with 
Asgard, where the Gods dwelt. Many Native American Indian tribes include the rainbow in 
their beliefs, albeit with diverse and sometimes conflicting explanations. 

The rainbow has also featured as a motif in the work of many artists of different periods and of 
different cultures. It was painted by artists such as Constable and Turner who had an almost 
scientific interest in the effects of light and atmosphere, while Robert Delauney and Kandinski 
used it for its decorative and abstract properties. Rainbows also appear in the works of artists 
for whom it served a symbolic purpose. For example, in William Holman Hunt's The 
Scapegoat, the rainbow has been included as the traditional Christian symbol of God's 
covenant of mercy, while in Millais' The Blind Girl, painted in the same year, a double 
rainbow symbolises the pleasures of the natural visible world. In John Constable's Stonehenge, 
the rainbow provides a symbol of the transience of beauty to contrast with the permanence of 
the Druid's monument. In Wreckage; Lunar Landscape, the intentions of the artist Paul Nash 
are less clear, perhaps deliberately so, in this enigmatic and surreal wartime image which 
depicts a rainbow of muted colours at night time. 

In literature, the poet Wordsworth identified the rainbow as a source of delight and pleasure, 
and for Shakespeare it was a symbol of perfection, something which could not be improved 
upon. The rainbow provides the title for one of D H Lawrence's novels in which he develops 
the Christian symbolism of a promise of a new world. The author also gave us a drawing to 
accompany his book. In music. the rainbow bridge which leads to Valhalla, the abode of the 
Gods, sweeps above the Rhine Maidens in Wagner's operatic cycle, The Ring. The rainbow is 
no stranger to the world of cinema. From her monochrome Kansas, Dorothy shared with Toto 
her dream of a place "where troubles melt like lemon drops" when she sings E Y Harburg's 
Somewhere, Over the Rainbow in the movie The Wizard olOz. The town of Liberal in Kansas 
has appointed itself the birthplace of Dorothy and now displays a large rainbow at its 
perimeter. Liberal is not the only place which wishes to be identified with the rainbow. It can 
be found on the stickers, T -shirts and other souvenirs of places as dissimilar as Scotland and 
Florida. 
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Proverbs, superstitions, and children's' rhymes and songs show that the appearance of a 
rainbow can be a mixed blessing, sometimes the harbinger of happy events, sometimes of 
unwelcome ones. In certain cultures, it is believed to be lucky to see a rainbow, particularly 
for a bride en-route to her wedding, but bad luck for somebody to point at one, while a 
rainbow arched over a house was believed to be a portent of a death within or to a relative. 
Gypsies and children have strategies to make rainbows disappear by crossing two sticks and 
placing a pebble at each end of the cross, although why they should wish to do so is not clear. 
Children place their feet in the rainbow coloured oil marks in puddles which they believe to be 
the place where a rainbow touched the earth and chant "Rainbow, rainbow, bring me luck. If 
you don't, I'll tear you up." In the folklore and proverbs of many countries, the appearance of 
a rainbow foretells of weather to follow which may be fair or foul depending upon when and 
where the rainbow is seen. 

So have the symbolic meanings and associations of the rainbow survived in late twentieth 
century popular culture? Does the rainbow continue to convey the range of meanings and 
associations, good and bad, which it held for audiences from past times and cultures? Have we 
replaced these and created new meanings and associations for the rainbow which are more 
pertinent and appropriate to our times? Or has our all-pervasive use of the motif debased it, 
denuding it of any semblance of power to arouse a spiritual or emotional response in the 
viewer? 

One of the most common uses of the rainbow is as a symbol of colour itself. It can be seen as 
such when employed as a logo for businesses engaged in activities such as paint manufacture, 
printing, photography, television, computing, etc. where colour is an important dimension of 
the organisation's activities. I have already alluded to technical reasons why this may be the 
case. Milton Glaser's promotional poster for the New York School of Visual Arts has become 
a classic of twentieth century graphic design. Konica's logo is an imaginative variant of the 
rainbow, displaying the colours in a fan-like format rather than as concentric circles. 

The rainbow has also become synonymous with childhood. Many products targeted at 
children carry the name 'rainbow', and it can be found in the logos and point-of-sale materials 
of companies which sell toys, games and other children's commodities. In the UK, girls who 
are too young to join the Brownie Guides become Rainbow Guides until they are older. There 
are few precedents for the association of the rainbow with children , although it features in their 
songs and superstitions, and this is perhaps a example of a particularly contemporary 
application. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the rainbow is also linked to eating and drinking. There is no shortage 
of cafes, pubs and restaurants which bear the word 'rainbow' in their name. We even eat 
rainbow food. 

Another association which the rainbow has acquired in the latter part of the twentieth century 
is through its use as a symbol for pacifist and environmental issues. The Greenpeace 
movement created the Rainbow Warrior whose activities will be known to audiences of 
television news programmes across the world. 

Newton identified seven colours with the rainbow, but folklore adds an eighth, for it is said 
that a pot of gold lies buried at the end of the rainbow, a belief perpetuated in many forms 
particularly in gambling casinos. 'Rainbow's End' is now synonymous with the notion of 
treasure waiting to be found, a place where good fortune will occur. 

In 1978, the San Francisco artist, Gilbert Baker, designed what was to become in the 1990's 
the symbol of the gay and lesbian communities and which is displayed proudly outside gay 
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clubs and bars. 'Rainbow Flag' by name, it is, strictly speaking, a spectrum rather than an 'arc 
en ciel' (the French name for rainbow, literally 'arch in the sky'). 

One must assume that contemporary exponents of the term 'Rainbow Bridge' have not retained 
the notion of the link between heaven and earth which was embodied in the Scandinavian 
myth of Bifrost. And in San Francisco, drivers crossing the Golden Gate bridge enter what 
appears to be Rainbow Tunnels. 

Although quintessentially a visual phenomenon, rainbows have entered our everyday 
language. We are said to be "chasing rainbows" when we pursue an illusion or ideal. A 
'rainbow' describes someone who arrives after the trouble is over, while "to burp a rainbow" is 
a slang expression meaning to vomit. To "go up the rainbow" is "to abandon oneself to a 
gamut of sexual ecstasy" . The sexual association is also found in D H Lawrence's writing What 
l see when !look at the rainbow is one foot in the lap of a woman and one in the loins of a 
man ..... with nothing but desire between them. 

What emerges from these examples, and from my research as a whole, is that in the latter half 
of our century the rainbow is now exclusively associated with good, positive, and welcome 
meanings. We do not appear to have contemporary equivalents of the symbolism of the 
rainbow as, for example, a portent of death, or something which could precipitate unpleasant 
consequences if certain protocols are not observed, as in the belief in some cultures that to 
point at a rainbow or to count its colours would result in sickness or amputation of the 
offending digit! Even its positive meanings and associations have become somewhat 
generalised, resulting in a sense that anything associated with the rainbow will be good clean 
wholesome fun . 

For evidence of the debasement of the symbolism and meanings of the rainbow, we have only 
to tum to the world of the greetings card. I have examples which suggest that the rainbow is 
associated with the number 60- "the big 60". But it is also associated with the number 30, 
both for birthdays and marriages- the 30 year pearl anniversary. And with 40th birthdays. 
And the 18th. And the sixth And the third. And with birthdays in general. You can wish 
your mum, your sister, or your husband a Happy Birthday with a rainbow. Or you can send 
one to wish someone a Happy St Patrick's Day or a Happy StGeorge's Day, to wish them a 
Happy Easter, or on the occasion of a Christening. And rainbows, if the world of the greetings 
card is to be believed, will help you to communicate with your friends and even aid people to 
recover from illness or to settle into their new home. 

This is the end of my rainbow paper. I do not have a pot of gold for you but I will close with 
an image which reminds us of the evocative and symbolic power of the rainbow. It is taken 
from D H Lawrence's novel 'The Rainbow'. She (Ursula) saw in the rainbow the earth's new 
architecture, the old brittle corruption of houses swept away, the world built up in a living 
fabric of Truth, fitting to the overarching Heaven. 

David R BUSS 

Exeter School of Arts and Design 
University of Plymouth 
UK 
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The Use of Colors in Pictures Drawn by 
Art Therapy Techniques 

Kumiko MURAYAMA 

In this study, a course was designed to promote the expressions of 

emotion among female art students. The "Division-and-Coloring Methods" 

was used for pre- and post-checks to gauge the effects of the course. 

The "Draw-a-Person-in-the-Rain" was introduced to stimulate the 

expressions of negative feelings. The main task in the course was a 

co llage. Each work was self-checked by 16 Semantic Differential Scales. 

The element of color affected the results of factor-analyses of scales. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This study deals with one in a series of courses who se purpose was 

to apply art therapy technique to art education. The study, entitled 

Expressive Training II, was de s igned to stimulate the free and ri ch 

expression of emotions by art students. The practical purpose of this 

report was to evaluate nomothetically (using the semantic-differential 

sca les) the changes in s ubjects' expression of their emotional s tates. 

The resultes of the evaluations using Color-Symbolism Test were 

reported in an earlier paper (Murayama,l995). 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

Procedure: 

Express ive Training II consisted of five weekly sessio ns, whose 

co ntent was as follows. 

1. Subjects produced their first Division-and-Coloring Methods drawings. 

(These will hereafter be referred to as DC drawings .) Because color 
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is generally believed to represent emotions more directly than form, 

DC drawings were produced at the beginning and at the end of the 

course to evaluate expression during the course. 

2. Subjects produced their Draw-a-Person-in-the-Rain pictures . There 

will hereafter be referred to as Rain drawings.) A person in the 

rain represents how the subject feels in stressful circumstances. 

3. Subjects produced collages. Generally speaking, producing a collage 

dose not require drawing skill, and therefore the collage task gave 

the subjects complete expressive freedom. 

4. As the collage was the most absorbing task in the course, this 

session was devoted to completing the collage . 

5. Subjects produced their second DC drawings. 

For the three drawings, subjects were provided with B4-size of 

sheets of white paper and 20 color crayons. For the DC drawings, black 

felt pens were also used. For the collages, A3-size sheets of white 

paper were provided. Each subject selected magazines and brought them 

to the class as materials for their collages. 

The following three-step semantic-differential scales were used for 

the subjects' evaluations of their own works. 

(1) past-future, (2) unoriginal-original, (3) (4) 

like-dislike, (5) (6)united-dispersed, (7) straight-curvy, (8) 

moving-static, (9) flat-dull, (10) unstable-stable,(11) light-dark, ( 14) 

sharp-dull, (15) soft-hard,(16) immature-mature. 

Subjects: 

One hundred and ninety-nine female art students at a f our-year 

college and a junior college participated in this course. 

3.RESULTS 

The subjects used fewer colors in the second DC drawings than in 

the first. The results of the study showed that the use of colors in 
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the secon d drawings was well planned to create the effects of unity and 

harmony. 

According to the mean and standard deviation scores for all of the 

semantic-differential scales, subjects' images of their own pictures 

seemed to be feminine, warm, curvy, soft and immature. The subjects 

I iked their own pictures . Their images of both the first and second DC 

drawings were cu rvy and flat. There were no significant difference s 

between the mean s of scales for the first and second DC drawings . 

Subject's image s of their Rain pictures were generally feminine, static 

and unoriginal. Subject's image s of their collages were generally 

feminine and "like." 

The results of factor loadings of scales by the factor-analysi s 

method as followings. 

For the first DC drawings. Factor 1 was related to "pa ss ive" and 

"static" in the plus direction, and to "original" in the minus direction. 

This wa s called the "originality factor." Factor 2 was related to 

"hard" in the plus direction, and to "curvy" in the minus direction. 

This wa s called the "softnes s factor," and was one kind of 

"exp re ss iveness factor." Factor 3 wa s related to "dispersed" and 

"di s like" in the plu s direction, and to "stable" in the minus direction. 

As thi s factor seemed to evaluate co mpo sitional skill, it was called 

the "composit ional factor." 

For the Rain picture s, Factor 1 was related to "curvy" in the pl us 

direction and to "hard" and "cool" in the minu s direction. This factor 

was similar to Factor 2 of the first DC drawings, but it also included 

the other expressiveness element-the "warmth factor. Factor 2 was 

related to "dark," "passive" and "static" in the plus direction. factor 

3 was related to "stable" in the plu s direction. 

For the co l lages, Factor 1 was related to "avant-garde" and 

"original" in the plu s direction, and to "dull" and "passive " in the 
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minus direc tion . Thi s factor can be called the "originality factor . " 

Factor 2 " was related to "dark" and "cool" in the minus direction. It 

was called the "warmth factor." Factor 3 was related to "s table" in the 

plus direction, and to "dispersed" and "dislike" in the minus direction. 

For the second DC drawings, Factor was related to "dark" and 

"cool" in the minus direction. Factior 2 was related to "avant-garde" 

and "orig i nal" in the plu s direction , and to "passive," "static" and 

"dull" in the minus direction . Factor 3 was related to "curvy" in the 

plus direction, and to "hard" in the minu s direction . 

4. CONCOLUSION 

The factor loadings for the four type s of pictures showed that the y 

had both common and unique characteristics. The basic factors were the 

"expressiveness,""originality" and "compos ition" factors. There were, 

two types of "expressiveness factor"-the "softness" factor and the 

"warmth" factor. These are the "warm-cool" and "hard-soft" factors that 

are often extracted in color studies. In the first DC drawings, the 

"softness" and "warmth" factors were the most important factors. In 

the Rain pictures , the "expressiveness factor" included both the 

"softness" and "warmth" factors. In the collages, the "warmth factor" 

was the most important factor. In the second DC drawings, the 

softness" and "warmth" factors were extracted independently . When color 

was the principal element of pictures, the evaluations resembled simple 

color evaluations. When the theme was more complex, as in the Rain 

pictures, the "expressiveness factor" became more complex . 

AUTHOR'S ADDRESS 

Kumiko MURAYAMA 

Women' s Junior College of Fine Arts ,l-49-8 Wada,Suginami-ku Tokyo 166 

Japan 
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A Comparative Study on Spatial Construction of Color 
Images between Korean and Japanese Females 

Asai TAKATSU , Reiko HASHIMOTO and Yukie KATO 

The purpose of our study is to investigate the impression caused by colors, and 
to compar e characterist i cs of color concepts between Korean and Japanese females. 
Colored chips were evaluated by the SO (semantic di fferential) method, and the 
results were analyzed by the multivari ate method '> . We found that there were some 
cross-cultural differences in the images associated with colors. First, the 
results of classification by factor analysis indicated that the impression of 
colors among the subjects in Korea were composed of three factors, a linked fact-
or of evaluation with activity, potency and matur ity, and those of Japanese 
were composed three factors, acti vity, eval uat ion and potency. Second, hue was 
affected the construction of t he color images among the females in Korea, while 
those of Japanese were influenced by tone. 

l. INTRODUCTION 
There are a lot of comparative studi esu between Korea and Japan on color prefe-

rence. However, t here have been few comprehensive studi es dealing with sensitivity 
for colors. We attempted to i nvestigate t he impress ion caused by various colors. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
The test stimuli were 41 colored chips: 38 chromati c colors and 3 achromatic 

colors (Table. l) . The colored chi ps on medi urn gray sheet were 3. 0 X 3. 0 em' . These 
colors were chosen systematically from the Practical Color Co-ordinate System. 

The subjects evaluated each color in 5 categories of 15 polar terms. The polar 
terms represented basic feelings as fol l ows: <light- heavy>, <showy-sober>,<c lean-
unclean>, <hard-soft), <vivid- plain>, <warm- cool >, <preferred- dislike>, <masculine-
femi ni ne>, <refined- vulgar>, <dynamic-stati c>, <st rong- weak>, <adult-young>, <modern-
classic>, <c heerful - melancholy> and <conspicuous-unconspicuous>. The subjects were 
60 Korean and 63 Japanese female undergraduates. The experiment was carr ied out 
in September and October 1996. 

3. RESULTS 
Table.2 shows t he factor l oadi ngs obtained by factor anlysis . Three facotrs were 

extracted as a resuts in both countries . Factor 1 can be termed a linked factor 
of eval uat i on with act ivi ty, factor 2, potency, and factor 3, maturi ty among the 
subjects in Korea. On t he other hand, factor 1 can be call ed activity, factor 2, 
evaluation, and factor 3, potency among those in Japan. 
Next, we ana l yzed factor scores. The factor scores wer e represented in the space 

of t wo dimensions. 
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In the case of Korea, vivid yellow, white, black and PB (vivid, deep, light tone) 
had positively high factor scores, wh ile YR (deep,dark,dull tone) had negativel y 
high factor scores on factor 1 and 2 axes. Factor 1 was considered to be ma inly 
influenced by hue. On factor 3 axis, wh ite, black and PB(pale,dark,dull tone) had 
positively high factor scores, while RP- YR had negatively high factor scores. 
Facotr 3 appeared to be influenced by chroma In the case of Japan, RP- Y (vivid, 
light,deep tone) had positively high scores on factor 1 axis. White and BG-P 
(vivid, li ght , deep tone) had positively high scores on factor 2 axis . On the pot-
ency factor,a common factor between both countries, the colors showed a similar 
tendency,and which was i nfluenced by value. 

Table. I : Munse ll notation s of co l ored chips 

m 
p 

NO.PCCS Munsel l notation NO . PCCS 
01 v2 3.6R4.8/ 12. 7 15 dk2 
02 v5 5. 3YR6. 2/ II. I 16 dk6 
03 v8 8. OY8. 1/ 11. 3 17 dk!O 
04 vii 8. OGY6. 3/ 11. I 18 dkl4 
05 vl4 6. 9BG5. 1/8 . 5 19 dkl8 
06 vl7 2.3PB4.0/ 9.6 20 dk22 
07 v20 I. OP3. 9/9. 0 21 d2 
08 v23 0. 6RP3 . 9/ 9. 6 22 d6 
09 dp2 2.9R3.3/4.0 23 d!O 
10 dp6 9.0YR4.0/ 3. 7 24 d14 
11 dp10 6.3GY4.0/4 . 0 25 d l 8 
12 dpl4 6. 6BG3. 2/ 3. I 26 d22 
13 dp18 2.3PB2.9/ 3.8 27 I t2 
14 dj222 6.0P2.9/2. 7 28 lt6 

Taba1e. 2 : Factor loading for the 15 polar terms 
Korea 

Term Factor ! Factor2 Factor3 

odern - c lassic 0. 955 0. 025 0. 058 
referred - dis! ike 0. 924 - 0. 172 - 0. 235 
onsp i cuous- unconsp i cuous - 0.916 - 0.916 0. 259 
i vid - plain - 0.916 - 0. 117 - 0. 203 
lean - unci ean 0. 878 0. 227 0. 255 
howy - sober 0. 809 - 0. 270 - 0. 487 
heer f u I - melancho ly 0. 726 - 0. 636 - 0. 113 
ynamic - static 0. 713 0. 116 - 0. 543 
ard - soft - 0. 264 0. 938 0. 144 
trong -weak 0. 250 0. 904 - 0.08 1 

I ight -heavy 0. 518 - 0.815 0. 018 
arm - cool 0. 000 - 0. 799 - 0. 364 
ascul i ne - feminine - 0. 347 0. 773 0. 308 

Munse ll notati on NO.PCCS Mun sell notation 
I. 3R3. 2/5. 0 29 lt!O 6.5GY8. 5/ 4.9 
6. 7YR4 .0/4.0 30 ltl 4 4. 7BG7.6/5.6 
4. 7GY4.0/ 3.5 31 lt18 1. OPB6. 6/ 4. 9 
8.4BG3.2 / 2. 7 32 lt22 6.5P6.6/ 3. 7 
4.0PB2.8/ 4. I 33 p2 3. 6R8 . 6/ 1. 5 
8.3P2.8/ 3. 3 34 p6 8. 3YR9. 0/ I. 9 
5.6R4.9/4.9 35 p!O 7.5GY9.0 / 3.0 
7.5YR5. 7/ 5. 4 36 pl4 3.6BG8.5/ 3.2 
6.0GY5. 7/ 5. 5 37 pl8 3. OPB8. 1/ 1.8 
5. 7BG4.9/ 4. 6 38 p22 7. 5P8. 1/ 1.8 
I. 9PB4. 0/ 4. 5 39 w N9.5 
6. 3P3. 9/ 4. I 40 Gy N5.5 
6.2R7.6/ 4.9 41 Bk Nl. 5 
8.0YR8.5/4.9 

Japan 

Term Factor! Factor2 Factor3 

ynamic - static 0. 971 - 0. 135 0. 042 
onspi cuous- unconspi cuous 0. 906 0. 346 0. 167 
howy - sober 0. 849 0. 436 -0. 126 
heerful - melancholy 0. 745 0.525 - 0. 380 

w arm - coo l 0. 728 - 0. 556 - 0. 297 
referred - dis! ike 0. 217 0. 897 - 0. 076 
lean -unclean 0. 109 0. 867 - 0. 420 
efined - vulgar - 0. 148 0. 804 -0. 430 

m odern -classic 0. 553 0. 744 - 0. 156 
ard - soft -0. 171 -0. 161 0. 953 

strong - weak 0. 248 - 0. 195 0. 933 
1 ight - heavy 0. 302 0. 543 -0. 763 

i vid - plain 0. 098 - 0. 664 0. 724 
w 
m 
a dul t 
refined 

- young 
- vulgar 

-0. 106 0. 477 l:J 0. 443 0. 153 0 
a 
m 

dul t 
as cui i ne 

- you ng 
- fe min i ne 

- 0. 475 - 0. 420 0. 673 
- 0. 632 0. 130 

Ratio to total Ratio to total 
var ance (%) 52. 3 25. 1 12.6 variance(%) 53. 4 24. 7 14.6 

Cumulative rat o Cumulative ratio 
to total var ance (%) 52. 3 77. 3 89.9 to total variance(%) 53. 4 78.0 92.6 
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Fig. I: The construction of color image among Korean females by Multi Dimensional Scaling 

Fig. 2: The construction of color image among Japanese females by Multi Dimensional Scaling 

-2 

•• 
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We conducted a T- test of the difference of mean values of the two- paired 
adjective terms in order to investigate how different the evaluation of each 
adjective was between the two countries. The adjectives, which were statistically 
significant at P<0.01, as follows:<showy>, <clean>, <warm>, <dynamic>, <strong>, 
<adult>, <cheerful>, <conspicuous> and <modern>. Especially concerning <clean> 
and <modern>, Korean subjects showed strong relationship with PB hues. 

We calculated Euclidean distance by Multi - Dimensional Scaling, and constructed 
spatial patterns of the color images(Fig. 1 and 2). 
For the Korean subjects, the colors in PB and BG hues (such as vivid,dark,dull, 

deep tone) were classified, also the colors in P,GY andY hues (such as dull, deep, 
dark tone) were grouped. The colors in pale and light tones were also classified 
into 2 groups of R-GY and BG-P hues.Black and medium gray seemed to be closed to 
PB and BG hues. White was independent of other colors. 

In the case of Japan, the colors were classified by tone rather than by hue.Bl -
ack and medium gray seemed to be associated with dark tone, whereas white 
appeared to be close to light and pale tones. 

4.CONCLUSIONS 
The visual impression of colors for Korean subjects was composed of three fact -

ors, a linked factor of evaluation with activity,potency and maturity,while those 
of Japanese were composed of three factors, activity,evaluation and potency. In 
the potency factor,a common factor between both countries, the colors showed a 
similar tendency, which was influenced by value. 

In the images associated with colors, there were some cross- cultural differences. 
Hue had strong relationship with the construction of the color images among 
Korean females. On the other hand, tone showed an important factor for the color 
images of Japanese females. 

REFERENCE 
1. Yutaka. T and Kazumasa. W, Methods of Multivariate Statiatical Analysis, (1983). 
2.Miho.S, A cross- cultural survey on color preference in Asia countries (1) 
- comparison between Japanese and Koreans with emphasis on preference for white- , 
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The Importance of Colour in Sol Lewitt's Works Evolution 
-About the Retrospective Exhibiton of Lewitt's Works 

in Madrid. 1996-

Jesus DIAZ BUCERO, Justo ROMERO TORRES 
and Teresa Fernanda GARCIA GIL 

The first point to be borne in mind with regard to Le\Vitt' s work is, as he himself declares in his 
conceptual postulates, that ideas dominate over form. Therefore that is his approach regarding his own 
work process. 

LeWitt created his first Wall Drawings in 1968, on the walls of the Paula Cooper Gallery. From that 
date onwards, it can be broadly said that drawing passed from the most tradittional paper forms to the 
two-dimensional space of the architectural wall- based works. This feature defines him as an artist, as 
much for his choice of a form seeking an alternative two dimensional projection as for the development 
of structures coming out of a pre-conceived system. 

Despite this, his works are not bound to the two-dimensional form of walls. He also draws on paper 
forms as weU as on the surface of three-dimensional objects such as ceramics, gravures, drawings 
printed on catalogues, posters, books and magazines. His works designation as "drawings" derives, 
logicaely, from the two-dimensional alternative defined by LeWitt himself 

He starts drawing lines which cross themselves in the basic directions of limited surfaces of different 
sizes. As technique, he uses graphite In the 70' s he draws with coloured crayons. During the first half 
of the 80' s he already works with indian ink and tints with the primary colours of printing. At that time, 
he uses techniques such as the mixing of water and tints, superposition by means of transparency and 
frottage. 

These comments on his technical choice clearly show the way his works and his ideas evolved. 

This important evolution has its own characteristics within conceptual art . That is so because LeWitt 
uses serility, permutation, variation, intuition or chance, without neglecting his original conceptions. 
This feature not only preserves the leading idea of all his works but also is part ofhis internal coherence, 
as will be shown later on, when the use of colour in his wall drawings will be discussed in detail . 

Therefore, the self-restraint, approaching creative sterility, which occurs in other conceptual artists, 
evolves in a completely oposed sense in LeWitt' s case. That means that, surrounding LeWitt' s 
conceptual aims, his structures grow and develop before the viewer a kind of bared and 
beauty which can be traced back into the memory of art and, as the critic Aurora Garcia does, be 
compared to the italian 1 frescoes. 

Studying LeWitt's works and the criticism written about them. I surprised by the little reference 
made to colour. This fact becomes clearer specially when compared to the references made to lines and 
other geometric appearing in his Despite this, the use of colour becomes important 
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if one views his works. "LeWitf s interest in colour", says Andrea l\1iller, "has become clearer and 
preciser from the 80' s onwards. Colour has played an outstanding role in ""orks"2 

In Broad terms, it has already been described that he out minimum \\ hich enable 
him to achieve results increasingly close to concept of painting flo,.. ever. this latter point is not the 
most outstanding feature of his wok. 

All bibliography consulted refers to the way LeWitt expresses his only by means of geometry. 
These ideas range from their physical realisation and meaning, to a point farther than the geometric 
axioms they departed from besides, a less precise reference has been made to the of 
However, studies about colour and its recent formulation incorporate and develop considerably the idea 
of serial procedures and preconceived works. This is w frequent that, from my point of view, the use of 
the system of colours in LeWitt' s structures is , to a great extent, the main cause of the great variety of 
developments and allowed the system, and lewitt' s to use it as an open one, can be clearly seen in 
his late' evolution. All this is arranged in such a way that these the author' s freedom, 
without him having to reject his first position about conceptual art 

Regarding the systems of colours and its use by Sol Le\Vitt in his Wall Dra,..ings, exhibited in the 
retrospective organized by Caja de Madrid in 19<l6, some similarities .... ith different domains \\ill be 
emphasized. An outstanding resemblance is the coincidence between the definition of colour recently 
produced by the science of colour and the importance given by LeWitt to the idea producing formal 
developments, colour among them It be added that Sanz refers science of colour as the science of 
information. 3 

a/ On the one hand on different pausible processes, and \\ith the photoreceptive and perceptive 
mechanism of vision. All these processes constitute an divisible unit in order to change from colour as 
sensation to colour as information, already in the phsycological field. Codification processes transform 
an optic sign used by the mind as a concept therefore, the twe colour, the colour concept, exists in the 
mind and belongs to the cognitive human system. 

b/ On the other hand, LeWitt states in his "Paragraphs on conceptual art", 196 7 "In conceptual Art, the 
idea of concept is the most important point point. When an expression of conceptual art is used by an 
artist, everything is pre-conceived and decided beforehand. Therefore, its execution is mechanical. This 
kind of art is neither theoric nor theory illustrative. It is intuitive and is therefore linked to all sorts of 
mental processes taking place, this time, in the observer' s mind: "The conceptual artist's aim is to make 
out of his work something mentally interesting for the viewer. 

A different aspect, in which resemblances can be observed, is explained by the critic Bernice Rose "In 
the soul of Conceptual Art lies the desire to rediscover the coots of experience . . Moreover there also lies 
the need to recreate the primary experience of simbolization, not get spoiled by the attitudes linked to 
the visual fashions of tradition, be these either of abstract or expressive characteristics" 

As an expert on colour, Sanz' s comments stating that "colour has returned to its primary function in 
nature: reference about the surroundings", also emphasize that line of thought 

The two previous aspects are but the concidence in the same socio-cultural meeting point of two 
distant parcels of knowledge such as science and art creweves, when applied to colour and its order in 
the experience in systems, they suit LeW itt· s postulates on art perfectly 
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Regarding intuition, LeWitt vindicates it fiercely, especially when he reduces to its minimal degree the 
presence of emotion in his works. This defence reminds us of the confrontation bem.een two important 
authors of the philosophy of nature which gave origin to the modem thinking. Schlegel even said: "By 
the way, feeling is the only authentically immediate act, but there is also an immediate thought. On the 
contrary, Fitche defends that " ... concept is brought into practice only through intuition"4 (Sarnmtliche 
"Werke", p. 533). 

i,Does it mean that the language of colour, when used in variations and permutations of it basic signs', 
becomes the most suitable way to confront the intuition and the "frozen6 emotion" pursued by LeWitt in 
order to develop his ideas? In his last works the answer is a positive one. 

But there are more resemblances to come. For instance, Goethe, a theoritician from Romanticism, 
developed a line of thought on art origin which gives the importance to the idea, as Le\Vitt also does 
not exist. What really occurs is that the artistic piece imitates nature (ideas in order to make it fit the 
paragon originary phenomena). 

Goethe was also one of the first authors who spoke about colour and its perception in opaque, 
transparent, translucent materials and surfaces. In that sense, his most outstanding research on that 
subject, Farbenlehre ( A theory on colours) has become an important reference in order to understand 
colour and light in the artistic domain. 

Nowadays, these modes of colour perception or sensations can be brought tagether in the "Cesia"7 and 
its system. Cesia (appearance) is a term coined by Cesar Jannello and it refers to the visual sensations 
produced by the diffemt forms of the spatial distribution of light such as the transparent, translucent, 
matte, specular reflection, bright ones. The term Cesia is opossed to thatt of "Colour" because the latter 
refers to the differences lying in the spectral distibutions of light. 

In his early period, exhibited at Madrid in the third floor, the twelve LeWitt' s works, such as Wall 
Drawing 85 and 46, emerged before the observer like an evasive mirage. It ocurred that way because 
the lines either of a crayon of graphite or colour, when seen from a certain distance, meet into the white 
from the Wall so that the result was an optic mixture producing tones offading perception, quite similar 
to translucence. Works created from the 80' s up to nowadays, in Madrid on the second and first floor, 
show the specific quantities of water and tints. Those mixture were used in order to produce works 
such supperposition and frottage, allowing the pure spaciousness of colour. 

Therefore, this technique offers matte, more or less translucent and opaque, deep sensations, all of them 
isolated in differend fragments. All this clearly shows the way LeWitt has incorporated colour in his 
works. The theories which influenced creative expressions during the 70' s, all of them craving a 
"Structuralist and transformational methodology of drifting applied to language", as Aurora Garcia 
declares, must be added to all has been aforementioned. Moreover, emphasis is placed on the 
structure as an amalgating macrosystem of those concrete creative processes. 

The precursor of the organization of the plastic elements as a system can be found in Russian 
Constructivism and in the Bauhaus postulates which appeared at the Begiming of de century. Some of 
their theoriticians think that there is a "grammar of creation" . Kandinsky has even written a book 
entitled that way "The grammar of creation" ; and Klee believes that there is a modular Structure that 
can be observed in his unadorned, fine and mystic These were the authors smoothed the 
way of the artistic language evolution from the second half of the the century. Sometimes, they even 
remained only in the linguistic side, as is the case for an important part of conceptual art . 
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Maybe, Le\Vitt does not find himself in locked system because he tries to combine a geometric 
which LeWitt Wants to be free and open While w;ing minimal \\hich a having O\\n 
variations: the ones of colour and light. The latter allows "intuition" to enlarge the links berneen both 
systems. It is known, specially by those teaching The "means" of art technique, history), 
that colour and form constite a close and unit. This unit presef\ed from all 
influences, specially in the domains of conceptual and abstract art. is because as \\ell in the 
systems of colours as in its use by LeWitt us a sign, there can be found the \\ish to treat it \\ith an 
approach diverging from the traditional one. 

This approach, that is. the renewal of this unit due to the unheated strenght to return to the 
better delimited by the structuralist definition, even if it seems a contradictory one 

As a last comment, it must be that the huge woks produced by Sol Le\\itt contradict 
completely the information excess. characteristic of the present wciety. \.\ hich allow to neither 
deeply nor clearly. This idea, also atated by Bernice Rose, points out how difficult it to "sense" of the 
individual "I" . However, this possibility is offered to us by the mystic obsef\ation of those \\orks \\hen 
the coloured and limited surfaces become meaningful space. Rose rightly, Saul Bello\\ s point 
of view stating: "If there is not a meaningful space, there can be no judgement. not even freedom. 
nothing left to be determined by individuality" . 

Detail 

NOTES 

1 Aurora Garcia, in her text <ntilled, "Sol LeWitt. The riclmess of ideas", published in a catalogue oo Sol LeWitt' s works exhibitioo. Sala de Alhajas at 
Caja MAdrid, February-March 1996. She affirms: "h can not be forgotl<n that Lewitt part of the year in haly, that he has admitted his 
admiration for Gothic painten (Giotto and P. della Francesca). Moreover, there is a 8JOOP of .tudies based oo P. della Francesco among LeWitt's !ir.it 
drawini!IJ of 1958. 

1 In Andrea Keller Miller's text <ntilled: "Sol LeWitt Tw<nty five years of vall based works", included in the catalogue of the exhibitioo held at 
MAdrid, 1996. She writes some inlcresting OOIJllll<llla oo colour beoouse, Without mmtioning the siguificance of colour it self as a systa:n, ohe points 
out in page 17, "LeWitt bas !1p<nl ao m.>- part of this tal years to alotain an enriching and varied 8JOOP of Wall-drawini!IJ out of the primary 
ooloun. These pieces seem to offa- a feat to all the variations of hue and satw-ation. 

1 "The book of oolour", by J. C: Saoz, Alianza MAdrid 1993, mows clearly the problematic of oolour. He says "The science of oolour has 
become, in some way, a science of informatioo. The psycologjcal point of view has inaeasingly overoorne the field of optic physics and, therefore, has 
returned oolour to its primary fimction. in nature: refennce about the surrounsings. 

• Both quoted by Wahec Bmjamin in "The coocq>t of art criticism oo german romanticism" Ed Peninsula. Barcelooa 1988. p. 60. 

' LeW itt himself in "Paragraphs oo coocq>tual art" ( 1967), refers to his concrete aims .._.mg ernotioo on his works. 

6 In the article of J. L Caivano. "The meaning of colour . Semi<Xics and the theory of Colour". publised in Argmcolor. 1994. Buenos Aires. Grupo 
Argentino de color, 1996. He guides us oo this new use of colour. "If colour is OClDSidered as a si8JI, several aspects must be included because a si(!ll is 
the 
oonsequence of several factors and the oontext in wbidt it is used as a si@P colour functions as a there-fold si(!ll: as a thysic phenomenon. physiologic 
mecaninm or as a psychologic associatioo. 

7 "Cesia: Appearances its relation with colour based on The 1hJ'ee.. chromatic theory", an article by J L Caivano, also included In Argencolor 1994. 
Buenos Aires. G.Ac. 1996. Francisco Perez, translator 
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Automotive Exterior Design in the 21st Century: 
Textured Design through a Marriage of Two Approaches to 

Art-Oriented and Product-Oriented Design 

Izumi SATAKE, Yukinori NAGASHIMA, Masayuki OSUMI 
and Shoji TOMINAGA 

As the importance of color design for industrial products has been increased, we 
have attempted to search for how we can synthesize Art-oriented and Product-oriented 
design. First using a multi-angle spectro-photometer, we measured both two hundred 
seventy colors applied to the actual models and one hundred twenty colors designed for 
the models of the year 2000. Then we drew the color gamut for all samples in the L *a*b* 
color space. Therewith the differences were clarified between the applied colors and the 
designed colors. Furthermore we considered the"textured colors" which were beyond the 
description in the L *a*b* color space. 

To evolve "textured colors", the feeling of the" texture" was reconfirmed using 
realistic images by computer graphics and L *a*b* color space to some degree. Moreover, 
using three-dimentional computer graphic system, we rendered texture, which cannot be 
industrialized because of various restriction, and examined the image. Considering the 
above, we propose several problems to be solved in synthesizing exterior color design and 
coating technology . 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many kinds of flake pigments such as aluminum and mica, most recently, graphite 

and iron oxide are used for automotive exterior color. It may be possible to produce an 
infinite number of colors by combining these materials and pigments. However, since 
"automotive color" is an industrial product, it is subject to a certain condition, such as cost 
and product feasibility . Although the designer tries to realize his/her idea with "texture", 
the original idea may not be fully achieved because of various restrictions. 

In our case, in the past, designers could not grasp the characteristics of color as an 
industrial product. They tended to emphasize design aspect, while technical staffs already 
thought much of production feasibility. This situation led to two extreme situations in 
developing colors. Namely, the first one was extremely product-oriented with lack of 
design aspect. The second one was art-oriented , beautiful colors without production 
feasibility. This was because our design aspect and technological aspect were completely 
separated. 

However, as consumers attached more importance to color design for industrial 
products, we decided to search for how we can synthesize these two aspects. We assume 
that one of the most effective and meaningful approaches is to develop "textured 
colors" by merging the two aspects. In this paper, we try to clarify several problems to be 
solved in synthesizing exterior color design and coating technology . 
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2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
As a beginning, using a multi-angle spectro-photo meter (Macbeth, CE-741 GL) , 

we measured both two hundred seventy colors applied to the actual models and one 
hundred twenty colors designed by designers of Nippon Paint for the cars of the year 
2000. To show the result , we drew the color gamut for all samples in the L*a*b* color 
space at the angle with 20 o, 45 o and 11 0 ofrom specular reflection . 

+L* . 
I • • 

Fig .1 :Color gamut for automotive colors in the L *a*b* color space at the angle with 45 o 
ecolors designed for the models of the year 2000 
L':.Colors applied to the actual models 

We can represent some points by considering this gamut indicates as follows: 
Regarding colors applied to the actual models, hues leaned toward a certain direction. 
For example, the development of chromatic colors were concentrated on reds and blues. 
In addition , the proportion of neutral colors to all the colors was notably high. Possibly, 
this is because "automotive color" is subject to a certain condition, such as cost and 
product feasibility. 

Concerning colors designed for the models of the year 2000, the most distinctive 
point is that wider variation of chroma and higher value are recognized. For this time, as 
we placed the data of the colors for the actual models in the back of the data of designed 
colors from hi-light, front, and shade angle, we found out some points. First of all , hue and 
chroma in colors for the year 2000 highly evaluated by auto manufacturer's designers 
were divided into two categories. Namely, one category includes colors which are not 
shown in the color space for the actual models. Another category includes colors which 
are on the extension of colors applied to the actual cars. 

The first category includes many yellowish colors. This is because yellows are 
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difficult colors to be developed due to many restrictions on the production lines so far. 
However, colors designed for the year 2000, including yellows, were developed controlling 
chroma, flip flop and interference effect without changing coloring agent drastically. 
Especially browns, though there have been very few colors in the color palette for the 
actual models for long time, were developed sophisticatedly for this time. 

Concerning the second category, it can be said that improvement in flip-flop will be 
one of the reasons that auto manufacturer's designers highly evaluated the colors. 
However, it was difficult to distinguish an increase of flip-flop in these gamut data clearly. 

Moreover, we must surely admit that there are some "texture" , which were not 
expressed in the L *a*b* color space. For example, the textured color in "Tiger Eye" 
represented using large mica flakes cannot be distinguished in the L*a*b* color space 
regardless of its unique characteristic. This drives us to the question whether it is possible 
to express designers' attachment to the texture. 

In order to attempt to answer this question , let us then examine what we have been 
considering using realistic images by the technique of three-dimensional computer 
graphics. 

Our three-dimensional computer graphics (3DCG)system '1was developed to 
confirm and examine the texture on a car with realistic image. As a result, the system 
makes us to realize designer's color image into coating with a quick response. 

This 3DCG system consists of four components. These are the gonio-
spectrophoto meter (Murakami Color Research Lab., GSP-2 with GCMS-4), the rendering 
soft which simulate an appearance of "textured color " by using the spectral data based on 
optical rule (Integra Inc. PEARL VER. 1.0) , the computer (Silicon Graphics Inc. INDIG02 
XZ) and the display device (BARCO, Inc., REFERENCE CALIBRATOR). 

Using this 3DCG system, we simulated the appearance of metallic and pearl 
coatings which we could not express in L*a*b* color space. Concerning colors which had 
interference effect using small mica flakes, they were represented faithfully to the 
designer's original concept even in the rendered images. (We show it in the slide.) 

However, we still had difficulty to express strong metallic feeling created by large 
particles such as in "Tiger Eye." The main reason for the difficulty will be that the system 
has no capability to express the influence of the particle size. (We show it in the slide.) 

As we see the result, although color reproduction by a hard copy is needed for 
improving the quality of the system, realistic image by the technique of 3DCG system is a 
quite effective tool for visualizing "texture" of color. Mainly because it makes possible to 
show even the minor difference in designer's color image which we cannot express in 
L *a*b* color space. 

Finally, using 3DCG system, we rendered texture, which cannot be industrialized 
because of various restriction, and examined the image. To begin with , we simulated the 
colored texture on the model which has the color interference effect. The unique 
characteristic of this color is that we can see the drastic color shifting when we look at the 
color from different angles. Unfortunately, concerning this material itself, we have 
difficulty in cost for mass production at this point. 

Next, we attempted to create new colors by mixing colors , which we already 
developed, on the computer screen by interpolation using morphing function . This CG soft 
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makes it possible to change an appearance of more than one color imaginarily using 
morphing function. However, we have not yet developed the linkage of the paint 
formulation database and 3DCG system. Therefore, even if we can create a rendered 
image, it is difficult to change it into coating without trial and error. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
Using the L *a*b*color gamut for automotive color, the differences were clarified 

between the applied colors and the designed colors. Our 3DCG system makes us to 
realize designer's color image on a model. 

However, it is possible to say that there is much room for improvement in 
synthesizing exterior color design and coating technology. 
1. From designer's point of view, there are still some problems to be solved to make 
designer's image concept to be realized in 3DCG system as follows. 

a. Development of rendering techniques with better quality 
b. Improvement of quality of color reproduction in hard copy/proof. 
c. Since design concept is based on creative human activity, it is necessary to 

develop sophisticated graphical users interface in 3DCG system which any 
designer can utilize easily. 

2. The importance of linkage of 3DCG system and computer color matching in paint 
formulation and physical properties database should be emphasized. 
To settle above problems, it can be said that collaboration and creativity among auto 
manufacturers, paint manufacturers and material manufacturers will be essential. 
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Materials Used for Restoration of Building of Ministry Justice 
-Study on Brick Material and Color-

Kenji SUGIMOTO, Akira AMANO and Masaki INOUE 

The brick used for the original building was made of the raw materials consisting of white soil and 
red soil with ratio of 8 :2 respectively, and it is classified as yellow brick . The bricks for this 
restoration were produced at the same factory, but fired in a tunnel kiln. Some holes were opened 
regularly in the bricks. According to the company, the holes were not for placing mortar, nor for 
inserting iron bar through them, but for obtaining uniform color on firing. 

These bricks were called hole-bricks at that time . We found some of the bricks used for 
underground floor to have marks of cherry blossom on the reverse sides, indicating that these were 
produced at the Kosuge Prison . Germany was the third source of bricks. Traditional brick laying 
Omotezumi. The mortar used for laying the bricks consisted of cement, lime and stone and the 
mixing ratio was found to be of I : 4 : 6. The comer bricks were reinforced by a lead joint. The 
Hoffman-kiln is the method of producing bricks used for this repair works. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The old building of Ministry of Justice is one of the most famous brick constructions in Japan. It 

was planned by Ende and Beckman and completed in 1895. It was not damaged even by the Kanto 
earthquake (1923) , because it had special design for anti-earthquake structure and reinforcing 
method. Its wooden part was burned down during World War ll . It was rebuilt after the War, but 
the original building style was changed a lot. The Heisei Era ( 1992-1995) repair was for restoration 
of the external appearance of the facade. This study covers the investigation of building materials 
used for the original building, the Show a Era ( 1948- 1950) repair and for the present restoration by 
use of instrumental analysis. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
It is very important in this study to survey existing documents, because this building was built in the 

Meiji Era. We did a review of the documents, and interviewed the specialists of bricks to know the 
production method at that time. An external appearance is shown in Photo.! and Fig. I .. 
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Location 
I- l-l Kasumigaseki Chiyoda-ku Tokyo. 
Site area : 72,435 square meters. 
Building area: 3,368 square meters. 
Node floor area: 9,264 square meters. 
Structure: Brick(wall), RC(floor) 
Building height: 18.6m,3F,BFI 
Steeple :26.46m 

Photo.! of West side. 



2.1 Plaster 
The plaster used for arch ceiling of original building was repaired after World War II . During the 

present restoration, a lump of plaster was found from underground which was estimated to be plaster 
material in Meiji Era. The plaster was analyzed by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) and was 
compared with plaster of Showa Era and Heisei Era from the viewpoint of chemical composition. 

2.2 Brick and analysis of adhesion materials of brick surface 
The brick used for the original building was made of the raw materials consisting of white soil and 

red soil with ratio of 8 :2 respectively, and it is classified as yellow brick (by Kitakawa; The brick 
production report in Germany, No.223 ,1905 ). According to survey by Mr. Kitou who conducted 
the restoration of Tokyo station, the brick is made of white clay produced in Bishyu with normal clay. 

The brick is characterized by its very clear tapping sound and soft cracking. They were of best 
quality and called soft-yellow color bricks. They were fired in a Hoffman-kiln at Nihon Bricks 
Company. The bricks for this restoration were produced at the same factory, but fired in a tunnel 
kiln. Some holes were opened regularly in the bricks. According to the company, the holes were not 
for placing mortar, nor for inserting iron bar through them, but for obtaining uniform color on firing . 

A traditional brick laying is Omotezumi. The mortar used for laying the bricks consisted of cement, 
lime and stone and the mixing ratio was found to be of I : 4 : 6. The comer bricks were reinforced 
by a lead joint (Fig.2). 

There were many black spots on the surface of bricks in the east side of the building. The black 
spots ignited and smoked if they were lit, and were a type of resin material. According to the 
information from the brick workers of the former repair. , they were formed when the building was 
damaged by incendiary bombs in World War II. 

2.3 Surface protection test of Brick 
This study is about a new protection system for brick surfaces. Mould and moss always grow on 

the porous surface of brick, because the pores absorb and retain vast quantities of water. This new 
protection system provides a very efficient shield for porous surfaces. The first step of this process 
is to clean the surface with a high-pressurized water jet. The second step is to evaporate the water 
with an electric fan or drier. The third step is to apply a coating of a 3% solution of oxalic acid on the 
surface to be treated. To complete the treatment, a coating of polysiloxane resin is applied, the 
polysiloxane resin permeating the pores of the brick (Fig.3 and Fig.4). 

2.4 Slate roof tile 
Since the slate roof tiles were destroyed by bombing in World War II the building was repaired with 

Japanese roof tiles. We investigated and found that the roof tiles had been produced at Ogatu in the 
Miyagi prefecture. However, since there is very little production rate in Ogatu now, we searched for 
another source of high quality natural slate roof tile , and found that Toyomai natural slate roof tile 
had the same quality. We could not estimate the method of roofing because of little information nor 
records were available. So , we designed the fabrication method referring to scaly pattern roofing that 
is popularly used in European countries. Ogatu slate roof tile is composed of Fez03 and lime stone. 

Its XRD is shown, for the samples of original building in 1895, fired slate in 1944 and the present 
slate from Toyomai. 

2.5 Restoration of granite cornice 
The granite cornice was found to be fini shed by dabbing of traditional work. This study made it 

clear that dabbed finish is so time consuming that it required a day for an expert stone mason to finish 
only SOcm'. The Heisei restoration used imitation stone (terrazzo finish) that was finished by bush 
hammering method. 
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2.6 Copper sheet roofing 
A patina film used to be formed on the copper sheet roofing. On a new copper sheet, a similar 

patina film will form in a few years if the atmosphere of sufficiently clean. However, because of acid 
rain, steel powder, and rubber dust from car tires, clear patina films are hardly formed at present. 
A molten metal spraying system was adopted for the production of the copper sheet roofing surface, 

which then was treated with a chemical rust method. The bent part of copper sheet was coated for 
patina formation chemicals by brush. The formation of patina film was recognized within 2 months 
after painting the chemicals (Fig.5). 

3. RESULTS 
3.1 XRD analysis and SEM observation of lime plaster. 

This is found to contain gypsum and hemp fiber. SEM observation indicates the presence of 
gypsum di-hydrate crystal as shown in XRD analysis data. 

3.2 Brick 
These bricks were called hole-bricks at that time . We found some of the bricks used for 

underground floor to have marks of cherry blossom on the reverse sides, indicating that these were 
produced at the Kosuge Prison. Germany was the third source of bricks. The resin (Polysiloxane 
treatment) will offer a complete protection from mould, moss and oxidation. This shielding structure 
is not only useful to protect the brick surface but also useful in protecting the color texture of brick. 

is a ladder structure resine and does not affect the grain of the stone surface it 
covers. Further, the surface tension of the treated surface has not changed after a 1000 hrs tests, in 
spite of accelerated weather changes. 

Table I Brick fracture surface color compare to dry and wet. 

Brick work Unit Footing brick Wall brick 
Manufacture Factory name Kosuge prison Nihon brick Hoffman-kiln Cherry mark 
Dry (Room) Brick fracture color 2.0YR4.0/6.3 1.7YR4. 1/5.8 

Wet (24hrs) Brick fracture color 0.9YR3.4/5. 1 1.5YR3 .5/4.8 

Water absorption wt% 18.60 17.40 

3.3 Observation of natural slate roofing surface by XRD 
The results of XRD is for changed red color by the fire in World War II. The Si02 2 peaks 

remained but mica mineral peaks disappeared completely for the last one. The crystalline water of 
mica minerals seem to have dissociated due to the fire in World War II. 
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Colour Design through Cross Perception 

Theano F. TOSCA 

Here is examined the possibility of developing a form/colour structure model for a given population 
on basis of the music structure model intrinsic to this population, provided that the latter, unlike the 
former, has age-long evolved unhampered . Since the auditory arousal is not experimentally 
interrelateable to the visual, its translation to kinetic arousal through the choice of a dance musical 
theme served as intermediary. An experiment with subjects asked to fill-in square matrices with 
4-gray-colour subschemes while listening to a dance tune yielded form/colour structures of qualities 
directly corresponding to those of the music structure. Hence, the hypothesis of reviving local 
form/colour traditions through the launching of non-visual percepetual processes generative of 
parallel form traditions in places where cultural evolution has been upset. 

INTRODUCTION 
The greek art tradition, having undergone many evolution stages since the classical days through 

the roman, byzantine, venetian and turkish occupations, came to almost a halt under the globe-
sweeping 20th century industrialization and the so-called westernalization. 

The western perspective is an individualistic perspective where personality is composed by 
individual parts (traits and motives) and the self is a bounded individual who is separate and 
autonomous from others 1

• In oriental cultures concepts of person and self are cultural constructions 
not seeing the self as a discrete entity but as inherently linked to others. Therefore, with their 
independalization from their oriental consciousness, the greeks underwent a severe crisis of 
personality which will not be over until they find a new consistent form of self-expression. 

Previous studies of the author yielded interesting results about the development of a colour palette 
and a colour scheme (relations among the various colour components of a design form) in 
contemporary greek environmental design. The problem of the colour form, though, remained 
untackled in big scale design, as well as, in decoration. The greeks, in the meantime, either identifY 
their colour structure elements with those of the plastic structure (as in architectural facade design) 
or import "trendy" colour forms which can only increase the cultural confusion and prevent the 
development of a local tradition in art, as well as, in lifestyle. 

However, an overview of the actual greek cultural performance reveals a sector which has, unlike 
all others, remained untouched and is proliferating : contemporary popular greek dance music. Not 
necessarily of a high status, it displays considerable spontaneity, deep-rootedness, originality and 
diversity, along with high formal quality, that may unreservedly be said to preserve the greek legacy. 

Hence, the conception of the present research on the hypothesis that since the greeks know how 
to be "themselves", how to be creative and original with art and enthusiasm, they must have a fully 
developed inner sense of form which remains latent for exterior reasons and needs only to be coaxed 
out of them. The idea of directly using form structures borrowed from music or dance was rejected 
in first place as dangerous intellectualism. 

In dual coding (auditory/visual, motion/viual, etc.) information is encoded by means of both an 
imagery and a verbal system, each working independantly 2

.J . The imagery system is specialized for 
processing information about non-verbal objects and events, whereas the verbal is specialized for 
processing linguistic information and generating speech. Having a visual mental image produces the 
conscious experience of "seeing" but with the "mind's eye" rather than with the body's •. Similarly 
we also hear with the "mind ' s ear", smell with the "mind ' s nose", etc, and move with the "mind's 
body" . From a neurobiological point of view recent research has revealed that two main groups of 
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retinal neurons feed into two pathways that can be traced directly to higher levels of processing in 
the cerebral cortex: the motion and the form/colour pathway. It turns out that all cortico-cortical 
connections are reciprocal, meaning that, if cells in one area send projections to the other area, then 
cells in the second area also project to the first area ' . 

Consequently to the above, an experiment was conceived in order, on one hand, to show whether 
the greeks feel more comfortable with "imported" (foreign) or native forms and, on the other, to 
investigate the formal qualities of secondarily generated visual perceptions by stimulation of 
neighbouring paths, like the auditory and the motion. 

EXPERIMENT 
The experiment consisted in graphically recording a population' s fonnlcolour reponses to two 

different contemporary dance tunes, one foreign and another popular greek, in comparing the 
structures of these recordings in relation to those of the tunes and in specifying a set of design 
qualities pertaining to both at their respective rates. 

The adopted method consisted in the use of a device for non-verbal, visual translation of auditory 
stimulation, its manipulation by 192 subjects representing the two sexes, the three ages and the three 
education categories and the playback of one of the tunes described above during each subjects 
performance, according to their choice. The results were next put down in tables, evaluated and 
discussed in view of eventual design applications. 

The research device was a square divided in 16 smaller squares drawn on a white sheet of paper, 
as well as, three extra shapes, a square, a triangle and a quadrant, fitting in each of the subsquares. 
The square shape was chosen for its neutrality, to eliminate initial axial dynamics. In order for the 
pattern of the big square to result as complicated as it might by the superposition of one or more of 
the aditional shapes over each of its subsquares, the assigned colours were few and achromatic (N in 
NCS notation) 0500-N, 3000-N, 5500-N and 8000-N. The subjects were asked to distribute 
squares, triangles and/or quadrants of the four colours on big square backgrounds of one of the four 
colours. 

While playing around with their shapes the subjects were made to hear the tune of their choice. 
The two tunes were such as to meet the tastes of all the ages and education categories (not too 
sophisticated, not too wild). No other talking was allowed during this task which should not last 
longer than 20 minutes. The assumption was that the music should serve as thinking background to 
the task and that short experiment time would prevent conscious retouching of the original 
unconscious result. One safety factor for the authenticity of the results was, in fact, their unpre-
dictability by either the conductors of the experiment or the subjects. 

RESULTS 
The filled-in big squares by all the subjects were next collected and annotated as to the tune of the 

subjects' choice, their age, education category and sex, in order to be processed. 
First, were examined their general structure qualities: 

a. general shape (regular,irregular) 
b. placement within frame (stabile,labile) 
c. texture (light,heavy) 
d. field density (high,low) 
e. field complexity (high,low) 
f light (high-key,low-key) 
in relation with the corresponding structure qualities of the tunes 6

: 

a. sound shape [timbre,chords (consonnant,dissonant)] 
b. chord tension [consonant (low), dissonant (high)] 
c. chord complexity (low,high) 
d. horizontal density [melodic density: number of notes within bar (high,low)] 
e. vertical density [harmonic density: chordal or contrapuntal [high,low)] 
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f. key (major,minor) 

! irregular labile light low field low field high-key 
shape placement texture density complexity light 

I 
within 
frame 

foreign 69,79% 59,38% 52,08% 71 ,88% 61,87% 
music 69,79% 
greek 60,42% 65,63% 66,67% 39,58% 64,58% 62,29% 
music 

Fig. l : The general structure qualities of the two category squares 

sound shape ---+ dissonant 
chord tension ---+ dissonant (high) 
chord complexity ---+ low 

The general structure 
qualities of the squares 
corresponding to the 
two tunes (Fig. 1) veri-
fied the respective gen-
eral structure qualities 
of the tunes whichwere: 

horizontal density---+ moderate (for the foreign tune), low (for the greek tune) 
vertical density ---+ low 
key---+ major (B for the foreign, E for the greek tune) 

Second, were examined the detail structure qualities of the two sets of filled-in squares which were 
found likewise to be little deviating according to Fig. 2 

repel!- oblique m1ronng ven1ca1- nonzon- obliquity CIOSeCI- rouna- stra1gnt- angular-
lion miroring ity tality ness ness ness lity 

foreign 26,65% 48,96% 40,42% 17,88% 16,62% 21 ,70% 82,10% 28,42% 50,25% 24,62% 
music 
greek 27,39% 57,92% 44,62% 21,16% 20,48% 25,63% 85,95% 24,48% 49,98% 29% 
musi" 

Fig. 2: The detail structure qualities of the filled-in two category squares 

Finally, some recurrent beautiful symmetric figures turned out to match remarkably the Chladni 7 

and Jenny 8 sonorous figures. Result of the strictest objectivity, the former are symmetrical figures 
that appear when the edge of a metal plate on which quartz sand has been uniformly strewn is stroked 
with a violin bow. This sets the metal vibrating, while the sand assumes shapes, disappears from some 
areas and condenses elsewhere into lattice-like structures. The latter are forms into which notes, 
interferences, intervals of any volume are converted by vibration of piezoelectric crystals in various 
substrates. Hence, the hypothesis of the existence of pretty much the same schemata in human 
perception, as well as in physics. Fig. 3 shows a set of such "sonorous squares". 

From a sociological point of view, the 
research results inform that the majority 
of contemporary greeks who have the 
lowest standard of education (predomin-
antly women) apear to prefer greek pop-
ular dance music to foreign (Fig. 4) . If it 
is also the oldest people who prefer this Fig. 3 Some of the "sonorous squares" resulting from the 

experiment kind of music , maybe the generations to 
come will only enjoy it occasionally in 
ethnic celebrations, as it has earlier been the case with folk music. 

CONCLUSIONS 
There are no natural correspondences between colours, forms, tones 9

. The essential difference 
between the eye and the ear is that the eye perceives simultaneously, holistically, whereas the ear 
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Music %of the 
total Sex Age Education 

popul. 

Women I Men 14-25 
I 

26-40 141- years low I middle I high 
years years 

Percentage of the corresponding total population for each music 

Greek 54.14% 51.04% 1 48.96% 26.04% 1 32.29% 1 41.67% 42.71% 1 31 .25% 1 26.04% 

Foreign 45.86% 46.87% 1 53.13% 46.87% 1 29.17% 1 23.96% 29.17% 1 32.29% J 38.54% 

Fig. 4 Distribution of preference rates 

perceives sequentially, partially. Even in the case of the sonorous figures we cannot infer any sound 
from a sonorous figure unless learned. Yet,our synaesthetic sensations are a physical reality like all 
our sensations. The stimuli emanated by nature are the same for all living creatures but are received 
by each in different ways. What makes man special is what he feels on receiving them. That is totally 
artificial; taught and learned generation after generation. It is culture. As colours only became 
colours after the evolving men started to form them in their conscious minds, the perception of 
correspondences is a process that is less advanced . And if, like the universe around us, the universe 
of our sensations is a living unit, there must be affinities between all manifestations. 

This is a reality that is still to be discovered or, more correctly, still to be created. Based on this 
assumption we might, therefore, work out design forms for different fields of application observing 
the qualities so far explored. It may appear a procedure rather unorthodox or disturbingly restrict-
ive but, it is a procedure that helps us redefine ourselves and to that we have come, we people of the 
end of the second millenium A.D. If we want to live from now on in pluralism- maybe increasingly 
so - we have to go on define ourselves, for it is no more self-evident who we are or who we want or 
need to be for the benefit of the totality. 
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Textiles, Cosmetics, Fashion Color 



Management of Skin Color by Micro-Tattooing Method 
and Application of the Computer 

Akiko UCHIDA, Jutaro HATA and Yoshio NAKAYAMA 

The objective evaluation and precise treatment of skin color changes is 
increasingly necessary in a large variety of conditions faced by plastic 
surgery. 

From birth marks. trauma scars, tattooing, skin pathologies or tissure 
transplantation, the subjective methods of measurement and empirical ways 
of treatment are not anymore acceptable. From Seurat' s scientific color 
studies to present day computer analysis capabilities,accurate skin color 
can be objectively quantified. We have created a computerized system to 
correct original skin color images,and compare them with color changes of 
an involved area that we are intend to camouflage. 

It was difficult to predict the skin color reappearance accurately, due 
to muliple factors such as depth of insertion, sorts of tones, 
ingredients. region of treatment,fading with time and color of the 
surrounding normal areas.We analysed the composition of pigments which are 
used common in plastic surgery now ,and made improved products(SHISEIDO 
Lab.) to be fit to use MICRO-TATTOOING NETHOD. 
The preoperatove images and follow up are recorded on real time using a 
digital card camera(DS-505,Fujix)including a color match sticker(Casmatch, 

Kyowa Tokei). The color measurements are obtained using a spectra-colori-
meter(CM-2022,MINOLTA).On the other hand,we are able to simulate a mosaic 
tattooing by image processing software(Photoshop 3.0),and predict the 
best combination of pigments. rate and depth. All the data are collected 
in an "Image Tower" ,a new software image data base. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Prastic surgeon should reconstract any kinds of defect and anomaly of the 

body surface. It is also including the treatment of skin color. Usually,we 
choose surgical excision or Ieser therapy to remove color(red:hemangioma, 
brown:nevus,pigmentation,scars, black:tattoo, etc.). Contrary to that, in 
some cases,we need to put color(medical tattooing) for reappearance normal 
color of the portion. This paper shows how to predict the skin color 
after medical tattooing by histological and optical analysis.Not only 
clinical cases but experimental study of micro-tattooing method using 
original pigments. 
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2.EXPERIMENTS 
1) Instruments: 

To inject the pigments, we use two kinds of instruments, Micro-Enhancer 
made in the USA and a Saigei made in Taiwan(Fig.l). The two systems differ in 
the diameter of the needle, the number and arrangement of the needles, 
strength to insert the needles, depth of the injection and variety of 
pigments. We use the two systems properly demanding the portion and 
stiffness of the lesion. 
The system for measuring skin color, inputting the images, simulating color 
and storing all of the data is shown in Figure 2. 
The components include a digital card camera (DS-505, FUJIX) , card reader,PC 
card, spectrocolorimeter (CM-2022, MINOLTA) and Macintosh personal computer. 

-

Fig.l:Instruments of tattooing Fig.2:The system of skin color management 

2) Input of initial image data and optical data 
The image containing the lesion and the surrounding area is captured 

with a SLR digital card camera. The Fujix DS-505 produces a 1280x1000-pixel, 
24-bit color file. Small sticker (CASMATCH, Kyowa Tokei) are placed inside 
the viewfinder at the same time and used for color correction later (Fig.3). 

We measure the skin directly with a spectrocolorimeter. Using software for 
color management(Choshoku-senka HAN,Nisshinbo),the optical data are input to 
the computer (Fig.4). Thus. the data are expressed not only numerically but 
diagrammatic, in order to recognize color differences visually . 

.-I 

Fig.3:Color correction by Adobe Photoshop 
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3) Store the data 
All kinds of data (preoperative, postoperative, etc.) can be stored within 

the image database so that anyone can compare the results, and search for 
similar cases to predict postoperative color. 
The purpose of selecting an image database was not so much for convenience 
of input and retrieval, but rather for usefulness in terms of potential 
secondary adaptations for special software (automatic calculation of color 
matching rules through mosaic tattooing) in the future. 4th-Dimension (ACI) 
was selected because it is easy to arrange special layouts and the program 
has a huge capacity, and is compatible with other computer systems. 
Recently, Fujix produced a new image database, Image Tower, which is 
convenient for inputting high- resolution images directly. We use both 
systems at the same time. 

3.RESULTS 
A clinical case is presented to demonstrate the method. The patient is a 

53 years old male,with total loss of the upper lip following resection for 
Malignant Melanoma(Fig.5). The upper lip was reconstructed with a radial 
forearm free frap and full tickness skin graft from the scalp. The forearm 
skin formed the vermilion border and buccal lyning. The full tickness skin 
graft of the scalp formed the white lip(Fig. 6) To reproduce the vermilion 
color,we used medical tattooing. Both upper and lower lips vermilion 
border became similar in color by optical measurements(Fig 7). 

Fig.6:Diagram of the free frap 

Fig.5:A case of lip defect Fig. 7:Result at 6 months 

4.CONCLUSIONS 
It is difficult to predict the resulting skin color reappearance, due to 

multiple factors such as depth of insertion, color tones, ingredients, 
region of treatment, fading with time. and color of the surrounding normal 
areas. Therefore, we created a computerized system that allows us to collect 
original color images and monitor the clinical changes that occur 
with fading of the tattooing over the passage of time. 
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We may conclude that a computerized skin color data base is the most 
valuable method to accuretely evaluate and treat skin abnormalities,but 
also to permanentry maintain the color of the patient's photography 
records,without the interfare of time fading or the multiple varieties of 
the interfare on the color of slide making. Using imaging software (Adobe 
Photoshop 3.0J.,Adobe systems), simulation for mosaic tattooing is accomplish 
by adding colored mesh layer patterns (Fig.8), in order to predict the best 
combination of pigments,depth and substitution rate by mosaic tattooing. 

Now we are earring out examination of micro-injection method(Fig.9) for 
minimal invasive technique, instead of primitive tattooing using electoric 
mashine. We also made original pigments (SHISEIDO Lab.) appropriate to 
micro injection having fine particle(Fig.10) 

Fig.8:Color simulation by Adobe Photoshop 

Fig.9:Micro-Tattooing method 

Fig.lO:Original pigments(SHISEIDO Lab.) 
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A Study of Changes in the Appearance of Facial 
Complexion in Regard to External Circumstances 

-The Influence by the Color of Lipstick-

Chiho SATOH 

I. ABSTRACT 
Research into the color reproduction of images of facial complexion has been widely reported in 

such fields as, TV, photography, and printing. With respect to the cosmetics industry there is an 
urgent need to be able to obtain information about the actual appearance of the facial complexion 
of real people in the environments in which they conduct their daily affairs. The appearance of a 
woman's facial complexion is influenced by a range of environmental factors. This research 
focuses on three of these possible factors, namely, lightingl), clothing2) and lipstick. This paper 
reports on how facial complexion varied with the color of lipstick. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
This research used models with a variety of facial complexions in actual office conditions and 

the observers evaluated the appearance of the model's complexion when lipstick was applied to 
on her lips. Furthermore, in the actual environment in which people live, questions such as "Can 
any change be seen and what trends of change can be seen in the facial complexions of women as 
the color of lipstick is varied ?" were examined. Moreover, the relationship of trends in the 
evaluations made by observers and the color difference between facial complexion and the color 
of lipstick was examined. The result showed that the hue of lipstick which can make the facial 
complexion vivid and healthy was moderately different to the hue of facial complexion. And the 
brightness of such lipstick was low and the chroma high as compared with facial complexion. 

3. EXPERIMENT 
The state of the evaluation room is indicated in figure- I. The foundation which suited the skin of 

each individual model was lightly applied to the model 's face and the lipstick for evaluation was 
put on her lips. Then the model sat down in the evaluation room and the observers evaluated the 
appearance of the model's complexion from a distance of approximately 2 meters. The 17 items 
which was evaluated are listed in table-!. These items were chosen for this experiment from the 
results of a preliminary experiment. The items for evaluation consisted of terminologies related 
to; facial complexion, impressions about degree to which the lipstick stood out, and overall image. 

Twenty two models in their 20's, and fifteen models 
in their 50's were chosen based on visual judgment in 
order to represent the facial complexions of Japanese 
women. Each model placed a N6 gray cloth over her 
chest while observers evaluated her. Since the 
models came one at a time to the evaluation room it 
was not possible to make comparative evaluation. 
The observers were five 20 year old women, and 5 
women in their 50's. In the evaluation room, 050 
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color fluorescent evaluation lamps were 
used for illumination and the illuminance 
of the light on the surface of the models 
face was about 400 lux. The colors of the 
lipstick took into consideration the range 
of colors available on the market and 21 
colors were created in order that they 
distributed equally over the Munsell color 
system. The results of the colorimetry of 
the models' facial complexions(the part of 
cheek) and the lipstick are shown in 
figure-2. As shown in figure 2-a, the same 
numbers have been placed next to each 
face to indicate the same group of lipstick. 
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Table- I The evaluation items 

NO. I Facial complexion bright 1-+t-H somber 
N0.2 Lipstick color stand out 1-+t-H doesn't stand out 
N0.3 healthy 1-+t-H unhealthy 
N0.4 Facial complexion whitish 1-+t-H blackish 
N0.5 Contrast between facial 
complexion and lipstick strong 1-+t-H weak 
N0.6 Facial complexion reddish 1-+t-H yellowy 
NO.7 cool 1-+t-H warm 
N0.8 Facial complexion appears 

clean 1-+t-H dirty 
N0.9 Discoloration obvious 1-+t-H not obvious 
NO. IO Facial complexion bright 1-+t-H dark 
NO. I I elegant 1-+t-H vulgar 
N0.12 Facial complexion good 1-+t-H bad 
N0.13 Facial complexion with the 

color of the lipstick compatible 1-+t-H not compatible 
N0.14 showy 1-+t-H sober 
NO. 15 suitable 1-+t-H unsuitable 
NO. 16 soft 1-+t-H sharp 
NO. I7 Overall appearance good 1-+t-H bad 
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(a) (b) 
Figure-2 The results of the colorimetry of the skin and the lipstick 

4.RESULTS 
The evaluation data examined the results of the models in their 20's and the models in their 50's 

separately. Here the results for the models in their 50's are representative of the whole sample. 
The results for the models in their 20's were almost identical to those for models in their 50's. 
However there was one area where there was an difference and this will be commented on later. 

4.1 The structure of the evaluations 
All the evaluation data was used and when factor analysis was performed two of these factors 

were taken as the sample (table-2). For the first factor the evaluation items with respect to facial 
complexion and a general evaluation of appearance were sampled. Then for the second factor the 
evaluation items on the impression of contrast of the lipstick were sampled. The contribution of 
the first factor was 63.2% and the second was 23.8% and the two factors together 87%. The 
correlation between evaluation items sampled for the same factor was high, and resembled the 
evaluation trends with respect to the color of the lipstick. From the content of the first factor the 
appearance of the facial complexion has a large influence on the overall impression of good or 
bad. The importance of facial complexion on overall impression can be readily understood. 
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4.2 The appearance of facial complexion influenced by the color of the lipstick 
The models were chosen so as to account for color variations in 

facial complexion, such as whitish hue, black or dark hue, red hue, 
yellow hue, and normal hue. Here, when we examined the 
difference in evaluations made for each facial complexion type, 
the way that the evaluations varied with respect to the color of the 
lipstick was similar and we learned that there was a difference of 
level in the evaluation value. This difference arose largely as a 
function of the lightness of facial complexion. This is indicated in 
figures-3 and 4, where the evaluation results are separated into 
white, normal, and black. For figure-3 , factor 1 is represented and 
the evaluation results are shown for item No.8. For figure-4 , the 
second factor is represented and the evaluation results are shown 
for item No.5. 

Table-2 
The result of factor analysis 

--- Factor I Factor 2 
__1'1_0..:_8_ _ _ 0.869 0 .079 
NO. I? 0.865 -0 .055 ------
NO. 15 0.863 -0. 122 ------

_N_O..cll_ _ 0.812 0.213 
__1'1_0-'-IQ _ _ 0.792 0.218 
NO. I 0.762 0.296 ------ ----

__1'1_0..:_1_!__ -0.201 
0.331 
0. 126 

_N_O_:_Il__ -0.484 
NO. 9 -0 .545 0 .034 
NO.2 0.015 0.914 ------ r-----

0.882 
NO. I4 0.250 0.536 

contribution 63 .2 23 .8 
accumulated 

From figure-3, a small difference is confirmed but we can see 
that the evaluation trend with respect to the color of the lipstick 
of the three people is similar. Moreover, the evaluations with 
respect to the darker hue were the lowest and as the normal or 
whiter hue got lighter the overall evaluations were higher. Figure-

contribution 4 shows that the difference in evaluation values with respect to 
63 .2 87.0 

differences in lightness of the skin did not produce a result as wide ranging as in figure-3 u.e. as 
for factor I). 

'The of lipstick" 

Figure-3 The evaluation of No.8 item 

· · + · ·whitish hue 
____...,_normal hue - +- · black hue 

'The of lipstick" 

Figure-4 The evaluation of NoS item 

From figure-3, for every skin type, the color of lipstick which made each model's complexion 
vivid was first of all 3-type and, secondly, the 4-type. With the evaluations for 3-type, 3-3 and 3-4 
were evaluated highly and in the figure-4, we can see that the contrast is felt strongly by the 
observers. Again, 4-3 and 4-4 produced similar results. Since the -3 was a fresh color with a high 
chroma and the -4 was a low brightness deep color, it is obvious that these were felt by observers 
to have created a strong contrast between facial complexion and lipstick. However, while the 
contrast was felt to be stronger the evaluation of facial complexion did not rise. Though the 
contrast was felt to be strong with a high chroma and fresh color like color 2-3, the evaluation of 
facial complexion was low. Thus, even if the contrast was felt in the same way, we can appreciate 
that evaluations of facial complexion differ depending on the color type of the lipstick. With the 
!-type and 2-type, which were evaluated bad in facial appearance, the facial complexion was 
evaluated very yellowish and dull. For this reason, with the !-type and 2-type, we thought that the 
evaluations with respect to facial appearance included in factor-! were bad. 

In the case of 1-1, 1-2, and 3-5, regardless of the model, the contrast was evaluated to be weak 
and the evaluation of facial complexion was low. The !-type lipstick showed the smallest color 
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difference in hue angle with skin. For this reason, there wasn' t any color contrast between lipstick 
and skin. Then the evaluation of no.3 item "healthy - unhealthy" was low with these lipsticks. 
When the color of the lips doesn't stand out and it blends in with the rest of the facial complexion 
the appearance was one of an unhealthiness. In this way, we confirmed that the evaluations of 
facial appearance tend to be bad with lipsticks that contrast weakly with the skin. 

4.3 The relationship between evaluations and the color differences between lipstick and skin 
The color arrangement of facial complexions and lipsticks shown in figure-2 and the evaluation 

results were collated and examined. As previously presented in this report, when the color 
difference in the hue angle between the lipstick and facial complexion is small the evaluations 
made by observers tended to be low. With color differences in the hue angle of the 3-type or 4-
type and skin, the facial complexions were seen as pretty. Furthermore, where the color difference 
was large, as in 5-type and 6-type, the evaluation was rather low. In this way, even when the color 
difference in hue angle with lipstick and skin was too close or too far apart the evaluations were 
low. For the complexion to be considered pretty it was necessary to have a difference in the order 
of 3-type. The sense of contrast came not only from the color difference in hue angle but was 
obviously also related to lightness and chroma. In figure 2-b, the evaluations of facial complexion 
that are in the high range and those that are in the low range are roughly separated by a dotted line. 
The portion above the dotted line is the low evaluations and that below the dotted line is the high 
evaluations. In other words, the lipstick whose lightness is close and higher to skin, and the 
lipstick whose chroma is about the same level of skin made the facial appearance bad. On the 
other hand, below the dotted line, the brightness is lower than facial complexion and where there 
is high chroma color the eva! uations of facial complexion are high. Without doubt these are broad 
generalizations and depending on the color group of the lipstick these trends might vary a little. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This experiment shows the results of models in the 50 year old age bracket. The trends shown in 

this age bracket are almost the same as for the models in their 20's. However, with the models in 
their 20's, there wasn't the same amount of variation in the evaluations made for the lipstick color 
as there was with the models in their 50's. In other words, the evaluations made about the lipstick 
were not as scattered as those in figure-3, and the changes in the appearance of facial complexion 
that depended on the color of the lipstick were smaller than in the 50 year old age bracket. We 
thought that the variation in evaluations was small due to keeping the condition of the skin clean 
and without a skin color that was dark and dull. 

Although this experiment shows that evaluations differ depending on the lightness of skin of the 
model, it describes only the overall evaluation trends and does not touch on the characteristics of 
each evaluation. Moreover, not only the lightness but even a characteristics in the evaluation 
depending on the color of the skin could be seen. Hereafter, it is my intention to report further on 
these aspects. 
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Effect of Difference of Spectral Reflectance on 
Appearance of Bare Skin and Cosmetic 

Foundation Applied Skin 

Tomomichi KANEKO , Mami INOUE, Hiroyuki SUGAYA, 
Takashi KAWATA, Nobutoshi OJIMA, Takahide MINAMI 

and Michio KAWAI 

From the relationship between the appearances of bare skins and their spectral reflectance, we 
found that the skin which has dull appearance is relatively yellow and dark and the area of 
depression caused by the local absorption in the spectral reflectance is relatively smaller than the 
skin which has healthy appearance. Next, comparing the spectral reflectance of bare skin and 
cosmetic foundation (abbreviated here as "foundation") applied skin , a similar difference as 
mentioned above was observed. We found out that the area of the local absorption in the spectral 
reflectance of general foundation applied skin is also relatively smaller than that of bare skin. 

To investigate the influence of the spectral reflectance difference on the skin appearance, a 
foundation having a similar spectral characteristic to bare skin was prepared and compared with a 
general foundation. 

As a result, the appearance of each foundation applied skin changed in different light sources, and 
under a generally used fluorescent lamp, the general foundation applied skin presented a relatively 
yellowish and dull appearance, while the foundation which has bare skin like spectral reflectance 
applied skin presented healthy look . 

In this way, we found that the appearance of foundation applied skin can be controlled by 
changing the spectral reflectance of foundations. And by aiming the spectral characteristic of 
foundations at bare skin, it may improve the worsening of the appearance of fou ndation applied skin 
caused by the change of illumination. 

I . INTRODUCTION 
There are many variations of spectral reflectance of bare skin, so it is expected that there are some 

kind of relations between these spectral variations and the appearances of bare skin. Accordingly we 
aimed at the dullness of the skin as a typical trouble of skin color, and investigated its relation with 
the spectral reflectance of bare skin and foundation applied skin. We will report some useful 
suggestions based on our res ults. 

THE SPECTRAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SKINS 
We have measured many spectral characteristics of the bare skin and the foundation applied skin. 

Then we aimed at dull appearance, we compared the spectral reflectance of skins which has dull 
appearance and healthy appearance. The evaluation was made by one-hundred eight female objects 
(ages 17 to 83) and 6 observers, and observers evaluated the dullness of object's skin in 5 grade. 
Spectral reflectance of cheek of objects were measured with spectral photometer (CM-1000 made by 
MINOLTA). As a result, it fo und that the skin which has dull appearance is relatively yellow and 
dark and in spectral reflectance the area of depression caused by the absorption between 500nm to 
620nm is relatively smaller than the skin which has healthy appearance(Fig. I). We calculate the 
amount of this depression in spectral reflectance (defined as Eq. I and abbreviated here as "S500"), 
and the correlation between this value and the Observer Rating Value (0. R. V.) for dull appearance 
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of skin was found (Fig.2). 

S500 = J 620 
{Rstd( ,.\)- Rskin(,.\ )}d ,.\ 

500 

Rskin( ,.\ ) : Spectral reflectance of skin 

···Eq. l 

Rstd( ,.\ ) : Regression line of Rskin(500) and Rskin(620) 

SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTIC OF GENERAL FOUNDATIONS 
The spectral reflectance of a typical healthy looking skin selected from the above measurement, and 

that of a general type foundation with the color matching the face are shown in Fig. 3. From this 
figure, S500 in the spectral characteristic of a general foundation is extremely small, which is 
different from bare skin . Therefore, application of this type of foundation result in the decrease of 
S500 compared with bare skin. 
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EFFECT OF THE FOUNDATION'S SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE DIFFERENCE TO THE 
APPEARANCE OF THE SKIN 

We investigated the effect of the spectral difference to the 
appearance of the skin. But it may be difficult that compare only 
color difference directly between bare skin and foundation applied 
skin because their appearance is different in other factors such as 
texture. To accomplish direct comparison of color, we made a 
foundation which has the spectral reflectance like bare skin. The 
spectral reflectance of this foundation (abbreviated here as 
"foundation( A)") is shown in Fig.4 with that of general foundation 
(abbreviated here as "foundation(B)"). By the way, it is known 
generally that the appearance or the impression of foundation 
applied skin changes under different light sources, so we evaluated 
the appearance of foundation applied skin under plural light 
sources. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
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Fig.4: Spectral reflectance 
of foundation( A) and( B) 

The flow chart of the experiment is shown in Fig. 5. In the experiment, two types of illumination 
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were used ; one was fluorescent lamp imitating 0 65 (6500K, Ra=98, abbreviated here as 
"illumination(!)") and another was broad band emitting type of white fluorescent lamp (4200K, 
Ra=61, abbreviated here as "illumination(II)") . The spectral power distributions of them are shown 
in Fig.6 and 7 . The illuminance of illumination(!) and (II) were about 1800lx on the object's face 
each other. To investigate the effect to skin appearance when illumination was changed, the colors 
of foundation( A) and (B) were matched to be same when it applied to right or left half of the face of 
a female object under illumination(!) at ftrst. Twenty-eight observers took part in the experiment and 
they answered some questions about the appearance or the impression of each foundation applied 
parts of face of a female object (age 30) at a distance of 2 meters . The color of the cheek of a female 
object measured with spectral photometer (CM-1 000 made by MINOLTA). The experiment was 
done twice by changing part of face which applied each foundations. 

Was hin g face 
'( 

Applin g foundati ons on face 
'( 

Color mes ureme nt 
'( 

Evaluati on under illuminati on(!) 
'( 

Evaluati on under illumin ation (ll ) 
'( 

End 

Fig.5: The flow chart of 
the experiment 

3. RESULT 
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The result of evaluation under illumination(!) is shown in Fig. 8. In this condition, matching color 
of each parts of face where applied foundation(A) and (B), it confirmed that the impressions of face 
color were same between them. From the result of evaluation under illumination(II) shown in Fig. 9, 
it suggests that the skin which applied foundation(B) was looked relatively "unhealthy" or "dull" , 
while the skin which applied foundation(A) was looked relatively "healthy". And differences were 
found in questions about color such as "Yellow" or "Red", it was found that the foundation(B) 
applied skin was looked relatively "Yellow" and foundation(A) applied skin was looked relatively 
"Red". As a result of analysis on chromaticity diagram (Fig. I 0) with spectral reflectance of each 
foundation applied skins (Fig. II), the amount of color shift to yellow of foundation(B) was 
relatively larger than that of foundation(A). 

4. CONCLUSION 
To investigate the influence of the spectral reflectance difference on the skin appearance, we made 

a foundation having a similar spectral characteristic to bare skin and compared with a general 
foundation. Matching their colors on the face of a female object under fluorescent lamp imitating 0 65, 

we investigated the effect to skin appearance by the change of illumination. As a result, it was found 
that the general foundation applied skin presented yellowish or dull appearance, while the 
appearance of skin which applied foundation that has the spectral reflectance like bare skin was 
healthy when illumination was changed to generally used fluorescent lamp. From this result, it was 
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suggested that the appearance of foundation applied skin can be controlled by changing the spectral 
reflectance of foundations , and by aiming spectral characteristics of foundations at bare skin, it may 
improve the worsening of the appearance of foundation applied skin caused by the change of 
illumination. Next, we will evaluate foundation applied skin under the other light sources than we 
evaluated and investigate generality of suggestions that we got here. 
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The Dependence of the Preferred Skin Color 
on the Recognition of the Situation 

Tsuneo SUZUKI 

To elucidate the psychological structure governing the preferred skin color,the subjects produce 
the preferred skin colors at the seven scenes on the color monitor. There are the differnces among 
the seven sences of the preferred colors. This differences are difined by the recognition of the 
formality of the scenes. The preferred skin color of formal situation is lighter and less saturated 
than the informal one. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the preferred skin color began in the early part of ninteen-fifties. The first 

description about the preferred skin color was found in the paper titled " Quality of Color 
Reproduction" " . In this paper David MacAdam pointed out the feature of the preferred skin 
color. He described "Optimum reproduction of skin color is not exact reproduction.The print of 
exact reproduction is rejected allmost unanimously as beefy. When the print of highest acceptance 
is masked and compared with the original subject, it seems quite pale." 
The initial problem for the preferred skin color was "what is the chromaticity requirement for the 

preferred reproduction of skin". C.J.Bartleson ' > investigated this problem and his conclusion 
was that the colors of a limited number of optimum or preferred of flesh colors are found to be 
significantly different from the actual color of average natural flesh,but have esssentially the same 
hues and saturations as the mean abstract memory-color for flesh. 
The next problems were what were the chromaticity for the preferred skin color under the 

artificial illuminant 3 > and for the other imaging systems '> • 
The recent problem for this topic is elucidating the psychological structure governing the 

preferred skin color. For this resolution, the factors affecting the preferred color are analyzed, and 
at this stage, races,seasons,ages,character of the images affect the preferred color. The purpose of 
this paper is to confirm the dependence of the preferred skin color on the scene to resolve the 
psychological structure. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
This experimental devices consist of the personal computer(NEC PC-H98),high resolution color 

monitor(BARCO),rewritable optical disk(RICHO),image scanner(SHARP),and color conversion 
dial. In this experiment, the subjects adjust three dials which control independently the amount of 
metric hue angle(H o • b ),metric lightness(L • ),metric chroma(C •. b ) of CIE 1976 L • a • b • 
uniform color space,to produce the preferred skin color on the color monitor. At applying L • a • 
b • uniform color space to the color monitor,I assume that the white point(L • =100) is that three 
phosphors emit the maximum luminance. On the occasion of converting the color, the 
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chromaticity of the flesh area only is to be varied and 
converting the color has a bad effect on the plasticity of 
the original pictorial image as little as possible. Fig 1 
shows the flow of the color information from color 
conversion dials denoting H ' . , ,L * ,C *. , to the 
luminace of the RGB phosphors. For retaining the 
plasticity,the information of the plasticity of the original 
image is added on the converted color information by the 
new evolved algorithm. This algorithm is based on the 
posturate that the oberver judges the asperity of the 
surface from the light ratio between the reflected white 
light and the light rendering the color of the object,which 
penetorate into the object and appear on the surface 
again. On the each point of the faces,the light ratio is 
calculated and stored. This light ratio is the information 
of the asperity of the original pictorial image. 

The subjects are the 30 female university students 
having normal color vision. 

2-1 The Differences of Preferred Skin Colors on the 
Seven Scenes 
The six scenes of this experiment are the portraits of the 

ordinal situations. The six scenes are wedding 
ceremony ,party ,office,beach,skiing ground, bedroom and 
other one is the portrait having gray background which 
represents the neutral property. The subjects produce the 
preferred skin color on the seven scenes at one time only. 
The seven scenes are presented at randam for each 
subject. 

Color 

A Conversion Dial 

Color Denotation 
L • H" • • C • • • 

B l Personal Computer 

L . b . 

1 
x. y, z , 

(Adding the information 
of the asperity of 

the original image) 

R, G , B , 0- 1. 0 

(the radiance ratio of 

the phosphors) 
1 

R 1 G : 8 0-255 

(the quantized signals) 

c l Color Monitor 

(the voltagea of the 
electron gun) 

L R L G L II 

(the luminance of the 
phosphors) 

Fig 1 Flow of the color 
The obtained data are thirty subjects preferred colors information. 

denoting H ' . , .L • ,C · . , on the seven scenes. The preferred color standing each scene is the 
statistical mean of thirty subjects data. Fig 2 shows the preferred color of these scenes on the 
a*-b* uniform color space. The differences of the preferred colors on these scenes are visually 
clear. To confirm this differences, the color differences between these scenes are calculated using 
L*a*b* color difference formula. Then,the minimum color difference is 2.3{between wedding and 
party) and maximun is 25.5(between beach and party). For the reason that this difference are 
examined from the statistical view point, the statistical testings for the differences between the 
means of the seven scenes are applied to thirty metric hue-angles,metric lightnesses,metric 
chromas of preferred color independently. I assume that the preferred color of the gray 
background has the neutral property,and then the difference between gray background and other 
six scenes are analyzed. For metric lightness,there are the statistical significances between gray 
background and party,wedding,beach,skiing respectively. For metric chroma,there are the 
significances between gray background and party,wedding,beach,office. For metric hue angle, 
there are the significances between gray background and beach. Summarizing this 
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differences,party and wedding is lighter and less 0 
saturated than the gray background. Skiing ground is 
darker than the gray background. Office is less saturated 
than the gray background. Beach is more yellowish, 
darker and more saturated than the gray background. 

u 

2-2 Psychological Scaling about the Formality for Six 
Scenes 

The preferred colors of seven scenes are distinguished 
at a glance as two groups on the Fig 2. Beach,bedroom 
and skiing ground belong the one group and 
party,wedding and office belong the other group. The 
tendency of this grouping are examined and I guess that 

to 

the former represents the informal situation and the 
latter the formal one. Then,the thirty subjects evaluate u 

Beach 

Bedroom 

Skiing Ground 

Gray Back 

Office Wedding 

Party 

the formality of six scenes(excluding gray background ..................... ............... 
scene) . The informal situatiton is labeled 0 and the 
formal one is 100 . The subjects see six scenes and Fig 2 Preferred skin color 
score each scene according to the impression of the of seven scenes. 
formality of the scene within the limit from 0 to 100. The result is the mean of the thirty subjects 
psychological seatings about the formality . The mean scores of party and wedding are 100 ,office 
64.8,skiing ground 28.4,beach 16.9 and bedroom 0. Then,according to this psychological scaling 
party,wedding and office are assorted as the formal situation and skiing ground,beach and 
bedroom as the informal one. Then the relationship between psychological formality and the 
preferred color is analyzed by the regressional analysis. The correlation ocefficent between 
formality and metric chroma of preferred color is 0.894. The correlation between the formality 
and metric hue angle is -0.822. The correlation between the formality and metric lightness is 
0.644. Fig 3 shows the relationship between the formality and the lightness. This graph shows 
that the lowest relationship is caused by the lightness of bedroom. The recognition of the 
formality of the scene is able to have an effect on the preferred skin color. As the general 
tendency,the more formal the situation is ,the more reddish,lighter and less saturatied the 
preferred color is. " 

"' c 
_g 
u 
" "' c.. 50 

5 

.:: 
" 

.:: 0 
c: 

Beach 

15 

Party 

Wedding 

Office 

Skiing Ground 

Bedroom 

7D 15 IG .. l* 

Fig 3 The relationship between psychological scaling of the formality 
and lightness of preferred color. 
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2-3 The Effect of the Verval Instruction on the Preferred Skin Color 
Since the recognition of the formality has the effect on the preferred color,it is suppsed that the 

verbal instruction of the formality has the same effect.The instruction is that the subject images 
the formal( or informal) situation and produces the preferred skin color on the portrait having gray 
background.The result is the statistical mean of thirty subjects' preferred colors denoting H ' • ' ,L 
* ,C * . , . Fig 4 shows the effect of verbal instruction on the L * -C · ., plane ,together with the 
aforementioned results of the seven scenes. In this graph,the black circles show the results of 
seven scenes of the visual instruction and black triangles are that of the verbal instruction. 
The color difference between the formal situation by the verbal instruction and informal one is 

the 6. 0 L *a*b* unit. The statistical testings for the differences between the mean of the verbal 
formal situation and the informal one are applied to thirty hue-angle,lightness and chroma 
independently. The statistical significances are found at the lighitness and hue-angle. The verbal 
formal situation is lighter and more reddish than the informal one. This tendency is in agreement 
with the visual six scenes' results. But the degree of the verbal effect is exiguous in comparison 
with the visual effect. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
The preferred skin colors are found to be significantly diffemt between the scenes. These scenes 

are wedding ceremony,party,office,beach,skiing ground,bedroom and the portrait having gray 
background. These six scenes are scored according to the impression of the formality of the 
scenes. There is the significant relationship between the psychological scaling of the formality 
and the preferred colors of the six scenes. The preferred skin color is changed by the verbal 
instraction desigunating formal or informal situation. The preferred skin color is dependent on 
the recognition of the formality. The preferred color of the formal situation is the more 
reddish,lighter and less saturated than the 15 Party 

informal one. 
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Preference for Japanese Complexion Color 
under Illumination 

Tadashi VANO and Kenjiro HASHIMOTO 

Some experiments were conducted to find the chromaticity coordinates of "Preferred Complexion of 
Japanese Woman" under illumination. As the results, the average chromaticity coordinates of "Preferred 
Complexion of Japanese Woman" were (u' , v') = (0.2425, 0.4895) under the standard illuminant Dos . The 
experimental results were compared with those on the "Preferred Complexion of Caucasian Woman" by 
Sanders,and the differences of "Preferred Complexions" in these races were made clear. Also,the results 
were compared with those on the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" in a reflection print and 
photographic reproduction. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 
Human complexion is one of the most important color in the evaluation of the color rendering 

properties of light sources 1
) • General lighting in real life environments. such as. homes , 

offices. or restaurants is generally not critically appraised to compare with the reference 
illuminant. chosen as either a Planckian or daylight radiator. related to such things as human 
complexion . Therefore. the lighting that makes the human complexion appear attractive would 
be better than the lighting that makes the actual complexion color under the reference illuminant 
1 

• '- ' ) • Sanders ') , in a study of color rendering , found the optimum color of the "Caucasian 
Woman Complexion" for making it appear attractive. that is. the chromaticity coordinates of the 
"Preferred Complexion of Caucasian Woman" . However. no optimum color has yet been found 
for the "Japanese Woman Complexion" . Therefore . the purpose of this study is to find the 
chromaticity coordinates of the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" under illumination . 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
The experimental setup consisted of 3 lighting boxes. LB 1, LB 2 and LB 3. LB 1 is used 

for illuminating the complexions of the models. The illumination of LB 1 is provided by 
combining three kinds of flouresent lamps with red . green. and blue colors . The luminous flux 
from each lamp can be controlled for 2 56 steps by means of a computer. Therefore , the light 
of various colors can be made to illuminate the complexions of the models. The illuminance of 
the models' complexions was kept constantly at 1 0 0 0 lx. The lights of LB 2 and LB 3 were both 
1 0 0 cd/m ' and 6 1 0 0 K of their correlated color temperatures to keep the adaptation condition of 
the observer's eyes constant in this experiment. 

The models used in this experiment were three Japanese women (2 4yrs . 28yrs. 33yrs. ). 
They applied only foundation to their face. not applying any other make-up to their cheeks. 
eyes or lips . They wore grey turtle-neck sweaters. They wore no jewelry. 21 Japanese 
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women aged 1 8 to 2 8 were used as observers. 
The observers observed LB 3 for five minutes to adapt their eyes to the lighting conditions . 

And then . they observed the model's complexion illuminated by LB 1. They were asked to give 
the color appearance based on their impressions using the 7 evaluation categories. "excellent", 

"good" . "fair". "acceptable" . "poor" , "bad" or "very bad" color appearance to the models' 
complexions. They then observed LB 3 for 2 0 seconds to adapt their eyes again to the 
illuminance and color conditions. Next. they evaluated one of the other colors of the 
complexions illuminated by LB 1 . They evaluated 4 0 colors of complexions for each of the 3 
models in the same way. 

3. RESULTS 
The evaluation values were given + 3 , + 2, + 1. 0, - 1 , -2, and -3 points respectively , 

for the complexions given "excellent" . "good" , "fair" , "acceptable", "poor" , "bad" and "very 
bad" . The evaluation values by the 2 1 observers for each of 4 0 complexions of each model 
were averaged. And then . the chromaticity coordinates of the highest evaluated value were given 
for each model. That is to say, the "Preferred Complexion Color", for each model. 

The relationship between "Preferred Complexion" and the actual complexion is shown for each 
model on the CIE 1 976 u'v' chromaticity diagram in Fig. 1. The closed circles (e ) are the 
chromaticity coordinates of the "Preferred Complexions" of the 3 models . These chromaticity 
coordinates of "Preferred Complexions" were transformed to the corresponding colors under the 
standard illuminant D 6 5 by using the CIE chromatic adaptation transform n . The open 
triangles (.6 ) are the chromaticity coordinates of the actual complexions of the 3 models under 
the standard illuminant D 6 5 . The open circle (0 ) is the chromaticity coordinates of the 
standard illuminant D , 5. The deviations of the closed circles was much less than those of the 
open triangles. Therefore. the average chromaticity coordinates of the 3 models were used 
as representatives of the chromaticity coordinates of the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese 
Woman" under illumination in this experiment. The average chromaticity coordinates were (u' a 6 5, 

v'os s) = (0 . 2425 , 0. 4895 ) as the 
corresponding color under the standard 
illuminant D , s. 

The relationship between the 
"Preferred Complexion of Japanese 
Woman" and the "Preferred Complexion 
of Caucasian Woman" is shown on the 
CIE 1 9 7 6 u'v' chromaticity diagram in 
Fig . 2. These chromaticity coordinates 
were transformed to the corresponding 
colors under the standard illuminant D 6 5 

by using the CIE chromatic adaptation 
transform ". The closed circle (e) is 
the chromaticity coordinates of the 
"Preferred 
Woman". 

Complexion of Japanese 
The open square ( 0 ) is 

-> 

0.51 

0.5 
A A A 0.49 -. 

0.48 

0.47 0 
065 

0.46 

0.45 '----------------__J 
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the chromaticity coordinates of the 
"Preferred Complexion of Caucasian 
Woman" by Sanders. One of the open 
triangles ( 6 , p 1 3) is the chromaticity 
coordinate of sample No. 1 3 , 
average complexion of "Caucasian 
Woman" , for the calculations of the 
special color rendering index of CIE 11 • 

The other open triangle ( 6 , p 1 5) is the 
chromaticity coordinates of sample No. 
1 5, average complexion of "Japanese 
Women", for the calculations of the 
special color rendering index of JIS 11 • 

The open circle ( 0 ) is the chromaticity 
coordinate of the standard illuminant 
D 6 5 . As a reference. the open 
square with index ( 0 Judd ' 1 

) shows 
the chromaticity coordinates of the 
"Preferred Complexion of Caucasian 

0.45 ':":--=-::--::-------- -----' 
0.19 0.2 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27 

u' 
Fig.2 Relationship between the "Preferred Complexion 

of Japanese Woman Complexion" and "Preferred 

Complexion of Caucasian Woman Complexion" 

Woman " proposed by Judd. The 0.52 r---- - - - - - --- ----, 
"Preferred Complexion of Japanese 
Woman" was shifted to a slightly higher 
saturation and reddish in hue. 
compared with the actual complexion of 

"Japanese Woman" . On the other 
hand , the "Preferred Complexion of -> 
Caucasian Woman" was orange in hue 
which is the same as the actual 
complexion of "Caucasian Woman" , 
that is . there was no shift in hue. 
However. for the "Preferred Complexion 
of Caucasian Woman", its saturation 
was shifted to a much higher level than 
the actual complexion of "Caucasian 
Woman". The value of the color shift of 
saturation of the "Caucasian Woman" 
was 3. 5 times as large as that of the 
"Japanese Woman". 

0.51 

0.5 

0.49 

0.48 

0.47 

0.46 

0 
0 65 

0.45 '--- ---- - --- - - - - .._1 
0.19 0.2 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27 

u' 
Fig.3 Relationship between the "Preferred Complexion 

of Japanese Woman" under illumination and the 

' Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" in 

a reflection print and photographic reproduction 

Next. the relationship between the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" under 
illumination and the "Preferred Complexions of Japanese Woman" in a reflection print and 
photographic reproduction was investigated . Fig. 3 shows mutual comparison of these 
"Preferred Complexions" on the CIE 1 9 7 6 u'v' chromaticity diagram. These chromaticity 
coordinates were transformed to the corresponding colors under the standard illuminant D 6 5 by 
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using the CIE chromatic adaptation transform " The closed circle (e) is the chromaticity 
coordinates of the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" under illumination. The open 
squares ( 0 ) are the chormaticity coordinates of the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" 
in a reflection print' 1

• or. photographic reproduction"'· The open triangle ( .:0,. p 15) is the 
chromaticity coordinates of sample No. 15 ' 1

• average complexion of "Japanese Women" . The 
"Preferred Complexions of Japanese Woman" in a reflection print and photographic reproduction 
were shifted to a lower saturation . compared with the average complexion (No. 15) of 
"Japanese Women" . Therefore . the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" under 
illumination is quite different from the "Preferred Complexion" in a reflection print and 
photographic reproduction . 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
To clarify the chromaticity coordinates of the "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" 

under illumination. subjective estimation experiments were conducted on the complexions of 3 
female models under each of 4 0 colors of illumination in this study. 3 chromaticity coordinates 
of "Preferred Complexion" for each model were the same together as well as the results of 
Sanders' study. The average chromaticity coordinates were (u', v') =(0 . 2425 , 0. 4895) as 
the corresponding color under the standard illuminant D • s. The "Preferred Complexion of 
Japanese Woman" was shifted to a slightly higher saturation and reddish in hue. compared with 
the actual complexion of "Japanese Woman" . On the other hand. the "Preferred Complexion 
of Caucasian Woman" was orange in hue which is the same as the actual complexion of 
"Caucasian Woman". The color shift of saturation of the "Caucasian Woman" was 3 . 5 times 
as large as that of the "Japanese Woman" . The "Preferred Complexion of Japanese Woman" 
under illumination is quite different from the "Preferred Complexion" in a reflection print and 
photographic reproduction . 
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Sonia Delaunay's Colour Planning 

Hisako ABE 

Sonia Delaunay is an artist, textile designer and also a colourist of the early 20th century. She is 
known more as an appraised exploiter of the use of colour in her textile designs in twentieth-century 
modernism rather than as a painter. I will analyze Sonia Delaunay's use of colour, particularly in her 
textile designs in the 1920s. I will demonstrate how she exhibits characteristics of a "Simultaneous 
Colourist" because her textile designs give a feeling of movement by the alternation and repetition of 
colour, which in turn creates an optically vibrating effect. The positioning and arrangement of shapes 
and colours also manipulate the eye to create an image in motion. Therefore, her colour planning is 
reminiscent of the effects of Gestalts theories. Many of the techniques used by optical artists, kinetic 
artists, etc., later in the 1960s that used such psychological theories are said to be influenced by 
Sonia Delaunay. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sonia Delaunay (1885-1979) and her husband, Robert Delaunay are recognized as Orphist painters 
who utilized a colour theory called "Simultaneism." Their themies on "Simultaneous 
reflect Chevreul's theories on colour relationships, published in 1839 under the title "De Ia loi du 
contraste simultane des couleurs" (The Law of the Simultaneous Contrast of Colours). This law 
states that the appearance of a colour is affected by the adjacent surrounding colours. They used 
Chevreul's theories as a basis for their own experimentation in the effects of simultaneous contrast. 

Sonia Delaunay's approach however, to design was novel in that she regarded it as an extension 
of her painting. In an interview conducted in the 1970s, Sonia Delaunay commented on the 
development of her colour theory in her textile designs of the 1920s from her experimentation in 
painting. She stated, "I made colour studies for my own benefit, and all the fabrics I created 
represent so many studies or exercises in colour, which were valuable as well for Robert." 11 Hence 
in her later years she became a successful advocate of the fusion of the applied and fine arts. While it 
is commonly assumed that fine art movements influence textile designs, Sonia Delaunay's works 
were so powerful that she left a mark in fine art movements through her textiles. As a result her 
textile designs known particularly as "Simultaneous Textiles" "( Les tis sus simultan es)" were a 
significant contribution of the 1920s. 

In 1923 she began textile designs and was commissioned to create 50 fabric designs for a silk 
manufacturer in Lyon. By 1925, she set up the Simultaneous Boutique with the coutmier Jacques 
Heim in order to participate in the Exposition des Arts IXcoratifs et Industriels. Her trend setting 
fabrics in the 1920s are known for the use of simple geometric patterns and resonance of different 
colours to create the effect of syncopated rhythms. 

My main concern is to consider Sonia Delaunay's manipulation of both colour and form to create 
visual illusions although she was never aware of similar perceptual psychological theories which 
achieved the same effect. To achieve this aim, I will conduct an analysis of her choice of colours, 
and examine the process of colour experimentation in her textile designs. 
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DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

To begin, I will discuss Sonia Delaunay's use of "Simultaneism" and consider the nature of her 
work as "Simultaneous Contrasts." Here, Sonia Delaunay comments on her own use of 
"Simultaneism": 

We divide colours, or rather we divide the shades of colours 
into hot and cold. We begin with a pure colour element and 
create planes, forms, depths, perspectives through it. 
In the movement of colours there are varying values of speed: 
the slow movement of complementary colours and the fast 
movement of dissonant colours. 2> 

Although she had an extensive palette from which she created her colour combinations, she 
painted with 3 or 4 colours in a pattern, and sometimes with 5 or 6. This limited use of colour 
expanded the enormous possibilities of contrasting warm and cold colours. Furthermore, because of 
her special selection of colours, she is called a "Colourist," or a designer who uses strong colour, 
vivid colour and intense colour. 

Next, I will consider which colours are most used in her designs. Textile designers work out a 
colour chart to analyze the colour relationships in textile designs and to make decisions about vatied 
colour combinations. Sonia Delaunay's personal design notebooks are labeled as "The Black 
Books," from which we know her colour combination patterns (fig.l) .3> In Sonia Delaunay's case 
particularly, she numbered all her colours and gave them verbal descriptions such as "cherry-red." 
This infmmation is organized in the exhibition catalogue (fig.2).'> 

,,._..,.t';,i 
'h. -:• J!i? 

fig.l Sonia Delaunay's personal design notebook "The Black Book 1 ", 1924. 
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167 

night blue 5 

149 

cherry-red 7 

n 

EJ 
black 

259 

Q 
tj 
yellow 6 

b 

6 
white 

*I personally matched the above mentioned colours with JIS Basic Color. 

fig.2 Example of colour combination from design number 6, pattern I. 

I counted 20 colour names from 75 patterns in that list. Then I chose the 6 most frequently used 
colours as her colour pallet. Although white is not usually assumed as colour in textile design, I 
counted it as a colour. 

Colour's names and the percentage used are: 

Nair 
Bleu Nuit 
Rouge 
Vert 
Gris 
Blanc 

(Black) 
(Night Blue) 
(Red) 
(Green) 
(Gray) 
(White) 

79% 
76% 
43% 
31% 
28% 
24% 

Sonia Delaunay made much use of the primary colours (green, red, blue), gray, black and 
white. In examining these 6, I conclude that she attempted to create a variety of colour combinations 
and many gradations of tones. She explained the following in regards to her paintings, ".. . I have 
sought after new colour harmony from fundamentally 5 or 6 colours for 50 years."5

> This attitude is 
apparent in her textile designs. 

Furthermore, to find the more remarkable points in her designs, I placed dot, or highlighted 
painted colour in a pattern. While Sonia Delaunay's designs are readily explained through verbal 
means, I choose to focus on a visual explanation which is often neglected. As a result, I found that 
her designs are devised so that the eye is Jed by wavy or diagonal lines to perceive colours and forms 
in a design's pattern. The eye recognizes each form and colour. Due to both colour and fmm 
movements, effects are felt as overlapping or interlocking and ultimately create space in a pattern 
design. Her designs show a ceaseless inventiveness in the resonance of different colours to express 
movement and syncopation. 

They can be approximately classified into seven main groups. Her limitation of colour to make 
patterns creates the essential element-rhythm. The combination of such few colours gives way to 
the fragile relationship between optical stimuli and optical illusion. Her designs show a ceaseless 
inventiveness in the resonance of different colours to express movement and syncopation that 
contrasts one colour to another. 

Finally, the overlapping and interlocking effects are used to create space and form. Her textile 
designs of insistent colour and rhythmical repetition stimulate the retina into action. She recognized 
the that retinal frisson may be stimulated by close and particular combinations of tone and colour, 
and subsequently creates after-images in her textile designs. She repeated experiments to perceive the 
effect of colow· harmony and contrast with complementary colours and after-images. From the 
movement in the eye of the viewer arises forms and colours that are based on illusion. 
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She used simple forms such as squares, triangles, lines, lozenges and circles. But the circular 
vortex or the concentric circles, which are her essential expression of form in her fine art, are never 
used in her textile designs. The Empty spaces between pattems are drawn irregularly, as if done 
carelessly by a free hand. This intum gives vigor to her designs. Imaginative changes in placement, 
tone, colour, and sequence of individual forms give the effect of a moving design. 

Similar to Gestalts theories, the major element of her style is the use of constructive patterns in 
each composition. This creates a jubilant expression by ingenious positioning-one mass of colour 
here, another there, as if a colour dance. I can recognize from Sonia Delaunay's colour planning that 
her views on pattern placement have much in common with those of psychologists, who state 
Gestalt laws of organization. Through this technique she is distinctive in the expression of her textile 
designs. 

CONCLUSION 

As a conclusion, it is clear that she recognized that retinal fusion is attained by pa.Iticular 
combinations of tone and colour. She learned the technique of perceptual effects after repeated 
experiments. Her colour planning is characterized by moving after-images achieved by the use of 
overlapping colours and optical illusions. The most essential element of her textile designs is the 
feeling of timelessness. Therefore, it is because her textiles resist the tendency to become 
"out-moded" that she is included with other landmark "Colourists." All of these things make it 
that her knowledge is derived from her a.Itistic consideration and commitment that she achieved from 
continual experimentation. Although, she has never referred to it, her textile designs are to 
Gestalt theory. 

After she mastered the techniques which utilize innovated and new abstract styles, she applied 
them to her a.Itistic expression. However, she is recognized most significantly as a designer, 
especially a textile designer rather than a painter. 

As a result of Sonia Delaunay's achievement as a textile designer, her works were commonly 
referred to along with more readily known artists in the Optical art movement of the 1960's who 
share her visionary ideas. 
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Color Identity in Textile Design 

Marija JENKO 

Specialists in various branches of textile industry provide new qualities for fashion, decorative 
industry and for technical, environmental use. Textile and fashion designers have to deal with 
technology, art history, psychology and marketing parallels simultaneously to change settled habits 
of mind. Color identity is one of them. It represents individuality of a human being, our 
relationship to the environment and to the society. Colorful collage of our visual surrounding 
expresses new, fashionable material forms among traditional elements based on regionalism and 
history . Traditional textiles reflect happenings and varieties of life's ceremony. Beside 
practicability they express also ethical, social and cult motives. Modem textiles on the other side 
should not create only user's new image. They modify, decorate the human body and ambient or in 
technical use contribute to better conditions of human existence. The innovation depends on the 
whole visual appearance of a certain textile material : color, weight, voluminosity, tightness, 
flexibility , shine, transparency, texture, pattern, three-dimensional formability '. 

Represented projects are studies of printed textiles for clothing design. Colors of textile 
collections are on various backgrounds with settled types of patterns. Specific above-mentioned 
visual and tactile characteristics of textiles determine suitability for a certain clothing imagination. 
Printing techniques and finishing methods give the desired gayness of colors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Design thinking transfers the language of form into the language of textile science. Textiles 

reflect technology interpretations of plane visual variability . Color is one of them. The theory of 
colors in textile design could only deal with colors created through textile processes. We can not 
regard or determine color absolutely separated from textile material. Certain color reflects through 
the structure of fabric . 

The study of color identity in textile design is therefore concentrated on relationship between 
pattern and textile materiality. Both together create textiles in one, two or more colors. Cloth, 
reflecting in a certain color, already has a pattern in basic woven, knitted or netted structure itself. 
The surface is smooth or with a relief texture. It could be shiny or mat, transparent or thick. The 
color and its psychology revive together with a selected material and technique of realization. Both 
together provide various possibilities of composing monochrome reflections. The shades, 
composed by different color threads, could be much more intensive and self-sufficient. In industry 
they select carefully monochrome fabrics for a large production by trend predictions that should be 
consonant with the nature, ecology, cultures and types of human, animal or vegetable individuals. 
Two-colored textile patterns represent a great part of many worlds traditional textile collections. 
The patterns are usually in various scales that are in proportion to a human body or to an interior, 
depends on intention of use. Visual appearance of a fabric expresses harmony between a pattern 
and its background. The colors of pattern and background are in an appointed color, light and 
quantitative contrast relation. The repeated or unique structure looks symmetrical with some 
modifications in rhythm, shade, density or size of figural elements. These alterations, caused by 
unforeseen handicraft, become inspirations for industrial projects. The addition of a third or even 
more colors extend variations of visual qualities in a pattern. A lot of different textile techniques 
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synchronize colorful composition of forms with materials' visual characteristic. These are the finest 
jacquard fabrics, various prints, embroideries, etc. The identity of colorful patterns varies between 
art and decoration based on knowledge of art and textile history. Expressions of visual form 
balance between pictorial and graphic elements that could be bright and dark, warm and cold, big 
and small, transparent and thick, smooth and rough, hard and soft, shine and mat, etc. The 
iconography of patterns supports involved textile materials with meanings based on transformed 
authors' experiences. These contain different shock stages in confrontation with settled aesthetic 
norms. Designers constantly look for the new intentions of fabrics' use and the new beauty in so 
called ugly and improper combinations. 

2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
Complex organization of a textile pattern creates a certain three-dimensional impression based on 

contrast and assimilation. While the assimilation blurs the transition between formal elements, the 
contrast strengthens the differences on borders of shapes. The figures have contours that depend on 
light and color differences between pattern and background. We recognize optical illusions of 
figure's deformation caused by background's modification. Depth keys determine pattern's visual 
configuration. These are modulation of scale and light, alteration of colors' purity or intensity and 
convergence ' . Visual identity of a pattern inspires the clothing design that qualifies the human 
body. Textile pattern, used in a dress, changes the body. It could deform only certain parts of it. 
The effect is again the whole body deformation. The body, dressed in extremely large pattern, 
looses its integrity. In this case the dress or the pattern itself becomes an independent artifact, a 
sculpture 3

• 

Color or pattern emphasizes the user's individuality. Color impression changes together with 
types of patterns that are linear or ornamental. Pattern types appear in variations of form, color, 
scale, weight, location, orientation, number, density and texture. Integrated color perception of 
pattern's variations depends on rules of color mixing. These are light or color induction, 
imagination of movement and irradiation. Light and color induction signify the change of a certain 
color shade under the influence of its surrounding. The color shades in induction produce in each 
other the properties of their complementary colors. The same shade in light induction looks more 
clear on white than on black background. The imagination of movement arises because of the 
three-dimensional qualities of warm and cold colors. Irradiation is a characteristical movement 
imagination of each color. Bright shades draw near, yellow has an eccentric movement, blue on the 
contrary, green is stabile and red is active. Color shade, absolute and relative color brightness and 
saturation identify each color 4

• 

Selected projects of printed textiles experiment with above-mentioned variability of color on 
various textile bases. Subjects of evaluation are fabric's and pattern's visual qualities concerning 
the human body and color mixing effects. The titles of collections as they follow in representation 
are: Rubber raincoats, Raincoats, Reminiscences of Childhood, Tulips and Nostalgia. 

A fabric, selected for the rubber raincoats, is a black on both sides rubberized cotton basis. The 
surface of textile is smooth with a typical hollow shine of rubber. Printed pattern is a graphic motif 
of bigger points that follow each other. The quality of their appearance varies irregularly 
concerning the density of their inner structure. The pattern is dominant with reference to the body. 
The printed color shade is mat cold brown, medium light, to moderate the pattern's dominance. It 
looks brighter because of a light induction. Some points of the pattern are in a shiny blue color. 
They stress the pattern's irregularity even more. Blue or brown points appear also separated on a 
certain part of the dress to stress its dominance to the body. For the contrast are a part of the 
collection also garments with a textured and cut-out pattern. Cut short lines-holes create the lace 
effect located at the bottom or on the back of the coat. 

Jersey material and polyvinyl, both printed in the same pattern, compose the following raincoats' 
collection. The upper material is see-through and allows the clothes underneath to be visible. 
Therefore we could receive a spectrum of new patterns, denser or rarer patterns, depending on 
whether the under-material or upper-material is monochrome or printed. The printed patterns, that 
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create a whole from three different graphic qualities of linear structure, have similar density and 
various orientations. Jersey is warm blue-green. The polyvinyl is bright and sharp yellow. The 
printed color on both materials is cold cyan blue. With the jersey we have two contrast color 
shades with similar brightness and saturation. Warm background's color makes the drawing of a 
cold blue more tiny. Similar color brightness effaces the borders oflines. The pattern that functions 
concealed on a green jersey seems even weaker under the bright yellow polyvinyl. On the contrary 
is the same cyan-blue print on a transparent yellow much more stressed. It is dominant with 
reference to the jersey in a dress combination. 

Reminiscences of childhood are the desires for the directness of drawings. Drafts of patterns have 
been created which remind one of children's doodles. From these doodles of naive structures a 
collection of two-colored prints has been created, where the patterns on different color 
backgrounds together create the desired color harmony. The patterns are printed in direct print 
technique with pigment paints. The combination of patterns in selected colors and cuts is infinitive, 
so that the story never ends. The background's textiles are navy blue, chestnut brown, camel ocher, 
emerald green and dark turquoise blue. The printed shades, in colors of dyed bases, change in 
different combinations. These vary from very contrast to light equal compositions. The 
continuation of the printed collection means a collection of embroidered clothes, industrially 
manufactured. The graphic records, printed coloristically, but as a plane, take on contours in the 
embroidery. They become material. The color effects replace the play of light seeping through the 
textile. The basic material and simplified patterns are monochrome. 

The collection of Tulips experiment with the same prints of two colors on various white textiles. 
These are fine pure silk, polyester or silk/polyamide, polyester, cotton/elastomer, etc. Different 
materials and woven structures provide shine, mat or transparent surfaces that influence on the 
sharpness of printed colors. These stay unchanged in three different scales of the pattern. 

Nostalgia is the only collection of polychrome prints developed from hand-printed experiments. 
The industrial manufacture used direct or reserved print technique with reactive dyes. The printing 
basis is a heavy cotton twill for winter raincoats. Three different patterns are in brown, green and 
blue colorful harmony. Between shapes or lines and their particular backgrounds are various local 
contrasts of colors that at last create a vivid monochrome impression. Raincoats in all-over patterns 
receive in the whole garments' collection monochrome knitwear with parts of located patterns' 
intarsias. 

Fig. I : One of Nostalgia's experimental prints 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
What ever we think, look, hear, touch, eat, say, dress, hold, wish has a certain color. We design 

our own color identity by selecting our favorite objects. Our colorful image as a whole depends on 
our feelings, our body's color, our surrounding, our way of living, etc. At the same time we 
comprehend colors subjectively, because of the variability of our visual perception. In many cases 
we react similarly as animals. The colors, that we use, could either show on our adaptation to 
living conditions either express our confrontations, warnings and fear. We believe in healing 
influence of colors. We feel in blue. 

The designers, among them textile and fashion designers, explore the psychology of colors to 
integrate the new structure into the environment. Variability of color's appearance in textile is 
endless. Material's own colors change in different formal concepts of beauty, tragedy, obscurity, 
imitation, sympathy and sublimity ' . These expressions, revealed in color compositions, base on 
visual theory and possibilities of textile technology. 
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Development of Color Range 
for the Fashion Industry in Korea 

Young In KIM, Min Jung CHO, Yong Gun SHUL 
and Min Yong PARK 

This study is concerned with the method and the outcome of color selection, aiming at 
developing the system of color communication suitable for the fashion market in Korea. In 
consequence of this study, the final 1304 colors are selected and classified based on the 
Munsell System and the arrangement of the colors within the same range of a given hue 
is done in consideration of tone. This will facilitate the efficient and convenient usage of 
those 1304 colors as the vehicle to express and to communicate colors . 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In modern life, the color is considered as an important emotional agent. Especially, it 

becomes one of key strategic factors in fashion industry where the usage of color is 
closely associated with the creation of business opportunities. Therefore, this study intends 
to offer the system of color range more responsive to the needs of the Korean domestic 
fashion industry through the process of surveying the current colors in Korean fashion 
market to collect color data, and then setting up categories of useful colors to be 
incorporated into one system. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
The present study intends to select the useful colors for the fashion market in Korea. 

The figure 1 shows the preparation procedure of the color range for Korean fashion 
industry . For this purpose, the total 3623 colors were collected out of the 109 brands, 
from January to June of 1996. In this study, the collected 3029 chromatic colors 
underwent first the process of clustering by limiting the tolerance values to less than 1 
( Ll E < 1), which discovered the 347 clustered colors. With the exclusion of these clustered 
colors, the size of the collection was reduced to the 2347 colors. The second process of 
selection in which the numerical weights based on the repetition of annual and seasonal 
usage, the degree of utility, and the consumers' response were adopted as a criterion, 
brought about the drastic reduction in the size of the collection from the 2347 colors to 
the 1163 colors . In the next process of selection in which the numerical weights based on 
the inferred consumers' preference for tone and hue produced by the Fuzzy Inference 
Structure, and the balanced distribution of tones by respective hue were taken into 
consideration, the size of the collection was readjusted from the 1163 colors to the 1240 
colors, and this final set of the 1240 chromatic colors represents the optimal size of the 
useful colors for the Korean fashion market. 
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Analysis of Apparel 
Fashion Industry I Selection of Apparel Brands I 
• Differance of target by • Determination of number of 

types of garments samples according to market size 
• Difference of market size ... of each type of garments 

by types of garments • Selection of according to brand 
positioning and market share 

+ Analysis of 
Fashion Colors I Color Collection I I Color Measurement I 
• Cycle offashion colors • Annual planned colors • Measuring by 
• Influence of season 

based on fashion cycle spectrophotometer 
• Consumers ... • Seasonal planned colors ... (CE7000) response based on Seasonal 
• Usage of basic, Influence 

• CIE L*a*b* indication 

dominant and accent • Utility planned colors 
• Classification by 

color based on consumers· 
Munsell Notation 

response + 
Requirements for Standard Color Selection and I Arrangement 
Colors of High Usage 

• Selection of representative 
• Degree of utilization colors by employing 

• Manageable number of 
color difference 

• Selection of representative 
colors colors based on 

• Efficiency of color consumers· response & 

planning degree of utility 
• Selection of representative 

colors based on 
consumers· preference 

• Color arrangement based on 
color coordination 

Fig. 1: The Preparation Procedure of the Color Range for Korean Fashion Industry 
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Fig. 2: The Distribution of Hue, Value, and Chroma at Respective Stage of Color Selection 
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3. RESULTS 
1) The Utility of the Selected Colors Based on the Comparisons of the Distributions 
in Hue, Value, and Chroma 
As shown in figure 2, the initial collection of colors has the high frequency of R, YR, 

Y, and PB whereas the frequency of G, BG, and P is low in Munsell Hue distribution. 
Specifically, the result shows that in cases of IOYR and 2.5Y, the beige and brown 
groups of colors have high frequency of usage, while in case of 7.5PB, the dark blue 
has high frequency of usage. In case of SR, it has relatively even distribution in the vivid 
and dark tones. The overall distribution of 40 hues demonstrates that the Korean fashion 
industry has the preference for warm colors with low chroma. 

The analysis of the value distribution shows that in general the collection of sample 
colors has high frequency in both high and low values, but has the lowest frequency in 
very dark color range. The analysis of the frequency of colors in respective value 
indicates that such frequency is variable according to types of garments and seasons. As 
for types of garments, the high frequency of usage is apparent in the dark color range 
with low value in case of male garments, apparent in the light color range with high 
value in case of female garments, and apparent in the color range with high as well as 
low values in case of sportswears. As for seasons, the high frequency of usage is apparent 
in the light color range with high value in spring/summer, and apparent in the dark color 
range with low value in fall/winter. Therefore, it can be said that the frequency of color 
usage in respective value shows the distinctive variations in accordance with types of 
garments and seasons as well. 

In the distribution of chroma, the collection of sample colors has high frequency mostly 
in the color range with low chroma. The analysis of the frequency of colors in respective 
chroma in cases of types of garments and seasons indicates that no notable difference can 
be identified according to types of garments and season. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the distribution of the current colors in the Korean fashion industry shows 
indifference to types of garments and seasons in cases of hue and chroma distribution, but 
shows a remarkable difference in case of value distribution. This results tell the 
importance of the color usage matched with tone. 

In view of the above characteristics identified in the 

distribution of collected colors distribution of tirst selection 

.. 
" .. ' ' ' ' .. '. ' '" t 

distribution of tina! selection distribution of second selection 

"' . 

Fig 3: The Process of Color Selection for SYR 
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initial collection of sample colors 
from the Korean fashion 
market, the distribution of the 
selected colors in this study 
shows a remarkable congruity 
between two sets of colors. So, 
in the value range of 3 through 
8, almost the same number of 
colors are selected as 
representative colors, confirming 
the fact that the balanced 
selection of colors was 
conducted in the entire range of 
value covered by the Korean 
fashion industry. The number of 
the colors with low chroma as 
well as the colors in the groups 
of R, YR, Y, and PB which 



have many similar counterparts decreases due to their skewed frequency distribution. 
2) Optimal Distribution of Colors for Management and Coordination 
Figure 3 shows the respective process how the collected colors classified into 40 hues 

were selected. As shown in figure 3, in case of the hues with high density, a unit hue 
can include as many as 40 individual colors of high utility and with manageable color 
range after two-staged selection process of colors. In case of the hues with extremely low 
density, a unit hue can include at least 24 individual colors after two-staged selection 
process of adding necessary color ranges. In the end, the final collection of useful colors 
is classified into 40 hues, and the number of their member color varies - 24, 32, and 40 
- according to the degree of their utility in the Korean fashion market. The analysis of 
the entire tones of the final 1240 colors shows that the number of the colors in respective 
tone are different depending on respective hue. This means the selection of the useful 
colors have been done in the manner to correspond with the color range of high utility 
required by the Korean fashion industry. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Regarding the 3029 chromatic colors collected from the Korean fashion market, the 

optimal density to facilitate the practical usage was defined by employing such criteria as 
color difference, the utility for the Korean fashion industry, and consumer preference. As a 
consequence, the 1240 chromatic colors of high utility classified in 40 hues from R to RP 
was selected. As for the neutral gray between 0.5 and 2 degree of chroma, which has 
been in increasing demand these days, the 48 colors ranging 6 hues were selected. Finally, 
the 16-sequenced achromatic colors with values of 1.5 to 9.0 were selected to be included 
in the final 1304 colors of the useful collection for the Korean fashion industry. This final 
collection of 1304 colors named "COS(Color System)" will serve the function of color 
communication in Korea. 
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The Social Representation of the Individuals 
through Color and Cesia in Clothing 

Patricia M. DORIA 

The aspects of visual appearance that vary with the spatial distribution of light and differ from 
color, shape and texture have been encompassed under the generic term cesia. Cesia depends, 
physically, on light transmission or reflection, either specularly or diffusely, and on the light 
absorbed by the materials. As regards the perceptual aspect, it is related to the visual categories of 
transparency, translucency, opacity, gloss, matte quality, etc. [2]. The fabrics used for dressmaking, 
according to their physical composition, present several degrees of permeability to light, and they 
also produce different light absorption or diffusion levels, thus creating cultural standards and 
norms, which are as important as color is. 

I . INTRODUCTION 
In the case of dress, the different degrees of light transmission and reflection that are produced in 

the material with which it is made affect its surface appearance. The dress is a sign, a 
communication tool and, as such, it transforms the real body, turning it into an ideal body imposed 
by the mode: it modifies, lengthens, enlarges, reduces, enhances, slims. The mode can make any 
real body surrender to its proposed structure. For different situations of social behavior, such as 
working, dancing, war, free time, membership group, etc., the subject dresses in order to act as a 
"being for doing", modifYing his own situation or adapting it to the environment in which he must 
develop his activity. 

Through the variations in the visual perception of clothes, the sensations of seduction, 
concealing, protection, dehumanization, body selection, connotation and so on, also vary. 
Transparencies, gloss, opacity, translucency, etc. develop appearances that serve as a means or a 
link in the visual representation of the individual and his relation to others through the dress. One 
interesting aspect in the dress is the dialectics between opacity and transparency. These two 
variables indicate the degree of dress visibility: the opaque one, in its highest degree, as it reflects 
the light it receives, and the transparent one, in a null degree (ideal transparency), as it lets through 
all the light it receives and, thus, the dress becomes totally invisible. The state of ideal transparency 
is impossible in practice; for that reason, mid terms are taken into account: openwork or 
semitransparencies (veiled or veiling). In fact, when dealing with transparency in its broad sense, as 
a variable and not as a specific case, we refer to a certain range of semitransparencies and not to the 
ideal transparency. In these terms, Barthes explains that there are no differences in intensity, since 
the differences are only connected to the aspect: the openwork is a continuous visibility (knitwear 
or crochet work), whereas transparency is a tenuous invisibility (tulle, muslin, plastics). Everything 
that breaks the opacity of dress, whether in length or thickness, belongs to the variable of 
transparency [ 1 ]. 
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2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Both the dress, taken as a global sign, and its visual appearance with respect to the spatial 

distribution of the light it emits, which is a particular component sign belonging to the dress, fulfi ll 
semiotic functions. Basically, they fulfill syntactic functions (when related to signs of their own 
type), semantic functions (when related to the objects they denote) and pragmatic functions (when 
related to the users or interpreters of those signs). We will now see the semantic aspect of tht: 
spatial distribution of light in the dress, as well as its development in the social history of costume. 

With respect to the semantic function, cesia, like color and other appearance modes, is a sign 
which is capable of showing certain physical characteristics or properties of the material, and in this 
case, the cesia signs work as indices. An index is a sign that denotes its object from having a 
physical contiguity relation with it. Materials can bring about very different appearances according 
to their surface finish and the type of lighting it receives. For instance, in the case of an article of 
clothing made in velvet, it can be seen that it reflects light in different ways, depending on thf: 
orientation of fibers. According to the direction the fibers take, in one way, some specular 
reflection can take place or, in another orientation, a further light absorption is produced. Thus, tht: 
attire looks darker and more opaque. As a consequence, in this case, it its through visual appearanct: 
that we are able to discriminate between velvet and another kind of fabric (see Fig. I). 

Fig. I : Translucency and gloss in dress designs (Chi Hyun Yun, dress designer) 

ln other cases, and still within the semantic domain, the role of cesia in the attire is to act as an 
icon, i.e., as a sign related to its object by means of some type of resemblance, whether it is directly 
perceived or suggested by a psychological association. For instance, transparency is taken as a sign 
of lightness or looseness, as opposed to the heavy status suggested by an opaque garment. 
Transparency and opacity are also taken by dress designers to go through their designs and 
determine a reading of specific body sectors, thus dominating and directing people's looks towards 
certain areas to look at in that body. 
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In dress, the cesias usually have conventional or social meanings as well; so, they become 
symbols. Brightness in clothes, for instance, presents luxury and wealth connotations, because it is a 
kind of visual quality common to precious stones and metals. The aymara aborigines from the 
Andean altiplano tell of a legend in which Ilia (shine) is a category of light used to classifY metals, 
precious stones, or even lightning, as objects that emit a non-solar light. Silver is taken to be a 
possession of the gods, due to its brightness and to the fact that it comes from deep inside the Earth. 
By definition, silver is also a female metal, if worn as a body ornament. The sekil, which is an 
Araucanian garment, denotes adulthood in a woman, and her lady-condition. This garment is likely 
to show an opaque gloss, a dim, selenite light, more of a white hue and as detached as possible from 
yellow, the color of the sun. 

These visual qualities of gloss or iridescence are represented in Italian Renaissance paintings, in 
the costumes worn by the characters depicted there. This effect called cangiante, was used as a 
means of expression, which gave the characters a supernatural aspect. In a document dating from 
1311 , the Basilica of San Francisco is described as lumen el status salutifer ... lot ius civitatis et 
dis/rictus Asisi.J (the light and salubrious condition .. . of the entire city and the district of Assisi). 
Gage points out that it is possible that the use of the term lumen was casual but he also adds that it 
would match the character of the decor exactly [3]. It would be striking to have associated it to 
textile fabrics, in which the medieval spectator showed a greater interest in color and in light 
·emitting surfaces or thick glass, which hold light back. These were replaced by smooth textures on 
fabrics, the beauty of the latter depending on the incidence angle of light on the surface of their 
folds. The luminous effects on the figurative scenes were achieved by means of using authentic 
gold in Hispanic silk fabrics and in the golden clothes. These were used as a model for dress paints 
and gave the characters an interior light, which revealed their morality, intellect, richness and 
spirituality to the observer. 

With respect to the pragmatic function of cesia in dress, in some combination of materials, the 
light transfer produced in them makes it possible to perceive a certain type of visual illusions. In the 
case of an openwork garment, or the ones having lace, and, from a certain distance, the eye makes 
an additive mixture of light reflected both by the garment 's fabric and by the skin behind, and it 
records a plain but translucent surface. This type of cesia sensations can be termed illusory 
sensations, and can be classified within the domain of pragmatics, as they are signs that cause a 
certain effect in the person who interprets them. 

Other examples of pragmatic use of cesia signs in dressing are the suits with a camouflage 
pattern, worn by military men to disguise themselves against the background. They are made with 
matte finish paints in order to avoid reflections and gloss. A material is said to be matte or semi-
matte when it is opaque and the flux is mainly diffusely reflected. This diffuse reflection in military 
clothes makes the individual less visible; it allows his behavior to be unnoticed with respect to 
light, in a similar way to the environment that surrounds him (generally, the natural environment: 
vegetation, soil, etc.). 

In the case of armors, fireproof suits (keblar) or astronaut suits, which are made in very polished 
{bright) materials or metallic ones, the pragmatic use of cesia as a sign is also present. These suits 
offer physical protection and, at the same time, they isolate the user from the surrounding world, 
defending and transfiguring him into a metallization linked to metal symbolism and their 
subsequent characteristics of splendor, duration and gloss. We can see that, in these cases, a sharp, 
.specular reflection is produced, and it generates a sensation of dehumanization in the wearer, a 
feeling of distance from his body with respect to other bodies. This fact is due to the metallic 
texture finish. 

In the sixties, like Paco Rabanne and Pierre Cardin linked the concepts of future, 
spatial voyages and discoveries to their catwalk presentations of metallic attire, evening dresses 
made with aluminium sheets joined by metal threads. 
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3. CONCLUSION 
All these semiotic uses of the different spatial distributions of light in the dress also determine 

the reason why a metallic, bright, transparent or opaque attire is accepted or rejected by certain 
social groups in different timetables and contexts. As it can be seen, cesia in dress creates cultural 
standards and norms and it also affects the surface appearance of dress. It is in this way that 
appearances that serve as a link in the social representation of the individual and his relation to 
other people are built. 
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Apparel Color and Color Image Preferences 
of Korean Consumers 

Aeran KOH, Youngin KIM, Heesook HONG and Sunhyung CHOO 

Korean consumers' apparel color and color image preferences in relation to season and 
clothing category as well as consumers' age and gender were examined using two color 
stimuli and an image scale . From the results of the analysis of differences across seasons, 
clothing categories, age and gender, season and gender were revealed to be more important 
variables in determining color and color image preferences. However, the differences in the 
hue and tone preferences of Korean consumers were more distinct in the case of either 
the second or third choice as opposed to their first choice. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Apparel color was most critical in influencing selection of garments from the display 

racks during the purchase process, especially in the interest phase.1J The knowledge of 
consumers' apparel color and color image preferences, especially that of each consumer 
group segmented by age and gender, are useful for color planning of apparel products for 
each consumer group of the apparel market. 

The objectives of the study were I) to identify Korean consumers' preferences of 
apparel color and color images expressed by adjective pairs in relation to clothing category 
and season and 2) to determine the differences across the consumer groups classified by 
age and gender in preferences of apparel color and color images. 

2. METHODS 
Measurements. Apparel color preferences: Hue and tone preferences for each of the 

eight occasions(2 clothing category x 4 seasons) were measured . In measuring hue 
preference, respondents were asked to choose the three most preferred colors out of 30 
systematic color samples 2

J Tone preferences were measured using the color stimulus 
representing ten tones of the six hues(red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple) which 
were adapted from the tone diagram of P.C.C.S. Respondents were asked to choose four 
colors from the diagram in the order of preference. 

Color image preferences: Color image was measured by seven adjective pairs on a 
seven point scale in each of the eight occasions. Two dimensions of color image were 
identified by factor analysis. The first factor was the image associated with value that 
consisted of 4 adjective pairs such as light-heavy, bright-dark, clean-dull and pale-deep. 
The second factor was labeled as image associated with chroma that consisted of 2 
adjective pairs, exciting-calm and vivid-subtle. Warm-cool was deleted due to complexity . 

Sampling and data collection. The population of this study was male and female 
adults in their 20's to SO's living in Seoul, Korea. A total of 2100 questionnaires were 
administered to three male groups(20's, 30's, and 40 and over) and four female 
groups(early 20's, late 20's, 30's, and 40 and over) on July, 1996. Data from 1912 
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questionnaires analyzed utilizing factor analysis, one-way ANOVA and x 2-test. 

3. RESULTS 
I) Differences across consumer groups in color preferences 
x 2-test was used to determine the differences across consumer groups in hue and tone 

preferences in each of eight occasions . 
(I) Differences in hue preferences 
Hue preference in the spring. Korean consumers preferred five hues the most(in order 

of preference) beige, light gray, black, dark blue and white for formal wear in the spring. 
The male groups highly preferred dark blue whereas the female groups preferred beige, 
black, sky blue, yellow, yellow green and pink more than the male groups. However, 
beige which ranked first in each consumer group except for the 40's male group. 

In the case of casual wear, Korean consumers most selected yellow, beige, yellow 
green, white and sky blue. The female groups preferred yellow and pink more than the 
male groups whereas the male groups preferred light green more than females Yellow 
were highly preferred by the 20's female groups as compared to the other groups. Men in 
their thirties preferred light green, leaf green and green more than the other groups. In the 
40's male group, beige ranked first and light gray was preferred more by this group than 
the other groups. Yellow green was mostly preferred by the 40's female group . 

Hue preference in the summer. Korean consumers mostly selected colors like white, 
light gray, sky blue, beige and black for formal wear in the summer. The female groups 
preferred blue, white and black, while male groups preferred light gray and beige . 
Preferred in all female groups, white was most preferred by the 20's female groups. And 
preferred in all male groups, light gray was most preferred by males in their 40's. 
Preference of beige was the highest in the 20's male group whereas preference of black 
was the highest in the early 20's female group as compared to the other groups. 

For casual wear in the summer, Korean consumers placed high preference on white, 
blue, sky blue, light green and black. Males preferred light green and sky blue while 
females preferred blue and black. White ranked first in all female groups and the 20's 
male group while sky blue ranked first in the 30's and 40's male groups. Blue, white and 
red were preferred more in the early 20's female group and beige was preferred more in 
the 40's male group than the other groups. 

Hue preference in the fall. For formal wear, Korean consumers most preferred brown, 
beige, black, dark blue and olive. Brown ranked first in all groups with the exception of 
the 40's male group . Females preferred brown, beige and black more than males who 
selected dark blue, dark gray and gray more. Preferences of brown and black were the 
highest in the 20's female groups whereas preferences of gold and olive were the highest 
in the 40's female group. 

In the case of casual wear, brown, beige, olive, gold and olive green were preferred 
most by the Korean consumers. The female groups preferred brown, black and olive green 
more than the male groups . However, brown ranked first in all groups but the 20's male 
group and beige ranked second in all groups except for the 20's male and the 40's female 
groups. 

Hue preference in the winter. Five most preferred hues by Korean consumers for 
formal wear in the winter were black, dark gray, dark blue, brown and gray Male 
consumers were preferred dark blue and dark gray while female consumers preferred black 
for formal wear. Black ranked first in all groups except for the 40's male group who 
preferred dark blue. Preference for black was the highest in the 20's female groups. 
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Korean consumers preferred black, brown, dark blue, dark gray and red for casual 
wear in the winter. Black ranked first in all groups except for the two male groups, 30's 
and 40's, who preferred dark blue. Preferences for black, dark gray and gray were the 
highest in the 20's male group. 

(2) Differences in tone preferences 
Tone preference in the spring. Korean consumers preferred pale, light grayish and 

light tones for formal wear, and pale, light and bright tones for casual wear in the spring 
as well as in the summer. The female groups preferred pale and light tones more than the 
male groups . While the male groups preferred light grayish, dark and grayish tones more 
than the female groups. In the case of casual wear, highest preference was for pale tones 
in all male groups in contrast to the preference for formal wear. Pale tones also ranked 
first in the 20's females while the 30's and 40's females preferred light tones most. The 
female groups preferred bright, light and strong tones more than the male groups, while 
the male groups preferred light grayish tones more than the female groups. 

Tone preference in the summer. Just like the case of spring, all females preferred 
pale tones and all males preferred light grayish tones for formal wear. Differences between 
the male and female groups in preferences of pale, light grayish, grayish and light tones 
in the summer were the same as those in the spring. However, the female groups 
preferred strong tones more than the male groups . 

Tone preference in the fall. Korean consumers preferred dark, grayish and light 
grayish tones for formal wear and dark, grayish and dull tones for casual wear in the fall. 
All female groups and the 40's male group placed the highest preference on dark tones 
while the 20's and 30's male groups chose grayish tones for formal wear in the fall . 
Females preferred deep and dark tones more while males preferred grayish tones. In the 
case of casual wear, dark tones in the 20's and 30's female groups, and grayish tones in 
the 40's male and female groups ranked first. Preference of dark tones was the highest in 
the 20's female groups which had a lower preference for dull tones than the other groups 

Tone preference in the winter. Korean consumers preferred dark, grayish and deep 
tones for both formal and casual wear in the winter. Preferences of dark tones were the 
highest in the 40's male group while grayish tones were the highest in the 20's and 30's 
male groups. Generally, male groups preferred grayish tones while the female groups 
preferred deep tones. For casual wear, the preferences for light grayish tones were the 
highest in the 20's and 30's male groups. The female groups preferred vivid and strong 
tones more than the male groups. The male groups preferred grayish tones . 

2) Differences across consumer groups in color image preferences 
Differences across consumer groups in the preferences of two dimensions of color 

images were analyzed in each of the eight occasions using one-way ANOV A. 
Preference of image associated with value. Korean consumers preferred higher value 

image - light, bright, clean and pale color image - in the spring and summer, but 
preferred lower value image - heavy , dark, dull and deep color image - in the fall and 
winter for both formal and casual wear. 

The differences across consumer groups in the value image preference were statistically 
significant in all the occasions. In the case of formal wear, the 20's female groups showed 
the highest scores in the spring and summer, and the lowest scores in the fall and winter. 
In contrast, the 30's and 40's male groups showed the lowest scores in the spring and 
summer, and the highest scores in the fall and winter. In the case of casual wear, the 20's 
male group showed the highest scores while both the male and female groups in their 
forties showed the lowest scores in the spring and summer. Also, the 40's male group 
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showed the highest scores in the fall and winter, while the early 20's female group 
showed the lowest scores. 

Preference of image associated with chroma. Korean consumers preferred lower 
chroma image - calm and subtle color image - for formal wear in all the seasons except 
for the summer, where they showed a middle range of scores. However, Korean 
consumers preferred higher chroma image - exciting and vivid color image - for casual 
wear in the fall and winter. 

The differences across consumer groups were significant in all the occasions except for 
the case of formal wear in the spring. In the case of formal wear, the early 20's female 
group showed the highest scores while the 30's and 40's male groups showed the lowest 
scores in the summer. However, the 40's male group preferred higher chroma image as 
compared to the 20's female group in the fall . In the winter, the 20's male group showed 
the highest scores while the late 20's and 30's female groups showed the lowest scores. In 
the case of casual wear, the early 20's female group showed the highest scores while both 
males and females in their forties showed the lowest scores in the spring and summer. 
The 40's male group showed the highest scores in the fall whereas the early 20's and 40's 
female groups showed the highest scores in the winter. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
First, Korean consumers mostly preferred beige for formal wear and yellow for casual 

wear in the spring, light gray in the summer, brown in the fall and black in the winter 
for both formal and casual wear. They placed their highest preference on pale tones in the 
spring and summer and dark tones in the fall and winter regardless of clothing categories. 
From the results of the analysis of differences across consumer groups, season and gender 
were revealed to be more important variables in determining color preferences. However, 
the differences in the hue and tone preferences of Korean consumers were more distinct in 
the case of either the second or third choice as opposed to their first choice. 

Second, significant differences across seasons and consumer groups in color image 
preferences were found. In general, younger groups preferred higher value and chroma 
images in the spring and summer while choosing lower value and chroma images in the 
fall and winter. The older groups' preferences for value and chroma images were opposite 
to the younger groups' preferences. 
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Depth Effect on Human Skin Lightness 
Assimilation to Lace 

Raiten TAYA and Mikiko KUMAMOTO 

SUMMARY The depth assimilation/contrast effects of lace on skin lightness were 

examined. The arm target looked assimilated to the white lace, and the amount of 

assimilation changed mountain-shapedly with depth. But the target looked contrasted 

against the black lace, and the amount of contrast increased monotonously with depth. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that skin lightness appears much assimilated behind lace. We searched for 

papers which examined this lace assimilation effect, found no lace experiments, and found 

further that very few experiments have examined the depth effect, although many 

researchers have reported contrast/assimilation experiments since the last century. 

Gogel and Mershon ( 1969) found that the magnitude of whiteness contrast effect 

decreased with an increase in the perceived depth between TF and IF (the test and the 

induction objects). Hazama, Shioiri and Yaguchi ( 1996) reported similarly a decrease of 

contrast effect with depth. 

Assimilation effect was examined less frequently than contrast effect, and the first 

systematic experiment was reported by Helson (1963). His subject compared gray bars 

between white bars with gray bars between black bars. He found that assimilation (i.e., the 

former gray appearing whiter than the latter gray) gradually changed into contrast (i.e. , the 

former appearing blacker than the latter) , when the bars became wider and wider. Sugita 

(1995) reported also a decrease of assimilation effect with perceived depth gap. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

No matter how the light sources are arranged, one must take the shadow problem into 

account when IF and TF are presented at different planes. Gogel and Mershon (1969) 

avoided this shadow by the use of a partially-reflecting, and partially-transmitting mirror. 

Sugita (1995) and Hazama, Shioiri and Yaguchi (1996) avoided the shadow by the use of a 

stereoscope. But we tried neither of these methods, because they seemed to us to be too 

experimental and unnatural. In our experiments, the target was presented behind the lace. 

The decreased illumination by shadow was compensated by increased illumination, so that 

the illumination intensity might be kept constant on the target. We added a short discussion 

of this illumination change. 
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Target The target was a colored picture of a woman's bare forearm (27 x 7.5 em) pasted 

on a white or a black background (27 x 27 em). This target was not uniformly colored, and 

the focal part was defined more precisely as the upper middle part of it. The luminance of 

this part was 44 cd/m 2
, which corresponded the luminance on the Munsell gray chip of N6.5. 

Lace White and black laces of the same texture were 

prepared. The lightnesses of these laces were most similarly 

matched with N9.5 and N2.0 Munsell gray chips by the two 

authors. Figure I shows a magnified picture of the black 

lace. The thread of the lace was 0.2 mm thick, the 

hexagonal hole diameter was 1.5 mm. The ratio between 

thread and hole was approx. I : 5. The thread was much 

thinner than Helson's (1%3) bars. 

Apparatus The lace and the 

Figure I Magnified black lace 
(Scale in mm) 

0 
Incandescent Lights 

Target and Backgroud 

target arm were presented inside a 

large box (I m wide x 2 m height 

x 2 m depth), which was built up 

by L-shaped steel frames, and 

whose three sides were covered by 

blackout curtains. 24 incandescent 

·-· ----· ____ ___ _ 

lamps (20 20W lamps, 4 40W 

lamps, I OOV) were prepared to 

illuminate the whole apparatus 

from above. The subject fixated 

his head on a chin rest. 

Lace i Front View 

Figure 2 Side view of the apparatus 

The lace was hung at a distance of 100 em from the subject's eyes, and the arm target was 

presented just behind, I 0 em behind or I 00 em behind the lace. See Figure 2. 

IUumination The arm target was always illuminated at 350 lux (or 44 cdlm2 at the 

focal part). However, we couldn't keep the whole illumination constant because of the 

shadow of the lace, which was hung in front of the target. Thus, the white lace was 

illuminated in 3821ux (0, 100 em depth) or 3571ux (10 em depth), whereas the black lace 

was illuminated in 507lux (0, 100 em depth conditions) or 448 lux (10 em depth). 

Subjects Two males (one in his thirties, the other in his fifties) and two females (one 

in her twenties and the other in her thirties) served as subjects. All the subjects had nonnal 

color vision and were emmetropic. 

Procedure The subject observed the arm target through a white (or black) lace, and 

matched the lightness of the focal part of the target with the most similar Munsell grey chip 
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in Munsell Neutral Value Scale (matte, 32-steps, 1971 edition) which he held in his hand. lf 

the steps of the Munsell scale chips were too severe, he could assign an intermediate number, 

such as "7.3". Each measurement was repeated twice for practice, and there was then a last 

run that was used in the data analysis. Thus our results were based on a total of 48 matches 

(2 laces x 2 backgrounds x 3 depthes x 4 subjects ). 

3. Results and Discussions 
As the threads of both of the white and the black laces were much thinner that the grids 

used by Helson (1963) , we expected at first only assimilation effect of lace. But as 

regards the lightness similarity, the arm target is similar to the white lace and different from 

the black lace. It is quite that assimilation was shown only in the white lace 

condition, and that rather contrast was shown in the black lace condition. 

White Lace The results in the white lace condition were plotted in Figure 3a. The 

target was assimilated to the white lace, 9 1 1 1 9 

similarly irrespective of the different 

backgrounds: i.e., the target looked BlackBG 
1- • 

more white in the 10 em depth than in ,:flo. BlackBG 

the other depth conditions. We regard 
.:· . .: ··:: .. ,. 
:: J( ':. 

8 II: .... -:. 8 /? ...... 
this mountain-shaped change as one of i/ : 
the basic characteristics of assimilation. •'J. ... 

"' ': ... 
"' .. . 
Q.) i. ....... 

The differently matched lightnesses j - ti.·: .· 
in the different background conditions 

01) • ;:l 
would be explained in terms of contrast. 

"0 

i 7 - 7 -
The target looked generally less white 

in the white than in the black back-

ground. The mountain-shapes became 1-

steeper in the white background than 
WhiteBG 

WhiteBG 

in the black background condition, as it 6 \7 6 
is well known that the decremental 0 10100 0 10100 

Depth (em) Depth (em) 
contrast effect is usually bigger than the a. white lace b. black lace 
incremental contrast effect. Figure 3 Matched Lightnesses 

Although the illumination intensity was kept constant at 350 lux on the target, it was 

not constant on the lace; i.e., the lace was illuminated 25 lux weaker in the 10 em depth 

condition than in the other depth conditions. If this weaker illumination should affect on the 

amount of assimilation, the lace should appear less white, and then the target should appear 

less white. But the target appeared the lightest in this condition by contraries. The peak in 
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the I 0 em depth condition should be attributed to the intrinsic chamcter of assimilation. 

Black Lace The results of the black lace condition were plotted in Figure 3b. If the 

target should be assimilated to the black lace similarly as before, it should look less white 

in the 10 em depth than in the other depth conditions. But no such valley-shaped changes 

were observed. The lightness difference between the black lace and the target was so big 

that the target appeared rather contmsted against the lace. The monotonous changes in 

Figure 3b should be explained mther in terms of contrast. We regard the monotonous 

change with depth in Figure 3b as one of the basic chamcteristics of contrast. 

Black Background The target appeared lighter by the contrast against the black lace, 

and this effect increased further with the depth (Effect A). The target appeared lighter also 

by the contrast against the black background, which appeared still darker by the assimilation 

to the black lace (Effect B). Both Effect A and B co-worked to make the target appear still 

lighter. In fact, the arm target appeared luminous in this condition. 

White Background The contmst effect of the lace on the target was kept similarly as 

before (Effect A). But the target should look less white by the contrast against the white 

background, whose lightness should increase monotonously with depth by the contmst 

against the black lace. Then the contrast effect from the white background should increase 

with depth (Effect B). Effect B (a decremental one) increased more mpidly than Effect A (an 

incremental one), and the target appeared blacker and blacker with depth. 

4. Conclusions The lightness of the arm target behind white lace changed mountain-

shapedly with depth, and this change is regarded as one of the basic characteristics of depth 

assimilation. The lightness of the target behind black lace increased (or decreased) 

monotonously, and this change is regarded as one of the basic characteristics of depth 

contrast. Although neither of these chamcteristics has ever been reported, this is perhaps 

because lace has never been used as induction object. 

* Many thanks to Prof. Hullah ofOkayama Univ. who kindly read this paper. 
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Effect of the Fabric Structure on Perceived Texture 
in Textile Fabrics (2) 

Masako SATO, Won Joung LEE and Kana MIYASHITA 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the relation between the perceived texture, observed by 
looking at the fabrics, and their physical characteristics such as the geometrical structure of the fabric 
and their optical properties in reflected light. Various fabrics were systematically prepared by dyeing 
white cotton yam using reactive dyes following hand weaving. Thirty kinds of fabrics were made for 
the experiments: two levels of lightness of red, green, blue and purple; one level each of light yellow 
and non-dyeing white; and three different weaves of fabric (plain, twill and satin) which were woven 
with the same packing density of yarn at 6 courses x 6 threads /cm2 

The geometrical characteristics of the fabrics were measured by the woven counts/em and the 
thickness of the fabric . The reflected light characteristics were measured as functions of surface color 
by Goniospectrophotometer and three dimensional light intensity by Goniophotometer. The 
distributions of areas of upper lighter yarns vs. darker shade yams of surface image of the fabrics 
were measured by the Image Analyzer. 

Texture sensitivity arising from the light stimuli of vision were measured by Sheffe s Paired 
Comparison Method using eight pairs of adjectives. The effects of the physical characteristics on the 
perceived texture were subsequently discussed . 

I . INTRODUCTION 
Texture is the perceived property of the surface observed by eye stimuli . In the future, planning the 

texture of the surface of products will be more important because psychophysical effects of texture 
will be taken into consideration for the production of fabrics, wallpapers, furniture, electrical 
appliances and any other products. 

The different patterns of stimuli on the retinas probably affect the perceived texture caused by the 
different light composition of diffuse reflection and specular reflection from the surface of the 
products. The compositions of diffuse reflection and specular reflection are influenced by the material, 
but they are also influenced by the geometry and the surface color of the products. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the relation between the perceived texture, observed by 
looking at the surfaces, and their physical characteristics, including the geometrical structure of the 
surfaces and their optical properties in reflected light using systematically prepared fabricsn 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
White cotton yam was hank dyed using reactive dyes with two levels of lightness of each color; red, 

green, blue and purple. The lighter hanks averaged 58 % in luminous reflectance (Y %) and the 
darker ones averaged 30 %. The yellow yarn hanks were one level of lightness of 76 %. Three 
different weaves of fabric (plain, twill and satin) were woven with the same packing density of yarn at 
6 courses x 6 threads /cm2 using ten kinds of colored yarn : that is . two levels of lightness of four 
colors, and one level of yellow and white. Then, thirty kinds of specimens of fabric were used for 
experiments. 
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Surface images of the fabrics were measured using Image Analyzer VI 0 (Toyobo Co. Ltd. Japan) 
and its image data was statistically analyzed by the distributions of areas of upper lighter yarns vs. 
darker shade yarns of fabric. 

The optical characteristics of reflected light were mechanically measured as the functions of 
surface color by the Japanese Industrial Standard Method and Goniospectrophotometer, and the light 
intensity by Goniophotometer (Murakami Color Co. Ltd . Japan) . 

The sensitivity arising from light stimuli of vision was examined by ten female subjects using eight 
pairs of opposing adjectives by Sheffe s Paired Comparison Methocf! The eight adjectives were 
rough/fine, thick/thin, glossy/not glossy, soft/hard, like/dislike, light/dark, warm/cool and heavy/light. 
The examinations were performed using pairs of two different weaves of same color. Then, 240 
paired combinations, three pairs of three weaves of each ten different colors and eight adjective, were 
used . 

3. RESULTS 
3.1 Geometrical characteristics ofthe fabrics 

The same 6x6 packing density of yarn of the fabrics were confirmed with different weaves; plain, 
twill and satin, but the thickness was different and the thickness order was plain < twill < satin. 

3.2 Optical characteristics of the fabrics 
The luminous reflectance in Y % of fabrics was influenced by woven constructions in spite of the 

same yarn used, with the highest reflectance on plain and the lowest on satin. 
The surface images of the fabrics divided in two values, lighter and darker, were shown in Fig. I, and 

the distributions of lighter areas of the fabric images, plain and satin, were shown in Fig.2. It is clear 
that the plain fabric distributes in a smaller area of pixels and narrow distribution, and the other, the 
satin fabric distributes wide from a smaller to a larger area of pixels. 

Plain Twill Satin 

Fig. I · Two value images of the fabrics 
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Fig.2 Effects of the fabric construction on the distribution of number of pixels in the image 
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The effects of the geometrical structure on the optical characteristics of the fabrics were measured 
about luster and anisotropy. Fig.3 shows the reflected light strength as a function of receptor angle at 
the condition of incident light angle 70° . The luster value was examined by the ratio of maximum 
reflected light strength vs. the reflected light strength of 0" , and the effects offabric structure on the 
luster are also shown in Flg.3 . Fig.4 shows the effects of the fabric structure on anisotropy. The 
anisotropy of reflected light was measured as a function of revolution angle of specimen on the 
condition of the incident light angle 70° and receptor angle -30° , and then, the anisotropy was 
evaluated using the value of standard deviation calculated with the reflected light strength of 360° 
revolution . It was decided that the goniometric light strength of reflectance is affected by the fabric 
constructions 

The transition of the surface colors measured by Goniospectrophotometer are shown in Fig.5 as 
examples of dark green of plain and satin, . It is clear that the surface color of the satin were more 
varied than the plain by the angle of receptor . 

-24 
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Fig. 3 Effects of the fabric structure 
on the luster 
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Fig.S Transition of the surface color measured by goniospectrophotometry 
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3. 3 The results by visual sense 
The data of visual sense by Sheffe :S Paired Comparison was statistically calculated. The results of 

the main effects on the eight pairs of opposing adjectives were shown in Fig .6. The two factor 
analysis of variance is shown in Table I as an example of rough/fine. The results for the other seven 
adjectives were very similar to this results. The perceived texture of fabrics will be more affected by 
the geometrical construction than by surface color. 

I. fine 

2.thin 

J.not glossy 

4.hard 

S.dislike 

6.dark 

7.cool 

8.heavy 

Value of the main effects 
-2 -1 0 1 2 

rough 

thick 

glossy 

soft 

like 

light 

warm 

light 

Fig.6 Sensory main effects on the eight opposing adjectives by the fabrics 

Table I Analysis of valiance (rough/fine) 

Factor s ¢ v Fa 
Weave 30.012 2 15.006 2143 .7 ** 
Color 0.042 9 0.005 0.632 
Error 0.133 18 0.007 
Total 30.187 29 

5.CONCLUSIONS 
It was concluded that the reflectance (Y%) should be influenced by the weave constructions in 

spite of the same yarn used, with the highest reflectance on plain and the lowest on satin . It was also 
evaluated by sensory. The perceived texture was much more influenced by the geometry of the fabric 
surface than by the surface color. 
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Colour and Style in Stage Lighting Design 

Mauricio R.A. RINALDI 

In stage lighting design, one of the most important problems is how to maintain a unit of 
style throughout the different changes. During the performance of a play, lighting is 
used for the better comprehension of the play. 
A lighting situation created for a passage of the play is called an effect, that is why a 
lighting design is made up of a number of succeding effects. Each one of these effects 
is made with the purpose of building the adequate atmosphere for that specific 
passage of the play_ 
When creating a light effect the morfological factor are taken into account, that is, 
position, intensity, diffusion and colour. Position indicates the point from where light 
focus on stage, for instance, centre, side, etc. lighting. Intensity is the power of the light 
and it may be generally varied from zero to maximun. 
Diffusion is the way in which ligth is thrown and permits distinguishing between hard 
and soft light. Colour is the quality of the light throw. Here we must distinguish the light 
colour (lighting instrument proper colour (from the locale colour (scenery and costumes 
colour)) . 
By means of an adequate treatment of the morphological factors it is possible to obtain 
a modulation of the space accordant with the play. 
We already pointed out the importance of maintaining a unit of style throughout the 
light changes. The playscript and scenery often have different requirements with 
regard to lighting and this problem is difficult to solve in realistic or naturalistic 
sceneries. 
In a realistic scenery , lighting might be solved by attending to the time of the day or the 
year specified in the script. This appies as a first step and, in addition, the light 
requirements for the scenery and the script would be simultaneously met. However, as 
the play is performed the dramatic tension of the scenes varies that is, the playscript 
appears as succession of scenes with different emotional accents. 
This, for every passage of the play having a determinate emotional accent (dramatic 
tension) there will be a determinate light situation (light effect) that will contribute to 
highlight the scene. 
Should the scenes of the play have no great differences with regard to their emotional 
tension, the light changes will not be considerabiP., that is, the effect lights will be very 
much alike and the aspect of the scenery will not vary much. But, should the scenes 
have great differences, the effects will probably be very different and the scenery will 
therefore vary considerably. In this last case the visual unity of the play could be 
shaken. 
When creating an io\)hi, and intensity esre the most important factors for 
setting up an atmosphere_ In conventional staging for realistic sceneries the use of 
yellow or light blue colours and high intensity are traditionally accepted for effect 
daylight just as blue or turquoise colours and low intensity are for night scenes. 
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When the dramatic story calls for lively and merry scenes the use of warm colours and 
high intensity is also accepted just as cool colours and low intensity are for tragic 
scenes. 
I would like to illustrate these ideas taking as an example a play by Italian playwright 
Luigi Pirandello (1 .867 - 1.936) "La Patente" for which I present a realistic -scenery 
(Fig .1 ). The light design for this play has been made up with 6 light effects. 

The present lighting design merits the following comments: 

1.- The general idea ruling the lighting for the whole play is: Change of warm light to 
cool light and the progressive decressing of the overall light level. 

2.- From Effect 1 to Effect 4 inclusive the visual changes are small , that is, there is no 
great contrast between one effect and the subsequent. 
In this manner, a visual continuity with regard to the space aspect is maintained and, at 
the same time, the adequate lighting situations for each passage of the playscript are 
obtained. 

3.- Chiarchiaro's entrance brings about a problem: this character requires a particular 
light effect. A lighting situation is required in order to focus the attention upon this 
character. However, the great problem appears in Efefct 5. 
This effect has a great visual contrast with respect to the previous ones. This effect 
agrees with the playscript but not with the scenery thereby producing a contradiction . 
However, a solution has been found to introduce this effect: a long time for the change 
( 120 seconds) . 
Effect 5 starts when Chiarchiaro explains the reason for wanting his patent. These 
lines constitute the focus of attention and when Chiarchiaro has finished his 
explanation, the effect has already been made, slowly, without distracting attention. 
To conclude, it may be said that the choice of colour in stage lighting is of great 
importance in view that colour is associated to the psychological nature of the 
characters. However, the psychological contrast between the characters can produce 
unpleasant contrasts between colours in the light effect breaking the style of the play. 
That is why, together with colour and intensity, adequate times for the change of effect 
lights should be selected. 
The study of suitable times enables the designer to select colours for each effect light 
in accordance with the playscript requirements and, at the same time, respectful of the 
scenery requirements. 

Mauricio R. A. RINALDI 
Teatro Colon of Buenos Aires, Lighting Section . 
High School of Fine Arts "Emesto de Ia Carcova" of Buenos Aires . 
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Fig. 1: General view of the scenery for "La patente". 

"La patente": Light effect number 4. 
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"La patente": Light effect number 5. 
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Environmental Color Design 



Selection of Suitable Colors for Office Buildings 
Based on Their Locations 

Masato SATO, Kazumi NAKAYAMA and Kazuyuki NATORI 

Two series of psychological experiments were carried out in order to obtain suitable colors of 
external appearance of a public office building in regard to its location. 
The results are summarized as follows. 
1) The desirable impressions of the public office building in each location are explained by two 
psychological factors, "attractiveness" and "familiarity". 
2) There are four groups of colors; one group represented preferred, another group disliked, another 
group neutral unconditionally, and the other preferred or disliked according to the surroundings. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There are countless office buildings in Japan. The color of an office building should be determined 

by considering its surroundings, as the large size of these structures generally makes them stand out. 
Public office buildings such as state government offices, municipal offices, post offices, offices of 
public utilities such as electric and gas companies, telephone and telegraph companies and banks etc. 
are relatively large and located in not only urban business districts but various other surroundings as 
well. Moreover, these office buildings are asked to serve as the core of a community as they are 
familiar to residents, so that external appearances of the buildings should be designed carefully. 
How does the external appearance of a public office building differ in terms of its suitability according 
to its locations? And what color scheme are preferable to them? 
The purpose of this study is to determine the suitable color of the external appearance of public office 
buildings in regard to their location. 
Two series of psychological experiments were carried out in order to obtain suitable colors of the 
external appearance of public office buildings so as to better fit in with the surroundings. 

2. EXPERIMENT 1 
Experiment 1 was conducted to obtain desirable 

impressions of the public office building located in 
various types of surroundings. 
First of all, locations of the public office building were 
classified into twelve categories (See Table 1), namely, 
such as urban business district, shopping district, 
residential district, factory district, rural district, village 
in the mountains, newly developed district, resort 
district etc. by means of photographs showing the 
public office building and its surroundings. 
Secondly, photographs of each location were shown 
to subjects to ask their preferable images of the public 
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Tablel: Twelve locations clasified 

No Location 
1 Urban business district 
2 Shopping district 
3 Residential district 
4 Factory district 
5 Suburban middle height built-up district 
6 Suburban middle height thinly built-up district 
7 Suburban low height built-up district 
8 Suburban low height thinly built-up district 
9 Rural district 

1 0 Villedge in the mountains 
11 Newly develooed district 
12 Resort district 



Table2: Factor loading for each factor Nu111era ts in the f i1ure show the local i on No 
1. 500 

i Factor loadin Factor 1 Factor 2 
Attractive 0.824 0.081 1. 000 

l 0.808 -0.119 
' High-graded 0.721 -0.031 
I Consoicuous ,,,, ''""' 0;706 -0.025 . ,.. 0. 500 

,:o. 
: Ori inal 0.640 0.121 No. 
i Pleasant ""' '''0.534 0.384 
! Familiar -0.070 0.795 
! Easy to enter 0.117 •::T\0.66.2 
I Blended -0.160 0.584 

-
0. 000 

N 7: 
No. 9 .• No. 2 

No. 8 • • .. : 11 
! Simple -0.481 0.528 

Orthodox -0.463 0.437 
- 0. 500 

N .... 
I Refined 0.284 0.414 
I Svmbolic 0.390 0.272 
'Cheap-looking -0.347 0.182 
I Moderate -0.307 0.149 

-1. 000 
- 1. 000 - 0. 500 0. 000 0. 500 1. 000 1. 500 

At tract iveness 
Eigenvalue 4.029 2.324 

i Contribution 0.520 0.300 Fig.l: Configuration of each location in factor space 

office building in regard to these locations. Subjects were ask to look at the photographs and check the 
boxes of fifteen seven-graded rating scales on the printed form based on their impressions. Forty 
subjects comprised four groups often persons {five males, five females) each aged 20's, 30's, 40's and 
50's. 
Factor analysis (principal factor method, varimax rotation method) was conducted to extract two 
psychological factors . Table 2 shows the factor loading for each scale. The primary psychological 
factor seems to be "attractiveness". This is because factor loading shows that this factor strongly 
relates to such scales as "attractive", "gorgeous", "high-graded" and "conspicuous". The secondary 
psychological factor seems to be "familiarity". This is because factor loading shows that this factor 
strongly relates to such scales as "familiar", "easy to enter" and "blending". Accordingly, the desirable 
impressions of the public office building in each location can be explained by two axis, "familiarity" 
and "attractiveness". 
Factor scores for each location were plotted in the factor space consisting of an "attractiveness" axis 
and a "familiarity" axis (See Figure 1). The scores for "attractiveness" were quite high regarding the 
urban business district, the newly developed district and the suburban middle height built-up district. 
This means that appearance of the public office building located in these areas required "attractiveness", 
as the buildings located these areas are normally quite attractive so that the public office buildings are 
also required to have equivalent "attractiveness" in order to match the surroundings. On the contrary, 
the scores for "attractiveness" were low regarding the rural district and the village in the mountain. 
The scores for "familiarity" were quite high for the residential district and the shopping district, but 
quite low for the factory district. This is because "familiarity" of the public office building relates to 
the daily life of the residents. 

3. EXPERIMENT 2 
Experiment 2 was conducted to determine what colors of the public office building were preferable 

in terms of its location. 
Among the twelve locations, five locations, namely the urban business district, the village in the 
mountains, the residential district, the factory district and the shopping district, were selected for 
Experiment 2, as the urban business district received the highest score for "attractiveness", the village 
in the mountains the lowest score for "attractiveness", the residential district received the highest score 
for "familiarity", the factory district the lowest score for "familiarity", while the shopping district 
received relatively neutral scores for both. 
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Five original photographs of the public office buildings located in the five Table3: Colors used 
types of surroundings were used. Fifty stimuli were created using a color in substitution 
simulation method which substituted the original color of the public office 
building in each photograph with the ten new colors shown in Table 3. 
These colors, having high Munsell value and low Munsell chroma, were 
selected in view of frequency use for building colors. 
Subjects were asked to look at the fifty stimuli and check the boxes of a 
seven-graded rating scale on the printed form according to their impression 
so as to evaluate the degree of suitability between the colors of the public 
office building and the surroundings. Forty subjects comprised four groups 
of ten persons (five males, five females) each aged 20's, 30's, 40's and SO's. 
The mean values of the preference to the colors of the public office buildings 

No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Munsell svmbol 
3YR7.5/2 
5Y8.5/1 
2Y7.5/1 

1 OYR6.5/1.5 
3GY7/1 

9G8.5/0.5 
1088/2 

6PB6.5/2 
N8.5 
N7 

in terms of the surroundings are shown in Figure 2. Ten colors used in the experiment were classified 
into four groups; one group represented preferred, another group disliked, another group neutral 
unconditionally and the other group preferred or disliked according to the surroundings. Colors 2 and 
3 (5Y8.5!1 and 2Y7.5/1) were rated positive for all locations. Colors 1 and 8 (3YR7.5/2 and 6PB6.5/ 
2) were rated negative for all locations. Color 9 (N8.5) was rated neutral for all locations. 
The other colors 4,5,6,7,10(10YR6.5/1.5, 3GY7/1, 9G8.5/0.5, 10B8/2, N7) were rated positive or 
negative according to the locations. Color 4 (10YR6.5/1.5) was rated positive for the residential district 
and the village in the mountains, but negative for the urban business district. Color 5 (3GY7/1) was 
rated positive in the village in the mountains but negative in the urban business district. Color 6 (9G8.5/ 
0.5) was rated positive in the village in the mountains. Color 7 (10B8/2) was rated positive in the urban 
business district but negative in the other locations. Color 10 (N7) was rated positive in the urban 
business district but negative in the village in the mountains. 
Canonical correlation analysis was conducted to extract the three main axes which explained 94% of 
all variance. Regarding five locations and ten colors, the scores were plotted in the space consisting of 
three axes. Figure 3 shows the configuration of each item in the planes consisting of axes 1 and 2. 
Figure 4 shows the configuration of each item in the planes consisting of axes 1 and 3. Points plotted 
near one another have a close relationship. The meanings of the three main axes were interpreted by 
these figures (Figures 3 and 4) as follows; the primary axis seems to be "attractiveness", the second 

• Urban • Residential • Mountain • Factory 0 Shopping 

3. 00 

1. 

" Q 

" 0. 00 

Q. 

-1.00 

No. 1 No.2 No.3 No.4 No. 5 No.6 No.7 No.8 No.9 No. 10 
Color No for substitution 

Fig.2: Mean preference values for combinations of colors and locations 
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Nu11erals in the figure show the color No 
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Fig.3: Configulation of each item in the plane 
consisting of axis land 2 

Fig.4: Configulation of each item in the plane 
consisting of axis land 3 

axis seems to be "calmness", and the third axis seem to be "warmth". This primary axis is similar to the 
"attractiveness" in Experiment 1. Scores for this axis were quite high regarding the urban business 
district and colors 7 and 8 (10B8/2 and 6PB6.5/2) which are unusual as a building color. 
The secondary axis and the third axis, "calmness" and "warmth", are equivalent to the "familiarity" in 
Experiment 1. Scores for the secondary axis, "calmness", were high regarding the residential district, 
the village in the mountains, colors 1,4,5 and 6 (3YR7.5/2, 10YR6.5/1.5, 3GY7!1 and 908.5/0.5), but 
low regarding the factory district, colors 8 and 10 (N7 and 6PB6.5/2). Scores for the third axis, "warmth", 
were high regarding the residential district, the shopping district, colors 1,2,3,4 and 9 (3YR7.5/2, 
5Y8.5/l, 2Y7.5/l, 10YR6.5/1.5 and N8.5). 
We can sum up the results of the experiment as follows. 
1) Colors preferred unconditionally are in the yellowish group, colors disliked unconditionally are in 
the pinkish and purplish groups, and colors rated unconditionally neutral are in the whitish group. 
2) "Attractive" colors are required for in the urban business district. 
3) "Calm" colors are required for in the village in the mountains. 
4) "Warm" colors are required for in the residential and the shopping districts. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The desirable impressions of the public office building in each location are explained by two 

psychological factors, "attractiveness" and "familiarity" . 
There are four groups of colors of a public office building; one group represented preferred, another 
group disliked, another group neutral unconditionally and the other preferred or disliked according to 
the surroundings. 
We conclude that there exists a preference combination between the color of a public office building 
and its location. 
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Impact of Three Color Schemes on Long-Term 
Productivity and Performance Tasks Relative 

to Individual Environmental Sensitivity 

Nancy KWALLEK and Harrell WOODSON 

I . ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of three color schemes including a red color 

scheme, blue-green color scheme, and a white color scheme on worker productivity and performance 
over a 4-day work week relative to individual differences in environmental sensitivity. This study 
examined the impact of three color schemes on longer-term office tasks such as proofreading 
typing throughout the workday. Matched on relevant variables, 90 subjects were randomly assigned 
to one of three offices. Similar to earlier findings on short-term clerical tasks, workers with high 
screening ability were more productive than workers with average screening ability in the 
predominantly red office, while workers with average screening ability were more productive than 
high screeners in the blue-green office on the !'' and 2"d days. In terms of performance, subjects 
made more errors on typing and proofreading in the blue-green office than in comparison to the 
white office and to a lesser degree the red office, mainly on the 3'd and 4th days. This was true 
regardless of stimulus screening ability. These findings are discussed in light of previous findings by 
the investigator which suggested that a white office color scheme might be associated with lower 
performance in comparison to other color schemes. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous study, 1 the impact of three color schemes on worker mood, and a short-term 

productivity task over a 4-day work week were examined relative to individual differences in 
environmental sensitivity. It was determined that the ability to screen irrelevant environmental 
stimuli may play an important moderating role on the effects of color on worker productivity. 

In this study, workers were initially screened for environmental sensitivity. In the prior study, 
high screeners and low screeners were compared. The red and blue-green color schemes chosen 
were derived from the conclusions of a NASA sponsored literature review on the effects of interior 
color on individual characteristics such as mood, performance, and productivity2 The 
monochromatic white color scheme incorporates the NASA white which is used for the space 
habitation module. In earlier studies, measurements of productivity and performance were strictly 
short-term relative to length and scope. However, longer term measures of productivity and 
performance were administered in order to more fully understand how color schemes may impact 
worker behavior over longer tasks and to determine if there are cumulative effects or trends from 
one work day to the next. This study reports and comments on the results of these findings in light 
of previous research on worker productivity and performance. 

It was predicted that workers with low stimulus screening ability would be less productive in the 
red office than workers with high stimulus screening ability. In contrast, workers with low stimulus 
screening ability in the blue-green office were expected to be more productive than workers with 
high stimulus screening ability. Furthermore, it was predicted that workers in the blue-green office 
would make fewer errors than workers in either the white or red office, while workers in the 
monochromatic white office were predicted to make the most errors. These hypotheses were based 
on Wise ' s et af conclusions about what type of interior color scheme would be most beneficial to 
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users in terms of productivity and performance. In addition, earlier studies have suggested that 
workers made more clerical task errors in a monochromatic white office compared to workers in 
several other monochromatic office colors. 

3. EXPERIMENT 
This study examined the impact of three color schemes including predominantly red and blue-

green color schemes as well as a monochromatic white color scheme for three office interiors. 
Worker productivity and performance relative to individual environmental sensitivity was measured 
over a 4-day work week. In order to determine whether there are extreme group effects for 
screening ability, subjects were divided into three levels-low, average, and high-for this study 
instead of two levels-high and low-as in the prior short-term productivity study. Matched on 
relevant variables, 90 subjects were randomly assigned to one of three offices. Long-term tasks 
included daily assignments of a zip code proofreading productivity task, a manuscript proofreading 
performance task, and a manuscript typing performance task. Productivity was defined as the actual 
amount of work completed in a given time period. Performance was defined as the number of errors 
made or error rate in performance of the task. Preplanned comparisons were used to examine 
differences among color schemes on productivity and performance. Stimulus screening ability was 
treated as a covariate. 

4. RESULTS 
No main effects were found for the long-term productivity task (proofreading zip codes) for any 

ofthe offices. This finding was consistent with earlier results on a short-term productivity task 
measuring speed and accuracy of proofreading names. But in the red office on the I'' and 2nd days, 
high screeners were the most productive compared with average and low screeners. In the blue-
green office on the 1 '' and 2"d days, average screeners were the most productive and the high 
screeners were more productive than the low screeners. 

For the long-term performance tasks, generally on the 3'd and 4th days, workers made more errors 
when proofreading and typing manuscripts in the blue-green office compared with the white office. 
No differences were found for errors in the performance tasks between workers in the red and blue-
green offices. 

In discussing the findings, like the short-term productivity task, color did not impact the long-
term productivity task until stimulus screening was taken into account. But, interaction results were 
different for the short-term versus the long-term productivity task. 

In the red office, average screeners were consistently less productive than high screeners. In the 
blue-green office, average screeners were consistently more productive than high screeners. Average 
screeners performed in a manner that had been predicted for low screeners in comparison to high 
screeners in both the red and aqua office. In contrast to the first short-term productivity study where 
stimulus screening ability was only represented as high and low, this study represents stimulus 
screening ability as high, average, and low. Hence, the mean group averages for the screening ability 
of high screeners is higher and low screeners is lower in this study, by comparison to the first study. 
Therefore, participants with low screening ability in this study may constitute a different population 
from the low screening group in the first study. Hence, other variables may have been relevant to the 
productivity oflow screeners in this study. 

A possible explanation for the differing results may be that the effects of color may be 
confounded with the visual complexity of the interior space. Although both the red and blue-green 
offices had predominantly one dominant color, the offices included other colors (as per Wise et al's 
hypotheses) which added a dimension of visual complexity. According to Kuller and Mikellides,3 the 
more visually complex a space, the more aroused the user will be. This theory could be applied to a 
comparison of these three-color red and blue-green offices. Although it is difficult to measure, 
visually the blue-green office may appear to have more contrasting elements that arouse the worker 
than does the red office. Possibly with the light blue-green wall color, the stronger contrast of bright 
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blue-green (turquoise) trim arouses the worker more than the dominance of the bright red in the 
other office. The bright red walls may appear to make the pink trim molding appear to wash out-
visually appear to be less noticeable-making the red office appear to be more monochromatic 
because the color is so bright. 

In either of the red and blue-green offices, low screeners tended to have lower productivity in 
relation to the average and high screeners. However, this was less true oflow screeners in the white 
office. Possibly the low screeners are more affected by the impact of greater visual complexity in 
these two offices in terms of the contrasting qualities each color contributes to the ambiance of the 
space with its respective color, value, and saturation combinations. The white office, which is 
monochromatic, is visually less complex than either of the other two offices. Low screeners in the 
white office tended to be more productive than low screeners in the other two offices. 

Possibly low screeners in the red and blue-green offices were more negatively affected by the 
visual complexity ofboth rooms in terms of productivity because they were more easily distracted by 
the visual environment. Possibly the visual impact of the arousing or relaxing properties of the 
particular color may be less relevant to the low screener with very low screening ability than the 
impact of visual complexity created by the qualities of the color contrasts in the interior. On the 
other hand, for the average and high screeners, the qualities and quantities of the particular color may 
be more important than the visual complexity created by the colors within the office. 

Performance for this study was defined in terms of the number of errors or error rates in 
performance of work tasks. In the first report, errors in the performance of short-term standardized 
clerical tasks was not associated with either interior color scheme or stimulus screening for both the 
days on which participants were assessed. For this study, the average number of errors made was 
significantly greater for participants in the blue-green office than for participants in the white office, 
while the average number of errors made in the red office fell between these extremes. In most 
cases, differences in the number of errors among the three office interiors did not appear until the 3'd 
and 4th days of the study. 

The results for performance or error scores were surprising because some of the results of earlier 
studies comparing performance of different room colors suggested that workers in a monochromatic 
white office made more errors than workers in other office colors4 -s However, those comparisons 
were between monochromatic office colors. As noted in the productivity discussion, this study 
compared a monochromatic white office interior with offices having a predominately red or blue-
green color scheme. Again, visual complexity may be a confounding factor. This added dimension 
may have negatively impacted the performance of workers in the blue-green and red offices relative 
to those in the monochromatic white office. Although the degree of visual complexity may be 
positively related to level of arousal, it may also be related to distractibility, especially over the long-
term. 

As cited earlier, of the three office colors, the white office interior is the least visually complex. 
Furthermore, it was argued that the blue-green office is probably more visually complex than the red 
office because of the selection, placement, and appearance of contrasting colors used in each office. 
Hence, the degree of visual complexity in terms of color may have been the relevant factor in 
determining the number of errors produced in each office. Hence, the more visually complex a space 
in terms of color, the greater the decrement in performance. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Employers may need to be concerned about screening prospective employees and subsequently 

grouping employees with similar individual characteristics such as screening ability. Interiors need to 
be designed with more flexibility to allow for some variations within the same general space to 
accommodate workers with relevant varying characteristics such as stimulus screening ability. 

One intriguing issue is that differences in performance among workers in the three offices did not 
appear until the 3rd and 4th days of the study. This suggests that both the length of time for the tasks 
and the length of the study are probably important issues in observing the effects of environmental 
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factors on relevant variables such as performance. In the first study, only short-term tasks on two 
days were examined and no significant differences in error scores appeared. In future studies, 
consideration will be given to the size and length of tasks and the period of time over which the tasks 
are administered. 

How visual complexity is theoretically and operationally defined in terms of color has not been 
adequately addressed. In Kuller et al. 's studies,6-

7 visual complexity was defined categorically for 
two spaces. One was painted completely gray while the other featured varied hues and patterns. It 
seems likely that visual complexity in terms of color could be defined along several dimensions such 
as the number of hues involved, relative amount of space each hue occupies, relative spatial position 
to each other, and differences in saturation and value. 

The issue of visual complexity illustrates the problems of defining an optimal interior color 
scheme for mood, productivity, and performance. The independent effects of hue, saturation, and 
value on these variables are often studied without taking into account their joint or interactive 
effects. Hence, the color schemes derived from Wise et al. 's hypotheses were only based on the 
additive effects of these elements and does not include the possible interactive effects as the 
construct of visual complexity would imply. Future research should consider the interactive effects 
of hue, saturation, and value as well as other interior elements on individual mood, productivity and 
performance. 
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Urban Color Design Based on Cultural Climate 
- Case Study of Koto Ward, Tokyo 

Mari OZAKI, Gyungln KIM and Masami KOBAYASHI 

When one examines the phenomenon of climate created by the relationship between 
nature and human beings, one can find colors that had been made by cutural climate. 
The cultural climate colors are colors that create harmony with that land and area has its 
unique colors. The object of this study is to develop a method of urban color planning that 
can create color harmony in a chaotic urban landscape and bring out the uniqueness of 
the region. The case in study is the Koto Ward . To understand the unique colors of the 
region, we researched the present city buildings' outer wall colors and the climate colors 
which represent the region's nature, history, and culture. The color of earth and sky of the 
natural landscape can be used as base colors of buildings and the colors of flower, 
industrial artfact, and festivals can be used as accent colors. 

1.1NTRODUCTION 
Cultural climate is not just the natural environment but it is also the human life itself on 

that land. Therefore, the phenomenon of cultural climate can be recognized in 
expressions of human living such as literature, art, religion and custom. When one 
examines the phenomenon of climate created by the relationship between nature and 
human beings, one can find colors that had been made by cutural climate. The cultural 
climate colors are colors that create harmony with that land. Each area has its unique 
colors based on its soil and weather. 

In the past, the building materials that were used well suited the climate because soil, 
rock, and wood from that land were used. However due to the increase in the use of 
mass produced man-made materials and the use of regularized colors which ignore the 
climate colors, that had been cultivated by that land for a long time, today's urban colors 
have broken the color order and brought chaos to the urban landscape. 

The object of this study is to develop a method of urban color planning that can create 
color harmony in a chaotic and confusing urban landscape and bring out the uniqueness 
of the region. The case in study is the Koto Ward. 

2. COLORS OF PRESENT CONDITION 
To understand the unique colors of the region, we researched the present city buildings' 

outerwall colors and the climate colors which represent the region's nature, history, and 
culture . 

(1)Present Building's Color 
This study divides the Koto Ward into 5 sections and uses the number of buildings in a 

section as a ratio . Overall, 120 research points were chosen . 

CDNorthern Hukagawa has a lot of YR and Y with value between 6.5 to 9 and chroma 
between 1 to 3.Compared to other sections, this section has a lot of B colors ranging 
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widely from BG to PB with various tones and it has the most G and RP. 
@Southern Hukagawa has aconcentration of YR and Y with value between 6 to 9 and 
chroma between 1 to 3. Compared to other sections, this section has the least Rand the 
most N. 
@Kamedo/Osima has a concentration of YR and Y with values between 5 to 9 and 
chroma between 1 to 5; and many various light tones. Compared to other sections,there 
are a lot of G and a lot of B with tint of G. 
@Sunamachi has a concentration of YR and Y with value between 6 to 9 and chroma 
between 1 and 3. Sunamachi also has a concentration of PB close toP. Compared to 
other sections,this section has a great deal of Y. 
@Rinkai has a lot of Y and BP with value between 7 to 9 and chroma between 0.5 to 
2,and also has light tones. It especially has the least G. 

(2)The Cutural Climate Color of Koto Ward 
Cultural climate of Koto Ward was collected from colors cultivated by nature: 

soil,plant,flower,sky and water; and by history and culture: historical buildings, 
Ukiyoe(painting), festivals, artifacts, noren(shop curtain), and names of places. 

CDNature's color 
· Soil's Color: Northern Hukagawa and Kamedo have mud which is dark brown and 

Sunamachi has silt mixed with sand which is light tone Y and YR. 
· Plant's Color: Deciduous trees are the main kind of trees. The color of the leaves is 

bright tone green with a tint of yellow. The trees in the inland are camphor, zelkova, 
ginkgo, and cherry tree, and in the costal land are eucalyptus, acacia, and willow. 
· Flower's Color: This region has Sasanqua's dark RP, Wisteria's light BP, Peony's bright 

RP, Ume(plum) 's rouge and rape blossom's yellow with a little tint of green. 
· Sky and Water's Colors: The color ofthe sky is B tone with a tint of purple and is 

measured from the Ukiyoe and the actual sky. Value is between 2.5 to 5.5(Ukiyoe) and 
8.5(actual) , and chroma is between 3.0 to 5.0(Ukiyoe) and 1.0(actual). The water color of 
the river is dark G and the sea is blue with a tint of a green. Hue is between 5GY to 
5G(river) and between 7.5BG to 7.5B(sea), value is 3.5(river) and between 4.0 to 
7.0(sea), and chroma 2.0{river) and between 2.0 to 4.0{sea) . 

@Color of history and culture 
· Historical Architectures' Color: In Northern Hukagawa concentrated colors are YR of 

low chroma and middle value. In Southern Hukagawa concentrated colors are bright RP 
and G. In Kamedo and Osima concentrated color is deep brown and in Sunamachi they 
are light tone and deep brown. 
• Ukiyoe' Color: It's concentrated colors are deep B and P and overall colors are low 

tones in Nothern Hukagawa, bright Y in Southern Hukagawa, indigo blue, deep G and YR 
in Kamedo and Osima, and rape blossom color and sand color in Sunamachi. 
· Festivals' Color: The flags of the Tomiokahachiban festival are purple, water color, 

rouge, brown, red, and green. They represent different sections of the town . Brown tones 
and Hukagawa grey are used in Chikaramochi, Kakunori and Kiyari festivals . 
• Industrial Artifacts' Color: The colors are R, black and gold of Edokoma(top) , red and 

blue Edokiriko(facet), white, black, red , yellow, and blue of Chochin{lantern) , white , RP, 
and YR of Edosarasa(printed cotton) , and white, RP, deep green, light green, orange of 
Kumihimo{braided cord) . 
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Fig. 2 The Cultural Climate Colors of Koto Ward 
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• Noren's Color: The colors of Noren are pale yellow, light blue, navy blue, brown, 
persimmon brown, and white. 
· Names of Places' Color: In the names of places, there is evergreen, willow color, light 

green and Hukagawa grey. 

3.COLOR PLANNING 
Cultural climate colors are those which make beautiful landscape by creating harmony 

with the land. In a natural landscape, the earth and sky are everyday colors and they fill a 
large area. Therefore , they can be used as the base colors of buildings. The colors of 
flowers , industrial artifacts and festivals are the colors of special occasions and they give 
accent to daily life. Therefore they can be used on small areas. 

4.CONCLUSION 
According to the analysis of existing buildings, overall colors that are concentrated in 

Koto Ward are YR and Y,value between 6 to 7.5 and chroma between 2 to 3. But unfit 
colors for Keto Ward often used as building colors are such as high value, high chroma, 
deep tone and close to white neutral colors. By analizing cultural climate colors , we 
propose the buildings' outerwall colors in Keto Ward. 

1.8Y 8.5/1.4 

9.1YR 7.6/1.4 5.BY 7.4/0.5 7. 1YR 7.2/2.0 4.3Y 7.6/ 1.5 

Fig.3 Colors for Large Areas 
(Base Color) 
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Image Color of the 'Color Pollution': 
A Case Study in Sapporo and It's Suburbs 

Koya SAKAHARA 

We carried out the research in June and August 1995 and 1996. we 
had 5090 effective data. Using those research results, we got some 
trends of color choices on the "color pollution" according to age 
and sex. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The purposes of this study are to find the color that people feel 
"color pollution" and to provide some basic data for the color 
planning of architectural design. The areas we researched are 
Sapporo City and 3 other cities around it in Hokkaido. 

Hokkaido has a different history and the climate comparing with 
the other districts in Japan. we think that these matters has 
given great influences to the choices of color and other things. 

We carried out the research in June and August 1995 and 1996. We 
distributed a set of the questionnaires and the color chart to 
residents who are older than 13. 30. 1% of families accepted the 
1uestionnaires. We got 5090 effective data and recovery rate is 

lshikari Bay 
lshikari 

Fig.l: Reserch Areas 
(The Nuabers are the sa.e of the 
city nuabers in Table 1.) 

Table 1: The General Research Condition 
The nuaber of N1111ber N..t>er l!ecovery notes 
Research Area of of Rate 

and Cllr naoe IH!IIverr Recovery (') 
Sheets Sheets 

I. Oraru1 92 82 89.1 95'. 5 D. P.A 
2. Oraru2 100 79 79. 0 95'. 5 D. P. A 
3. Oraru3 212 149 70. 3 95' . 5 
4. Oraru4 61 56 91.8 95'. 5 
5. Oraru5 86 79 91.9 95' . 7 
6. fshlkarll 291 252 86. 6 95'. 6 D. P.A 
1. fshlkarl2 257 211 84. 4 95'. 6 
8. Hlrosloa1 339 306 90. 3 95' . 6 
9. lllrosloa2 254 237 93. 9 95'. 6 

10. Hlrosloa3 293 262 89. 1 95'. 6 
11 . Hlrosloa4 102 81 79.4 95' . 6 D. P.A 
12. HlrosloaS 358 300 83. 1 95' . 6 
13. S. Atubetu1 239 218 91.2 95'. 6 D. f . A 
14. S. Atubetu2 133 114 85.1 95' . 6 
15. S. Torohlral 254 221 83.1 95' . 1 D. f . A 
16. S. Torohlra2 185 162 87. 6 95 ' . 7 
11. S. Telne1 177 100 56.5 95' .7 D. P. A 
18. S. Te lne2 130 102 78. 5 95' .7 
19. S. Hlcashll 216 172 79. 6 95'. 6 D. P. A 
20. S. Hicashl2 186 158 85. 0 95'. 6 
21. S. Klla1 211 248 89. 5 95' . 7 D. P. A 
22. S. K lla2 255 236 92.5 95' .7 
23. S. Mlnaoll 132 106 80. 3 95' . 6 D. P. A 
24. S. Mlnaol2 208 169 81.3 95'. 6 
25. S. Shlro1shll 290 220 75.9 96' . 6 D. P. A 
26. S. Shoro1sh12 267 219 82. 0 96' . 6 
27. S. Chuo1 350 251 80. 2 96' . 6 D.P. A 
28. S.Chuo2 399 294 73.7 96' . 7 

Tolal 6143 5090 82. 3 

D. P. A oeans District Planning Area . 
Ex. 'S. a .. .. a· oeans · Sapporo-sh1 0· · • ·0-Ku' 
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82. 3%. The 28 districts which we chose for this research are shown 
in Fig. 1. The general research conditions are shown in Table 1. 

In this study, we took up 3 questions in all the items we asked; 
(j) Do you know the word and the meaning of "color pollution"? ® 
What color do you think "color pollution"? ® Do you agree with the 
assessment of the color or of the height? 

Using the color charts in the reference (2), we made color chart 
for this research. As we thought that there are some color 
differences among each color charts, we sampled the 50 color 
charts in random. Next we measured each value for CIELAB with the 
colorimeter (Minolta CR-200) and calculated the mutual color 
differences and these median. These results are shown in Table 2. 
The largest color difference is 7.45. Therefore, we think that to 
use this chart doesn't matter, if we use it on condition that the 
largest color difference is about 10. 0. 

2 An AGREEMENT ON ASSESSMENTS AND INFORMATION OF "COLOR POLLUTION" 
The rate of the agreement on the assessment of the color of roof 
and the height of houses according to age and sex are shown in 
Fig. 2. The rate of agreement increases with their age. In Fig. 2 we 
found that the rate of the agreement on the height of houses is 
higher than that of the agreement on the roof color. We found that 
the assessment on the color is more disliked than that on the 
height. 

Table 2: The Color Differences a10ng the Color Charts 

Achrom Tone Hue Name 
lie N"'e 
Color (abbre Red I Reddish I Yellow I Yellow' Yellow I Green I Blue I Green I I Blue I Purple I Purple I Purple vi all <r> (y) Green sh Blue Blue Red 

on> (g) (bg) (gb) (b) (pb) (p) (pr) 
---'-
Top :Color Nt1ober and Tone abbreviation by P. C. C. S Middle : r. c. c. S sign •I Bott0111: CIELAB Color Ollference •2 
I) I VIvid 10)v2 15)v4 24)v6 29)v8 38)vl0 43)v12 52)vl4 57)v16 66)vl8 1Dv20 80)v22 85)v24 
n9. 5 (v) t19 5-9 5-9 0-9 y-8.0-9 0-9 r3s5-9 5-9 fbi1 0-9 U;t9 v-3. 5·9 p-3. 5-9 rp-4. 0-9 
1.72 2. 08 6. 92 3. 78 3. 08 
2) Lt. Gy Bright ll)b2 16)b4 25)b6 30)b8 a9lb10 44)bl2 5a)bl4 5B)b16 67)b18 72)b20 8l)b22 86)b24 
n8. 5 (b) r-6. 0-8 ro-7. 0-8 yo-8. 0·8 y-8. 5-8 0-8 t 0-8 0-8 5-8 0-8 v-5. 0-8 p-5. 0-8 rp-5. 5··8 
0. 72 5. 17 7. 45 6. 93 3. 00 2. 44 2. 29 l. 55 --
3) Lt. G Light 12) I 12 17) 114 26) 1t6 an I t8 40) I t!O 45) 1112 54)1tH 59>1 tiS 68) ltl8 73) I t20 82) 1120 87) 1124 
n7. 5 <It) r-7. 5-6 ro-8. 0-6 yo-8. 5-6 y-9. 0-6 5-6 0-6 o-s !b!ip-s v-6. 5-6 p-6. 5-6 rp-7 0-6 
0. 67 3. 51 2. 62 a. 92 2. 01 2. 97 4. 72 2. 65 
4) U. Gy 13)dp2 18)dp4 27)dp6 3l)dp8 4lldPI0 46)dp12 55)dp14 60)dpl6 69)dp-18 74)dp20 83)dp22 88)dp24 
n6. 5 r-3. 5-8 ro-4. 5-8 yo-5. 5-8 y-6. 0-8 yg-5. 5-8 g-4.5-8 5-8 0-8 nt8 v-2. 4-8 p-2. 4-8 rp-3. 0-8 
I. 02 2. 61 1.38 1.76 2. 75 l. 98 l. 86 3. 55 2. 26 l. 42 
0> U. Gy Pale a2)p8 47)pl2 6))pl6 75)p20 
n5. 5 (p) y-9. 0-3 y-8.5-3 !b-8. 0-3 v-8. 0-3 
2. 18 1.84 4. 25 . 26 . 25 1.74 2. 97 
6) U. Gy Light 33) ltg8 48) ltgl2 62) 11316 76) I tg20 
n4. 5 Grayls y-7. 0-3 rs. 5-3 ,b-6. -3 v-6. 0-3 
1.12 h(Jgy) 2. 43 l. 39 . 07 . 76 l. 52 l. 56 
7) Dk . Gy Gravis 34)g8 42)g10 49)g12 56)!14 63)!16 70)g18 77)g20 84)g22 
n3. 5 h (g) y-4 . 0-3 o-a rgs 5-3 bg- . 5-3 . 0-3 b-3. 0-3 v-3. 0·3 p-3. 0-3 
1.49 2. 69 l. 89 0. 74 2. 54 3. 83 . 50 l. 73 2. 36 2. 28 2. 86 
8> Ok. Gy Dull 22),d4 35)d8 50)dl2 64)dl6 78)d20 92)d24 
n2. 4 (d) ro-5. 5-6 y-6. 5-6 r5.5-6 ,b-4. 5-6 v-4. 0-6 rp-4. 5-6 
). 09 2. 32 2. 13 . 29 . 89 3. 01 l. 66 
9) Bk Dark 23),dk4 36)dk8 5l)dk12 65)dkl6 79)dk20 9a)dk24 
nl. 0 (dk) ro-3. 0-5 y-4. 0-5 g-3.0-5 !b-2 0-5 v-1.8-5 rp-2. 0-5 
l. 30 a. 86 2.19 4. 02 . 43 2. 43 l. 53 

•I: In the case of · v2' , [R-4. 5-9] oeans [2 ·R-4. 5-9s] . •2 :These are 1he oedlan of the ltllual color dlllerences In 50 snples. 
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The information of "color pollution" according to age and sex 
are shown in Fig. 3. The left is the rate that the word is known 
and the right is the rate that the meaning is understood. The word 
of "Color pollution" isn't generally known, but it's meaning is 
understood by more than 50% of the answerers . The rate increases 
with their age. 
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.c 

<:.l .c Age 1- .c 
0 1- 0 

15 45 65 15 yeas old 45 6 yeas old 15 45 65 1- 15 45 65 
Age 

Fig. 2: The agree•ent on the assess•ent 
yeas old years 

Fig. 3: The lnforution of old 

3 CHOICE OF COLOR 
The top ten of selected colors which 

imagined to be "color pollution" are 
shown in Fig.4. These colors are 
chosen from 93 colors and are shown in 
Table 2. We found many colors of vivid 
tone in the warm colors. 

The highest rate of color choice is 
vivid red, and it's rate is about 65%. 
The vivid tone colors follow it and 
the fifth is black. It is about 13%. 
The colors below the fifth show a 
greater differences comparing with 
male and female. 

The rate of color choice according to 

olor a.es Vivid red__j; 
Vivid re dish 

v{·v d yell w r ···: 
Vivid purp e ······ 

Black Vivid purple 
Purplish ·· 

Vivid purple blu · 
-Male 
······· · Feaale 

id yellowish orange 

1.0 
rple 

Fig. 4: The top ten of selected colors 
which are i•agined to be 'color 
pollution' 
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Fig.6: The rate of color choice ,part 2 

age and sex are shown in Fig. 5 
Vivid red, black and white are 

and 6. Here, we took up 6 colors. 
shown in Fig. 5. Grayish red, vivid 

greenish blue and grayish blue are shown in Fig. 6. In the cases of 
vivid red and black, the rate increases with their age. About 
grayish red in the case of male, the rate dec reases with their 
age. In the cases of 3 other colors,at first we find that the rate 
decreases with age, then it increases when they are over 45 years 
old. The rates of 3 colors are about 1%. About black and white, 
the rate in the case of male shows higher than that of female . In 
the case of vivid red, the rate of female under about 35 years old 
shows higher than that of male , but the both male and female have 
the same tendency when they are older than about 35. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The followings are the results in this study. 
1. There are many who do not support the color assessment. 
2 . The majority of the answerers understand the meanings of "color 

pollution. " 
3. In the colors imagined to be "color pollution", there are many 

vivid tone colors in the warm colors. 
4. 10-20%o f answerers choose black as "color pollution", and 

about 1% of them choose white. 
5. The trends of color choice have some relations with age and sex. 
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The Items Concerning Color Planning of Building Exterior 
Surfaces and Their Restriction 

Sari YAMAMOTO, Tomoko MASUDA and Voshiki NAKAMURA 

In order to determine the factors required for selecting building exterior colors, 
we examined several reports written by color designers and we conducted an ex-
periment. Then, to assess the parameters of these items, we conducted another 
experiment in which subjects were asked to rate each of 98 color stimuli under 
specific planning item. The results showed that the restriction of the items pertain-
ing to concept was large, while that of the items pertaining to materials was small. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Because the building exterior surfaces are public, color plannings of those are 

not to be private. Therefore, it is important to ensure that planning is objective. In 
order to do so, the designers have to know the factors that are required in selecting 
building exterior colors and to estimate the limitations that these factors place on 
color. 

The purpose of this study is to determine the factors required for selecting build-
ing exterior colors and to assess their restrictions quantitatively. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
In order to ascertain the factors required for the selection building exterior col-

ors, firstly we examined several reports and secondly conducted an experiment. 
We examined 45 reports, each of which was a case study of color planning. They 

were written by color designers who had made color selections practically. From 
them, we determined the factors used for color selection. 

In the experiment, the subjects were required to decide the color of a building 
practically without restraint. The subjects were 25 students. In this color-selection 
experiment, we got the items that the subjects required or supposed for color selec-
tion. We considered these items as the factors required for color selection. 

Consequently, the factors obtained from reports and experiment could be cat-
egorized into several groups such as place, function, material, concept. (Table 1) 

To assess the parameters of these factors, we conducted another experiment in 
which subjects were asked to evaluate the suitability of colors for each of the 45 
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Table 1: Categories of factors concerning color selection 

Answer 
Categories Examples of answers rate(%) 

88 color of surroundings no pink in green 
80 place conspicuous color in downtown 

80 function clean colors for hospital 

32 activity quiet color for living, fresh color for 
working 

56 form deep color for pencil form 

44 facade coloring flat facade with a shadow 

44 volume no deep color for large buildings 

40 material 
color making th e best use of wood 

for wooden buildings 

52 design concept 
different color from surroundings 

with concept of attracting attention 

24 concept for surroundings 
no natural color with concept of 

conspicuous among surroundings 

44 color preference 
favorite color within a permissible 
range 

36 color in general for exteri or surfaces not too loud 

24 color of standing buildings color of buildings that we have seen 

20 characteristics of users bright colors for children 

20 climate 
Sky color of clear weather is 

different from cloudy weather. 

Categories, the answer rates of which are over 20, are shown. 

selection factors. The number of color stimuli used in this experiment was 98; the 
subjects were 20 students. Subjects rated the color stimuli by using a method of 
semantic differential, from "precisely suitable" to "not suitable". The factors used in 
the experiment were selected from the factors which were determined from the 
previous experiment regarding color selection. 

3. RESULT 
The parameters of each factor could be assessed by analyzing the variance ofthe 

evaluation. When the variance of a factor was little, because the suitability-rating 
given by nearly all subjects was the same, we can say that the parameters of such a 
factors were narrow (Fig. 1). These factors were mostly concerned with materials 
except those which were not dependent on a color of material, for example, "a paint". 
Conversely if the variance of a factor was large, the parameters of such an item can 
be said to be broad, since the evaluation of every subject did not coincide. These 
factors were mostly related to concept. 

On the other side, some factors had many colors and some factors had only a few 
colors that the subjects evaluated as "precisely suitable". This shows the amount of 
color that can be used under a certain factor. The factors having many colors were 
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Fig. 1: The restriction of the items 
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amusement facility painted 

signalized 
near the sea family revitalizing park museum massive calm newtown children 
messy district adult tiled 

detached house wooden modem 
hospital small stone-built cool 

residential area primary school hif!h-rise aluminum-built 
new business distrid rent hu1lding semicylindrical brick-built 

factory 
like a monumenl concrete 

power station square 

0 
place function/user form/volume material concept 

Fig. 2: The number of colors for "precisely suitable" 
The color evaluated by some subjects, even if one subject, were counted. 

"painted", "an amusement facility", and the factors having a few colors were "a 
power station", "a factory", for example (Figure 2). 

Figure 3 shows the suitable colors. The densities of suitable colors are shown 
dark on the graphs and the densities of unsuitable colors are shown light. Fig.3(a) 
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60<L' <70 

50<L' <60 

0 

shows that the many suitable colors 
for "a primary school" are bright or 
chromatic. Fig.3(b) shows that the 
suitable color for "a power station" 
is gray. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The factors required for the color 

selection of building exterior sur -
faces were obtained from reports and 
through experimentation. These 
could be categorized into several 
groups such as place, function, ma-
terial, concept et al. 

The parameter of each factor 
could be assessed by analyzing the 
variance of the evaluation obtained 
from the experiment. Our conclu-
sions are as follows: 
1. The parameters of factors con-

othe cerning material are the most nar-
7 not row. The parameters of factors con-

'*' 6 suitable 

LE cerning with concept are the broad-
est. 

L-2----' 2. The amount of color that can be 
used in color selection was analyzed 

a• 
o 60 quantitatively. 

a• 
(a) a primary school (b) a power station 

Fig. 3: Amount of suitable color 
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Colour Context - Site and Culture -
in Urban Planning and Architecture 

Michel CLER 

Colour aspect as medium in Urban spaces and Architecture , is subdued to perenniality 
and at same time to mutability. Colours & Textures are linked to site spirit on one hand 
and on memory and cultural background on the other. 
External spaces mood and Architecture are attached to dynamic meaning of textures and 
colour appearences, some concepts for studies in HongKong & Hue are presented . 

What is the use of Light, Texture and Colour aspects in the fields of Architecture and 
external Urban Spaces, in relation with Natural or Urban environment. Day light aspect 
will be approached , night lighting being a variation , not introduced in this presentation . 

To be revealed Colour appearance needs : 
LIGHT : Sun with all variation and location aspects through days, seasons and 
geographical locations, 
SUPPORT : Water , plant, natural or artificial material, with their textures appea-
rance , either static or moving, translucent , opaque, 
RECEIVER : Human being with his physical complexity , his wide cultural and 
knowledge back ground. 

As Colour does not "exist", is it necessary and useful! to try to rule it? Certainly it may be 
convenient , for specific functions and for technical and economical reasons, to faithful! 
repetitiveness, perenniality, spreading of colour aspects, even if at the end, for many 
reasons, it appears visualy different to observer. 
People accept more easily a variation on a brick textured or on a chalk water coated 
wall, than on a flat plain contemporary resin paint. For their visual perception, indus-
trialised materials need bridges with "hand made" materials. 

As Colour is a medium, message and meaning will be different through groups, they also 
will be modified on time scales and culture variations. Import of Colour aspect and 
meaning may sometime be useful! on a cultural point of view. Anyway , message may 
appear friendly or not , it will depend on the "context". 

All along History, human settlement were located most oftenly on specific geographical 
sites in accordance with site potentialities and daily life functions . In Hong Kong, Fung 
Shui, advice is also based on Colour knowledge to provide harmony and to influence 
daily life , taking into account other environmental constraints. 

Perhaps, it may be possible to introduce two time scales in Colour mood development. 
Perenniality : Geographical " long term" scale 
Mutability : Variation of Colour Culture through groups, functions and locations. 
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PERENNIALITY: Each natural or urban site and micro-areas have their own Colour 
mood in relation with sun lighting , shape, dimension , texture . For same observer, a 
coloured metallic cladding issued from Australia will look, outdoors , differently,in Japan , 
in Australia and in France. It may be a convenient metamerism effect if colour fit with 
surroundings. Another aspect is physical comfort effect of some colours e.g. turquoise in 
tropical area. 
MUTABILITY: It may be attached to a colour or colour association meanings and their 
development on short, midle long term . It will depend of support impact in cultural, 
historical , economical systems. 
The quality of Colour visual message is also deeply involved with the Texture aspect, 
both being included in the support; tactile and visual aspect providing information. 
In fact Mutability is a wide , vivid subject , if handling of Colour textured aspects appears 
permanently in advertising, it may be more subtle to perceive in other field. 
In Hong Kong , some imported material with their own colour code , are not always in 
accordance with landscape and cultural references. 
To borrow Colour and Texture aspects from other cultures and use them to fit with con-
text or under other cultural meaning wil l enrich the colour range and cultural meaning. 

Both aspects, either to stick strictly to Tradition and Heritage, or to use non filing 
Coloured and Textured materials issued from abroad , will induce a lost of spirit ,of 
character and an increase of Colour and Texture cultural amnesia. 

PRE-CHROMATIC STUDY FOR HUE- VIETNAM 

This will concern the first steps for a Colour Chart on the City of Hue . 
Geographicaly the city is located in a large flat site on both sides of Perfum River orien-
ted North-East toward South-West. 
On South East looking bank stands the Imperial City, on the other side the new admnis-
trative settlement merges in gardens. Plants in public spaces provide a green line on 
both riversides. In the evening Hue is known for the purple mood aspect on the West 
looking side. 
Inhabitants are artists, musicians , dancers , painters, poets issued from an ancient subtle 
cultural tradition linked to the court . 
Hue city of the "Five Colours" which look, as far as we know , quite vivid. 
Walls are generally painted with chalk-water and additionnal pigment, from different 
origines , and easy to buy. 
Inhabitants are living with colours. Colours on facades have a private or a group mea-
ning. For climate reason , for cost and material constraints , perhaps either for hygienic or 
(and) their own pleasure and taste , colours on facade may change and the turnover 
seems to be important, (5>6 lays of different colour period). 
Quite quickly the bright new colour lustered, and looks light, transparent as water-colour 
aspect. 
This is mentionned, for the reason that building material is changing for longterm strong 
material as wash-grana which is more in accordance with construction oriented on con-
ere! structures. 
This first part of the survey consists of : 
*The assessment of Chromatic memory and the first analysis of coloured aspects still on 
site around the historical city ,and on the administration building and villa area on the 
opposite bank. 
* Giving some orientation based on what appears as Heritage range. This means to 
check if some colours may be usefull to enhance what cou ld be the "traditionnal" range. 
* Introducing NCS vocabulary as a tool for identification , better understanding and spel-
ling of Colour appearences. 
Generaly trowelled material, wash-grano , thick-coating , cannot afford vivid and light 
colours, for technical reason , then for cost possibilities, or market & stock. 
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Other material as mosa"lc and porcelaine were used for official architecture , the semi-
gloss aspect is contrasting with thin and light water paint. Square red ochre terra-cota 
pavement and enamelled terra-cota pilasters and tiles are used for palace and tombs. 

One suggestion for forthcoming redevelopment of the city, could be: 
For existing sites to confirm geographical supports as Perfum River and planted river 
banks, then to pay attention on the material and colour treatment on the close area of the 
historical city, and administration site looking more European. 
For new development areas, inside city and in suburbs, colour association issued from 
the first main "historical" part of Hue may be used as a structure reinforced by other 
ranges referring to urban development concept . The colour Townscape may be a guide 
line for foreign manufacturers giving them the opportunity for the right open answer. 
The basic material of "Chromatic study" in this first step : Chromatic Orientation scheme & 
NCS referenced colours. 
Geographical site - Artistic tradition - Memory & the Heritage - New Urban development -
New Architecture & materials , the Colour cultural challenge is important in HUE. 

Main road corridor in HONG KONG 
The Landscape team of Highways Department wanted to use Colours and Textures in 
visual aspect treatment for footbridges and flyovers on Hong Kong side . 
The goal concerns : 

Rehabilitation and new works , 
Public structures and private structures coherent Colour and Material guide line. 

Material provided, as Chromatic scheme of corridor and Colour famil ies , is based on 
various micro-sites relating to urban districts as Wanchai or Central areas. 
Footbridges seem small pieces of furniture , in front of partly glass reflexive facades. 
Concept : To bridge the two parts from an original area divided by corridor, each area 

having their own identity. It is a pedestrian scale . 
To create a specific colour attached to this corridor all along the footbridges 
and flyovers. It is a car scale and speed. 

After checking material , ceramic and paint were at that time the only one used . 

Mid-level Escalator & Translator system. 
The location involves three different micro-areas, a narrow tortuous and steep climb in 
the old part of city . Two levels of pedestrian , one on the ground level and second up to 
5.00 meters.The underpart of translators and the access were most important. In this site 
the pedestrian footbrige, structures the three spaces. 
Concept :To pay more attention and to provide , with Landscaper, a friendly mood for 

people leaving and walking underneath. Up in the air they stay on translators. 
To use material with texture , light effects, patterns based on pink, yellow,green 

Shell Plant area in Tsing Yi island. 
Concept :To insert industrial structures in site , to provide comfortable mood for workers 

to preseNe corporate image and enhance the technical aspect . 

New Horizon - Ap Lei Chau - Whampoa aroup 
The method used is similar to what will be presented for Housing Department. 
Concept: Sea on three sides of area will induce character and colour mood. 

Strong link on lobby level with landscape, quality of materials and patterns. 

CHROMATIC CHART HOUSING DEPARTMENT 
Repetitive blocks are located in various areas. Housing dprt . had asked a Chromatic tool 
for Architects based on the brief of: 

Giving inhabitants comfort in estates with their character, identity and scale. 
A better Architectural site integration, either contrasting or merging into site. 
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Various sites were located by Architects as : Water Front, Redevelopment site ,Valley, 
Rural Area, Hill side, Flat and Estuary site . 
It appears as a middle , long term project based on various phases. 

Analysis and Diagnostic of sites, inhabitants impact , architectural design, 
Synthesis Colour Chart under NCS code 
Checking of manufactured material 
Follow up of projects (long term aspect) 

If site analysis design process is one part, inhabitants impact, architectural design , 
provide different informations and constraints. 
People by tradition (and) or by themselves have their own personnal painting 
maintenance on entrance door, guard rail and windows on external corridor.They 
provide a large number of basic colours (or their variation) and of colour association on 
steel structure; short range of precoated aluminium is an economical answer; their is no 
balance with psycho-logical aspect and meaning included in the self-coating aspect 
.Similar problem exists in France with "white"resin frames and aluminium. A large input 
came from inhabitants colour use. 
Architecture and mass map are tight together, quite often spaces are enclosed by 
"walled" facades framing external landscape , which is borrowed as a piece of internal 
landscape. On the follow up aspect , we had noticed a general move in Hong Kong from 
white-grey blue mood to more subtle variation and an close impact on private estates in 
the environment of Public estates. 
The square aspect of Synthesis Colour Chart does not mean that Colour process is now 
closed , it is a base for a"crosscolour" evolution. New colours appearance or association , 
in harmony with the general mood square , will be introduced, as other will not be used. 
Through years, Colour shape will change , it is possible to suggest that colours issued 
from geographical context and others under Fung Shui advice , another coherent 
approach, will belong to Perenniality , on the other hand Cultural aspects , Architectural 
styles , others , be parts of Mutability approach . 

TEMPORARY CONCLUSION 

If we compare Stockholm and Hong Kong Colour ranges (NCS code) we notice they are 
different. Some colours of each may perhaps be used in the other one , it is a "borrow" . 
Colour Chart as medium in townscape , what message? who provides it? how is it in 
colour & texture translated? 
In each country, we are trained at school, to work and use colours as a vocabulary, 
through pencil or paint, then we have, through our cultural knowledge, a visual percep-
tion of colours & textures of a city or a country we will visit. We may be desapointed if ou r 
colour code is misfiling with city colour code, and what we view look different , on the 
other hand inhabitants may be surprised by the colour mood you have in mind for their 
city. Some city design their appearance to be in accordance with the dream of visitors. 
This is a deep, difficult, large and vivid subject , with no receipts, based more on percep-
tion than pure rationnality, reducing to figures, grids and for what purpose? In a specific 
context how we perceive the other one? How the other one wants to appear, to seduce? 
The fugitiv aspect of Colour appearance must not be slicked , fixed somewhere in a 
secure standard, neither reduced to monochromatic white with no tension . 
We read, dream or perceive some specific mood in a city or on a site , and it is difficult to 
"explain" the feeling or just to find words, we speak of "magic" mood of a piazza, the 
"spirit"of a site : it is Seduction . And in Seduction, Colour vibration , Texture .are involved. 
In front of one poor vocabulary area, more colours and borrows mean more messages 
or more subtle understanding of contexts. 

Michel CLER 
Atelier Cler Room 101 102 Workington Tower 78 Bonham Strand East Sheung Wan Hong Kong 
Atelier M&F Cler 64 Rue Vergniaud 75.013 Paris France 
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Figural Color in the Seattle Cityscape 

Galen MINAH 

Urban form relies, in part, on how one perceives figural objects in the cityscape. This 
study looks at the colors of significant figural structures in Seattle, Washington and how 
these colors are affected by the varying light and atmosphere in the predominantly 
overcast skies of the Pacific Northwest. Seattle is composed of several hills interspersed 
with bodies of water and can be viewed at varying distances from a boat and vertically in 
layers. Methodology involved observing and documenting photographically figural colors 
in differing light and atmospheric conditions. Actual colors of figural and background 
buildings were recorded on site using the NCS Index. Similar color samples from the 
NCS Block were then arranged to make an abstract two dimensional color model of the 
cityscape which represented a particular urban field. The color samples of the figural 
blocks were interchanged in hue, chromaticness (c), and blackness (s) to determine the 
characteristics that increased or diminished their figural status and were observed in 
varying light conditions. Results demonstrated that of the many well-documented spatial 
effects of color, chroma was the most significant variable. In sunlight and clear 
atmosphere, when (c) was below 20 in all the buildings in the field, the light-dark contrast 
was the primary factor in determining figural status. Black was dominant against sky and 
white was dominant against the cityscape. Hue contrasts were of lesser importance. In a 
field where several buildings were figural, hue and (c) were most important. Yellow 
(S0580 Y)) was primary since it is low in (s) and high in (c). Y was followed by GY, YR, R, 
G, and B. R advanced due to warm-cool contrast, and both Rand G became strongly 
luminous in sunlight in high (c), which increased advances in their spatial position within 
the urban field. Black was strongly figural, as was white. In overcast sky Y, high in (c), 
low in (s), was figural and dominant, but lost its luminescence and receded from its 
position in sunlight. Blue (S1060 B), less powerful than yellow, was secondary, but 
retained its luminescence and advanced spatially in this light. Black and white were both 
figural in this light. In fog yellow retained its figural status and appeared to penetrate this 
atmosphere. YG and YR in high (c) also appeared to penetrate fog. White in this 
atmosphere was figural against a darker urban field, but not against the sky, and did not 
appear to penetrate fog. Black and other hues of high (s) lost their figural status in fog. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental precept in modem architecture is that color belongs to the realm of 
decoration and sensory experience, appreciated by the common man as sensation. 
Whereas form, harmony, and proportion belong to the intellectual perspective and is 
within the domain of the enlightened man.1 The interplay of color and form as a 
conceptual and rational construct has always been in the domain of the artist in the the 
20th century, but architects have not used color theory as an integral part of form-making 
since the 1920's when Theo van Doesburg and Piet Mondrian, as part of the DeStijl 
Movement, used color to counteract and destroy the formal characteristics of mass and 
volume which they saw as antithetical to their movement.2 In the 1980's and 1990's 
color in architecture and urban design has become apparent. Its use, however, is more 
often associated with symbolism than with the definition of architectural and urban form.3 
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The role of color in urban form, as illustrated in Lange's study of the evolution of 
colors in Rome, incorporates regional building materials and practices, laws governing the 
use of color, the nature of light, and the attitudes of a particular culture to the importance 
of its significant architecture and the colors associated with this architecture.4 This study 
will focus on two primary issues related to color in the city: 

1. color as a factor in giving figural status to architectural form through increased 
prominence, 
2. The change in this color due to variations in natura/light by climate and 

atmosphere. 

Seattle. Seattle is a linear city of many hills bordered on the east and west by large 
bodies of water. The climate is predominately overcast from late fall to early summer. 
The air is generally clear, but fog may be present during the winter. The cityscape is 
easily visible from the water or from numerous viewpoints on the hillsides. The tallest 
buildings are in the central business district (CBD) on the western edge of the city. Low-
rise six to ten story buildings are located in the denser neighborhoods, and two and three 
story single family residences in the rest of the city. 

Seattle is a city with minimal color regulations and no urban color concept or 
design. As one might expect, there is a big variety of color used in the cityscape with 
many examples of exaggerated figural color. In the urban residential neighborhoods there 
is a predominance of painted wood siding and stucco, composition shingle roofs, and 
fewer examples of brick masonry. Trees and foliage are interspersed with buildings in 
these neighborhoods. In the CBD there are more structures made of natural materials, 
although strong figural color is usually associated with manufactured metal and glass 
panels, and painted metal and masonry. Trees are not apparent in this area. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

Several urban fields were selected and photographed with Kodak E100S slide film 
in varying light and atmospheric conditions, and at varying distances with a 35mm to 
110mm zoom lens and a 200mm lens. Within a study area (urban field), structures which 
became figural due to their color were identified. These figural colors were observed in 
varying light and atmospheric conditions and changes in figural status were noted. In the 
urban fields, building colors were identified and recorded using the Natural Color System 
(NCS) color index. A 2-D model of the urban field was made using NCS blocks. This 
showed hues without the color distortions from atmosphere. The approximate proportion 
of color areas within the urban field were represented. These models were photographed 
in varying light conditons. Colors with high figural status were then substituted with hue 
samples of varying chroma (c) and blackness (s) to see which charcteristics changed 
their figural status. Those colors identified as figural were selected from the NCS blocks 
and photographed alone and in combination with other colors in sun and overcast sky to 
see what nuances responded to the varying light. 

3. RESULTS 

Two urban fields were represented in this study; an urban residential area and the 
central business district (CBD). In each field, figural colors were 1) identified by light-dark 
contrasts, and hue-chroma contrasts, and 2) changes in figural status were observed in 
different light and weather conditions. 

Urban Residential Area 
Approximate Areas (s) for all hues: 

s= 5 or below 5% 
s= 5 to 20 30% 
s=20 to 70 63% 
S= 70 or above 2% 

ApproximateAreas (c) for all hues: 
c=20 or below 90% 
c=20to 50 8% 
c=50 or above 2% 
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Figural Status 

(Light-Dark) Colors which achieved figural status by light-dark contrast were primarily 
whites and hues of s=5 or below surrounded by larger areas of hues of s=50 and above. 
Black and colors of s=70 and above did not become figural unless contrasted to a white 
ground. Structures in this urban field were not prominent against the sky and were 
usually contrasted to a background consisting of shade, shadow, and dark hues in roofs, 
roads, and trees which reduced their figural status. 
(Hue-Chroma) The majority of hues in this urban field had low chroma of c=20 or below. 
Variations in hue had little effect on the figural status of these hues. For hues above c=20 
a significant elevation in their figural status occurred as c increased relative to their 
background. Hues with the highest c became the most figural as a rule. With figural 
colors in high c, the hue made a difference. As a general rule hues with low s and high c 
were most figural. Y was dominant, followed by YR, YG, R, B, BG, G, and RB. 

(Light-Dark) Figural status was changed little by sun or overcast conditions in this urban 
field. In fog whites and hues of low s retained their figural status. Black and hues of high 
s values appeared lighter and lost their figural status. 
(Hue-Chroma) In sunlight all colors of high chroma were luminescent, causing them to 
advance spatially. In overcast conditions the luminescence of all high chroma figural 
colors was reduced, especially R; however pink {S0530 R) achieved an elevated figural 
status. B was an exception and remained luminescent in these conditions. Y lost its 
luminescence, but remained figurally dominant in all conditions. High chroma G was rare 
in the urban field, except for road signs, and competed with the abundance of G in trees 
and foliage. 

Central Business District 
Approximate Areas (s) all hues Approximate Areas (c) all hues 

s=20 or below 60% c=20 or below 80% 
s=20 to 50 30% c=20 to 50 15% 
s=50to 70 8% c=50 or above 5% 
s= 70 and above 2% 

Figural Status 

(Light-Dark) Black and hues of s=70 and above were figural when seen against the sky 
in tall buildings. Contrasted to the urban field, darks competed with shade, shadow, dark 
windows, streets, and other dark structures for figural status. Whites and hues of s=5 or 
below were figural in large single areas, or surrounded by a darker background. These 
colors were not figural against the sky in overcast conditions. 
(Hue-Chroma) Although 60% of hues in the CBD were in the YR and R ranges, there was 
a wide range of hue variation. Hue variations in chroma of c=20 and below had little 
effect on figural status. As in the residential areas, when c increased relative to the 
background, the figural status increased. When several figural colors of similiar chroma 
were observed, figural status depended upon hue. Y was dominant, followed by YR {YG 
was not evident in this field). Rand B hues depended upon the type of light present, and 
BG and G in high c were not observed. 

(Light-Dark) In sunshine, shade and shadow competed with dark figural colors {except for 
tall buildings), but enhanced the status of light structures. In overcast conditions white 
was not as figural against the sky. In fog or from a distance, black and high s hues 
appeared lighter and lost their figural status. 
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(Hue-Chroma) In sun, high c hues achieved a luminescence which increased their figural 
status, causing them to advance spatially. In overcast conditions luminescence was 
reduced in all hues except B which maintained its luminance and increased in figural 
status. R became dull in this light and its figural status was reduced. Y and hues with a y 
component were dominant. As a rule, hues in which c is similar but s varies, the figural 
status of the lighter hue is dominant. In fog, Y in high c maintained its dominance. 
HIGH 

2 ]! 
en 

l u: if 

10 W ID M 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Chroma (c) , s = 10 for all hues Chroma (c), s = 10 for all hues 

Fig. 1: Figural status, sunshine Fig. 2: Figural status, overcast 

4. CONCLUSION 

Figural colors in the Seattle cityscape, as predicted, occurred by color effect due to 
juxtapositions of color contrasts. Of these color effects, light-dark contrast, contrast of 
extension, and contrast of saturation were primary in determining figural status. The 
spatial effects of color were also important and all juxtapositions of warm-cool, light-dark, 
saturation, and extension which produce these effects were present in the cityscape.5 Y 
in high c was usually dominant. Luminescence achieved through high chroma, intense 
sunlight, and/or color effect was a significant factor in figural status. This was due to 
aerial perspective where high chroma hues appeared to advance. In sunlight, 
luminescence in high chroma hues was the most significant variable in figural status. In 
overcast conditions the luminescence of all high chroma hues was reduced, with the 
exception of B. Y remained dominant, however, despite its reduction in luminescence. In 
light-dark contrast, white was more dominant in low buildings of large area. Black was 
more dominant in tall buildings, although black was subject to the most change in varying 
atmospheric conditions. Given the color variables of hue, blackness and chroma, chroma 
appeared to be the most important variable in determining the figural status of a color in 
the Seattle cityscape. 
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The Geography of Colour© 

Jean-Philippe LENCLOS 

The Geography of Colour© is the central theme of a research I have been pursuing for about forty 
years. This research consists of the study of colour and its distinctive characteristics which vary 
depending on the geographical and cultural contexts. 

The word 'geography' must be understood here in its generic context of human studies: as 
well as the straight-forward analysis of the geographical aspect of a chosen site, it also implies the 
study of the socio-cultural behavior of the populations towards colour, which varies from one 
country to another. 

How did I discover the concept of The Geography of Colour©? 
I certainly became aware of it when I first experienced the confrontation between two 

cultures: on one hand the culture I was brought up with, its roots, my childhood, on the other hand 
the culture I discovered at 22. It was in 1961-1962 and I was lucky enough to have the opportunity 
to come studying in Japan, mainly in Kyoto. 

Colour is without a doubt one of the most important discoveries I made while comparing the 
oriental and the occidental cultures. 

Indeed, I grew up surrounded with the contrasted colours of the North of France, where I 
lived up to my teenage. There I had learnt to appreciate the luminous orange colour of the tiled-
roofs combined with the red brick houses which made a striking contrast with the intensive green 
of the landscape. 

In Japan I discovered totally different kinds of landscapes, different contrasts : these of the 
Sumi-e, of the grey roofs and patined wood contrasting with the white Shoji of the traditional 
houses . 

Let alone these chromatic particularities found in the architectural environment and in the 
urban landscape, I also discovered other areas where colour could constantly express itself in the 
most beautiful ways: the art of calligraphy, for example, where the space organizes itself around 
and from the sign. I developed as well a fascination for the building materials, for their rhythm, 
their consistency. The kimono, the objects used in the house and in everyday's life were equally 
the signs, the physical mediums through which the specific colour identity of Japan could express 
itself. 

I became aware of an evidence: every country, every town or village have their own colours, 
and these colours strongly contribute to establish a national and cultural identity. 

Once I had developed the certitude of an existing colour identity, I had to try and 
demonstrate its relevance. I also had to conceive a methodology. In 1965 I happened to have to 
establish a colour range for architectural matters and this gave me the opportunity to develop my 
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concept. I realized how important it was to compose this colour range respecting the architectural 
and colour tradition of each different region. I then started to make a systematical inventory of the 
colours one could find on the traditional architecture in the different parts of France. A detailed and 
methodological listing of the colours was developed through a system which divides architectural 
colour identity in two categories: the general colour scheme or general palette (colours of roofs and 
walls) and the 'touches of colours' palette (doors, shutters, frames, wood works, etc.). This 
original system was based on an analytical approach which allowed me to start being able to 
objectively compare the colour identity between the different regions of France to start with, and 
later between various countries all around the world. 

This original system is presented as series of panels picturing the synthesis of each site 
analysis. The panels are made out of 25 vignettes, each of them illustrating the colour 
particularities of one house. 

This is how I started my research of the French territory, before spreading my studied in 
other European countries and other continents. 

First centered on the architectural landscape, it appeared that this research could also be 
applied to the design world, and be used to help analyzing and developing fashion, equipment 
goods and especially industrially produced consumer goods. 

Colour has indeed an unquestionable industrial value in the new international configuration 
of markets . Competition had become more and more aggressive, it increasingly puts the stress on 
attraction values, and it is now well known that colour has become a major seductive element on 
the market. Every country, every market therefore expresses the particularities of their coloured 
environment as well as their expectations concerning colour. 

These particularities are based on numerous socio-cultural factors now analyzed by 
psychology, sociology, semiology or history specialists. 

Colour is a rich and lively subject matter, it is a symbol, an image, an emblem. It is therefore 
a culture. 

This figurative evocation of the concept of The Geography of Colour© remains somewhat 
allusive but I think it allows one to perceive what potential is yet to be found in the wide and 
immense fields of colour research. 

Jean-Philippe Lenclos 

P.S .: The Geography of Colour is a registered trade mark. 

Transaction from French to English: Marie Lenclos 
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Study Concerning the Computer Simulation of Coloring 
of Exterior Surfaces of Buildings 

Voshiki NAKAMURA, Sari YAMAMOTO and Toshimi SAWADA 

Techniques are suggested for generating a graphic image that is useful for exterior coloring 
design. These include the use of characteristics of the image representing system, the specification 
of the setting of lighting, and the use of Munsell color system for specification of color. In 
addition a concrete color simulation method is introduce with an example. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

Although there are a lot of computer applications that can provide beautiful perspective pictures 
of a building, none of them is used by a designer for coloring exterior surfaces of the building. 
The pictures generated by those applications are regarded useful for presentation to a client but 
not good for color planning. 

The ad"antage of using computer is, however, primarily quite undoubted. The usage of computer 
application brings the capability of color simulation to all of us. Furthermore color simulation is 
surely useful for even an experienced coloring designer if it offers the precise appearance of the 
coloring of the building in several view angles and various weather conditions and provide the 
precise impression of color balance between the subject building and the surroundings. 

2. REQUIREMENT FOR THE COMPUTER SIMULATION OF EXTERIOR COLORING 

In order that we have the exact experience in the scene before the building designed is built up, 
the scene shown to us on a screen should have the whole visual filed and the array of light on it 
should have the exact tri-stimulus values X, Y, Z. There is no device at the present time, 
however, that can offer such light distribution. 

What we can use now is just a picture displayed on a CRT screen or printed on a sheet of 
paper. As the technology of capturing a scene and representing its image is developing rapidly 
and the color management system will be established in some future, it is not a fantasy that an 
image displayed on a screen or printed on a sheet of paper gives us almost the same appearance 
as the real scene. Therefore what we should seek for now would be the technique for generating 
the same picture as we take if the building designed is built up. 

The image a color designer desire to be offered is probably an image that contains not only the 
building that is the subject of the coloring but the surroundings . Furthermore the proportion of 
the area of the surroundings should be considerably large because the relation between them is 
quite important for design decision . The image we should obtain for coloring is the image of the 
surroundings that is superimposed the subject building on. 

The colors represented in the superimposed image should be coincident with those of the 
image taken by a camera if the building is actually built up . To satisfy this condition the 
followings are required . 
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Requirement 1: The lighting environment for calculation of generating the image of the subject 
building should be coincident with that of the scene taken by a camera. 

Requirement 2: The conversion characteristics of the camera system should be coincident with 
that of the image generation system applied for the subject building. 

And for coloring convenience the following is desirable. 
Requirement 3: Colors can be specified by Munsell color system. 

3. PROCEDURE FOR MAKING THE COLOR SIMULATION IMAGE 

The authors propose a procedure that satisfies the above requirements. 

3-1 ATTRIBUTE OF THE SURFACES 

The tri-stimulus representation of surface reflectance of the subject building is obtained as 
follows : 

(1) to specify a color based on Munsell color system. 
(2) to look for the values of chromaticity coordinates (x, y) by the attached table to JIS 

(Japanese Industrial Standard) Z 8721-1993. 
(3) to calculate tri-stimulus surface reflectance based on CIE XYZ system by following equation 

p x=(x/y)/(xdyc) X p v ) 

pz={(l-x-y)/y}/{ (1-xc-yc)/yc }X pv .. ............. .... .. ........... .... .. ... .. .. ... ........... .. (1) 
p x. p z: tri-stimulus reflectance referring X and Z p v: reflectance 
xc, Yc : chromaticity of CIE standard source C 

(4) to interpret it into that based on NTSC RGB system by following equation 

G = -0.9843 1.9984 -0.0283 Y 
( 

R ) ( 1.9106 -0.5326 -0.2883 ) (X ) 

B 0.0584 -0.1185 0.8985 Z ... .. .. . . .... ... .... .... .. .. . ...... ... ... ... . ... ... ....... (2) 
X, Y, Z : CIE 1931 tri-stimulus values 
R, G, B : NTSC tri-stimulus values 

Although Munsell color system can apply for glossy colors, the surface of the building in this 
simulation is assumed to offer only diffuse (Lambertian) reflection. 

3-2 MEASUREMENT OF THE LIGHTING ENVIRONMENT 

The lighting environment at the moment when the background picture is taken is measured. 
The objects in the surroundings are illuminated by direct sunlight and ambient skylight. The 

measurement is carried out as follows : 
( 1) to measure illuminance and color temperature of the overall light incident on the 

horizontal plane. 
(2) to measure illuminance and color temperature of the light excluding direct sunlight 

on the horizontal plane. 
The position of the sun at the moment is calculated from the date and time when the measurement 

is carried out. The view direction and the angle of elevation are also measured. 
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3-3 SETTINGS OF THE LIGHTING ENVIRONMENT FOR CALCULATION 

The tri-stimulus representation of illuminance can be calculated from the measurements of the 
lighting environment suggested above, because the values of color temperature can be interpreted 
into chromaticity coordinates as the light sources in the outdoors can be regarded as the black 
body. The tri-stimulus illuminance calculated are finally interpreted into that based on NTSC 
RGB system. 

The sunlight is expressed as a parallel light. Change of the illuminance from the sky in plane 
direction is assumed as shown in Figure 1. 

upward verticall y 
angle between the zenith <"'"' o 0.1 • 

change of illuminance n r l 1 1 o.9111i92 0.2 1r 

(ratio between the horizontal plane) 

en f(y) 

f(y )= 
(1-0.1) X cos( y /2)+0.1 

0.> 

0.> 

0.911" 

downward vertically 

0.8 II'" 

0.611" 

Figure I Assumed Change of illuminance from the sky 

3-3 CONVERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IMAGE GENERATING SYSTEM 

Conversion characteristics of the camera system used for taking a picture of the background 
should be measured in advance. Figure 2 shows such characteristics of some examples. These 
characteristics may vary in f-number and shutter speed even for digital camera system. According 
to the characteristics shown in the figure as CCD camera, a calculated image of the subject 
building represented by real values of RGB is converted into assigned intensity level. 

10 1 10 3 104 ) . 
NTSC tri-stimuli (cd/m2) 10 ' 

10 l 10 4 3· 
·-""'0 - nee:ative film IO • 
.... g ... reversal film 

CCDcamera 

Figure 2 Conversion characteristics of systems 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Figure 3 shows the result. The image made by following the procedure suggested in this paper 
proved to be good for testing the effect of coloring. As the next step, the authors will try to attach 
glossy level of the surface to this system. 

the background image superimposed 
(specified color: 7.5 YR 5.5/4) 

Figure 3 accomplished image of the color simulation 

There are many techniques for generating realistic computer graphics . However no attention has 
been paid to the use of these graphics. The authors hope that this simple technique promotes the 
recognition of coloring designers that computer simulation can be the tool they can use for 
improving their design. 
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An Establishment of the Practical Guide for Color 
Planning of the High-Rise Apartment 

Housing Exteriors in Korea 

Jin-Sook LEE, Oh-Yon VIM and Won-Deog CHO 

This study has established a practical guide for the color planning of high-rise apartment house exteriors 
in Korea on the basis of the prediction about how its external color affects the cityscape. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Korea has tried to solve the housing shortage problem which is attributed to the high density of population, 

mainly by constructing a number of high-rise apartment complexes. Most of them are more or less twenty 
storied skyscraper buildings, and they occupy the large part of any city in Korea : as a consequence, 
their colors have become a dominant factor in determining the cityscape. It has been noted, however, that 
the unplanned and uncontrolled coloring of those apartment houses does spoil the cityscape. And such 
an awareness has brought into attention that it is necessary to establish a systematic and detailed methodology 
for color planning which would promote a pleasant city environment and purify the emotional and visual 
sense of the citizen. 

This study aims to select the standard colors particular to apartment houses, to present a color palette 
which would be applicable to any practical color planning, and a guide for color planning which would 
guarantee the lowest level of color planning in the high-rise apartment house exteriors and contribute 
to the color harmony of city houses. 

2. SURVEY AND EXPERIMENTS 
The procedure of this study is composed of four steps(Fig.l) : I) the survey of the exterior colors 

of existing apartment houses and the extraction of color images, 2) the selection of standard colors for 
apartment house exterior, 3) the analysis and evaluation experiment of color simulation by a color image 
processor, 4) the production of color palettes and a guide for color planning. The step-by-step detailed 
contents of the research are as follows: I) We surveyed the exterior colors of existing high-rise apartment 
house and as the result decided on the characteristics of color usage and the elements of exterior colors. 
And then we interviewed the city residents by means of the interview called Repertory-Grid Developmental 
Method, which tells about the color evaluation construct of the people and finally enables us to extract 
the evaluation vocabulary for color image. 2) Using 'The Method of Ranking Color Frequency' and 
'The Method of Decreasing Color Difference' on the basis of the results achieved in the first step, we 
selected standard colors for apartment house exterior, each as dominant and subdominant colors. 3) An 
evaluation scene is built on the basis of the standard and supplementary colors extracted in the second 
step, by means of Computer Color Image Processor, and it is evaluated by computer color simulation. 
It is also evaluated by the seven step, the SD(semantic differential)Method, and analyzed basically by 
technical statistics in order to check its reliabi lity as data. We also identified, quantitatively, the relationship 
between color image and its constituents by the HA YASI I program. 4) We examine the previous 
procedures and finally derive a practically applicable a color palette classified by color images and a 
practical guide for color planning. 

I I) the survey of the exterior colors of existing apartment houses and the extraction of color images I 
I 2) the selection of standard colors for apartment house exterior I 

I 3) the analysis and evaluation experiment of color simulation by a color image processor I 
I 4) the production of color palettes and a guide for color planning I 

Fig. I The Flow Chart 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1 A Survey of Exterior Colors and the Extraction of Color Images 1

> 

From the color survey of the apartment house exteriors, we discovered that three factors of exterior 
colors exist : CD the dominant, subdominant and accent colors, (2) the patterns of the color scheme, 
Q) the harmonies of color scheme-- which influence exterior color image of apartment house. Then, 
using the Repertory-Grid Developmental Method for an interview form, which is a form of leading 
question, we extracted a model of color evaluation construct, from which we selected 15 pairs of 
adjectives most frequently used to describe the color images, and used them as evaluation terms in 
the following steps( See cf. Table I) . 
3.2 The Selection of Standard Colors for Apartment House Exterior2

> 

I) In the Method of Ranking Color Frequency, 16 dominant colors and 36 subdominant colors 
were set as restrictive colors on the basis of frequency 3. Also three dominant colors and forty subdominant 
colors were set as free colors on the basis of frequency 2 - 3 closely akin to restrictive colors regardless 
of its fewer frequency. 2) 53 dominant colors and I 30 subdominant colors were selected by the Method 
of Decreasing Color Difference. Finally, 53 dominant colors and 155 subdominant colors obtained 
by two methods were selected as the standard colors. 
3.3 The Analysis and Evaluation Experiment of Color Simulation3

> 

The evaluation factors are the patterns of the color scheme, the harmonies of the color scheme 
classified by the color difference in hue·value·chroma between the dominant color and the subdominant 
color, the dominant and subdominant colors. The categories of each evaluation factor refer to Table 
2. Table I shows multiple and partial correlation coefficient obtained from the analysis of this step. 
The important factors in the evaluation of exterior color image are mainly the harmonies and patterns 
of the color scheme, and the hue, value, and chroma of the principle subdominant colors, and the 
value of the dominant colors. It is shown that the harmonies of the color scheme create a 'subdued', 
'reposed', 'orderly' and 'clear' image. It is also found that the patterns of the color scheme make a 
'dynamic', 'variable', 'characteristic' impression. The principle subdominant colors make a 'warm', 
'gorgeous', 'chic' image ; the value of the principle subdominant colors is related to a 'bright' and 

Table The Effect Table of Evaluation Factors by Color Images 

• Multiple correlation coefficient : correlation between observed and predicted value 
• Partial correlation coefficient : correlation between predicted value and each image of the evaluat ion factor 
• Ran e : each image of the evaluation factor is influenced by observed value 

the highest value in the evaluation factor difference by 0.1 from the highest value 
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'soft' image. The chroma of the principle subdominant colors is also related to an 'intense' and 'vivid' 
image. The value of the dominant colors greatly influence the 'harmonious' image. More detailed 
explanations about several images of exterior color are as follows : 
I ) To present the r variableJ image instead of the simple and plain image in apartment house exteriors, 

CD the patterns of the color scheme are quite effective, which let us use accent, oblique, and geometrical 
division . (1) The harmonies of the color scheme vary the most when the harmony of contrast 
is used ; then the harmonies of similarity and different color are also usable. ® N and warm 
color(group R,RP,P) the image of which is very intense are used mainly for the dominant color 
and the subdominant color. The lower the value and the higher the chroma becomes, the more 
their images vary(Table 2). 

' color 

Bbe 
: 

Table 2 The Effect Table of rvariableJ Image 
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2) The fundamental in selecting images for color planning is to pursue the r chicJ image. CD It 
is affected by the hue of the principle subdominant colors. The hues of the dominant color in 
group YR·P·BG·B with high value(V=9) as well as the subdominant color in group PB·B·BG with 
low chroma(l - 2) should be used. (2) In the case of the harmonies of the color scheme, it is 
effective to use the harmony of Non-chromatic colors. ® In the case of the patterns of the color 
scheme, geometrical, horizontal division and accent are used(Fig. 2) 

3) CD The presentation of the r reposedJ image is most affected by the harmonies of the color scheme. 
It is effective to use the harmony of Non-chromatic colors. (2) Using dominant colors in group 
YR·BG, with high value(V=9) and using subdominant colors in group PB·B·BG with high value(8 - 9) 
and low chroma(l - 2), can increase effects. ® In the case of the patterns of the color scheme, 
oblique, horizontal and geometrical divisions are used. 

<R• > : Muhiple cor 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

the hue of the subdominant colors <0.600> 

the harmonies of color scheme <0.557> 

the hue of the domina! colors <0.479> 

the value of the domina! colors <0.469> 

<0.445> 

the chroma of the subdominat colors <0.381 > 
> · Partial cor 

: more than 0.5 
: more than 0.4- less than 0.5 
: Jess than 0.4 

Fig 2. The Network of the rchicJ image 

> : Cat. score 
: more than 0.7 

<0.746> 
<0.338> 
<0.095> 
<1.621> 
<0.643> 
<0.602> 
<0.596> 
<0.544> 
<0.145> 

<0.41 6> 
<0.192> 

: more than 0.3 -less than 0. 7 
less than 0.3 

This study has produced color palettes by color images after predicting effects on the evaluation 
factors obtained by the HAY ASI I program and established standard colors for apartment houses 
which can secure the lowest level of color planning in high-rise apartment houses. 

Finally, the practical guide for color planning established in this paper will be applicable to actual 
color planning and can be presented to designers for their practical use in the business fields. 
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Inherent and Perceived Colour in 
Exterior Architecture 

Karin FRIDELL ANTER 

The issue of this work is colour defined as colour percept, that is what we see as colour. The aim is 
to develop and evaluate a number of methods for finding out what colours people see on buildings in 
the complex totality where they exist, and thus create the necessary conditions for research upon the 
perceived colours of houses in different situations. Six different methods for determining perceived 
colour have been tested with the help of subjects who have observed houses in their real environ-
ment. As a reference for the varying perceived colour of a facade I use its inherent colour, which can 
be measured through comparison with samples placed directly on the surface. The method for this 
has been specified and tested. Finally I present a number of hypotheses about the difference between 
inherent and perceived colour. 

INTRODUCTION 
This survey starts from an experience shared by many architects and others who professionally or 
more sporadically choose colours for houses: It did not turn out as I thought it would! There are 
often big and unintelligible differences between the colour of the chosen sample and the colour that 
can bee seen on the finished building. The colour of the building also varies with the observation 
distance, the weather and the season. 

This experience made me raise the question: Is it at all possible to understand how the perceived 
colour of a building varies between different observation situations? If this was possible, a mapping 
of such variation patterns would be of great help for those who are to choose colours for buildings. 
The aim of this study is to develop and evaluate a number of methods for finding out what colours 
people see on buildings in the complex totality were they esist and thus create the necessary 
conditions for research about the varying perceived colours of buildings. 

The subject of my work is colour in the meaning "colour percept" or "what we see as colour". My 
working method is phenomenological, which in this context means that I start from what people see 
and not from any underlying physical, physiological or psychological causes. The central concept 
inherent colour is defined as "the colour that the object would have if it was observed under the 
standardized conditions under which the NCS samples are in accordance with their NCS codes". The 
perceived colour is the colour seen by an observer in a specific situation. 

The perceived colour's variation with the observation situation has previously been examined from 
different aspects under controlled laboratory conditions and through the experimening work of 
artists. There are, however, in an international perspective, very few surveys about colour perception 
in "ordinary situations" e.g. on houses in natural or built environment. The few existing are written 
by Swedish researchers from phenomenological starting points. 

DEMANDS ON METHODS FOR DETERMINATION OF PERCEIVED COLOUR 
If you want to find out what colours people see om real houses in an already existing environment 
this puts special demands on the experiment method. First of all the method must answer the 
question of what colour people see in the specific situation. This excludes methods based on the 
measurement of radiation energy, as these can not answer that question. Instead it is necessary to ask 
people what they see. This can be done with the help of everyday language or with other methods. 
For analysing the results there is the need for a colour terminology with clear categories that can be 
used whatever method was used for asking. For this purpose I have found the NCS very usfeul. 

As a reliability criterium one can use the correlation between independent observations carried out 
under the same or comparable conditions. This correlation should be analysed qualitatively rather 
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than quantitatively. A reasonable demand on precision is, that the method shall be able to determine 
the primary hue category (equal to NCS octant) and nunace category of the colour. 

A last demand is that the method can be used in practice for colour determinations on real houses 
in existing environment and weather. Thus it must not be too time-consuming and not demand too 
many subjects. 

ACCOMPLISHED OBSERVATION SERIES 
The aim of my stydy is to find methods for determination of the perceived colour of houses with 
different facade materials, from different distances and under in other ways varying observation 
conditions. I my method study I have, however, chosen to restrict the number of variables and work 
only with painted wooden facades, observed at right angle from about 50 meters distance. 

I have tested six different metods through repeated observations of totally about a hundred houses. 
Three of the methods are based on comparisons with our inner conceptions of different colours, 
whereas the other three are based on comparisons with colour samples in one form or another. 
Subjecs in some observations have been three skilled colour observers with good knowledge of the 
NCS. In other experiments I have put questions to groups of "naive" high school pupils and to 
unemployed painters who have just learned the NCS. 

The three methods without colour samples were: 
A. The NCS method without reference samples 
B. Spontanous colour words 
C. Directed semantic colour determination. 

All three start with the question "What colour do you see on the house?" and can be expected to have 
good validity. 

A: The NCS method withour reference samples has been developed by Anders Hfu-d and Lars 
Sivik, who have used it in a series of different surveys! . In this method the colour seen by the 
subject is marked with dots in the colour circle and colour triangel of the NCS. I have tested this 
method with groups of unemployed painters. 

In their investigations HArd and Sivik have concluded that this method is very reliable for 
determination of nuance and hue. My experiments do not support that conclusion, which could 
depend on insufficient preparation of the subject group. However, my experiment results show clear 
and pervading differences compared to the hue of the inherent colour. This can be interpreted to 
show, that even with my experiment design the method is adeqaute for approximate estimation of 
perceived hue. The method implies a relatively big group of subjects (around 20) who understand 
and can use the NCS. This means a practical limitation of its usefulness. 

Fig 1. Method A, hue observations shown in the 
NCS circle. House K3 , inherent colour 4010-G55Y. 
Variation range, 95% confidence interval, average. 
12 subjects. 

E: The method with spontanous colour words is an attempt to determine the perceived colour with 
the help of the subjects' own spontanous colour language. I tested the method with high school 
pupils who got the simple question "What is the colour of the house?". 

F: Directed semantic colour determination is a method developed by me based on the method of 
semantic differential scales used by e.g. Rikard Ki.iller2 and Lars Sivik3. Starting from the 
spontanous colour words received for each house with method E, I constructed seven-graded scales 
where each step was described verbally. The end points of such a scale could be e.g. Yellow with a 
strong tinge towards green and Yellow with a strong tinge towards red. The mid-point of the scale in 
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this case was Yellow without any tinge towards green or red. The subjects - groups of high school 
pupils - got the question "What colour do you see on the house right now?" and were told to mark 
one of the alternatives of the scale. 

In my experiments the methods E and F have given reliable but rough hue determinations, but 
proved inadequate for nuance determinations. However I find it very likely that they can be 
combinend in a step-by step procedure with succesive questions, and in that form give good 
measurement of both hue and nuance4. Semantic methods of this type have the practical advantage 
that the do not imply subjects with any special knowledge or skills. On the other hand the subjects 
must be quite numerous. 

The three methods with colour samples were: 
B. Comparison with the NCS atlas 
C. Comparison from a distance with the NCS colour blocks 
D. Pairwise comparisons 

B: The principles of the method Comparison with NCS atlas are developed by Anders HArd and 
Lars Sivik5. The colour of the house is here compared with colour samples, presented in a way that 
essentially (white background, daylight) corresponds to the NCS standard observation situation. 
The reference samples can not be placed directly to the object. The answer can be presumed to 
answer the question "What colour do you see on the house", which ensures a good validity. The 
method implies observers with good understanding of the NCS and its variables. I have tested it with 
two skilled observers. 

In their investigations HArd and Sivik have found that method B gives reliable nuance determi-
nations with as few as two observers, if these are enough qualified for their task. My experiments 
support this conclusion and show that the method also gives reliable hue determinations. For 
measuring the size of colour differences I, however, recommend some more subjects. The practical 
usefulness of the method is limited by the possibility to find quailified observers who can repetedly 
make simultaneous observations. 

C: In the method Comparison from a distance with NCS colour blocks the colour samples are 
observed with the facade as a background. I have tested it with three skilled observers, and I draw 
the conclusion that this procedure does not measure the colour that you see on the house, from the 
place where you stand. One reason for this is that the possible influence from the surroundings 
(simultanous contrast etc.) is the same for the sample as for the facade. The method can instead be 
used for a rough estimation of the inherent colour. 

D: For the method of Pairwise comparisons I used an experiment design were I held up A4-
samples in the air in front of the facade and a group of subjects (high school pupils or unemployed 
painters) were to tell which sample was most similar to the colour of the facade. For the same 
reasons as for method C this procedure does not measure the preceived colour of the facade, which 
makes this experiment design inadaquate. 

MEASURING INHERENT COLOUR 
In the method for measuring inherent colour the facade colour 
is compared to NCS colour samples placed directly on the 
facade surface. The method has been previously used in 
research and practical colour work but so far not scientifically 
tested6. It implies that the observer has good understanding of 
the NCS and its cathegories, can find colours in the sample 
collection and is trained at determining colours regarding their 
different characteristics. The measurement must be carried out 
in "normal" daylight, not in dawn or dusk light. 

I have tested the method through repeated independent 
measurements performed by the same observer and by 
independent measurements by two observers. An analysis of 
the results shows, that for most colour areas the method can 
determine the inherent colour with an accuracy of the nearest 
5 units for the variables blackness, chromaticness and hue. 
For very slightly chromatic colours the accuracy is less for 
hue determination, and in some colour areas it is diminished 
by the more sparse choice of NCS reference samples. 
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HYPOTHESES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
My observations series can act as the basis for a discussion about the relationship between 

inherent and perceived colour on facades. The following hypotheses are valid for houses with 
painted wooden facades, seen from a distance of about 50 meters in different mid-Swedish nature 
och weather types. They are so far not enough tested, but I judge them as credible on the basis of my 
observations. 

The first hypothesis (I) is, that the perceived colour tends to have less blackness than the inherent 
colour. This hypothesis can be seen as verified for the totality of colours under the given conditions. 
Its validity for different categories of colours and under different observation conditions must 
however be further studied. 

The next group of hypotheses (II) are specifications of one and the same tendency and valid 
mostly for light and slightly chromatic colours. For houses with such inherent colours, the perceived 
colour tends to have less yellowness and/or more blueness than the inherent colour. This means that 
yellowish pink inherent colours tend to give bluish pink houses, that yellowish green inherent 
colours tend to give bluish green houses, that light neutral grey inherent colours tend to give bluish 
houses, that slightly chromatic yellowish inherent colours tend to give achromatic houses and that 
slightly chromatic bluish inherent colours tend to give clearly blue houses. 

Fig . 3. Hypothesis I . Direction 
illustrated in the NCS triangel 

Fig.4. Hypothesis II. Direction for houses with yellowish 
pink inherent colours, illustrated in the NCS circle 

The hypotheses can be tested through systematic studies of facades within the respective colour 
areas. Thereafter it may be possible to find explainations for the observed tendencies. In addition-
and at least as important - the knowledge about perceived colour can be used for developing the 
methods anJ tools of architectural colour design. 
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An Experimental Study on Color Evaluation 
of Townscape Elements 

Takuzo INAGAKI 

This study is an attempt to propose both fundamental data for color guidance of townscape 
ordinance in Japan and guidelines for color design of architecture. Psychological experiments 
were carried out for gathering data on evaluation of exterior colors of buildings; by a 11200 
scale model of typical street view which was lit by xenon lamps and fluorescent lamps, the 
above townscape elements were judged as the mode of surface color. The questionnaire was 
composed of 4 scales; 1) activity, 2) contrast, 3) harmony, 4) necessity of regulation. 
As the result of scale construction, the following were clarified. 
I) Activity was influenced by value and chroma. Contrast was influenced to a greater degree by 
chroma than by any other factor of color. 
2) 2 scales-harmony and necessity of regulation showed similar tendencies on the estimation, 
and they were also considerably influenced by chroma. The ranges on acceptable chroma of the 
townscape elements were shown by using these data as a basis. As the ranges are considerably 
influenced by hue and value, careful steps should be taken. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
As Kevin Lynch says in the beginning of his book, "The image of the city" , it is very 

delightful to look at the townscape. But untidy features dominate in big cities of Japan. And the 
actual situation of colors with disorderly use can be regarded as one of the phenomena resulting 
from them. Consequently grass-root movements occurred for its improvement here and there. 
Townscape ordinances have been established by many municipalities at last. But in them 
concrete representations on color regulation are very few, and in general they are incomplete. 
This study is an attempt to propose both fundamental data for color guidance of townscape 
ordinance and guidelines for color design of architecture. Psychological experiments were 
carried out for gathering data on evaluations of exterior colors of buildings; a scale-model of 
street view being utilized, the above townscape elements were judged as the mode of surface 
colors. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
The setting of the scale-model is shown in Fig.!. The scale-model was made on the 

assumption that it expressed a typical example of the center of a big city in Japan; on a scale of 
1 :200. The scale-model was lit by xenon lamp, and fluorescent lamps(AAA;6,500K, Ra=98, 
40W) were adopted as supplemental light sources. Mismatching sense caused by using two light 
sources was nearly perceived. Thus illuminance at the ground level in the model was secured at 
high level; more than lx. Colors of townscape elements except evaluation object 
were determined according to frequencies in the actual townscape. In the same way, colors of 
roads, pavements, roadside trees, street furnitures and the sky were properly applied. A 
viewpoint of subjects was set up at meters high above the ground. 
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The scale-model from a viewpoint of subjects and evaluation object are shown in Fig.2. 
Exterior colors, except these openings, of this object were evaluated by subjects. Colors of 
walls were mainly selected from range of warm color; SR-lOY, and lOGY, lOB in hue. As to 
2.5Y - 1 OY in hue, value of chosen colors was set up from 5 to 9 at 1 step, and as to other hues 
value was set up from 4 to 8. Chroma of colors was chosen 5 steps; from 1 at minimum to the 
maximum chroma that is restricted technically. Consequently 335 colors were to be evaluated 
by subjects, and these colored papers were made precisely by a proper institute. 

Fig. 1: The setting of the scale-model Fig. 2: The arrangement of townscape elements 

At first, an experiment evaluated by SD method was carried out as a preliminary 
investigation. Obtained data were processed by factor analysis, then two dimensions were 
extracted: harmony and activity. Consequently in this experiment, in addition to the above two 
scales, "contrast" and "necessity of regulation"were adopted as evaluation scales. As to three 
scales, activity, contrast and harmony, subjects were requested to answer color evaluation of 
buildings on each bipolar semantic scale of the adjectives. 

In the actual procedure of this experiment, 335 stimuli were presented in random order. And 
the experiment was carried out for one subject by changing stimuli: buildings put up 335 
colored papers. 335 stimuli were presented in 6 times, and it took 10- 15 minutes to evaluate 57 
stimuli. Subjects were 21 architecture majors. 

3. RESULTS 
Obtained data except of 'necessity of regulation' were processed with a method of successive 

categories, and the result of 'necessity of regulation ' was processed with ratio of regulate 
necessity(values which were gained by dividing the number of subjects who returned necessity 
of regulation by total subjects number-21). By choosing chroma for horizontal axis, scaling 
value for vertical axis and value for parameter, influence of 3 attributes of color on scaling 
value was examined. Furthermore data were investigated by quantitative analysis. 

A significant difference based on sex was not noticed. 
As to the result of activity, the higher value and chroma of exterior colors of buildings are, 

the more vivid impression is given to the townscape. Fig.3 shows that the influence of value is 
approximately equivalent to that of chroma. And hues that are high frequency of use: YR- Y 
have the effect reducing activity. 

Concerning to the result of contrast, the higher chroma of exterior colors of buildings is, the 
more noticeable in the streetscape. The influence of value is not clear. Fig.4 shows the above 
facts distinctly. It is clear that the influence of hue should not be negligible; hues that are low 
frequency in use have the effect raising contrast. 
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Fig.3: The result of activity Fig.4 The result of contrast 

Harmony was extracted as the first factor by factor analysis in the preliminary experiment, 
then it is supposed to be the most essential concept. The higher the chroma is and the lower the 
value of exterior colors of buildings is, the more disharmonious townscape gets. However, 
colors of high chroma in warm hues(around lOYR) were permitted in use. Indicated in Fig.5, 
The influence of chroma is the greatest, that of value is the second greatest and hue can be 
negligible in the effect of harmony. Then colors of 2.5YR- 5Y in hues have the tendency to be 
harmonious in the actual urban space. In conclusion, colors that are warm, high in value and 
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Fig.5: The result of harmony Fig.6: The result of regulate necessity 
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low in chroma were judged to be harmonious in the experiments, and these colors are high 
frequency in actual use. In other words, colors that are low frequency in use and unfamiliar, are 
judged to be disharmonious. 

As to the last question, the difference caused by chroma is large, and the difference based 
upon value is large too. The feature of Fig.6 is very similar to that of Fig.5. This is proved by 
the fact that correlation coefficient of scale value on harmony between ratio of regulate 
necessity is very high; r=0.966. In conclusion, colors perceived to be unharmonious in 
townscape need high necessity of regulation. 

And then, from the results of harmony and necessity of regulation, chroma of ' slightly 
disharmonious ' corresponds to that of '50% necessity of regulation' . So these categories are 
regarded as the border that is permitted in townscape. This tendency is common to all the hues 
in this experiment. 

After these procedures, the author makes a proposal that shows the range of exterior colors 
buildings permitted in townscape. Table I shows these range. From this table, the ranges are 
considerably influenced by hue and value. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Psychological experiments were carried 

out for gathering data on evaluations of 
exterior colors of buildings. Activity was 
influenced by two attributes :value and 
chroma, and contrast was influenced by 
chroma. Harmony and regulate necessity 
were influenced by chroma, and results of 
these questions were similar to each other. 
The ranges on acceptable chroma of 
townscape elements were shown by using 
these data as a basis. As the ranges are 
considerably influenced by hue and value, 
careful steps should be taken. 

Table 1: The maximum chroma of exterior 
colors of buildings( center of a big city, 
25m high, 6 floors, 400m' in building area) -- V alue 
Hue g 8 7 6 5 4 

5 R. ---- 3. 5 4. 5 4. 5 5 3. 5 
7. 5 R. ---- 5 6 6 6. 5 3. 5 
1 0 R. ---- 5. 5 6 8 8 5 

2. 5 Y R ---- 5. 5 8 1 0 1 0 6 
5 Y R ---- 6 9 9 7. 5 6 

7.5 Y R ---- 7 9 8 7. 5 6 
10 Y R ---- 9 8.5 8 7.5 5 
2.5 "Y 6 8 8 7. 5 7. 5 ----5 "Y 7 8 8 7. 5 7 ----7. 5 "Y 6 7 7 6 6 ----1 --<.?" 6 7 7 R 4. 5 ----y --- 4 h h .5 
1 1:::$ --- b 5 2 
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Analysis of Color Gradation Histograms for Integrating 
Urban Structures into Surrounding Landscapes 

Masashi KAWASAKI and Hirotoshi MORI 

Histograms of color gradation levels in landscapes surrounding traditional urban structures in Japan 
were studied in an attempt to clarify the factors responsible for the good aesthetic balance between 
these structures and their landscapes. Structures such as the Tsujyunn Bridge (Kumamoto Pref.) , 
Togetsu Bridge (Kyoto) and Biwako Canal (Kyoto) were studied. Analysis was performed on 
approximately 200 slides using a computer equipped with an RGB color mode (16,700,000 colors). 
The RGB histograms were similar for the various traditional infrastructures and tended to describe 
a normal distribution with a long toe (120-180 gradation levels) and single peak. Many of the 
natural surroundings also exhibited a color distribution that was normally distributed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
(1) The aim of this study 

Histograms of color gradation levels in landscapes surrounding traditional urban structures in 
Japan were studied in an attempt to clarify the factors responsible for the good aesthetic balance 
between these structures and their landscapes. The shape of the histogram was found to be a more 
important aesthetic factor than pure color harmony when designing urban structures because color 
distribution takes into account all the natural elements in the landscape. 
(2) Urban infrastructures and landscapes studied 

Structures such as the Togetsu Bridge (Kyoto), Biwako Canal (Kyoto), Tsujyunn Bridge 
(Kumamoto Pref.) and Kintai Bridge(Yamaguchi Pref.), which are well-know examples of the 
aesthetic balance between an urban infrastructure and its landscape, were studied. These structures 
were constructed more than 100 years ago using natural materials that have since undergone 
environmental aging. The target elements of analysis in the landscapes surrounding these structures 
were mountains and forests, which in some cases were located a significant distance from the 
structure. In addition, color gradation histograms were also analyzed for modern elements such as 
asphalt streets and concrete buildings. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
(1 )Collecting the target slides 
Approximately 200 slides were taken from Togetsu Bridge (Kyoto), Kintai Bridge(Yamaguchi 
Pref.), Biwako Canal (Kyoto) and Tsujyunn Bridge (Kumamoto Pref.) and . The focus is 35 mm. 
The slides were taken in the clear sky. 
(2)Measurement ofRGB color gradation levels: 
Analysis was performed on approximately 200 slides using a computer equipped with an RGB 
color mode (16, 700,000 colors). The slides were converted into RGB digital data using a slide-scanner 
at 2025 dpi, and RGB and Munsell histograms consisting of 256 gradation levels were calculated. 
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A photographic processing tool, Adobe Photoshop, was used to define the outline of each element 
and thereby increase accuracy of the analysis. 
Fig. I shows the process of the experiment. A color histogram of an element of landscape scenery 
could be obtained by this method. 
(3)Evaluation ofRGB histograms consisting of256 gradation levels 
Fig. 2 shows RGB color histograms. 
The vertical axis means the rate of pixels of an element; 

pixels of the designated element /pixels of all elements (%:Percentage) 
The horizontal axis means 256 gradation levels; 

from O(Shadow) to 256(High Light) 

Collecting slides 

Converting slides data into RGB digital data 

Designating the outline of each element; 
<an urban infrastructure and its landsca 

Calculating RGB histograms 

The rate 
of pixels 

(%: Percentage) 

Comparing an infrastructure with its landscape Shadow(Biack) High Light 

Fig. 1 The process of experiment Fig.2 RGB Histogram 

The diversity of color gradation of an element can be evaluated by a range of gradation level and 
a figure of a histogram. If an element has plenty of gradations, the range of gradation level of the 
histogram will be very wide. Shapes of color histograms of the structure and its natural 
surroundings could be investigated by this method. 

3. RESULTS 
In this chapter, typical results were described under page restrictions. 

(1) Histograms ofKintai Bridge (Fig.3, 4, 5 and 6) 
RGB histograms were shown in the Fig.4, 5 and 6. The outputs of stone pier(Fig.4) and pebbled 

riverbank( Fig.5) were very similar and tended to describe a normal distribution with a long 
toe(140-160) and single peak. Histograms of the mountain(Fig.6) also describe the a normal 
distribution with a half size toe(80). In general the distance of the air reduces the color gradation. 
(2) Histograms ofTogetsu Bridge (Fig.7 and 8) 

Histograms of the old wooden girder bridge tended to describe a normal distribution with a long 
toe( 160-180) (Fig. 7) Histograms of its natural sourroundings(Fig. 8) were very similar to them. 
(J)Histograms of modem steel bridge (Fig.9) 

The ranges ofRGB histograms of a modem steel bridge are very narrow(60-80) (Fig.9). They 
were very different from the natural materials and elements. 

Thus, the color gradation in the landscape including the old structure composed by natural 
materials appears to consist of a wide range of colors. The uniformity of natural materials creates 
aesthetic scenery. 
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Red -:a ____...... 
Mean : 225.5 Dev. : 31.2 
Med. : 233 Ran. : 130 

Mean: 84.4 Dev. : 30.2 
Med. : 81 Ran. : 160 

Gray 
174-
1.46% 

Mean : 175.3 Dev. : 26.8 
Med. : 177 

Red 

Mean : 213.3 Dev. : 30.1 
Med. : 216 Ran. : 140 

Gray 
2.63% 

Mean: 52.0 Dev. : 16.1 
Med. : 50 Ran. : 80 

Red 
2.75% 

: 49.1 Dev. : 16.5 
:48 Ran. : 80 

Dev : Standard Deviation Med : Median Ran : Range of Level 
Fig.4 Kintai Bridge 

(Stone Pier) 
Fig.S Stone Riverbank 

Fig.3 The outline of each element 
(Kintai Bridge in lwakuni City) 
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Fig.6 Mountain 
( 600m from K.intai Bridge) 



Red 

Mean : 131.4 Dev. : 33.8 
Med. : 134 Ran. : 170 

Green ........: 
Mean: 138.1 Dev. : 33.2 
Med. : 141 Ran.: 170 

Blue li: ....-....:.. 
Mean: 125.7 Dev.: 31.3 
Med. : 128 Ran. : 170 

Fig. 7 Wooden GirderofTogetsu Bridge (in Kyoto) 

3.18% 

- . - . 

Mean: 82.7 Dev.: 12.7 
Med. : 80 Ran. : 70 

Fig.8 Ogura Mountain ( 400m from Togetsu Bridge) 

Blue 177-
2.92% 

Fig.9 An Example of Steel Girder Bridge painted in a single grey color ( Demacbi Bridge) 

4. CONCLUSION 
The RGB histograms were similar for the various traditional infrastructures and tended to 

describe a normal distribution with a long toe (120-180 gradation levels) and single peak. Many of 
the natural surroundings also exhibited a color distribution that was normally distributed. Thus, the 
color gradation in the landscape surrounding an urban structure appears to consist of a wide range 
of colors, and the degree of congruency between the color histograms of the structure and its 
natural surroundings can provide a quantitative assessment of this well-balanced aesthetic 
relationship. Environmental aging of the natural materials used to construct urban structures can 
play a significant role in achieving this aesthetic balance. 
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Cooperation of Figure and Color Code Studied by 
Reaction Time to Commonly Used Signs Characterized 

in Both Figure and Color Code 

Hiroyuki SHINODA, Shingo NAKAMURA and Mitsuo IKEDA 

We measured subjects' reaction time (RT) to commonly \.ised signs which are characterized 
with both figure and color code using computer controlled CRT. Subjects were required to 
push a joystick in certain direction according to figures of signs, irrespective of their colors. In 
some trials signs appeared in colors incompatible with our commonsence. The reaction time 
for such signs were longer than those for original signs and more errors were recorded. In 
addition to that, after the uncommon sign trials RT for original signs were also lengthened. 
These results show the incooperation in inconsistent coding with figure and color. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
We use various signs to communicate information, most of which are characterized by simple 
figures or fundamental colors: washing symbols on tags of cloths, red/blue marking at a tap as 
indications for hot/cold water and so on. Some signs are defined by both figure and color and 
used in everyday life effectively. In Japan the traffic signals for pedestrians are a figure of a 
walking person colored green and that of a halting person colored red, and the public convenience 
signs are a figure of a gentleman colored blue and that of a lady colored red. It is generally 
accepted that green/red color means 'go/stop' or 'safety/danger' and that blue/red means 
'men/women'. If those signs were used in opposite colors, how would people react? As a 
matter of fact such improper signs can be found in sign systems of unattendent ticket barriers 
in a few subway stations. 

To study the cooperation of figure and color coding in signs we measured subjects' reaction 
time to commonly used signs when they appeared in improper colors. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
The experiment was conducted in a dark booth. Stimuli were presented on the center of a 20 
inches CRT monitor, SONY GDM-2000TC. The presentation of stimuli was controlled, subject's 
responses were received, and reaction time(RT) was computed by a personal computer, Apple 
Power Macintosh 7500/100. Viewing distance was 50cm. 

Two pairs of signs were used in the experiment; public convenience signs for gents/ladies 
and unattended ticket barrier signs for passable/impassable. The gents/ladies signs are a blue 
male and a red female . The passable sign at the ticket barriers is a ring-shaped figure, called 
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'maru' in Japanese, and it is colored green. The 
impassable sign is a x-shaped figure, 'batsu', and 
colored red. The figures and dimensions of those signs 
are shown in Fig.1. The luminances and chromaticity 
coordinates of colors used for signs and background 
are tabulated in Table 1. Pink was used for male/female 
signs instead of red. 

Table 1: Luminances and CIE 1931 x, y chromaticities 
of signs and background. 

Signs Color Y(cd/m2
) X y 

gents/ladies Blue 5.38 0.143 0.060 

gents/ladies Pink 29.2 0.477 0.258 

marulbatsu Green 35.2 0.272 0.605 

marulbatsu Red 14.6 0.624 0.340 

Background Gray 18.6 0.316 0.348 

Seven subjects with normal color vision participated 
in the experiment, HS(Male, 30 years old), TU(M, 

gents /ladies signs • 
9.]0 

-3.3 ° 4.1 ° 

maru I batsu signs 

6.0 ° 

Fig.!: Figures and dimensions of signs used 
for the experiment. 

22), TK(M, 23), YN(M, 22), MN(M, 22), YM(Female, 22), and SY(M, 22). 
The subjects were required to push the joystick in certain direction according to a figure of 

a sign, regardless of its color, as quickly as possible. Before each session the subject was 
verbally informed of the combination of the directions of joystick and figure types, but 
nothing about color. For instance slhe was instructed to push the joystick leftward when a 
male figure appeared and rightward when a female one. A single pair of signs was used in a 
session. One session consisted of 4 or 5 series and one series consisted of 100 trials. In the 
first 3 or 4 series for practice common-colored signs appeared, that is, a blue male and a pink 
female, or a green maru and a red batsu. After the subject's RT became stable the last series 
was started. Data of RT and errors were collected in the last series and analyzed thereafter. In 
the first 50 trials of the last series the common-colored signs appeared. In 10 trials out of the 
second 50 trials opposite-colored signs, such as a pink male, a blue female, a red maru, and a 
green batsu appeared. These 10 trials were randomly inserted in the second half of the series. 
The interval between trials varied from 200 to 700 msec randomly. The directions of joystick 
for signs were counterbalanced, and 4 sessions were carried out by each subject, which are 
called common sign condition. In addition, 4 more sessions were carried out in which subject 
were trained for opposite-colored signs and tested for common-colored signs. We call this 
series of experiment uncommon sign conditions. 

3. RESULTS 
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Figure 2 shows a typical record of RT and errors in last series obtained from HS in 
common sign condition of gents/ladies. Reaction time is taken along the ordinate and trials 
along the abscissa. Symbols represent common-colored or opposite-colored signs and correct 
or incorrect responses. Reaction time for the first 50 trials is stable around 400 msec, but RT 

1 000 HS gents/ladies common 6 

800 

I 
6 ....!!.----------+>- opp. 

f- 600 cr: 

400 

200 

D 6 

0 1 0 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 1 00 
Trial 

Fig.2: Record of RT and errors in last series from HS in common sign condition of gents/ladies . The ordinate 
represents RT and the abscissa trial. Square: common-colored signs; triangle: opposite-colored signs. Open 

symbols present correct responses and filled symbols incorrect responses. Horizontal lines indicate the 
averaged RT. 

for opposite-colored signs shown by triangles is much longer than that for common-colored 
signs. It goes up even above 800 msec . Although the subject responded as quickly in 51st, 
53rd, and 69th trials as in trials for common-colored signs, he made errors instead as shown 
by filled triangles. It is noticed that RT for common- (a) Common sign condition 
colored signs in second half are also lengthened. sso ___ --, 
Reaction time at correct responses is averaged for 
common-colored signs of first half, common-colored 
signs of second half, and opposite-colored signs of 
second half and the averages are shown by horizontal 
lines in Fig.2. 

The RT for common-colored signs of first half, 
common-colored signs of second half, and opposite-
colored signs was averaged across all subjects and 
shown in Fig.3 (a). The ordinate represents RT and 
two symbols correspond to sign types. In both sign 
types RT for opposite-colored signs is longest and 
that for common-colored signs of first half is shortest. 

Percentage of correct responses was also calculated 
respectively and shown in Fig.3(b). Subjects made 
few errors for common-colored signs both of first 
half and second half; percentages are above 95% in 
both sign types. More errors were induced for 
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Fig.3: Reaction Time and %Correct averaged 
across all subjects for common sign condition. 

(a) RT, (b) %Correct. Square: gents/ladies; 
circle: marulbatsu. 



opposite-colored signs. The drop in %correct is larger 
for gents/ladies than for maru/batsu. This implies 
the larger contribution of color code to sign 
identification in gents/ladies because the figure of 
gents/ladies are less distinctive than maru/batsu. The 
existence of inconsistently colored signs affected RT 
for original signs but did not affect correct rate. 
After opposite-colored sign trials subjects might 
become careful responding to all signs to avoid errors. 

The data for uncommon sign condition were 
similarly analyzed. In Fig.4 RT and percentage of 
correct responses are shown. Short RT and high 
correct rates for opposite-colored signs of first half 
mean that all subjects came to respond quickly to 
opposite-colored signs after practice series, despite 
of its incompatibility with our commonsence. The 
effects of inconsistently coded signs are similarly 
observed in Fig.4. That is to say, inconsistently coded 
signs made subjects so careful to eventually require 

(a) Uncommon sign condition 
500 

-;::; 450 
5: 
E 

400 

(b) 

u 

0 u 
li! 

1st opp. 2nd opp. comm. 

100.-----------------, 

95 

90 

85 

80 

1st opp. 2nd opp. comm. 

Fig.4: Reaction Time and %Correct averaged 
cross all subjects for uncommon sign 

condition. (a) RT, (b) %Correct. Square: 
gent/ladies; circle: marulbatsu. 

a longer period to respond. In this condition, since subjects got accustomed to signs which are 
uncommon in everyday life, appearance of common signs confused them. The intrinsic 
relationship between figures and colors, such as male figure and blue color, could not be 
found in the results. 

4. CONCLUSION 
We measured subjects' reaction time to two pairs of signs, the gents/ladies and maru/batsu, 
using computer controlled CRT. Subjects were required to push a joystick in fixed direction 
according to figures of signs, irrespective of their colors. In some trials signs appeared in 
unaccustomed colors. The reaction time for such signs were longer than those for accustomed 
signs and more errors were recorded. In addition, the existence of unaccustomed signs made 
subjects confused so that RT became longer. These results show the incooperation in inconsistent 
coding with figure and color. The intrinsic relationship between figures and colors, however, 
could not be found. In conclusion it can be said as follows: the inconsistent coding must be 
avoided which upset our custom. 
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The Colour and the Room- Effects of Simultaneous 
Contrast, Reflections and Illumination on 

Colour Appearance in a Room 

Monica BILLGER 

Abstract (Summary) 
This paper deals with colour appearance in rooms, specifically the way colours affect each other in 
a room through simultaneous contrast effects and reflections. The study presented is based on vis-
ual observations of colour appearance of three inherent colours1 in a sequence of experimental 
situations. My point of departure was a yellow, blue and red room. The room had distinctly differ-
ent colour appearance of the same inherent colours at different locations. The effects of both simul-
taneous contrast and reflections were evident, however reflections effects seemed to dominate the 
situation. In the studies of the model rooms different combinations of the three colours were sys-
tematically tested. Comparisons were made to examine the differences in colour appearance be-
tween these inherent colours combined at different locations in one room and the appearance of the 
same ones in monochromatic rooms. 

In the cases studied, it was obvious how colours in the two-coloured rooms "neutralized each 
other" or became more alike. The simultaneous contrast effects between adjoining areas on the 
same level had distinct significance for colour appearance and the perception of space . But not in 
such a way that the perceived colour differences became larger in the two-coloured room than in 
each monochromatic room .. The reflections dominated over simultaneous contrast effects. 

Introduction 
So far, colour research, has mainly presented studies of how coloured areas affect each other in two 
dimensions. Colour combination effects that are perceived in pictures do not necessarily show in 
three-dimensional situations. A room represents a complex situation, where several factors co-
operates. The combination of areas, the shape, size and illumination of the room, the properties of 
the material (gloss, texture, pigment etc.), and the qualities of the colours (hue and nuance), are all 
important for how colours appear in a certain situation. At the Department of Building Design, 
CTH, we aim at profound comprehension of colour and space, and pursue studies of the colour ap-
pearance in small scale models, full scale rooms and in existing buildings. We have studied the 
effects of different colour combinations and the relations between colour combinations and various 
light sources. I will discuss some of the observations that had to do with the significance of simul-

1 The use of the word colour 
All colours are perceived, but there is a distinction to be drawn between the inherent colour and the per-
ceived colour. The inherent colour is, by an operational definition, the visually measured colour of the ma-
terial defined by direct comparison to the NCS (Natural Colour System) colour samples. The samples are 
placed directly on the surface to measure. In the descriptions of the experimental set ups I refer to the in-
herent colour, when dealing with the ways the rooms are coloured. E.g. when using expressions such as 
monochromatic, multi-coloured or colour scheme. Perceived colour vary with the situation, and when I use 
the word colour in descriptions of the colour apoearance in a sjtuation I refer to the concept of the per-
ceived colour. In cases that can be misunderstood I use the whole terms inherent colour or perceived colour. 
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neous contrast and reflection on the colour appearance in a room. I will present a study where we 
have investigated this problem by comparing monochromatic rooms to multi-coloured rooms with 
varying colour schemes. 

The point of departure of this study was observations in rooms where simultaneous contrastef-
fects had only been noticed when differently coloured areas adjoined on the same level and not in 
the corners where reflection effects were evident. These observations led to the design of a room 
(below called the R-room), where the phenomena were more closely studied2. The following ques-
tions were asked: (I) What is the colour appearance of a in a monochromatic room compared to,that 
of a two-coloured room? E.g. Are the perceived colour differences strengthened between the yellow 
and the blue in one room compared to the perceived colour differences between a blue-coloured 
room and a yellow-coloured room with the same inherent colours? I.e. is there a spatial simultane-
ous contrast despite the effects of reflections? (2) What is the significance of the locations of the 
different colours in the room? 

Experiment 
Materials and methods 
Verbal description of visual observations is the main method used here. 

The observations were made in a room of approximately 10 m2
, here called the R-room,and in 

two model rooms. The R-room was observed by myself, five invited observers and a group of 10 
students. This room had one colour scheme in blue, red and yellow inherent colours, and varying 
light sources. The models were used to study systematically different colour combinations of the 
colours used in the R- room, whereas the illumination was identical in both model rooms. All ceil-
ings were white. There are clear differences in procedure between observing a full-scale room and a 
small model room. The R-room has been observed within the room and we were well adapted tothe 
illumination. The models were both compared directly with each other from the outside and one by 
one from the inside. (It is possible to put one 's head inside; even if it is naturally not the same as 
standing inside it.) 

In the R-room the main interest was directed towards the difference between the blue comer 
and the blue wall (see colour-scheme in fig. I). The changes of the colour scheme for the model 
rooms were as follows: Study A) A monochromatic room was changed into another monochromatic 
one by changing one surface at the time (fig. 2). Study B) A monochromatic room was changedstep 
by step into the colour scheme in the R-room (fig. 3). Study C) Contrasting small areas were placed 
at different locations in monochromatic rooms (fig. 4). 

The descriptions of the observations have the NCS as a reference system (the mental concept, 
not the samples) In the studies presented, the order and the relations between the perceived colours 
are more important than determining "absolute numbers" according to the NCS. (A reliable identifi-
cation of each perceived colour as a point in the colour sphere, would require a larger group of ob-
servers or a reliable method for the use of reference colour samples.). -r7v. U.u. 
Results - observations 
TheR-room: 
The difference in colour appearance between the" blue comer" and the 
"blue wall" in the R-room was clear. The colour of the blue wall seemed 
to be strongly influenced by reflections mainly from the yellow surfaces. 
The influence from the red wall appears most clear in the red and blue 
comer. The differences are distinct under the influence of all the different 
light sources. However, colour appearance differs. E.g. when comparing 
incandescent light to a mix of daylight and fluorescent light, the "blue" 
wall appears more greyish and the corner has more chromaticness in the 
mixed light, whereas the same wall is stronger in chromaticness in incan-
descent light. The difference in hue between the corner and the wall is 
more distinct in incandescent light. 
2 Billger Monica, The identification of Colour in Spatial Situations, Goteborg 1996 
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The three model room studies. 
General observations: (!)In these model rooms with main lighting, the floor had the greatest impact as a 
reflector. (2) The shadowing of the room appeared less distinct when the walls were differently painted. (3) 
Compared to the R- room, the colour appearance in the model room surprised me.E.g. the blue corner of the 
model appeared distinctly different from the one in the R-room. Most striking was the strong influence of 
the red walls in the smaller model room. Except for these hue differences, phenomena such as a distinct 
difference between the blue wall and the blue corner, and the colour contrasts in the middle of the two-
coloured walls, were seen in both the model and the R-room. 

Study A kBJ 
Fig. 1a) a yellow model room b) a change from one colour c) a blue model room 

of the room into the other 
When comparing a yellow room and a blue one to a room in which I replaced one colour by another one 
surface after the other, I made the following observations.( I) Both the blue and the yellow surfaces are per-
ceiYed as more greyish and greenish when introducing more of the contrasting coloured surface, and the 
luminosity of the yellow colour faded. (2) The blue colour has its highest degree of intensity in the mono-
chromatic blue corners. The corners are the darkest part of these rooms. The intense blue shadow were re-
duced either by replacing blue walls with yellow ones, or by changing the floor colour. (3) A blue floor in a 
yellow room makes the shadowing on the walls distinctly greenish. 

Study B. 

Fig. 2a) yellow floor+blue walls 

0 • I 

[l 
lE" (-&l, -'{ 8()( 

b) the colour scheme of the R-room 

The model rooms had initially yellow floors and blue walls.When they were systematically changed into the 
same colour scheme as the R-room it was noticed that: (l )the blue in the red and blue corner had a tendency 
towards violet, whereas the blue in a red and blue meeting at the middle of a wall had a tendency towards 
green, and appeared stronger in chromaticness. (2) the walls painted half blue/ half red or half blue/half 
yellow appeared to be more even in lightness compared to the monochromatic walls. (3) it was by adding a 
blue corner to yellow floor, that the chromaticness appeared dramatically stronger in the blue corner. 

b) contrasting smaller areas c)a yellow model 

Study C. 

Fig. 3a) a blue model 
on a half yellow/half blue surface 

The effects of placing contrasting small areas at different locations in monochromatic models showed, for 
example, that a blue area on a yellow half of the blue and yellow wall, placed in a yellow room, appeared 
greyer than a totally blue room. 

Discussion 
Rather than generalizing my results I will consider them as examples which can give clues to how 
colour and space co-operate. 
The studies in the R-room showed that identically painted areas, i.e. of the same inherent colour, 
had different colour appearances if they were placed (I) in a juxtapositional combination with a 
differently coloured area, or (2) if the areas adjoined each other in a corner, or (3) if they were 
placed opposite to each other. Effects of simultaneous contrast were only noticed in the first case, 
whereas effects of reflections were clear in the latter cases. It seemed as if the effects of reflections 
from surrounding surfaces either reduced or dominated the effects of simultaneous contrast. It was 
asked: What is the colour appearance of a specific inherent colour in a monochromatic room com-
pared to that of a two-coloured room? E.g. Are the colour differences strengthened between the 
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pared to that of a two-coloured room? E.g. Are the colour differences strengthened between the 
yellow and the blue in one room compared to the colour differences between a blue-coloured room 
and a yellow-coloured room? I.e. is there a spatial simultaneous contrast despite the effects of re-
flections? What is the significance of the locations of the different colours in the room? 

The model studies showed that there was no spatial simultaneous contrast in a two-coloured 
model room compared to the appearance of each inherent colour in two monochromatic models. 
Reflections had strong influence on colour appearance in the room as a whole. The colours neutral-
ized each other or became more alike (see fig. 2). Even when a contrasting area was placed as an 
infield on a wall, reflection effects seemed to dominate. E.g. the blue area on the yellow half of the 
blue/yellow wall , placed in the yellow room, appeared greyer than the totally blue room.(see fig 3) 

However, this dominance of reflections did not eliminate the importance of simultaneous 
contrast effects. Between adjoining surfaces on the same level, local simultaneous contrast effects, 
had significance for the experience of the light and the colours in the room. The model studies 
showed clear examples of how a two-coloured wall appeared much stronger in chromaticness, and 
how simultaneous contrast effects could change the appearance of the shadowing of the room, i.e. 
the light situation (see fig . 2) . This was one example to show in what way the colour combination 
in a room is of great importance for the perception of the same room. It was also noticed how the 
shadowing of the room appeared less distinct when the walls were differently painted. 

The study of the R-room showed that phenomena such as simultaneous contrast effects and 
reflections can be observed under the influence of different light sources, on the condition that light 
distribution is similar. These phenomena appear even if colour appearance differ. 

In the studies we could notice differences between colour appearance in small models and in a 
full-scale room. A marked difference in colour appearance was the significance of reflections. One 
important reason for the same inherent colour to appear different and often stronger in chromatic-
ness in a smaller model room is probably that reflections have a greater impact. The effect of re-
flections is stronger in a small room, because it is dependeRt on the distance between the coloured 
surfaces. However, reflections are not likely to be the only reason for differences in colour appear-
ance in a smaller model and a larger room. It is possible that variables, such as distance and the 
interpretation of the situation play a role. 

In this study only a few colours are used, and the room had no other objects or coloured sur-
faces than walls and floors. This reduced environment, studied by observers with a specific interest, 
needs further comparison with other rooms in existing buildings. 

Conclusions: 
• Reflections had strong influence on colour appearance in a room as a whole, and the colours 

neutralized each other or became more alike. However, between adjoining surfaces on the same 
level, local simultaneous contrast effects had significance for the experience of the light and the 
colours in the room. Still, these effects did not dominate over the effects on colour appearance 
from reflecting surfaces. 

• Simultaneous contrast effects and reflections can be observed under the influence of different 
light sources, as long as the light distribution is similar. These phenomena appear even if the 
colour appearance differ, due to the direct influence of the light source and the co-operation 
between the reflecting surfaces and the light striking the surface. The choice of the light source 
has less influence on colour appearance of a surface if there is another surface in the room that 
works as a strong enough reflector. 

Reference: Billger Monica, The identification of Colour in Spatial Situations, Goteborg 1996 
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A Study on Characteristics of Townscape 
and Fluctuation of Colors 

Eiji KAMEl and Satoru KUNO 

There are various colors in townscape. We discriminate the objects in townscape and are able 
to have some impressions by means of colors. It can easily be thought that characteristics of 
townscape are related to peculiarities of its colors. It is not so difficult to suppose that colors in 
townscape have a great influence on a formation of its impression. The purpose of this study is to 
understand characteristics of townscape quantitatively through evaluating peculiarities of its colors. 
In this paper, a method to analyze two dimensional full color images which are got by scanning 
photographs of the streets is proposed. As an index to evaluate peculiarities of colors in townscape, 
fluctuation of colors is proposed and actually examined through analyzing various color images. 
This paper makes clear the usefulness of fluctuation as the index. Through the analysis, it was 
found out that various townscapes were able to be divided into some visibly distinctive clusters. 
Especially, it is remarkable that the townscapes of historical old streets were distinguished from 
those of modem streets quantitatively. Besides that, it was found out that townscapes of modem 
streets had peculiarities of colors which intensified fluctuation in the red. The fact indicates that 
townscapes of modem streets have a great deal of change in the red, therefore, they are properly 
more characterized by the red than by the other colors. The results show that fluctuation as the 
index to evaluate peculiarities of colors in townscape is useful and the characteristics oftownscape 
are able to be grasped quantitatively. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
It is very important to grasp peculiarities of colors in townscape quantitatively, because we are 

able to have some impressions of townscape by means of its colors. However, we usually express 
our impressions of townscapes qualitatively with some words such as 'beautiful', 'crowded' and 
'confused' . If peculiarities of colors in townscape are properly grasped quantitatively and relations 
between those and our impressions are made clear, the results are able to be used in urban planning, 
especially in townscape designing. In this paper, as an index to evaluate peculiarities of colors in 
townscape, fluctuation of colors is proposed and actually applied to analysis of various townscape 
images. In this process, fluctuation of brightness and chromaticity in the images are measured by 
means of two dimensional FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm. And various townscape 
images are divided into some clusters through cluster analysis. This paper makes clear the 
usefulness of fluctuation as the index. 
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2. EXPERIMENTS 
An example of townscapes which were analyzed in this study is shown in Fig. I. The images 

were got by scanning photographs of the various streets such as Japanese historical old streets and 
urban modem streets. Fig. I is a original full color image of the townscape. Fig.2 shows the 
distribution of brightness in Fig. I. And Fig.3, 4 and 5 show the distributions of chromaticity red(r), 
green(g) and blue(b) in Fig.l. These data are analyzed by means of two dimensional FFT 
algorithm. The result of analysis to the distribution of brightness in Fig.2 is shown in Fig.6. In this 
figure, the axes of coordinates present spatial frequency of x-axis direction in Fig.2, that of y-axis 
direction and power spectrum density. And a regression plane on the distribution of power 
spectrum is calculated and fluctuation of brightness are measured. In the equation of a regression 
plane in Fig.6, coefficient a express the degree of fluctuation on x-axis direction in Fig.2 and 
coefficient b express that on y-axis direction. This process is also applied to the distributions of 
chromaticity r, g and b in Fig.3, 4 and 5. In this study, this analysis was carried out to 54 images of 
various townscapes. After these processes, by using the results which include the degrees of 
fluctuations and the average levels on brightness and chromaticity r, g and b, these 54 images are 
divided into some clusters through cluster analysis. Fig.7 shows 6 clusters which were composed 
as the result of the analysis. 

, {pixel) 

<f(piJ:el) 

Fig. I: An example of townscape images Fig.2: Distribution of brightness 

y /plzd) 

128 

Fig.3 : Distribution of chromaticity r Fig.4: Distribution of chromaticity g 
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Fig.5 : Distribution of chromaticity b 

3. RESULTS 

Power spectrum density 
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(llpixel) 

Fig.6: Result of calculation(FFT) 

Cluster 1 is consist of townscapes which are considerably full of trees. So these images are 
covered with a lot of green. The average levels of chromaticity g are higher in these images. 
Additionally, these images have peculiarities of colors which intensify fluctuation in brightness. 

Cluster 2 is consist of urban modem townscapes. These images contain various colors, 
especially vivid colors such as red and yellow. And there are detailed changes of colors in these 
images. Actually, these images have peculiarities of colors which intensify fluctuation in 
chromaticity r. So this cluster is properly more characterized by the red than by the other colors. 

Cluster 3 is consist of many townscapes of Japanese historical old streets such as Takayama. We 
have impressions which are expressed with words such as 'calm' and 'silent', because these 
images are scarce of colors. Actually, these images have peculiarities of colors which don't 
intensify fluctuation in any chromaticity, especially in chromaticity r. 

Cluster 4 is consist of townscapes which contain many white-plastered walls. Those are 
Japanese old historical townscapes of Kurashiki. These images have peculiarities of colors which 
intensify vertical fluctuations in brightness and chromaticity g and b. It is able to be judged that the 
result reflects the compositions of these images. 

Cluster 5 and 6 are exceptional clusters. The images of cluster 5 have peculiarities of colors 
which don't intensify fluctuations in brightness and chromaticity r, g and b. It is able to be judged 
that the result reflects the scarcity of colors in these images. The images of cluster 6 have 
peculiarities of colors which intensify vertical fluctuations in brightness and chromaticity r, g and 
b. Additionally, the average levels of brightness are much higher in these images. It is able to be 
judged that the result reflects the high contrast of brightness in these images. 
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Fig. 7: Result of cluster analysis 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In the above analysis, some visibly distinctive clusters were got quantitatively. Especially, it is 

remarkable that the townscapes of historical old streets were distinguished from those of urban 
modem streets quantitatively. As the result, it is able to be concluded that fluctuation as the index 
to evaluate peculiarities of colors in townscape is useful and the characteristics of townscape are 
able to be grasped quantitatively. 
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The Discovery of Area-Colors through Photo Research 

Shigenobu KOBAYASHI and Shoichi SATO 

In markets which continue to provide new colors for the daily life of human beings, there are basic 
colors and fashionable colors which contribute to the marketing identity. However, another basic 
color is the area color, an environmental color which has adapted to the natural features of an area. 
This area color leads to the area identity and is widely regarded to be the traditional color which is 
rooted in the area. 

In this paper, we have explored the existence of area color, comparing Japan and Europe on the 
basis of photo research of area color covering 10 hues and white, gray and black. The colors 
investigated included artificial and natural colors mainly in market, residential, business and scenic 
contexts. 

Research relating to the sense of existence and identity of area color was carried out from the 
following four perspectives: 

• Historical: Ancient cities, religion, urban development, urban scale, racial interaction 
• Climatic: Amount of sunshine, rainfall, coastline, valleys, latitude, regional features 
• Products: Specialties, the development of traditional colors (packaging, signs and displays) 
• Botanical: The botanical colors characteristic of the region 

The area color was considered to be the color that was significant in an area. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Visiting Brittany in 1979, it was cloudy and misty. The buildings and people's clothes had a gray 

appearance and it seemed that this phenomenon was a response to the environment in which annual 
sunlight is low. Perhaps it is only natural for the people to find grayish colors attractive. In the 
subsequent survey, it was discovered that the color gray was frequently used in the region where 
Celts lived. Shisopana in Yunnan Province, a place we visited in China, is a rice-growing area and the 
GY hue was widely used in the daily life of the people and became the color which represented their 
way of life. In this way, a great many special hues can be observed in each region and they are handed 
down from generation to generation in the form of colors which represent the regional character. For 
this reason, in the last ten years, we have traveled in Japan, Asia and Europe and we will demonstrate 
the existence of the area colors we have observed using photographs. 
(1) How area colors were photographed: a demonstration of how we sought to capture the local 

colors on slides. 
(2) Examples of area colors: we classified the regional colors of cities mainly in Japan and Europe 

into ten hues and achromatic colors. 
(3) The meaning of the existence of area colors: from environmental, historical and cultural 

viewpoints, we considered the color images and techniques of color combinations employed in 
various regions. 
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2. RESEARCH AND RESULTS 
a) How Area Colors were Photographed 
CD Slides were taken using a single-lens reflex camera. 

Locations: Shopping areas, residential areas, business zones, parks, highways, fields, forests, 
mountains, rivers and lakes. Careful attention was paid to details. 

@ The same area was photographed in winter and summer in order to observe seasonal differences. 
An examination was made of differences in identity depending on the season, the specialties of 
each area and the emergence of hues and tones according to changes in nature. 

@ Approximate estimate of the number of slides taken (very roughly calculated) 
Cities with a population over 400,000 __,. 10 or more rolls of 36 exposure film 
Cities with a population Jess than 400,000 __,. approximately 6 rolls 

@ Investigation period: 9:00am- 4:00pm (however, window displays were often photographed 
outside this time period) 
ISO 400 and 100 film was used. 

@ Prior investigation provides the best conditions 
However, our ability to discover area color improved with practice. On entering an area and 
taking 5-10 rolls of film of the agreeable and beautiful scenes typical of the area, we were able to 
capture 2-3 characteristic colors. 

@ Area color consists of principal color and the secondary color. 
In Asahikawa and Toulouse, hue R was the primary color (primary area color) as far as artificial 
colors were concerned and hues GY and G were the secondary area colors. In Chester, the area 
colors were black, white and brick red and the same colors were observed in Morioka, etc. 

(J) Environmental colors (natural colors and artificial colors) overlap with market colors. 
It is necessary to make an "Identity Sample" to make it easy for a third party to recognize an area 
color easily. For example, in an area where mandarin oranges are grown and the hues YR and Y 
can be found in market and environmental colors, artificial colors with YR andY can be referred 
to as Identity Samples. 

@ Representing the overall imagery of areas (cities) with limited picture samples (scenes) 
In each area and city, we selected about 100 photos (scenes) from approximately 400-600 
photos which we thought would be aesthetically representative. Selection was carried out by 5-6 
people. 

@ Identity samples must be psychological and ecological 
The effect of color combinations in area color is recognized. In other words, with color 
combinations employing area color, we should check to see if techniques such as the hue color 
combination and tone color combination, separation and gradation, the clear color and grayish 
color combination, similarity and contrast, basic color and accent color, color linkage, rhythm 
and balance are being carried out skillfully or not. 

@) Intuitive-Preference lifestyles are concealed ... 
Everyone is susceptible to the images concealed in these samples and can accept them. Together 
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with this, in order to make the most of area color in markets and scenes, etc., it is preferable if 
the identity samples convince the people living in the area. 

b) Area Color Display based on 10 Hues (tone differences included) and White, Gray and Black in 
Japan and Europe· 1 

JAPAN & ASIA: EUROPE: 
UK-United Kingdom, (F)-France 

(G)-Germany, (A)-Austria, (H)-Hungary 
HueR Japan Asahikawa, Sapporo, Gosbo-Gawara, UK London, Glasgow 

Yamagata, Sendai, Milo, Tokamachi, (F) Orleans, Lille, Toulouse, Caen, 
Nagano, Naha, Fukushima, Aizu- Strasbourg, 
Wakamatsu, Tono, Toyama, Koriyama, (G) Mainz, Giittingen, Hameln, Frankfurt, 
Kanazawa, Nara, Nagasaki (A) Linz, Salzburg, Baden 

HueYR Japan Aizu-Wakamatsu, Takamatsu, Takayama, UK York 
Matsuyama, Gifu, Wakayama, Tottori, (F) Arniens, Lyon, Strasbourg, Le Havre 
Matsuzaki, Nagasaki, Kagoshima, (G) Leipzig, Stuttgart 
Kushimoto (A) Vienna 

ROK Seoul, 
Hue Y Japan Matsuyama, Kagawa, Tokushima, Akita, Luxembourg 

Himeji, Wakayama, Oita, Miyazaki, UK Liverpool, Bath 
Takayama, Osaka, Ashiya (G) Bremen, Berlin, Potsdam, Dusseldorf, 

China Beijing Kiiln, Aachen, Bonn, Munich, 
Thailand Bangkok Luneburg, Hanover 

(F) Strasbourg, Nancy, Charleville-
Mezieres, Reims 

(A) Innsbruck, Baden, Graz 
(H) Kecskemet, Pees 

Hues Japan Akita, Shiobara, Asahikawa, Toyooka, UK York 
GY& Maizuru, Nara, Kyoto (H) Budapest, Pees 
G ROK Seoul, Pusan (F) Toulouse 

(G) Bonn, Dusseldorf 
(A) Linz, Graz 

Hues Japan Hakodate, Otaru, Aomori, Iwaki, (G) Bremen, Kiel, Bremerhaven 
BG& Hiroshima, Onornichi, lmabari, Toyama, (F) Marseilles, Le Havre, Vannes, Nantes 
B,PB Milo, Niigata, Maebashi, Oiso, Shingu, 

Tokushima, Saga, Oita, Nagasaki, 
Hamamatsu 

HuePB Japan Aomori, Hamamatsu, Yokohama, (F) Marseilles, Nancy, the south coast of 
Tokyo(Daikanyama, Shibuya ), Onornichi, France 
lwaki, Hiroshima (G) Bremen 

HuesP Japan Nagaoka, Matsue, lzumo, Sasayama (G) Bremen, Kiiln, Baden 
andRP 
White Japan Saku, !ida, Koehl, (G) Kassel, Wiesbaden 

Singapore UK The Lake District (Windemere) 
Thailand Bangkok 

Gray Japan Morioka, Kawagoe, Tokyo, Kakunodate (G) Berlin, Hamburg 
(F) Bordeaux, Vannes, Lorient, 

The Bretagne Region 
UK London, the Isle of Skye 

Black Japan Kumamoto, Morioka, Kakunodate, Aizu- UK London, Edinburgh, Stratford-upon-
Wakamatsu, Obuse, Karuizawa, Avon, Chester 
Kawagoe, Nagahama 
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c) The meaning of the existence of area color 

Q) Examples to substantiate area color Lamp-post colors 
warm colors, green colors, cold colors, achromatic colors. 
The majority of Japanese lampposts are painted in achromatic colors. 

@ Area color samples observed in artificial colors 
Building exteriors, residential exteriors and interiors, store exteriors and interiors, displays and 
signs. Rows of stores and houses, roadside objects, street furniture, the colors of the clothes of 
passers-by, household appliances, stations, bridges, automobiles, shipping 
• They appear significantly in shopping areas, household items and buildings followed by signs, 

displays and posters 

@ Ways of helping residents to grow accustomed to the environment 
Help people feel proud of the town they live in - towns 
Gradually make progress towards a calm daily life - lifestyle 
Make stores and products accessible and create the motivation to purchase - the market 
Motivate people at school and at work - groups 
Encourage people to love nature and be aware of their local area - natural features 
Become accustomed to the manners and customs of the region and take an interest in history 
and tradition - society 
Play a role in creating a corporate identity - company 
Create self-, family- and area-identities 
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Colors in Public Usage: Preliminary Studies 
in the Historic City of Kyoto 

Munehira AKITA 

ABSTRACT 
The aesthetic significance of color in everyday life is important in perceived 

environmental quality assessement. The purpose of the present article is to report 
on several studies about color usage in Kyoto city, investigating from a 
view-point of cognitive functions related to images and perceptions of the city. 

The subjects of the study were city districts, streets and avenues, and walls of 
buildings. The Semantic Differential Method was used to obtain measures of 
attitudes and sentiments for these subjects. About fifty persons rated actual 
scenes with regard to their beauty and described some specific comments about 
them . The Factor Analysis was applied to explore the number and kinds of factors 
underlying these assessements. Colors were measured by visual color matching 
with a sample book of standard color of paints provided by the Japan Paint 
Makers Association (JPMA). In one experimental study, a computer graphic 
technique was used to make a wall color of a building change to examine its 
effects. 

We tried integrating various results obtained from different methods into one 
context as a whole, in order to yield a heuristic predicative power for the beauty of 
a city. Colors, as a basis of evaluating a city, will probably be signified strongly 
when being considered with culture and tradition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Research Group of Colors in Public Usage, Kyoto conducted several studies 

(1, 2, 3, & 4) about perception of beauty of color in the city, considered from 
cognitive factors relating to images of and expectations of the city. The purpose of 
all studies describing here was to analyse color usage in Kyoto from various 
aspects of environments with different methods and to explore how we could 
comprehend color usage in a city. 

2. SURVEYS and RESULTS 
The first study (1) was conducted to find out whether there were any differences 

between colors observed in Kyoto and colors associated with the name of Kyoto. 
A survey of actual situations of color usage in Kyoto was carried out in three 
different districts which were designated as a traditional or historical, a modern or 
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newly developed, and a traditional-modern mixing district, respectively. Thirty 
seven spots were selected from these areas for color measurements, consisting of 
the picture records of these spots by an on -the-spot photograph and the data of 
dominant and accent colors obtained at each of the spots by the method of visual 
matching with a color sample panel specially prepared for the study, selecting 
samples from the book of JPMA. 

In addition a questionaire approach was adopted to examine colors associated 
with the image of Kyoto by asking the following questions: what color is the best, 
and the worst for Kyoto City ?, what color is most represented well as the image 
of Kyoto?, and what color do you approve of the symbol for Kyoto?. 
About 600 people, mainly college students as well as tourists, cooperated to 
answer the questions. 

The results showed that there were some gaps between actual color usages and 
colors associated with images of Kyoto at the newly developed modern residential 
districts in the city. Generally people tend to think green and brown for dominant 
colors and vermillion for an accent color as being preferable colors to Kyoto. A 
combination of these colors are mainly found in the traditional district where there 
are many old temples and shrines surrounded by hills and mountains. The image 
of Kyoto, as the capital of Japan for more than 1000 years, associates with this 
construction, its natural environments, and their colors: green with landscape, 
brown with old wood buildings, vermillion as an accent color in structures. 
Consequently there is no gap between the image and the fact in the traditional 
district. However, in the modern district, hues of dominant colors shift from R 
and YR, observed in the traditional district, to YR and Y ; accent colors also tend 
to shift towards brighter, more saturated and show a wide variety of hues. 
Consequently colors actually used in the modern district are different from colors 
related to the image of genuine traditional Kyoto. 

Secondly, a survey of a wall color was also conducted in another three regions of 
the same three kinds of districts: traditional, modern, and mixed type (2). First, a 
total of about 300 sites in these districts were selected from those regions and 
photographs of walls taken in every site. Then a total of 30 photographs, 10 
photographs each of 3 districts, were chosen as a sample color of walls for 
evaluation. One test panel which consisted of the 10 photographs putting several 
spcific items for the evaluation with a five-step rating scale was provided for 
evaluation of each district. The evaluation was performed by 69 people: 36 color 
professionals and 33 citizens. 

The results showed so-called tradtional colors such as ju-raku (e.g.,1.7Y 
5.3/2.9), ben-gara (e.g.,7.BR 4.6/ 8.6), and shu-nuri (Vermillion, e.g.,B.OR 5.3/ 13.3) 
were appropriate for colors of a wall in all three districts. 

Thirdly, the coloring effect of a wall, both chromatic and achromatic color, was 
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experimentally investigated by evaluating various colored pictures of the same 
build ing which had its wall color changed by a computer graphic techn ique (3). 
Sixteen photographs of the building of different chromatic colored wall painted 
every 5 hues ( G, B, P, R, & Y) with noticeably difference of 16 graded chromatic 
colors (being changed lightness as well as saturation) were printed together as a 
set for a test sheet. And 8 black-and-white photgraphs graded by 8 achromatic 
colors (N) were also grouped for a test sheet. The evaluation, whether a building 
of a given color to be acceptable in Kyoto, was performed by 77 resident people: 
35 color professionals and 42 citizens. 

The results can be seen at glance on the panel displaying a group of 
photographs by showing an acceptable and unacceptable zone area divided by a 
line determined on the basis of the average of each picture's evaluations. 
Summary of the results is as follows: For acceptable colors, Y and R have a large 
zone and B & P a small zone, and both zones showing the range within middle 
lightness (N4.5 6.5) and low saturation (2.5 3) in common. 

Figure 1. Color effects of a large wall in a town. The photograph, shown as an 
exam pie here, was constituted of 20 (not 16 mentioned above in the text) graded 
pictures originally colored with yellow hue, changing lightness of white to black 
from left to right, and less to more saturated from top to bottom. Number below 
each of pictures indicates the percentage of selection of the picture as having 
tolerable wall color. 

Finaly, semantic differential as method measuring sentiments on a main avenue 
in Kyoto, Oike-dori, was employed with th irty three semantic-scales of a 
seven-step scale at three given cross ings along the avenue (4). Ninety six people, 
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citizens and college students, participated in the study. 
Employment of factor analysis of these semantic-differential scales led to the 

result that there were eight strong factors, naming such as impression 
(evaluation), familiarity, prominence (potency) , grade, spaciousness, prosperity 
(activity), history/ tradition, and a sense of generation. 

Features of each crossing analyzed by these eight factors revealed a strong 
consistency with an image of these areas profilied by the semantic-d ifferential 
scales. Thus, from the study of the Oike-dori, we found eight prominent factors 
necessary to evaluate the avenue, though the most generally found factors are 
three: evaluation, activity, and potency. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
Although the research is preliminary, the findings imply that the concept of a 

city is more complicated than usual types of concepts, e.g., names of persons, 
geometric forms, commercial products, different animals and others. Particularly 
historical and tradit ional factors seem to play a crucial role to determine what 
image a city gives. In addition, cognitive dynamic processes interacting images 
with one's perception are considered to be critical or defining elements to evaluate 
a city; it will be assumed that the degree of consistency between a city image and 
a real experience reinforcing the image will decide how people feel and perceive 
the city in fact, no matter how good or bad it may be. Without understanding the 
importance of images people have, there will be no effective plan of building or 
renovating a new city for the people. 
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Color Development of Tomato during Post-Ripening 

Yoshitaka MOTONAGA, Takaharu KAMEOKA 
and Atsushi HASHIMOTO 

We studied the surface color development in tomatoes during post-ripening using the color image 
processing system with the HSL color space. The analysis focused on hue change of surface color 
was conducted. As a result, it was suggested that source points, where the color started to develop, 
existed upon radial wall of peri carps. Color change behavior of each area on the surface was fitted 
well by a logistic function and it was suggested that each rate constant of the equation had a certain 
value of its own. Moreover, from the analysis on the relationship between the color development 
and the pigment production, the change of pigment contents, calculated from hue change, showed 
the similar tendency to the extracted ones. These results suggested that the color development of 
tomatoes was deeply related to the metabolism and inner structure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Surface color of agricultural products is used as an evaluation index of the inner quality such as 

freshness and maturity. On account of this, the surface color management is regarded as important, 
and the measurement of whole surface color with high accuracy is often needed. But it is very diffi-
cult because of complexity of its shape and color distribution. Therefore the measurement of sur-
face color by CCD camera with high accuracy is expected for monitoring its distribution change. 

Generally, color difference of the Lab color space is used in the accurate measurement of color 
change in agricultural products.1 However, we adopted the HSL (H:hue, S:saturation, L:lightness) 
color space2 based on CCD camera in this work since the color measurement using CCD camera 
had advantage that it easily acquired the plane information. We have already studied that the color 
change is measured by transforming the RGB color space of CCD camera to the HSL color space 
which has the coordinate according to human sense. 2•

3 The HSL color space has the feature sepa-
rating the information of acquired image into the color ones (Hand S) and the illumination one (L). 
H and S are proved not to be affected by the quantity of light, the uneven illumination and the un-
even surface shape. On account of this, the HSL color space seems to be suitable to measure the 
surface color of agricultural products. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the surface color change in tomatoes during post-
ripening using the color image processing system with the HSL color space, and to find the rela-
tionship between the color development and the pigment production. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Color Image Processing. Surface color was measured using the color image processing system 

with the HSL color space. This system has consisted of xenon light source, color CCD camera, 
grabber board and computer. The CCD camera was set at 400 mm height and at F 2.8; the illumina-
tion of the measurement surface was set at about 800 lx and color temperature at 5500 K. The sur-
face color was measured after about 50 min when the illumination and grabbing states became sta-
ble. To prevent the effect of outside light, the whole system was covered with a blackout curtain 
and the surface color image was acquired. Then the surface color was processed after removing 
background from the acquired image. 
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Post-Ripening of Tomato. Immature tomatoes 
(variety: Momotarou) which were grown using 
asbestos in vinyl house at Mie Pref , Japan were 
studied. There are three reasons using tomato in 
this study. 

1) The supply of this tomato is possible all the 
year round. 

2) Tomatoes have the maturity physiology cir-
cuits. 

3) The surface color change is dynamic during 
post-ripening 

Table 1: Experimental conditions 

No. Temp. [°C] Period [d] 
1 25 4 
2 25 8 
3 25 5 
4 35 30 

5-l 35 14 
5-2 25 10 

The experiment conditions were shown in Table 1. The temperature condition of 25oC was cho-
sen for the normal storage, and that of 35°C was selected because the lycopene production was 
almost perfectly inhibited. In the experiments of No.I, No.2 and No.3, one tomato was stored in an 
incubator at 25°C respectively . Its surface color was acquired every 1. 5 h for No.1 and every 2 h 
for No.2 and No.3, respectively, then the measurement was conducted until the hue distribution of 
the surface color became almost stable. In the experiment ofNo.4 and No.5, one tomato was stored 
at 35°C. In this condition, the tomato surface was tinged with the color by which carotene becomes 
predominant. In the case of No.5, the investigation was continuously conducted at 25°C where 
lycopene could be produced until tomato was ripe perfectly. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Surface Color Distribution. Since a pixel of 

time series image data, acquired by CCD cam-
era, had much noise, the suitable unit area in the 
analysis of color distribution was determined to 
be about 5 mm x 5 mm in order to decrease 
noise leveL An example of changing on the hue, 
the saturation and the lightness of a certain area 
was shown in Fig. 1. In this work, the hue was 
regarded as the most suitable index in tomatoes 
during post-ripening because the changing ten-
dency in Fig.l was the smoothest compared 
with others. The hue of 0 and 85 respectively 
correspond to red and green. 

Color changes on the whole areas of the to-
mato were analyzed. Consequently hue change 
in each area showed a similar tendency. The 
changing of hue in each area was fitted with the 
logistic function in Eq.(l). 

dH 
-;t;=k(H -Hini)(H -H fin) (I) 

Here, H;"; is an initial hue value, Hfi" is a final 
hue value, k [h-'] is a rate constant. All areas 
excepted the boundary between tomato and sur-
roundings, which strongly received the influ-
ence of a background, had a high correlation 
coefficient of nearly 0.999. After removing the 
boundary areas, the analysis on hue distribution 
of a tomato surface was conducted. As a result, 
a time when hue change was remarkable was 
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Fig. 1: Changes of the hue, the saturation, and 
the lightness in tomato during post-ripening 
(No.2) 
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Fig. 2 Contour map of hue at 91 h (No.2) 



found to be about 91 h, and the surface color change in the mature process had the peculiar rate 
constant ofEq.(l) in each area. 

Contour map of hue at 91 h was shown in Fig.2. The 9 points ( o) shown in this figure were the 
earliest area of hue change beginning. From this figure, it was found that color change has arisen in 
an island shape. They could be numbered in order whereby color change started earlier. We defined 
these points as source points of color development. Contour map of the rate constant was shown in 
Fig.3, and source points obtained from above analysis were also plotted. In this figure, areas with 
high rate constant were distributed over radial parts through the source points from the center of 
tomato. Furthermore, it was observed that source points existed upon radial wall of pericarps by 
cutting the tomato open after experiment. The tomato and the location of source points were shown 
in Fig.4. 

-10 -l 0 l 10 1l 
X axis 

- 0.0021 -- 0.0022 
- 0.0020- 0.0021 
- 0.0019-0.0020 
- 0.0018-0.0019 
-0.0017-0.0018 
. 0.0016-- 0.0017 
·8 0.001l- 0.0016 

0.0014- 0.001l 

Fig. 3: Contour map ofk (No.2) 
Fig. 4: Location of the source points of color 
development (No.2) 

Surface Color Analysis on Pigments. The surface color change of tomato has been caused by 
the change of the chlorophyll, the carotene and the lycopene contents, which are the main pigments 
of tomatoes. The changes of these contents versus elapsed time were calculated by using the sur-
face color change. 

Figure 5 contained the results of No.2 and No.5. Storing an immature tomato at 3s•c for 14 d 
(No.S-1), the hue was settled in 35 adjacent value. This value was regarded as a predominant color 
(hue) of carotene. Furthermore, storing was continued at 25°C, and the hue started to change dy-
namically again to the final value of 15 which was the same value as that of the experiment at 2s•c 
in No.2. Arranging these results, the hue of pre-
dominant colors of chlorophyll, carotene and 
lycopene were 61 , 35, 15 respectively. It was 
found out that the hue change of storage No.5 
was signified using two logistic curves. 

Besides we examined the additive property 
for hue on each mixture of two pigments. The ., 40 

hue changes of the mixtures were shown in :i! 
Fig.6. Since the excellent linearity for each 30 

mixture was observed as shown in Fig.6, it was 
confirmed that the hue had the additive property. 
So we calculated qualitatively the ratio of chlo-
rophyll content to the set of chlorophyll and 
carotene. The process of chlorophyll consump-
tion and carotene production at 3s•c (No.S-1) 
was estimated by using the color mixture of 
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chlorophyll (Hue:61) and carotene (Hue:35). 
Similar procedure was conducted by the use of 
the relationship between carotene and lycopene. 
The lower and upper abscissas in Fig. 7 are re-
spectively the time from start of the experiments 
No.5-1 and No.S-2. As shown in Fig.7, the cal-
culation results showed the similar tendency to 
the changes of the pigment contents reported in 
Ref 4. This led that the pigment contents could 
be evaluated by the analysis on the hue change 
of the surface color. 

4 . CONCLUSIONS 
The surface color development in tomatoes 

during post-ripening was studied by using the 
color image processing system with the HSL 
color space. So this study was concluded as 
follows. 
1) Color change behavior of each area on the 

surface was fitted well by logistic function 
and each rate constant of the equation had a 
certain value of its own. Moreover it was 
found that source points, where the color 
started to develop, existed upon the radial 
wall of peri carps. 

2) The ratio of pigment contents, calculated 
from hue change, showed the similar ten-
dency to the extracted ones. The color de-
velopment of tomatoes was deeply related 
to the metabolism and inner structure, and 
the pigment contents could be estimated 
from the analysis on the hue change of the 
surface color. 
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Color Difference Measurement for Plastic Parts 
of Automotive Interiors 

Mikiko KAWASUMI, Toshikazu ISHIHARA, Miyuki YAMAKAWA, 
Yoshihiko TANAKA and Hiroyuki ITO 

Color matching of automotive interiors is of importance in a total quality look. We have 
hoped that color measurement would support instability of subjective evaluation. The 
purpose of this paper is to establish a new measurement system for color difference of 
plastic parts which have grained leather pattern on the surface. In our studies, it became 
clear that the current system had two problems, for one thing, in case of a glossy part it 
could not measure visual brightness correctly, and for another, the chromaticity tolerance 
formula also did not fit visual sensitivity. New instrumentation has been developed by 
using a gonio colorimeter instead of an integrating sphere colorimeter, redefining 
brightness by expertlike weighted L*, and correcting a*-b* with color discrimination ellipse. 
Finally, our system attains good correlation to visual and put in practical use. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Automotive interiors have become fashion statements in recent years with detailed 

attention to material selection, coloring, and texturing. Color matching of interiors is 
fundamental to a total quality look. It has been difficult to be similar in appearance 
between adjoining plastic parts in a cabin(Fig.1 ), because of the surface look with a grain 
pattern and the different polymer systems for each of part. Inspectors are judging color 
differences of each plastic part against the polypropylene master standard. Then 
quantitative evaluations by a colorimeter is very important to adjust pigments again(Fig.2) . 
The current system of numerical evaluations makes use of L *- C*- H* by an 
automotive committee of SAE Recommended Practice J1545. Also inspections carry out 
separately toward brightness and chromaticity. However it has troubles with (1 )brightness 
difference measurement in case of glossy parts and (2)chromaticity tolerance formula for 
directional differences. This paper proposes a new instrumental measurement. We've 
made a trial for polypropylene parts which is the same polymer as the master. 

4 10cm 

inspecti: lOcm 

___ .,_ ___ : ! Master standard 

-Polypropylene i 4 Color f ! -Polypropylene 
-ABS : : 
-PVC etc. ! ___ ; i 

-- - - - - -- - - -- - - - J 

Pigments control 
Fig.1: Interior plastic parts of automobile Fig.2: Color matching process for plastic parts 
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2. EXPERIMENTS 
In this studies, we tried to measure L* by a gonic colorimeter in order to clarify features 

of special reflection on a grained plastic surface(Fig.3). Fig.4(a) shows results about gloss-
fixed and brightness-varied 5 samples, produced by controlling pigments, and Fig.4(b) 
about brightness-fixed gloss-varied another 5 samples. It suggests that the brightness 
difference by color pigments comes out notably in L * of diffuse area( receiving angle: 40. -
120· ), and the gloss difference by surface in specular. Further, the data of not only t. L * 
but also t.a*-t.b* are exaggerated in diffuse area(Fig.5). However, we usually have used 
an integrating sphere colorimeter for measuring plastic color difference, which integrates 
reflections including both diffuse and specular. This can be understood as one reason for 
the insufficient correlation to visual difference. 

In case of samples with different gloss from the master, relationships between visual 
brightness differences of inspectors and t. L *15· It. L *120' are compared in Fig.6(a)(b} . 
Evidently t. l*12o· fits better with visual than t. l*15· . Moreover the summation of t. L *15· 
and t. L *120' with appropriate weights brings a best fit(Fig.6(c)) . From this, we can see that 
inspectors have judged brightness difference by depending on also t. L * 15' . Hence, the 
new measure for brightness difference t. Es defined by the following equation: 

l. Es=T ol. L * diffuse+ T sl. L* specular (1} 
where L *diffuse is L * of an angle in diffuse area, L * spe<:ular is of specular. To and T s are the 
weights of each receiving angle. We lead an equation for gray-colored polypropylene parts 
by the regression analysis as follows: 

t.Es=0.613t.L* "o· +0.021 t.L* ,s· (correlation coefficient: 0.915} . (2) 

Light : Cr- source reflection 
/ , ' Speculer 

\ area 
'-. Diffuse 

Sample 
Fig.3: Reflection on plastic surface 
consists of specular and diffuse. 
Receiving angle in following 
diagrams is defined as in this. 

,;i1lllllr" Specular reflection 
0.5 

t.L* 
·0.5 

· 1 

·1 .5 

L* 

Specular reflection 

L* 

Diffuse area 

-40 0 40 80 -40 0 40 80 120 ( ) 
(a) Receiving angle (b) Receiving angle 
Fig.4: L * of a grained plastic measured by a gonio colorimeter feature 
the spacial reflections on the surface in a shape of curve :(a)L *of gloss-
fixed brightness-varied differ in diffuse;(b)L*of brightness-fixed gloss-
varied differ in specular. 

10 20 30 40 so soC ) to 20 30 40 so so(' > to 20 30 40 so soc ) 
Receiving angle Receiving angle Receiving angle 

Fig.5: As an angle is large, the data of not only t.L* but also t.a*- t.b* for 6 samples are exaggerated. 
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Ql bright,----------, Ql bright,-------,----, 
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c: ·· ···0.·· ... .6. gloss::2.4 c: 

slight ---o-- · .6.gloss::3.6 

:t: bright ::t:: bright 

(/) (/) 
(/) (/) 
Q,) similar a>similar 
c c E E 

slight :g slight 
CO dark (ij dali< 
:::l :::l 
(/) (/) 

(/) 
(/) 
Q) similar 
c 
.E 

slight 
dark iii 

:::l 
(/) > > > 

·12 ·11 ·10 ·9 ·8 -7 ·6 ·4 -3 -2 -1 0 
A L* 15· A L* 12o· 

-3 · 1 0 1 2 
AEB(=T 12o· Al*12o· +T 15· A *L15·) 

(a)lnsufficient correlation (b)AIIowable correlation (c)Good correlation 
Fig. 6: To get a good correlation between visual and colorimeter evaluation, the summation of 6 L* 15· and 
6 L * 12o· is used. 

There is an another problem in our current system that the chromaticity tolerance 
formula, by use of AC*-AH*, does not fit with visual sensitivity. In this study, we tried to 
correct A C* with color discrimination ellipse of each master standard. The new measure 
for chromaticity differences A Ec is defined by the following equation: 

AEc= AC*dmuso/8; (3) 
where c·.,"" .. is (a*2+b*2)1i2 in diffuse area, and 5, the ratios of visual directional sensitivity 
compared with a certain direction on Aa*-Ab* diagram, decided toward each color 
master. The following is a short description of some of the techniques used to measure 8i. 
This experiment needs color-varied plastic samples showed in Fig.?. An observer tries to 
select one among a set of test samples, in another direction of the reference, until his 
appearance become satisfied A Ecrsr= A ECRFR(Fig.8) . After repeated trials we can get the 
contour line of visual sensitivity for color difference. Fig.9 shows an example. The ratios 8, 
for gray were lead as follows: 

811 = 1, 892 = 1.14, 8 t24 = 0.85, 81 19 = 0.49, N5 
822e = 0.57, 8211 = 0.81, 8319 = 0.65, 8a = 0.65 (4) 

where subscript , indicates the color direction on 
Aa*-Ab* diagram, for example, 1-o-360 means the 
direction in (Aa*, Ab*)=(oo , 0) . The techniques are 
available for the experimental determination of 81. 

Ab* 
Test 
samples 

o '\\_::_-_j o Reference 
o sample 

0.4 

0 

o "-J o ' Direction i 
.'\ _:.. t.EC RFR \ 

0.2 

Master 
-0.2 standard 

-0.4 

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 A a* 

Fig.?: Samples for measuring visual sensitivity are 
produced by controlling color pigments. 
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Reference Master Test 
sample standard sample 

l____l l____l 

A ECRFR A Ecrsr 

Fig.8: This shows an arrangement of 
samples in visual inspection . An 
observer tries to select one among a set 
oftest samples, until 6 ECRFR= A ECrsr 

Ab* 

Fig.9: Contour line of visual sensitivity 
for gray master standard is a distorted 
ellipse in shape. 



t.L* !:. Es t. b* t. b* 
Master OVisual passes 1 

_ __. standard x Visual rejects 
0 0' 0.5 

0 X X 
-1 -1 ........ X 

X 

-0.5 0.5 -1 
-2 -2 t.a• t.a• 

',, Master .--
-0.5 standard 

-3 -3 I -1 

Fig. 10: The new measure t:. Es by a gonio- Fig. 11 : The new measure t:. Ec fits well with a visual pass/ 
colorimeter fits well with visual brightness reject judgment for chromaticity than the current t:. c·. 
than t:. L* by the integrating sphere. 

Table 1: New measures increase the rate of agreement 
between visual and colorimetric evaluations 

Colorimetric 

Current method 
New method 

3. RESULTS 

Brightness Chromaticity 

76% 
90% 

54% 
96% 

Multi-angle 
colorimeter 

Plastic parts 
PC 

Fig. 12: Colorimetric system for color matching 

The favorable results of such a comparison upon gray-colored polypropylene parts are 
shown in Fig.1 0 and Fig .11. !J. Es and !J. Ec nearly match the visual evaluations. The 
performance compared with current methods is presented in Table. 1. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
From the above results, three conclusions are evident: {1 )the measurements by a gonio 

colorimeter have an effects on detecting brightness except gloss, and also can 
exaggerate the data of color differences,(2}the summation of expert-like weighted !J. L • diffuse 

and !J. L *specule' brings a good fit with visual brightness difference, and (3}the correction of !J. 
C* with color discrimination ellipse attains an excellent chromaticity tolerance formula . 
Moreover Eq.{2} and Eq.{3} are put in the practical system that constructed by a multi-
angle colorimeter and personal computer with graphical user interface(Fig.12}. The 
formula can be considered to provide a viable alternative to visual pass/fail matching in 
the industrial situation, and the system is useful as an important indicator of manufacture. 
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Accordance of Signs and Color Code in Public Places 

Shoko ASHIZAWA and Mitsuo IKEDA 

Public signs are made of figure and color to facilitate the efficiency for the recognition. It is 
desired that these two are in accordance with each other so that the efficiency is not disturbed. 
The accordance of figure and color was investigated for examining machines of the ticket 
barriers at subway stations in Japan and some signs with inaccordant combination of figure and 
color were found, namely red circle or red arrow, both indicating "go" at the entrance. Toilet 
signs were also investigated and achromatic figures were found, namely grey male and female 
figures instead of blue male and red female as customarily used in Japan. It was suggested to 
change these inaccordant signs to accordant ones to avoid some confusion at stations and 
inconvenience in offices. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Signs used in our daily life are generally composed of figure and color and they have their own 
meaning. For example a stop sign for cars in Japan has a figure of inverted triangle and the main 
color of red. One should be able to recognize the stop sign either by the figure or the color when 
he comes at a comer of crossing roads. It is an international agreement about safety color that 
red means danger or stop and green safe or go. By noticing the red color of the stop sign one 
can become careful for the next action even if a clear shape of inverted triangle is not 
recognizable. By noticing the inverted triangle also upon the red color the recognition of the sign 
becomes solid and a driver can act appropriately and quickly. The accordance between the figure 
and the color is important in signs and they may cause some serious human error if their figure 
and color are in inaccordance as for example an inverted triangle is colored with green, although 
this kind of inaccordance does not exist in the road traffic signs for cars as they are severely 
controlled. In other less regulated signs, however, we sometimes find cases of inaccordance and 
it is hoped these are changed to good accordance. In this report two kind of public signs are 
specifically surveyed which are ticket barrier signs of subways in Japan and toilet signs. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
2.1 Ticket Barrier 
In a big city like Tokyo a subway is a very important mean of transportation. Many people use it 
every day and it is important that they can smoothly and quickly move in stations when they 
take trains. One obstacle for the movement is a ticket barrier as every body has to pass the 
narrow space at the barrier. To help the movement there placed signs on the face of an 
examining machine in Japanese subway as shown in Fig.1 and they are either "go" sign or "stop" 
sign. Most of the Japanese examining machines are quite automated and in some cases one 
machine is used for entering to platform or for going out from the platform. The sign on the 
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machine changes from "go" sign to 
"stop" sign depending on who uses 
the machine first, the one going in or 
the other going out at the machine. 
Legibility of the signs is very vital in 
this case to help people to take next 
action appropriately, namely whether 
to just go into the machine or to 

II 
Fig. I A drawing of a ticket barrier. 

change their walking direction to other machines. The accordance of figure and color is therefore 
important at ticket barriers. 

A questionnaire was prepared in which an investigator can take a note about the figure and 
color of ticket barriers. There are nine cities in Japan which are equipped with subway, Sapporo, 
Sendai, Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe, and Fukuoka. Investigators visited 
these cities, and chose stations randomly for investigation. A small station normally has two 
ticket barriers and a ticket barrier is composed of several machines. The investigators recorded 
on the questionnaire the figure and color of all the machines of the two ticket barriers from 
outside and from inside respectively. Some large station has four or five 
ticket barriers and the investigators investigated all the barriers once 
they visited the station. 
2.2 Toilet Signs 
Toilets in public places in Japan are all equipped with a toilet sign 
shown in Fig.2 as an example. A male figure is mostly colored blue and 
a female figure red to help users for their walking direction which side 
they should go. In fact the most Japanese acquired the habit of ustilizing 
the color code and female proceed almost unconsciously toward a red 
sign. If the color code is not used appropriately, there occurs some kind 
of confusion and embarrassment. 

Three regions of crowded public place in Tokyo 

it 
Fig.2 An example of 

a toilet sign. 

and one region in Osaka were chosen for the 
investigation. They were underground shopping 
areas, department stores, and offices. 

Table 1 Cities, numbers of examining 
machines, and numbers of machines 
investigated. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1 Ticket Barriers 
Table 1 summarizes the cities of which subway 
stations were investigated, and the number of 
examining machines existing and investigated. 
Numbers are naturally large for Tokyo and Osaka, 
the biggest cities of Japan. Almost all the signs 
were displayed electronically., but about 2 percent 
of all the signs were made by painting the signs or 
the board. Figures were of four types for "go" 
signs and two for "stop" signs; an upward arrow, a 
leftward arrow, a circle, or Japanese katakana 
letters to mean a card for "go", and x that means 
no good in Japan, or no entrance sign used in road 
traffic signs composed of a horizontal bar in a 
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Cities 

Sapporo 

Sendai 

Tokyo 

Yokohama 

Nagoya 

Kyoto 

Osaka 

Kobe 

Fukuoka 

No .of No . 
Machines Investigated 

466 96 

110 36 

2127 120 

171 30 

581 80 

102 40 

1165 70 

142 60 

162 60 



circle for "stop." 
Statistics of signs is 

shown in Table 2a for the 
case of entering the 
platform from outside and 
in Table 2b for the case of 
going out from the 
platform. To obtain the 
percentage values given in 
these tables, for examples, 
the number of machines 
with green vertical arrow 
in a city was first 
estimated from the raw 
data obtained for the city. 
The estimation was done 
for all other cities. The 
total number of the signs 
was obtained for the whole 
Japan to finally obtain the 
value listed in the tables 
for go signs and stop 
signs, respectively . 

Table 2 Statistics of figure and color of signs at ticket barriers. 
a(upper) for "going in" and b(lower) for "going out." 

Go-Stop Figure 
Color%) 

!n'een red 
Total(%) 

T 62.3 0 62.3 
...... 34.5 0 34.5 

Go 
0 0 1.5 1.5 

Letters 1.7 0 1.7 

X 0 22.8 22.8 
Stop e 0 77.2 77.2 

Go-Stop 
Color%) 

Figure 
green 

Total(%) 
red 

T 27.3 35.3 62.6 
...... 23.6 10.7 34.3 

Go 
0 1.5 0 1.5 

Letters 1.7 0 1.7 
X 0 42.3 42.3 

Stop e 0 57.7 57.7 

Table 2a shows only few cases of inaccordance between figure and color, namely 1.5% of the 
circle figure in go sign category. Strangely, no accordant signs were found in this type of figure. 
The reason is that all the figures were colored red regardless of "go" or "stop" in a city which 
used a circie for "go." A high percentage of inaccordance was found for arrow signs in Table 2b. 
The reason for this is that in a city all arrows of the machines for going out from the platform 
were colored red. The arrows for entering the platform were colored green in these cases. 

We feel that the inaccordant combination of figure and color found for "go" signs should be 
corrected to accordant combination. The reason for the designing such red arrow in the city may 
be supposed that the designers wanted to make distinction among arrow figures, one group for 
entering the platform and the other going out from the platform. But it seems there is no need to 
distinguish these two cases as people inside the platform only want to go out and do not need to 
see arrows for entering. 
3.2 Toilet Signs 
Fig.3 shows some examples of figure of signs. 
Some are very complicated and precise in 
figure but others are very much simplified 
such as a triangle for female and an inverted 
triangle for male. It might be difficult to many 
people to say which is which in these cases 
and color coding becomes very important. As 
to color of the figures, blue, green and black 
were found for male, and red and pink were 
found for female. Most of the male figures 
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was blue and about a 
half of the female 
figures was red . 
Difference in color 
within male or female 
is not small, but when 
the two figures are 
laid side by side there 
was not difficulty to 
distinguish them . 

Tokyo-Station 

Shinjyuku-S 

Shibuya-S 

Umeda-S 

Table 3 Statisitcs of toilet signs. 

Color Non-Color Total 

94 6 100 

97 3 100 

99 1 100 

67 0 67 

Table 3 summarizes the statistics. A sign with a black male figure was counted as chromatic in 
the table if it was combined with a colored female figure. 

As we see in the table, there was not found a case of inaccordance, namely a male fi gure with 
red or a female figure with blue. There were a few signs, however, that both figures were not 
colored. They are counted as achromatic in the figure. These achromatic signs presented people 
some difficulties to locate the place of toilet, and the side of male or female section . It is 
advisable, at least in Japan, to color them accordingly. 
3.3 Other examples 
It was stated in the beginning that the traffic signs are well regulated and it is true that no such 
stop sign as a blue surface exists. The situation, however, changes if we come to private zones 
where philosophy of design is more emphasized than the purpose of signs. We found at some 
place a stop sign with blue surface although the shape was an inverted triangle. Or in another 
case red letters to show a place of a fireplug were changed to say white to match with the wall 
paper. It must be emphasized that some private zones are not entirely private in terms of people's 
behavior. Some kind of regulation to use accorded signs between figure and color is needed. 

4. CONCLUSION 
We investigated signs on examining machines at ticket barriers of subways in Japan in terms of 
figure and color accordance. Red arrow was frequently found and it was suggested to change the 
color to green. Similarly, there were found some red circles for "go" signs. It is suggested to 
change the color to green. Stop signs were all colored red to give a good accordance. 

Colored signs are commonly used in Japan for toilets with blue figure for male and red figure 
for female. The colors help people to find the place of toilet from far distance. However, some 
signs were made achromatic and they caused the sings difficult to be found of their location 
from distance and to distinguish theJespective sections when people come near to the place. It is 
naturally recommend to make them chromatic. 
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The Color of World Heritage -The Historic Villages of 
Shirakawago and Gokayama-The Traditional 

Houses in the Gassho Style 

Masao YAMAGISHI 

Purpose of investigation: 
The pioneer of chromatics Sir.Isaac Newton's birthplace and the apple tree is situated at Woolsoap 
village located 8km west to Granthame north of London. Ail over the place is the trust territory 
"The National Trust", and the colors of scenery is well harmonious. Great impression when I 
visited there is occasion for me to investigate the color of villages registered world heritage. 
Registration system of world heritage started by a resolution of treaty of world heritage at UNESCO 

that investigated avoidance the danger that submerged the remains by building the Aswan High 
Dam at 1972. At present, 100 countries, 440 culture, nature, and two compound heritage have 
registered. For example, the Versailles Palace and Garden as the cultural heritage, the Rocky Mountains 
Park as natural heritage, Goreme national park and Cappadocia cave relics as few compound 
heritage. Anyway, these heritage never rise again from the lost. 
For this environment, on Dec.15,1996, the buildings "The traditional houses in the Gassho style at 

Shirakawago and Gokayama villages" registered for world heritage by UNESCO World Heritage 
Committee. These are the traditional houses in the Gassho style built between Edo and Meiji era. 
There is no definite criterion of the influence of color on registration of World Heritage. But most 
of registered World Heritage I saw had harmonious colors. Thus I intended to utilize my research 
for environmental protection. 

!.Summary of "The traditional houses in the Gassho style at Shirakawago and Gokayama villages" 
The traditional houses gokayama in the gassho style apply to the definition of groups of buildings 
in the World Heritage as follows; "groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of 
their architecture, their homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal 
value from the point of view of history, art or science". 
To be the object, the traditional houses in the gassho style has steep slant thatched roof by crossing 
neck structure, and people living in there as large private house. 
Shirakawa village area; The Traditional Houses in The Gassho style 45.6ha X 59houses. 
Ogi town area, Shirakawa Village, Ohno-Gun, Gifu Prefecture. 
Gokayama area;The Traditional Houses in The Gassho style 18ha X20houses. 

Taira Village, Ainokura area, Toyama Prefecture. 
The Traditional Houses in The Gassho style 4.4ha X9houses. 
Kamitaira Village, Suganuma area, Toyama Prefecture. 

2.Gathering data 
As an opportunity to registered World Heritage, I have investigated in the field since 1995 till 1996 

as committeeman on the Toyama Prefecture "Committee of pushing the project of city planning at 
Gokayama area(Taira Village and Kamitaira Village)". 

3.Chromatic analysis method 
Analyzed material is color print took in the field . 

And measured the material by Color Difference Measurement Method( L 900 Color Measuring 
System, NIPPON DENSHOK Co. ,LTD). The color concept that explain the result is Perceived 
Color and Psychophysical Color. Then knowing color structure of these village by spectral trait 
value, at the same time, getting the perceptive meaning(HV/C) by converted into Munsell Value 
Function.In addition, I investigate the relation between the change and Modes of appearance of 
color of both above mentioned elements. 
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4.Color quality of each area 
Color quality of Shirakawa area; 
The grand bird's-eye view of row of houses cannot be summed up in a word. Base colors are 
brown of a thatched roof and whiteness of a sliding screen "shoji" . And mat view of thatched roofs 
is lost to modern society in Japan, so nothing is more precious than it. The evidence that well-balanced 
color scheme of all and part is data concentrated color difference value.(fig.l,fig.4) 
Color quality of Ainokura area; 
On the color of buildings, there is no difference from Shirakawa area and Suganuma area. However, 

connection with green trees of a secluded place among the mountain is still more beautiful. The 
view of Heritage is cultural product, on the other hand, the view of people who live there is decided 
by personnel character. It seems that the care appeared concentrated data dots.(fig.2,fig.4) 
Color quality of Suganuma area; 
The first feature is village situated along the Sho-river fl owed into the Sea of Japan, its contrast 
among water, green, and houses in Gassho style, 
yields noble appearance. There is not tedious color appearance spoken in general, but is stillness 
and heartwarming scene. In the graph, it is recognized that color of tree and gentle color of thatched 
roof are singing in chorus.(fig.3Jj_g,4) 

fig.l fig.2 fig.3 fig.4 

5.Consideration 
All of Heritage area is continuing regular tone which is antiquated beige, olive gray, and dark 
brownish gray. It seemed that efforts to conserve historical building had constantly made by the 
people there. 
What read from Munsell value function , is Hue sloping to YR line example of Taupe(4.0 YR 

3.5/1), then calm atmosphere rules the whole. Thus this is the evidence that the climate color 
agreed with climate condition has been existing in these areas. 
Here, I should like to consider light brown for base color of whole heritage. 
We are surrounded with color of nature before we know it, and live enjoying color of culture. 

Among them, brown is notable color said to be earth color, and explain natural environments. Light 
yellowish brown and dark grayish brown are traditional color that symbolizes climate and nature in 
Japan, and we have cultural color connected with kabuki actor*s stage name like Rokoutya(brownish 
olive). Brownish color is said to be "colorless color", because it is not vividly like red and blue, this 
area have much rain and continue thatched roofs, so that such climatic color suit for there. In 
summary, the requirement of harmonious environmental color is fulfilled by brownish color such as 
dark grayish brown. 

6.0bservation for appearance of color 
Appearance of color as the model of observation here, is formulated by German psychologist 

Katz,D(1884-1953) in 1930, who was influenced by W.Goethe's work "Zur Farbenlehre"(1810) , 
and he classified and accounted that modes of appearance of color has various difference. He 
suggested that color has phenomenon as different modes of appearance, thus ought to behold the 
color as difference of mode and psychological perception, such as "There is difference of impression 
between blue sky and blue colored paper."(Tomiie). 
Surface color, color of colored paper, object color, transparent surface color; 
These color from beige to grayish yellow, taupe(dark brownish gray), yellow, gray, dark grayish 
color are aspect of villages. 
Film color, aperture color, color of sky, transparent film color, lighting color; 
Color of sky that has not perception in depth and a sense of distance gave nobility to the village. 
Volume color, colored solution in vessel; 
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A remarkable volume color is found out between village and water in Sho-river. 
Mirrored color; 
Brilliantly reflective color is reference to phenomenon, but I could not find it. 
Luster, smooth surface; 
There is no individualized color. 
Luminosity, scorching color, glow ; 
There is nothing. 
Luminous color, neon sign, color television ; 
Now there is no such phenomenon, but I will observe how relating this to heritage area hereafter. 

? .Conserving color-view of heritage area and issue in future 
As analyzed color research and mentioned above, I realized that color information is concerned 
with forming value of heritage area and factor of evaluating it, and therefore it is urgent that I need 
to clear the norm that keep order in resultant environment. Thereinafter, I suggest some schemes. 
a)Establish the comfortable color environment 
In the life at heritage area, there is question whether or not stress is yielded by conserving color 

environment. Certainly, it is generalized in conserving the streets and the houses that living system 
conserving outward and modern living inward. Although regulations and agreements for 
orderliness of advertising signboard and traffic sign or night illumination, yet it make no effective 
response to this matter. What basis for it is how to accept whether or not inhabitant there is satisfied 
in the life style peculiar to Gokayama area. In order to be that, the place where one feels in comfort 
must be confirmed. 
It might be regarded as personal matter situated between nature surrounded village and the ancestral 

culture. Consequently, color of advertising signboard should fit in with brownish color of the 
village, or with nature that have the four seasons. If neither carries out, it would be contradictory in 
logic. So far as let it color and design by halves, there is no comfort. 
b)The needs of Color Restoration 
Then, how we should make comfortable environment with what rules and means? 

So one of them is Color Restoration. The object of restoration is view of nature and buildings 
included the houses in the Gassho style, and traffic road between them, and so on. Above all , in the 
roads and roadside, there is self-analysis spot that inspect the relationship with visual information 
such as advertising signboard and traffic sign, therefore so particularly the spot along the road is 
that make good use of there. 
Because color restoration is remarkable as the whole act that ask the norms of color selection 
reflected physiology, psychology, phenomenon, and aspect of color. 
c)The needs of Color Regulation 
Though agreement has some means as rule, laws and regulations, and so forth, here I suggest the 
needs that keeping the promise which ask the fundamental moral in the whole heritage area and the 
villager. As the concretely needs is scenic regulation or detailed clauses manual such as guide of 
land use and development project. According to this, taking care of community of neighborhood , it 
would be accomplished the regulation clauses not to give bad image to visitor. And this is the 
system that have possibility to be beautiful view of itself. It would be one of illustration that 
regulate advertising sign and other sign, and would be conserved the nobility of the whole World 
Heritage by indicated the detail of houses , business sign, flag, public manifestation, street clock, 
sign for special event, night illumination, and so forth . 
Of course it should be avoided that reflective metal has strong light, as opposite to this , it would be 
promoted the color has a warm such as white, earth color, and color of natural stone. It would need 
being careful of finish color of concrete. And what is more, it is requested that preparing the simple 
area map carried clauses manual and could get it low-priced. 

Afterword: 
On the basis of the color environment that has been taken a great interest as another environment 

lately, I attempt at investigating the color of World Heritage which we have seldom experienced the 
cultural environment. 
It in Heritage of Shirakawago and Gokayama, is particularly attempt that the culture admitted 

internationally, I could not expect the result. 
Nevertheless, it is desirable for development of chromatics that such field fill s the role of estimating 

the value around the Heritage. 
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An Establishment of a Practical Guide for Color Design 
by Image Types in Office Interior 

Jin-Sook LEE, Eun-Mi JIN and Kyu-Soo JUNG 

The aim of this study is to establish a practical guide for color design in office interior. And 
this color planning is to seek a more comfortable environment by using suitable, various colors 
suitable for business function. 

Colors by image types and the characteristics of the harmonies of the color scheme result 
from this study will be applied for the practical guide for color design. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Up until now, the existing office buildings have not been designed for the user's comfortable 

environment, but for economy. With the emergence of the information society and of high-tech 
intelligent buildings, it is the right time for designers to create more various, comfortable office 
building environments to match the function of the office and its working environment. 
Therefore, it is necessary to utilize colors divided by industrial types and to pursue the varieties 
that enlarge the range of the existing color usage. 

The aim of th is study is to establish a practical guide for color design in office interiors. 
This color planning is based on the pursuit of seeking more comfortable environment by using 
suitable and variable colors which are befit with business function. 

The process of this study is composed of four steps : I) Extracting current color palettes by 
surveying the interior colors of office buildings. 2) Extracting the color image types based on a 
model of color evaluation construct obtained by using the Repertory-Grid Developmental Method. 
3) Carrying out the evaluation experiment of Color Simulation by using the Color Image 
Processor. The SD(Semantic Differential) Method of which the index is a color image are used 
for the evaluation of this step. The technical statistics and HAY AS! I Program are carried out 
bas ically for the reliability of data. 4) Establishing a practical guide for color planning in office 
interiors finally. 

2. SURVEY AND EXPERIMENTS 
2.1. The field survey on interior colors in office and analyzing characteristics 
Twenty-one samples of high-rise office buildings completed in the past ten years in Taejon 

and Seoul were selected. 
When the color images of the existing offi ce were analyzed generally, it was found that 

mainly colors in group Y·YR with high value and low chroma are natural11 images. Hence, the 
characteristics of current interior colors in offi ces presented invisible, plain surroundings, 
regardless of their functional business characteristics, which means that most of the color 
environments in offi ce buildings were simple and plain. 

2.2. Extracting a model of color evaluation construce1 

In selecting the experimental elements, twenty-two photos, suitable for subjects to grasp 
interior colors. were chosen from those subdivided by the patterns and harmonies of the color 
scheme. An additional eighteen case study photos of office interiors were selected from foreign 
journals. This accommodates for the weaknesses points in the current interior colors, based on 
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group N·Y with high value and low chroma. In total, forty photos were set as experimental 
elements. 

Subjects were restricted to twenty architecture students. The period of evaluation was April to 
May, 1996. The Repertory-Grid Developmental Method, a type of leading question, was used. 

With the analyzed data from interviews, a total of thirteen adjectives were selected as a 
model of color evaluation construct, which can be divided into three parts. I) The images of 
'cool', 'warm', 'soft', and 'bright' are mainly affected by hue. 2) The images of 'reposed', 
'comfortable', 'harmonious', 'chic', 'clean', and 'tidy' are affected by the harmonies of the color 
scheme. 3) The images of 'vivid', 'characteristic', and 'variable' are greatly affected by chroma. 

From the comparison between higher ranking elements obtained by Ladder-Up from the left 
axis of a model of color evaluation construct and several adjectives suitable for expressing color 
images well , six couples of adjectives were extracted which appear as various distributions in 
the model. These adjectives were selected as color images for the progress of this study. 
2.3 Evaluation Experiment 
2.3.1. Summary 
Experiments were carried out twice. The first experiment covers the hue, value and chroma 

of colors of walls in office interiors. The second experiment covers the hue, value, and chroma 
of colors on both side walls with different colors, and the harmonies of the color scheme because 
there is a lot of partitioned interior space. Evaluation factors were made using the Color Image 
Processor. 

The process of making evaluation objects was as follows 
First, the matrix, arranged from many sources -- field-surveyed interior colors in office, colors 

of the existing partitions dividing interior space, and currently used colors -- was made. 
Considering that the evaluation was conducted indoors, representational colors were selected and 
added to the eleven colors with value over 7 and chroma across the range including ten colors 
and non-chromatic colors after estimating the arranged matrix. Low·middle·high chroma was 
selected with middle value under 6 and low value. Through these steps, the final matrix was 
prepared for analysis. Next, a color palette was made by inputting selected colors. Also, 
evaluation objects were made by inputting colors to perspective models of office interiors. At this 
point, other parts excluding wall parts of evaluation objects have been limited to non-chromatic 
color in order to estimate colors of evaluation walls. Ceiling colors were fixed to non-chromatic, 
N9.25, which are used frequently in most interior office colors. Non-chromatic colors in group N7 
for floor without any patterns or carpets and N5 - N7 for furniture were also fixed. 

The evaluation experiment of Color Simulation was carried out by using the Color Image 
Processor. The SD(Semantic Differential) Method was used for evaluation. Six pairs of adjectives 
were selected as evaluation vocabularies. The subjects were restricted to thirty-two architecture 
students who have perception for stable evaluation. 

The fact that colors are very sensitive to light led us to maintain stable illumination equally 
when the color palettes were made. 
2.3.2. Experimental analysis 
Data were analyzed by a statistical program - SPSS/PC+. Six pairs of adjectives were scored 

1 - 7 in seven steps. Average, dispersion and standard deviation for each item were also 
gathered. Then the characteristics by color images were analyzed by using the HAY AS! I 
Program. 

The HA YASI I Program was carried out basically for the reliability of visual effects. Seven 
factors were set as evaluation factors - hue·value·chroma of colors of wall!, hue·value·chroma of 
colors of wall 2, and the harmonies of the color scheme. Eleven colors in group R- RP· N 
were selected for each category. The value was divided into three parts - low value(l - 3), 
middle value( 4 - 6), high value( over 7). Chroma was also divided into three parts - low 
chroma(0 - 3), middle chroma(4 - 6), high chroma(over 8). The harmonies of the color scheme 
were divided into five types - the harmonies of homogeneity, similarity, contrast, different color, 
and non-chromatic color - by the color differences between wall I and wall 2. 
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3. RESULTS 
Judging from the effects of evaluation factors by color images, the images of 'variable' and 

'comfortable' were greatly affected by the value and chroma of colors. The image of 'chic' was 
evenly affected by hue and value and chroma of colors in the harmonies of the color scheme. 
The images of 'clean' and 'soft' were mainly affected by the value of colors. The image of 
'warm' was greatly affected by the hue of colors. 

Table The effect table of evaluation factors by image types 

1> multiple correlation coeffi cient : correlation between observed and predicted value 
1> partial correlation coefficient : correlation between predicted value and each image of the evaluation factor 
,. range : each image of the evaluation factor is influenced by observed value 
• - : the highest value in the evaluation factor • lllll!!lliiJ : difference by 0.1 from the highest value 

Table 2 shows the effects of evaluation factors classified by image types. The quantities of the 
standardized categories represent how much estimating image types are influenced by each 
category. 

Table 2 : The affection of the color scheme by image type 

fa Categories Variable Comfortable Chic Clear Wann Soft 

R 0.026 0.372 0.512 0.090 -0.817 0.293 
YR -0.421 0.653 0.221 -0.295 -0.359 0.167 
y -0.490 0.605 0.236 -0.355 -0.429 0.130 

Wall I GY -0.726 0.462 0.457 -0.124 -0.296 0.004 
G -0.581 0.449 0.531 -0.098 0.058 -0.085 

BG -0.244 0.388 0.549 0.200 0.405 -0.445 

Hue B -0.582 0.320 0.598 0.018 0.376 -0.348 
PB -0.493 -0.021 0.855 0.274 -0.053 -0.203 
p -0.060 0.385 0.606 0.308 -0 .149 -0.327 

RP -0.553 0.367 0.527 0.165 -0.458 -0.144 
N 1.800 -1.792 -2 .043 0.090 0.848 -0.293 

Wall I 9 -0.046 -0.010 0.002 0.097 0.090 0.128 

Value 8 0.076 0.1 I I 0.036 -0.212 -0.274 -0.343 
7 0.598 -0.337 -0.219 -0.986 -0.533 -0.992 

Wall I Non-chromatic -0.158 0.887 0.03 I -3.888 0.602 -6.308 

Chroma l -0.138 0.031 0.894 -0.186 1.456 
2 AJ71 -0.096 0.960 -0.040 1.545 

R 0.370 0.194 -0.036 -0.135 0.801 0.006 
YR 0.23 I 0.308 -0.313 -0.577 0.643 0.228 
y 0.158 0.200 -0.257 -0.453 0.387 0.218 

Wall 2 GY -0.027 0.151 -0.184 -0.313 -0.127 0.278 
G -0.135 -0.03 I 0.060 -0009 -0 .278 0.075 

BG 0.013 -0.019 0.112 0.058 -0.437 0.203 

Hue B -0.090 -0006 0.129 -0.014 -0.510 0.248 
PB -0.144 -0.257 0.408 0.228 -0.486 0.150 
p -0.310 -0.309 0.339 0.244 0.361 -0.416 

RP -0.184 0.128 -0 .073 -0.054 0.635 -0 095 
N 1.597 -0.500 -2 .929 4.499 -0.581 -6.105 
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£ Categories Variable Comfortable Chic Clear Warm Soft 

Wall 2 Low 1.07 1 -1.11 5 -0.663 -0.875 -0.7 19 - 1.60 1 

Value Middle 0. 197 0.03 1 0.073 -0. 151 0.008 -0.024 
High -0.606 0.436 0.214 0.488 0.29 1 0.683 

Wall 2 Low -0.434 0.304 0.207 0.098 0.092 0.166 

Chroma Middle 0. 122 0.046 0.048 0.044 0.0 14 0.082 
High 0.802 -0.787 -0 .564 -0.302 -0.239 -0 .5 27 

Homogeneity -0.645 0.055 0. 725 -0.536 0.0 17 1.1 53 
Similarity -0.597 -0.067 0.568 -0.8 12 0.038 1.1 59 

Harmony Contrast -0.058 -0.503 0.043 -1.283 -0 0 13 1.385 
Different -0.0 16 -0.6 19 -0 055 -1.329 -0.11 3 1.500 

Non-chromatic 1. 974 0.924 -2 .026 4.2 14 0.069 -5 .980 

1) The images of 'variable' and 'comfortable' are greatly affected by the value and chroma of 
colors. The image of 'variable', colors in group R-YR·Y with low value and high chroma is 
estimated highly in the harmonies of contrast and of different color. The image of 'comfortable', 
warm colors in group YR·Y with high value and low chroma are estimated highly in the 
harmonies of non-chromatic color and homogeneity. 2) The image of 'chic' are evenly affected 
by five factors, and cool colors with high value and low chroma are estimated highly in the 
harmony of homogeneity. 3) The images of 'clean' and 'soft' are mainly affected by the value of 
color. Cool colors are estimated highly for the image of 'clean' , while warm colors are estimated 
highly for the image of 'soft' . Colors with high value and low chroma are also estimated highly 
in the harmony of homogeneity for both cases above. 4) The image of 'warm' is greatly 
affected by the hue of colors. Warm colors with high value and low chroma are estimated 
warm in the harmony of non-chromatic color. 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this study, the analysis of the characteristics of previous interior colors by surveying the 

colors of office buildings, and the characteri stics of current interior colors in offi ce, showed that 
most offices were colored irregardless of functional business characteristics. The extraction of the 
color image types was based on a model of color evaluation construct, obtained by using the 
Repertory-Grid Developmental Method. Colors were created by image types. The characteristics 
of the harmonies of the color scheme were created using the evaluation experiment of Color 
Simulation. This was done through the Color Image Processor. 

Image type color and the characteristics of the color scheme harmonies resulting from this 
study will be applied as a practical guide for color design. 
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The Outside Colours of the Houses 
in the North Part of Hungary 

Zsuzsa KARMAN 

I make a study on the colours of Hungarian country-houses. I 1 m 
making photos and slides about the houses, drawing them and 
measuring the colours of the various parts of the buildings (pe-
destal, wall, ornament, door, window etc) 

l. INTRODUCTION 
The walls of the houses were from mud, adobe, or burned brick 
and these were painted.The roof was reed. 

The colouring tradition of the country-houses is some hundred 
years old. It is based on peoples impulzive colour choice. Peop-
le created harmony in colouring. 

What is colour harmony? The members of the harmony are together 
in an orderly system and are prefermented. The harmony is partly 
subjective and depends on cultural background. 
Colour-company is harmonious if there is a scale-like regularity 
both between th8 members saturation/T/ and lightness/VI. The 
hue codes/A/ of the members of the colour-harmony are 

230° or 326° distant from each other on the Coloroid circle. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
I'm showing you the most characteristic types of the houses. 

Symmetrical facades 
a) A T V 

12 - 35 - 85 staw yellow 

51 - 11 - 30 Babylonian blue 

white 

Dichrome harmony,complementary harmony, 
hue contrast, lightness contrast 
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b) A T v 
12 - 35 - 85 staw yellow 

51 - 14 - 75 mauve blue 

Dichrome harmony, complementary harmony, 
hue contrast 

c) A T v 
14 - 50 - 80 orpiment 

26 - 22 - 45 rusty brown 

52 - 14 - 60 whitish cobalt blue 

white 

Trichrome harmony, imperfect tetradic 
harmony. A-72 is apsent, the green plants 
complete it. 

Asymmetrical facades 
d) A T V 

30 - 22 - 50 terra pozuoli 

16 - 40 - 75 Indian yellow 

53 - 10 - 35 Paris blue 

white 

Trichrome harmony, imperfect tetradic 
harmony 

e) A T v 
15 - 45 - 75 orange 

15 - 25 - 85 Naples yellow 

15 - 15 - 85 Charteux white 

white 

Monochrome harmony 
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f) A T v 
15 - 45 - 75 orange 

15 - 30 - 70 cream yellow 

53 - 20 - 55 gentian 

Monochrome, complementary harmony 

3.RESULTS 
In the course of my research work Ive found the colours of our 
age based on historical colour preferences. You can see some 
type of colour harmony at country-houses: complementary harmony, 
colour scales of colours of equal hues, but of different 
saturations, triadic harmony etc. 

Im defining the colours in Coloroid Colour System and looking 
for the connection between used colours. 
Some words about Coloroid Colour System: 
It has been developed specifically for environment colour design 
-lead by Antal Nemcsics in Hungary at the Technical University 
Budapest. 
Coloroid is in exact correlation with the CIE XYZ system. 
Colours are treated as being mixed from tristimuli of boundary 
colour, black and white. 
The Coloroid Colour System accomodates the colours inside an 
orthogonal circular cylinder so that hue varies /A/ along the 
cylinder shell, saturation /T/ along the radius and lightness /V/ 
along the axis. The spectrum colours and purples, which are the 
boundary colours of Coloriod accomodates along a line on the 
cylinder shell. Among boundary colours of the Coloroid System 
48 approximately aesthetically equidistant colours with special 
codes have been adopted as Coloroid basic colours. 

4.CONCLUSION 
There are other colour preferences at the houses of different re-
gions of popular art. 
The possibilities to express relations to colours have always 
been delimited by known, available pigments. Originally coloured 
minerals and plant juices were used as pigments. Today the wide 
choice of paints are offered by the paint industry, but they are 
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used only on a limited scale. 
Luckily, the traditions are important in the colour choice.That's 
why the usage of the colours used in olden times remained in spi-
te of the wide colour choice. 
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The Color Survey and Analysis on the Architecture 
and the Natural Environment by Regional 

Group in Korea 

Jin-Sook LEE and Jeong-Weon SEQ 

This study investigates the colors of building and nature in Korea and extracts a 
typical local color of all regions. The results of this study show that the colors with 
high value and low chroma are prevailing in modem and traditional buildings, and 
their colors are in good harmony with natural color. There are not manifesting 
differences in the colors of the buildings by each region. The differences of color 
characteristics are greater between old streets and new streets rather than among the 
regions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
For the color design of the architecture that corresponds with environmental 

peculiarity of the existing architecture and natural environment, it is nessessary to 
investigate and analyze the local color which consists of the existing architecture 
including traditional architecture and natural scenary by regional groups. 

This study presents the color for pleasant environment design by investigating and 
analyzing the environmental color made from the architecture and natural environment 
and also by extracting typical local color of every region in Korea. 

In order to make local colors clear, the regions to be investigated are classified into 
6. And then each region is classified into 4 smaller groups in accordance with the 
characteristics of its architecture and its natural scenary. 

In order to grasp the problem of color usage and composition in the new and the 
old downtown streets in modem architecture regions, the color difference from 
adjacent building is figured out. 

2. SURVEY 
The regions to be investigated are classified into 6(6 regions are Seoul · Kyonggi, 

Pusan· Kyongsang, Kwangju · Cholla, Taejon · Chungchong, Kangwon, and Cheju 
province). And then each region is classified into 4 smaller groups in accordance with 
the characteristics of its architecture and its natural scenary. The 4 groups are as 
follows ; 1) the region preserving a lot of the traditional architecture, 2) downtown 
streets mingled with old and new architecture, 3) downtown streets of those 
comparatively lately constructed, 4) natural environment composed of the sky, the 
ground, and the tree. 

In the survey, optical color measurments by the Munsell Color System and the 
chroma meter(rninolta CS- 100) are used at the same time. The time of measurment 
sets from 3 hours later after sun rise to 3 hours before sunset. 

To record the overall impression of measured object, negative and positive film are 
both used as well as writing the object material, occupancy ratio, distance, and details 
of works. From these works, a color palette is completed. Extracted color palette 
groups are arranged on Munsell Chromaticity Coordinates. Finally by using object 
environment picture, combined color, color palette, Munsell Chromaticity Coordinates, 
the analysis is completed. 
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3. RESULTS 
3- 1. The Color of Traditional Buildings 

The traditional buildings are studied 
focusing only on residential housing. The 
results of color measurrnent are shown to 
Fig. 1. 

By using the colors of natural material 
with hue of Y o1' YR with value from mid 
to high, and low chroma, the colors of the 
traditional buildings by each region are 
similar. However, environmental color of 
Cheju province differs from that of other 
regions because materials consist mainly of 
volcanic rocks. 

3- 2. The Color of Modem Buildings 
The regions of modem buildings are 

defined as the downtown streets of large 
city where the culture has been flourishing 
in the present and the past. The 
investigation has been done in two kinds of 
downtown streets : the new and the old 
one. The old downtown streets are mingled 
with old and new buildings. Table 1 
shows the results. 
There are not manifesting differences by 

each region. Most regions tend to be classi-
fied into 3 types ; 

____ __________ ___ ffi 
----- €§ 

Fig. 1 The Color Distribution of 
Traditional Buildings(a case of wall) 

Table 1: The Color characteristics of modem buildings 
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the buildings of R with mid value and low chroma, those of Y · YR with high 
value, and N with high value. The differences of color characteristics are greater 
between old downtown streets and new downtown streets rather than among the 
regions, which indicates that the materials have been changed according to the year 
of those constructed. 

3- 3. Color Difference(L*a*b*) Characteristics 
In order to grasp the problem of color usage and composition in the new and the 

old downtown streets in modem building regions, the color difference from adjacent 
building by L*a*b* is figured out. The results are shown in Fig.2. Even though it 
is hard to evaluate the color accordance with the color difference method, the 
comparison in the numbers of the color difference from adjacent building is used for 
evaluation. 

" 
IN 

SEOUL CHONGRO (Ol.J) STRf..E1S) 

.. .. 

..... 
,. 

SEOUL n:HERA.r<r.'RO (NEW SlllEETS) 

Fig. 2: the Color Difference characteri stics of old and new downtown streets 

As the results of the analysis of the color difference, the old downtown streets 
are not in order because of great color difference. But the newly created streets are 
in good order in color difference. 

3- 4. Natural Environmental Color 
The range of the survey color is in Table 2. 

Table 2: The Color Characteristics of Natural Environment 

EM RANGE 
OB] HUE VALUE CHROMA 

SKY I OB-75 PB.N 8-9 1-2 

MOUNTAIN 5GY- 5BG 3- 6 1- 4 

MIDDLE- lJISTANCE (10- 50m) 2.5Y- 2.5G 4-7 4-8 

TREE APPROACH lOY- l OGY 2-6 4- 10 

T HE BASE OF A THEE TI!UNK 2.5YH - IOY 2- 6 1- 4 

EAllTH I OH- 7.5Y 2-7 1- 6 

Regional differences in natural color characteristics are not found. The sky is the 
hue of B · PB · N with high value and low chroma and the tree is the hue of Y · 
GY with mid value and mid chroma, the ground is the hue of R · YR · Y · N with 
low to high value and low to high chroma. 
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3- 5. Results 
The colors of the traditional buildings by each region are similar, because building 

materials in every region except Cheju island are almost the same. Their main 
building materials in every region are timbers, plasters, granites, and straws. Those 
of Cheju island consist mainly of volcanic rocks. The hue of traditional buildings is 
generally Y or YR with value from mid to high, and low chroma. Therefore the 
colors of the traditional buildings are in good harmony with nature. 

There are not manifes ting differences in the colors of the modem buildings by 
each region. Most regions tend to be classified into 3 types ; the buildings of R 
with mid value and low chroma, those of Y · YR with high value and N with high 
value. The differences of color characteristics are greater between old downtown 
streets and new downtown streets rather than among the regions, which indicates 
that the materials have been changed according to the year of those constructed. 

As the result of the analysis of the color difference in adjacent buildings in the 
streets, the old downtown streets mingled with new and old buildings are not in 
order because of great color difference. But the newly created street is in good 
order in color difference. T he difference in trends is closely related to the materials 
used in the construction ; such as bricks, paintings, and tiles in the old downtown 
streets, but newly produced tiles in new downtown streets . 

Regional differences in natural color characteristics are not found. The sky is the 
hue of B · PB · N with high value and low chroma and the tree is the hue of Y · 
GY with mid value and mid chroma, the ground is the hue of R · YR · Y · N with 
low to high value and low to high chroma. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Considering the comprehensive overview, the colors with high value and low 

chroma are prevailing in modem and traditional buildings, and the colors are in 
good harmony with natural color. 

There are not manifesting differences in the colors of the buildings by each 
region. The differences in color characteristics are greater between old streets and 
new streets rather than among the regions 

As one of the most important subject, further studies on the establishment of the 
characteristics by each region should be carried out. 
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1. Inui Masao, rcolour Harmony between a Natural Landscape and a Building 

FacadeJ , Summaries of Technical Parts of Annual Meeting Architectural 
Institute of japan (1994). 

2. Park, Don- Soh, rThe Dominant Color Image of Building Exterior Walls and 
Preference of 2- Color CombinationsJ , j ournal of the Archi tectural Institute of 
Korea , Vol.l, No.1 (1985). 

3. Lee, jin- Sook, r A Study on the Survey and Evaluation of Color Distribution of 
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Digital Color Palette for Color Education 
in Arts and Design on Internet WWW 

Yasuyo G. ICHIHARA 

Abstract 
In this paper we shall show a new DIGITAL COLOR PALETTE to develop the color sensitivity 

in art education. 
Most people can see six or seven colors in a rainbow, but now PC displays can illustrate more 

than 16 million colors. Electric colors in computer arts and on the Internet WWW are made up of 
three basic colors, the primary colors of light: orange-red, green, and violet-blue. Since Netscape 
and other WWW browsers were released, we have been able to control the numerous colors using 
the HTML. Artists have often used water color or oil color palettes, on which the colors are mixed. 
Those paints are object colors and they are quite different from light-source colors. 

Hence DIGITAL COLOR PALETTE in art is the current subject of extensive research, i.e., the 
artistic research about a reason of why an artist chooses certain colors out of the 16 million colors. 

In this study, 23 students and teachers of the college of fine arts selected suitable colors for their 
artistic works on CRT monitors. It follows from these results that the several fundamental colors 
for artists can be seen on CIE-xy color spaces. 

*This research was supported by Ministry of Education. Sports and Culture, the grant-in-aidfor encouragement of 
young scientists, category B. No. 08912004, 1996. 

l.INTRODUCTION 
Water colors and oil paints have long been used as the painting materials in color studies and 

color sensitivity exercises. Water colors and oil paints are good painting materials to mix on a 
palette for creations. Yet, as these painting materials are object colors, and thus show completely 
different properties from light-source, color harmony theories developed for them can not be 
applied to light-source colors without difficulty. Specifically, the concepts on Hue, Value and 
Chroma, as learned with object colors, raise problems when applying them to colors on a CRT 
monitor screen. 

So, in order to research into how people see light-source colors, students and instructors of art 
selected colors on an electronic palette. The results showed in CIE-xy color spaces. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
The following two experiments were made to determine the appropriate colors for the 

DIGITAL COLOR PALETTE. The subject group of the experiments consisted of 23 young 
instructors and students enrolled at the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music. Table I 
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indicates the ratios of gender, age, major, nationality, and frequency of computer use, of the test 
group. 

The sizes of the color's stimulation and the colors in the surrounding stimuli are principal issues 
involved when selecting a color. The selected color was created at the center of the field shown in 
Figure I. 

Although the distance between the subject and the screen was not specified, since the purpose 
was to find out the kinds of colors typically chosen when viewing and creating images on the World 
Wide Web, distances of 50 em to 70 em were more less observed. 

The Minolta luminance meter, nt-1 deg., and the Minolta colorimeter, CLIOO, were used to take 
measurements, and the color stimuli of luminance and chromaticity displayed at the center of the 
CRT monitor were measured. 

gender age major 

male 16 2().22 2 painting 8 

female 7 23·24 6 design R 

25·27 5 architecture 2 

27·29 6 sculpture I 

more than 30 4 craft I 

others 3 

Table 1. Composition of Test Group 

Fig. I 
Field Used in Palettee Experiments 

o .• 
0.38 
0.37 
0.36 
O:J> 
o ... 
0.33 
0.32 
0.31 

O.l 
0.29 
0.28 
0.27 
0.26 
0.1!1 
0.24 
0.23 
0.22 
0.21 

0.2 

Fig.2 

nationality 

Japan 20 

China I 

Korea I 

Costa Rica I 

frequency of computer use 

always 

often 

neutral 

rarely 

never 

7 

5 

2 

6 

3 

'"""'k '"""' 
""""' c .... 
Co.1a-Ria 

White choice on CRT monitor 

Experiment 1. Achromatic Colors Suitable for Backgrounds 
The subjects were asked to adjust RGB colors, 0 through 255, in relation with the white that they 

perceived to be most appropriate for themselves, and the luminance and chromaticity of their white 
balances were measured. Similarity, since the luminance of black is too low to measure, they were 
asked to prepare a color that appears as a pure achromatic color the gray, which is in between white 
and black, and the luminance and chromaticity of the gray balances were likewise measured. This 
gray color was used as surrounding color stimulus for the background. 
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Experiment 2. Selecting DIGITAL COLOR PALETTE 
The subjects selected colors to draw their own paintings. The following color names were 

devised using Basic Color Terms 1m, and the color names that are frequently used in art work were 
also added. In addition, subjects were allowed to omit colors they could not visualize as well as 
colors they usually do not use, and allowed to create separately colors not included in the list that 
they usually do use. 

Pink, Red, Maroon, Orange, Brown, Beige, Yellow, Yellowish Green, Olive, Emerald, Green, Viridian, Cyan, Bluish 

Green, Turquoise, Pale Blue, Blue, Indigo, Lavender, Blue Purple, Violet, Purple, Magenta, Reddish purple 

3.CONCLUSION 
In Experiment l , the averages of the achromatic colors of the background chosen by the 23 

subjects were, 0.286 and 0.319, respectively for x, andy luminance at 75.2 cd/m2• No significant 
variation was found when the results were categorized into groups of gender, age, and frequency of 
computer use, and then examined independently. 

As for nationality differences, students from China and Costa Rica exhibited values that varied 
from the mean for Japanese students, as depicted by Figure 2. While a student from China preferred 
a more yellowish white compared to Japanese students, a student from Costa Rica chose bluer 
colors than their Japanese counterparts. There was no significant difference between Korean and 
Japanese students. 

8 Pink D Brown 

8 Red Beige 
0.7 8 Maroon D Yellow 

0.6 8 Orange EJ Yellowish Green 

EJ Olive 8 Emerald 

0.5 c::::J Green 8 Viridian 

El Cyan G:=:J Bluish Green 
0.4 

>. Pale Blue 

0.3 Blue Indigo 

0.2 D Lavender D Blue Purple 

El Violel Purple 

0.1 Magenra D Reddish purple 

0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

X 

Fig. 3 CIE xy Color Space Depicting Averages of the 24 colors Chosen by the 23 Subjects 
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Lum1nance cd/ rrf The results of Experiment 2 show in Table 
Pink 0.35 0.258 33.43 2 and Figure 3 Red and blue distributed along 
Red 0.576 0.344 18.71 almost identical dominant wavelengths. The 

MarOOfl 0.486 0.3 37 15.05 
subjects that have had abundant experience Orange 0.502 0.4 1 30.42 

Brown 0.468 0.389 15.96 with color paints chose red and blue colors 
Beige 0.356 0.38 1 "15.13 with lower luminance. These chosen colors 
Yellow 0.40 1 0.495 60.92 

YellOWISh 0.324 0.541 5"1 .7 possess a darker and heavier tone than the 
Olive 0.343 0. 494 20. 16 colors on palettes from commercially 

Emerald 0.244 0.412 48.47 available software applications for painting. 
G'een 0.284 0.536 27.81 

Vi rid ian 0.278 0.469 13.4 On the other hand, their variation of yellow 
Cyan 0.205 0.27 4 4 1.41 had higher luminance. 

Bluish Green 0.226 0.346 30.64 
Additionally, their chosen colors in the Turquoise 0.216 0.308 28.03 

Pale Blue 0.218 0.281 54.5 Cyan, Bluish Green , Turquoise and Pale Blue 
Blue 0.159 0.103 13.2 areas were well balanced, as they had 

Indigo 0.175 0.119 6.98 

lavender 0.251 0.181 23.74 different luminance despite their proximity to 
Slue Purple 0.197 0.12 14.87 one another in terms of chromaticity. While 

Violet 0.227 0.145 15.2 they selected Indigo, Viridian, and Brown 
Pu'J)Ie 0.24 5 0.136 15. 16 

0.382 0.2 23 20.88 with lower luminance than commercially 
Reddish purple 0.349 0.202 16.96 available painting software colors, they 

Table 2 preferred Yell ow, Yellowish Green , Pale 
Average of the Colors Selected by the 23 Subjects Blue, Beige, Emerald, and Cyan possessing 

higher luminance. 

4.SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES 
Because color matching between different media currently does not always correspond, these 

kinds of electronic palettes for art education proposed in thi s study is regarded too early for 
implementation by some experts. Yet, the rapid increase, in the number of colors that can be 
expressed on computer monitors, as well as in their resolution, accompanying revolutionary 
improvements in personal computers in recent years, can not be ignored. A totally new type of art 
material, in the form of electronic colors, is now about to be introduced to elementary and middle 
school art classes. 

The results of these studies and DIGITAL COLOR PALETTE are made available to the public , 
through our Home Page on the Internet, as a color sensitivity education text for instructors of art 
education at all levels, including primary and secondary educational institutions. Additionally, a 
plan to gather opinions, on designs for an easy-to-use DIGITAL COLOR PALETTE, using the 
interactive communication of the Internet, is on the drawing board. 
Reference 
I) Kay, Paul: B. C. T. Basic Color Terms, University of California Press, second edition ( 1991 ) 
2) Kay, Paul , and Chad K. McDaniel: The linguistic significance of the meanings of basic color terms. Language 54 
(3): 610-646 (1978) 
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Visual Densitometer: Non-Instrument Based 
Precision Measuring Tool 

Chiu-Liang GAN 

In this paper I shall present a novel color chart design that stretches the human eyes' 
discrimination threshold for small density differences and doubled-up as a densitometer. 
Named as TalkColor Visual Densitometer, its use includes setting and interpreting 
production tolerances. TalkColor will also reveal people with faint-color flawed eyesight. 

1. INTRODUCTION: World First Visual Densitometer? 
In this paper, please note that the density boxes are not printed in the densities indicated. 

D - -- ---0% 1% 2% 98% 99% 100K 100Y 100M 100C 

Fig. 1 (a) : Typical conventional display chart arrangement 

My research arises from what I thought was a contradiction if we consider that: 
In many visible circumstances, human eyes can be optimized to discriminate very small 
density-differences and yet become much less effective when discriminating the density 
boxes in a conventional color chart similar to the one displayed in Fig. 1 (a). 

I hence proposed two changes to the commonly used target color chart: 
a) Adopt MSDOTE display technique whereby 1% or smaller Marginal Stepped Density 

Object- Targets Embed within a shared color density box or Neutralizer-Box (N-Box). 
b) These Embedded-Objects, created without boxed boundary for facilitating objects' 

merging into its N-Box upon a density-shift, provides a visual usefulness for counting 
the number of disappeared objects due to each primary color curve's density-change. 

N-Box = 0% (white) 100% K 100% Cyan 
--.J ••I • r-- • Objects= 1% 2% 3% 4%K 97% 98% 99% K 95%C 

Fig. 1 (b) MSDOTE display illustration 

2. EXPERIMENT ON COMMUNICATING IMAGE COLOR CHANGES 
By appending a TalkColor Visual Densitometer chart next to a desired image, a density 
reproduction shift can be measured as illustrated in the Figure 2 example. During the 
AIC Color '97 presentation, the 4-color off-set printed TalkColor illustration shall be made 
available for inspection and if possible, IBM PC software demonstration arranged. 
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In figure 2, the "Original Copy" block shows a conventional target chart on the picture's 
left. To the right, is TalkColor Visual Densitometer Chart. Only the magenta and black N-
Boxes were illustrated. The "OM" magenta N-Box, containing alphabets "ADEF," mirrored 
the light magenta on the face . "STUV" in the "100K" black N-Box mirrored the hair details 
at the shadows. Likewise, "1OOM" magenta N-Box's "STUV" mirrored the blouse stripes' 
saturated magenta or magenta shadows. 

To demonstrate that a density shift has occurred, I had digitally applied global color 
transformation to the "Original Copy" by using Adobe Photoshop's image color curve 
adjust tool. These changes were reflected by the four process color curves (CMYK), as 
shown to the right of the "Original Copy" and "Duplicate Copy" blocks. 

3(a) RESULTS: Quantifying Image Color Change via Disappeared Object-Targets 
(i) Girl's hair is visibly darker, 

(ii) Blouse stripes appeared more intense red, and 
(iii) Less rosy face (magenta highlights shifted). Below illustrate a table of 1 OOK N-Box: 

Table 1: Quantifying density changes from the disappeared Embedded-Objects 

100K N-Box 
Neutralizer Box: 
Embedded Object 
Object Density: 
Object's Visibility: 

1 OOK N-Box figure 
& Embedded 
Alphabet Objects: 

ORIGINAL ("Before") 
100 100 100 100% 
S T U V 
83 87 93 97% 
y y y y 

(Legend: Y =Yes, visible. 
83"o 87'o 93°c 9J0o 

S T U V 

DUPLICATE ("After") 
100 100 100 100% 

S T U V 
Gain +13 

y 
+13 +13 

N N 
N = Not visible) 

+13% 
N 

96"o 100"o 100 ,o 100 o 

s 
Looking at the 1 OOK N-Box as illustrated in Table 1 or in Figure 2, one can describe the 
density changes by listing the missing alphabets, which directly expressed the image 
black density gain . Assessing density changes does not tap on the relative experience of 
observers and agreement is reached by describing whether one sees object "T" or not. 

Compare this to the conventional target chart, as shown on the left of the girl 's image. 
The saturated end black patches' gains are visible; but the value of each patch density 
gained is subjective or at best, a good guess. 

3(b) TalkColor Chart's Operating Conditions 
To function effectively on digital medium when appended next to a color image, 
TalkColor Chart requires monitor display of 16.7 million (true) colors. Red-Green-Blue 
Neutralizer-Boxes are utilized for tuning televisions or monitors. Digitally compressing the 
file or file format conversion of a TalkColor Chart may result with outlines being drawn 
around Embedded Objects or "corrupting" pre-defined color, reducing its effectiveness. 

Neutralizer Box can be as small as a 2 mm square, or the Embedded Objects step 
density difference can be a 1% gap or smaller, regardless of the dynamic range of any 
image reproduction systems, so long as it is visually discernible. 
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Fig. 2: TalkColor Visual Densitometer 
appended next to a color image 
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4(a) FURTHER EXPERIMENT: Monitor's white & black visual reference points 
TalkColor chart is a useful tool for setting monitor's operating points visually. This can be 
achieved by controlling the visibility of the Embedded-Objects in the Highlights or 
Shadows Neutralizer Boxes of the Digital TalkColor Chart. Digital version of TalkColor 
Chart is available at our website: http://www.np.ac.sg/-gyp. For monitor calibration, 
about 20 units of the 1-numerical steps at each end of the 256 brightness values are 
displayed in the respective RGB and Gray colors; visible in a dim viewing environment. 

4(b) FURTHER EXPERIMENT: MSDOTE Method to Define Sharpness or Resolution 
Using a variation MSDOTE chart, a method of measuring the resolution of a reprint or a 
monitor's flare value can be achieved without any use of instrument. 

0.03 mm thick line: 
0.1 0 mm thick line: 

Observations on nt: 
Disappeared line-section's density: 
Density gain : I 

0.03 mm line 
75% density 
25% density gain 

Figure 3: Resolution-Sharpness Lines Test Chart 

Neutralizer-Box 
= 100% K 

A simplified resolution test system is illustrated in Figure 3. Using this novel system, the 
re-print quality of the "Original" Lines Test Chart can be defined as follows: 
- line 0.03 mm had a 25% density gain or a contrast lost of 25% against its background. 
- test line 0.1 0 mm shows a 1 0% density gain or a density contrast lost of 1 0%. 

5. CONCLUSION 
MSDOTE density displayed range can either be narrowed so as to correlate to a device 
limited gamut range or it can be extended based on visual threshold limits. MSDOTE 
technology gives unprecedented precision in measurable visual detection and opens up 
new standardization possibilities at low cost for the different color-reliance industries. 
Another possibility of MSDOTE use is in the optometry research area whereby people 
with faint-color flawed eyesight can have their measurement recorded. 

REFERENCE 
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M.A. Degree in Colour Design at the University of 
Art and Design Helsinki UIAH, Finland 

Harald ARNKIL and Harold LINTON 

The two-year MA Degree programme in Colour Design at the University of Art and Design Helsinki 
U/AH was initiated in the autumn of 1996. The objective of this first graduate level academic 
programme in colour is to give students an artistic, theoretical and practical knowledge of colour 
and light applicable to fine art, design and architecture. 

Being the largest and most diversified design school in Scandinavia, with 1500 students, 400 
teachers and 12 degree programmes covering the entire design spectrum, the University of Art and 
Design Helsinki, UIAH provides an ideal background and support for the study of colour, which 
by nature is highly interdisciplinary. The Department of Art (the former Faculty of General Studies) 
at the UIAH has been provided with considerable resources for developing its colour teaching 
programme over the last few years. One milestone in this work was the International Conference on 
Colour Education organised and hosted by us in August 1994. Another important step was the 
decision to allocate the department's professorial chair to the area of colour. This is quite 
momentous in our university, since among the staff of about 400 teachers the professors, who have 
the highest academic status, number seven in all. Professor Harold Linton from the United States 
has served for the academic year 1996-97 as the first Professor in this area to help plan and 
implement the programme. He is the author of several books on colour and design and is 
recognised as being a strong proponent of colour design education. The rest of the colour teaching 
faculty at present consists of one full-time lecturer and three part-time teachers. 

Considerable material resources have been invested in this area recently. For teaching and research 
purposes the department has instruments for measuring spectral distribution of surface colours, 
luminance and chromaticity of surfaces and light sources as well as illuminance, chromaticity and 
colour temperature of incident light. We also have NCS and Munsell colour sample collections and 
the beginning of a teaching collection of original and printed works donated to our Colour Archive 
Collection by professionals in colour from all over the world. The vision of this collection is to 
serve as a professional resource and source of inspiration for our students to explore the work of 
many well-known contemporary colour designers from various professions. Our latest investment 
is a light source comparison laboratory that was built as an addition to the colour teaching studio. 
This equipment was especially designed for demonstrating the effect of different light sources from 
incandescent to fluorescent and other gas discharge lamps on the visual appearance of surface 
colours. The year 1999 will mark the inauguration of the University's new Audio Visual Centre 
housing a full-scale professional quality film studio, cinema, cutting-, editing- and viewing rooms. 
Most importantly for the MA Colour Degree course, it will include a new stage design studio-
auditorium, where experiments and demonstrations with interior lighting and colour can be carried 
out in I : I scale. 

The two-year MA Degree programme in colour design at UIAH was initiated in the autumn of 
1996. It is the first graduate programme of its kind in Europe to provide an academic opportunity 
for students to specialise as colour designers. The objective is to give students an artistic, 
theoretical and practical knowledge of colour and light applicable to fine art and design. The 
programme is comprehensive in its reflection of an international colour perspective while being 
rooted in the colour traditions of Finland, Scandinavia and Europe. 
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The programme is intended for students with prior professional training, a BA or equivalent first 
degree in fine art, design or architecture, and provides a specialisation in colour that will extend the 
students' professional opportunities. Although the degree aims at a clear professional identity, its 
curriculum is broad in academic preparation. The studies include colour interaction, colour 
classification and identification, colour measurement, colour literature, colour-space design, visual 
communications, lighting design and -ergonomics, perceptual psychology, media and materials, 
computer studies and humanities. 

The first year programme curriculum of the MA Degree in Colour Design is planned to afford each 
student intensive studio experience in colour in two-dimensional composition, colour-space design 
in three-dimensional composition and an intensive introduction to basics of illumination and lighting 
design. Practical experiences are an integral part of all courses in the curriculum. 

The courses include Interaction of Colour: exercises in paper collage exploring colour perception 
and pictorial illusions as expounded by Josef Albers; Colour Composition: a studio course dealing 
with the colourists spatial abilities, including awareness of the elements of design, principles of 
organisation of three-dimensional design and application of a broad array of studio colour materials 
and processes; Colour Theory: a lecture course dealing with background elements of colour 
research history, perception, colour as light, colour mixing, measurement, identification, colour 
order systems, aesthetic and practical criteria of colour selection, artificial and daylight illumination; 
Colour Literature and Professional Seminar: readings and discussions of well-known works on 
colour with guest visits with specialists from related colour design industries, fine arts and 
architecture; Colour Light and Space Workshop: experiments with coloured light and painted 
surfaces using theatre lighting equipment and black studio facilities. In addition students will 
frequently visit paint manufacturers, lighting design studios and theatres, colour specialists in 
architecture and building conservation, and a wide variety of professional resources that amplify 
and broaden their exposure to colour design practices. 

During the second year of the programme, students meet regularly with a thesis adviser to plan and 
implement a year-long body of work based on their professional interests and directions in colour. 
While some of the courses are continued from the first year, the emphasis is on independent 
research resulting in a thesis exhibition in the spring of the second year. The Department of Art with 
its professional faculty of around forty artists and with its humanities section responsible for art and 
design history, history of culture, social psychology, sociology, etc., offers abundant opportunities 
for elective courses with which the graduate colour students can supplement their training. The 
university also sends through its several exchange programmes some 300 students annually to 
study abroad in design schools all over the world. 

The development of a new academic programme brings with it challenges and problems to solve in 
order to make it as effective as possible and the beginning of our programme is no exception. The 
MA degrees in art and design are a new development in Finland. Colour organisations and 
professions in Finland are now emerging but not fully developed. We have had difficulties in 
recruiting students who have a clear understanding of both the colour design professions and the 
necessary education leading to them. With the strong support of the University administration to see 
the programme and profession develop, outreach programmes and publications designed to find the 
most qualified and eager students available are among our top priorities. Literature for the 
programme is currently being written and designed. The need for an introductory short course is in 
planning. It will offer an introduction to Colour Professions and a preview of the nature of 
traditional studio work in colour and light design in intensive studio experiences. 

In order to ensure the future success of the programme the Department of Art at UIAH has invited a 
group of well-known professional colour designers to serve as an Advisory Council for the MA 
degree programme. Their responsibility is to review all aspects of the programme, curriculum 
development and enrichment, student results, and make suggestions for the future growth of the 
programme. 
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Recognising the need for maintaining and improving the visual quality of everyday objects, 
industrial and urban centres, historic buildings and public spaces and the crucial role of colour in 
this task, the UIAH has responded by providing an academic 'springboard' for the colour design 
and consulting profession. It is our hope that other academic programmes will develop in this 
discipline and that with the help of the AICand other colour organisations we can provide 
inspiration and support for each other. 
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A Study of Color Education by "The Exercise System 
to Develop Sense of Color" 

Ken UMIMOTO 

I would like to make a proposal for a system to develop human sensitivity 
(theoretical understanding and sensuous judgement) which is a significant base 
for color education In advanced educational institutions. 

This system aims at developing an analytical and synthetic skill and 
fostering basic sensitivity for creation such as a color arrangement through the 
process of developing the various phases by the Interaction of differrent colors 
from the relationship between two sides of the nature of color; the analogical 
continuity and the digital side as a divided unit. The content as follows is just a 
part of this whole system. 

Contents 

i. The adoption of P.C.C.S as a fundamental system 
II. The color diagrams for the exercises to develop sense of color 
Ill. The practical method of the exercise using Diagram A and B (in II.) 
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• EXERCISE USING DIAGRAM A-4 

1. The exercise of displaying <DIAGRAM A-4> with color charts. 

2. The display with color symbols composing <DIAGRAM A-4>. 

' " " " ' l ) 4 5 6 7 a ? 

"• -z :K :K -z z z z 
d -z_ '?. ..-v :z: -z_ :2: L!... 
9 '7 z z Z_ :K K 3:57 -z -z -z -z L:_ 2!_ 

dk K -z z z -z z :K :K z z z 
dp --g_ -z -z z :z: 2i -z_ x :z: :z: -z_ 

-z_ "Z z_ -z z z z_ :z: z 07 
,0_ 

b -z_ :g z :g z z z K z X z x 
It X z ;;{_ X X -z_ -z: U7 X z z z L!_ 

p z z z z &.7 :z: :z: :z: :z: L2_ 

p z z :z: :z: z z :z: :K ;K :K :K z 
It X x x z z K K z z X X 
b z z -z -z x x x z x --z z x z z z X -z ;;{_ 

dp X X z z z X -z K -z :K 
dk z: --z z z: z: z: z K K 
9 -z -z -z -z z z -z K -z 
d ;z_ ;;{_ z z X K -z_ z K z '7 

119 -z :z: :z: -z -z :z: :z: :8: :K :B: Li 
/ " 10 " ,, " " " " ,, " " •o 

3. The color image of warmness and coldness based on 12 hues of 
warm color group and 12 hues of cool color group. 

4. The exercise of gradation expression by selecting the vector 
and extracting the continuity out of the arrangement of hues 
and tones in <DIAGRAM A-4>. 
---warm color group--

5. The same as No. 4. 
---cool color group---
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6. The exercise of displaying the gradation selected in No. 4 in 
double swirling patterns. 
---warm color group--

7. The same as No. 6. 
---cool color group---

8. The same as No. 7. 
---both warm and cool group---

9. The exercise of displaying 9 kinds of tones by contrast. 
Each tone has 24 hues that are placed in relation to adjacent 
and analogy. 

10. The same exercise as No. 9. 
Each tone has 24 hues that are placed in relation to 
intermediate and contrast. 

1 1. The same exercise as No. 9. 
Each tone has 24 hues that are placed in relation to contrast, 
intermediate and analogy. 

12. The same exercise as No. 9. 
Each tone has 24 hues that are placed in relation to 
complementary only. 
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• EXERCISE USING DIAGRAM B-1 

13. The exercise of displaying <DIAGRAM B-1 > with color grades. 

The abbreviations used for the classification on this diagram 
stand for: 

w ... warm 

c ... cool 

HL,.High Lightness 
IL•Intermedlate Lightness 
LL=Low Lightness 

HS .. High Saturation 
MS .. Middle Saturation 
LS·Low Saturation 

N•neutral 

DIAGRAM 1 DIAGRAM 2 

- W+C - ----

3 2 1 HL 1 2 3 HL 1 2 3 
6 5 4 IL 4 5 6 IL 4 5 6 
9 8 7 LL 7 8 9 LL 7 8 9 

I HS MS LS LS MS HS I LSI MS H s 
14. The explanatory notes on the display examples 1-1 6. 

15. The exercise of studying the characteristics on the interaction 
mainly between hues and saturation within the range of three 
kinds of lightness such as HL, IL and LL. 
(The composite of nine units in DIAGRAM 2) - W+C ----

HL l+z 2+3 3+1 
IL 4+5 5+6 6+4 
LL 7+8 8+9 

I I 

16. The exercise of studying the characteristics on the interaction 
mainly between hues and lightness within the range of three 
kinds of saturation such as HS, MS and LS. 
(The composite of nine units In DIAGRAM 2) -- W+C - ·---

1+7 2.,8 a+!l 

4+1 5.,2 6+ 3 

7+ 4 8+5 n.,G 
I S I L MS H s 

KEN UMIMOTO 

4-30-1 Kugayama,Suginami-ku, Tokyo,Japan 

81-3-3331-6351 
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Color Planning at School through Visual Assessment 

Hiroshi HOSHINO, Taeko NAKAMURA, Tetsuya SATO, 
Kanji KAJIWARA, Yuka MIKI, Tetsuhiro SHINNO and Koichi KUWANO 

The psychological effects from the color schemes were examined through 3 media in this 
study. The same colors were assessed similarly on real room doors, monitors and color chips, and 
a general tendency was found from a semi-quantitative analysis where real doors are more 
closely correlated with monitors than with color chips . 

I INTRODUCTION 
Ever since most educational institutions of junior high schools, high schools and universities 

etc . were built and painted conventionally over 30 years ago, no fundamental color planning was 
made to provide a suitable atmosphere for education. Color planning has been a difficult subject 
because of the lack of the quantitative evaluation of color effects. Color chips are used extensively 
in color planning and communication for the reason of an easy and inexpensive access . Various 
psychological effects will, however, emerge from colors, where the psychological effects depend 
on the visual conditions including media, materials and observers' ·2•

3
) 

The aim of the present study is to examine and evaluate at least semi-quantitatively the 
psychological effects from the visual assessment of the color schemes designed for the door of 
classrooms by the different media. Here the color schemes were prepared on 3 media of real room 
doors, color chips and monitors. The colors on 3 media were assessed by 310 subjects against 18 
bipolar/7-step semantic differential scales. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
Subjects 

A total of 310 Japanese (161 males and 149 females) participated in the experiment Their 
ages ranged from 19 to 50s, with 76% of the subjects falling between 19-24 years. The mean age 
of the subjects was 22.1 years. 

Semantic Dif(erential Scales 
A set of 18 semantic differential scales was used to rate the psychological values of the color 

images from real doors, monitors and color chips. Here the psychological value denotes the 
average value of the ratings according to each semantic differential scale by an appropriate group 
of the subjects. Each scale was defined in terms of a pair of polar modifiers divided into 7 steps. 
The English translations of the semantic scales used in the experiment are shown in Table 1. 

Color Stimuli 
Color stimuli were prepared on 3 media of real room doors, monitors and color chips Four 

real rooms were furnished with the doors and a part of wall colored red (A), blue (C), light-gray 
(D) and light-green (E), respectively. 17-inch displays were used as monitors, which show a pair 
of pictures taken from the outside and inside of four real room doors including a surround wall (a 
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total of eight pictures), respectively. 9.0x5 .0 em color chips were prepared, which were pasted on 
the central part of 14.0x20.0 em gray cards corresponding to the wall color. The vertical ratio 
against the width of the chip is equal to that of a real door. The colors of monitors and color chips 
were adjusted to respective colors of four real room doors. Table 2 summarizes the Munsell 
representation of four colors and the base wall color used in the experiment. 

Table 1 The English translations of semantic scales. 
Japanese 

tsumetai - atatakai 
dotekina - seitekina 

barabarana - matomari no aru 
akarui - kurai 

wafuna - yofuna 
kintyosuru - nonbirishita 
kaihotekina - heisatekina 

kiraina - sukina 
modanna - kurashikkuna 

hirogari no aru - kyukutsuna 
sumatona - yabottai 

tsumaranai - omoshiroi 
shitashiminikui - shitashimiyasui 

karui- omoi 
jim ina- hadena 

futyowana - tyowa no toreta 
hairinikui - hairiyasui 

igokochi ga yoi - igokochi ga warui 
ochitsukanai - ochitsuita 

English 
cool- wann 

dynamic- passive 
untidy - tidy 
light- dark 

Japanese style - Western style 
tense- easy 
open - closed 
dislike - like 

modem - classic 
spacious - squashed 

stylish - boorish 
dull - exciting 

strange - friendly 
light - heavy 
plain - gaudy 

dishannonious - hannonious 
refused to enter - welcomed to enter 

cozy - uncomfortable 
unsettled - settled 

Table 2 The Munsell representation of four colors and base wall color 

real outside-doors 
door Color A c 0 E (surrounding 

wall color) 
MunseU H: 6.40R H: 5.71PB H: 0.89Y H: 3.17G H: 0.98Y 

(illuminant C, 2 degree) V : 4.86 V : 4.82 V: 7.81 V : 7.98 V: 8.05 
C: 12.50 C: 9.08 C: 0.53 C: 1.09 C: 0.66 

real inside-doors 
door Color A c 0 E (surrounding 

wall color) 
MunseU H: 6.64 R H: 5.69 PB H· 0.55 y H: 3.77G H: 6.48Y 

(illuminant C, 2 degree) V : 4.84 V : 4.88 V : 7.83 V: 8.01 V: 8.39 
C: 13.09 C: 9.00 C: 0.51 C: 1.10 C: 0.83 

color shiPs 
Color A c 0 E (ground card) 

Munsell H: 6.53 R H: 5.85 PB H: 1.01 y H· 3.1 6 G H: 1.49 Y 
(illuminanl C, 2 degree) V: 4.85 V: 4.77 V: 7.86 V : 8.08 v· 7.96 

C: 13.12 C: 9. 52 C: 0.52 C: 1.07 C: 0.43 

Procedure 
100 of 310 subjects first looked at one of four doors for one minute standing at 2 m from the 

outside, and then asked to rate it on the 18 bipolor/7-step semantic differential scales . They 
subsequently entered the room, sat down on the chair located at 3 m from the door, looked at the 
door for one minute, and then asked to rate on the 18 scales. Other color doors were assessed in 
tum with the same procedure as above. 94 subjects watched a picture of the outside door including 
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the surrounding wall for one minute in the dark chamber on the monitor display, and then rated it 
as above according to 18 each scales. Subsequently they watched another picture of the inside 
door including the surrounding wall for one minute as above, and then rated it. Other color 
pictures on the monitor display were assessed in tum, and rated as above. 116 subjects looked at a 
color chip through the 3x3 em hole of the gray mask, and assessed it according to the 18 scales 
After rated other color chips with the same procedure, they looked at four chips on wall color 
cards in tum without gray mask, and similarly rated those. 

3. RESULTS 
Average psychological values of 310 subjects were calculated for the 18 rating scales of 4 

color patterns. Average values of red (A) and light-green (E) of four colors are given in Fig. I. The 
figure and other color data indicate that the psychological effect is affected in more extent by 
color itself than by media. That is, the four colors specified individual psychological effects of 
their own. 

A 
., 

tsumetal atataka1 
dotekina - -- _ __,________, seitekina 

barabarana t-- j matomari no aru 

akarui >--+<-liil;;= ku rai 

----+-- nonbiriahita 
+---------... helaatekina 

kiraina sukina 

modaMal---1- kurashikkuna 
hirogari no 

tsumaranal>-----+- --b<; - -----t-------< omoshiroi 

ahitashimlnikui r • - -- , shitashimiyasui 

L-----i::::::ICDoooe--< hadena 
futyowana 1 -- -·-r- - ------- ---l tyowanotoreta 

warui 
ochitsuita 

E 
tsumetal t 
dotekina · 

barabarana, 

akarui>-. 

atatakai 
' seitekina 

matomari no aru 

·- nonbiriahita 

kiraina r-----+- ·· -- r · --. sukina 
modanna kurashikkuna 

hirogari no aru ·-- -+--- kyukutsuna 
-+--+--- yabotlai 

taumaranai >--+-- + -liao.--+--+---- omosh1roi 
shitashiminikui shi'tashimiyas ui 

karuil- - --: omoi 
jimina >--+-_,_:Q....,_,_ 

lutyowana --- -+-- tyowa no toreta 
hairinikui 

igokochi Q8 yoi ' ga warui 
ochltsukana!

3 
ochitsuita 

Cotor Chlpa Rut Doors Moniton Chips Real Doon 
out •-·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-- one ..... ...... . . 

in two<>----
out • ·- ·- -- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- = .................. :::=== 

Fig.l Mean ratings of colors on real doors, monitors and color chips. The alphabet A 
and E indicate red and light-green, respectively. The terms of out, in, one and two 
denote "outside", "inside", "data on assessed chips through gray mask" , and "data 
on assessed chips including surrounding wall color cards", respectively . 

In order to emphasize the difference of the psychological effects among the media and colors, 
the mean-squares of the difference of respective psychological values were calculated between 
two media (chosen from the real doors, the monitors or the color chips), between two colors, or 
between the outside and the inside of the doors. The results are summarized in Table 3. The 
semantic differential ratings were found from Table 3 (a) to be different between the same colors 
assessed from the inside and from the outside on the real doors, but not between the same colors 
on the monitors. The result suggests that the surrounding atmosphere (space) affects the color 
image on the real doors, while the color itself determines the semantic ratings on the monitors . 

Although the same colors on the real room doors and other media are rated similarly, a general 
tendency was observed as shown in Table 3 (b) where the ratings were more closely correlated 
between those evaluated from the real doors and the monitors than between those evaluated from 
the real doors and the color chips . 
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Table 3 Difference values between outside and inside (a), between two media (b) . 
(a) (b) 

monitor-A out/monitor-A in 
monitors monitor-C out/monitor-( in 

monitor-D out/monitor-D in 
monitor-E out/monitor-E in 
chip-A one/chip-A two 

color chips chip-C one/chip-C two 
chip-D one/chip-D two 
chip-E one/chip-E two 
real-A out/real-A in 

real doors real-C out/real-C in 

real-D out/real-Din 
real-E out/real-E in 

(I) ; the mean-square of the difference 
(II); the arithemetic average of (I) 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

(I) 

0.025 
0.013 
0.053 
0.042 

0.034 
0.066 
0.029 
0.010 

0.118 
0.090 

0.146 
0.077 

The psychological effect is determined 
by colors rather than by media. Although 
the effect of space cannot be neglected in 
the ratings from the real doors, there is a 
tendency to find a good correlation 
between real doors and monitors. 
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3) C. Taft, Color meaning and context : 
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colors on samples and objects, Color 
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real-A out/monitor-A out 
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monitors real-A in/monitor-A in 
real-C in/monitor-( in 
reai-D in/monitor-0 in 
real-E in/monitor-E in 
real-A out/chip-A two 
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real doors real-D out/chip-D two 
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The Soft Energy of Color 

Silvia RIZZO 

Two experimental works in my teaching about color and my artistic experience 
a) "Painted poems": Works painted by my students, suggested by some lines by Nobelist poet 
Eugenio Montale. Paintings are based on a creative research for emotions and on exercises of 
internalizing, obtained through painted color. From a scientific point of view, color is the result of 
emotional aspects of intelligence. 
b) "Color for Hospitalized Children": teaching experience with a class of art students in the 
department of heart surgery in a children's hospital (Ospedale Gaslini, Genoa, Italy). Joyful 
colors are arranged in a totally original design, in order to communicate positive feelings and 
remove any negative features from the place, according to the theories of "humanized" hospital. 
For instance, a large clock, game&color, in the waiting room; time passes and it becomes the 
"game of time". 
c) My artistic experience, time dimension of color. Documentation on works represented by lorry 
canvas, where color is painted by time and air, by rain and smog. 

INTRODUCTION 
The title "THE SOFf ENERGY OF COLOR" intends to comprise a wide range of my 
intentionally diversified and mainly educational experiences, carried out with one single class (4 A 
experimental) of students of the Artistic High School N. Barabino of the Municipality of Genoa 
and in collaboration with the Municipal Council for Schools and Educational Services of Genoa. 
In this work color is the leitmotiv, an "aesthetic training". Intuition and design in these experiences 
are being used to promote creative activities. 
These investigations are obviously emoirical. These concepts, however, have been successfully 
incorporated in educational practice, with all the values of the latest aesthetic research. 
Color is a soft energy, namely a positive and constructive energy. It is a live dynamic element that 
goes beyond the rules of visual oerception. It aims to synergistically involve other dimensions as 
well: time, light, emotions, introspection, socio-cultural interrelations. 
The experiences produced under items I, 2, 3 and 4 will be presented separately, through a 
structural approach, and then discussed together in the General Conclusions. A few words on my 
artistic experience will also be presented. 
The issues dealt with are the following: 

1) Painted Poems (color and painting) 
2) Color for children in hospital (color and design) 
3) Shining Project (color, light and computer) 
4) Time dimension of color (color and artistic experience) 

1) Painted Poems (color and painting) 

EXPERIMENT 
Poetry-color inter-relationship: looking for new ways to translate poetry lines by the Italian 
Nobelist Eugenio Montale. His poems are already intrinsically suggesting images and colors. 
To manifest color through internalization which is the expression of subjective feelings, 
imagination and thought are matched together as if they were two different expression entities 
wishing to communicate. 
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RESULTS 
The students were left free on this pathway to "experience color" by discovering their inner world, 
their reflected and lived reality, starting from poetry. 
The color that displays unconscious situations linked to personality features and to each student's 
character prevails, namely: tenderness, aggressiveness, luminosity, restlessness expressed in the 
form of the color of landscapes and nature, or as abstract paintings or according to the mass 
media. 
The words of the poems sometimes become a chromatic element within the composition, while in 
other cases they are totally left out. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Each work presents a peculiar poem-color inter-relationship. This experience was also confirmed 
by more recent psychological, cultural and even scientific research results confirming that 
emotions are important for intelligence to generate critical and creative skills for personal human 
development also in the pedagogic-educational area. 
Students have appreciated this new experience and have unconsciously embodied it; perception 
dynamics was extended according to a subjective exoerience of color. 

2) Color for children in hospital (color and design) 

EXPERIMENT 

Two projects: 
I) To furnish and offer, through color, a pleasant welcome to children hospitalized in the Heart-
Surgery Department of Gaslini Children's Hospital in Genoa: 'Welcome' Project' 
II) Project development (original method by Silvia Rizzo): 'Playing withY our Eyes' 

In both cases color-in-design expresses values that, for the very context proposed here, need to 
communicate affection, functionality and socio-cultural aspects. These inter-relations attach an 
extremely comprehensive communication role to colors. 

I) The entrance hall is to be fitted with items whose physical characteristics are expressed through 
a series of calculated alternatives all connected with the issue of time and the "game of passing 
time" . 
A project to offer a better welcome to children, play down their anxiety before the visit, and turn it 
into something joyful and pleasant. This project also helps children better understand the sense of 
motion and of time and to become friend with each other. 

II) A "big game wall" unfolds along the in-patient ward corridor. This project was designed for 
young hospitalized heart-patients, whose physical movement is hampered or has to be restrained 
to limit oxygen consumption, and, more in general, to disabled children with motor difficulties 
affecting particularly their hands. This project aims at overcoming all the obstacles to play 
encountered by these children and offer them playing-visual routes to be perceived with their eyes. 

RESULTS 
I) The environment moves around a big toy clock, of unusual design, which turns into a playful 
sun and flower-shaped mechanism through a formal reinvention in which all elements rotate 
smoothly with a real and thus colorful movement. 
Other situations about time are connected through a chromatic flow, which looks like 
dematerialized moving energy, yet never groundless or merely decorative. 
Color lives with elegance through poetic intuition and the sense of game. 

II) The visual route follows a line of thought by "reading" signs described with mazes of colors, 
dynamic chromatic patterns linked with objects, references to rhymes and rhythmic words to 
compose poems, up to the description of more complex games whereby reading becomes a 
learning and mental process. 
With particular reference to these last two points, laboratory panels were produced for my project 
'Museum of European Children, Citizens of the World' in which all the various school subjects, 
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communication, multiculturalism, history, science, time etc. are all illustrated with pictures of 
children who animate creative-educational workshops. 

CONCLUSIONS 
I) Through color, a great human sensitivity was expressed by this assembly. The concept of game 
was applied to a cognitive act that had to be freed and tested. 
One student, with remarkable reflective skills, by creating the clock of the game, through a 
creative response, has profitably stimulated his own project capabilities and promoted the role of 
functionality in emotional and sensorial communication. The other students have been emotionally 
touched by highly involving socio-cultural aspects, and have enriched all the colors with a joyful 
expression value. 

II) The final result is thus a "big game wall" unfolding along the in-patient ward corridors like a 
big ribbon on which the young patients, in group or alone, can spend their time by visually 
communicating games that can always be reinterpreted and customized. New opportunities are 
offered to them to maintain their minds active without missing the experience of the play and 
better react to a difficult experience which keeps them away from their relatives and their normal 
lives. 

3) Shining Project (color, light and computer) 
(Since this is a very recent project, was not included in the abstract) 
Design and creation of decorations for a rigid curtain in a city theatre. 

EXPERIMENT 
The intention was to create the most updated and topical information-communication on color. The 
idea was therefore to pick up the color flows in all different combinations from a standard 
computer screen-saver programme (PC 486 dx2) and to fix them on printed images. 
Through cognitive exploration, the most suitable parts were magnified; light-color spots were 
processed to create other compositions. 

RESULTS 
This study has led to creatively new experiments and suggested unexplored pathways. 
Images were collected and magnified up to color disintegration. Explorations were also made 
through an almost photographic process (Kodak ColorEdge 1560/1565 copier) in negative-
positive patterns and by replacing the chromatic values. Almost pictorial results were obtained 
through new painted textures. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This project was implemented with much freedom and creativity where the computer was used for 
the exoerimental exploration of visual perceptions. 
Students have created unexpected and unpredictable patterns through this chromatic process and 
have returned color the pictorial value of impressionist oointillism. 
Color thus becomes light-point within an emotional and sensitive dimension. It is a catalyst 

energy for new visual contents for perception by human eyes. 

4) Time dimension of color (color and artistic experience) 

Color and its time dimension: color painted by weather and time 
With regard to the educational approach to the energy of color, I think it is interesting to illustrate 
some aspects of my personal artistic research: briefly speaking, it is a conceptual operation on 
subtraction and addition of color and its transformation over time. 

By subtraction: it is based on used lorry canvasses and it is for me the ideal example to 
communicate the constant change of color. It is promoted by the action of air, rain, sun exposure 
but, above all, by the corrosive action of smog absorbed over long journeys on the road. 
The original color features are subtracted through all these events: a concurrent trace of several 
events, a complex, slow, troublesome energy that also reflects the very air we breath and reveals 
the signs of unrelenting pollution. 
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By addition: following the same rationale, time-worn color and color traces are found again on the 
f1aked-off walls of historical buildings in Genoa. The artistic operation aimed at removing time 
from the color dimension. Color is purified into strips overlapping the object of investigation: they 
are like a color scale, a color-gauge to warn against inertia and urban pollution. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Synergistic Workshop through Color . Energy-Synergy of color and some pedagogical comments 
The concurrent implementation of the above experiences (artistic expression, design and computer 
imaging) under the common denominator of color expression, has created a synergistic workshop 
proper. Color was considered not only as energy but also as synergy. Students have explored this 
experience taking account of all previous and current research phases and of the possibility to 
define other projects in the future; they have all become active players and at the same time 
benefited from the work done by others through working groups on different topics yet in close 
contact with each other. 
The pedagogic concept of 'Synergistic Workshop through Color' was specially formulated 
for and dedicated to this congress. 
For the development of synergistic thinking (with a more comprehensive projection of life) 
According to the pedagogist Brauner, from the very first instant of our life we have to learn to find 
our way in the world around us with the help of our senses and our brain. 
Synergistic thinking, also through educational experiences, means to gain, with intelligence, a 
more comprehensive and involving understanding of our senses and inner energy. 
New experierences lead to new ideas. 

Genoa, A pri I 25 1997 
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Education of Colours 
Teaching Material on Painting Techniques 

Laszlo SOMORJAI 

COLOUR SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION (RAISING THE ISSUE) 

grey 

The demonstration of a simplified coloursystem 

0 Colour system 
demonstration 

The illustration is a colour two dimensional picture but its three dimansional system is easily 
perceived and explainable. The illustration captures the continous network of isometrical cubes. 
The three visible sides of the cubes, the three dimensional space and the three prime colours 
(yellow, magenta and cyanideblue for substractive mixing) connect well with each other and the 
space elements display the types of the colour relations well and some of the stages of it. 
The illustration foreshadows the knowledge for the Ieamer wich is obtained through the training 
course. The following illustration are for the practice the viewing and the understanding of the 
subpoints, always emphasising the road leading from practice to theory. 

NE1WORK OF LINES (TONALITY SYSTEM) 

8 Network oflines 
and point 

The denser or scarcer net of pencil (or pen, chalk, etc.) marks means a lighter or darker tone, or 
colour value. The pencil and the others are considerable more convinient tools than the painting 
techniques. For this reason, it is possible to focus on the visualization of space and shape, instead 
of the technique, because tonal sensitivity of the student well at the beginning stage, but it not 
only works in visualization, but in observation, in evalnation and in forming on opinion. 
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PAINTED CONTINOUS AND GRADUAL TONE SCALES 

e Painted continous 
tone seal 

These exercises serve the painting technique itself, for there are a lot of difficulties. They are 
worth it, though, because it successful, they look captivating. The handling of the working 
process requires greater attention than in general. The selection of the paper, the method of 
steeping and laying-up, the surface and the paint, the paint and water, the ideal ratio of the 
different types of paint compaired to each other, the choise of the paintbrush, and most of all 
them coordination of the painting-method, and the controll over the material. The painting-
method is sensitive. This is the most ideal would be to create a transfigured, intensified spiritual 
state which would coordinate the physical state (hand and eye coordinations) the fastest possible 
way. A difficult teaching material requires more stadying but the more is the profit and 
knowledge this gained: it gives the developer an excellent feeling, because it is creating, which is 
great power, freedom, increasing elf-ackenaintance, and the discovering mobilizing of abilities. 

PAINTED CONTINOUS AND GRADUAL COLOURING SCALES 

111111 red --== blue 
8 Continous and 

gradual colouring 
scales 

If we have already achieved soall success concerning the tonal scales then we can add to it by 
the successes of this new exercise, because here only the choice of the different colours changes, 
the process itself stayes the same. As this poster-lecture in itself is only an abridgement, I will 
write down the processes also in an epitomized form, and it is the following: we place the 
steeped absorbing paper to the final point of the planned scale length and we spread the two 
colours that are to be mixed with a wet paintbrush with curving motions. As the paint is running 
out of the paintbrush and it reaches the other colour, being filled up by it, on its way it is mixing 
with the first colour in an increasing and with the second colour in a decreasing way. Our 
present exercise includes neighbouring colours. The surface where the paintbrush is moving 
back and forth continuously will have a homogeneous colour. This is how the surface of gradual 
transition can be changed to the surface of one-coloured points and then to the surface of evenly 
changing scales, and create grandual scales. The other possible way of making a grandual scale 
is to put the paint to certain places of the given amount of surfaces with possibily equally 
decreating degree from one colour and with an increating degree from the other colour. 
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PAINTED CONTINOUS AND GRADUAL COMPLEMENTARY COLOUR-SCALES 

0 Continous complementary 
colour-scale 

Here we choose the colour-pair facing each other on the colour-circle for the painting of the 
continous and gradual scales. Here too, the magic of the theoretical conclusion will be provided 
by the fruits of the severe practice. The amazement that follows incredulity, how the mixture of 
two such fiery colours can change to such indifferently dull, undistinctive colours? 

COLOUR-BODY SEGMENT 

CD Colour-body segment 

This exercise is already the preparation for the simplified colour-system. The relations of the 
scales of the colouring and the complementer will become evident by the painting of the 
horizontal segment of the Rounge colour ball. For the teenagers, as I have experienced, the most 
deary understood, almost exciting is the old, plane colour system. 

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE CUBIC MOSAIC SHAPED, SIMPLIFIED COWUR-
SYSTEM: 
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8 The interpretation of the 
cubic shaped, simplified 
colour-system 



On the top surface of the lined-up cubes (paralelograms) the yellow prime colour and its colour 
combinations appear, while on one of the side surfaces the scarlet's and on the other the 
cyanide-blue' s colour combination appear. In the formation of the complete picture we proceed 
from the simpler details towards the more complexed ones. This the top surface of the cubes 
above the yellow on the topsurface of the middle cube is going to have a yellowish tincture in a 
way thaUhe lightening yellowish topsurface colours are gradually approaching the prime colour 
on the right side of the cube and at the same time they are lightining from the centre outwards as 
well. 
And towards the left they adjust to the colours of the side-surfaces. After we have filled up the 
120° area by painting the top-surfaces, to the next top-surfaces we mix a small amount of colour 
from the colour of the right side into the yellow on the right side, and we also add a very small 
amount of the third colour from the left side ... the next 60° surface has the following purpose: 
that the addition of the third colour would gradually reach the amount of the first, the yellow 
and the second colour, in other words the lines of the black-grey-white top-surfaces. Because on 
the left side of the first 120° surface we create a similar colour-relation scale, the top-surfaces, in 
the line of the grey scale will cover a 360° surface. And because these appear only on the top-
surfaces, we have solved only the third of the whole surface. But from the process described 
here, the accomplishment of the second and third third-past will be understandable, because we 
only need to tum the sheet of paper 120° and inomediately we have one of the side-papers as a 
top-surface. 

For everybody who wish to learn and use this material, I wish a lot of patience, diligence and lots of 
success. 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 

Prof. Kondou , Tsuneo 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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Technology 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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Lab. , Japan Color Research 
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JAPAN 

Prof. , Dr. Nayatani, 
Yoshinobu 
Osaka Electro-
Communication Univ. 
Faculty of Engineering 
18-8 Hatsu-cho, Neyagawa 
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JAPAN 

Ms. Nishi, Kyoko 
4-28-8 Sekimachi Kita, 
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JAPAN 

Mr. Nishihara, Masahiro 
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15-1 Naeshiro-cho, Mizuho-
ku, Nagoya 467 
JAPAN 

Mr. Nishimura , Masanobu 
Dept. of Electric 
Engineering, Daido Inst. of 
Technology 
2-21 Daido-cho, Minami-ku, 
Nagoya 457 
JAPAN 

Mr. Noguchi, Takafumi 
Ashigara Research Labs., 
Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. 
210 Nakanuma, Minami-
Ashigara 250-01 
JAPAN 

Mr. Nomura, Akihiro 
Research Lab., Dainippon 
Screen Mfg. Co., Ltd. 
4 Teranouchi-agaru, 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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6-58 Koshiki-iwa-cho, 
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JAPAN 

Ms. Ogura, Hiromi 
Studio PI-P A Co. 
#302, 1-6-3 Nakakaigan, 
Chigasaki, Kanagawa 253 
JAPAN 

Dr . Ohba , Kohtaro 
Dept. of Robotics, 
Mechanical Eng. Lab. 
1-2 Namiki, Tsukuba 305 
JAPAN 

Mr. Ohga , Manabu 
Canon Inc. 
Shin-Kawasaki Mitsui Bldg., 
890-12 Kashimada, Saiwai-
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JAPAN 

Prof. Ohmi, Gentarow 
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Arts 
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Sagamihara 228 
JAPAN 
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2-2-2 Inano-cho, Itami 664 
JAPAN 



Dr. Ohnuma, Kazuhiko 
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Computer Sciences, Chiba 
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1-33 Yayoi-cho, Inage-ku, 
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JAPAN 

Mr. Ohnuma, Susumu 
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Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167 
JAPAN 
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JAPAN 

Ms. Ohshima, Miyuki 
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JAPAN 
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Photo Film Co. Ltd. 
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Ashigara, Kanagawa 250-01 
JAPAN 

Dr. Ohta, Yasuo 
4-32-2 Tokiwadai, ltabashi-
ku, Tokyo 174 
JAPAN 

Mr . Ohtani, Yoshio 
Faculty of Engineering & 
Design, Kyoto Inst. of 
Technology 
Matsugasaki, Sakyo-ku, 
Kyoto 606 
JAPAN 

Dr. Ojima, Nobutoshi 
KAO Corp. 
2-1-3 Bunka, Sumida-ku, 
Tokyo 131 
JAPAN 

Mr. Oka, Sadanori 
Graduate School of Human 
and Environmental Studies, 
Kyoto Univ. 
Yoshida Nihonmatsu-cho, 
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-01 
JAPAN 

Dr. Okajima, Katsunori 
Dept. of Applied Physics, 
National Defense Academy 
1-10-20 Hashirimizu, 
Yokosuka, Kanagawa 239 
JAPAN 

Dr . Okamoto, lkuko 
Dept. of Arts and Sciences, 
Osaka Kyoiku U niv. 
4-698-1 Asahigaoka, 
Kashiwara, Osaka 582 
JAPAN 

Mr. Okazaki, Nobuo 
15-32 Okukaiinji-Tanida, 
Nagaokakyo, Kyoto 617 
JAPAN 

Mr. Onaka, Kiyoji 
Kensaikan Co., Ltd. 
1-20-21 Miyakojima-kitadori, 
Miyakojima-ku, Osaka 534 
JAPAN 

Prof . Ooi , Yoshio 
1-1 5-10-313 Horifune, Kita-
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JAPAN 
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Graduate School of Letters, 
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Y oshida-honmachi, Sakyo-
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JAPAN 
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Syowa Health Center, 
Nagoya City 
3-1 9 Ayuchidori, Syowa-ku, 
Nagoya 466 
JAPAN 

Mr. Osumi, Masayuki 
Nisshinbo Industries Inc., 
Miai Plant Systems 
Development Section 
45 Irikomi Miai-cho, 
Okazaki, Aichi 444 
JAPAN 

Mr. Otake, Shiro 
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Matsushita Electric 
Industrial Co., Ltd . 
3-4 Hikaridai, Seika, Soraku, 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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JAPAN 
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UCHIDA Hiroko 646 YANO Takuo 199 
UCHIKA WA Keiji YAO Jun 642 

155, 187. 211. 239, 243. 298, 302 , 306 YENDRIKHOVSKIJ S.N. 163 
UCHIYAMA Ichiro 695 YE Guanrong 602, 642 
UEDA Mitsuo 399 YIM Oh-Yon 893 
UMIMOTO Ken 968 YOON Haelim 294 
URA YAMA Shinichi 274 YOSHIDA Angela M. 343 
USUI Nobuaki 562 YOSHIDA Clara A. 94. 343 
USUI Shiro 553. 566. 674 YOSHIOKA Torn 347 
USUI Toshihiro 442 ZHANG Xuemei 77 

VAN HELVOIRT S.T.]. 163 ZHAO Tiandong 642 
VERRILL John 42 ZHOU Fengkun 175 
VIK Michal 379 ZOLDI Anna 770 
WAND ELL Brian A. 77 

WANGWenjun 419 
WATANABE Takehiko 439 
WERNER John S. 195 
WIJK Helle 191 
WITT Klaus 391 
WOLFF Lawrence B. 487. 515 
WOODSON Harrell 863 
WU Wenming 642 
XIN John H. 670 
XU Haisong 602 
XU Hong 175 , 219 
YAGI Katsumasa 247 
YAGUCHI Hirohisa 227, 270. 322 
YAMAGISHI Masao 941 
YAMAKA WA Miyuki 933 
YAMAMOTO Daisuke 544 
YAMAMOTO Hiroki 235 , 274 
YAMAMOTO Sari 875. 889 
YAMASHITA Yukio 286 
YAMAUCHI Yasuki 187 
YAMAZAKI Tatsuo 431 
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